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VOLUiJE XI

MALTA

JUME 19i^0 -- MAY I9it5

COJjTEMTS

PART I - INTRODUCTORI - MALTA BEFORE THE WAR

GHAiTER 1. PRE-WAR POLICY

The Pre-War Significanoe of Malta - The Effect of Air Power -

The Threat from Italy - Policy - Developments - Air Policy in
the Mediterranean.

CHAPTER 2. MEDITERRANEAN COMMAND AT THE OUTBREAK OP WAR WITH ITALY

Scope of the Command - Radar - Landing Grounds - Fighter Defence -

Naval Co-operation - No, 200 Group - Plying Boats  - No, 83O
Squadron - The Enemy Force and Estimate of Malta's Possibilities.

PART II - THE ITALIAN WAR - JUNE-DECEMBER 194O

CHAPTER 3. THE FIRST MONTHS OP WAR

Outbreak of Hostilities - Prospects at the end of June - Changing
Attitude towards Malta - Operation "Hurry": Reinforcement - The

Defence Contizmes - Eneo\y Tactics - Malta's Offensive Effort

(a). Swordfish (b) Plying Boats - Review of Reconnaissance
Situation - Lull in Enemy Activity - Summary of the First Pour
Months of War. •

i

ICHAPTER k, RENEWED AOTIVITI, OCTOBER - DECEMBER, /pUO

Future Planning - War in Greece - The Wellington Offensive
(a) The Plan (b) Operations Begin (o) Taranto (d) Change
in Operational Control (e) Support of the Desert Offensive
(f) Swordfish Activities (g) No. 148 Squadron (h) Attacks
on Italian Canmunications - Fighter Defence.

PART III - THE FIRST (Slfi^N OFFENSIVE, JANUARY-MAY 1941

CHAPTER 5. IKE 'ILLUSTRIOUS* BLITZ

German Plans - The Luftwaffe Attacks - Wellingtons over Sicily -
German Raids Begin - R,A,P, Counter-offensive.

i

I
'ti
V

CHAPTER 6. NAVAL CO-OPERATION AND ANTI-SHIPPING OPERATIONS

Policy Proposals - Reconnaissance - Naval Requirements -

Extension of Anti-shipping Patrols, Tactical Improvements

CHAPTER 7. RENEWAL OP ENEMY ATTACKS

Variations in Tactics - R.A.P. Estimate of the Enemy Effort -

Defence Difficulties - Decline of Ihe Wellington Offensive -

Removal of the Wellingtons and Sunderlands - The Growing Need

for Fighter Reinforcements.
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CHAPTER 8. FURTHER DEVELOPSffiNT OP OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS FROM MALTA

luoreased Nded for Anti-shipping Operations - Previous Attempts
in Naval Co-operation - A New Policy Initiated - Operations
Against Enemy Communications - (a) Operations Against Tripoli
(b) Arrival of the HLenheims (c) The Pairt Played
^oonna'issanoe (d) HLenheim and Swordfish Strikes  - Operation
"Tiger” and Beaufi^ter Activities - Further Employment of the
Beaufighters,

CHAPTER 9. THE END OP OHE OliMAN OFFENSIVE

Enemy Activity in April - Improvements in Fighter Strength -

Failures in Fighter Defexioe - Plans to Improve the Air Defence -
The End of the Offensive - Conclusion.

.PART IV - MALTA ON 3HE OFFENSIVE JUNE TO DECEMBER 1941

CHAPTER 10. OFFENSIVE OPEEIATIONS FROM MALTA JUNE TO

The Strategic Situation - Future Policy - Defence Considerations  -

Ihe Background to Operations - Fighter Defence - Eneiqy Activity -
Operation "Substance" - The Attack on Malta Harbour 25 July -
The Anti-shipping Offensive: Policy - Reconnaissance from Malta -
Offensive Operations June and July 1941 - Report on Malta by the
Inspector General - Maintenance - Aircraft - Reinforcements -

Hhe Question of Supply - Policy Developments Concerning the
Offensive from Malta - Renewed Demands for Reconnaissance

Aircraft - The Anti-shipping Offensive - Anti-shipping Strikes:
August 1941 - Beaufort Experiments - Tripoli Raids August 1941 -
Further ̂ lenheim^ifficulties - Swoirdfish Operations - Wellington ’
Operations .- Fighter Defence - Ni^t Defence - Developments in
Night Fighting: (a) Searchlight and Radar Organisation (b)
Tactics Prior to August 1941 (q) Formation of the Malta Night
Fighter Unit (d) New Tactics - Night Raids August and September
1941 - Fulmar Activity - Fighter Offensive - Operation "Halberd"
25 to 28 September 1941.

CHAPTER 11, MALTA AND OHE "CRUSADER" OFFENSIVE (OCTOBER - DECEMBER 1941)
A

i/of Malta in the Plan for Operation "Crusader" -
Comparetive*"Air Strengths October and November 1941 - C.A.S.
Worried by the Heavy Blenheim Losses - Shipping Strikes by Malta-
based Aircraft in support of Operation "Crusader" October
November 1941 - Destruction of Enemy Convoy by Naval Force K based
on Malta Night 8/9 November - Wellington Reinforcements:
of No, 104 Squadron to Malta October 1941 •• Port Bombing: Use of
4,000-lb Bombs in Attack Against Naples Ni^t 2l/22 October -
Operations by Blenheims and Hurricanes Against Enemy Road Convoys in
North Africa and Airfields in Sicily and Southern Italy, October
and November - Reconziaissance by No, 69 Squadron  - Low Scale of
Enemy Air Attacks Against Malta, October and November - Malta
Publicity - Factors Leading to Hitler's Decision to Transfer
Luftflotte 2 to Mediterranean - Operations "Callboy*' and "Pantaloon"
(October 16 and November 12, 1941y ” Effect of the "Crusader"
(derations on the Strategic Situation in the Mediterranean - The
Sinking of the 10,540 ton Petrol Tanker Iridio Mantovani. December 1
Sinking of the Cruisers Barbiano and Giussanp by the Royal Navy,
Ni^t 12/13 December - The Breconshire Convoy and Loss of H,M,S.
Neptune and Eandahar, 19 December - Factors Governing the Low
Level of Sinkings of Enemy Ships by Malta-based Aircraft in
December 1941 - The Effect of the Bad Weather on Malta'a AirfieldS-

Offensive Operations Against Ports and Bases, December - The
Beginning of the Luftwaffe's Second Air Offensive Against Malta,
21 December 1941.

Transfer
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PAET V - THE SBCCaO) (M84AN AIR 05ESNSIVE

CHAPTER 12. THE BE&3RNING OF THE GREAT AIR ASSAXOiT

The Gesazal Situation in the Ne«r Tear 1942 - A CoBaparison
between the Britiah Air Strength on Malta and -ttie Luftwaffe

Strength on Sioily, Januaxy 1942 - The Weakness of the R,A«F,
Fighter Force, January 1942 - Arrival of Personnel of Nos*242
and 609 Sguadrcsis at Malta - The Possibility of Enemy Atteiqpt
to Invade Malta « The Italian Plan for the Invasion of Malta

(Operation "C03”) -* ^Hie Babxy Report on the Fij^ter Defence
of Malta, January 1942 - Decision to send Spitfires to Malta,
January 1942 - Eneny Air Operations agcdnst Malta, January 1942 -
R*A«F. Filter Activity - Anti-shipping Strikes - Other

,  Offensive Operations fron Malta - The January Corves

<5 I (Ocmay Operations M*S«2, 3 & 4) - The Panzer Armiiw !
Si^ly Situatiod - The Enoay Air Offensive against Malta
Oontinued - Fighter Operations February 1942 - The Pilot

Situation at Malta, February 1942 - Offensive Operations by
Wellingtons and Transfer of No* 40 Squadron to the Middle East -
Night Flying Training of Wellington Crews in the U*K» - Anti

shipping Strikes fnm Malta, February 1942 - Bneny Convoys to
Tripoli, February 1942 - No* 21 Squadron (BIs&hakas) Transferred
to Middle East, 22 February - Operations by No* 69 Squadron -
The February Conroy to Malta (Operation M*W*9) 12 to 14 February -
The Weakness of Malta's Fighter Defence, February 1942*

CHAPTER 13* THE NEDTRALISATICN OF MALTA AS A NAVAL AIR BASE:
MARCH AND APRIL 1942

to Malta

Improved

The Arrival of the first Spitfires at Malta (Operations
"Qttirtez'' and "Spotter") 7 March 1942 - Operations "Scantling^ j
and "Picket" (repetition of "Quarter") March 21 and 29 1942 -
ThaJDeoixDation of No* 229 Squadron (Hurricane IIC) -
Intensification of the Air 'Blitz* on Malta, March 1942 - ,
Naval Damage fTcm Air Attack - Coaparative Enemy and &A*F* Air
Losses, March 1942 - Operations by No* 37 Sq^aadron (Wellingtons)
and Return of the Squadron to the Middle East, SB March 1942 -
Enoey Shipping Losses, March I942 - Liprovements to the *Y'
Intercept Service at Malta - Operation "FuUsize" (M*G*1), The
Vian Convoy to Malta, 10-23 Mardi - Enemy Air Attacks against
Malta 24-26 March: Loss of the Breccaashire. Talabot and

/ PanmAs - The Enemy Air Offensive, April 1942 - Coiparative |
'  British and Enemy Air Strengths and Losses, April 1942 -

Anaiyaia of the Attacks on the Airfields and the Doolyard Area -
Malta's Urgent Need for Further Spitfire Reinforcements -

C*0*8* Decision not to send a Convoy to Malta until June -

Operation "Calendar" ("Nenmarf): Re inf occements of Malta with
Spitfires from U*S* Aircraft Carrier Wasp, ̂ ril 1942 - Heavy
Losses Sustained by No* 1^ Squadron (Wellingtons) *• Operation
"Hercules": The German Plan for the Invasion of Malta -

Award of George Cross to Malta, 15 ̂ ril 1942 - The Quali'ty of
Fighter Pilots sent from U*E» to Malta - The End of Malta's
Ordeal, 10 May 1942 - Numiber of German Sorties Flown against
Malta, January to ̂ ril 1942 - Suamary and Conclusions*

ii
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PAET VI - MALTA’S REVIVAL, MAY TO OCTOEER ASk2

CHAPTER 14 - THE R,A,P, GAINS AIR SUPERIORITY OVER MALTA

Hitler’s Decision to Launch Operation "Theseus" - Operations
"Oippiaan" and "Hansford": The Reinforconent of Malta with
76 Spitfire Mark VBs, 9 and 18 May 19^i2 - Arrival of the
WaT ahniAn with Urgent Stores for Malta, 10 May 1942 - Appointment
of Lord Gort as Governor and Canmandeiwin-Chief Malta, 7 May 19^2 -
CoUspse of Enemy Assault — The Revival of Malta as an Offensive
Air Base, May 19i»2 - The Prime Minister Presses for Offensive
in North Africa in order ^o.Holp Malta - Hiirricanes "More a
Hindrance than a Help"/-'Tne^buttle Service frcm U.K. (No, 24
Squadron) - Spitfire &inforcing Operations "Tilden"/"Style" and
"Maintop"/"Salient" - Aircraft Reinforconents to Malta in
Preparation for the June Convoy - The June Convoys to Malta
(operations "Harpoon" and "Vigorous") 14 to 17 June 1942:
(i) Salient Points (ii) Reconnaissance by No, 69 Squadron
tlii) Convoy from the West (Operation "Harpoon") (iv) Operation
"Vigorous" (v) The Effect of Operation "Vigorous" on Land
Operations in North Africa, 1V“15 June 1942 (vi) Low Level of
Supplies Peaching the Eneny Forces in North Africa in June 1942,

CHAPTER 15 - THE THIRD GERMAN AIR OFFENSIVE AGAINST MALTA, JULY 19^2

The Eneny Decision to Launch a Third Air Offensive Against Malta -
Policy for the Use of Fuel Stocks in Malta - The July "Blitz"
Against Malta - Operations "Colima"/"Pinpoint" and "Knapsack"/
"Insect", July 19^*2 - The Polipy of Forward Interception -
Return of the 10tii Sutmarine FlotiliU, 22 July 1942 - Visit to
Malta of the Welshman 14 July - Improvement in Enemy Simply

Reconnaissance fron Malta (No, 69 Squadron; —Position July 1942 - . . «
The Effect of the July "Blitz" on the Enemy's Invasaxm Plan -
Steps to Counter Eneny Jamming Operations, July 1942,

The Fuel Crisis - Operation "Pedestal" - Resunption of the Air
Offensive from Malta, August 1942 - Shipping Strikes Against
Enemy Supply Lines, August 1942 - Reinforcement of Malta with
Spitfi^pos (Operation "Headlong"/"Baritone*%

CHAPTER 16 - THE AUGUST CONVOY - C3EERATICN"EBDESTAL"

CHAPTER 17 - THE LUETWAFEE’S FINAL AIR OFFENSIVE AGAINST MALTA,
11-19 OCTOBER ^^U2.

September Free of Daylight Bombing Attacks - M^ta Re^ened as
Sulanarine Base - The Governor of Malta and Flying Awards -
September Shipping Strikes from Malta - The Fin^ Axis Air
Offensive Against Malta (11-19 October 19^2) — Attacks by
Malta-Based Aircraft on Enemy Shipping 19^2, .
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PAEP VII - THE PAE?T ELATED BY MALTA IN C3PERATICNS "TOEGH” AND "HUSKT*'

CHAPTER 18 - THE ALLIED LANDINGS IN FRENCH NOEIH-\ffiST AFRICA
(OPERATIC®? "TORCH") NOVBfflER 192^2

Malta* s Sx:5)ply Crisis - The Manxman and Welshman Break the
Blockade 12 and 18 November 1942 - Operation "Stcmeage"
(16-20 November) — Further Malta Convoys (December) - Plans
for the "Torch" Landings in French North-ifBfflr Africa - Lack of
Suitable Aircraft - Aircraft Reinforcanents of Malta for "Torch"
and "Stoneage" - The Concentration of G,A,F. Units in Ttinisia
Novmnber 1942 - The Enemy’s Extensive Use of Trsaisport Aircraft -
Beaufi^ter Operations frcm Malta in Support of "Torch"
November 1942 - Operations by Wellingtons of Nos. 40 and 104
Squadrons - Introduction of Spitfire Bomber - Shipping Strikes
During November - Analysis of SxQ^plies Reaching Tunisia in
November 1942 - The Failure of Malta to Prevent Enemy Build-Up
in Ttinisia November 1942 — Return to Malta of Force K November 27 -
Shipping Strikes From Malta Decanber 1942 — The Foxmation of
No. 248 (G.R.) Wing 18 December 1942 - Activity of No. 69
Squadron - Attacks on Enemy Harbours December - Fighter Activity
frcm Malta - Axis Strength in the Mediterranean December -

Malta’s Strength and Serviceability (11 Decaaber 1942) - Return
of Wellingtcns of No. 238 Wing (Nos, 40 and 104 Squadrons) to
Egypt, January 1943 - Enemy Simply Situation in Tunisia,
Jataaaiy to May 12, 1943 - Enemy Air Activity Against Malta
January to 1l2:Magr ̂ 9^5 - Malta-Based Fighters Go Over to the
Offensive - Malta’s Air Strength, Spring 1943 - Malta a
S^arate Air Conmand under Mediterranean Air Ccmmand (M. A. C, )
18 February 1943 - Aerial Reconnaissance from Malta (January to
May 12, 1^3)- Malta’s Contribution to Operation "Strangle"/
"Retribution" - Protection of Convoys - Collaboration with
American Heavy Bombers from North Africa - Responsibilities
For the Air Defence of Malta.

CHAPTER 19 - THE PART PLAYED BY MALTA IN CEBEATICaJ "HUSKY"
5

Planning - Re-eiting of the Operations Room -
Air Plan - Preparatory

The Operatiimal
Phase - Final Preparations for the

Invasitm - Axis Air Strength at the Time of the Launching of
Operation "H\isky" - Phase II: Protection of "Husky” Convoys -
Phase III: The Assault - The Enemy Air Force Dominated -
The Switc£& of Squadrons from Malta to Sicily - Close Support
for the Eighth Army From Malta - Operations by Malta-Based
Light Bombers - Anti^hipping Operations July 1943s Sinking of the
Italian Suhnarlne Romolo 17/18 July - The Fall of Mussolini
25 July - Operations by Malta-Based Aircraft up to the Fall of
Sicily: (i) Fighters (ii) Bombers (iii) Intruder Operations
(iv) Protection of Shipping (v) Reconnaissance - The Axis
Evacmation of Sicily (3-17 August 1943) - The Surrender of the
Italian Fleet September 1943 - Summary of Enopy Air Action
Against Malta 10 June 19 W to 30 September 1943 - Part Played
by Malta until End of Hostilities.
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Air tflaistiy Itotter to Air O^icor CaBEoanding Kediterransaa
Conamaad 23 April 1938

Monldily Orders of Battle Ealta, Juno 1940 to May 1941

in Sicily Air Strengths (I.A.F.) June and Deceiabor 1940

Sicily Air Force Losses Jun» 1940 to December 1941

II Squadron I.A.F, Operations (Bombers) 10 Juno to 31 August 1940

I.A«F* Operations Against Malta 13 July 1940 to June 1941

VII Reocnnaissanoe Reports No* 230 Squadron* 28 and 29 June 1940

VIII Raids on Italian Territory and Shipping from Malta
1 Not 1940 to July 1941

JuJy
Oarrier^rae Reinforcements for Malta IttMe 1940 to October 1942

R.D.F* in the Defence of Malta

Aerodromes* Landing Grrounds and Protection of Aircraft

m  Strength and Distribution of German Airoraft in Sicily
January to May 1941

XITT Attacks on the lHustricus and Malta (German Air Hist* Branch)

XIV German Airoraft Losses in the Malta Caopaign
1 Jannaxy to 30 June 1941

Malta Airoraft Losses by Enemy Action June 1940 to May 1941

XVI Italian Air Force on Sicily and Sardinia Deconber 1940 to
Ootober 1942

XVn Luftnaffo on Sicily 17 January 1942

XVIII Italian Air Force Order at Battle Sicily 22 January 1942

XIX Luftnaffe on Sicily 21 February 1942

Order of Battle A.H.Q* Malta 1 March 1942

XXI Luftuaffe on Sicily 14 Miaroh 1942

yYTT Order of Battle A.H.Q. Malta 1 April 1942

XXIII Luftwaffe on Sicily 18 April 1942

XXIV Luftwaffe on Sicily 30 April and 3l May 1942

XXV Plans for Ihe Occupation of Malta (Operation "C.3")

Kesselring*8 Plan for ths Invasion of Malta (Operation "Hercules”)

XXVII Order of Battle iUH.Q* Malta 1 May 1942

XX7III Order of Battle A.H.Q. Malta 1 June 1942

mx Order of Battle A.H.Q* Malta 30 June 1942
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EntenQT Soa Transport Routes in the Mediterranean1.

Malta and 6ozo - Airfield Paoilitiea April 19422*

Operation "Toroh"3.

Conoentration of Lmfti»ffe I&iits in the Mediterranean4o
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Facing Page

f31. Presentation of &ladiator 'Faith* to Malta
Sept. 1943

Fire biasing after an air raid on Valetta
Oct. 1941

The Bombing of H.M.S. Illustrious January 1941

Near-miss on a destroyer Dec, 1941

Air Vice^Jarshal H.P. Lloyd, A.O.C. Malta,
Major General D.M. Beak, G.O.C. Troops, Malta
and VicerAdmiral Sir Ralph Leatham, Vice-Admiral.
Malta

S.S. Ajax entering Grand Harbour Jan, 1942

S,S, Talbot on fire April 1942

S,S, Pampas on fire in the Grand Harbour May 1942

Bombs bursting on Valetta April 1942

Statue of Queen Victoria in Valetta, April 192^2
S

Soldiery^building an aircraft pen at a dispersal
point June 1942,
bombed buildings

Soldiers working on cratered airfield, April 1942

Spitfire and Beaufighter at Luqa

Army and E,A,F, co-operating in refuelling and
arming a Spitfire, May 1943

One of a formation of Beaufighters leaving
anti-shipping strike, July 1942

Arming a Beaufort with a torpedo for an attack on
the Italian Fleet June 1943

The start of the smoke screen over Grand Harbour, June 1942

H,M,S, Welshman arriving in Grand Harbour, June 1942

Baltimore lands from reconnaissance

An arch is all that was left of the Law Courts, Valetta

The main street of Senglea

Senglea Wharf after the bombing

Bomb damage in Valetta

S.S, Port Chalmers enters Grand Harbour, 13 August 1942

Convoy to Malta

U.S, tanker Ohio towed into Grand Harbour, 15 August 1942

S.S, Melbourne Star enters Grand Heirbour, 13 August 1942

S.S. Brisbane Star's damaged bows - torpedoed in air
attack, 12 August 1943
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Arrival of SoS. Rochester Castle at Valetta on

13 August. She had heen damaged by a torpedo
29.

Arrival of the S.S. Rochester Castle Aiigust 194230.

Horse and cart used on an airfield owing to the
shortage of petrol

Searchlights in action, October 1942

31.

32.

Air Vice^arshal Sir Keith R. Park reads the R.A.P.

citations April 1943
33.

The A.O.C. Air Vice-Marshal Sir Keith Park, Air Chief
Marshal Tedder and Viscount Gort awaiting the arrival
of the King, June 1943

34.

H.H. aircraft carrier Indomitable under bombing attack
dioring Operation ’’Pedestal"

35.

36. Searchlights and A.A. gunfire

*Down in the drink* - rescue of Sergeant Goodwin

A Spitfire flies over an Air/Sea Rescue Launch as she
enters heu:*bour

Bomb dropped on St. Julian's in the October 'blitz*

37.

38.

39.

Attack on an airfield October 194240.

The Combined Operations Room

Wing Commander Adrian Warburton, D.S.O
two bars with the Russian military observer
Lt.-Col. Nestor Solodovnik

D.F•»

41.

.C. and42.

Malta pilot - Wing Commander John Kenneth Buchanan43.

Surrender of the Italian Fleet Sept. 1943*
Vittorio Veneto at anchor near the wreck of the

The44.

Breconshire

The Italian seaplane carrier Miraglia and submarines
at anchor in St. Pa\jl*s Bay, Sept. 1943*

45.

66646. Parade on Battle of Britain Sunday at Luqa airfield
1943

47. Luqa

48. Krendi 0

49. Hal Far

30. Safi and Hal Far

51. Safi

32. Ta Kali
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MALTA

GHRCWOLOGY OF EVBMTS

Four Sea Gladiators issued for Hal Par Station Fighter Plight.

Establishment of No. 3 A. A. C.U.(Anti-Aircraft Co-operation Unit)
Operational Fli^t laid donn as 3 and 2 I.B. Swordfish.

Four Sea Gladiators serviceable.

19 April

26 n

3 May

Declaration of War by Italy.

First raid on Malta by 10 Italian bombers. No significant
damage.

Italian submarine Argonauta sunk by Sunderland of No. 230
Squadroeo*

The Italian subnardne Rubino also sunk by a Sunderland of

No. 230 Squadron.

First operational bombing soirtie by Swordfish of No. 830
Sguadrcn against Augusta harbour.

Arrival of Hurricane Flight of 12 aircraft from aircraft
carrier H.M.S. Argus (Operation "Huny").

Poimation of No. 26l Squadron (Hurricanes).

No. 431 (Ok^) Flight Glen Martin Unit fozmed. The personnel
of No. 3 A.A,C.Uo absorbed and their Unit disbanded.

Arrival at Malta of Sui^rland Detachment of No. 228 Squadron.

Italy invaded Greece.

Operation "White". Only four Hurricanes
at Malta out of 12 Hurricanes

aircraft carrier Argusy ■..■ij-dViCwrt. t.
No. 148 (Wellingtons), Malta's first bonber squadron, established

on the island.

arrived
flown off the

10 June

11 June

28 June

29 June

30 June

2 August

4. "

19 Sept.

n23

28 Oct.

17 Nov.

1 Deo,

Hitler announces decision to base X Fliegerkorps in the
Mediterranean .

10 "

Arrival of Luftwaffe Units in Italy and Sicily for offaisive
against Malta.

No. 431 (G.3R.) Blight disbanded and No. 69 (G.B.) Squadsm
foimed.

Five Swordfish flown off aircraft carrier Aik Royal

Jan.

9 Jan.

Attack by Geiman Ju.87s on convq/ "Excess" south of Malta.
Illustrious seriously damaged.

Si^jply ship Essex arrived Malta,
damaged by air attack.

The Essex was later sev

n10

erely

/12 Jan.

.S^C- R B*T-
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1941 (Conta.)

12 Jan* Geman air strength on Sicily 255 aircraft. Attack by
Welliistons on Gexman-occi^ied airfield at Catania,

First heavy German attack on Malta, Beginning of the
Illustrious blitz

16 It

Illustrious sails from Malta for Alexandria,23 "

First combined operation between Malta's reconnaissance and

strike aiiuraft. The Ingo (German 3,950 tons) siaik by the
$5,A,A, Swordfish of Nos, 830 and 806 Squadrons,

Me,109 fighters make first appearance over Malta as escort
to German bombers,

S.S, JuVentus (Italian 4,920 tons) sunk by Swordfidi of
No, 830 Squadron,

Severe German raid on Luqa destroyed six Wellingtons and

damaged another nine aircraft,

Becall of No, 148 Squadron (Wellington) to Middle East,

Arrival of convoy ̂ V/. 6 at Malta. Enemy raids intensified.
The supply ships Oitv of Lincoln and Perthshire seriously
damaged.

Move of No, 228 Squadron back to the Middle East,

Operation "Winc^**. 12 Hurricanes arrived safely at Malla.

Eaturn aiLStellingtcns of No, 1AS Squadron to Malta.
Atfeftkgf against Tripoli,

II
27

12 Feb,

15 Feb.

26 Feb,

9 Mar,

23 Mar.

3 April

12 «

British forces begin withdrawal from Crete (Operation "Demon”).
Evacuation completed by the end of monlii.

23 Hurricanes arrived at Malta,Operatim:! "Dunlop".

21 "

Arrival of Blenheims of No, 21 Squadron Detachment.

n24

II27

No, 252 Squadron Detachment (Beaufighters) arrived at Malta.

Blenheims of No, 21 Squadron leave lialta for U.K,

Arrival as replacement for No, 21 Squadron of Detachment from

No, 139 Squadron,

Between 18 and 27 May majority of German air force units sent
to North Africa or Greece,

Germans begin invasion of Crete, Completed by 1 June,

Operation "Splice", 46 Hurricanes arrived at Malta but only
four retained, together with the pilots of No, 249 Squadron,
Detachnent of No. 82 Sqjuadron (Blenheims) arrived at Malta,

Italian ship Perseo (4,857 tons) bombed and sunk by. Blenheims
of No, 139 Squadrcaa, Sinking shared with Royal Navy,

Air Vice-Marshal H, P. Lloyd, M.C., D.F.G,, arrived to take
coomand as A.0, C, Malta vice Air Vice-Marshal F, H, N, Maynard,

0, B,, A, F, C,

pw

1 May

n11

16 n

18 It

n20

II21

It22

25 n
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26 May Blenheims of Nos. 82 and 139 Squadrons sAnk 6,342-ton
Italian MyV, Marco Fosoarini,

Blenheixas sink 3,314-tons cargo vessel S.S. Florida II.
3  «

Italian M/^Montello (6,11? tons) and Beatrice 0 (6,132 tons)
Blenheims of Nos. 82 and 139 Squadrons,

30 ••

3 June

No. 46 Squadron arrived from U.K, (Operation ”Eocket”),

sunk by

6 June

18 Jxroe Operation "Tracer”. 43 H\irricanes landed safely at Malta,
34 flew on to Middl e East.

Operation "Railway" (First Phase). 21 Hurricanes arrived
safely at Malta.

Operation "Railway" (Second Phase). 35 Hurricanes arrived
at Malta.

Eritrea (Italian 2,517 tons) sunk by Wellingtona of No. 1i»8
Squadron in bombing attack on Tripoli.

Sparta (German 1,724 tons) sunk in combined Wellington and
Swordfish attack on Tripoli,

Preussen (German 8,230 tons) sunk by Blenheims of No. 160
Squadron.

Brarena (Italian-registered Norwegian 6,996 tons)
suzik by combined Blenheim and Swo3:df i^ attacks.

Operation "Substance". Six ships totalling 60,000 tons gross
arrived safely at Malta CMelbourne Star. Sydney Star. City
of Pretoria. Port Ohalmera. Durham. Deucalion^.

Abortive attack on Malta Harbour by enemy light naval forces

(E-boats and midget submarines, supported by the Diana.
a fast torpedo-boat carrier).

Bombing offensive maintained against Tripoli.

Arrival of Pome ’X' at Malta with 70 officers, 1,676 O.Es.
and 140 tons of stores (Operation "Style").

Malta Ifight ft̂ ter Plight formed (No. 1435 Plight).
First success scored on 3 August.

Nita (Italian 6,813 tons) sunk by ccmbined strike Blenheim
and Swordfish.

Arrival of Wellingtons No, 38 Squadron.

Califor"T» (Italian 13,060 tons) sunk at Catania by Fleet Air
Arm Swordfish. She was reported to have been a hospital
ship but did not feature in the Italian naval order of battle,

(Italian 5,479 tons) sunk by Fleet Air Arm

fiC

0

___ddalena 4dero

27 June

30 June

1 July

3 July

22 July

22 July

24 July

26 July

August

2 August

2 August

5 August

6 August

10/11 Aug,

Swor^ifisE^

Heavy raid on Tripoli by Wellingtons,
including the Italian ̂  of 6,630 tons.

Po

17 August

ur ships sunk30 August

/ S^tember
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Bomb racks fitted to Hurricanes and beginning of fighter^
bomber raids on Sicily.

Andrea Gritti (Italian 6,338 tons) and Pietro Bai^aro (Italian
6,330 tons) sunk by Fleet Air Aim Swordfish.

Alfredo Orlani (Italian 3,059 tons) sunk by Blenheims.

Gaffaio (Italian 6,2f76 tons) sunk by combined strike Blenheims^
Three Blenheinas lost.

Niccolo Odero (Italian 6,003 tons) sunk by Wellingtons of No. 38
Squadron in bombing attack on Tripoli ni^t 13 S^toaber.

Monselet (French 3,372 tons) sunk by Blenheims of No. 107
Squadron.

Wellingtons sind Swordfish.

Sept.

3

11 Sept.

12 Sept.

14 Sept.

fg

20 Sept,

;
^ Vj:^e blockade runner Empire Gullemot arrived Malt&^

M^jgoia (Italian xonsr oamageg by Swordfish
submarine gui\/ire (shared).

23 Sept.
and sunk by

I

Ha^tbeid convoy arrived Malta (72,500 tons gross) Clan Macdonald.
Clan Ferguson. A.iax. City of Lincoln. Rowallan Castle.
Dimedin Star. City of Calcutta. H.M.S. Breconshire.

Imperial Star (12,500 tons) was torpedoed and had to be sunk.
The

28 Sept.

Rialto (Italian 6,099 tons) sunk by No. 830 Sqxmdron Fleet
Air Arm.

Casaregis (Italian 6,485 tons) sunk by No. 830 Squadron
Fleet Air Arm.

5 October

11 Oct.

h

(Italian 7,933 tons) sunk by No. 830 Squadronjlainsizza
Fleet A

14. Oct.
ir Arm.

Comando Suprmno (General Cavallerojgave orders for a study cai
the invasion of Malta (Operation ”0.3”) to be prepared.

Eleven Albacores and one Swordfish flownOperation'Callboy”.
to Malta from the Ark Royal.

16 Oct.

Move of No, 104. Squadron to Malta begun in preparation for

Operation "Crusader”.
I

Oaterina (Italian 4-,786 tons) s\mk by No, 830 Squadron and
suhnarine.

Arrival of Force K at Meilta.

Heavy Wellington raid on Naples,
including 4-,000-lbs.

Achille (Italian 2,4-15 tons) sunk by Blenheims of No,
107 Squadron.

No. 38 Squadron (Y/eHingtons) returned to Egypt.

Order given by Hitler for the transfer of Luftflotte 2 from
the Rxissian front to the Mediterranean. (Fuehrer Directive
No. 38j.

Anna Zippitelli (Italian 1,019 tons) sunk by Blenheims.

Destruction of enemy convoy of seven ships totalling 40,000
tons gross by Force K,

34- tons of bombs dropped

17 Oct,

18 Oct.

21 Oct.

23 Oct.

25 Oct.

29 Oct.

5 November

9 Nov.

/12 Nov.
V Of? ̂  fpapW ̂  IP
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12 Nov. Transfer of 34 HuriicanesOperatioxB "Pantaloon” and "Callboy*’.
together with the pilots of Nos. 242, 258 and 605 Squadrons
to Malta in the aircraft carrier Ark Roval .

Ark' Royal torpedoed.

Ark Royal sank at 06,13 hoiirs on the 14th.
25 miles from G-ibraltar.

Operation "Crusader" launched by General Auchinleck.

Battleship Barham sxank by U*331 with loss cf 860 officers and men,

Berbers (Italian tanker 2,093 tons) damaged and sunk by Blenheims
of 18 and 107 Squadrons.

Pr»iAJuprp;ia. (Italian 1196 tons) sunk in the course of raid by
Wellingtons on Benghazi.

Cano Faro (Italian 3,476 tons) sunk by Blenheims of No, 18
Squadron.

Offensive against eneny ports and bases continued,

Iridio Mantovani (Italian tanker 10,540 tons) sunk by Blenheims
and the cruiser Aurora.

Beginning of enemy withdrawal towards Gazala,

Tobruk relieved.

She was only

13 Nov.

14 Nov,

18 Nov.

25 Nov,

28 Nov.

30 Nov.

December

1 Dec.

8 Dec.

9 Dec,
5

and Giussano sunk by Malta PerceItalian cruiser..Barbiano

Group I.

Cruiser GaJ^tea sunk.

12 Dec.

Litm (Italian 1,235 tons) sunk by Fleet Air Arm,

Battleships queen Elizabeth and Valiant seriously damaged 
in •

Alexandria by Italian "human-torpedo" attack.
The blockade runner Breconshire reached Malta,

14 Dec.

17 Dec.

18 Deo.

The fla^hip
The cruisers Aurora

Force K ran into a minefield near Tripoli,
Neptune and the destroyer Kandah^ sunk,
and Penelope damaged.

An important enemy convoy reached Tripoli safely.

19 Dec,

Beginning of Luftwaffe'a second air offensive agali^ 
Malta.

21 Dec.

Eighth Army enter Benghazi,23 Deo,

Six aircraft destroyed and fiveHeavy enemy raid on Luqa.26 Dee.
damaged.

Fifteen aircraft destroyedAnother heavy air raid on Luqa,
on the ground.

Arrival of personnel of Nos. 242 and 605 Squadrons.
Visit by Grp, Capt, B. E. Embry to Malta and recoramej^tion

that H\irricane squadrons should be re-armed with

Enemy flew 1,973 sorties against Malta (59^ bomber, 1,145
fighter and 237 recce). Six E,A.F, aircraft destroyed and
54 damaged.

29 Dec.

12!i2
January

/5 Jan.
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Operation "M.P.a" to pass Glengyle in to Malta and bring
out the

Perla (Italian 5,74-1 tons) sunk by Albaoore of No. ̂ 8 Squadron.
Convoy M.P.3 arrived Grand Harbour with 24-,000 tons of stores.
The TbATtnoDvlae set on fire and had to be sunk.

The enesQT launched a series of attacks on the Harbour with
72 aircraft.

Bannel launched his counter-offensive.

Motor liner Victoria ("The pearl cf our merchant fleet**: Oiano)
sunk in course of strikes by Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and

Albacores of No, 826 Squadron,

Seven Hurricanes bvnugMi down by Me* 109s (approiimately one

quairter of Malta's serviceable fighters).
Operation/tUP* 4- to pass the Breconshire into Malta with fuel
and stores and bring out the Glenevle and Rogreillan Castle.

Benghazi recaptured by enamy forces.

Luftwaffe flow 2,44-7 sorties against Malta (518 bomber, 1,6o6
filter and 323 Becce), Luqa attacked 142 times,
37, Hal Par 23, and Krendi 'Q* site 20 times.

No, 69 Squadron carried out 85 reconnaissance flights.
Old of February left with only three serviceable aircraft.

ti6.

Napoli of 6,142 tons sunk by Albacores of/828 Squadron and
B.N. subDoarine (shared),

Boomel's advance brou^t to a halt at (kizala,

February c<mvoy to Malta (M.W, 9) left Alexandria.
None of the three M,V*b in l&e convoy arrived,
was daxoaged and had to put into Tobrtik,
Eowallan Castle were so badly disable d that they had to be sunk

by their escorts,

Ariosto (Italian 4-, 115 tons) sunk by
Squadron and B,N, sulraarine (shared),

Wellingtoxis of No. 40 Squadron left for Middle East,
A heavy series of raids on the island involving 165 aircraft,

22 February No. 37 Squadron (Wellingtons), arrived from Ihe Middle East,
No, 21 Squadron (Blenheimsy transferred to the Middle East.
They had lost eight aircraft in Pebruaiy,

Eneny sorties rise to 4-,927. B,A.P*s average serviceability
throuj^out Mardi only 12, The B,A.P, lost 12 filters in

combat (9 pilots killed) and 4^ destroyed on the ̂ cund.
In the bombing the B,A,P. lost 28 killed and 34- woxmded.

5 January

€/! Jan.

21 Jan.

24-Jan.

25 Jan.

28 Jan.

February
Ta Kali

By the

3 Feb.

4- Feb.

12 Feb.
The Clan Campbe

Albaoores of No. 82814. Feb.

15 Feb.

March

19 Jan,

ll
The Clan Chattan and

,4

• Brilliant bombing strike by Wellingtons of No. 37 Squadron on
Falexae. 13,000 tons of enmqy shipping siudc •jfCmnaJ^
^terman 6,652 tonsj^ Securitas (Italian 5,3^6 tons), and
Tra Marie (Italian 1,086 toxis).

V3 March

r:tjf s
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7 March Operation "Quarte^^Spotter", The first batch of Spitfires
(15) reached Malta, together with seven Blenheims,

8 March Continuoiis alerts at Luqa frcnn dawn till dusk*

9 Mardi Heavy bcmbing of Luqa contiimed. Seven Wellingtons burnt out
and four damaged.

10 March The first filter squadroni to becoeocte cperaticnjsl with
Spitfires at Malta (No, 24-9)•
was completed by 17 March,

13/14- Mar, No. 37 Squadron Betahbment carried out their last operaticao^:

5

The re-arming of iAiia Squadron

Kxey then retianed to Egypt,

Id
17/18 Mar. 5 (German 1,778 tons) sunk by Swordfish of No. 830 Squadron

a mine (shared).

In series of devastating raids on Ta Kali on 20/21 March, in
iriiich estimated 1,300 bombs dropped, nearly all the buildings
on the airfield were demolished.

Operation "Scantlingf'/^ickot” (first phase).
Nine Spitfires reached Malta, together with two eseo^ing
Blenheims.

20 March

21 Marsh

The Breconshire. Pampas and Talabot
The Qian Oampbell of

Operation "PuUsize",
(22,500 tons) arrived at Malta,
^,300 tons lost.

23 Mardi

No. 183 Squadron re-armed with Hiurricane II (Cannon),24- March

and casualties at Hal Par, 29 killed or

missing* Nevertheless, Hurricanes airborne tiiat same
afternoon.

Massed raids by 326 German aircraft to sink three remaining
ships of Vian Convoy, Talabot and Pampas sunk. The
cruiser Penelope seriously dmnaged.

26 Mardi

The Breconshire sunk in harbour.

Move of No, 229 Squadron (Hurricanes) to Malta frcmi *U]e
Middle East,

Another very heavy raid on Hal Par,

The Spring blits at its height. Total of 9»599 sorties
flown against Malta and 6,300 tons of bombs dropped,
44- Airaraft destroyed on the ground and 82 damaged,
A further 20 filters were destroyed in combat. The
Luftwaffe lost 43 aircxuft in action.

Heavy raid on Hal Par, Jfwo aircraft destroyed and ten damaged.
Airfield extensively ora^d and rendered temporarily unservice
able,

Ta Kali airfield heavily bombed and rendered tenporarily
unserviceable. A number of aircraft destroyed and damaged.

Three Wellingtons collided at Luqa t
Airfield at Hal Par again badly cra^

were destroyed.

27 March

31 March

April

1 April

3 April

4- April

/6 April

S4D 0 E friK
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Serious damage at Luqa, to buildizigs azid installations.6 ipril

7 ̂ ril Mox« raids on Luqa and many buildings daaolishedU
Torpedo Section, Officers' Mess,

M«T.' Section and the north and aoulix slipways hit»

The only two Aiiy'Sea Rescue

Extensive damage at Kalafrana*

Kalafrana again heavily bcmbed.
aircraft lost.

Heavy raids on Luqa and 9 aircraft burnt out and  4 damaged.
Six Hurricanes destroyed or badly damaged at Hal Far.

8 April

11 April

Yd

Runways and dispersal areas badly crat^ at Luqa. Three
Wellingtons burnt out. More serious damage to buildings
at Hal Far.

12 April

Award of the George Cross Medal to Malta.

Five aircraft destroyed at Luqa. The stores hangar set on fixe
at Kalafrana and the Sunderland hangar hit.

15 ̂ ril

18 April

Extensive damage to barrack blocks at Hal Fco*.

Operation "Calendar’*. 46 Spitfires reached Malta, together
with pilots of Nos. 601 and 603 Squadrons, fron the U.S.
aircraft carrier Wasp. Series of devastating raids launched

on Luqa a~nd Ta Kali. the 23rd,nine of the Spitfires had
been destroyed on the ground and 29 damaged.

The Tna-iTi runway at Luqa badly crat^ and two Wellingtcns
destroyed. Some 50 Ju.88s droppea 2^ bombs on Ta Kali
airfield. Runways extensively crat^L Four Spitfires
destroyed on the ground and five dami

Arrival of No. 148 Squadron Detachment of 10 Wellingtons at

Malta. By 26th April all but two had been destroyed.

Worktops at Luqa badly damaged and four aircraft burnt out.

Extensive damage to workshops and buildings at Ta Kali.
More aircraft destroyed and damaged. Food short.
Beginning of move of German units from Sicily to North Africa
and Russia.

In liie course of heavy raids on Kalafrana one Officer and three
Q.Rs. killed and one Officer and eight O.Rg* induced, together
with two civilians killed and 13 injured.

The 10th Sutmarine Flotilla left Ma^j^a for Alexandria. Recall
of Detachment of No. 148 Squadron to the Middle East,

ilocn Luqa.
Section

0ns of the most concentrated series of

Officers*Mess, SeirgeanW Quarters and ̂

19 April

20 April

21 April

22 April

23 April

26 ̂ ril

Jf

demolished.

27 April

Sharp dropThe Royal Air Force resumed its air offensive,
in tonnage of stores arriving in North Africa for the Fanzer Anoy.

May

Lord Gort, V.C., appointed Governor and ConBaander-inpOhief Malta
in succession to Lt.-Gen. Sir William Dobbie.

First phase of Operation "Oppidan" and "Hansford" completed.
Arrival of 60 Spitfires at Malta from aircraft carriers Wasp
and EagLe. The Spitfires(w9re operational within 35 minutes
and fleiw 134 sorties.

7 May

p*> p ^ R "TT* r* «>,'
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10 May Aimounoement by Fiald Marshal Kesselring **010: task ccD^leted"*
The secozid Gexman air offensive against Malta called off*
Baids still continued but at considerably TOduced intensity*
Prom this date the Royal Air Poitse regain air superiority over
the islaiad*
stores*

Luftwaffe had 12 aircraft shot down*

Second phase of Operations ̂ Oppidanf* and "Hansford”*
flown to Malta*

Return of Wellingtons to Malta (Detaclsnent of No* 104 Sgjuadron)*

Operation "Theseus" launched by Rccniel*
Xj6ffaBlotte 2 units from Sicily to North Africa ccsxpleted*
A noticeable lull in air operations against Malta*

30/31 May Grino Allegiri (Italian 6,836 tons) simk by Wellington of Ho, 221
Squadron Detachment and submarine Proteus.

Arrival of Welshman at Malta with ̂tu^gently-needed
She was covered by Spitfires from "Oppidan",

18 May 16 Spitfi

24 May

26 May The switch of

res

June

Operation "Tilden"/"Style"*3 June 27 Spitfires reached Malta from
A Detachment of Wellingtons ofthe aircraft carrier Eagle,

No* 38 Squadron arrived from the Middle East*

Operation "Maintop"/"Salient".
from the aircraft carrier Eagle.

10-12 June No, 217 Squadron (Beauforts) transferred to Malta,

Arrival of 11 Beat:ifighters of No* 235 Squadron at Malta,

9 June 32 Spitfires reached Ma

11 June

lta

14-17 June Operations "Harpoon" and "Vigorous"* The June c<nxvpys to Malta*
Ozily two ships from "Harpoon", the Western convty (Troilus
^7»500 tons, and Orari 10,500 tons), togeliier with the special
service mine-layer Welshm^ arrived*
^eration "Vigorous" the east-west convey, had to be abandoned*
fSig morehont Teasels (Burdwan 6,000 tons. Chant 5^500-tons*

-out of ̂ eraticn
k-iaric 7,000 tone froa

Tanimbar 8.000 tens. Kentuefcv 5.500

gHorpeiM#-.- and Bhutan ̂ .000 tons and
Operation ”Vigere«a°)J

Reiofaenfels (German 7f744 tons)
Rcnmel's decisim to '

Captin:e of Tobruk by Panzer Army*
suxik by Beauforts of No* 21 <7 Squadron*
continue with the conqjuest of Egypt*

21 June

The third German air assault against Malta*
2,851 sorties and dropped 695 toaas of bombs and 2,300 incendiaries*
The L^twaffe lost >7 edrer^t over Malta, The ̂ yal Air Force
had 3^ Spitfires shot down in combat. The attacks were
concentrated on airfields in an attmipt to ground island's
fighter defence*

Nine airmen killed and 11 injured in attack on Ta Kali airfield.

They flewJuly

j#

2 July

4 July Begixining of Luftwaffe* s third air blitz against Malta*

6 July Total of 180 sorties flown against Malta*

Three aircraft destroyed and eight damaged in an air attack.

The Welshman makesA marked decrease in the number of raids*

13 July

her third trip to Malta*
14 July

Air Vice-Marshal K. R* Park assumed command as Air Officer

Ooomanding Malta. Air Vice-Marshal Hu^ Pugfaegiloyd left Malta
timt same evening. sn "Ooliina"/"Piig>oint" * 31 Spitfires
reaiched Malta* P ■TT

15 July
U

M
Si Sw-..21 July E 0 ft
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21 July Operation "Knapsack?*/"Insect", A further 28 Spitfires reached
Malta,

22 July Betum of the 10th Submarine Flotilla to Malta,

23 July The hlitz resumed until 27 July* Three aircraft destroyed
and 22 damaged. No, 14*35 (Night Fighter) Flight i^graded to
No, 14-35 Squadron.

P
Vettor yisani (Italian ̂ 039 tons) sunk hy Beauforts of Nos,
86 and 219 Squadrozts, fecorted by Beaufi^teas of No, 235

24* July

Squadron,

August

First netrs of "Pedestal" Convoy reached the Italian Admiralty,

The "Pedestal" Convoy cleared the Strait of Gibraltar,

9 August

10 August

11 August Operation "Belloses". 37 Spitfires arrived at MeO-ta, The
aircraft carrier Eagle torpedoed by U,73* Attacks by Beaufinters
of No, 248 Sqviadron on Sicilian air bases. Six enemy aircraft

destroyed.

Destroyer Wolverine stttityrDagabiar. The M,V. Deucaliaxi,
7,500 tons, damaged azid eventually sunk. The Italian
submarine Cobalto suxik by 'Uie Ithuriel, The destroyer Foresifdit

The cruiser Cairodisabled and finally sunk by her escort,

12 August

sunk. The Empire Hope and the Clan gerguson sunk,

fit 6y
The Italian cruisers ga-nn and Muzio Attendolo damaged by B,N,

submarine P,42, /, The Manchester torpedoed by E-boats and
scuttled. The Glenorohv. Wairangi. liyieea. Rochester
Castle. Santa Eliza and Dorset torpedoed by E-boats, The
Rodiester Castle managed to readr Malta, together with the
Port Cb«iTnft-p« ATfvi Melbourne Star, but the rest were lost.

13 August

She had been damaged 1;^
Ohio (tanker 10,000 tons) arrived at Malta

The Brisbane Star arrived at Malta,

torpedo on the 12th,
after being damaged on the 12th and 13th August,

14- August

17 August Offensive shipping strikes frcm Malta resumed. The Eosalino Pilo
(Italian 8,236 tons) seriously damaged by Beauforts of No, 86
Squadron Beaufighters of Nos, ‘ 235 and 252 Squadrons, auid sunk

by R,N, auhnarine. Operatim "Headlong"/"Baritone", Arrival
of 29 Spitfires at Malta,

21 August Unloading of "Pedestal" convoy completed. Stocks of petrol
amount to 973»000 gallons, Pozarica (Italian 7*800 tons) sunk
by Beauforts of No, 39 Squadron,

(Italian 1,527 tons) sunk by Beauforts pf Ho, 39 Squadron,

30th Augxast San Andrea (Italian 5,077 tons) sunk by Beauforts of Ho, 39 0
Squadron. Rommel launched last offensive in Ei^tcat 22.00 hours^
(Battle of Alam el Haifa).

27 August

S^tember

Monti (Italian 4-,301 tons) severly damaged in comse of attacks
by Wellingtons, Swordfish and Albaooros. She was finally
beached south of Locri.

Manara (Italian 7,000 tens) torpedoed by Beauforts of No, 39
Squadron, She was eventually beached.

3 Sept.

6 Sept,

/12 Sept, •r«5 ■ fs

j  ■■
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12 Sept,

14 September Hitler's decisicm to launch the third Axis air offensive
against Malta*

Carbonia (Italian 1,237 tons) sunk by Beaufi^^ters of No* 227
Squadron*

Transfer of 1st Submarine Flotilla to Malta.

17 Sept,

Ravenna (Italian 1,1A8 tons) bonibed by Wellingtoxis of No* 6928/29 Sept.
Squadron and finally

The October blitz against Malta, Betireen 11 and 19 October

the Luftwaffe flew 2,400 sorties against the island. Ttoy lost
46 aircraft shot dow:^ The B.A.F. lost 30 Spitfires (17 pilots
safe)* No single airfield was put out of action for more than half
an hour and only two aircraft were destroyed on Idie ground.
This air offensive was called off only four days before the battle
of El Alamein. At the hei|^t of the blitz it was necessaxy to

use 10 Gezmon figniters as escort to every bcmber, so that the
idiole of Luftwaffe's Sicily-based filter force was in the
air at once*

Titania (Italian 5,397 tons) sunk by combined submarine and
Fleet Air Aim attach

October

W
I7/8 Oet*

Luftwaffe launched third and final air offensive against Malta.
Raids started at dawn and continued -Uiroughout the day. 237
sorties flown, Gezman units lost nine aircraft.

11 Oct,

One Spitfire destroyed and a
The Luftwaffe lost 15 aircraft and

Attacks concentrated on airfields,

number of aircraft damaged.
a single Gexman bomber squadron lost six airozaf t.

12 Oct.

Attacks by 219 enemy aircraft* The. main target the airfi^d at
Luqa. Damage negligible* Spitfires'flew 107 sorties,

220 sorties flown against Malta. Airfield at Ta Kali rendered

temporarily xmserviceable. Five enemy aircraft shot down*

The Luftwaffe makes a supreme attack to beat down Malta's air
defences.

The Gr.A.F, fleiw 250 sorties and the R.A.F. 110*
aircraft were shot down for the loss of four Spitfires. The
Italian losses not known,

Amsterdam (8,676 tons) severely demaged by i&lbacore of No* 828
Squadrcnx, Fleet Air Aim, and subsequently l^ahhdd.

The whole Geman strength of 50 filters was used to escort
six bombers. The serviceable Spitfire force reduced to 46.
These flew 125 sorties against 26o by the eneoay. Only cme
aircraft was slightly damaged on the ground as a result of
all this enmny air activity. By this date the use of Ihe Ju*88
had been given up in favour of filter bombers.

The eneoy flew 245 sorties and the Spitfires 103* Six Gennan
bombers shot down for Ihe loss of -three Spitfires.

The A.0.C's policy of forward interception successful

13 Oct.

14 Oct.

15 Oct,

*
Foxir Gezman

*

'V^

16 Oct,

17 Oct.

80 enmiiy aircraft in single18 Oct, Sticcess of forward interception,
raid forced to return to base when still 15 miles from Malta.

Another raid comprising 90 aircraft also tuzned back.

Panyco (tanker 8,000 tons) at-tacked by WellinstaP ef No, 69
Squadron and so severely damaged that she had to be leached.

18/19 Oct,

/I9 Oct.
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19 Octolsor The last day of the blitz,
canbat.

of the fozmatioQs were wholly Italian.

A number of exie&Qr aircraft refused
For the first time sane

A very high level of
interc^tion achieved and enei^y bcmbers were forced to jettison
their bcmbs.

210 aircraft attacked Malta.

The raids abandoned as proving too costly.

The Si^th Axiqy's ”Li^tfoot" offensive launched at El Alamein
22.00 hours.

23 Oct.

/Ikiiuiaaiano (Italian tanker 2,532
69 Sc^aadron.

toas) sunk by a Wellington of28 Oct.

Operation "Train". Beinforcement of Malta with 29 Spitfires
frcxa thej^ircraft carrier Furious.

29 Oct.

November

Wellingtons ofIntroduction of the Spitfire bomber at Malta.
No. 238 Wing flew 219 sorties in si^ort of Operatixm "Torch".

The Eighidi Ainy*s Operation "St:^eroharge" launched at El Alamein.

Beaufinters of Nos. 227 and 272 Squadrons reached Malta in

anticipation of Operation "Stoneage",

Eve of "Torch". Attack by Wellingtons of Nos. 40 and 104-
Squadrons on. Elman airfield, Sardinia.

The "Torch" landings in French tlcn:th-Wbst Africa.

The first German air undifcs reached Tunisia (a dive*-bcmber Gruppe
and too Gruppen of single-engined fighters).
Attack by Beaufighters of No. 272 Squadron on El Aouina airport
Tunis. Three aircraft destroyed including one Me. 323*

The blockade runner ganaaail reached Malta. No. 39 Squadrcm
resumed operations frmn Malta.

Another successful raid on El Aouina by Beaufi^ters of No. 272
Squadron. Fotuc* aircraft destroyed.

Giulio Giori^fliri (Italian tanker 10,534- tons) sunk by Fleet Air
Ara^ Albacores.

2 Nov.

6 Nov.

7/8 Nov.

8 Nov.

9 Nov.

12 Nov.

16 Nov.

17/18 Nov.

Blockade runner Welshman reached Malta.

Operation "Stoneage" (Convoy "M.W. 13") cons is ting of four merchant
ships (Penbiidiahire 8,983 tons, Benton tons, Mormacmoon
71939 tons and Robin Lockslev 7,101 tons) reached Malta.
Ol^rational strength of aircraft under ccomand of Fliegearfuhrer

213 compared with l62 with Fliegerfuhrer Afrika.

Favorita (Italian 3j576 tons) disabled by a Wellington from Malta
and sunk by H.M. submarine Splendid.

e

Luig^( Italian 4-, 283 tons) sunk by ll^JLingtons of No. 69 Squadron.

Algerine (Italian 1,371 tons) s\ihk by Beaufighters from Malta.

18 Nov.

20 Nov.

2^23 Nov.

24/25 Nov.

25 Nov.

Lec^ber

Audace (Italian 1,4-59 tons) sunk by Beaufighters of No. 227
Squadron.

Puceini (Italian 2,422 tons) and Veloce (Italian 5,4-64 tons)
sunk by Fleet Air Arm Albacores.

1 Dec.

2 Dec.

/3 Dec.

'OrSJ. T
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3 Beoember PaJmaiola (Italian 1^880 t<ms) and Minerva (Italian 1,905 tons)
sunk Fleet Air Aim Albacores.

Convoy ”M*W« 14" of five ships reached Malta*

Convoy "M.W. 15"

Convoy 1^

Foscolo (Italian 4,500 tons) sunk by Fleet Air Axm Albacores*
Macedonia (Italian 2,875 tons) shared between Fleet Air Arm and
H*M* submarine TiWih-rR,

Ste. Bernadette (German ex-French,Ranker 1,59^ tons), and
St« Qerando (German ex-French 4,3Sfl tons) sunk in course of a
raid on La Goulette by Wellingtons of Nos* 40 and 104 Squadrons.

No* 248 (G.B. Wing re-formed as Naval Co-operation Wing*

Etruria (Italian 2,633 tons) stink by Albacores of the

Iseo (Italian 2,366 tons) sunk by Albacores of Nos. 821 and 828
Squadrons.

e
ffXs.

5 December

6 Dec.

9 Dec.

13 Dec*

13/14 Dec*

18 Dec*

21 Dec*

28/29 Dec.

12^

Malta's Spitfire bombers carried out daily attadcs against targets
in Sicily and Southern Italy* Mosquitos and Beaufinters busy
on intruder operations*

Casablanca Conference (Syoobol") began at Anfa, Morocco, and
lasted until 24 January. Decisions were made to laun^ invasion
w^Sioily and also to reorganise command in the Mediterranean*

Narvalo (glO tons)
Beaufort of No* 39 Sqiiadron assd sunk by destroyer^ursley and
Packenham.

15/16 Jan* Tripoli bombed by Wellingtons of Nos. 40 and 104 Sqjoadrons*
8,329-ton Italian M.V. Agostino Bertani was set on fire.

Efifift (Italian 6,107 tons) seriously dmaagsd by Albacore of No* 821
Squadron* She was later sunk by the submarine Unbroken.

Wellingtons of No* 238 Wing (Nos. 40 and 104 Squadrons) returned
to Egypt*

S,S9h
Pnhi* (German I^O^tons) sunk by Beaufort of No* 39 Squadron and
Albacore of No. 821 Squadron.

Verona (Italian 4,459 tons) and the Pistoia (Italian 2,448 tons)
sunk by combined strike of Wellingtons of No* 221 Squadron and
Beaiiforts of No* 39 Squadron.

Offensive by Malta-based filters continued*

Pozapiol ̂ (Italian 5,345 tons) attacked and sxmk by Wellingtons of
No. 221 Squadron.
The Wellington Fli^t of No. 69 Squadrcm attached to No, 458
Squadron*

No* 683 Squadron (P.E*U.) formed at Luqa from No* 69 Squadron'
Fli^t of Spitfires Mk* V.

Decisicm to re—site the Operations Eocm at Malta*

R!:si

January

14 Jan*

attacked and captured by aItalian submarine

The

19 Jan*

21 Jan*

21/22 Jan*

23/24 Jan.

February

1 Feb*

s
8 Feb*

11 Feb.

tS

D/W16 Feb,
k; V Cl
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^5/^^ Pobruaiy Oapo Orao (Italian 3,149 tons) sunk by Wellington:-, of
18 Peb.

17/18 Peb.

21 Peb.

ta^I^ slpSraie^ir CooiD|]|d under Med. Air Comnand (M.r

Thorsheimer (Gezman ex-Noxwegian tanker 9,933 tons) su

A.C. ).
Ool di Lana (Italian 3,8m tons) sunk by a Wellington of
Nb. 221 Squadron. ^

nk by
Beaufoirts of No. 39 Squadrcm.

j-f. ]
Aleamo (ez- _  Italian ex-Prench 6,987 tons,
sunk by Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron assisted by Wellingtcms
of Nos. 221 and 438 Squadrons.

24 Peb,

Numerous attacks by filters against targets in Sicily and

southern Italy. 74 locooiotives destroyed or damaged.

Administrative plan for Operation "Husliy*' circulated.
MsLlta’s air strength to be considerably reixiforoed.

Sterope (Italian tanker 10,493 tons) seriously damaged by
Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and Albacores of No* 828 Squadron
Pleet Air Arm,

Oaraibe (German ex-Preneh 4,0i«8 tons) suxik by Albacores of
No. 828 Squadron.

March

8 Mar.

12/13 March.

13/14. Mar.

16 Mar. His status as Governor andDirective to Governor of Malta.
Ccmaandeivin-Chief Malta reaffirmed.

Mansoni (Italian 4,330 tons) sunk by Wellington of No, 221
Squadron.

21/22 Mar.

191 sorties flown by Spitfire bombers against targets in

southern Italy and Sicily. Mosquitos flew over 100 sorties
cm intruder patrols.

Pabiano (Italian ex-Prench Mavenne 2,943 terns) sunk by
Wellington of No, 438 Squadron.

MftTifirinflvrQ (Italian 3,3^4 tons) shared between an Albacore
of No. 821 Squadrem and a M.T.B.

(German ex-Prench 1,942 tons) shared between
a Wellington of No. 221 Squadron and a submarine.

April

11/12 April

1^17 April

ie/19 April

^itfire bombers flew 112 sorties against Lampedusa and
Sicilian targets. Mosquitos of No. 23 Squadrem flew
78 sorties em intruder patrols.

Spitfires from Malta acted as escort to Liberators 0/
IXth Bomber Command, U.S.A.A.P, from North Africa in raid

on docks cm^Beggio di Calabria.

Spitfires from Malta (47) acted as escort to bonabers of
IX^csaber Command in attack on Catania.

All organised resistance in Txmlsia ends,
taken prisoner.

General vem Ar

May

6 May

11 May

nim12 May

General MesseEnd of hostilities in North Africa.

Commander-in-chief, Italian Porces, siarrenders.
30 Spitfires provide escort to Liberators in attack em

Sicilian port ^r^gosta.

13 May

/2I May
4 ' J
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21 May Bcmbs dropped on Malta* Series of swe^s by 120 Spitfires
over airfields of south-east Sicily* No en^iy fighters
brought to combat*

Bevised directive issued to Governor of Malta* Naval and

Air Commanders to xemain under respective Commanders-in-Ghief*

Malta bombed* Damage negligible.

Reinforcements to Malta's air strength in preparation for
Operation "Husky"* Arrival of Nos. 239« 3^2 and 324
Wings (Spitfires)i apft No* 600 Squadron (Beaufi^ters) and
No* 256 Squadron (Mosquitos). Malta's single-ongined
fil^ter fojxe increased from five to 23 Spitfire Squadrons*

Escort and diversionary swe^s by Spitfires t0r U*S»A.A*F.
XXth Bomber Command continued*

Velino (Italian Naval tanker 1,339 tons) s\mk by Albacore
of No* 828 Squadron.

26 May

31 May:

June

19/20

33rd Pursuit Group U.S.A.A.F. (Kittyhawks) moved to
Pantelleria* 31st Pursuit Grot^ U.S.A.A.F. (Spitfires)
moved to ne^y completed airfield on Island of Gozo* By
3 July all Spitfire squadrons moved to Malta* By D-day
the force assembled cm the Islands of Malta, Goso and
Pantelleria, including F. A. A. and U*S.A*A*F. ; coaqprised

squadrons or 670 aircraft*

Fightei/bomber and then light bomber squadrons called
forward from North Africa as airfieldft/beoame available
in. Sicily* By the end of the mcmth only five Spitfire
squadrons were retained in Malta* for protection of shipping
and local air defence*

July

By end of July Malta-based aircraft had flown 9>950
sorties*

9/10 July Opening phase of Operation "Husky"*
on. Sicily involving 450 tran^ort aircraft and gliders.

At first li^t airborne landings ccamenoed
the control of A.H.Q. Malta flew 1,165 sorties*

German night bombers particularly active
fighter squadrozis to Sicily began*
and 601 Spitfire Squadrons transferred to Pachino.

33i>4 Pursuit Grovq? U*S.A.A.E- leftPpitelloria for Licata,

lbs* 434 93 and 243 Squadrons^w Como*

Airborne assault

Aircraft und

*. ̂ Switch of
145 S.A.A.FNos

er10 July

1^13 July
*

14 July

By fifth day of invasion enemy air opposition completely
bxroken*

15 July

31st Pixrsuit Group U.S.A.A.F* moved frcm Gozo to Licata
and Ponte Olivo.

No#* 417 B.C.A,F.y left Luqa for Pachino.

The submarine Rcmolo (2,200 tons) sunk by Wellingtons
of No* 221 Squadron*

16 JxiLy

17/18 July

/19-20 July

rv 5  **?!*** yp*
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^ m^L (Contd.)
19/20 July

20 July

Bald on M6J.ta by 23 Ji3«88s and He, 111s. No militaxy dametge.

No. 322 Spitfire Wing,(Noa. 81, 152, 154-, 232 and 2k2 Sqaadaom)
T^Eali for Lentini between 20 and 22 July. Li^t

wtwwc^r Wings, Nos. 3 S.A.A.F. , 232 Wing, and ^7th Group U.S..A.A.F.
transferred to Malta between 20/23 July.

left

25 July

25/26 July

Besignation of Mussolini,

inother raid on Malta by 25 enemy aircraft. No significant

August

3 Aug.

9/10 Aug,

Beginning of Italian evacuation of Sicily.

Allied shipping in harbours of Augusta and Syracuse raided by
German bombers.

Between 10 and 12 August No. 323 Wing and Groi^ U.S.A.A.F.
transferred to Sicily.

10 Aug.

3
or Geman evacuation of Sicily. HlfisA,11 Aug. A

End of German evacuaticm and theMessina ceptured.
occxpation of Sicily completed.

17 August

September

Allied landings in Italy. Italian Armistice signed Cassibile,
Syracuse.

Italian surrender.

Landings at Salerno (Operation "Avalanche").

The Italian battleship stank by German aircraft north
of Sardinia.

Sunrerder of the Italian fleet. Main lanits reached Malta.

3 S^t.

8 Sept.

9 Sept.

10/11 Sept.

October

Nsples captured. The fitting bsgdbas^ to move rapidly out cf
range of Malta-based aircraft.

1 Oct.

Italy declared war on Germany and the Italiaias acc^ted as
00-be^^rWnts.

Allied Air Forces in Sicily, previously contxdled by M.A.C.A.P.,
ba?ou£^t under the epearaitlonal control of Malta.

Boyal Ait* Force Stations Krendi and Safi closed down.

13 Oct.

15 Oct,

November

im

6 £tAm Air Marshal Sir Keith Park sticceeded as A. 0.0, Malta by
Air Ocianodore J. E. Scarlett-Streatfield.

A.H.Q. Malta placed under the control of H.Q. M.A.C.A.F.10 Jan.

/1 February

Ii-p
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1 February

6 Pebruaiy

29 ̂ binary

B«A,F. Station Ta Kali closed dotm.

Air Vice-2iax8hal A. H, Wann appointed Air Officer Ocmoanding.

Grp. Os^t» Bhys-Jonas assxsned teupwazy connand of
A.H.Q. Malta.

Air Vice-4Sarshal £• M« Foster appointed Air Officer
Ccoooaandlng A.H.Q. Malta.

Sharp drop in Malta* s operational activi'ty.
Only five sorties flown on a sufcanarine hunt and 31 on

anti-sulmarine escort and sweeps.

Two Ju.88s shot down by No, 87 Sqiaadron (22 and 26 July),
ppezrational sorties averaged less than six a day.

Two U-boats (U»4-66 and U,230) scuttled off the south of
France ̂ t199and 21 August respectively.

Operational sorties dropped to fewer than three a day.

28 March

April

Jialy

August

September

U,407 sunk by destroyers.19 Sept.
U—boats

U,563 and U.596, the only two remaini^operating in the
Mediterranean, sunk at Skaramanga Harbour opposite
Salamis by U,S,A«A«F, attack.

24 S^t. .

No, 210 Grovp incorporated in Malta Comnand

Only 24 operational sorties flown.

20 October

November

Operational sorties dropped to 14 * all on Air/Sea rescue.

Only three operational sorties flown,

Ixfstrument of Surrender signed at Field Marshal Almcander* s

Headquarters at Oaserta,

German H«Q, agreed to imccsiditional siucrender,

Stirrender of German armies in Italy, The cease fire ordere

January

March

29 ̂ ril

1 May

d.2 May

7 May Unconditional sxinender of Germany,

ft
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Operation

'Hurry" Reinforoement of Malta with a flight of 12 Hurrioane aircraft

flown from tha aircraft carrier Argus 2 August.

Reinforoement of Malta with 12 Hurricanes flown off the Argus led

hy 2 Skuas on 1? Hovemher. Only 4 Hurricanes and  1 Skua arrived.
'White'

12M

"M. ff. 6" The March convoy to Malta.

Twelve Hurricanes flown off the Ark Royal, led by  2 Skuas, on
3 April. All arrived safely.

Winch"

"Dunlop' A similar operation carried out on 27 April,
arrived safely at Malta.

All 23 Huri'icanes

"Demon" Withdrawal of British forces from Crete between 21 and 30 April.

Reinforoement of Malta on 21 May with 4^ Hurricanes, together with
the pilots of Ko, 249 Squadron, Only 4 Hurricanes retained.

Reinforcement of Malta with 43 Hurricanes on 6 June.

Splice

"Rocket"

Tracer" Reinforoement of Malta with 43 Hurricanes on 14 June.

Railway' Reinforcement of Malta with 55 Hurricanes on 27 June and 1 July.

The July convoy to Malta.

Transport of 70 officers, 1,676 other ranks and 130 tons of stores
to Malta by naval craft, August.

"Substance"

ti

Style

"Halberd" Qlie September convoy to Malta.

"Status"

(I & II)
Reinforoement of Malta on ̂  and 13 September with *39 Ikirrioanes.

"Callboy"
(1st Phase)

Eleven Albaoores and one Swordfish flown to Malta from the Ark Royal

on l6 October.

Transfer of 34 Hurricanes and the pilots of Nos, 242, 238 and 603
Squadrons to Malta in the aircraft carrier Ark Roval on 12 November.

The Ark Roval was torpedoed on the following day and sank
14 November.

"Pantaloon"

and "Gallboy'
(2nd Phase)

"Crusader" The Eighth Army offensive launched by General Auohinleck on
l8 November.

12^

^eration to pass the ̂ Glengyle^ in to Malta and bring out the
Breconshire*^ January.

The January convoy to Malta.

Operation to pass the -^Breconshire**^ in to Malta and bring out the
•*^Glengyle*^ and ‘**'Rowallan Castle^.~

The Pebiruary convoy to Malta.

"M.P.2.li

"M.P.3.

"M.P.4.

"M.W.9.

i:' i V
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1942 (opntd.)

"Quarter"/"Spotter"

^
k  ̂

I'^i, t:^ ^ u i ^ j "

Arrival of the first 15 Spitfires at Malta together with
7 Bleziheiois,? Maroh.

Arrival of l6 Spitfires, 5 Blenheims and 2 Beauforts
at Malta on 21 and 29 March.

Soa ntling"/' Picket'

'0. 3." (Italian)

'Hercules" (Geiman)

'Calendar"

Plan for the projected invasion of Malta,

Ihe German version of the Italian Operation "C.3."

Arrival of 46 Spitfires from the aircraft carrier.
Wasp 20 April.

Arrival of 7^ Spitfires from the aircraft carriers
Wasp and Eagle (9 and 18 May).

Rommel's offensive in GJyrenaica on 26 May.

Arrival of 27 Spitfires from the aircraft carrier
Eagle 4 June.

" Oppidan"/'Hansford'

"Theseus"

"Tilden"/'Style'

’Maintop"/' Salient" Arrival of 32 Spitfires from the aircraft carrier
Eagle 9 June.

Colima"/'Pinpoint' Arrival of 31 Spitfires frcsa the aircraft carrier
Eagle 17 July.

The June convoy to Malta,

Arrival of 28 Spitfires at Malta froip the aircraft
carrier Eagle 17 July,

The August convey to Malta.

Arrival of 37 Spitfires from the aircraft carrier
Furious on 11 August. The Eagle was torpedoed and sunk.

Arrival of 29 Spitfires from the aircraft carrier
Furious on 17 August,

Ei^^th Army offensive at El Alamein 23 October,

Arrival of 29 Spitfires from the aircraft carrier
Furious on 29 October,

"Harpoon" and "Vigorous'

"Knapsack"/'Insect"

Pedestal"

" Grinnel"/' Bellows"

"Headlong"/'Baritone'

Lightfoot'

Train'

The Eighidi Army's second offensive at El Alamein
2 November,

Allied landings in French North Africa 8 November.

The November convoy to Malta (also known as "M.W.13").

Convoys to Malta in December,

Supercharge'

"Torch"

"Stoneage"

"M.W. 14, 15, 16 & 17'

12^

The Casablanca Conference January.

Naval and air plan to prevent any large-scale
evacuation of Axis troops from North Africa.

Allied invasion of Sicily launched 9/IO July,

Landings at Salerno 9 September.

"Symbol"

"Retribution/'Stran^e'

Hushy"

"Avalanche'

'' ^ a L-t. tiL -A.
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Slapstick"

"Aohse" (German)

Occupation of Taranto 9 September,

Plan by German High Command to meet possible
defection of Italians.

Gibbon" Plan for the surrender of the Italian Pleat,
into operation on 8 September.

Put

N.B. A number of these code-names are in duplicate to cover both the naval
and air responsibilities for the operation.
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PART I - IWTRQDUOTCKrt MALTA BEFCaE THE WAR

OHAPTBa I

PRE-^AR POUCY

The Pre-war aianificanoe of Malta

British possesaicaas in the Mediterranean area are few and

far between, and although boasting over three hundred miles of

seaboaz^ are almost totally laoking in the products of civilisation

for which great powers frequently look to their overseas possessions.

Yet between the two great wars of the 20th Century British interest

in the Mediterranean was as keen as in the days when world trade

centred in those waters, and her territories, although not oommer-

oially prosperous were highly valued.

Mediterranean lay chiefly, as it still does, in the fact that it was

the highway to the East and to the outlying members of the Empire

Her possessions there were precious because they were so

situated as to command the mox^ vulnerable stretches of the route.

The cutting of the Sues Canal had opened up to shipping the only

stretoh of this route which had hitherto run over land, and had

thereby enormously facilitated the flow of trade from the Mediterra-

to the Red Sea, while Britain's purchase of the canal shares.

British interest in the

beyond.

nean

together with her acquisition of the predominat influence in Egypt

Britain held too the keyhaA ensured her safe passage to the East,

to the Western entrance to the Mediterraneant from the rook of

Gibraltar British guns commanded the narrow straits dividing Europe

Between these two British possessions, however.from Africa,

stretched over two thousand miles of sea, and the caaly British port

of call along the length of this all important route was the Island

of Malta.

If Britain was to preserve her interests in the Mediterranean

essential that she shouldagainst war or threats of war, it was

her naval strength in these waters, and it was through

/her
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her ooruieotions with naval affairs that Malta first attained

importanoe in the 20th Century, Malta’s geographical position

was of immense advantage to our Mediterranean Pleat: it provided

a control base from which the route could he watched and protected

and a connecting link for sea communications between Eg5rpt and

Furthermore the Island was favourably situated for(Gibraltar,

operations in the central basin of the Mediterranean. Malta, too,

offered the advantages of natural harbour facilities, and safe

storage could be provided in the caverns hewn out pf the rock.

With these advantages Malta became the chief base of the

Mediterranean Fleet. She vras perhaps, isolated but with the

Fleet to defend her against invaders, her position, for many years,

appeared safe enou^,

Although ideal as a naval base, however, the island's

limitations were considerable, the chief being her almost total

inability to produce enou^ foodstuffs to supply even the moderate

needs of the Maltese population, while the extra comforts and

accessories of civilisation which the British population demanded

were entirely beyond the scope of her industries. Consequently

the Island was very heavily dependent on imports: foodstuffs,

manufactured goods, machinery, fuel and war materials, all had to

be brou^t by sea. In peace-time the question of importing food

presented few problems, and even in war the vigilance of the Fleet

could be trusted to keep enemy warships at bay. In the war of

1939 “ A-5, however, the question of supply was to bo one of the

biggest worries on Malta for by then a new menace had gro?m up.

whose rapid development had done much to neutralise the security

of sea power on which Malta had relied for so long.

The Effect of Air Power

Malta’s peculiar position in the Mediterxanean gave her

advantages for offensive air operations which were, however,

liable to be outwei^ed by the disadvantages she suffered in

defence against enemy air attack. Her situation was ideal for

/ attacks
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attacks on enemy shipping passing throu^ the Sicilian Narrows,

well as for sea reconnaissance for the Fleet in the Central Basin,

and .if the enemy territory were within flying distance she could

be used as a base for bombing attacks against it,

time, however, when within range of the enemy air force the

as

.At the same

question of Malta's defence supplied problems which were liable

to modify severely the advantages of her position for offensive .

A small island area, isolated by wide stretches of

sea from the nearest friendly territory, Malta was far more

susceptible to air attack than a larger country,

a small and concentrated target relatively easy to damage

effeotively because her dependence on supplies by sea made

replacement of Ihe essentials of her war effort insecure,

addition, owing to her restricted area it was not possible to

organise dispersal of tiie defence - essential to successful air

warfare.

operations.

She presented

In

Most significant of all her difficulties in air

defence threatened her importance as a naval base: if, by a

heavy air offensive the enemy could make the island useless for

the fleet, the Navy nai^t have to withdraw from Malta in spite

of its supremacy in the Mediterranean,

route to Egypt would be lost.

Thus, control of the sea

The Threat from Italy

Malta's part in a war, therefore, depended primarily on her

position vis-a-vis the enemy, but from 1935 onwards it became

clear that she would in all likelihood be only too well within

range of the opposing air force. The potential enemy was not far

to seek: the aggressively national policies of Germany and Italy

were already regarded with suspicion ani as Mussolini oast his

eyes across the Mediterranean in search of a new Roman Empire,

Britain began to prepare for opposition. Italy's apparent aims

and methods were contrary to Britain's concepts of international

/ peace
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peace, and soon, when the possibilities of war were vinder

discussion, "War in the Mediterranean" came to mean "War with

Italy".

With her nearest neighbour as the potential enemy Malta's

position could hardly have been more vulnerable: only sixty

miles of water separated her from Sicily, a matter of minutes by

From the point of view of the Italian Air Force in Sicily,air.

All the important objectivesMalta should have been easy prey.

were crowded together and there was no hinterland from which

reserves might be called up or fighter operations organised away

Furthermore,the Island's sea supply

lines,on which she depended for her existence as well as for her

war effort,were also within easy range of Italian aircraft

operating not only from Sicily but from Sardinia in the west and

Ety contrast, Ihe Italian effort could rely

Behind the Sicilian airfields lay

all the products of industrial Italy, and reserve forces could be

called up from more distant airfields where likelihood of attack

from the main battle area.

Libya in the east.

on a steady source of supply.

was remote.

Hostile activities from Malta were bound to be effected by

the weaknesses of her position,

together on a few small airfields while her offensive units were

faced with a variety of targets iirtiioh a small force could hardly

attack constantly or heavily enou^ to neutralise the enemy's

At the same time her effort was hampered by routine

problems such as supply, repair and dispersal which reached

abnonoal proportions on a small and isolated island.

In the years before the war it was accepted that if the navy

was to continue to use Malta as a base some form of air defence

Her air force had to be crowded

air threat.

4

The first question was therefore whetherwould be essential.

/ the
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the Island could be so defended from air attack as to allow the

fleet to remain there: if not, should she have any air defence

at ap.1? If she was to remain a naval base a minimum scale of

air defence would have to be detexminedo These were the

questions involved in the consideration of Malta’s part in a war.

The discussions on the subject from 1935 until the outbreak of

war show clearly the main factors of the problem and explain how

it came about that in June 1940, when faced with war against

Italy, Malta had received no aircraft for her defence.

/
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Polioy Develomanta

With the oulmination of the Italo-Al^sainian orisis in

1955, the question whether Great Britain oppose Italy* s

designs foroe, led to the serious consideration

position in the Mediterranean. Previously Malta h

of the

ad played

an important part in that theatre as the headquarters of the

Mediterranean Fleet, and consequently her position in

Italy figured prominently in tiae discussions that now

a war with

took place.

In the previous year, Malta had been described as the main basegrJ.D.W 0

of the Fleet in time of war, although, in a survey of the position

vis h vis Italy it was suggested that some modifications in the

use of Malta might be necessaiy. It was stated, in particular,

that it was not a feasible operation, without effective support

from other air bases, to defend a small island area within range

of the metropolitan air force of a Great Power, and that

therefore, in the absenoe of effective defence, the use of

Malta as a naval base might be seriously prejudioed,

maxim of defence against air power was of great importance in

future policy decisions, and one on which, later, the air and

This

naval staffs failed to agree,

1935 however, it was accepted.

During the immediate crisis of

By the summer of that year the

naval staff had become increasingly doubtful whether Malta could

be used by the Fleet in war with Italy, and the navy moved its

headquarters to ihe Eastern Mediterranean,

Althou^ the intention of using Malta as a naval base had

been relinquished, consideration had still to be given to the

defence of the Island for its own sake. The vulnerability of

Malta in the event of air attack from Sicily and Southem Italy

gave rise to the question whether Malta was to be defended at all.

The defence of the Island was advocated, however, for three mainO / 7
reasons

(i) Hhere was at Malta a valuable accumulation of

naval resources which should be preserved if

possible.

/(ii)
SECRET
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(ii) It was considered that if Malta were defended

she would present to the eneiqy a dlversionaxy

target favourable to the operations of our

fleet, and

to abandon Malta without any attempt at defence.(iii)

would inflict a severe blow an our prestige,

even if it were only a temporary measure,

Aocordingiy, in the sumner of the reinforcement recommended

for local defence, including a filter squadron, were sent to tiie

Island, Bfter tire orisis had subsided the Fleet returned to

Malta, and the emergency defences were withdrawn.
<U

for Malta however, tv remain^unoertain.
During the years that followed, up to 1939, the Island*s

defences were regularly reviewed by the C,0,S. committee, wi'&

The policy

Ibid

iyvr

a view to gradual improvement. This was part of the general

policy for defended ports abroad and was mainily oonoeyed
passive defences. Meanwhile, hwnaywa, the C.-in-C,y(A,0,C,

Mediteirranean frequently brought forward the war-time policy of

their commands for discussion, and plans for air and naval

From 1937 onwards, however, it

with

co-operation were kept in mind,

had become an accepted fact that in the event of war with Italy

the Fleet would take up its headquarters in the Eastern

Mediterranean, and this decision coloured the whole of the

In July 1937, Air Commodore Maltby,Mediterranean, Air Policy.

A.O.C. Mediterranean wrote to Air Ministry to discuss the

A.M. File

S.414-15
11A and 12A

methods of removing essential stores from Malta in the event of

the outbreak of war and the departure of the Fleet,

considered then^ that unless a high degree of protection against

air attack were provided, air forces would be far more profitably

employed elsewhere, including No, 202 (London Flying Boat)

vriiioh could not be expected to survive alone in

Malta for more than a few days.

He

(1)
Squadron

A

(l) This was then the one operational squadron at Malta.

/In
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21A In August an Axr Counoll letter to the i^.O.C. revealed

the intention of the Ministry regarding Air Policy in liie

Mediterranean. It was considered that it would not be justi

fiable to improve the strategic situation in the Mediterranean

if this could only be done at the ejq)ense of the Air Defence

of Great Britain, and that if it were possible to release

fighter squadrons for service abroad it would probably be

neoessazy to send all of them to the Middle East. It was

admitted, however, that political considerations might, in

practice, require the diversion of a small number of fighter

aircraft to Malta itself. The disposal of the Hying Boat

It might leave for theSquadron had not yet been decided.

Eastern Mediterranean on the outbreak of war, or it mi^t have

to remain at Malta for tiie first few weeks at least to carry out

reconnaissance in the Malta channel.

In March 1938,jA.O.C. Mediterranean was informed that noA.M. File

S.A4534
land-plan reinforcements were contemplated for the Island, but

that sufficient personnel and equipment should be held at Malta

to permit the operation of one additional (London Flying Boat)

squadron which would be supplied with flying crews only.

A.0,C. now felt that it was time to define more clearly the

The

1B

extent of his command in time of war, and on 9 April he submitted

His main object was to makehis proposals to Air Ministry.A.M. Pile

S.44534
clear the responsibilities of his command in the Western and

Eastern Basins in the event of war, and, to advocate a measure

of re-organisation whereby the co-ordination of Iho Middle East

and Mediterranean commands could be based on a peace-time system

easily adaptable to war-time conditions,

suggestions concerning responsibilities in peace-time and in a

war in which normal trade would flow throu£^ the Mediterranean,

Having made various

1A

the A.O.C. oontinued:-

/ Should
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Shoiild a war ocour, however, in which Malta is
seriously threatened, e.g. by Italy, trade is unlikely
to flow throu^ the Mediterranean in any appreciable
quantity. The main problem will be to guard the
Eastern and Western ertremities of the Mediterranean.
Moreover Malta will become an invested fortress no

longer tenable as a naval base and useless for iny
command to exercise control from, either in the Eastern
or Western Basina. Furthermore the defence of Malta

virtually becomes a political rather than a military
necessity, the object being to prevent the Island's
being captured, this is a military problem, in which
the R.i^.F. has a very small part, so small that it
does not justify say Headquarters Staff remaining in
the Island for the purpose. My command would be
better employed in oontrcdling air operations either
in the Eastern or Western Basin. It would of course

be necessary for a small staff to remain to deal with
the air defence of ihe Island.

suggestions, submitted without knowledge of
your intentions about reinforcements for Middle East
or air aotivily in the Western Mediterranean, are
that this Headquarters should move to the Western
Basin and take charge there, continuing to exercise
as much control in Malta as would be practicable.
Middle East I suggest should continue to look after
the Eastern Basin.

This arrangement vests this command as well as
Middle East Command with responsibility in a sphere
in peace which will be its responsibility in war
with the consequent advantage that preparation in
peace and execution in war remain in the same hands.

• • • ♦

During April, however, plans had been completed at Air

Ministry for the expansion of the Middle East Command,

plans centred round the proposal to upgrade the rank of the A.O.C.

Middle East from Air Vice-Marshal to Air Marshal, and to confer

on him powers of command over the Middle East and Mediterranean

theatres in peace time relative to those of an Air Officer

The new system thus proposed

was made known to the A,O.Cs.-in-C. in the Middle East, in an Air

dated 25 April, 1958.

pointed out that althou^ the plan had been approved the appoint

ment of an Air Officer Commanding'in'Chief would not take place

In the interim, however, in order that as much as

possible of the new procedure should be put into operation without

delay the Air Officer Commanding, Middle East, was vested with

These

Commanding-in'Chief in time of war.

(1)
At the same time it wasMinistry letter

immediately.

A.M. Pile

S.45159
7A

Ibid

15D

(l) The letter explaining the alterations in the command and
the motives for their introduction is given at Appendix 1

/ some
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some of the powers later to he conferred on the Air Officer

Comnanding-in-Ohief,

The appointment of Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief was not

filled until April 1939, when Air Marshal WoGoS. Mitchell replaced

Air Vice*Marshal H.R, Nicholl, Air Officer Commanding, Middle

East. The A.O.C.-in-C. then assumed additional responsibility

for the co-ordination of reinforcement plans and inter-command

training as formerly proposed. In the Air Council letter of

Ibid

May 1939, which sot out the full responsibilities of the appoint

ment, its authority was however still limited in two important

respects;-

(i) The issue of orders for the execution of
reinforcement plans in an emergency was
to remain the responsibility of the Air
Ministry,

(ii) For the time being, the provision of defence
measures in each command was to continue to

bo dealt with direct between Air Officers

Commanding and the Air Ministry.

Question relating to the defence of Malta were thus left to the

Air Ministry and up to the outbreak of war with Italy when the

instructions to the A.O.C.-in-C. were raised it remained a

matter for an Air Ministry decision whether to send fighters to

Malta,

In January 1939 the Joint Defence Committee had recommended

that in view of the general European situation a fighter squadron

It \raa accepted at theof 16 I.Eo should be sent to Malta,

time, however, that the Squadron could not be expected at Malta

until and in July 1939 a further decision to send four

Ihe discussions that led up to thisfighter squadrons was made,
ft- n-6l3Slitli

decision, however, disclosed a diveraiem of opinion between the
k

the Naval Staff showed renewed anxiety toNaval and Air Staff:

secure Malta as a base for the Fleet, and advocated strong defence

the Air Staff, however, ware of the opinion that no

measures of defence could ensure Malta for the Fleet against an

enemy so favourably situated for air attack as Italy:

measures;

it was a

/ question
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question whether the money and resources should be expended on so

doubtful an entez^rise. Two plans for defending the Island were

submitted by the C*0»S. Sub<-Gommlttee to overcome the difficulty

of disagreement; the lesser included one fighter squadron, but was

not expected to prevent the destruction of the doclcyard; the wider

scheme included four fighter squadrons, but it was stated that the .

committee could not agree that even this scale of defence would

secure Malta for the use of the Fleet.

j

The wider scheme was

approved by the C.X.D. and the measures to be taken for oarzying it

out were ordered. This appears to have been a final decision and

no further discussionson the subject were held prior to the out

break of war with Germanyo Malta was informed immediately of the

decision in a letter from Air Ministry, in which was stated that it

would not be possible to isplement this in full for some time.

A.H.B./IB/1/7

No more was heard of fighters for Malta until January 1940,

when the War Office took up the question once more, and applied to

the Treasury for financial sanction for carrying out the C.I.D.

In February, however, the subject was brought up at aA.H.B./IIJ/1V67 decision.

meeting at Air Mnistry, when it was decided that both Middle East

and India had priority of reinforcements over Malta, except in the

case of war with Italy,

from the C.I.D. plans, and a letter from the A.O.C. Mediterranean,

Air Commodore (now Air Vice-Marshal) Haynaz^ to Air Ministry in

May 192»0 shows that the situation was no bettor understood at

In March Air Commodore Maynard had asked Air Ministry for

a fighter defence unit for Malta, but had been told that for the

time beizig with commitments in other theatres, it was not possible

to provide an R.A.F. Fighter Unit at Malta.

Nothing in fact se^ed to be materialisin

Malta.

Desiring some clarifi

g

cation of the situation he begged for further ezqplanation:

Ibid I should like, however, to know what the Air Council
policy really is regarding fighter aircraft for the
defence of this Island,

of fighters for Malta has been considerably discussed
in the past and it was agz^ed that four fighter

I believe that the question

35A

/ squadrons
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squadrons were desirable for looal defence.

We were told, since the war started, that this
scheme was in abeyance, ani though such
decision quite understandable, now, however, it
appears that the C.I.D. provision, so far as
fighters are concerned, has been ignored, and in
consequence no fighter aircraft will ever be
provided for fighter defence.

In his reply, dated 16 May, the Director of Operations

Overseas, Air Commodore Coryton, explained Air Ministry's

difficulties.

31ie Air Defence of Malta is being constantly borne
in mind and was reconsidered only recently by the
D.C,O.S. committee, which reaffirmed the decision
previously given, that four fighter squadrons
should be eventually stationed at Malta,

As you know our main object in the defence of Malta,
is to make it secure as a naval base, the idea being
that if we provide sufficient defences, attacks on
Malta will be so costly' that the Italians might not
consider them worthwhile. As you know the Air
Ministry opinion has been that whatever defences are
provided for Malta, it will be impossible
to make it useable as a Fleet base

the experience of the past few weeks has amply proved
the Air Ministry view to be a correct one.

For -the present, whilst we are so short of fighters
to defend other vital areas, we are simply unable to
provide any for Malta, as from the wide point of
view, unless we can make Malta useable, we shoirld not,
in fact, waste our meagre resources.

Prom this evidence it would appear that althou^ the defence

of Malta had been agreed upon as a matter of general policy,

there had been so many demands upon resources that some schemes

had had to be deferred. The Air Ministry, whose task it was to

implement the scheme for Malta, had been unable to do so vhilst

a

I think

yet more urgent demands were waiting, and this inescapable

deferment appears to have been further justified or Strengthened

by the Air Staff opinion, held before and after the O.I.D,

approval of the defence scheme, that Malta could not be made safe

for the Fleet. It seems reasonable to conclude, from Cory ton's

/

letter, that Air Ministry was largely, if not entirely.

responsible for the deferment of the scueme, and that they

considered it was, at the time, their only course of action.

/ Even
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Even after Italy's entry into the war it was still

maintained that Egypt, where there were already three Fighter

Squadrons, was to he reinforoed rather than Malta,

attitude was first made plain over the question of diverting to
iUt

Malta some fighters which were en route to^Middle East.
11 June 1940, when Italy entered the war, there were still no

fighters in Malta, hut on that day Sir Arthur Longmore

appointed A.O.C,-in-C, Middle East and received the A,0,C.-in-C*s

charter, giving the Air Council's instructions as to his |
responsihilities.

This

On

was

In Clause 9 of this charter it was stated i

You may also draw on, or interchange, the resoiarces
of these Commands (Aden, Iraq and the Mediterranean)
as circumstances may require.

AtV fitt
S.36OO3/II
1A-12^A

Consequently, in answer to a plea for fighters from Malta, the

A.O,C.-in-C. Middle East arranged to divert five aircraft which

were en route to Egypt, hut his orders were overruled hy Air

Ministry, which, while admitting the A.O,C.-in~C  s powers

maintained that as a matter of policy, the defence of the Fleet

at Alexandria was still the prior concern of the forces under

his command, and that the reinforcements being sent to the Middle

East were primarily for that puipose. Air Ministry, in fact.

were sufficiently determined on their attitude regarding Malta's

importance to overrule the orders of the A.O.C.-in-C. They did

not change this policy until the Malta fighter defence unit,

consisting of four F.A.A. Sea Gladiators,and hastily established

as a last resort,had shown its capabilities and until the C.-in-C.

Mediterranean had made a particular plea for Malta's defence on

the grounds that it was invaluable' for reconnaissance work.

Ibid

fi

It seems clear then, that the lack of fighters at Malta was

due to an Air Ministry decision,
had there been sufficient aircraft resources at their disposal,

the Ministry would have complied speedily with the C.I.D. proposals

There is no need to doubt that

and Malta would have had her fighters. The final policy

/ decision
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deoision, however, was made too soon before the war to allow

much time for a build up of resources. In the oireufflstanoes

therefore, Air Ministry was hard pressed to find reinforcements

to ctomply with the demands for aircraft, and it became necessary

to meet the most urgent demands first: Malta was not considered

of prior importance, and it was only when her usefulness became

apparent that the real effort was made to supply her with filter

defence.

Air Policy in the Mediterranean

Side by side with the question of the defence of Malta ran

that of the employment of air forces in the Mediterranean,

was considered that if the Heet was to operate naval units from

the Island in a war against Italy, air reconnaissance would be

essential, and, even if it were decided to withdraw the Fleet to th*

Eastern Mediterranean, air reconnaissance from Malta coxild play an

important part in the Island's defence against invasion,

July 1937, it was the view of the A.O.C, Mediterranean, Air

Commodore Maltby supported by the C,-in-G, Mediterranean that in

the event of war with Italy Malta would be luatenable as a naval

base and that, althou^ a few fighters should be provided to

maintain morale and to discourage deliberate and unhampered

It

In

bombing, with the Fleet at Alexandriajother air units, including

No, 202 F.B. Squadron would be more profitably employed and more

At Air Ministry, however.likely to survive at some other base,

it was considered that the maintenance of air reconnaissance atIbid

9A 21A
and min. 14. Malta at least during the first few weeks of war would be of

great value, and althou^ the disposal of the Flying Boat Squadron

had not yet been resolved, the A.0,0. was asked to examine the

possibility of wide dispersal of the boats in the bays and inlets

In March 1938, it was decided that in an

emergency a second squadron of flying boats would be sent

to Malta for reconnaissance in the Central Mediterranean,

round the Island,

H.Q> Mgd,

/ but
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but when the Czsohoslovakian crisis arose in September both

Fleet Air Am reserves at Malta and NOo 202 Squadron were sent

to Alexandria for co-operation with the Fleet,

'  In October 1938, in order to make full use of the lessons

learnt in the recent emergency,it was decided to hold a

conference at Cairo at which representatives from Air Ministry

and the commands concerned would attend. As a preliminary to

Slid

this the A.O.C's in the Middle East theatre were asked to
I

consider what improvements were necessary to achieve a hi^er

state of war readiness in their commands. In his reply the

A.O.C. Malta emphasised that the removal of No, 202 Squadron to

Egypt had denuded Malta of all effective sea reooxinaissance at

a time when it might have been urgently required, while the

absence of fighter aircraft laid the Island open to bombing attacks}

without active opposition,

deficiencies might be detrimental to morale.

In war, the effect of both these

In spite of the

A.0,C's representations however it was still assumed that, on

the outbreak of war,the G-,R. Squadron at Malta would move to

Alexandria, and the conference recommended that with this in

view H.Q. Mediterranean should arrange for creating, in the

Middle East,a group headquarters formation to administer

this and any other G.R. units in the Middle East, besides any

units at Gibraltar and disembarked F.A.A, units in Egypt^exoept

fighter.

By 1939 the increased tension of the international

A.M. A7t
C,S,1157

1A, 2B, 4A,

situation had lent a new urgency to planning, and the need
ft

for air reinforcement in the Mediterranean was recognised as

9A

In the Chiefs of Staffs European Appreciationimmediate.

1939-40 it was recommended that the naval requirements of

aircraft for co-operation with the Fleet in the Mediterranean

should include the provision, in time of peace,of general

reconnaissance squadrons at Malta, Gibraltar and Alexandria,

/ Several
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Several meetings were held between the Naval and Air Staffs

during the spring, to discuss this question during which the

wide divergence of opinion already mentioned

ft*om liie sudden decision on the part of the naval authorities to

use Malta as a base for surface units;if it could be adequately

defendedfit followed that such units would have to be supported

As has been seen, however, the

Air Authorities held the view that no scale of defence at Malta

was disclosedf

by air reconnaissance units.

could render it a secure base for the Fleet,and they were

consequently unwilling to allot additional units to the Island

It was eventuallywhile the defence policy remained unsettled,

agreed)however, that an extra squadron must be sent to the

Mediterranean, even at 'Uie cost of depleting home resources.

Navy tiien declared its readiness to accept a reduction in Coastal

Command, and it was decided to send to Malta part of No, 228

Squadron which was re-equipping with Sunderlands.

On the assumption that Plying Boats would be based on Malta

in a war with Italy^as well as No, 212 G.R. Land Squadron due to

form in the Mediterranean in December 1939, the C,-in-C,

The

A.M, Pi / e. .
S.44534
129B

Mediterranean’s plan for Mediterranean air reconnaissance current

in August, included operations frcsn Alexandria and Malta in

The chief tasks to be carried

patrols of the

east and west entrances to tiie Aegean, protection of advance

surface forces, anti-submarine patrols off Malta and Alexandria,

sighting of Italian ports and miscellaneous duties such as

shadowing and long distance reconnaissance for the Fleet,

calculated that the Malta Cephalonia patrol could bo carried

out only by aircraft operating from Malta, whereas the Aegean

patrols could be undertaken equally well by aircraft based on

approxijmately equal proportions,

out were patrols between Malta and Cephalonia,

It

was

(t)' ■ rasjs

/ Alexandria
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Alexandria. Other tasks would have to be carried out from

Malta as and when the strategic situation and the operations of

(1)
the Eleet demanded.

Ibid

121A and 12JA
During August, the increasing gravity of the situation

demanded the reconsideration of reconnaissance plan^for the

emergency and it was l^Mfr^admitted that No. 212 Squadron was not

likely to be immediately available for operations in the event

of a war in the near future. It was tbeMB^ease decided to send

the remaining Sunderlands of No. 228 Squadron from Pembroke Dock

to Malta}so that the crews should become accustomed to their job

At the outbreak of war with Germany,

therefore. Nos. 202 and 228 flying Boat Squadrons were in the

Mediterranean,but the emergency in Central Europe and Italy's

neutrality pushed Mediterranean affairs into the background.

The two squadrons were diverted to more urgent tasks. No. 228

and its conditions.

u

returntoig^to Pembroke Dock and No. 202 moviit^to Gibraltar, where

a group headquarters. No, 200 was fonaed to operate the G.R,

aircraft there. At Gibraltar,the London Hying Boat Squadron

operated under the control of the Flag Officer Commanding, North

Atlantic and returned to Malta for overhaul,the A.O.C. Malta

retaining only administrative control of the squadron. Also at

Gibraltar was a detachment of NOo 3 A.A.C.U, .Swordfish from Malta,
X

and these were retained to assist in G.R. operations,

remainder of the unit, based at Malta,was used for naval

The

co-operation as far as the regulations allowed.

As the .war progressed, and Italy's attitude gradually became

more and more hostile, attention was once again drawn towards

In May 1940 No. 230 flying Boat Squadron

arrived from China for operations under No. 201 Group at

and during the same month it was proposed to

the Mediterranean.

42^
Alexandria,

Ibid
4

130A

(l) When Naval Co-operation was eventually introduced at
Malta, it was based on these lines.

/ transfer
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Ibid transfer four boats of No. 228 Squadron back to the Mediterranean,

Hearing of this proposal, the C.-in-C

that the squadron should be based at Malta, as had been the

intention if war had broken out in that theatre in September 1939*

Commenting on this request the A.O.C. Malta, Air Commodore

Maynard, pointed out that dispersion was limited to a few fair

weather anchorages outside effective A.A. protection, that the

original scheme for basing flying boats on the island had assumed

the presence of filter aircraft, and that it was improbable that

effective and continuous reconnaissance of large sea areas in the

Mediterranean requested•»

151A

36a-

Central Mediterranean could be maintained by one Sunderland

Plying Boat Squadron. It was eventually decided, between

Admiral Cunningham C.-in-C,, Mediterranean, and Air Marshal

Longmore, A.0.C.-in-C. Middle East, that the squadron should

proceed to Alexandria with the possibility of using QXmis or Malta

to operate aircraft on attachment. Thus, at the outbreak of war

with Italy Malta had not^given the means with which to take part

in the Mediterranean Air Policy, As in the case of Fighter

Ibid

15A

Defence, policy waited on events.

SECRET
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CHAPTOR 2

MEDI!gERRAKEAN COMMAKD AT THB OUTBREAK QT?

WAR WITH ITALY

Soope of tba Command

It has been seen, in the previous Chapter, that during the

pre-war years plans ware kept up to date for the employ&ent of Air

Poroes from Malta in the event of a war with Italy,

time, but on a higher level, the role of Air Headquarters

Mediterranean, in the Middle East Commaxid, was kept under oonsidexv

ation, and provision made for its wartime status and funotions,

the Combined Plan for the Defence of Egypt the part of R,A,F,

Mediterranean was outlined and the Command of the A.O.C, defined,

while tile relationship between the Air Offioer Commanding-in-Ghief

Middle East and the Air Offioer Commanding of the subordinate

oommands in the Middle East theatre was further ei^laizied in the

direotive to Sir Arthiu* Longaore on the outbreak of war,

!Qie Command of the Air Offioer Commanding Mediterranean was

oonsiderably limited by the general control held by the A,O.C.-in-C.,

for the oo-ordination of all operations in his theatre of war,

instruction from the Air Council to Sir Arthur Longmore vested in

him responsibility for the preparation of plans for the employment

of the units under his oommand together with general administrative

At the same

In

The

i^‘V /y.K.A/’i*

8,43159
109A

control so far as operatxozml requirements mi^t dictate. Further-

more the disposal and interchange of resources within the

subordinate oommands enabled him to switch his operational effort

from one sphere of operations to another whatever the effect on the

local air situation.

Under the Command and general direction of the A,O.C.-in-C.,

the Air Offioer Commanding Mediterranean held, therefore, somewhat

limited responsibilities. Air Command in the Mediterranean became

aooessozy to the main scheme of operations: with limited resources

M7fl,39Aa
Air Fnrne

fhi*iiiinA and tend to confine itself to forwarding the efforts of the main
£das

Bian for-

Befani’.n nf

it would have to operate where its activities were most needed.

battle. The chief funotions of the Command were Naval

Co-operation, and the Defence of Malta and the A.O.C. was to deal

/ direct
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dlraot with^C.-in-G. Mediteixanean regarding the operation 
of all

aircraft allotted for Naval Co-operation, ezoept for those of

No. 201 Group at Alexandria whioh oaae uzider control of H.Q.

It was also intended that the A.O.C. shouldMiddle East,

co-operate with the French in bcmbing Italy, with the object of

deterring Italian attacks on allied bases, but as events turned

out the capitulation of the French put an end to this plan.

R.A.F. Mediterranean Comutand was to consist of a Headquarters at

Malta, or, if possible, at the Fleet base: No. 200 Group at

Gibraltar irtiich had one G.E. Flying Boat Squadron (No. 202): and,

in the absence of the A.O.C. with the fleet, a Group H.Q. at

Malta to carry on local air defence and the operation of all units

Disembarkedunder the general direction of A.O.C. Mediterraneaxu

P.A.A. aircraft also came under, the operational control of the

A.O.C.

Such were the powers of A.O.C. Mediterranean as defined in

June 1940; in actual fact, however the operational activities

which the Coaanand was to cany out were severely limited by the

Even the air defence of the island, the sine

qua non of all other operations, was provided for in the first

lack of aircraft.

place by the une^qpeoted discovery of four F.A.A. Gladiators at

Kalafrana, and was subsequently maintained by ingenuity im the |
Ihe aircraft Imaintenance repair of these and other machines,

^ich were nscessaxy for fulfilling the fiinotions of 14ie command j

urgently needed elsewhere and it was only by degrees thatwere

operational units arrived at Malta.

In one respect Malta's defences were well equipped cooqpared

with other British stron^lds; an R.D.F. system had been sent

to the island in March 1939 and was in good working order when
A*/?. AVf
S.47124-
21A

On a island R.D.F. protection was

particularly necessary because of the lack of defensive air depth:;

war broke out.

/9./V.

S.40952
42A

/ other
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other reasons for the early sjipply of R.aP. at Malta were her

isolated positions, the ahsenoe of other methods of long-

warning for raids, and her situation on the Sioily-Tripoli air-

route, from which enemy aircraft movements could he followed by

R.D.P.

A.M. File

S.47l2if
1060

Bie system on Malta consisted of No, 241 Transportable

Radio Unit inhich was effective over an area of fifty miles all

round for aircraft at 5,000 feet,

miles for aircraft at 10,000 feet and of thirty miles at

2,000 feet.

It had a range of sev

USiere was no method of hei^t finding at fi

enty

rst,

and a watch of only twelve to sixteen hours was possible until

the arrival of No. 242 T,R,U, in July when the twenty-four hour

watch was introduced. Low cover was also inadequate and

although the necessary equipment was ordered, it did not arrive

unti^ec, 1940.

Landing Grounds.

In spite of the shadowy reinforcement prospects of

Mediterranean Command, landing grounds for four fighter

Squadrons were ready at the outbreak of hostilities and plans

A.M. File

S. 36003/1
133A

were under consideration for improved dispersal by additional

Of the three aerodromes Luqa alone had

A.H.B./IU5/ii3/5/54(a) permanent runways, both Hal Par and Ta Kali having soil

surfaces which were liable to be put out of use for short

A.M. Pile

S. 198/Air.I
strip landing areas.15A

periods by heavy rain. On the outbreak of war the Gladiators

were stationed at Hal Par with the P. A.A. Aircraft, but on the

arrival of Hurricanes the flight was moved to Luqa which was

opened up on 28th June as it was the most suitable for

At the time Luqa was capable ofoperating modem fighters,

holding two fighter squadrons and it became an independent

station on l8th August 1940.

It has been seen that by June both when Italy entered the

war, the plans for increasing the strength of the R.A.P. in

Malta had not materialised, and that Air Ministry* s attitude

towards the possibilities of the island was still doubtful,

/The
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The peacetime units were therefore the only Air Forces at the

oonanand of the A. 0,0 and from these somewhat meagre resources• *

he had to prepare the defence of Malta and to organise such

other operations as were possible.

Fighter Defence

The paramount necessity, a fighter defence unit, provided

A,H,B,/IU5/113/5/5^A) the greatest problem since there were no fighters on the island

By a piece of good fortune, how ever, four Sea Gladiators of the

F.A.A. were discovered in packing cases at Kalafiana and the

C.-in-C. Mediterranean agreed to lend them tn the E.A.F, for the

purpose of forming a fighter fli^t. OSie formation of the

S/198/Air.l flight in May some time before war broke out appears to have

been due to a request f rom the Governor for local defence of

the Island should the Mediterranean situation deteriorate to

Such a possibility had beenthe point of actual operations,

suggested on 30th April in a telegram from the Chiefs of

Staff to Malta and other Middle Bast Commands, which orderedIbid 33.

that steps should be taken forthwith to complete the measures

necessary to meet the eventuality of Italian hostilities.

ISiere were no personnel on the Island with any

A.H.B./EU5/l0l/l0if experience of fighter aircraft or of the methods of ocmibat

but six pilots with experience in Flying Boats were drawn

from the personnel of No, 3 A.A,C,U, and on 4th June after a

month* 3 training the Fighter Flight was formed at HaJ. Faor,

The Sea Gladiators remained the only filter airor2ift until

the arrival of four Hurriodnes towards the end of the month.

A, H.B,AU5/1 13/5/5^1-

Naval 0o"Operaticn
it

!lSie Naval Co-operation duties of R.A.F. Mediterranean

Command had been carried out, since the beginning of the war

with Germany|by the operational flig^it of No, 3 A, A,C, U. ,with

personnel of Hal Far Station Plight and an aircraft establish

ment of 5 I. E,, 2 I. R, Swordfish: Ihe operations conned mainly

cf dbort anti-aulffljarinexatrQLa A detachment of No, 3AAC,II wasat

/Gibraltar

A.M, Pile

S. 44534
13U
Hal Far Stn,

O.B,B.

No, 2 A.A.C.U.
0.E.B,
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Gibraltar on Italy* s entry into the war, but it remained there

under the oontrol of No, 200 Group until it was incorporated

into No. 202 Squadron in October,

No, 200 Group.

No. 200 Group
O.R.B.

No, 200 Group, Gibraltar, was formed from personnel from

Malta under Group Captain Barrington in September 1939»

consisted of No. 202 Squadron and No. 3 A.A.C.U. detachment, but

althou^ a part of R.A.P. Mediterranean Command, by June 1940

it was operating under the immediate direction of the Flag

Officer Commanding, North Atlantic,

July the A.O.C. Mediterrau^ean suggested to Air Ministry that the

He explained

It

For this reason, early in

Group should be transferred to another command,

M98A/Air

that he had never been in a position to direct the Group* s opera

tions, and that now, with the virtual severance of sea ooromunioa-

tions between Malta and Gibraltar, administration from R.A.F.

H. Q. Mediterranean, was equally inpracticable. His suggestion

was accepted and No, 200 Group was transferred to the adminstra-

tive contzol of Coastal Connoand on the 12th of August 194-0,

Flying Boats.

As has been seen there were no Plying Boats based at

Malta, on the outbreak of war, Ixit the occasional use of^ the

island as a temporaiy operational base had been provided for,
a

The seaplane base at Kalafran^ was suitable for this, although,

owing to repair and maintenance limitations, it was not yet

possible to operate Sunderlands permanently frm there as they

would have to return to Alexandria for overhaul,

temporary operational base, however, Malta began to be used

by the Sunderland squadrons (Nos, 228 and 230) of No, 201

Group, Alexandria, on 27th June.

As a

S. 198/Air I

4

No, 830 Squadron,

An important addition to the flying units at Malta was

It arrived at Hal Par asNo. 830 Squadron, P.A.A. Swordfish.

Hal Par Stn,

0. R. B,

No,767 P.A.A, training Squadron at the end of June, 1940, and

commenced operations in the shape of anti-submarine patrols

/within
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Qwithin a few days. a. 1st July it was re-formed as No. 850
A  A

Squadrcsn with an l.E. of ten Swordfish and from then onwards

began a series of operations which Readily increased in

frequency as the war progressed,

only offensive unit, particularly against enemy ports, and the

success it achieved was of great importance in helping to

maintain our air offensive against eneoqy ocsmaunioations between

Italy and Libya.

Besides the aircraft of the established units, a few others

of veurlous types operated from the Island including a French

Lateooere Seaplane, a F.A.A. Skua and a Hudson which arrived as

escort to the first flights of Hurricane reinforcements. These

were used mainly for reconnaissance and the Hudson proved particu

larly useful for co-operations with the Navy until it was lost

In a report on Reconnaissance in October, Air Oommodore

Maynard observed that it was owing to the fortunate possession

of the Lateooexw and Skua aircraft that it had been possible to

It was, for some time, Malta*s

in August.

f7. P. .

S.45581 meet many of the recozmaissance requirements.
48A

The diversity of aircraft and engine types, however,

complicated still more the work of maintenance and repair, and

during the first four months of war the technical side of R.A.F.

Mediterranean showed a high degree of Ingenixity in devising repair

and replacement, largely through the adaption of spares from one

type of engine to suit another*

The Enemy goroe and The Enemy Estimate of Malta*  s Possibilities

In cox^rast to the few aircraft at Malta, the eneiny force in

The chief

4

Sicily at the outbreak of war was considerable,

oonstitutehts were the Sicilian Air Force and the 2nd Squadron,

which, although separate entities, carrying out their operations

independently, were amalgamated in the Italian Order of Battle

This Order offor loth June which is reproduced at Appendix III.

Official strength
Returns of the

I.A.F. Superaered.

/mayBattle
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may be said to represent the potential foroe available for

operations against Malta, £ut althou^ there is no direct

evidence to shov that particular units were detailed for this

special task, it would appear from the records of the 2nd

Squadron that its aircraft played a considerable part in attacks

on the island.

On 10 June 19i»0>the Italian Air ̂ orce in Sicily totalled

two hundred and five aircraft, a hundred and thirty-seven of

which were S.79 bombers, the rest being C.R.32, C.R.4R

QShese aircraft were distributed amoxigst sixM.C.200 fighters,

aerodromes in Sicily, and there was also an autonomous Dive
e

Bomber Group on the Island of Fantellj&ria, thou£^ as yet this

13iis was 'Use air foroe which

threatened Malta's security at “the outbreak of war and against

which the R.A.F. was preparing to send up four sea Gladiators to

unit had no aircraft.

repel the at-taokers.

It is interesting to note that the Italian Air Ministry's

estimate of Malta's air strength in June 1940 was considerably

A.M, (A.H.B.6)
Translation

No. 711/43

exaggerated although it was assumed that the Island's part in a

The Fighter Defexice^ consistingwar had not yet been defined,

actually of the four sea Gladiatorsj they believed to be twenty-

five fighters, a strength not attained until January 1941,

Although in estijaating the average number of fighters available

daily from June to January “the calculation of twelve was more

It was admitted, however, that camouflage and

concealment made it difficult to estimate the air strength.

The possible uses of Malta in a war against Italy were also

carefully summed up, and on the whole showed loore respect for the

nearly correct.

potential assets of the Island than did the appreciations drawn

An extract from a reportup by the British Chiefs of Staffs.

runs as follows;-

.(0 a HIM Aiijiiimill

^iBha
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!Qie atratagioal and gaographioal position of
Malta and its undergroxmd installations made it
very powerful botti defensively and offensively,
j&t the beginning of hostilities between Germax^
and England (September 1939)* Malta was an
efficient air and naval base which had been created

as a key position between the Eastern and ffestem
Mediterranean,
the airfields and formidable defences all over the

Islanidfthe British were in a position to make the
Island a supporting base for the fleet, use it as a
port of call for merchant shipping, hamper the traffic
between Italy and Italian North Atrloa, and dominate
the air bases in Sicily and South Italy from the air.

£|y virtue of the naval installations.

Ibid

It can be assumed that England had foreseen an
eventual Italian invasion of Tunisia a few days after
the beginning of hostilities between Italy and France.
As a result she had foreseen the possible loss of
Biaerta as a naval base and the Tunisian airfields

which were used as landing stages for the air transports
between En^and, Gibraltar and Egypt.

In that case Malta would have had to assume the

role of an intermediate airport between En^and and
Egypt.

Since their reconnaissance showed the airfields at Malta

crowded with M.T. vehicles,except when aircraft were actually

landingythe Italians also assumed that the R.A.F. had given up all

thou^t of offensive action and were counting on the possibility

Ihe movements of submarines, however, and the

continuous changes in the number of steamers and escort vessels at

the bases indicated that Malta had undertaken the duties of

providing a port of call for shipping and hampering Italo-Libyan

naval traffic.

Kie greatest inaccuracy shown in the Italian report is the

expectation that Malta would dominate the air bases of Sicily and

This may help to explain, however, the

falling away of the Italian air attacks on the Island as soon as

an effective fighter defence was put up, even though numerical

strength was decidedly in favour of the Italians,

time the actual activity reported at Malta gives no suggestion

that it was too much for the Italians to cope with, and is in

fact shown as considerably less than the review of possible

of an invasion.

South Italy from the air.

At the same

activities anticipated.

SECRET
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PAST II; THE ITALIAN WAR. JOME - nRdmKKfi ̂ ^01^

OHAEEER 3

THE FIRST MOMTHS OP WAR

Outbreak of Hostilities

Bal Far Stn«

O.R.B.
!i;he eneoiy oommexioed offensive operations against Malta on

11 June, the day after the declaration of war, when ten bombers were

Damage was reported to be

negligible, and our A.A, gunners shot down one and possibly two of

Later in the day, enemy aircraft were again over the

Island, probably on reoonnaissanoe, and on this occasion a further

From then on the

sent over to attack the Island,

the raiders.

aircraft was destroyed by Ihe Gladiators.

Kalafrana Stn. Italian aiixiraft visited the Island almost daily until the end of
O.R.B.

the month, and except for four days during that time hi^>leval

bombing raids varying from one to five per day were experienced,

while on the night of the 20/21 June a aeries of four raids was

By the end of June the total number of enemy attacks was

forty-four, axid our estimate of enemy losses over Malta amounted to

nine aircraft confirmed destroyed and five unoozifirmed, altitiou^

these figures would appear to be optimistic coapared with the enemy

estimates (See Appendix 17).

unserviceable, but the other two were fast wearing out, and the

position might have become very difficulty but for the timely

addition to the Flight of four Surrioanes, reinforoements bound for

tile Middle East, which ware retained at Malta by pezmission of the

A.O.O.-in-C,

The enemy raids were made chiefly again the airfields,

the dockyards area, and the depot and flying-boat base at

Kalafrana, but the bombing was not impressive and apart from

those on the first day, no serious attacks were experienced up

During that time, the bombers were sent over without

filter escort and a fozm of taotioal defence was employed in

which one bomber of each fozmation fell behind as bait, and on

being attacked by a fij^ter, dived below the rest of the

formation which then fired on the pursuing aircraft with down-

On^17th however, Macohi III fighters
/ escorted

made.

Our own losses were two Gladiators

to 18 June.

firing moveable guxis.

A.M.

s. 36003

Hr<^i-Mud. I

s/347/36/i/Ai^*
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esoorted the bombers, but althou^ they had opportuaitles of

attaoking the Gladiators, they showed no anxiety to do so.

Most of the bombing was carried out from a high level, a shallow

dive being made over the target during the release of tiie bombs,

Pieters were some

times used to precede the bombers in order to draw off our

fighters before the raid began, a manoeuvre which became more

popular as our sucoesses against the bambers continued,

heaviest raids of the month took place on^22nd and 23rd, by some

sixty bombers in formation, with fighter escortsi dn the latter

followed by a rapid dive to avoid combat.

The

A.M.W.I.S.

No. k2

date an Italian Macohi fighter v/as shot down 'by one of the

Gladiators.

Prospects at the end of June

Althou^ Our^air activity against the enemy during June had

been unexpectedly successful considering idle superior i^bers of

the Italians, it was obvious that the Fighter Fli^t could not

continue its scale of defence much longer^ iftlready there was

little or no margin for respite either for the pilots or for the

repair of aircraft, and the general war situation suggested that

attacks would probably increase. As the Governor and C.-in-G• >
A'/e ,

S. 3^003 General Bobbie, pointed out in a letter to War Office oi^29th,
the French developments, particularly in North Africa; had brought

Malta into greater prominence and it was reasonable to fear

15A

increased attention from Italy now that she no longer had her

The question was whetheronoe-powerful nei^bour to deal with.

Malta could be given the necessary aircraft to continue the

defence having regard to the desperate need for aircraft in the

It involved a decision of some moment todefence of Britain.

send precious reinforcements away to face odds which were already

heavy and which might well become overwhelming very shortly.

At the same time, however, if it was hoped to retain the Island)

there was not a moment to lose for strengthening the defences.

Thus Air Ministry, found itself faced with the same familiar

/ problem
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problem, but when the question was brou^t to notice in July, it

had to be answered quickly and Malta's homediate fate did not

haxig in the balance for long.

Changing Attitude towards Malta

The decision to reinforce Malta was made before the end of

July, and the transportation of the reinforcements recognised as

This decisive action, although solving thea primazy concern,

problem of immediate defence only, nevertheless paved the way to

At thea change of attitude at Air Ministry regarding Malta.

outbreak of war with Italy, Air authorities were still staunch to

their former opinion that no valiiable reinforcements should be

allotted for the defence of Malta when they might more Justifiably

be sent to support enterprises more likely to succeed, and while

The eventsMalta's future role in the war was still doubtful.

of June and July^ however, affected this policy sufficiently to

bring about the fomulation of emergency reinforcement plans

irtiioh,in turn,served to lead to a policy which recognised and

accepted the advantages of using the Island as fully as possible

for as long as circumstaxiaes permitted.

The striking achievements of the four Sea Gladiators were

not alone enough to convince the Ministry of the validi-ty of

Malta's claim for stronger air defence, in ̂ ite of the

encouraging affect these successes had had on the MalteseS. 36003 II
1A - 1QA

Requests for fighters had been made by the Governor,

all based chiefly on the• f

population.

the A.O.C. and the A.O.C.-in~C

importance of upholding the morale of the Island's population,

but the Air Ministry had held to its policy of sending the Middle

East's reinforcements to Egsrpt for the defence of the Fleet at

Since the defence of the Fleet was primarily the

Mediterranean, General Dobbie requested

Admiral Gunnin^m to add his support to these petitions)r<.

Accordingly a further signal was dispatched, this time from the

pointing out that Malta mi^t have to risk

Alescandria.

concern of the C.-in-C• >

Naval C.-in-C•»

4

11A

13A

/ attempts
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atteoapts at invasion when naval help was not iio&ediately

available* As a resxilt of these requests, ICalta was informed on

l6 June that arrangements were being made for the dispatch of six

tropical Hurricanes by air, together with two Hudsons carrying

spares* On the date fixed for the flight, however, the

^^^^^^^^^^^^hrricanes* orders were rescinded, and the Hudsons proceeded
alone* ICalta now had spares, however, which was important, and

when four Hurricanes landed at the Islaid on a similar flight to

the Middle Bast, she was allowed to retain them* These were the

only reinforcing aircraft received until early in August, but some

recognition of Malta* s needs had now been shown*

At the end of June, C*-in-C

request for fighters, pointing out the need for using Malta as a

fuelling hase for naval craft flying-boats* The policy

of refuelling at night only was severely restricting operations

in the Central Mediterranean, at a time when the collapse of

France had inoreaised the importance of intercepting enemy

e<nnmuaioatlons between Italy and Libya* A draft reply made out

at Air Ministry showed that the position was not encouraging, it

stated that no fighters were available, and that even if they had

been, the problem at getting th^ to Malta depended on the

Admiralty's willingness to send a fast convoy through the

Mediterranean, or to traxisport the fif^ters on a oarrier as far

as Gribraltar, where they could be flown off to continue the

Journey by air* The other means of trauisport was via Nigeria to

Bgypt, and thenoe to Malta* Thus much of the responsibility for

supplying fighters to Malta rested, in the immediate crisis, with

the Navy*

A*

Mediterranean sent a further• f

A*M*

3*62092

g*<j.-^ed*

Ayy* A*

A.M*

3*36003 n
13A

2i|C

Meanwhile, however, a long term Air Policy for Malta

again under consideration at Air Ministry* In a minute to the

Plans section. Wing Commander N.V. Mpreton pointed cut the

advantages of a well -defended Malta to our air

/effort

was

A*M* File

3*36003/11
Min* No* 20
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effort in the Mediterranean. Hhe four Sea G-ladiators had mkr

carried on the filter defence unaided for a month of war and had

caused oaore damage to enemy aircraft than they had received

themselves, while the Island had suffered very little from

W/Cdr. jjforeton suggested that under the
protection of the prescribed four fighter squadrons; in place of

the four Gladiators,Malta ooiild be rendered comparatively safe,

at least from Italian attacks.

eneaqr attacks.

He went on to suggest three main advantages n^ioh could be

Firstly, the

^sland could be invaluable as a link in the air route to the

It had already been used for refuelling airozeft

derived from developing Malta as an air base.
l

Middle East.

on special flights to Egypt, and if adequately defended the

route could be developed into a regular means of reinforcement

for aircraft and key personnel. ^Iso, with strong defences,

Malta might be used as a base for raids on Italy,

of Wellingtons could operate as far afield as Rome and Naples, and

One squadron

the effect of such raids by a few aircraft evezy night might be

Lastly, Malta stillgreatiConq>ared with Ihe effort expended,

had valuable doolgrard facilities which might be put to use if

properly defended, and if the Navy could use Malta for its li£^t

forces, its position athwart the Italian communication with

North i^frioa could give us enozmous advantages.

W/Cdr. More ton suggested that if well-defended, Malta would be a

In any case *

ruzming sore in the side of Italy and might lead to a large

expenditure of the enemy effort against it. He did not assume. 5

however, that fighters and bombers could be made available

immediately, but he considered that once the present crisis had

been overcome we should be in a position to think about taking

the offensive, and with England and Egypt secure Malta would be

He thereforeinvaluable for direct attacks against Italy,

advocated investigation into methods of reinforcing Malta in the

/ future
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offuture, and emphasised the necessity

mniring sure the Island was not lost to us in the meantime,

most urgent appeal at the time oame from Malta itself.D,0,(O) Polder

July On 7 July the Vice-Admiral, Malta, sent Admiral'^, and the
A

C,-in-C, Mediterranean a summary of the position at the Island,

and pointed out that to retain it, immediate action might be

So far morale was good and the scale of attack hadnecessary,

not been heavy, althou^ it had considerably disorganised work^^ia

the dockyard and had made Malta unsafe for the operation of

submarines,through the inability to provide maintenance repairs

If the enemy were to

oommenoe intensive bombing however, azid the piwaBat defences

and to allow rest after long patrols.

could not prevent it, the civilian morale mi^t break vary

quickly, in which case the security of the fortress would be

imperilled, the population mi^t even become hostile and it

would be batter to evacuate the island than to bo forced to

The Vice-Admiral visualised threeabandon it by the Maltese,

possibilities for Malta's future.

(i) evacuating it if its value to the Fleet actei
!

considered insufficient to justify the amount

of defence required,

(ii) to defend it for as long as possible with

existing defences

(iii) to provide it with defences on a scale to make

successful defence possible.

Dismissing the first and second of these possibilities,

considered that the only solution was to provide an adequate

nuiaber of filter ani anti-aircraft guns as approved by the

0,1.D,, and that early action was essential or otherwise there

would be no aerodromes available from which to operate,

he pointed out that fighters at Malta would bind up an

appreciable part of the enemy's Air Force, that if Malta were

not in our hands,aircraft mkp in Sicily would be released for

h

Fina

a
jl

lly1

/ action
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action elsewhere, and that if the Island were defended properly

it would provide the Fleet with a base which should be of much

value, while the dockyard could be used to a considerable extent.

Whether or not as a direct result of these arguonents, by

the 7th July^Admiralty was examining a proposal to sand a fast

convoy to Malta and the Middle East, and Air Ministry, having

taken up with reservation and modifications many of Wing

Commander More ton* s proposals, was hastily arranging to dispatch

a fighter fli^t for Malta in the convoy.

Operation * Hurry* ~ Reinforcement

Ma/m5/l4/3

A.n. ft'fe.
S. 36003Al
Minutes 20-32

3he air reinforcement plan which eventually took shape was

that of sending a Hurricane flight of 8 I.E., 4 I.R, to Malta on

the aircraft carrier, H.M.S. Argus.

Gibraltar, where the stores and ground personnel would be

disembarked to continue the Journey submarine throu£^ the

Mediterranean or by ship round the Cape,

proceed into the Mediterranean until within the Hurricanes* range

of Malta, when the aircraft would be flown off

the Journey by air. In spite of the considerable risks which

the eo^eriment involved, it was successfully carried out and on

2 August the twelve Hurricanes landed on Malta.

^e route was to be via

The ̂ rgus. would

, to complete

(1)
The message

A.M. A’/e
S.5123
45A

D.O.(O) Folder
/^,/HJ5/l4/4

X9047
2.8.40.

from Malta to the naval authorities read:

*Bar(y arrived. Regret one Hurricane crashed.

Now we can got on with the work,

^e crashed E&irricane which was first pronounced beyond repair

was later made serviceable and the fli^t was established as

No. 261 Squadron on 4 August.

Qhe Defence Continues

Thank you.

Whilst the plan for reinforcements were going forward,Malta

bad to carry on the defence as best she coiild with a diminishing

number of fighters. During July, thirty-nine enemy raids were

(1) For details see Appendix No. IX.

/ experienced
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axperienoed, most of them being high level attaoksjbut on if July

the enemy made his first lovr-level maohine-gun attaok, with Halfar

as the main targets )i.ttle damage was reported however.

22 July, the Governor’s estimate of enemy oesualties from the

outbreak of war was eleven airoraft oonfirmed destroyed

at least nine unoonfirmed.

On

(1)
and

p.o.(o)

'22.7.40

D.O.(O)
,./^4./IU5/14A

13.7.40

M.E. Daily
Opsum

Our fighter effort, however, was waning badly, in spite of

every possible improvisation in repairs and with spare parts.

On 13 July only one Hurrioane was servioeable and on l6th

another was entirely written off.

In a to the War Office on 22 July, the Governor of

Malta outlined the suooess since the beginning of the war with

Italy, and praised all services for their hi^ morale and

attention to duty xutder attack,

that the magnificent work by R.^.F. fighters, and steady and

increasingly accurate fire by the A,A, gunners, had taken a

considerable toll of enemy casualties, with the result that the

R.A.F. had forced the eneny to escort small formations of bcmiherB

with large numbers of filters, and the Italian's respect for the

A,A, had been proved by the tremendous height at which they were

Xhe Governor ended,

however, on a note of wamingr Although his report was

encouraging, minimisation of the suooess of Italian raids mi^t

Of the ̂ ir Defence he wrote

compelled to fly while over the Island.

D.O. (0)
/LM (S/IIJ5/14/3
“ '22.7.40

result in intensification of attack, and he suggested that the

Italian dream of intensive damage inflicted might be allowed to

continue in view of Malta's meagre defences.
fl

D.O.(O)
/>.#/.8/lIJ5/l4/3

22.7.40

Enemy Tectics

^s regard their raids, it must be said for the enemy, that

bombers operating against the Island endeavoured to direct their

(l) 3his would appear to be a fairly accurate assessment:
according to the Italian Air Ministry returns losses
hy eneoy action in the Sicilian Air ̂ oroe up to 14 July
wore nine airoraft destroyed, and six more were lost up
to 31‘August.

For Italian ̂ ir Force losses see App. 17.

/ attacks
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attaolcs agaiixst military objeotives, but their bombing was

inaoQurate and the damage to these targets superfioial,althou^

some damage to civilian property was oaused.

'  During the first weeks of the warj enemy taotios underwent

various changes, indicating to some extent a healthy respect for

fighters and A,A, gunners.
A

formation raids with fighter escort began to be replaced in July

Large formations of
fiil-k'jt

filters were sent over presumably to draw oor^ outnumbered
aircraft into unequal combat? *fiieae formations were stepped up by

flights, the higher flights at the rear often being difficult to

see, and unfortunately at first our fighters failed to observe

thou, and on attacking the lower flights had great difficulty in

disengaging owing to attacks by the remaining enemy fighters from

Single bomber raids, and

by what were termed 'enticing' tactics.

M.E.W.I.S.

No. 11

H.Q. Med.
H.Q.U.24-/Air
36a

above. In any case there were not sufficient R.A.F. fighters to

risk losses against enemy fighters ̂ en there were hostile bombers

to be dealt with, and our aircraft were forced to adopt the policy

of leaving these formations alone, and confining attacks to those

Considering the small forcewhich included bombers amongst them.

by which they were opposed, the Italian pilots took much trouble

to outwit our fighters to avoid meeting them in single combat, a

fact which might be taken as a tribute to the Malta Defences in

0)
their first contacts with an eneay vastly superior in numbers.

Malta's Offensive Effort

Swordfish

No offensive striking unit had been provided for the R.A.F.btolfar Stn.

O.R.B. ft

at Malta at the beginning of the war, but the Island made the

best of its good fortunes as the possessor of No. 83O F.A.A.

The Swordfish commenoed operations withinSwordfish Squadron,

a day or two of their arrival with reconnaissance and anti-

subjuarine patrols, and on the night of 30 June they carried outM.E.Vr.I.S.

No. 3

(1) A table of enemy raids is given at Appendix V.

/ their
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their first offensive aotion against Italian territory in a raid

Objectives were the Oil Refinery and

important naval oil tanks and our aircraft started a fire in the

on Augusta harbour.

refinery area, and later big clouds of brown smoke were observed.

This attack was followed by a raid on Catania BgiiBdi

6 July, when hits were obtained on two hangars and four fires were

On 13 August, however, three Swordfish were lost in an

attack on shipping in Augusta harbour, and the squadron ceased

its bombing raids for the time being.

Ch) EXving Boats.

5
on

started.

ibid No, 4

ibid No. 9

•Although no Flying-Boat Squadrons were established at Malta,

Suxuterlands from No, 201 Croup Alexandria began using the Island

as an operational base during the first weeks of war|in accordance

with the proposal agreed between the A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East, and

the C.-in-C. Mediterranean in i

advantages of using Malta in this way for long-distance searches |
I

and reconnaissance patrols were enhanced during the first days of

activity by a series of happy successes against eneoy naval units,

Long»distanoe searches for the Italian Fleet, and reconnaissance

patrols to Zante, Corfu and the approaches to the Adriatic soon

became routine work to the Sunderlands, and reconnaissance was

carried out to Crete and Tobiruk durizxg the flight between Malta

i

Nos. 228 and 230
Sqns. O.R.Bs

)

and Alexandria, as well as other anti-submarine patrols and close i

escort to convoys.

Operations began on 27 June when the first Sunderland was

1
dispatched to Malta for the protection of an East-bound convoy

from the Island. On the following day this Sunderland sank a

submarine the Araaraota^while on patrol near Zante, while another
Suxiderland while en route to Malta for patrols gave a sighting

report of enemy vessels which enabled our cruiser force to

intercept three enemy destroyers, one of which was sunk by our

The two Sunderlands continued patrols from Malta and on

and machine-gunned

ships.
(1)

29th one of them sank the submarine Rubino

i

I

-

I
(1) Details of the sinking of both these submarines are given

at Appendix VU.
/ another |
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another while retaining to base with survivors. Chi 1 July

another Sunderland returning to Alexandria from Malta sighted and

attacked an Italian destroyer near Tobruk, and after a near miss

had been scored the destroyer stopped,

was successfully damaged by bombs from a Sunderland on 9 July

when a direct hit was scored abaft the conning-tower.

This round of successes had to suffice the flying-boats for

some time, for althou^ patrols were continued, there were no more

encounters for many weeks.

Tet another submarine

The fact that it was possible to use

Malta as a base for these flying-boats,however, had widened

considerably the scope of the reconnaissance patrols and

consequently contributed to these early successes against the enemy.

Establishment of a General Reconnaissance iE^iprht

The dispatch of a fighter flight to Malta encouraged the

A«O.C. to request further reinforcements for his command, and on

1 August ha sent a signal to Air Ministry pointing out that the

shortage of aircraft and personnel was severely limiting

Naval Co-operation was suffering particularly and

Air Coauuodore Maynard suggested that a striking force and a

General Reconnaissance Land-plane Unit were needed to fill Idle gap.

He considered that a land-based G.R. unit could carry out more

continuously and economically much of the Sea Reconnaissance

undertaken by tiie Sunderlands whose activities were limited because

they could not operate away from Alexandria for long< Jt was also

necessary that the A.0.0. should be in a position to answer sudden

operations.

calls from naval flag officers operating in the vicinity who were 4

obviously unaware of the pauoi'fy and limitations of air forces at

Malta< /9t tbft moment the only aircraft available for maiy such
*  le

operations was the,Hudson. Air Commodore Maynard want on to
a:

describe the activities of his air forces under the ijt

As matters stood he could carry out nothing butconditions.

local reconnaissance, except«what could be undertaken by the one

Hudson, whihh was invaluable for checking shipping concentrations

/ in
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in Sioily, for infonnation which was constantly requirsd by local

naval and militaiy commanders, while targets which invited

attention in Sioily coiad only be attacked ty the ELeet Air Aim

Swordfish Squadron, and the scope of such operations was very

limited. In point of fact Malta had none of the aircraft '«^ioh

had been assigned to her in the pre-war plans, and those she had

were not necessarily designed for the duties they ftu# had to

perform^ (i^evertheless calls were constantly made upon the B.A.F.

at the island and had to be answered as far as possible.

Meanwhile, at Middle East Headquarters it had bean arranged

that a liaison visit to Air Ministry should be made by Group

Captain Wigglesworth to discuss the future pzx}speots and policy

On 3 August Air Marshal Longmore informed Air

Commodore Maynard of the impending visit, adding that Group

Captain H.E.P. Wigglesworth would pass through Malta, on his way to

the United Kingdom, to discuss the requests he «hnuii^ laake on

behalf of H.A.F. Mediterranean.

of the command.

In his proposals,Air Marshal

ibid 47

Longmore had suggested Malta ahnuld have four fighter squadrons,

one General Reconnaissance (Land) Squadron, and one Torpedo-Bomber/

General-Reconnaissance Squadron, presuming this was the maximum

force that could be efficiently operated in the existing

Excluding flying-boats this was, in fact, the

allotted force for Malta in the long-term policy ejqplained to Air

Commodore Maynard by Air Commodore Coryton in his letter

conditions.

concerning fighter defence dated 16 May 1940,

as such, it could hardly expect immediate fulfilment,

discussions at Malta, however. Air Commodore Maynard and (hroup

Captain Wigglesworth agreed to confine their request to two

Squadrons, one General Reconnaissance (Land plane) and one IB/G.R.

Hhey eophasised the necessity of maintaining two separate

elements, one for reconnaissance in the Central Mediterranean, the

other as a striking force forming an integral part of the defence

of Malta and for attacks on shipping and objectives in Italy.

In their

type.

Ibid 52

/ After
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ilfter oonsultatiozis at Air Ministry, Group Captain

WiggXesnrarth signalled to Middle East and Malta, that it had been

decided to send to Malta as the Reoonnaissanoe Unit a flight of

3 I.R., Glen Martins, which would be suitable for special

photographio reoonnaissanoe and general reoonnaissanoe in the

Central Mediterranean^ ^Ithou^ the number of planes would

probably be inadequate^it was hoped that more would be available

Aa regards the TB/(Si unit it was thought unlikely that

one would be ready for some time, and No. 830 Squadron was to be

3 M.,

later.

ffum

198/Air II
2A and 3A

regarded as the striking force,

disbanded axui its Swordfish^to go SlIUW# No. 830 Squadronr Of its

personnel^three orews were to be returned to the United Kingdom to

make up for the lossy there^ of the three GLen Martin orews, and

the rest of the establishment was to be transferred to the Glen

No. 3 A.A.C.U. was to be

Martin Unit. Shortage of personnel was plainly a great problem

and was further indicated in the arrangements for flying out the

Glen Martins, for of the six orews needed for this fli^t, three

were to return to the United Kingdom with the three from No. 3

IhuS|although reinforoed with aircraft)Malta would have

During these negotiations^A.O.C. Malta
requested that the Glen Martins should be fitted with bomb-raoks,

but as this would cause delay in despatch it was decided to send

the first three aircraft without and the seooxid three with racks.

A.A.C.U.

no increase in personnel.

7A

This was in the long run an unfortunate decision for Malta, for

although on 19 September the fli^t was duly formed with a

strength of three Glen Martins and an extra Skua, the other

aircraft failed to materialise and none arrived till December.

Review of Reoonnaissanoe Situation

S.45581
The establishment at lAalta of No. 431 Flight, the Glen Martin

Unit, provided an appropriate occasion for a review of the air25A

reoonnaissanoe situation with a view to inprovement and extension.

Aoo ordingly^ A . 0. C. -in-0
Co-in-0. Mediterranean's requirements under the new conditions,

giving them in order of priority.

Middle East informed the A.O.C. of•»

They were:

/ (a)
3 £ C B E I
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(a) Dailj- reooxmaisaanae of the

loxiian Sea on the lines of the existing

patrol

o>) Oooasioual reoonnaissanoe of Taranto, Bari,

Brindisi, Messina, Augusta and Tripoli

(o) Reoonnaissanoe by Swordfish ̂whenever possible^
'f t

to enable ̂ orpedo-j^oaiber attaolcs to be carried
out against ships passing between Malta and

Tunisia.

A (so

The A*0*C. was^asked for his BLuamimib^ on the number of

Sunderland's needed at Malta to baok up the Glen Martins,and on

the methods whereby sea reoonnaissanoe of the Mediterranean might
"At

be controlled by a central authority with whom C.-in-O•»

Mediterranean would oommunioate direct for all requirements.

ibid 27a In replying^ on 17 September,to this signal from Middle East

Air Commodore Maynard set out his views on reconnaissance from
(U

Malta at some length^ |&«^dealt first with the Glen Martins.

These had by now carried out some operations from Malta, as tiiey

had commenced their activities a few days before the flight was

officially formed on 19 September, but the A.O.C. considered that

the arrival of three out of the six aircraft allotted bad not

materially changed the scale of systematic long-distance

reconnaissance that could be carried out in the Central

Mediterranean. The Glen Martins were liable to a high degree of

unservioeability,as no spares had yet arrived, and as the pilots

had no relief by automatic pilot,they were unsuitable for long

periods of reconnaissance over the sea.

therefore considered that the Ionian Sea reconnaissance oovild best

Air Commodore Maynard

be carried out by Sunderlands, of which five would be necessary to

make the patrol waterti^t. He considered that the Glen Martins

were excellent for the occasional reoonnaissanoe of Italian ports

and that such patrols could be maintained by the  3 3 I*Ro»

promised if maintenance difficulties could be solved. As regards

the Malta-Tunisia reconnaissance however, the most probable route,

/ between
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Ijetvreen Cape Bon and Pantell^ria, represented the extreme range

of the Swordfish and left no margin for search, while the

striking force range was too short to ho of any use against
,  -tuJr

shipping on route. Failing the arrival of a TB/GR Squadron

which was the only entirely satisfactory answer to this problem,

^ir Commodore Maynard advocated the transfer to Malta of one

squadron of Sunderlands with the maintenance staff necessary to

back it.

1^? m.
ibid 30A After consultation between A.O,C.~in«>C. and C.-in-C

A- ^

Mediterranean the following policy was decided onf ^^e Ionian

Sea Reconnaissance was to be carried out by the den Martins with

a backing of throe Sunderlands of No, 228 Squadron which were to

use Malta as an advance operational base^ 'fhe occasional

reoo33naissanoe of specified Italian ports was to be undertaken

^en requirements dictated, while the Malta-iunisia reconnaissance:

was to cover the general area lying between Malta and the Kerkenna

Islands and was to be undertaken as practicable by Swordfish

fitted wi-tii extra tanks giving a range of about nine hundred

Ihe new reconnaissazioe plan was to commence as soon as |

• f

miles.

possible.

On 23 September the Sunderland detachment from No. 228

Nos, 4.32 Sit

and 228 Sqdn
O.R.Bs

Squadron arrived at Malta to undertake patrols in conjunction with

No. 4-31 Flight. !Ehe den Martins undertook the loajority of the

North Eastern patrols to Albania and the Ionian Sea, besides the

sitting of ports in Sicily, Italy and occasionally North Africa,

The Sunderlands did a few patrols to the (k*eek coast and the

patrols between Malta and Alexandria which were carried out via

Crete and could be made to fit ix^o scmie extent|With essential

journeys to Egypt for repair and overhaul.

On 12

tfyS.^on the general situation resultoM from the new organisation

and Ihe reconnaissance operations achievedf ^tivity since the

new policy had bean put into operation had been fairly

satisfactory, for the Ionian patrol had been carried out daily

October Air Commodore Maynard reported to R,A.F, H*Q. ,
At* tf^*t. ftfk.

3,4-3381
48a

/ since
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siBoe 28 Septea}>er, and required one Sunderland sortie and two

SLen Martin and two Swordfish sorties. These had all heen made

as well as additional sorties required for the naval operation

but the j&.O.C. was apprehensive as to the ability to

continue on this basis miless additional den Martins or more

M.B.5•»

Sunderlands beoame available, ̂ t was only through the fortunate

possession of the Skua and a Lateooere French Seaplane that it had

been possible to meet the naval requirements for reoonnaissanoe

of Italian ports for this operation. He emphasised, therefore,

the need for a oomplete Sunderland Squadron at Malta not only to

inorease strength but because under the

Simderlands were separated from their maintenance and

administrative personnel, a difficulty which had so far been over

come by iBqpromptu methods which were not really good enough and

which ou^t to be discontinued as soon as possible.

Martin situation was, however, infinitely worse*

arrangement the

The den

It appeared

that.C.-in-C. Mediterranean had been infomed that all six of tihe

promised aircraft were at Malta, while the real position was that

only three had arrived and of these only one now survived. *Phiw

aircraft was being worked to death and its life could no longer

be guaranteed. ^s regards the Swordfish,they were still awaiting

the long-range tanks which would enable them to carry out the

western patrol between Malta and Tunisia. %

The j^.O.G.'s report was not entirely favourable to the new

reoonnaissanoe scheme, but it is fair to say that the grounds for

his oritioisias rested almost wholly on the inadequacy of the

number of aircraft allotted for the tasks and on maintenance

difficulties. He made no complaint concerning the feasibility of

the scheme, but he was anxious to oiake it thorou^xLy practicable.

In spite of his warnings of an inevitable decline in aircraft

strength, and, consequently, in operational activity, his report

showed a vexy satisfactory account of the reconnaissance

/ operations
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Perhaps, inoperations in the first weeks under the new scheme,

perspeotive, the most signifioant faot remained unmentioned.

Malta, whose very survival had seemed doubtful at tiie beginning of

the war, had become the main base for reconnaissance work in the

Her survival was still doubtful, she
S

still had less than one jSquadron of filters to defend her in the

air, and now at least the deoision had been made that while she

oould be defended advantage should be taken of her strategic

position,

operations might have to be discontinued idiile the armed forces

concentrated on defence, but while the opportunity lasted the

R.jft.F. was able to commence its role as a vital weapon for cutting

the eneoqy supply routes to North Africa, on vdiioh tiie Italian war

effort in the Middle East largely depended.

lEhrou^out the autumn of 1940* in spite of the shortage of

Central Mediterranean.

In the face of increased enemy attacks offensive

Nos. 228 Sqdn
& 431 Fit
O.R.BS

aircraft, the reconnaissance units at Malta carried out extensive

The area of search m extended frompatrols almost daily.

Naples to Tripoli, and from Cape Carbonara in Sardinia to the

Ionian Sea and the Greek coast, thence northwards to die southeast

Italian ports of Bari, Brindisi and Taranto where, by November the

enemy was collecting his forces and supplies for the campaign

against Greece.

By mid-October, however, it had become impossible to make the

Ionian patrol secure withgu;i0seBi|^.reoonnaissanoe resoumes, and the

^.O.C.-in-{^ef offered the loan of two Blenheims to help overcome

But even with these in service there warethese difficulties.

h. fi7t
S.45581
52A

ibid 51A

/r

still no reserve aircraft to replace casualties, while commitments

were further increased at this juncture by a proposal of the Viceibid 53A

Admiral, Malta, to institute more regular reooxinaissaxiae of

The Ionian patrol hadTripoli and the sea area towards 3\inisia.

been carried out daily since 28 September without aiy convoy

movements being observed and it was felt that the main enemy

shipping route might lie along the Tunisian and Tripolitanian

This proposal, however, was liable to increase the

/ strain

coasts.
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strain, on the air effort from Malta, for whereas the .&.0.C, had

hoped to he ahle to cease the Ionian patrol for a while in order

to undertake the westward reconnaissance, C.-'in-C* Mediterraneanibid

57A
was anxious that it should be continued and that  a westward patrol

should be made by Ihe miscellaneous aircraft at Malta, whenerer

this was possible without prejudice to the Ionian patrol. In

order to explain to the .A.O.C.-in-C, the difficulties under which

these patrols were made and to prevent over-optimistic estimatesibid

59A
of reconnaissance sorties. Air Commodore Maynard enumerated the

They amounted to one Maryland, one

Slenheim, one Skua, one French Seaplane, the Swordfish (which were

of local value only as the promised long-range tanks had not yet

arrived) and enough Sunderlands to keep one going daily,

was hardly an adequate force to supply the masy demands made on

R.A.F. Mediterranean, and in a report to Admiralty on 3 October

Admiral Cunningham had already made clear the unsatisfactory state

He had pointed out in particular

aircraft at his disposal.

This

of reconnaissance arrangements,

how, on 29 September, R,A.F. shore-based reconnaissance had failed

to locate 'tile enemy althou^ he was at sea wi'tii his entire fleet.

19A

Ha maintained that the Central Mediterranean Reconnaissance had

so far been a failure for it had not yet succeeded in spotting a

single convoy on its way across to Libya, and althou^ it was
e

suspected that they might be going in driblets via Bantell|kria

Channel and Tripoli, ajQd then coasting to Benghazi, this was stiU

supposition, and it was obvious that what was needed was all

round reconnaissance from Malta.

ft

Sir Arthur Longmore was inclined to object to this judgementibid

22A

on -the reconnaissance effort, and suggested -that 'fche main factor

in the problem was not -tiie shortage and ineffectiveness of

aircraft but the very vulnerable position of Malta,

hand Air Commodore Maynard had been pleading for reinforcements

since reconnaissance from 'the Island had commenced and it was

On the other

mainly the diffioul-ty of providing enough aircraft to fulfil

requirements that worried him.

/At
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At title end of October title Italian invasion of (xreeoe and

H«M. Government* s deoision to give immediate support to the Greeks^

increased the reoonnaisaazuie requirements of the I^eet and led the

ibid A.O.C. Malta to request onoe again that the additional Glen
69A

Martins, whioh he understood were now ready, should be dispatched

at the earliest possible moment. Meanwhile the Officer

Commanding No* 228 Squadron visited R.A.F. Middle East to arrange

ibid for tile addition of Sunderlands to the detachment of flying-boats
75A

at Malta, in view of the Swordfish and Glen Martin limitations.

The result of this visit was the deoision to locate the whole of

the squadron temporarily at Malta and on 3 Noveoher the unit came

under the control of^A.O.C. Mediterranean for operations and
By then two reinforcing (£Len Martins hadibid administration.

78A
arrived and the Blenheims were also retained to assist in new

commitments particularly reconnaissance sorties in oonneotion

with the Fellington bombing raids.

The first two weeks of November saw intense reconnaissance

activity from Malta in conjunction with the Fleet, whioh was

carrying out various operations to coincide with the passage of

The operationsfour convoys through the Central Mediterranean.

were planned to end with a naval air attack on the Italian FleetAdmiralty
Battle Stuamazy
No. 10 in Taranto harbour, and the Malta reconnaissance aircraft were

responsible for patrolling the routes of the four convoys and for

making special reconnaissance of Taranto to report any movements

From the beginning of the month until the

11th, the night of the raid, aircraft of No. 4-31 Fli^t visited

the port on aU but two days, besides making searches in the

Flying Boats of No. 228

Squadron also carried out similar patrols and on the ni^ts of

11th and 12th they made two special moonlight sorties to watch the

movements of Italian shipping,

with considerable success and, after visiting Taranto on the 12th,

a Maiyland reported one Oavour class battleship down by the stem

of the Italian units.

Ionian sea and towards the Greek coasts.

The naval attack on the 11th, met

Nos. 431 ^t.
228 Sqdn.
O.R.Bs

and another of the Littorio class surrounded t>y small craft and

/ evidently
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evidently in diffiouliy. It was later oonfiimed that oxie

On .14th, theLittorio class battleship had been badly damaged.

C.-in-C. Mediterranean signalled: *.Air reconnaissance from Malta
25A

during recent operations of the Fleet was most valuable and 1

realise much of it was carried out under adverse weather conditions

Bequest you will convey my appreciation to all concerned,

reconnaissance of Taranto was particularly useful,'

ifter this series of naval operations had ended Admiral

Cunningham was able to reduce his reconnaissance requirements, and

The

A /e
S.45581
89^

Aixthe two Blenheims at Malta were sent on to fiddle East.
Commodore Maynard was still anxious for the future, however, and

foresaw that the resumption of heavy commitments at short notice

The Latecoere Frenchmi^t require further reinforcements.

ibid seaplane had been lost and the ii,0,C, reckoned that the maximum
100^

nuniber of reconnaissance aircraft available per day would now be

three Sunderlands and one (^en Martin,

conceming the resumption of intense activity were justified at

the end of the month when further naval operations were carried

out in conjunction with convoy movements and heavy demands were

made once more on the reconnaissance units at Malta,

His apprehezutions

Events

/r./ym.A/e
3,45881 during these operations served to eoophasise yet more clearly than

before the inadequacy of the reconnaissance in the Central
117A

Mediterranean causing Admiral Cunnin^m to report strongly on

the matter to .Admiralty, particularly regarding the shortage of

He oast no criticism on .A.OeC, Mediterranean andden Martins,

the Beoonnaissance aircraft, who had done wonders, but these, he

said, could not be es^eoted to continue work at this pressuzre let

alone to increase the scope of their activities to Ihe scale so

He submitted that it must either be decided tourgently needed.

curtail our operatiozus in the Mediterranean to conform to tihe

reoozmaissazioe available, or else air reoozinaissanoe reinforcements

.At ihe same time theto Malta must have absolute priori^.

ibid

119A

Officer Ooamanding No, 228 Squadron informed Air Ministry through

H,Q, Malta that if the operational effort required from this

/ Squadron
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Squadron continued on the same scale as for the 2fite*y(t«ro months, |

it might not be possible, owing to the much needed overhaul of ,
i»*

some of his aircraft, to meet the requiirements of^C.-’in-C.
To overcome this diffioulty arrangements wore madej

1

for the overhaul of the Sunderlands in tiie United Kingdom, and the i

problem of the den Martins was also lessened early in the New
[

Year when reinforcements began to be speeded up.

Mediterranean.

ibid

121A

Meanwhile, during December, R.A.f'. Malta complied as far as |
w«'A j

possible io^naval demands,using the few aircraft available. I

Further naval operations took place in the middle of the month

demanding special reconnaissance from the units, but hY time .

Air Ministry had stated the intention of sending den j

Martin reinforcements^aisd althou^ these delayed their appearanae i

until the New Year, the definite decision to dispatch them was '

Ey ihe end of 19¥3 it had apparently

an important z^connaissance base .

■reassuring for Ihe future

been accepted that Malta was

Jtm. W^/7. At/e .
S.45581

tflpflg- A. At /♦
s.4.5581

for co-operation with the Fleet, and should be reinforced as an

operatiozial base in spite of the risk oj^ inviting enemy oounter-
•/M <J J

measures b^ond the strength of heo^defences.
Lull in Enemy Activity

While efforts weare being made

increase the RoA.P. effort from Malta, Italian activity over the

The enemy offensive began to diminish in

strength in August when,although warnings of approaching aircraft |
i

were frequently given at Malta,few raiders crossed the coast, and '

only a stnaii number of attacks was actually carried out.

however, baused some damage to parked aircraft, particularly

Swordfish, three being damaged and two destroyed,

in activity continued during September and October and conse

quently our fighter defence operations were also able to decrease,

and a reasonably constant serviceability rate was maintained

In September only twelve out of twenty-

four warnings d eveloped into raids, and in the first half of

m

^  to

These

Ihe decline

among the Surricanes.

/?-/«

M.E.W.I.S.'No. 2 Island was declining.
A.M.W.I.S. No.

Ealafrana

Station O.R.B.

ff,f/.s/TL35/5

Kalafrana

Station O.R.B.

/ Octobar
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iW'
October only one attack was experienced,

war had been expeilenced and as had been seen Malta, far from being!

four months of
X

vanquished, was beginning to strike out on her own account.

Summary of the First Pour Months of War

I

iimL

rn*h7/in/iip<flii I

M. (f. $.fsJsfm/s'/

Between 11 June and 11 October Malta experienced a

hundred and sixcty-one alerts of which seventy-two developed into

daylight xaids and thirteen were night bombing attacks. During

I

this time accoz^ing to our estimates, fighters accounted for

twenty-two enaioy aircraft destroyed and nine damaged, while

fizv destroyed thz^e and damaged four - all these airoxraft except

one being claimed by the end of September. It would appear,

however, that our claims were too high, as enemy xreooxds show a

total of only twenty-one aircraft lost up to the beginning of

October, nineteen by enecoy action and two from unknown causes

(see Appendix IV). On the other hand our casualties throu£^

enemy action were low; two Qarrioanas and one Cladiator were

destroyed in the air and six aircraft on the ground.

12 October the Hurricane strength was thirteen aircraft althou^

On

losses had been suffered thxroufih other causes.

In view of night-bombing which occurred duidng moonlight in

uU.

.  fiT/jn/l/iiir

the early weeks of the war, a night fighter effort was worked up.

On the first occasion indien it was used a Birrioane made a !

deteimined attack on an Italian S.79 which was last seen flying

Ohe next attack.very low and apparently in great difficulty,

some weeks later, failed entiz*ely as the enemy turned back on

being caught in the seazxihlights. In a further attack a boutber

was shot down by a Hurricane and another appeared to be badly

damaged, and no further enemy aircraft crossed the coast at ni^t.

iO^t^ns^se^ Mjalta
Offensive operations duxTing this period consisted of the

Swordfish raids against Sicily and the Sunderland anti-shipping

aajjy Reconnaissance activities hsr the

/ &len
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Glen Martins, Sunderlands and Swordfish together amounted to a

hundred and fifty sorties and casualties were one Swordfish shot

down and one Sunderland damaged, although on 12 Ootober Air

CoaBuodore Maynard reported that he had only one (xLen Martin

serviceable.

By the end of four months of war the R.A.E. at Malta was

developing a steadily inoreasix^ air effort,

survived the first tests agoinst Italian raids and had thus made

practicable the establishment of reconnaissance and strildLng units

at the Island, and these had carried out mai^ valuable sorties

and had achieved initial successes against the enemy.

Italian raids, however, were only a fore^_^ste of what was to

oome< viey were nothing compared German onslaughts whioh

But althou^ the future mi^t

be serious, for the time being an opportimity was provided for

the development of activity and the building-up of resources for

the future.

3he defences had

The

Malta would have to faoe in 1941.

f .

f
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REMEWED AGIIVITY - OOTOBEa TO DEGBUHER iQi^n

During the last two months of the year the tempo of the nar

gradually increased again at Malta. She main causes wre Italy's

invasion of Greece on 28 October^ our offensive in the

Vestem Desert early in December. H.M. Government decided to

support the Greeks actively as soon as hostilities began, axid

consequently large consignments of reinforcements had to be taken

frcxa the British Forces in Egypt to supply the nev campaign.

This meant that the Middle East forces, which had never yet

eq,ualled the enemy in s trength were now further depleted, end the

delivery of reinforcements became more urgent than ever for now

the new deficiencies had to be filled up in additicai t) the taks

of gradually building up the Middle East forces generally.

These new commitments inevitably increased the demands made

on the Navy, and consequently, on the reoamaissainoe units whose

information took on an added importance. It became even more

necessary to get our supply convoys through safely and to do all

that was possible to destroy and hinder those of the enemy, and

the units of his fleet which were menacing our shippingo In

addition there was now the new responsibilily of safeguarding the

passage of reinforcement convoys to Greece. The increased demands

on reocmnaissanoe from Malta soon proved more than the limited

number of aircraft could meet, and it became abundantly dear that

addltioExal G.R. aircraft in the Mediterranean were essential.

Meanwhile other activities besides Naval oo««operaticai were

developing at Malta. As a contribution towards the pro-Greek

policy it was decided at the end of October to operate Wellington

bombers from the Island as a temporary measure. The bombing

effort would be directed chiefly against the Italian ports in the

Thesesouth-east which were supplying enemy troops in Albania.

Wellington raids constituted the Island's first sustained air

offensive, but for strat^ic purposes, it required its own

reconnaissance reports which added an e xtra burden to the already

At the same time,

/the
-strained reconnaissance units at Malta.

SECRET
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the inoraasingly urgent need for reiziforoements meant that Malta

had to deal with more ferrying-flights than hitherto,

AH these new aotivitiea, however, partioularly the offensive

operations were hound to bring Malta more and more to the notice

of the enemy and to increase the likelihood of retaliatory action.

It was necessary, therefore, to strengthen the defences as far as

possible, and the provision of more fighters became a prominent

For liie time being,however, enea^r

opportunily for offensive operations wrrn tnkan and the lack of

balance between the scale of attack from Malta and the means of

defence against possible retaliation accepted.

Future Planning

At the beginning of the war Air Ministry had adopted a

cautious attitude towards Ihe reinforcement of Malta and was

part of future planning.

luiwilling to risk the slender resources available until it should

appear a worthwhile project to do so. By the end of June,

ha«vever, the defence had been sufficiently successful to

encourage the dispatch of a fighter fli^t to the Island, and

various plans had been put fonvard in the supposition that

adequate defences would eventually be built ̂ p,

of August the defences still had the situation well in hand, and

as Italian activity was tending to decrease, these plans

reconsidered.^

!Qie question of the Defence of Malta from the naval stand

point was put forward by Admiral Cunningham on 23 August in a

message to Admiralty,

Towards the end

da llw eaa: thq"iagflt!h?

In his view the best policy for Malta was

flWA/lU5/l4/l

to bring the base defences, at the earliest possible moment, to

such a state that it would be possible to operate an offensive

from the Island with all three services, secure in the knowledge

that the defences were efficient enough to reverse any scale of

retaliatoiy action which the enemy might produce,

further considered that the rendering safe of Malta was the key to

our Mediterranean strategy and that it provided the first step in

The O.-in-C• 9

developing our offensive policy^' ̂ s our grip on the Mediterranean

increased, so would our need of Malta. He named April 1941 as the

/ timeSECRET
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time when we ou^t to be ready to make full use of Malta
fJj

offeisslvely, by whioh date suffioient protection and mSRSftRBSis

should be arailable to work bomber and reconnaissance squadrons

dX i(4M if

«as^four fighter squadrons.
She answer to C.-in-G., Mediterranean was contained in the

Alia.
conolusiozxs to a Chiefs of Staffs Committee fleeting at the end of

In these conclusions the Coimnittee outlined the policyAugust,
S.198/Air-II

which was to be undertaken regarding the use of Malta for

offensive operations, with particular reference to operations

Ohey considered that Malta was not a suitable

base for bon4>er operations against* Italy,under ttMsqpMMiK^

oiroumstanoes,because most of the important targets in the north

west were nearer to the United Kingdom than to Malta and because

against Italy.

11A

all the long-range bombers whioh could be spared from the United

Also, Malta wasKingdom were urgently needed in the Middle East*

a valuable staging point for reinforcing aircraft, and the

Committee was unwilling to take action whioh would precipitate

attacks on a scale likely to prejudice this, as it would not be

possible to provide filter and A.A. defences on the scale

necessary to give reasonable proteotion*etgaA»st tfasm*

of Staff had, however, considered increasing the defensive

strength of Malta, because of its great potential value as a naval

base, and they agreed in principle to increasing the A*A* defences

Xhe filter strength was also to be augmented up to

the total of four fighter squadrons as soon as circumstances

permitted, thou^ this was clearly a long-term project, and

The (Siiefs

by April,

•

meanwhile A.O.C* Mediterranean had been asked to investigate the

Althoughpossibility of providing two additional

there was no intention of stationing a bomber squadron at Malta

d

for tile time being, it was intended to establish  a fli^t of G*H*

aircraft there during the next month.

The view that the use of Malta as an offensive base should.

not be pressed forward with undue risk to tiie Island was

/ supported
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supported by the Ciovernor, General Bobbie and Air Oonuaodore

Bie chief reason was the lack of defences, both active

and passive, but it was generally agreed that these should be

adequately built up to permit offensive c^erations by April 1941.

Air Commodore Maynard was very anxious that the dispatch of

fighter squadrons should not be delayed until the new landing

groundsjwere provided,as he considered that Luqa and

airfields could each take two squadrons.

For the time being no further steps were taken for the

reinforcement of Malta beyond the provision of the G.R. flight in

September until, in October, the whole question of the

Reinforcement of Middle East Command was brought up for discussion

on a high level, as it was necessary to decide whether the

re-equipment of the Middle East should bo continued, or whether alii

Maynard*
^y/lIJ5/l4/l

S.198/A in-
II 12A

343rd Meeting
10.10.40

the resources available in the United Kingdom should go to supply

the needs of the Metropolitan Air Force, Eventually a decision

was made in favour of Middle East, and Malta, as an important

part of the Command had her claims confirmed. Preparations were

to be made to send out as soon as possible ground personnel and

servicing equipment for four fighter squadrons, but it was still

considered that'to attempt offensive action prematurely would be

to invite a measure of counter-attack which mig^t neutralise

forces there.

our

As Air Marshal Longpiore pointed out in a letter to

the Chief of Air Staff on 10 October, 'At Malta Maynard and his

braves have put up a very good show. With (the Gladiators)

initial successes were achieved which so impressed the Air Ministry

that they have gradually recognised the possibilities,

the Italians have not laid on a really full scale sustained air

offensive, but, if, stimulated and perhaps assisted by the Germans,

some

Hitherto

they do so I cannot see how they could avoid destroying all the

aircraft in 14aIta •.

/ The
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The question of basing offensive forces at Malta was
iU

re-opened in October, however, when^Admiralty approaohed^C.-in-C.

Mediterranean on the subject,

intensification of/attaoki^on Egypt must depend largely on sea

borne supplies reaching Libya^but that it had proved impossible to

out these supply lines with the Fleet based at Alexandria.

Admiralty suggested;therefore,an increase of li^t naval forces at

Malta sufficient to secure control of comatunioations between Italy

This would, require not only

adequate air reconnaissance to prevent these forces being

It was pointed out that any

The

and the western ports of Libya.

surprised, but also sufficient fighter and A.A. defences to make

the Island tenable as a base for the naval forces. /(In his r^ly^
on 5 October,Admiral Cunningham laid his finger on the centre of

difficulty, the two opposing aspects of the Central Mediterranean
a

problem, namely the cutting of Libyan jjommunioations and the

After enumerating the forces neoessaiy for Ihe

went on to discuss the risks to Malta which

security of Malta.

former, the 0,-in-0• 9

He considered that if we were tosuch a policy would involve.

avoid a serious threat to Malta itself, it would be necessary

that in any given period the scale of attack drawn down should

not be disproportioziate to the state of the defence it had been

It would be only logical, therefore, topossible to install.

e:^eot the full wei^t of Italian attack if our light forces

He felt that in view of the way the warworked effectively,

appeared to be about to develop, successful attacks on Libyan

communications was becoming essential and hence the need for the

full scale of defence to be built up as quickly as resources

All that could be done,meanwhile,was to acceptwould permit.

what disparity mig^t exist between the scale of attack ani^ means
The O.-in-O.The risk, in fact, must be accepted,

had already stated in his letter that if such risks were to bo

taken it was essential that the forces at Malta should be of such

of defence.

effectiveness that Ihe risk was justified.

/ War
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War in Greeoe

As far as the R.A.E. at Malta was oonoemed^ however, there

was little likelihood of ai^ Inmedlate advanoe towards a loore

The iiltiioate air strength for the Island had

been deolded upon and Air Ministry had undertaken to supply tiie

new units as they heoame available*

offensive policy.

At the end of October,

however, a new development In the situation caused a change of

plans at Air Ministry. Qhe Italian Invasion of Greeoe on^28th
was followed by H*Mo Government's decision to send help to the

Greeks, and as an i^edlate form of assistance It was decided to

direct bombing raids against Italy by Wellingtons operating from

The decision to risk the danger of a counter-offensive

against which the defences would be Inadequate was precipitated ly

the new emergency*

At the time this policy was resolved upon there was some

During October

rf- Stuff had Included In a general plan for

strengthening the defence of Malta a consignment of Hurricanes

Malta*

prospect of Improvement In the filter defences*
V. C. A-J.

the

A//^./IIJ5/14A

which^with the necessaiy personnel,would bring the fighter fllf^t

up to full squadron strength* The reinforcing operation was to

be made hy aircraft carrier on the same lines as operation 'Qirry'

and It was to take place early In November. Malta's hopes,

however, were doomed to disappointment, for ishen the operation

took place, owing to miscalculations

Gibi'ulUi the^ tragic loss was Incurred of eight out of the twelve

!ihe Island therefore had a reinforcement of only

four filters to help to face possible enemy counter-measures to

the newly launched bombing activities.

The Wellington Offensive

When, on the outbreak of war between Italy and Greeoe, It was

decided to launch a bombing offensive against Italy from Malta,

the same risks were taken as those ?hlch had been discussed by the

(1)
Hurricanes*

,4

(l) See Appendix IX

/ Chiefs
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f\ Ohiafs of Staff in August^ for although. Malta was strategically

well-placed for operating bombers against the targets in southern

Italy, vriiioh had now become so important, other arguments against

using the Island still held good,

fighter defence was no stronger than it had been in August, altiiou^

plans were going forward to send more Birricanes to strengthen

No. 261 Squadron; ^reover, to the Middle East Command, Malta

was now of greater importance than ever as a staging post for

reinforcement flights, since more aircraft were urgently needed in

North Africa to replace withdrawals to Greece,

however, despite the probability of retaliatory action, to

initiate bombing raids from the Island and orders were given for

these to be commenced as soon as possible.

It has been seen that the

It was decided

(ta) The Plan QfSIM&via/

The immediate object of the Wellington raids was to provide

hostile action in retaliation for tiie Italian offensive against

f('re
S.6903
2A

Greece, and it was hoped that the raids would have a strong

effect on the morale of the Italian population,

view the primary objectives selected by Air Ministry were Rome and

With this in

(

A/e

S.670O
1)13A

Naples, althou^, for the time being the attacks on Rome were

delayed in the hope of discouraging possible raids on Athens. In

the meantime the naval bases of Taranto and Brindisi and others in

Sicily were to serve as additional targets»but.Naples was to be

the central objective in the operations,

was shortly exchanged,however,for another more immediately

contributory to the war in Greece, when the Wellington raids were

directed to Ihe Italian south-eastern ports for their primary

Biis retaliatory policy

targets.

The plan for the offensive was designed to exclude the

necessi^ of basing a bomber squadron permanently at Malta, as the

.raids were to be carried out by the Wellington reinforcements

At first the offensive waspassing throu^ to the Middle East.

A  ̂ At
S.6903
2A

(1) As it turned out, no attacks were made on Rome from Malta
during this (or any other) offensive.

/ planned
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plaoned as a limitad number of sorties to be oarried out by

consignment of twelve Wellingtons which were scheduled to leave

the United Kingdom as soon as possiblso

commence immediately they became practicable ani were to continue i

until each aircraft had completed four sorties^ after which the |

consignment would proceed to tiie Middle East,

guently decided, however, to make (q^rations by reinforcement

aircraft a regular feature for the next three months, and for

this puzpose Wellington maintenance personnel were dispatched to

It was also suggested that the Squadron Leader of

the first contingent, with a nucleus of flying personnel^should

be retained at Malta to assist in the operations of future

aircraft.

a

Operations were to

It was subse-

the Island.

A.M. p/t
S.6903
5A

Hithertorthe Middle East reinforcement Wellingtons had been

flown out at the rate of six per month, but owing to the increased

demand in the Middle East, it was deoided to send out thirty~two !

aircraft in addition to Ihe twelve which were to be flown out to

perform the first offensive raids. On 4 November a furtherA.M.

S.6700

decision was made to increase the weight of attack from Malta by22A

raising the number of Wellingtons operating temporarily from the

Island to twenty-four, and the passage of the Wellingtons to Egypt

after operating from Malta was to continue as fast as the weather

would permit transit of “tiie replacements from the United

Operations Begin

The Wellingtons at Malta were originally provided for the

special purpose of affording help to the Greeks hy attacks on the

Italian communications with iilbania, and the alternative targets

were to be centres of Italian popixlation on the

actual fact, however, during the fo\ir months of their stay at

Malta,while the Greek campaign was being waged, the Wellington

raids against targets directly related to this policy formed but a

small proportion of their offensive as a whole.

In

Their operations

became spread over a large number of targets chosen rather for

their immediate strategic importance than in acoo:^nae with a

/ definite
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(1)
definite long-term policy.

Following Air Ministry policy, the Wellingtons commenced

their operations with two ni^t raids against Naples on

It was intended to follow tiiese up31 October and 3 November,

with attacks on the east coast ports, but a third raid was

carried out on Naples during November owing to bad weather over

During these three raids considerable

damage was done^ Hireot hits and fires were observed in the

target area and large fires were seen at the railway station and

At Bari and Brindisi, since the main

the primary targets.

near the oil refineries.

M.E.W.I.S.

/

object of the raids was to prevent the passage of reinforcements

to Albania, the objectives were merchant shipping, the port and

Three raids were carried out against eachport facilities.

At Brindisi bombs were dropped on thetarget during November,

quayside and railway and between the terminus and dockyard where

Other fires were started near fuel taxiks, one offires resulted.

which burnt veiy fiercely. At Bari, direct hits were scored on

J

the jetties causing e:^losions and fires^ ^re fires were also

observed on the quays and railway causing more explosions.

particularly near the central railway station.

(i>) Taranto

ahe first departure from the strict policy of attack against

Italian communications with Albania was made on the night of

13 November when a special raid was directed against Taranto. On

fie

^llth a heavy attack had been made on the Italian fleet, vhioh was

then in the port, by carrier-borne Swordfish of the P.A.A. and the

Wellington operation was planned to follow up the success achieved

During the raid naval oil tanks in theby the Naval forces,

S.6903
6iA

62A

inner harbour were hit and fires and explosions followed,

raid, however, was only one section of Malta's part in the

operation, for reconnaissance of the port by the Glen Martins was

the main source of information for C.-in-C. Mediterranean.

This

(1) A table of operations by Wellingtons and Swordfish during
the offensive is given at Appendix VI.

/In
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In the early days of the Wellington raids, some attempt had

been made to oonoeal from "the enemy the faot that the bombers were

operating from Malta and this was done by careful routeing of the

aircraft to and from the target, but by 7 November, however, it

presumed that the enemy had discovered the ruse and located

the bombers* base and the routeing scheme could be abandoned*

was

S.6903
7A

This made it easier to follow the Air Ministry requirement that,

failing to locate the target, aircraft should Mt return to base

with their bombs but should drop them on some other suitable target<

In November and early December Catania, Augusta and Taranto were

visited as alternative targets by single aircraft in accordance

At the end of November the selection of targets

on

with this policy,

13A

was widened by the inclusion of Messina, Tripoli and other nearby

objectives, which were to be visited when bad weather prohibited

operations further afield.

During the month long range operations had been particularly

hampered by aerodrome conditions at Malta irtiere the shortness of

the Luqa runway prevented the Wellingtons from taking off with a

full load of petrol when there was no wind,

being made to lengthen the ruiotway for long distance operations, a

more immediate solution was to attack targets nearer to the Island

While efforts were

91A

33A

This plan was followedwhen poor take off conditions prevailed,

until the extension was completed in December.

Q) Change in Operational Control

During November the control of the Wellington operations was

handed over by Air Ministry to the A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East,

ixistructions, issued on 11 November, reiterated the policy that the

jmain effort from Malta should be directed on behalf of tiie Creeks.

Thfl influence of the immediate strategical situation was,however,

liable to be more stron^y felt at the Middle East Headquarters

than at Air Ministry and divergences from the original policy

began to increase,

(fc) Support of the Desert Offensive

Ohe first raid in December was carried out against Naples,

Malta was ordered to make two

His

but earily in 'tiie month the A.O.C•»

A.M. ̂ Ye
S06903
57A

H.Q. R.A.E.
M.E. O.R.B.
Deo. 40
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attacks against Tripoli and its Mtfwa'gmaB Castel Benito in support

of the desert offensive, scheduled to begin on 9 December.
AU-h'tU

attack against Castel Benito and Idle fighter at Mellana

took place on 7 December,but on 13 December the Wellingtons efforts

An

was diverted back to Naples, The primary purpose of this attack.

which took temporary priority over all other targets,was to induce

certain Italian battleships to leave the port during the passage of

a convoy to Greece which was due to pass Malta on 30 December.

Qhis object was apparently achieved when the naval units left

Naples on I8th. The A,0,C.<-in»C. o*# directed the bomber effort

back to Tripoli and Benghazi in support of the desert offensive.
■M

M.E.W.I.S. Raids against Tripoli were carried out on the nights of/20th and

22ndf ‘the first attack was made against Castel Benito JmmtimmaQ

where five enemy aircraft, were destroyed and many more damagedf

"^o hangars and various buildings were also damaged and the

#mHn.was reported unserviceable,

later, bombs were dropped on the Customs House and jetties, large

A hit on a seaplane

At Tripoli harbour, two ni^ts

fires and explosions following the attack,

hangar caused a large white fire, and More bombs straddled the power

station and a second jetty and^i^fell near the railway station,

raid on Castel Benito was described by tiie A.OoC.-in-C

splendid and most valuable to Western Desert operations still

continuing.

(j[) Swordfish Activities

P.A.A. Swordfish of^830 Squadron contributed to the offensive

with ■two raids against Tripoli on the nights of the 13 and 20

During the former raid,they scored direct hits on -two

ships and damaged a destroyer and one auxiliary vessel for the

loss of one aircraft, while on^20th hits were made on hangars at

the seaplane base and on warehouses on the mole.

No. 148 Squadron

During Deoember,Malta*s first bomber squadron. No. 14B, was

The establishment was brought about,

in response to a plea by A.O.C. Mediterranean for  a more settled
h*

policy for bombing operations from Malta, and for some identity

/ for

The

as•»

rfc.

December.

established on the Island.

iUt

SECRE
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A.M. A/t
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Maynard pointed out that in
A

spite of the oocoaiendahle efforts by individuals, the unit wanted

oohesion and drive, and the lack of Squadron spirit was very

detrimental to operations^ ^here was no Commanding Officer and

the personnel had feelings of considerable uncertainty as to their

Air Ministry* s reply to this was to arrange for the

establishment of the Squadron(With personnel for both maintenance

for the Wellington unit.

future.

Theand operations,but without permanent squadron aircraft.

Wellingtons wore to be retained, as hitherto, from the reinforce

ments to Eg3rpt and the maximum number to be held at ary one time

The squadron was re-formed at Malta as

from 1 December 1940, and its subsequent successes fully justified

the decision for its establishment.

was fixed at sixteen.No, 14B Sqdn
O.R.B.

Attaok^n Italian Communications
At the end of December,yet another development took place in

the Wellington Operational policy. 0n^29th the bombers made a

further attack on Naples where the Italian battleships were again

This raid was immediately followed up by a strong
4>*

plea from.C.-in-C. Mediterranean for more co-operation between

^ fLa A^cJ
the Navy and in attacking eneny ports and shipping, a

suggestion which was intended to affect the Middle East war

generally,without paying pronounced attention to the Greek

In particiilar. Admiral Cunningham desired the special

eaqaloyment of the Malta Wellingtons in this policy, because all

the large Italian ports within range of Malta were used at the

assembled.

theatre.

same time both for harbouring warships and for the assembly of

The congested shipping provided admirable targets.supply ships.

The effective development of this policy depended to a great

extent upon the speed at which fleeting opportunities,revealed by
Itt

reconnaissance,could be seized upon, and he^suggested that^A«0,C.

Mediterranean be empowered to stage attacks on these targets on

his own initiative, and that he himself be in a position to

request the A.0.0. direct, to attack particular targets,in order

to concert his operations with those of the F.A.A. This policy

/ was
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was agreed to as a temporary measure by General Wavell C.-in-C,

"tiy Air Marshal Longpiore, and operations against naval

targets became the rule for the time being.

The chief targets attacked during thsearaids^frealist to

12th January 19M|Were Naples, Tripoli, Taranto and Messina.

Tripoli received three visits, during which direct hits were

M.E.W.I.S.

scored on the target area and fires and large explosions reported.

During the second of two attacks on Naples .booibs fell near a
0

Littorjji* claas battleship, Altogether the attacks resulted in

certain damage to harbour installations and to shipping, including

Naval Units. On 8 January, however an Air Ministry signal to the

S.6903
116a

A.0.C.-in-C. expressed grave doubts whether the present policy

would afford sufficient aid to Greece and suggested that targets

should be chosen only from those ports on which depended the

Italian communioationa with Albania, Sir Arthur Longpiore decide117A d

however, to hold to his policy pending the passage of an iti^)ortant

convoy to Greece, and by the time it became possible for him to

reconsider his objeotivesya new development forced him to direct

his attacks against other targets. Once again strategic

considerations had made it necessary to postpone the policy of

using the Malta bombers for the support of Greece.

!1^ success^achieved by the Wellingtons,in the last two ;

months of 1940 and the first weeks of 1941, were ample Justifiestiocj
for the risk taken in basing them at Malta. It had been

accurately foaraseenyhowever,that the increased activity from the

Island would stimulate the eneoy's interest and induce him to take ;

steps to counteract it. The new year had hardly begun when it wasj
,4

reported that the German Air Force had arrived in Italy, and that ‘

The report wasGerman aircraft were already based te Sicily,

quickly borne out by the appearance of German aircraft over Malta. i

From new on, the war entered on a new phase at the Island-^ we

comparatively peaceful period of unilateral war with Italy was

ended,and for the time being fiiaai3 a more detemined enemy hadjGtai^

entered the field. For Malta this was to mean the beginning of a

/ long
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long defensive *battle waged against heavy odds, during which she

struggled to maintain the important air activities which had been

inaugux*ated and developed in

Fighter Defence

During Idiis period eneoQr aotivily remained on a moderate

scale, and Malta's small fi£^ter force was able to deal with the

A lull in October was followed in earlyraids with some suocess»Miiil
TnilVW

'I ~liT 'Id 'I '(Hi

A 3 November by a renewal of hi^-level bombing in which the bombers

were both preceded and escorted by fighters. The dockyard and

Luqa were both attacked,but our filters succeeded in bringing

down one Macohi 200 and one S. 79, after which the eneuy abandoned
f 6\. <l,

Uinfi mou* these tactics.

£y Mid-November tiie enemy had commenced low-flying machine-

gun attacks with G.R.42 fighters, mtA iSt first this foim of attack

wad disturbin^y successful in damaging aircraft on the airfields,
-fUt

since tiMt Qurricanes were waiting high up for the bombers

following the filters. A new form of tactics was introduced,

however, in which the Hurricanes remained hi^ to intercept the

bombers, and the fighters were met at a lower level by Gladiators.

This policy was justified on ̂  December when six Maoohis,with a

further six as escort,were intercepted and failed to push bnmQ

their attack. The claimed four of the enemy destroyed.

and A*A^ gunners a fifth. This new form of attack was doubtless

another attempt to destroy the Wellington bombing offensive from

Malta which was carrying on steadily and successfully,

level bombing raids up to the end of 19¥> were directed

mostly against Luqa, the dockyard and shipping,but they resulted

in vexy little damage, and enemy fi£^ter patrols which were

apparently intended to lure our small fighter force into unequal

combat did not jawnewtieliiy finish in favour of the enemy. Our

.4

fighters shot down a mixed bag of S.79*s> C.R.it2«s and Maoohi

Ni£^t raids were infrequent up to mid-January and the

raiders dropped their bombs at randomr On the night of
a

19 December a Birrioane shot down S.79 in flames.

200*8,

/Malta
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Malta fighter losses were not heavy during this period, hut

reinforoements were disappointing owing to the loss of the ei^t

Birrioanes flown off a carrier in the Mediterranean on 17 November

and' althou£^ the (pceaanf position was not urgent, A±r Commodore

Mayziard showed some anxiely for Ihe future in a signal to Air

He mentioned that the C.-in«-CMinistry early in Deoemher.

Meditezranean was anxious to make greater use of Malta,but was

• t

reluotant to do so before the looal defenoes were better able to

resist air attacks, and that for the same reason the C.-in-C was• *

opposed in principle to bombing attacks on looal targets in Sicily

until retaliatory action which might be directed against ‘the dock-

The A.O.C. acknowledged thatyard could be better resisted,

additional guns were now reaching Malta,but pointed out that the

main defence was undoubtedly best provided by fighter aircraft.

He went on to say that owing to the unfortunate failure to

reinforce No. 26l Squadron,‘the fighter effort was very meagre,

although it had so far more than held its own and morale was very

hi^ Any increased scale of attackthowever, would be too much

for^flWMeeaiNMaerff resources, and damage to our prestige and

material mi^t be considerable if the enemy discovered cur

weakness and took advantage of it.

Moreover, the position of^26l Squadron was likely to become

difficult shoirbly, as the Squadron was incomplete, could never be

released and operated by night as wall as by day. Some pilots

were tiring after six months work and their future must be

considered.

Besides these difficulties enumerated by the A.OoCo,Mal'fea*s

position had been made more precarious by events in the Desert.

!Qie Italian advance towards Alexandria had made it impossible to

fly fighter reinforoements to Malta from North Africa, so that no

help could be expected from that quarter until the British Desert

Offensive (planned for early December) had made possible the

recapture of airfields within range of Malta. In any case,the

offensive itself would need all the fighter support available.

42A

/Ve,
/9b
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No* 261 Squadron had suffioient aircraft to attain a maxiaum

of only nine serviceable during the greater part of the daylifiit

houra, while oxiLy three were available for the period imoiediately

after dawn and before dusk. To roaedy the position, Air Ministry

suggested an increase in the number of pilots in No. 261 Squadron,

to allow for continuiiy of duty, ai^d hoped also to send out twelve

crated Hurricanes as soon as possible*
3

As it so happened, neither the reinforcing aircraft nor the

pilots arrived at Malta until after the new year* Fortunately,

during Peomaber 1941 enemy raids were relatively infrequent, and

the situation did not deteriorate before then.

SECRET
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PART III. THE FIRST GERMAN OPEENSIVB. JAMUARr - MAY 19A.1

CHAPTER R

THE *mUSIRIOUS« BLITZ

Early in Jacuazy 1941 a nev factor vas introduced into the

Mediterranean war, which was to have a profound effect on the

Britiah position in that theatre, and which hroug^oit to an end all

hc^es of a speedy and final victory over the Italians in Libya.

Towards the end of December 1940 German transport aircraft had been

observed operating between Sicily aiad southern Italy, and it was

reported that units of the Luftwaffe had arrived in Italy. These

reports were confirmed beyond doubt on 10 January 1941 when a

strong force of German Ju.87*s made a heavy dive-bombing attack on

an escorted convoy south of Malta. From that significant date,

10 January 1941, the Luftwaffe played a prominent part in the

Mediterranean war and concentrated a considerable proportion of

its effort against the Island.

The arrival of German air units in the Central Mediterranean

was followed in 4ue course by the German attacks on Greece and

Yugoslavia, in ea^ly April. The capture of Crete which was

achieved in May was carried out by German troops, and from March

onwards German anqy and air units zreinforoed the Italians in the

Desert under the leadership of Rommel.

German Plans

It is evident from a study of captured German documents that

Hitler did not attach primary importance to the war in Norih Africa

at this or ajy other time, and in January 1941 he was already

At the same time however, the

successful conduct of the Libyan campaign was desirable from a

broad strategic point of view, and it was Hitler's intention to

intervene in his own good time on behalf of the Italians.

planning his attack on Russia.

The

Hitler's Con

ferences on

Naval Affairs

Balkans, however, were of great importance to his designs on

It was intended to drive the British out of Greece andRussia.

Crete, so that whan the invasion of the IJ.S.S.R. took place the

Axis army would have a secure right flank.

/lu
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Hitler's Con-

fa renoe on

Haval i^f fairs

In November 1940 it was Hitler's intention to withhold the

intervention of Gezioan troops in Egypt imtil the Italians had

reached Mersa Matruh, hut his plans were upset by the British

offensive which began on 9 December.

^Aa a result of agreements made with our ilUies
German aircraft formations will operate as soon as
possible from the south of Italy in Ihe battle in the
Mediterranean (for a limited time).

Their most important task is to attack the British
Navy, particularly in the port of Alexandria, but also
in the Suez Canal, where attacks are to be made on
enemy shipping, and in the Straits between Sicily and
the north coast of Africa.

On 10th Hitler announoed:

Owing to Ihe critical situation in the Mediterranean,
however, it may become necessary to operate in the Ionian
Sea or the Aegean Sea.>^

In the weeks that followed, the German preparations for inter

vention were Justified by the steady progress of the British in the

By 20 December the Italians bad evacuated Gambut and

British troops were closing in on Bardia.

Desert.

This port was occupied

on if January, and although air units had to be withdrawn firom the

line for the campaign in Greece, the advance was continued until

the capture of Benghazi on 7 February.

On 11 January Hitler issued the following directive:

■'It is essential to hold out in Tripolitania.Hitler's Naval
Conferences 1941

The X Fliegerkorps will retain Sicily as an
lij*^ moat important task is tooperational base,

attack English naval forces and sea routes between
the Western and Eastern Mediterranean.

The Italian Government has been asked to declare
a mined area between Sicily and the north coast of
Africa in order to facilitate the task of the X Flieger
korps and to eliminate the possibility of incidents
with neutral ships,-'

In this directive no reference was made to Malta, but the

Island was considered -the most serious menace to the supply route

and its neutralisation was planned as *1110 best means of obviating

It was primarily for this reason that the ^ezman air

unit, the X Pliegerkorps. was sent to Sicily in early January.

The Luftwaffe Stacks

the danger.

German Official
Records A.HoB.6
Translation

No. VIlAl

On 9 January 1941, reports of Ihe presence of German dive-

bombers in -the Mediterranean were confirmed ^en nine Ju.87^

/ attacked
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attacked a convoy in Marsaxlokk Bay, Malta,

casualties were suffered, and since the attack lacked determina

tion it was concluded that the Geman aircraft were piloted

or

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. Intsum.

App. A.

Italian airmen vdio were known to have operated J\uikers from
t

Pantelljaria.
came

Later on the same day Maoohi 200 fighter aircraft

over the Island^ six of ̂thdtoh machine-gunned Luqa airfield

causing slight damage to three Wellingtons. Five Birrioanes

went up to intercept and claimed four aircraft destroyed, and
(1)

A.A. fire a fifth.
dS /.Af

On the foUovang day, 10 January, the German Air Force
/

banished aU doubts of its presence in the Mediterranean 1:^
•fLt \

attacking in force nn important oonvqy for Greece,about a hundred

miles due West of Malta. The main attack was delivered at 1240 j
I

hours by about forty Ju.87»and Ju.88% which concentrated their i

efforts against H.M,A,C. Illustrious causing severe damage. The

distance from the convoy to Ifclta was too great to permit the

Birricanes to interfere, and the Tlluatrious* Fulmars were heavily

After this attack,the ship was useless as a carrier

and those of her aircraft already in the air at the time flew to

At 1610 a

out-matched.

Malta. Nine aircraft had been destroyed on board.

second dive-bombing attack was made on the Illustrious. althou^

six of the fifteen Junkers aircraft were held off by the ship’s

Qhe eneoy then turned their attention to the battleshipsguns.

escorting the convoy, but retired on coming under fire,

later,however, the battleships were attacked by seventeen div-

An hour

bombers, but no direct hits were received. Three Fulmars of the

original patrol from the Illustrious, directed by wireless from

the battleship Valiant, came out from Malta and damaged three of

these bombers returning from the attack. The Fulmars claimed to

(1) These claims were probably overestimates. According to
Italian sources (see Appendix No. IV) Italian aircraft
losses in the period January - March 194-1 did not exceed

a total of eight bomber« and nine filters. Records of

the losses from day to day are not available.
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have destroyed five aircraft during the day and the ships' guns

three, but enemy losses were only three diva-bouibers destroyed

The Germans later described the danger from the

Fulmars, as scarcely worth mentioning as they were obsolescent, and

counted the Naval flak responsible for their losses.

Kie Illustrious was too badly crippled to continue with the

convoy but steering with her two main engines, she managed to

limp into harbour at Malta xinder cover of darkness.

With the aircraft carrier a sitting-target^ it was only to be

expected that the Luftwaffe would return to the attack,

Malta defences had therefore to prepare for the worst.

Fortunately, howeverj the 11th was marked by the arrival of twelve

orated Hurricanes, which, with the fourteen already in operation,

completed for the first time, the aircraft establishment of

(1)
No, 261 Sqiiadron.

and two damaged.

The

^ A.H.B,6
Translation

No, VIlAl

itr07ffl.AlL-U

The Luftwaffe did not immediately follow up its firstM,E, W. 1, S.

No, 31
f!

ms. File

success against the Illustrious. and for the next few days, whan

weather permitted, the enei^y concentrated on reconnaissance.

Unfortunately these sorties met with little opposition from the

Malta Air Defences, as the German aircraft, by flying at a great

hei^t either singly or in small formations, were frequently

successful in escaping radar detection,

ffliis period of waiting^ enabled repairs to go forward on the

Illustrious. and also gave the R.A.F, time to determine the

Glen Martins reconnoitredlocation and strength of the enemy,

S.50536 1A

n

/».rttfl/lIJl/l5

the German positions in Sicily whenever possible, and these
,4

sorties were followed up by bombing attacks by^148 Squadron on

Unfortunately, the enemy force was

too strong and his airfields too widely dispersed for the bomber

enemy occupied airfields.

(1) The pilot situation was far less satisfactory^since there
only twenty-three out of an establishment of forty-

As the result of an appeal from Air Commodore
were

three,

Maynard,however, the A#0,0.-in-C, Middle East decided to
convert some of his pilots to Hurricanes, for the defence
of Malta,

tVr B*-*"^'****'^' lonnth

/ operations
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operations to have muoh effect on his potential effort. According

to enemy sources, on 12 January there were two hundred and fifty-

five Genoan aircraft in Sicily, of which one hundred and seventy-

nine were serviceable. The air units, of which there were ten,German ̂ ir

Ministry Records

all under KLiegerkorps X,were distributed over four acxodxemoA,

At Catania there were eighty bombers, nearly all serviceable, and

twelve long-range reconnaissance aircraft with only two

serviceable. ®rin-engined fighters were stationed at Balenno

with a strength of thirty-four aircraft of which sixteen ware

3he dive-bombers, of which there were eighty, with

forty-two serviceable, were based at Trapani, while Comiso held

another forty-nine bombers with forty-one serviceable.

Appendix No. XII).

Bto Wellingtons over Sicily

serviceable.

(See

On 12 Januaiy Glen Martins of No. 69 Squadron reported thirty-

five aircraft at Catania and that night Wellingtons of No. 148

Squadron attacked the airfield. They claimed at least nine

A.H.Q.M.E.

O.R.B. App.l6
Jan.

J1/15 aircraft destroyed, damaged the runway and set hangars and

Geman losses,howeveriwere only one bomberbuildings on fire.

destroyed and three damaged, although some Italian machines may

Unfortunately the raid cost the squadron twohave been hit.

bombers, including one of the beat crews in Malta,
ft*

prevented further reconnaissance sorties untily^l5th when photographs

of Catania revealed about a hundred aircraft on the ground, of which
s

twenty-five appeared to be Ju.87,^or 88fi.

thirty burnt out or badly damaged machines.

Bad weather

With them were some

During the bombing

attack that ni^t nine Wellingtons of 148 Squadron scored hits on

aircraft and hangars. A prisoner of war subsequently divulged

that during these two raids the damage inflicted was:

Three Ju.SSsdestroyed by fire
Four He.Ills " " ”
One Ju.52 ” " «

One He.111 seriously damaged
One three-Diotor Italian transport destroyed
H.Q. Administrative building destroyed
A number of Italian aircraft seriously damaged

/At
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this time however, there was oonsiderahle pressure in

London to divert the hooiber effort hack to the Albanian and South-

East Italian ports. i German invasion of Greece throu^ Bulgaria

was believed to be imminent and it was decided to give the Greeks

maximum support. On 13 January Air Marshal Longmore informed

H.Q. R.A.F. M.E.
O.R.B. Jan.

App. 13

A.O.C. Malta that the primary targets for the Wellingtons were now

to be Valona, Durazzo and Brindisi. On^l6thjhowever, the first

heavy raids of the German'blitz'against the Illustrious took place,

and Malta had her first experience of German dive-bombing,

results of this raid were sufficiently serious to put defence

The

before all other considerations and on the following day^C.-in-C.

Mediterranean appealed throu^ the Admiralty for a return to the

previous policy for the Wellingtons. Ha appreciated the

necessity for a fully pro-Greek policy, but considered that since

the orders for this had been given, the situation had radically

changedo The vital thing|0oiBB> was to keep Malta in action. He

therefore irequested that H.M. Government should immediateily

consider giving first priority to the destruction of the aacct-

A.M. Pile

S.6700 118A

‘dsaan and establishments on iri:iich the dive-bombers were based.

Hhis appeal from the chief naval authority in the Mediterranean

naturally concezned with the protection of navalwas

Prom the naval point of view^^however,

the safety of the Island itself was also of great strategic

importance, since the primazy reason for its defezice was its value

as a base for naval units and for an air component, whose chief

tasks included reconnaissance for the naval forces azid strikes

units in or around Malta.

against enemy naval bases and shipping.

The o-in-C* s request was agreed to immediately, and until the

4

end of the month, Ho. 148 Squadron cozioentrated its effort againstM.E.W.I.S.

<i/• ( f in Sicily, Three further attacksthe Gezman-ocoi;pied

izd Augusta and
A

were made against Catania, two against Comiso and o

During these raids direct hits were obtained onSyracuse,

runways and buildings, hangars set on fire and aircraft damaged.

(See Appendix No. VIIl).

/ German
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German Raids Begin

I'f’d Y
02ie first heavy German attack on liie 16th,was carried out hy

A  A

The enemy force ̂ consisting of

Ju,87 and Ju.88 with escorts of C»R«42fmade an intense and

seventy aircraft in two waves.

M.E.W.I.S.

and H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. Intsum

Apps and^IIJl/l5
A-41.8.

determined dive-bombing attack on the Grand Barbour, They scored

hit on the Illustrious. and one on the merchant vessel
A

AjmI

Essex, inflicted considerable damage on civilian property.

Pour Burricanes and three Fulmars from the Illustrious went up to
CO

intercept and^with the A»A» guna^shot down three eneoQr airoraftf

Uiough theji cfaaaaed: a totals^# iruAwrt Despite

the heaviness of the attack and the strength of the fighter

escorts the defending aircraft suffered no casualties.

The smallness of the fighter defence force aroused much

anxiety for the safety of the Illuatrious* but the possibility of

sending reinforcements to the Island was complicated by the

problem of congestion on the airfields,

own aircraft the R,A,P, was accommodating the squadrons from the

Illustrious. and in any case the airfields were too small to

provide really satisfactory dispersal for protection against an

0n^l6th it was decided that since there were over twenty
9-n

Hurricanes and some Fulmars the Island, the A.O.O,-in-C, Middle

East should be requested to provide six Hurricanes to be flown to

(i)
In addition to its

attack.

A.M. Pile

3,36003/11
39A

ibid

Minute No. 33

Malta, but that these should be held in Egypt until they were

required to replace casualties. In this way the dangers of

congestion would be avoided to some extent, Ihese Hurricanes

were flown in to Malta later in the month.

Bad weather prevented much activity on the I7th, but on the

following day the onslaught was renewed. This time the airfields

formed the main objective. About eighty Ju,87-iand Ju.88% with

large escorts of C,R.42% carried out heavy raids on Luqa and Bial

Far, causing severe damage to the airfields, aircraft and

buildings. Six parked aircraft were destroyed and others damaged,

(t) For details of airfields see Appendix No. XL.

/!
M.E.W.I.S.

No. 31 and
A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

Jf

/ while
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while two Rilmars were destroyed in the air.

three Fulmars intercepting the raid claimed seven JU.87 destroyed,

and A.A. guns another three.

Five Birricanes and

Gexman records show only one dive-

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. Intsum

Oct. 40-Feb.i(.1

App. A

During the raids Ju.87a and Ju.88^ althoughbomiber destroyed.

escorted by C.R.42«were scarcely protected hy them, and some of

the dive-bombers showed complete recklessness, coming down to

five hundred feet to release their bombs.

S.724/1/Air
The pilot situation was rapidly becoming grave,

twenty-three Hurricane pilots there were four Fulmar pilots being

The A.O.C. also hoped to raise one or

two more for conversion from local resources, and four from the

Meanwhile^ Air Commodore

Maynard sent an urgent appeal for more filter personnel to Air

Besides th

converted to Hurricanes.

(f)

T.S.R. pilots of the fleet Air Arou

e

8-11

Ministry and Middle East, saying that every pilot sent immediately

would be worth two later on. He emphasised that it was

essential to counter quickly the dive-bombing attacks. The

available fighter effort was putting up a brave resistance, but

the odds, which were five to fifty were too heavy, and all

resources were now devoted to the fighter effort to break the

•blits:

By the end of that day, however, the A.O.C. was able to

signal that he felt confident his forces were getting the measure

of Ihe dive-bombing. The attacks had been noticeably less

determined than those of l6 January, and our claims had amounted

to eleven aircraft destroyed by the fighters, ajod six ly the

gunners.. According to R.A.F. oaloulations this brou^t the total

A.H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. Jaxu 41

App. 25

for the three days of the blits to thirty-seven while our losses
(t)

ware two Burrioanes and two Fulmars, with one crew saved.

On 19 January this more hopeful estimate of our filter

Althou£^ two attacks were made

M.E.W.I.S.

(tf ifi capabilities was again justified,

on the Grand Harbour and the dockyard, both were less determined

(1) These figures had been carefully checked and were considered,
•  if arything, conservative, but German records show a total of
only eleven aircraft destroyed and nine damaged up to this
date.

/ than
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than those of Idle previous day.

Ju.SSawith fighter escorts oame over in the first wave, and forty

Ju«88sin the second, hut our fighters and

ei^t enemy aircraft destroyed and one damaged,

R,A»P. Counter Offensive

Approximately forty Ju,87s and

aooounted forI

In view of the successful defence and the need for continuing

to use Malta as a Fleet hase. Air Ministry suggested that the

reinforcements waiting in Egypt should now he flown in.

considered the hest policy even if dispersal difficulties ahnniii

necessitate the withdrawal of the Wellingtons for the time being.

This was

and it was emphasised that the first duty of the A.O.C.-in-C. was

to maintain a- ndWiiin wiit. at Malta for its defence,

A.H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. Jan. 41
App. 25

A.O»C. Malta was loath to part with the homhers,.>4Maiio<te&y except

as a last resort^as he intended to continue using them for hitting

hack at the enemy, especially in Sicily,

that Ihey should not he moved unless the situation heoame acute,

Meainihile the A.O.O.rin-C. arranged to send six Hurricanes and

seven additional pilots on 23 January.

It was agreed,therefore

Owing to had weather,

A.M. File

S.36OO3AI
44A

A.E.Q. Malta
O.R.B. & 8S9.A/7.
on. File

however, these reinforcements did not reach Malta until a week
S. 724/1/Air

i?J^^/ilJl/l5 later (29 January),

attacks on the Luftwaffe in Sicily on the nights of^20th and 22nd,

thus maintaining counter-attack as part of the defence policy.

On the former night ei^t Wellingtons attacked Catania aerodrome,
iKt

causing a number of fires among buildings, while on^22nd the

bomber effort was divided between Catania, Augusta, Comiso and

The Wellingtons continued their offensive
it-*

M.E.W. l.S,

Three aircraft attacked Catania causing explosions and

fires on a runway and hangars, and a large explosion followed by a

fire on tiie railvray ^junction.

SiTracuse.

One aircraft out of three directed

against Comiso bombed the target and subsequently attacked Augusta

aerodrome, obtaining hits on both targets areas. A second

aircraft of the same formation attacked Syracuse harbour causing a

largo fire.

HJ^36tWi^ (i^....^^Our claim of eighteen aircraft destroyed again far exq
il achievements and our estimate of ngour th of

is.j»rdl^more accurate.
Ldred and fifty of these
whereas according to
tXB&..Q3^ty of the former.

«:bgmbers in Sicily wathe German

It was considered

and one hundred 1(

ire

ere were not more

flaat a Anf^ -fagAnty n-P -hhalXa
*enemy rei
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/?.AC/j/nK/l8/l1
A.H.B.6
Translation

Ko. VIl/54

On 23 January the Illustrious sailed froia Malta and

subsequently reached Alexandria under her own steam. With the

departure of this target Malta enjoyed a brief respite and there

was little aotivi-ty during the remainder of the month.

The * Illustrious Blitz* was over.

$
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NAVAL QO-OEERAHON AMD AMH-SHIPFING OEERATIOMS

Although malntenanoe of the filter defenoe was the main

oonoern of iiie air authorities at Malta during the period of

heavy Gexman attacks, other aspeots of the air effort ms not
A

neglected and the period January - May 1941 saw the development

of a systematic polioy in naval co-operation and anti-shipping

patrols. Beginning with tactical improvements, including a

system of co-operation between reconnaissance and attacking

forces, aztd the extension of the sea area under offensive air

patrol, this polioy was eventually extended to embrace an increase

in the strength of the existing units and the introduction of

superior typos of anti-shipping aircraft.

Policy proposals

The proposal for a renewed antisehipping offensive originated

at a meeting of the Commanders-in-Ghief of the three services,

which took plaoe at Middle East on 26 December 1940.

At this meeting the need for increased reoonnaissanoe in the

Central Mediterranean was once more expressed, with the resiilt

that a Joint signal was sent to the Heme Authorities asking

urgently for further reconnaiasanoe aircraft, and long-range

torpedo-bombers to be stationed at Malta. Meanwhile, as an

immediate step towards improving the situation, it was agreed

that Naval requirements for reoonnaissanoe in the Central

Mediterranean should receive priority and that R.A.F. bombing

attacks from Malta should be oonoentrated against ports in

Metropolitan Italy.

In their request to the Chiefs of Staff for reinforooaents of

reconnaissance aircraft, the Commanders-in^Chief pointed out that

the control of sea communications in the Central Mediterranean was

M. File

S.49916 2A

Through lacka matter of vital interest to all three services.

/ of
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of adequate air reconnaissance and suitable long-distance bomber-

torpedo aircraft, favourable opportunities for naval or air action

were likely to be lost, and reinforcements and supplies would thus

reQch Libya unobserved and consequently immuna from attack. The

operations the R.A.F. and against

in Italian and Libyan ports, althou^ producing good results, were

not in themselves sufficient, and the Commanders-in-chief

reocanmended that they should be augmented hy the sinking of ships

Proposals already submitted to

^ir Ministry by the ̂ .O.C.-in-C. were again recommended,

included the establishment at Malta of one full &.R. Land

Squadron of Glen Martins, and one full T.B./G.R, Squadron of

on passage and at assembly ports.

They

Beaufort type aircraft.

The Chiefs of Staff agreed in principle to add one flight ofibid

1QA

seven I.E. Beauforts to Malta in addition to the flight of seven

(1)
with five I.R. of bothI.E. Glen Martins already promised.

They hoped to dispatch the Glen Martins shortly, but•types.

could not undertake to allot any Beauforts to the Middle East

Command for the time being.

As a step towards implementing this decision,Eo. 431 ^ight

was disbanded during January and No. 69 Squadron formed in its

place, wi'th appropriate increases in its establisluaent.

reinforcing aircraft, however, were slow to materialise,

end of the month 'the unit's strength was only four aircraft

(one aircraft having been lost) and only one Glen Martin had

arrived by the end of February,

during March, although these losses were more than made up for by

the arrival during the month of reinforcing aircraft, which

The

By the

Two more aircraft were lost

No. 69 Sqdn
O.R.B.

raised the strength to seven Glen Martins.

Reconnaissanoe

The operations of No. 69 Squadron during this period oonsis'ted

mainly of preliminary reconnaissance of enemy ports and *cro-

before and after Wellington and Swordfish raids. There

MoE. File S.21299 Enel. 1A(1) 12 October 1940.

/ were
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were also naval lequlrements to meet, and, in addition, espeoially

towards the end of the period, the den Martins did invaliJiable

work in discovering enemy oonvoys for anti-shipping strikes by the

The strength of the unit>however, remained seriously below

what was required for the many demands made upon ito

22 Eebzruary,^i^.O.C. Malta confessed he was 'blind* to the best

objectives for the Wellington raids owing to the unservioeability

R.i'.P.

OnH.Q. R.A.P, M.E.
O.R.B. Feb.

App. 29

of all the Clen Martins.ibid

Mar. App. 8
Until the arrival of the reinforcements

in March, he could count on only two aircraft being serviceable on

any one day, and on some days this was reduced to one. Meanwhile,

the Squadron had had to take on the extra duty of raoonnaissanoa  of

shipping at Tripoli in place of aircraft from Qyrenaica.

During Januasy the unit had the use of a P.R. Spitfire which

forced-landed at Malta while on a sortie to North Italy from the

United Kingdan. IShile in the Mediterranean this aircraft made

some useful flights, mostly photographic reconnaissance for the

C.-in-C, Mediterraixean. Unfortunately it was lost over Italy

ibid

Feb. App. 43

ibid

Jan, App. 29
and H.Q. R.A.F.
Malta O.R.B.

early in February.

Enemy opposition to the den Martin sorties, when encountered.

On several occasions filters chased thewas usually determined.

den Martins out to sea for long distances, sometimes venturing to

During March, when raids against

H.Q. Med.

So704/Air
Qjj within a few miles of Malta.

Malta were at their hei^t the enemy instituted standing patrols

of fighters round the Island to prevent the aircraft going out and

The fighter force at Maltato intercept them on their return,

was quite unable to give adequate protection against the heavy

attacks received, and the den Martins' serviceability suffered

heavily at a time when the aircraft were badly needed to watch for

enemy aircraft movements to and from Sicily,

Naval Requirements

The continued inadequacy of air reconnaissance and air

protection for the Navy, and of anti-shipping operations by the

R.A.F. were ttie cause of grave anxiety to O.-in-C. Mediterranean

and in February he reopened the subject with the Admiralty, In

^  n.n/A, f.T.'Tf

/ his
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his statement of requirements he sought to introduce a neir

organisation for sea reoonnaissanoe similar to the Coastal Command,

!Kiis organisation while oo-operating with thein Homs Waters.

Air Forces, would he independent of R.A.P. control, and would be

provided with aircraft equipped and trained for work over title sea.

!Qiis revolutionary proposal which, in fact, sou^t to establish a

second air command in the Middle East, was strongly opposed by the

llilhile admitting the inadequacy of air support theA. 0* C* *“Xn*"C.

latter pointed out that under the existing system, air resouroea

were shared out to meet the needs of aU three services to the

31A and 37A

Any attempt to tie up aircraft of aiy

type for one specific purpose in a subordinate Coastal Command was

bound to lead to severe wastage of resources and effort.

best effect possible.

It

mi^t even lead to the Navy getting less air support when really

He supported, however. Admiralneeded, than it was now given.

Cunningham's request for torpedo bomber and long-distance filter

aircraft.

Prominent among the subjects for criticism by the Admiral

was the smallness of the effort mounted against Tripoli,

pointed out that owing to the recent advance of the British

forces to Benghazi it was now the only port through which the

enemy could be supplied, and he suggested it should be given the

same treatment as Benghazi had received in the past when R.A.F.

attacks had practically precluded its use as a supply port,

this criticism Air Marshal Longnore replied that althou^ the

limited offensive against Tripoli was partly due to the shortage

Another reason was liie

He

To

of bombers, it was not entirely so.

33A

4

small number of aircraft that could be euployed from Malta, and

this had had to be further reduced through tile temporary

operation of Whitleys from the Island,

was also unable to operate more than four Wellingtons although

The settlement of the

The airfield at Benina

additional aircraft were available.

question in general, however, was left for Air Ministry to

/ decide
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(1)
deoide, and for the moment no further action was taken.

Extension of Anti-Shipping Batrola

An important development in the anti-shipping policy was the

extension of *Sink at Sight* powers, which was made early in the

Up to that time, single merchant vessels or small

groups unescorted could not be attacked except withih a thirty

mile limit which had been prescribed in August 1940.

‘Sink at Sight* order then drawn up, provided for attacks on any

ships within thirty miles of the Libyan coast, and aiy Italian

ship withih thirty miles of any Italian territory in the

Mediterranean.

New Year.

The

Since then, however, Sunderlands from Malta had

‘(A)

frequently sifted eneuy ships outside these limits and had been

unable to attack them. Furthermore enemy shipping was constantly

using Tunisian territorial waters in order to evade attack, end

this was a further hindrance to the interruption of supplies.

3he first step to imqprove the position was taken on

6 February 1941, ̂ en an Admiralty instruction was issued to the

effect that south of latitude 55^ 4^' every enemy merchant ship

could be assumed to be a military transport or auxiliary, and

Towards the end of the month the area was extended tosunk.

(hid.
Hg^ir^ed.

28a

embrace the greater part of the Central Basin, and now covered the

direct routes from Italy to Benghazi and Tunis, and from Italy to

The French government was informed that British Air

and Naval forces mi^t now take action against eneigy shipping in

all waters south of latitude 35° 4j6* and French ships were warned

not to be at sea in this area between sunset and sunrise.

(2)
Sardinia.

The

34A ‘Sink at Sight* area was further extended at the end of April

when our forces were evacuating Greece.

Ht—A m<M»Q-deta3.-lfld acaount of the aoii'faiunvQyny nvar■ ■^JM^

^«-in-G^o proposal ond its deve3^opmaats-"uairH5faund~inJlarrative t—LTba R,A-F..,-^n MarriTfmff^^g* Volume VI.

(2 !&-oee Narrative!—‘The R.A.Fi in Maritime War*
-^bir-VI.

/ Tactical
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liaotioaj- TmpTOvements

Suggestions for a more accurate system of attack against

eneoqy shipping had been brou^t up for discussion at Malta

j^s a result a new type of operation

was proposed eariy in December, to promote the interception of

fast Italian convoys plying between Italy and Benghazi,

main feature of this operation was a system of co-operation

between reconnaissance and attacking aircraft.

No. 228 Squadron were to be detailed to find the convoys with the

aid of A.S.V. apparatus, or, when possible, by oioonlight.

Depending on the captain's discretion, the ccoivoys could be

attacked when sighted, but if this course was not followed the

towards the end of ̂ ^kO,

The

Sunderlands of

No. 228 Squadron
O.R.B.

flying boat would have to report the sighting to base, where a

special force of F.A,A, torpedo aircraft would be held in

readiness to attack. In preparation for this new typo of

operation No. 83O F,A,A. Squadron had to undergo  a course in

torpedo-bombing during December and the system was not put into

practice until the New Year.

Eie value and scarcity of Sunderland flying-boats necessi

tated caution in exposing them to retaliatory fire from surface

vessels, and in order to minimise the risk of loss, the ̂ .O.C.

imposed regulations on their activities against shipping. !Qiese

were;-

(i) No target should be attacked if it appeared that

A,A, opposition was likely to be encountered

The comparative value of the target was to be taken(ii)

into account in relation to the esctreme value and

limited niuabers of filying boats available.

(iii) Merchant ships escorted by destroyers were not

normally to be attacked in daylig^dt.

night was to take into account factors (i) and (ii).

The first combined operations between Malta's reconnaissance

attack at

On thatand striking aircraft took place on 27 January 1941.

NOo 228 Sqdn.
O.R.B. and

TTfi7/,n7/i/(i I

day a Sunderland on patrol towards the Tunisian coast sighted one

eneny vessel and two merchant vessels north-east of the

/ Kerkennah
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Kerkexmah Bank. Having reported the sitting to base, the

Sunderland shadcnrad the ahips for three hours until the arrival

of the striking force from Malta. Seven Swordfish, escorted hy

two Eulmars, then carried out an attack with six torpedoes and a

few bombs. One ship of three to fcmr thousand tons was claimed

as sunk, and another of six thousand tons was hit astern below

the waterline. !Qie sinking claim was oonfimed by enemy

documents. The ship was the Ingo, German, of 3,950 tons. A

second ship was also reported by Lloyds as damaged. i3iis was

the Oaralis. Italian, 3,510 tons. In a congratulatory signal

from the Admiralty the attack ̂ s afterwards described as an

excellent illustraticn of the correct employment of air-search

and striking forces.

The Sunderlands carried out many more shipping searches,

but none resulted in the dispatch of a striking force, and in

March ‘&eir activities were out short by the removal of the

squadron to the Middle East. Their departure was made necessary

by the heavy enemy raids which took place daily durizig most of

the month and the search duties were then taken over by Glen

A.H.B. Enemy
Shipping
Losses in the

Mediterranean

Martins and Swordfish.
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BEHEW6L OF EMMT ATTACKS

Variationa in Taotioa

Early in February the enemy introduced a change of taotica in

From the 8th to the l6th enemythe cGDuaenoement of ni^t raida.

aircraft viaited Malta nearly every night and delivered a total

of eleven attacka in that time. During the firat raid, our

fightera operatizig one at a time throu^ the ei£^t hours covering

the attacks, destroyed two Ju.88.s if^ich had been illuminated h7

the sear^hli^ts. Following this raid it was decided that three

night fighters should stand hy during the hours of darkness to

operate one at a time, on the approach of enemy aircraft. On tiie

night of the I4th/l3th the Grand Harbour, the dockyard and other

targets were attacked by sin^e aircraft in close succession,

and considerable damage was done. Apart from the raid, however,

the attacks were slight and were always carried out by single

M.E.W.I.S.

Mo. 35

/ aircraft
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aircraft. These were generally Ju.88aand He. 111s which (iropped

bombs from high and low levels anywhere on the Island or in the

sea nearby. On moonlight nights Hal Ear and Luqa were located

and repeatedly bombed, and the enemy several times succeeded in

damaging runways and preventing aircraft from taking off. On

dark nights, however, the raiders found difficulty in locating the

Island and were frequently in the vicinity without apparently

being aware of it. Searchlights had diffioully in picking up

the German night bombers^ aS|i2nlike the Italians, they took
/vc

effective evadifiaig action, usually coming in over the target on a

long glide, and getting away by desynchronising their engines and

changing throttle settings.

On 12 February, Me.lO? filters made their first appearance

over the Island, as escort to Geiman bombers. Ihey appeared
iU Hjt

again on^l5th, with other filters, and on^l6th two formations ctf

^.M.« S.36003A^ aircraft came over together. On sighting our filters the

formations each split into two, on$ half climbing above the

Bun'icaiies and the other dropping below. They succeeded in

shooting down one of the ei^t Hurricanes, and in damaging

another two. For the time being daylight raids were carried

out almost entirely by fighter aircraft, but althou^ these were

frequently over the Island at a great hei^t, they did not

invariably invite coiobat and few engagements t"  ''"iidf during

the following week.

R.A.F. Estimate of the Enemy Effort

The disappearance of the dive-bombers for-the tins bciixig.

^.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. Intsum

i^pp. A.

No. 37

indicated that the successful defence of Malta had defeated to

some extent the eneoy's plans. This was commented on in a report

on the first German offensive against the Island written by ̂ ir

Coamodore T.W. Elmhirst, who was then in the Middle East, He

wrote as follows

■^The German attacks on Malta in January 1941 appear
to have followed very nearly, the same programme as the
frustrated attacks on England in August and September
1940.
were made.

In the first place, detailed reconnaissance flints
Secondly, came low attacks by dive bombers.

/ in
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in the main by the Ju,87 supported by the Ju.88 with
a small esoort of Italian fighters. thirdly, hi^
level bombing attacks by day with fighter escort.
Fourthly, night attacks. And fifthly, night attacks
with day attacks by fighter aircraft onlyo

!Qie victory over the daylight raids on the l6th,
l8th and 19th January can be classed as epic. Ihe Ju.87
was completely defeated and faded out of the picture.
!Qie Ju.88*s alone carried out a further daylight attack
on ifth February, but were repulsed with some loss, their
only success being damage to aerodrome buildings.

The relative numbers engaged and the relative losses
sustained both in the air and on the ground during the

period of the three main attacks are of outstanding
interest.

Strength

18 Heavy Bombers,

200-300 bombers (1)
Ju. 87, 88 & He.111

Total 39British 21 Fighters

Total 300German ?

Total 300

(Approx,)
Italian Nil?

Losses

I
British 3 fighters (one orw saved

2 bombers (one craw saved

In Ihe air

On the ground 6

Total 11

German In the air 39
On the ground 35 - kO

(2)
74 - 79Total

Credit for the victory appears to be due equally to
the fighters, the counter-attacking bombers and the heavy
and accurate barrage put up by A.A. guns against the low-

flying attacks.

Perhaps the main lesson to be learnt is that a very
small force of fighters and bombers well handled with a

strong A,A. defence can defend a limited ob;jective and

defeat an attacking force, even of (Serman aircraft nearly
eight time its size,**^

The achievements of the A.O.C. Malta was recognised on

14 February by the upgrading of his post from the rank of Air

Commodore to that of Air Vioe*‘Marahal. In replying to

congratulations Air Vice-'Marshal Maynard esteemed his promotion

as a ccmpliment to the work of all ranks in the Command.

(l) This is an over-estimate. See App. No, XIV.

(2) Eneoy records admit only 29 aircraft lost and 14 destroyed
up to 5 February,

/ Defence
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Defenoe Diffioulties

Although the eneiny honibing effort had alaokened it was
S; dps:

obvious from the frequent fighter sorties that the enemy strategy

wa's designed to neutralise Malta's amai) fighter effort, and the

A.O.C. feared that <rfc" ti the fighter foroe

would not be able to withstand the incessant and increasing

attacks by superior numbers of aircraft,

liP additional squadron was necessaxy to maintain the

fighter defenoe, and that this squadron and in fact Ro. 26l

Squadron as well, should be equipped with Mark II Hurricanes or

He considered that ah

Spitfires, He was seriously hampered by the inability to tackle

the Me,109's above the rated height for the Mark  I Hurricane,

The pilot situation had improved a little, and there were tli^ty

in No, 26l Squadron,

in various stages of repair, but the defenoe was undergoing a bad

patch of receiving casualties without giving in return,

fighter force, besides being inadequate, was also constantly

Nineteen were available with another nine

Thus the

diminishing.

A further difficulty was maintenance. If it was decided to

ibid send high^-performanoe fighters,it was essential ground crews
A

should be provided to service them,

staff, Malta could only take six Hurricanes which

A.M. Longmore had offered, but in any case

Vfith tile existing gr

would be

ound

insufficient to solve the defence problem,

problem,but it was estimated that one landing-strip at Safi would

be ready for use within three weeks.nsd In the meantime the A.O.C

Air bases were also a

• *

undertook to contrive to house and operate the much needed

reinforcements.

(m)
rm

The outlook for fighter reinforcements was not, hor/ever,

encouraging. Althou^ the A.O.C.-in-C, was a^in instructed that|

the defence of Malta stiU. had first priority, he was unable to |
S  i

find a complete Hurricane |quadron for Malta, and could only hold j
to his offer of six Hurricanes and pilots. Mean«diile there was |A-.a.o.,i'V7 II*

no prospect of immediate help from the United Kingdom. At this i

A.H.Q. M.E.

O.R.B. 26 Peb, 41 duncture,too,Co-in-C, Mediterranean suggested the withdrawal of j
App. 48

/ the
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the Fulioarsjas they were useless against enemy fighters of

superior performanoe. Even these aircraft, however, were

considered necessary to the defence, as, with the Hurricanes for
tkf(

cover, they were useful against the Ju,87 which were

w 1 Ijkl^'swHl was therefore postponed to await the
A

arrival of reinforcements.

Decline of the Wellington Offensive

!Die Wellington counter-offensive continued during February

on a diminishing scale, -At the beginnixig of the months it was

finally decided that ports in Albania should no longer be

regarded as primary targets, j^s Air Commodore Maynard pointed

out, bad weather had prevented operations from Malta in tibia

Adriatic, and recent developments, particularly the German

offensive against the Island^provided full employment for the

bomber squadron, at Naples and Tripoli as well as in Sicily, On

No, 14B Sqdn, 4^ 8th^however, five of the squadron's Wellingtons were sent to
O.R.B ^

Middle East Coinmand on detachment. This was partly in order to

afford the crews some well-earned rest, but it was also planned

to make room for some Whitley aircraft which were based on Malta

(1)
for a few weeks to cariy out a special operation over Italy,

On the ni^t of 11 Pebruaiy the Wellington operations from

Malta recommenced with a raid by four aircraft on Catania, Comiso

and Gela, while on the ni^t of the I5th, Catania and Comiso were

again attacked, this time by five aircraft.

e:xplosions were reported on both occasions although no results

Fires and

were observed at Gela.

and

ynr

By under the developing anti-shipping policy, offensive

activity was also being carried on by the Swordfish. Besides

s

making attacks on shipping^in co-operation with Sunderlands and

Marylands, No, 83O Squadron made independent patrols with

torpedo-carrying aircraft supported by other aircraft carrying

Their sanhast hunting-ground was along the Tunisianflares.
A

(1) See R.A.F, Narrative;
Chapter II.

History of Airborne Forces'

/ coast
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ooast, where enemy convoys passed on their way to Tripoli, and

several finds were made in those waters.

if
Swordfish^on patrol towards Sousse^sighted and attacked a convoy

of four merchant vessels and two escorting destroyers,

hit was claimed on one merchant vessel which was believed to sink.

On 15 February, four

^ direct

J

The ship, which was the S.S. jtuventus (Italian) of 4,920

later confirmed as sunk, by Lloyds and by enemy reports. On

13 ipni^a Maryland on patrol sighted a convoy between Gape Bon

in Tunisia and Cape St. Vij^o in Sicily. Eight Swordfish were

dispatched to attack^but although bombs straddled the convoy no

damage was reported. Other attacks were made against Tripoli.

On 18/19 March, nine Swordfish attacked the harbour in

tons was

ibid

A directconjunction with Wellington bombers from Qyxenaica,

hit- and two near misses were reported on a 5,000-ton merchant

Lloydsvessel, besides other damage on the Spanish mole,

reported one ship damaged at Tripoli on this date, the Marocchino.'

Italian, 1,524 tons, which was hit by a torpedo.

Despite the slackening of their bombing offensive, the enemy

continued the policy of enticing the Qarrioanes to unequal combat

with their fighter patrols, and the A.O.C. Malta was anxious to

receive back the Wellington detachment in Egypt to coxinter the

In asking Air Ministry to sanction

the removal of the Whitleys, Air Marshal Longmore described the

bomber operations against Sicily as a vital factor in the defence

Air Ministiy concurred with his request and the

Whitleys were flown out on l6 February,

however, were unable to return immediately, as some of the crews

were delayed in Egypt on medical grounds, and arrangements were

made for the temporary loan of five aircraft and crews from

Middle East Command, jj Operations
Wellingtons visited Catania and Comiso, and on the arrival of the

additional bombers, nine aircraft made an attack on Tripoli on

During the raid e^losions and fires were started on the

customs wharf, one ship was set alight, and two more probably

incessant enemy activity.

of Malta.

She Wellingtons,

were resumed on 20th when four

24th.

M.E.W.I.S. and

No. 148 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

/hit
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hit, while a large fire was left burning on the eastern mole,
and an explosion near the power station caused

town.

more fires in the

Lloyds record one small ship of 64 tons, the Guidonia.
sunk at Tripoli on 25th.

aircraft,

series.

This raid cost the squadron

It was also destined to be the last attack of the

one

<////
[.B.W.I.S. For the remainder of the month the enemy persisted in theNo. 37

practice of sending over filters at a great height, and few
engagements resulted. On 25 February, however, bomber activity

recommenced when four Domiers and an He. 111, with an escort of

Me,109's,machine-gunned the flying-boat anchorage at St. Paul's
Bay. No damage was dona,but the following day thirty Ju,87son

s

and twelve Ju.88,^with an escort of twenty to thirty fighters
attacked Luqa,

mu O ^

They destroyed six aircraft on the aerudiv and

damaged another nine, and we lost another three Hurricanes in the
air.

For the Wellington Squadron this raid was a disaster,

aircraft were burnt out and four rendered unserviceable for periotai
varying between three weeks and three months.

Six

The A.OoC. still

No. 148 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

hoped,however,to recommence counter-attacks against the enemy in
Sicily. Some of the Wellingtons were still in Egypt, and with

these and reinforcements from the United Kingdom he hoped to
re-build the offensive forces. The question of returning tj*****'

these aircraft to Malta^iwaraBsa^ rested on the possibility of
obtaining fighter reinforcements to ensure a reasonable chance of

protecting the bombers on the airfield.

AoO.C. decided to

situation at the end of the

carry on with the Wel

moon period

In the meantime,the

lingtons and to review the

.
t/ i

M.E.W.I.S.
No. 38 The practice of making low-flying machine-gun attacks on

IS

and sea-plane bases persisted during March, and the

tempo of enemy attacks continued to increase. The raids now had

a dual nature as these attacks were frequently carried out by

fighters escorting bomber formations.
ihc

0n^5th, German dive-

bombing approached its former intensity when approximately sixty

/ Ju.87
SECRET
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Ju.SlJjf, Ju,88sand Do. 215% with about forty fighters, attaoked Hal

Ear, destroying four aircraft on the airfield, and air force

Eleven fighters went up to intercept, and with A,A,

fire destroyed five enemy planes at a cost of one Hurricane.

Claims were again greatly overestimated, being sixteen destroyed

and nine damaged.

Removal of the Fellingtons and Sunderlands

buildings.

This attack was perhaps the most serious yet encountered,

for it showed up more clearly than ever before, the iziadequaqy of

the fighter defence. The combined attacks by the bombers and

A.H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. Mar. 41

App. 5

fighters made it impossible for the Malta fighters to cover all

the targets, and when a similar raid was carried out on 7 March,

AoV.M. Maynard confessed his inability to give sufficient

protection to the valuable offensive aircraft based on the Island.

He advocated the removal of the Sunderlands as well as the

Wellingtons. He adopted this defensive measure with the greatest ,

reluctance hoping it would prove only temporary, but emphasising

that under the ffm m circumstances the filters could not deal

with so vast a task. He described a laical exaa^>le of recent

raids, which had taken place only that morning,

fighters had engaged fighters, other lleuJ'^l^had machine-gunned
Susderlands at their moorings and had attacked den Martins

While his

returning froa reconnaissance. One of these was now unservice

able and title other had been shot down. One Sunderland was

damaged and the boat guard killed while firing at attacking

aircraft.

Tke
Growing Need for Fighter Reinforcements

Although the R.A.P. aircraft casualties were small,each

n

aircraft lost was a far more serious affair than the loss of two

or three to the Luftwaffe. now that both Air Ministry and the

Middle East Command were unable to supply regular reinforcements.

On 7 March both the Governor and the A.0.0. Malta sent out urgent

appeals for more aircraft.

Httey had received no more than the six Hurricanes promised by the

/. Middle

Since the beginning of the month

A.H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. Mar. 41
App. 5A and

^ &SK t'T^  /Vtf. Z4'
S E 0 R?
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Middle East^ and althou^ these had replaced)to some extent^ the

casualties suffered by No. 261 Squadron, they were not sufficient

to effect any iinprovement in the situation.

On 1 Mazxih i\.V«M. Maynard had stated that under the present

conditions he could not hope to counter effectively the enemy's

attempt to neutralise Malta's air effort. By the 7th the

situation had become infinitely worse,

inflicted on the enetiQr, his activities were speedily increasing

and assuming a character more and more difficult to combat, and

against which only a fi^^ter force adequate in numbers and

performance coiJ.d prevail.

In spite of the losses

Taking full advantage of the

inadequacy of the fighter force, the enemy was daily becoming

bolder, aoa'the AoO.C. feared that without additional fighter

reinforcements the air defence of Malta could not be maintained,

and its usefulness as an air and naval base would be negatived.

The raids weie incessant, and the stzain on the limited fighter

personnel very great, and althou^ the pilots had done and were

doing wonders, help was essential.

These appeals for reinforcements were supported by Admiral

The heavy raid on the 7th had caused damaged to theCunningham.

P.A.A, Swordfish thus preventing the laying of mines in Tripoli

harbour. Moreoverj from the purely naval point of view,the danger

of the enemy's establishing air supremacy over the Island gave
A/r.

S.36003
51A

rise to serious anxiety.

A.H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. Mar. 41

App. 5

In reply to the message from A.V.M. Maynard, Middle East

promised to feed Malta with Hurricanes as they became available,

and hoped to send a further six shortly,

informed the Governor that he was trying to get Mark II Hurricanes

to Malta but that transport limitations were curtailing supplies.

Meanwhile the C.AoS.

49A

althou^ the Island now had first priority in all its needs,

the 11th arrangements were being umAo for the withdrawal of the

Wellingtons and Sunderlands, and most of the bombers had already

It was decided that for the piuaiani Doth l^es should use

Malta as a refuelling base only^ 4

By

left.

when necessary.

'A.0.C,-in-.0.
Pile Corres.

with V.C.A.S.

11.3»41 and

148 Sqn. O.R.B.

enol. 17A

/ Sufficient
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Suffioient coaintenanoe personnel were left behind to refuel and

maintain Wellingtons using Malta as an advanced base.

Messersohmitts continued the offensive alone on 9 March,M. E. W. X. S.

fisf
when they machine-gunned Takali airfield. But on 10th the main

part of a ni^t raid on Luqa and the dockyard was carried out by

Ju.Sy^and 88^ He,1 ligand Do.2l5^ while Me, 109*s shot up the

Sunderlands in St. Paul’s Bay, Durdng the next ten days,

however, the enemy effort fell away, and althou^ hostile

aircraft vrare frequently over the Island or in the vicinity,

there were few heavy attacks. On 21st ifecohi fighters acted as

escort to a Ju.88 bombing a naval craft off the Island. This

was the first appearance of Italian aircraft over Malta since

1 February.

Tovrards the middle of the month there was anxiety at Malta
(n.M.6) A, (f)

oonoeraing the protection of a convoy due on 23rd. The ships
if. B- cff A

were carrying important supplies, and a week before they were due,

A.7.M, Ma3rnard asked the A.O, C.-inA»c. to assist their protection

by loaning a squadron of I3urricanes for a few days to cover their

arrival. The object of the defenders was to show considerable

51A

filter strength during these few days in the hope of inducing

the enemy to modify his bold and harassing tactics during the

unloading of supplies. Air Marshal Longoaore was unable to

oon5>ly with this request, but on^8th he sent six Borricanes to

Malta, depriving one of his own few filter squadrons for the

purpose.

Mini, F.ili.1 As had been expected, throughout the period during which the

convoy was being unloaded eneuy activity increased. On 22nd

Ju,885and Me. 109^attacked the Grand Harbour^while on 23 March two

heavy raids were carried out, the first by fifteen Ju,87$and the

second ty thirty, both with an escort of Me. 109* s. One Me.109

was claimed destroyed on^22nd and nine Ju^ or^23rd,
enemy losses were only two dive-bombers. Our losses were heavy,

t/C'HCi/K Y Bt/k 7U.ce*Vi/ /We/
Two Hurricanes were shot down and four were missingy Similar

but actual

attacks were made on 2if.th, and oi^27th the enesy instituted

S^f*. fy ^ standing
W/ ̂  x:i rr<t>^C , Aet1. 60) ̂  V

s  7* ^ f 0 •. SECRET
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standing patrols of filters round the Island, presumably to

intercept reoonnaissanoe from Malta,

two of three formations of from three to six Me.109*s or 110*a

In spite of the importanoe

of this oonvoy to Malta, however, the enea\7 attacks did not

approach their former scale, and by the end of March, althou^

enemy aircraft were daily in the vicinity, it was apparent that

the effort had been reduced.

The patrols consisted of

sqme twenty miles off the coast.

SECRET
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FURTHER DEVELOBIENT OF 0EEEM3I7E ORERATIOMS EROM MALTA

Increased Need for Anti-Shipping Operations

ipril was an ui^romising month for the British forces in

the Middle East. It began with an enemy advance from El Ag^eila

which was to continue to the frontier of Egypt, and the long

seige of Tobruk. It ended with the withdrawal of the British

forces from Greece and the beginning of the final phase of the

Greek Campaign.

The events in the Eastern Mediterranean were, practically

speaking, outside Malta's sphere of activity, and had little

The deteriorating situation

in the Desert, however, emphasised more strongly than ever before

the urgency of interrupting the enmny's supply convoys to North

Owing to her strategic position athwart the main supply

route, Malta assumed a larger role in this new phase of the war

and commenced an offensive campaign against enemy shipping in the

affect on her operational duties.

Africa.

Central Mediterranean which was an important counter-rmeasure to

the enforced retreat of the British forces to Egypt.

Previous Attempts in Naval Co-operation

During the preceding months, preparations for the dispatch

of aircraft in accordance with the policy approved in January had

been slow, and only a very few Mazylands had filtered throu^.

In February, the C.-in-C. Mediterranean had protested against the

serious reconnaissance situation in the Central Mediterranean.

He requested that the Beauforts, whose delivery was being delayed

while the crews were being trained in torpedo bombing, should be

sent out immediately for use as reconnaissance aircraft only.

Air Chief Marshal Portal, objected to this proposal,

however, and preferred the policy of increasing the supply of

Glen Mairtins for reconnaissance as their range was greater than

Four Glen Martins

3he C.A.S•»

that of the Beauforts by twenty-two miles.

A.M. File

S.8768 1QA

were sent out diiring the following months.

/ On
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On 11 March Admiral Cunningham renewed his attempt to
He pointed out

that for olose on tvro years he had been asking for a torpedo-

bomber force at the Island to cover the hunting-grounds provided

procure the anti-shipping aircraft for Malta.

^ ibid 15A

Once such a force was established|

he considered that for all practical puiTooses Libyan traffic

in the Central Mediterranean.

Ihe Swordfish of No. 83O P.A.A.would come to a standstill«

Squadron were the only aircraft he had at Malta for anti-shipping

operations, and their limited range severely restricted their

operations.

^ the beginning of April the events in -the Desert had added

new weight to his arguments and b3i^4th a decision 
had been made

to dispatch immediately to Malta a force of six Beauforts.

Seventeen key personnel had already been sent to the Island and

A.M, Pile

S.8768
21A

the remainder, wilh stores, were expected to reach Middle East

Such was the importance attached to -theby the eixL of May.

neutralisation of Tripoli as a supply port, that it was accepted

that -tiie Beauforts would become a wasting asset owing to the

It was emphasisedinadequacy of maintenance facilities at Malta,

that the main purpose of the Beauforts was to be the mining of

■the harbour at Tripoli and not attacks on shipping at sea.

With the advance of -the enemy to the Tobruk - El Adem road

After -the evacuation of thehowever, a new problem developed.

Wellingtons from Malta in March, they had operated gainst
MCJUU lUtf

Tripoli from El Adem, with other squadrons of Command.

Now, however, it became impossible to operate aircraft from this

airfield, and no base remained from which -the Wellingtons could

After a vain attempt to obtain longer-rangereach -bhe port,

No. 1i|£ Sqdn.
O.R.B.

CoO.S. Tels. 47A

bombers from -the United Kingdom it was decided that, in spite of

the heavy risks involved, a detachment of Wellingtons should

Thesereturn to Malta to carry on the offensive from there,

aircraft began to arrive on 12 April and by the l6th ten

aircraft were operating from Luqa.

/ The
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30A and 33A The presenoe of tiie Wellingtons at Luqa novr oomplioated the

plans for sending the Beauforts. On 9 April Air Ministry-

proposed to send -twelve airoraft instead of six,  a suggestion

readily accepted by Middle East* At Malta, hOTever, the A,0,C, |

feared that the consequent crowding of -the airfield would invite

heavy eneiny attacks unless the Wellingtons were removed and it

was agreed to return to -the original proposal of sending six onOy.

ibid 55Be Plans were thus oomple-ted for the dispatch of the aihoraft, when
\  i

on^lbth instructions were issued for the cancellation of the

flight.

A New Policy Initiated

This last minute reversal of plans followed the announcement!

of a new overall policy for interrupting the enemy* s lines of

communication through the Central Mediterranean,

-the Prime Minister issued a directive to the Commai^ers-in~Chief

Middle East, in which were laid down the methods and forces to be

On l6 April

9 I

C.O.S. Tels.

49A

employed in the new effort to interrupt eneoy supplies,

pointed out, first of a3J., that if the enemy were allowed to

continue to nourish the invasion of Qyrenaica and Egypt they

would certainly be able to bring superior armoured forces to bear

on our armies, with very serious consequences.

It was

If, hov^ever, their

sea communications were cut, and those along the coast road

between Tripoli and El Agheila constantly harassed there

reason why they should not themselves sustain a major defeat.

was no

Qhe directive went on to enumerate the tasks of the various

forces in -fche Middle East under Ihe new plan.

Fleet, under Admiral CunninghamjWas to stop all sea-borne traffic

be-fcween Italy and Nor-th Africa by the fullest use of surface

craft, aided, so far as possible, by airoraft and submarines.
b

For this a 11 "•important objective heavy losses in j^ttleships,
c

^ruisers and |Jestroyers, were, if necessary, to be accepted,

harbour at Tripoli -was to be rendered unusable by recurrent

bombardment, and blocking and mining, while enemy convoys passing

to and fro from Africa were to be attacked by j^ruisers, ̂ estroyers
S

and Submarines aided by -the Fleet Air Arm and -the R,A.F,

/ convoy

The Mediterranean

The
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convoy that got through would be considered a serious ̂ aval

failure.

In order to control the sea oommunications across the

Mediterranean,it was necessary that suitable naval forces should

To this end the highest strength was to bebe based on Malta.

maintained in filters of the latest and best quality that the

i could contain^ puati "the duty of affording fighter

protection to the Naval Forces holding Malta was to haVe priority

^***-***^° by bombers engaged in attacking

Malta

over the use of the «a

Tripoli.

^ 51, 52, 5lf.
In accordance with this directive the delivezy of the

Beauforts was cancelled, and the priority for delivery,

originally assigned to them, was given to fighter aircraft. Ihe |

idea of establishing anti-shipping aircraft was not given up, |

however, and at the Chiefs of Staff*s meeting on 23 April it was

proposed that a detachment of Blenheims should be sent to the

Island to carry out attacks against shipping on passage. This

type of aircraft was more practicable at this time, as it would j

not be hindered by the shortage of torpedoes at Malta, and also.

^^‘Hfo.sf^n.th
Mtg. 23 Apr.

Thethere were more Blenheims available than BeaufortSo

Blenheim fli^t was, however, to be contingent on minelaying

operations in Tripoli harbour by the P.A.A. Swordfish,

agreed, that the tactics of sinking ships in transit was more

effective and involved less effort, than aiy other form of supply
iU (T.U ouy tf ftst f

example believed that a successful attack

on a ship in transit by an aircraft was worth more than the

effort of fifty aircraft against the same cargo when safely

^10 orrivQl-of the Blonbej

Ap-r-il morlced the- beginning of the long air oampaign against—the

'  ̂neny supply routes which was to last until the end of -the yeaa^
Operations ftgainst Enemy Communications

(a) Operations Against Tripoli

During the last three weeks of April the greater part of the
/Yd.

offensive from Malta was carried out by

With the help of information gained by Glen Martin recoiaisissanoo

/ sorties

It was

cutting.

Qt the end cfdischarged on land.

illington detachment

A.M. Pile

8.6700
70 etc and
R.A.P. Station

Luqa O.R.B.

ft

Admiralty
Report. The
War at Sea

H.Q.R.A.P. M.E.
Fortnightly
Opsums,
M.E.W.I.S.

.

B JCAtJ

/■ . ^
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sorties, the WeHingtons mounted six attacks,all against Tripoli,

during their stay at Malta, 'J-o begin with the number of aircraft

operating was small, and in the first raid, on the ni^t of

I3th/I4th only three bombers took part. Bombs straddled the

customs house and the power station and many others fell among

shipping in the harbour, sotting fire to a large merchant vessel

which was loft burning fiercely. On the following night four
h

Wellingtons attacked the j^rbour setting another ship on fire and

scoring hits on the customs wharf on the northern mole and on a

breakwater east of the customs house.

16 j^pril more bombers had arrived at the Island, and on

the 16/I7th seven Wellingtons took part in the attack in

co-operation with two .Swordfish of No. 83O Squadron, one of which

Several bombs hit thecarried flares and the ctiier a torpedo.

Spanish mole ̂causing a heavy esqilosion and a fire,while another

bomb hit a medium sized tanker in the harbour causing an

explosion and setting fire to the vessel which burned fieroeHy

The results of the torpedo were unobserved,

but Lloyds recorded one vessel of tons sunk, the Romajna.
it'

0n^l8th/l9th and 20/21st eight Wellingtons took part in two raids

on Tripoli, the second being the prelude to a naval bombardment

Results were not observed in the first

for over an hour.

of the harbour at dawn.

.Aooordingattack*but in the second several fires were started.1

1*20/21st during either the air or surface forceto Lloyds, on

attack the Italian ship Marocchino. 1,324 tons was sunk,

ship, had been seriously damaged in an air raid from Malta on

The last two raids of the series took place on
yi

23/24th and 24/25th and were carried out by only two Wellingtons

each night, a further two Wellingtons being prevented from taking

off on the first occasion by an enemy raid, and on the second "by

On the night of the 23rd bombs ware dropped among

shipping and an explosion was observed on the south side of the

On the following night hits were scored on the customs

CO
The

19 March.

bad weather.

harbour.

warehouse, and se^^lane hangars and government offices were

strqm^led. A large fire on the Spanish mole was still burning

SECRET
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In order to make room for thewhen the aircraft left the target.

Blenheims and Beaufighters the detachment returned to Eg3rpt on-fli

27th and 28th having carried out over thirty sorties against

TrjLpoli without loss to themselves.

Despite the losses inflicted by combined naval and R«A,Po

attacks, the enemy continued to ship supplies and reinforcements

^ the end of April he had succeeded in strongly-

reinforcing his an^y in Libya, and our defences in the V7estem

Desert were seriously -threatened by -the weight of -the forces he

had been able to throw into his advance across CyrenaioSo

Wellington effort against Tripoli had inflicted damage on the

harbour facilities,but -this was not enough, and it was decided to

augpient the attacks on -the harbour with the mining of the harbour

Meanwhile,attacks on

shipping in transit could be carried out by the Blenheim

detachment.

to Tripoli,

The

entrance and its approaches by Swordfish,

Wo, 148 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

H.Q. R.A.P. M.E.

Fortnightly
Opsums

!Qie mining operations by the Swordfish against Tripoli began

on the night of 2 May and were continued on -the following four

nights and again on^lOth,
carried flares, the other being armed with a single mine each.

Owing to various difficulties, mainly in locating the -target, the

aircraft were not always able to plant -their mines, but during

the series of operations thirteen out of fifteen mines were laid.

On every occasion one aircraft

E,Q. Med. Pile

S.247/37/1/AIR

foj

On night of 25th Swordfish laid -two mines in Lampedusa Harbour,

(b) Arrival of the Blenheims

The Blenheim detachment, consisting of six aircraft of

To avoid heavyNo, 21 Squadron, arrived at Luqa on 27 April,

maintenance commi-tments it was arranged that they should be

A.M. Pile

S.6700 7OA,
71A

returned, and replaced by six others from the United Kingdaa

before major overhauls became due, and that this system of

replacement shculd continue for -the following de-tachments for -the

It was emphasised that the sole purpose of the

Blenheims was to attack enea^ sea communications, and a senior

commander was sent out with the fli^t to act as the A.O.C.'s

adviser on -the conduct of all operations, the technique of which

/ had

time being.
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!Qie detaohiaents were all ohosen fromhad been hi^ly devaloped.

Squadrons of No, 2 Group whioh was responsible for the oonduot of

similar operations against shipping from the United Kingdom.

The anti-shipping campaign vdiioh now began was, in its first

month, carried out mainly by the Blenheims, although Swordfish of

No. 830 Squadron undertook several operations against convoys, as

well as the mining operations at Tripoli. Both units, however,
(1)

owed much of their success to the Marylands of No. 69 Squadron

whose reconnaissance patrols were invaluable in seeking out

shipping targets for Ihe striking forces to attack. Reconnais

sance was, in fact, a vital part of the new offensive and Ihe

Maryland Squadron, whioh had not yet been reinforced suffioientDjr

to answer aH the day to day requirements from various sources,

was now given additional and specialised duties to perform.

(0) 23ie Fart Played by Reconnaissance

Up to the end of March the tasks of No. 6^ had consistedNo. 69 Sqdn.
O.R,B.

mainly of the long-distance patrols to Greece, South-east Italy

and the Ionian sea, with occasional special reconnaissance of

Towards the end of the month these duties had beenenemy ports.

increased by the enforced departure of the Sunderland flying-

boats to the Middle East, and although the Squadron was

reinforced by four aircraft in March, it was still below estab

lishment in both personnel and aircraft,

i^pril little change was made in the patrol routine,but as the

month progressed the Marylands became involved in the new policy

At the beginning of

for cutting enemy sea communications, and the nature of the

reconnaissance duties began to change. Patrols to Western

Sicily, Cape Bon and the east Tunisian coast became more

frequent and began to replace those to the eastward. 0n̂ 20th a

system of westward patrols was ordered by Middle East by whioh

it was hoped to obtain accurate information about the movements

Prom then on Marylaiids from Malta were to patrolof shipping.

H.Q.R.A.P. M.E.
O.R.B. App. 42
Apr.

(1) Previously these aircraft were called Glen Martins

/ Palermo
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Palermo and Trapani twioe weekly, and, forty-eight hours after

these patrols, they were to carry out photographic reconnaissance

of Zuara, Tripoli and Misurata.

ty that time the Marylands weare reconnoitring over the

eastern sea route from Sicily to Tripoli nearly every day and

frequently three different parts of the route were patrolled in

one day in separate sorties,

in the Squadron*s activities compared with the daily patrol

eastward which had been the average for past months.
tu

2if ̂ pril..A.O.G. Malta reported that the number of Maiylands mr

available was unlikely to be sufficient to meet the increased

calls for reconnaissance caused by the removal of the Sunderlands

This meant a considerable increase

On

No. 69 Sqn.
O.R.B.

^//^/lIJl/69
24A

and the recent decision to make greater use of the naval base at

Malta. Out of an establishment of 7 , 5 9 the Squadron

ibid had seven aircraft of which one was written off. That night.
26A

enemy raids reduced the number of serviceable aircraft to five,

the sixth being unserviceable for a long period. Air Ministryibid

26A
could do little to help however. Vrith a few exceptions, all the

Mazylands available had been allotted to Middle East and Malta,

and the majority of them were then en route via Takoradi, and

although it was hoped that two would be ready to fly out from

England by the end of April, others were being held up ty

The situation improved slightly when the squadron tookrepairs,

over a Mark I Hurricane for use on short patrols, mostly over

Sicily, and a second Hurricane was acquired in May for training

purposes.

Towards the end of April ,No. 69 Squadron patrols westward

towards the Greek coast and the Ionian Sea became fewer and fewer

and early in May a new system of reconnaissance for these areas

H.Q. R.A.P. M.E.
O.R.B, App. 11

Maiylands of No. 204 Group, in the Western

Desert, operating from. Matruh were to patrol to Zante, then alter

was introduced.

course for Malta, alighting there at the end of the patrol. A

second aircraft was to leave Malta at the same time and carry out

This now system left No, 69 Squadron

/ free

the patrol in reverse.
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free to carry out patrols to the westward of Malta,

The new patrols by No. 69 Squadron were undoubtedly

Hardly a day passed without one or two sightings

being made, ranging from small merchant vessels to lazge esoorted

During April little

immediate use could be made of the information thus obtained,

but with the arrival of the Blenheims in May a syston of

co-operation between them and the Marylands resulted in many

attacks on shipping by the Blenheims,

(d) Blenheim and Swordfish Strikes

successful.

convoy or cruiser and destroyer forces.

H,Q« R,A,E, M,E,

Daily, Weekly &
Ebrtnightly
Operational
Summaries,

(i

The HLenheims commenced their operations on 1 Hay, irfien

six aircraft made a bombing attack on a 3,000-ton merchant

vessel arid a destroyer near the Kerkennah Islands,

direct hits on the destroyer and one on the merchant vessel

caused both to stop but no reports of damage or sinkings were

Three

made by Lloyds, Ori the following day a hundred and forty miles

S,W. of Malta four Blenheims attacked a convoy of two destroyers,

one patrol vessel and six merchant vessels, obtaining hits on

one destroyer and throe ships of 8,CX)0, 2|D00 and 2,000 tons,

Beaufighters fxxxn Malta esoorted the Blenheims on 7 May

when five aircraft attacked eight small merchant vessels near

Hits were scored on two vessels, both of which

were left listing badly and the damage was later assessed as one

Ibntelleria.

vessel of 3»000 tons sunk, and two of 1,500 tons damaged, !I3ie

sinking is not substantiated by enemy documents.

The Swordfish made two attacks during the month. On the

7th four aircraft set out to make a torpedo attack on a convoy

sighted by a Maryland outside Lampedusa Harbour, When the

Swordfish arrived, however, the convoy had entered the harbour.

ibid

and

fi. n. Q./jLrs'/n3/ / '^7

and although a torpedo was launched through the harbour

On the night of 1^13 May fourentrance, no results were seen.

Swordfish were dispatched to attack a convoy of merchant vessels

A destrcyer, and a merchantand destroyers north of Tripoli.

vessel of 8,000 tons were believed hit, and a heavy explosion

fcoard the latter which was beUeved to be

S B C RET

was observed on

f
^ 6 OL^ (Y
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badly damaged. No damage was reported by Lloyds,

also planted two mines at the entires to Lampedusa harbour
rte

the night of.25th,

Swordfish

on

NtQ. -FlgfaH One attack was carried out hy Wellingtons during the month,

when, on the night of the 10th, four aircraft visited Tripoli

harbour. Hits on the Spanish mole resulted in an escplosion and
X/. A/. (/ >3 If

several fires, but results of bombs dropped over the harbour could

not be observed. Three of the Wellingtons taking part were on a

ferrying flight to the Middle East, the fourth was one of No. 148

Squadron,

H.Q. R.A.P. Med.
O.R.B.

The Blenheims of No, 21 Squadron left Malta for England on

11 May and were replaced on the l6th by a detachment from No. 139

Squadron. These commenced activities on the 22nd when four

H.Q. R.A.P. M.E.

Opsums,
aircraft bombed a merchant vessel near Eantelleria. This vessel

had been hit by a submarine torpedo,

in four explosions and much smoke, and the vessel was confirmed

as sunk.

Eight direct hits result

(1)

ed

^e was the Italian ship, Perseo, 4,857 tons,

27th a small vessel of 5OO tons was attacked off the Eerkennah

On the

Islands by two aircraft, and was left apparently on fire amid

ships, No report was made by Lloyds,

By now the Blenheim detachment had been augmented by an

additional flight of aircraft. It had been proposed early in

the month that the number of aircraft should be made up to twelve,

but the increase had had to be delayed until a consignment of

Wellington reinforcements had been passed through to Middle East,
A

Oh 15 May, however, the A.O.C, reported that he was able to

receive the additional flight as well as the replacement flight

/ fron

and

A.M. Rile

5,6700

75A

79A.

(1) Listed as ’shared* Royal Navy and R.A.P,

SECRET
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from No. 139 Squadron which was now due* Arrangements were made

for the dispatch of the second flight, and five aircraft of

No. 82 Squadron arrived on 21 May, a sixth having been lost in

the sea er^oute. By that time also, extra maintenance personnel

had reached Malta, thus reducing considerably one of the R.A.P. *s

main operational problems.

Two Blenheims were lost during an operation on 26 May when

five aircraft of No. 82 Squadron and one of No. 159 Squadron

H.Q. R.A.F. M.E.

Opsums.

Thebombed a convoy a hundred and forty miles south of Malta,

aircraft obtained a total of seven direct hits on two ships of

liiany reports show that the 6,342 ton

Towards the end

6,000 and 8,000 tons,

ship, the Marco Fosoarini. Italian, was sunk.

of the month the operations were directed against shipping in or

On the 28th a merchant vessel in the harbour wasnear Sfax.

attacked by two Blenheims and the violent explosion which followed

The ship vdiioh

On the 30th

siiggested that a cargo of ammunition had gone up.

the Rabelais. French, 4,999 tons was damaged.

Blenheims attacked two merchant vessels outside the harbour.

was

scoring nine near misses, and on the following day one of the

The attack was repeated.

This ship was the 3,314 ton cargo vessel

ships was seen in the same position.

and the ship sank.

Florida II

May 1941 had seen the development of the first anti-shipping

The Blenheim force had already b eenoperations from Malta,

increased since its arrival, and further additions were soon to

be made, while the Swordfish Squadron had carried out a concen-

trated mining offensive against Tripoli harbour as well as

Supporting the activitiestaking part against shipping at sea.

of these two units No. 69 Squadron had developed  a system of

/patrol
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patrol along the enany sea supply routes vdiioh produced more

information that could be acted upon, while at the same time it

kept a constant watch on the vital port of Tripoli*

Operation *T±ger* and'Beaufighter Activities

During the first two weeks of May there was much activity

by the Fleet in the Central Mediten^ean in connection with

operation ’Tiger*’, the sailing of an important convoy to Egypt

At the same time two smaller convoys were

Considerable risks were taken in sending the

from Gibraltar*

expected at Malta*

D.O. Polder

fl fCa./Ll J5/27

convoy through the Mediterranean at a time when the Luftwaffe was

so much in evidence, but it had been decided that these were

Justified in view of the urgent need for armoured reinforcements

To provide the merchant ships and the heavy navalin Egypt*

escorts with air protection over the most dangerous parts of the

detachment of Beaufighters of No* 252 Squadron was sentroute, a

to Malta* These wm

SECRET
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were instzrioted to provide air esoorts to the ships over tiie

Sioilian Narrows and as far to the east of Malta as their range

While the oonvpy was within forty miles of the

Island, the protective patrols were to he taken over hy Earrioaties.

Besides the protection of the convoy by filters,  a further

important duty was allocated to tiae at Malta during the

passage of ihe convoy,

airfields in Sicily which were occupied by Ju.87 aircraft,

was suggested that heavy and continuous attacks should be made on

permitted.

This was the bombing of those enemy

It

J5/27
29.4.41

one or more nights Just before and during the critical period,.

For these raids it was proposed by the Air Ministry that a

detachment of Wellingtons of No. 143 Squadron should return to

the Island. It was also intended to send six of the Beaufi^t

'

ers

to Malta in advance of the rest, to give protection to light naval

forces operating in the vicinity.

Bad weather delayed the departure of the Beaufinters from

England, however, and finally all fifteen left for Gibraltar on

thirteen aircraft reached Malta on the 2nd, and another

These last had replaced an aircraft vhich had

had to turn back and another iihioh had forced-landed en route.

1 Hay.

two on the 5th.

35/2.1
1.5.41

The first task assigned to the Beaufighters was to provide esoort

for the steam ship Earraoombe due at Malta from Gibraltar on

5 May. It was intended that the Beaufij^ters should cover hers. 152/7/Air

approach from first light until her arrival in port, bat althou^

two flights of aircraft, set off to meet the vessel no oontaot was

17

M.S. Fortnif^tly made, and it was later learned that she had been sunk by a mine on
Opsums

On the 7th Beaxifi^ters acted as esoort to Blenheiiosthe 2nd.

which set out to attack a convoy reported by a Maryland on

reconnaissanoe, and on tibe same day, Beaufletters escorting a

Maryland on patrol engaged an Italian S.8l near Linosa and shot it

down.! 1^3ff60 (fi)

As the time for Operation *Tigsr*drew nearer. Air Ministry

became increasingly anxious to employ all measures to ensure the

On 4 May, the C.A.S. requested thesafe passage of the convoy.

A.O.C.-in-C. M.E. to consider whether the need to bomb and shoot

/ up
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^ • up Sioilian airfields, on the nights daring whioh the operation

was being carried out, would not justify the temporary congestion

of Malta by Wellingtons. He felt that since tiie operation was

so important, great risks should be taken to make az^ extra

'  contributions to its seouidty. Air Marshal Tedder was quite

willing to agree to this suggestion if the A.O.C. Malta was able

to operate the aircraft, and he proposed sending eig^t Wellingtons

to Malta for the purpose. Prom Malta *s point of view, however,

there were grave drawbacks to such an arrangement. Althou^

A.V.M, Maynard was quite willing to accept the risk of congestion

at Luqa aerodrome for so important a purpose, the real limitation

at Malta lay in the scarcity of personnel for the maintenance and

ha ailing of aircraft. He reminded A.H. Tedder that there were

/6U.

30A and 2$A

Ibid,

28A

■

approximately only a hundred and twenty men for the operation

and maintenanoe of six Blenheims, thirteen Beaufighters and five

Marylands, and for the refuelling of reinforcing aircraft in

transit. If Wellingtons, with their heavy maintenanoe,

refuelling and bombing requirements, weire added, some other of

operation would have to bo sacrificed. furthermore, there were

now six Sicilian airfields which might be employed as bases for

attacks on *Tiger', and with the shortage of regular reconnaissanoe

the contents of these airfields were largely unknown.

A further drawback was the severe limitations set on ni^t

operations ty enemy raids. On these grounds, A.V.M. Maynard

considered that the Wellington effort possible froa the Island

would be quite insufficient to zreduoe appreciably the potential

enmny attack on the 'Tiger* convoy, while the effort entailed

at Malta would be out of all proportion to the possible results

and would seriously affect the likelihood of success of

other operations. He suggested, instead, dusk attacks on

the aerodromes by Beaufi^ters. !Qiis would call for moxo

Beaufi^ters if they could arrive in time, but they were

inmeasurably easier to maintain than Wellingtons. In the event

of "the dispatch of either typo to the Island, however, more

/ personnel
SECRET
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personnel would have to be supplied for the job.

Unfortunately, by it was too late to send more

Beaufighters in time for 'Tiger'. Consequently Air Ministry

adhered to the policy of operating Uellingtons from the Island,

32A with personnel sent from Middle East and with information gained

s, immediately priorfrom special reconnaissance of the -p

to the operation,

hov/ever, and to his own need for '57ellingtons for operations in

Owing to the acute situation at Malta,

Cyrenaioa during 'Tiger', A.M, Tedder decided against sending

aircraft of No, 148 Squadron to Malta. Instead, A.V.M. Mayna36a and 37A rd

promised to try and operate six VTellingtons which were due from

Gibraltar, and Middle East arranged to send a hundred men for

Only four of the bombers arrived in time, however,

and these did not operate until the night of 10 May, when four

aircraft attacked Tripoli in oompaiy with mine-laying Swordfish,

0n^9th two flights of Beaufighters carried out patrols as

escorts to the convoys,but the passage of the ships was made

unusually secure by poor visibility, a rare phenomenon in the

maintenance.

M.E, Fortnightly
Opsums.
R.A.F. Station

Luqa.
O.R.A, A.M. Pile

S.50832 48A

Mediterranean at that time of year. Althou^ enemy aircraft

were often in the vicinity of the main convoy, few discovered it

and the major part of the defence was carried out by Fleet Air

A/K4./CIJ5/27 Am Fulmars. The two Malta convoys however, were dive-bombed in

harbour shortly after their arrival, and the Beaufighters and

A.A. guns brought down three of the attacking flnrtirq.

To contribute towards the safety ofIhe 'Tiger* convoy on

the remainder of its journey, A.O.C. Malta asked Air Marshal
A

Tedder for pemission to use the Beaufinters against the

vimnes, a suggestion which had already been made bySicilian

(fl)

His proposal was agreed to, and on^lOth nine

aircraft were dispatched to shoot up the airfields in a low-

The first three Beaufighters achieved oon5>leteflying attack.

M.E. Fortnightly Air Ministry.
Opsums

suipjrise in their attack on Catania, where they :diot up three

At Coraiso also, complete

surprise was achieved, and Me,109s and bombers were attacked,

/ three

clusters of He.111 and one of Ju.88's,

SECRET
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three of the latter, and two other aircraft being set on fire,

A second raid was made on Comiso by the last three Beaufi^ters,

which had been detailed to operate against Gela,

to locate their target these, attracted by the smoke from Corniso,

They observed one large fire and

other smaller ones, and attacked a group of twin-engined

aircraft, setting some on fire.

Having failed

follov/ed up the first attack.

During this second attack

*

intense light A.A, fire was experienced,but althou^ fighters

and bombers were seen in the air near both airfields, at neither

place did they put up axiy opposition to the R.A.P. fighters.

As the main convoy neared the end of its journey to Egypt it

became necessaiy to provide for its protection \diile unloading.

Owing to the recent events in the Desert and the many demanis for

from Greece and Palestine, Middle East Commani3aircraft made
/lh.H pTJ-i/m/ fee ff>)

336, 37a, 40 a-d
H.Q. Jdalta
O.R.B.

was very short of Hurricanes, and it was arranged that Malta

should provide a flight for the critical period,

had a more adequate niimber of fighters and in any case a large

by
^e Island

consignment was expected within a week or two tlirough Operation

’Splice' (see Appendix No, IX), Furthermore,the dispatch of

the Hurricanes would help to relieve the congestion on the

airfields caused by the arrival of Blenheim and Beaufighter

Thus, for the first time since the beginning of

the war, Birrioanes reversed the journey across the Mediterranean

detachments.

from Mersa Matruh to Malta,

Further Employment of the Beaufighters

The successful employment of the Beaufighters encouraged
22

A.O.C. Malta to experiment with them as night fighters during the

current moon period. His proposal, which was accepted by the

A,0.C,-in-C,, was to operate them off Sicily where they would

await enemy aircraft returning from raids on Malta, Patrols

were carried out by two aircraft on the nights of I2th and 13th,
A  A

but no interceptions were made.

R.A.F, Station

Luqa O.R.B.

/ The
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A.O.C.-in-C.

Correspondenoe
with P.M.,

S* of S.

The Beaufighters had wttt been at ilalta for a fortni^t, on a

temporary basis, and it became necessary for a decision to be

On 8 May Air Ministry had asked Middle

East for an opinion on the possibility of returning the detach-

made for their future.
22A

ment at Malta, and both A.M, Tedder and A.V.M, Maynard were very

anxious to retain the aircraft. Apart from the possible use of

them in night filter defence,the Beaufighters could be of great

'•Chey

could be used for the protection of destroyers and of Blenheims

value in the offensive against enemy convoy traffic._  23 and 26

operating against protected convoys, and could themselves attack

air traffic between Sicily and Tripoli as well as the Sicilian

aerodromes. Consequently Air Ministry agreed that Malta should

keep the aircraft and promised to send about twenty skilled men j
direct from the United Kingdom, i

i

On the day this decision was communicated to Malta, however,;

■ ^

(a)

4-7A

the rapidly deteriorating situation in Crete had provided a new

fipld of activity from Malta,
-ht I

On 14 May A,M. Tedder informed^ |
j

A.O.C, Malta that for the impending attack on Crete the enemy

had assembled on the airfields around Athens large numbers of

The prospective scale of the

attack, therefore ,^suoh, that it was necessary to examine

every possibility of breaking it up before it was launched, and he^

Geruan aircraft of all types.

requested A.V.M, Maynard to consider the possibility of operating

Beaufighters against selected s 5 in Greece. To this

plan A.O.G. Malta readily agreed, and it was arranged that nine

Beaufighters should be dispatched to Heraklion aerodrome in

Crete on the following day. Their arrival was to be timed for

sunset, and tiiey were to take off again before dawn, deliver

their attack at first light and return direct to Malta.

M.E, Fortnightly Unfortunately enemy raids prevented the departure of the Beau-
Opsums

fighters, which, however, took place on the following day. From

then on the operations went forward without a hitch.

17th the Greek naassd s of Hassani, Molaoi and Arg

At dawn on

os were

At Hassani twentyattacked by three flights of three aircraft.

Ju.52

SECRET
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Ju,52$, twenty Me. 109s and four H,S.l26jwere machine-gunned, and

at Molaoi groups of filters and bombersjbadly dispersed on the

Two fires were started among aircraft
cr«t

and motor-transport at jirgos where Me.109isnd 11Qsand^524^re
shot up,

unassessed, but many aircraft were hit and damage was believed to

One Beaufighter failed to return from Hassani,

but the remaining ei^t aircraft arrived safely in Malta, althoujjj

four of these had been damaged.

^’oUowing the return of the Beaufi^ters from these

operations A,V,M, Maynard recommended the taaporary transfer of

Before their flight to Crete the

Commanding Officer of the Squadron had estimated that the

aircraft could not safely do more than another twenty hours*

flying without renewal with spare parts, and mainten

ance limitations threatened to ground the Beaufi^tera. Besides

being anxious to send these valuable fighters to  a safer base,

the A,0»C. also needed all ihe available airfield space for

passing through to Egypt a large consignment of Hxirricanes which

were due shortly (see App, No, IX),

arranged that all available Beaufighters should be sent to Egypt

to cany out further duties as escort to the Fleet, and of these

four were to escort some of the reinforcement Hurricanes from

It was also decided to dispatch a further fifteen Beau-

fighters from No, 272 Squadron in the United Kingdom, to assist

in these operations in^Middle East,

particularly neoessary as, during its sojourn in the

Mediterranean^o. 2^2 Squadron had lost six Beaufighters throu^

eneny action at Malta, and one missing over Greece.

Although it was necessaiy, for the time being,to send the

Beaufighter detachment to tiae Middle East, the aircraft had

proved so effective at Malta, that tiae question arose whether a

For the time being ̂

however,the idea of operating Beaufighters from the Island was

dropped, although the subject remained under consideration for

the future.

airfield,were attacked.

Owing to the speed of tbe sorties results were

be considersble.

the aircraft to Egypt.

It was subsequently

Malta.

These reinforcements were

unit should be based there permanently.

/

R.A.P. Station

Luqa O.R.B.

/J2

fi.f/.S./ll J5/lifA
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THE END OF ]BE OEEaiAN OFFENSIVE

Enemy Aotivitv in April

H.Q. R.A.P, M.E.
Fortni^tly
Op sums

In spite of -axe additional forces whioh operated from the

Island daring April 194-1-1 the enemy raids seldom reached their

former intensity, although the continual presence of hostile

aircraft in the vicinity kept our filters perpetually on the

Altogether there were only four raid-free days during

April and the number of fighter and bomber sorties amounted to

more than two hundred and fifty.

alert.

The ineffectiveness of the enemy

attacks, as compared with their frequency, was considered a tribute

to aie A,A. and fighter defence, althou^ casualty figures were in

favour of the enemy. On the 11th two engagoaents took place.

In the first, two Hurricanes intercepted eig^t C,R,42s iriiich ware

circling the Island and later in Ihe day a large fomation of

He's and Ju,88s approached the Island,

destroyed for the lost of two Hixrioanes,

One enemy aircraft wa

On the 27th Me, 10

s

9s

destroyed a Sunderland with machine-gun fira, while on the 29th

Jti«.88s with an escort of Me* s attacked the dockyard, only one Ju

being shot down,

notably on the 12th and 13th, and on the I8th aircraft were over

the Island for throe hours.

The heaviest raids took place at ni^t.

On the ni^t of the 29th approuimately

seventy Ju,88s and He,Ills came over Malta in a six-hour raid which

was directed mainly against the Orand Harbour, and this attack was

repeated on the following night by about thirty-five aircraft.

Although the enemy raids were less effective than hitherto,

thera was no sign of farther abatonent of Ihe effort, and the

persistence of the offensive, which was now in its fourlh month,

was telling heavily on the defences and, more serious stilly was

threatening the offensive operations from Malta. Sy 23 April

the Vice-Admiral was doubtful if he could keep Ihe harbour open,

and by 30th he reported it was becoming useless for ships at

ni^t without inourxdng the gravest risks.

Admiralty
Report
Ihe War at Sea

/ Improvements
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Improvements in Fighter Strength

During iipril however, the fighter situation at Malta was

considerably improved the arrival of two deliveries of

Hurricanes by aircraft carrier.
(1)

On 3 April twelve Mark II

Hurricanes v/ere flown in, and owing to their superior performance

these proved particularly useful in dealing with the Me.109,

27 April a further consignment of twenty-three Mark I Hurricanes

arrived resulting in the over-establishment of No. 26l Squadron by

thirteen pilots and by Hurricanes on the basis of sixteen I.E

On

•»
A.M. Pile

S.71057I

eight I.R. The A.O.C. was now anxious to fom a second fighter

squadron, but the shortage of personnel at Malta precluded the

The proposalpossibilily of forming it from existing resources,

was, ho waver, supported at Air Ministry and H,Q, Middle East, and it

was arranged that ground personnel were to be provided in the

first instance by Middle East, and replaced later by reinforcements

The new squadron. No, 185, was formed
iKofUVf-

from the United Kingdom,

step towardsThus was con5>letedat Hal Par on 12 May,

the improvement of the Pighter Defence.

Pailures in Fighter Defence

Despite the increased strength of the fighter force, the

first weeks of May constituted a difficult period at Malta,

enemy continued operations against the Island on much the same

scale as before, but the Hurricanes were disturbingly vinsuccessful.

Bie

This, according to A.V.M, Maynard was largely due to the

Dy 2 May the best flight leaders hadine^sperience of the pilots,

been lost, and of the rest seventy-five per cent were inexperienced.

In a message to Air Ministry the A.O.C. pointed out that it was

particularly unfortunate that untried pilots should have been sent

to Malta, because the defence of the Island, vdiich was operated,

as it were, from a pinpoint, presented peculiar difficulties, and

it ̂ vas no place for beginners to learn the essentials of fighter

Conferences were constantly held for Ihe study of

conditions and tactics, but these did little to improve the

technique.

situation, and the result was the continued loss of pilots and

(l) OperationsVinch* and'Dunlop!
of these and similar operations see
Appendix IX.

For

S ECRET
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valuable airoraft.

all to evident,

Convinced that these perpetual failures

The effect of this on morale was becoming
■

were due primarily to

the lack of experienced leadership in the air, and, to some extent,

on the ground,A.V.M. Maynard pressed Air Ministry to send out

fighter personnel of proved ability and experience,

estimation the minimum number of personnel necessary for

stabilising the situation included a Squadron Commander, and five

fli^t leaders, while a vTing Commander, with recent fighter

experience, to assist and guide the fighter control was also badly

The A,O.C,-in-C added his support to Malta’s requests,

affirming that the fighter effort had been and v/as being gravely

wasted, owing to the lack of experience of Gorman tactics and of

fighter tactics generally, and Air Ministry agreed to send out

five fli^t leaders.

In his

needed.

^ ■

38a

Meanwhile investigations at Air Ministry into reports frcio

Malta on German raids, showed that tiie enemy was employing the

same high-flying tactics as had been used over Great Britain in the

past, and it was suggested that Birricanes should be employed to

make fighter sweeps over Sicily to force the German fighters to

In the past, however, the limiting factors

to such operations had been tiie difficuliy which pilots

take the offensive.

' A.O,C.-in-C

Corres. with

P.M. etc. 22A

experienced in finding the island on the return journey owing to

short R/T range, and the small number of pilots and airoraft

available. It was understood ho%vever, that V.H,P. R/P was

and the A.O,C. hoped that this, coupled

with the increase in strength, would allow the Euri’icanes to make

(1)
to be supplied shortly

offensive sweeps over Sicily,. In the meantime it was arranged

(l) Hitherto the Hurricanes had been operating on H,F. R/T
(TH.G.D. equipment). This low pov/er set had inadequate
range for operations over Sicily from Malta, and homing
courses from Direction Finding stations on the island were not

usually obtainable. The new V.H.F.R/T equipment (T,R.1133)
Tidiich had been in use in the United Kingdom for nearly a year
was a big improvement, and pilots flying above 10,000 feet
over Sicily could rely on obtaining a homing course from
Malta, For further details of this R/T equipment see R.A.P.
Narrative: Signals in ’.7orld \7ar II, Vol. IV Part 3,

/ that
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fi-H.

that Beaufighters, then temporarily based at Malta, v/hich were

equipped with V.H.F. R/T, should carry out the attacks in place of
% 4

23, 24, 25.

the Hurricanes.

During this period the Me. 109s v^hich were frequently over the

Island, out manoeuvred the Hurricanes to an alarming extent.

Frequently the Hurricanes were unable to intercept them, and when

an engagement did take place the heavier losses were suffered by

0n^13th two Hurricanes were shot down, and on^l4th
another tv/o, a further four being damaged on the ground, and on the

night of 14th and on.20th a Hurricane was destroyed in tiie air.
A  A

All these enemy successes were achieved without loss.

9 May, however the enemy admitted the loss of three dive-bombers,

one bomber and two long range reconnaissance aircraft.

our fighters.

to

A.M. Pile

s.36003/11
57A

.

Plans to Improve the Air Defence

/?. /r.
s. 36003 On 12 May the A.O.C. was informed that \7g. Cdr. Halahan was

56a
being sent out to help the Fighter Defence over its difficulties.

He had had very modern experience in Fighter Comnand and it was

hoped he would be of great assistance, particularly against the

These continued to provide the worst problem which the

fighters had to tackle, for besides being fitted with cannons which

made them particularly dangerous as opponents, they were well

In addition

Me. 109s.

araoured and consequently very difficult to destroy,

they nov/ carried bojubs, and A.V.M. Maynard considered that unless

this could be countered by succebses against them, the local

morale, which v/as already in a questioning mood, would be difficult

As the iJark I Hurricanes were quite inadequateto keep healthy.

against the Me.109s the brunt of the air fighting had fallen

recently on the Mark II, of which there were only seven left out

of eighteen received.

0n^13th A.V.M. Maynard reported to Air Ministry that the

enemy fighters, led by old hands, were getting more daring every

day, and he suggested that serious consideration should be given

to the dispatch of a crack Spitfire Squadron with  a nucleus of

No. 261 Squadron which badly needed a rest and

/ refit

ground personnel.

59A
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refit after a long and arduous period of stress, could then be

The A.O.C, ended by emphasising that if the present

fighter situation continued, it might produce most serious

His present persistence was the result of no

sudden paniC|but the situation had been developing despite eveiy

effort to arrest it, and the failure to do so called for drastic

remedial action.

replaced.

consequences.

60B Air Ministry replied with assurances that inunediate steps

were being taken to provide all possible assistance,

was impossible, as well as impracticable to supply Spitfires,

twenty cannon Hurricanes were being sent as soon as possible and

twenty eight-gun Ikirricanes were being included in the next

delivery of reinforcements,

advised that on the arrival of these Hurricanes through Operation

^Splice*, all tlie pilots of No. 2k9 Squadron which was one of the

best squadrons from Fighter Command, should be retained at iialta

to replace those of Ho. 261 Scuaaron who should proceed to Egypt

for rest.

Althou^ i

As an immediate measure it was

t

D.O.N.C. Polder

/rM^/tlK/36A6
Enc. 56

In spite of the immediate response to Malta's requests,

however, opinion at Air Ministry was that the position was less

grave than the signals portrayed. The Chief of Air Staff, Air

Marshal Portal in particular thought it unlikely that the failures

of the defence were due to inferior aircraft. The Hurricane

Mark I, although outclassed at extreme heights could challenge tlie

Me.109 at sixteen thousand feet and below and it was at these lower

heights that most of the corabaisjover Malta were fought,

failure of the pilots he considered was due to fatigue rather than

to inexperience.

The

Considerable importance was also attached to

D. Ops. (0) deficiencies in tlie higher control which had only just come to

An example of these v.as the overcrowding of the Centrallight.17/5

Operations Room. In it were controlled all air activities over

Malta and in the neighbourhood, as well as the control of guns and

issuing of air raid warnings. Malta v/as aavised that eaperienoe

in the United Kingdom shov/ed that tiie close control of fighters

/ must
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must be by one controller, concentrating on this duty in an
•

operations rooa specially provided for the pui^ose.

The End of the Offensive

As the month progressed, hov/ever, the situation at Malta

Bie Gerrtvans began to v/ithdraw some of theirbegan to improve,

forces from the Mediterranean in preparation for the attack on

Units of the Fliegerkorps X began to move from Sicily

early in May, and to the relief of the Malta defences enemy air

Between^lSth and

27th the majority of the German air units were sent to North

Russia.

attacks became less heavy and less frequent.

Africa or to Greece vdiere they replaced other units which were

taken out of the line to take part in the Russian campaign,

1+ June the last of the operational units left Sicily, and the

Towards the end of May a seaiblance of

air warfare was kept up, and large numbers of aircraft approached

the Island daily, but few formations crossed the coast, and the

bombing of the sea around Malta became a familiar feature of the

On

German offensive was over.

• ^

period.

7/hile the air battle for Malta died down, in the Middle East

the invasion of Crete was increasing the tension of an already

Pieters were needed there ratherdeteriorating situation,

than in Malta, and, since the success of the carrier reinforcement

Operations 'Uinch* and ’Dunlop’ in April, it had been decided to

extend the use of this method of reinforcement for the supply of

The operations were to be conducted on a muchfilters to Egsrpt,

larger scale, and it was planned by this means to provide the

Comaand with up to a hundred and forty-eight Hurricanes by the end

(see Appendix No, IX).

responsible for the onward transit of the aircraft.

A.H.Q. Malta was to beof May.

h On 21 May

A.M. Pile

O.S. 9143

1A, 2A, 8A

the first consignment arrived at Malta (Operation ’Splice’)

Seventeen were forwarded tototalling forty-six Hurricanes.

Middle East that day, and twenty-five on the day following.

Included in the reinforcements was No. 249 Squadaron, one of the
fl-j ^

the advice of Air Ministry

the pilots were retained at Malta to provide the experienced

/ personnel

best Squadrons of j^’ighter Command.
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personnel so badly needed for leadership of tiie filter defence.

The pilots of No. 26l Squadron proceeded to Egypt in their stead.

to enjoy a well-earned rest.

Gonclusion

The last weeks of May 1941, saw the end of the first German

For close on five months theair offensive against Malta.

Luft\yaffe had made persistent attacks on the Island in an attempt

Throughout theto neutralise its effectiveness as a naval base.

period of the offensive, however, naval suu:faoe craft and

suhaarines liad used the port as a base from vdiioh to attack enemy

The IslaM's air defence, despite the weight of the

eneoy attacks and the superior t3T>es of aircraft employed, had met

the continuous raids with detemination and had accounted for over

shipping.

By Uie end of thefifty aircraft destroyed and as many damaged,

month Hurricane reinforcements had increased the fighter strength

to two full squa(irons, and a policy for the rapid reinforcement of

Thus from theMiddle East and Ivlalta had been initiated.

defensive point of view tlie island was well-equipped compared with

its position at tiie beginning of the offensive.

Perhaps the most striking achievement,however, was the

continuation of offensive activity by the R.A.F. throughout almost

During January and Februarythe wiiole of this period of attacks.

this activity had been directed mainly against the enemy air bases

threatening Malta, althou^ Tripoli was never left unattended for

In April and May, however, the attacks were switched over

Blenheim and Swordfish strikes were made

long.

to enemy shipping.

against the eneny sea supply lines between Italy and North Africa

These attacks were.in the face of heavy raids by the Luftwaffe.

however, but the prelude to a new aggressive campaign from the

The departure of the Geiman Air Force from Sicily

marked the beginning of a lull in enemy operations which was to

Malta seized the opportunity thus

Island,

last for over six months.

afforded, and, in the next phase of the war the R.A.F. developed

an offensive campaign.
fPitJ- fV
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PART IV

MALTA OW THE 0PPE^]3IVE - JURE TO DECEMRER 1941

CHAPTER 10

OPFENSIVE OPERATIONS FROM MALTA - JUNE TO SEPTra/TB^t 1941

The Strategic Situation

At the beginning of June 1941, British fortunes in the

Mediterranean were at a low ebb. Everywhere our grip on the strategic

bases in the Eastern Basin seemed to be relaxing in favour of the enemy.

The withdrawal of the British contingent frcra Greece at the erri of April,

and the subsequent evacuation of Crete at the end of May had provided the

Axis air forces with bases from which to attack British shipping between

Malta and Alexandria, while protecting their own convoys between south-east

Italy and Benghazi, The transfer of these bases to enemy hands also

limited the activities of the British Mediterranean Fleet, During the

operations for the evacuation of Crete, naval units had suffered heavily

from air attacks, and it was now recognised that without adequate fighter

protection it was impracticable to operate units of the Fleet within range

of enany bombing forces. In the Desert, the enemy advance launched in

April had penetrated beyond the frontier of Egypt, ani a line had been

established as far east as Halfaya, Except for Tobruk, which was still

garrisoned by British troops, Cyrenaica was held by the enemy, and the

loss of the coastal air bases had further reduced the radius of R,A,P.

operations over the Central Mediterranean, and Tripolitania, In Jxme, the

British forces in Egypt, their army heavily reinforced by tanks and

A.P,V*'s sent throu^ the Mediterranean by special convoy, had launched a

limited offensive, ”Battleaxe" in an attempt to relieve Tobruk,

the project had failed, and as both sides had used up their strength, the

situation in the Desert reached a stalemate.

But

Future Policy

On 18 June 1941 the Chiefs of Staffs met to review the situation

and to determine further strategy. It was accepted that the

/renewal
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renewal of the offensive in CTrenaica remained the diief objective

of Middle East strategy, but it was recognised that no offensive

could be launched without a period of respite in ̂ icdi to fulfil

urgent requirements in reorganisation, reinforcement and training*

At that time, not even an approximate date was fixed for the

oonBiiencemsnt of the offensive, but it wa s e stimated that the interim

Under pressure fromperiod would cover at least two months*

®eneral Auchinleok, C.-in-C* Middle East, udio desired a very lai^e

measure of preparation, this period eventually extended to five

months and "Crusader’* did not take place until November*

Ebr the interim period, the situation postulated the policy

of preventing an enemy build-rqp to contpete with the Britidi*

meant, first and foremost, the throttling of enemy communications

between Italy and Libya, a task yUaich fell to the Navy and the

The limitations of such operations by either Service

Th

R.A.P.

is

Egyptianworking from Egyptian bases have already been indicated*

based squadrons were not favourably placed for anti-diipping

attacks, and although Benghazi and other Cyrenaican ports were

within their range, the fooal s«:qpply port of Tripoli was well

During June and Jtily most of the few anti-shippingbeyond it*

sorties flown were in connection with the Syrian casgpaign then

waging* although from Septenber onwards Blenheims based at FUka and

later, long range Swordfish from Cyprus,ooiffinenced attacks on small

vessels en^iloyed from Greece.

In this situation Malta became the strategic centre of the

Middle Bast war, and the main base for the offensive against en«Dy

Tripoli and the enen^r si^ly route west of Sicily were

within easy range of the air striking forces in Malta, and although

supplies*

larce stretcdies of the Ionian route were at the extreme range of

the BsCK06fid;i, the eastern approaches to Tripoli were well within

of EWkvA* aircraft as well as Blenheims* During the summer.range

therefore, the air striking force at Malta was futher increased.

of aircraft introduced to in5)rove the effioiency ofand new types

offensive operations*

/Defence
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Befenoe Considerations

If Malta W81S to assume so is^rtant a zole in the Middle East

war, it was only reasonable to e^qseot that the enemy would become

Consequently, the questionincreasingly anxious to neutralise it*

of defence, against attempted capture by sea and air, as well as

against heavy and ccncentrated air attacks, assumed a new importance.

There were, besides, two additional causes for anxiety in early June;-

(i) the enen^ had just successfully aocomplidied the first lai^ge-

scale airborne operation in the war (ii) his acquisition of air

bases in Crete and Cyrenaica, by limiting the movements of the Fleet

to the Eastern Mediterranean,had deprived the Island of one of its

Previously, v4ien appreciations for the

defence of Malta had been made,it was considered certain that, in

the event of an enemy landing, the Fleet would intervene within a

Now, however, it seemed likely that if an air-borne

first«»line defences.

few days*

/7. Pi U

S.36OO3AI
f 4*-c. 7^»A

landing was attempted, the enemy would be able to support it with a

seabom^attack, against which the rapid intervention of the Fleet
4

could not be counted

On 6 June the Governor of Malta, in reviewing the altered

situation in the Mediterranean, submitted these considerations to

the War Office, and with them his proposals for imiaxjving the

defence of Malta to met the scale of attack M envisaged*

recalled that until the fall of Crete and the loss of Cyronaioa

He

A^M.= -P3Ae

au36eo3Ai

the supremacy of the Fleet in the Mediterranean had been regarded as

Accordingly* the loss ofof the Island’s first-line defences.one

local air supericrity had been reluctantly accepted, but now the

Since Maltaseriousness of such a situation had become apparent,

was now more than ever important for the defence of Egypt,the likeli

hood of an enemy attempt to neutralise it was increased, and it was

therefere essential to prepare the defences to meet an attack.

He considered the lessons for Malta thmlftacn from Crete were

(i) maintaining fighter aircraft in operation, (ii)the necessity of

dealing with paraitdiutists instantly before they could establish

before others arrived, (iii) preventingcentres of resistance and

/anySECRET
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any airfield or landing ground from falling into enemy hands, (iv)

repelling a seaborne attack idiioh would probably gynohronize with

In order to fulfil these objective a,con

siderable reinforcements were needed inclxiding a third fighter

squadron, with sufficient reserves on the spot to replace oasualtiesi

Increases in artillery and A.A. guns^with sufficient Army and Air

Force personnel to man defences at both beaches and airfields.

The Commander in Chief also pointed out that defence considera

tion apart, it was necessary to make sure Malta did not fall through

With the exception of aviation spirit and fodderj

he considered that existing stocks should, with the greatest care.

the airborne attack.

lack of stqc>plies.

last until January 1942 provided no serious losses were sustained

The existing stocks of aviation spirit should

The C. in C. Mediterranean had, however,

introduced a shuttle service with submarines by which these stocks

The eovernor considered that if a

through enemy action,

last about three months.

would be slightly augmented,

single diip could bring in about one thousand tons of aviation

spirit and two to three thousand tons of specialised stores and

ammunition on two occasions during the surmner months,the position

If it could be found possible, however.would be satisfactory,

to resume the running of convoys to Malta by September at the

latest, this woxxld prevent supplies falling to a dangerously low

level from ̂ ich it would be difficult to btiild them \q>.

The 6ovemor*’s telegrams were considered by the Oiiefs of

Staffs at their meeting on 7 June, vdien it was agreed that his

requests must be mat as far as possible ̂ ile there was still time.

If necessary a special operation for delivering men and roeterial

The Joint Planning Staff was instructed to

plan for the reinforcement of Malta, and General Wavell,

would be arranged,

prepare a

m

C.-in-C. Middle East,was asked to supply extra battalions from

Egypt for the ground forces. On 18 June it was decided 
to

dispatch a special convoy to Malta, W.S.9(c), which should cover

all the military reqiirements of the Island for at least six months.

/6‘ t/

cos vts?

Cl) In his reply General Wavell pointed out that
it wafpracticSy impossible to send a convoy to Malta 

from
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In view of the new situation in the Mediterranean the Air

Staff agreed to provide a third fighter squadron for Malta, and

personnel and eight months’ spares for this were included in the

Other important R.A.P. items in the convoy were personnel

for seivicing the Blenheim detachments and for the operations rooms,

technicians, general personnel for the completion of establishments

and reliefs, and essential spares for the maintenance of aircraft.

The Hiarricane aircraft and crew for the fighter squadron were to be

flown in to Itelta from a naval carrier as soon as possible.

Although, strategically^recent developments in the Mediterranean

had re’^dered Malta’s position more precarious than it was

now reasonable to consider that the Island's immediate future was

convoy.

(I)

secured from further heavy German attacks, by the departure of

Pliegerkorps X from Sicily,

in^jortance that this opportunity ^ould be taken to strike at the

eneixy's lines of communication from the one base now available* At

the same time, in view of the reversed situation in the Mediterranean,

It was, consequently, of the greatest

Hie recentevery precaution against future attacks was necessary.

German blitz had stimulated Air Ministry to increase the fighter

strength at Malta, so that in May it had been possible to form a

The decision in June to provide asecond Hurricane squadron,

third squadron was not carried out until the end of the month, but

until then the Island was allowed temporarily to retain the crews

and aircraft of No. i«j6 squadron, which arrived at Malta on 6 June,

en route to,Middle East* - Thus, on the cessation of the German

attacks, Malta attained a new high level in jpefence. Tb

intensify the offensive against the enemy's supply routes it was

decided to increase the Blenheim detachment by four aircraft,

these and the Swordfish, joined when practicable by Wellingtons, a

With

fi. fi.s.fS'J'/
JsBoynOm

58A
sustained campaign against enemy shipping and ports was built \;q).

The Background to Operations
C.5., /?. r. c.

At the end of May 19W., Air Tice-Marshal.Maynard was succeeded

Previous to his

f.M.n.

A.O.C. Malta by Air Vice^Jarshal H.P. Lloyd^as

/appointment

Cl) Operation'Railway.' See Appendix IX.
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appointment to Malta, Mr Vice Marshal Lloyd had been Senior Air

Staff Officer in No. 2 Group in England*

the war with Germany, thia jpe«p, although a part of Bomber Command,

had been primarily concerned with the war at sea.

Since the beginning of

R.A.F.

Narrative

Bbmber Command were eqxiipped with Blenheim IV aircraft, and the ta^s allotted to

Its squadrons

them wexe almost exclusively strikes against shipping on passage and

raids on enemy ports, particularly those on the Butch coast occupied

by the enemy* ^t was from these squadrons that the Blenheim

detachments to Malta were drawn. The new A.O.C.^ therefore,brought

with him experience of great value to the build up of the offensive

against the enei^y supply routes between Italy and North Africa*

On 25 May, the date of Air Vice-Marshal Lloyd* s arrival in

Malta, the air forces in the Island were as followst-

No. 69 Squadron
No. 82 Squadron Bet.
No. 139 Squadron Bet.

Hal Par No. 185 Squadron
No. 830 Squadron P.A.A.
No. Squadron

Takali No. 249 Squadron

Ihjring June and July, No. 148 Sqtiadron Detachment Wellingtons,

operated from Luqa, and on 28 July No. 126 Squadron, Hurricanes,

arrived at Takali, conpleting the recently augmented establishment

of three fighter squadrons. Bie aircrews of No. 46 Squadron were

Maryland
Blenheim IV.

Menheim IV.

Luqa

Hurricane

Swordfish

Hurricane

Hurricane

absorbed into No. 126 Squadron on 30 June.

fi-H. fl./Ul/46/5
15/5

The Malta airfields were ce*. filled to their operational
k

capacity.^ At a meeting at the Admiralty, held on 13 May, it had

been agreed that five squadrons cotild be accommodated at Malta,

although the Director of Plans at Air Ministry contended that four

A more serious
(I)

and a half was the maximum that could be operated,

drawback to the operational development of the command lay, however,

in the shortage of maintenance personnel,

reinforcements the Governor included over two thousand five hundred

Army and Air Force personnel awaiting tran-ahipnent to Malta from

Egypt, and it had been requested that additional personnel should

In his requests for

the time of the "Husky" iwrasion, in July,
s egret
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be sent with the oorwoy from England. A further problem ,
^ .

rendered more aoute by the increase in aircraft numbers, was

following the heavy raids of the Luftwaffe, the policydispersal,

of building underground hangars had been bro\jght up in May for

It was decided however, that work on the(1)reconsideration.

A.M. Pile

S.71800
18A

hangars, which, in any case could be used for the Fleet Air Arm

aircraft only, was bound to slow down both the building of the stone

pens used to protect the more modem types of aircraft, and also the

Consequently the plan was relinquidied

and work was concentrated on the construction of pens and dispersal

20 Jum Air Tice-Marshal Lloyd was able to report that

all aircraft had been moved off the airfields, but even so, consid

erable development was necessary to ensure adequate dispersal.

TShen that was completed it would still be necessary to erect pens

in the new dispersal areas and to dig trenches for the men*

In ̂ ite of the steady improvement udiich had been maintained

extension of the airfields.

areas.A.M. PUe

S.36OO3AI
76A

•

since the beginning of hostilities, conditions were very different

In a letter tofrom those the A.O.C, had been accustomed to.A.M. Pile

S.36OO3AI
D.C.A.S. dated 30 June he described the chief drawbacks, ̂ ich were

Intelligence was particu-

At Luqa, idiich was used for the through traffic

mainly due to the shortage of personnel,

larly handicapped.

7®

to andfrtm the Middle East, as well as for its own operational

Mnddynhioh wasunits, there were two Intelligence Officers,

used as a fighter station day and night,had one Intelligence Officer.

Hal Par, operating a fighter squadron by day and the P.A.A.

Swordfish by night, also had only one Plying Officer Intelligence.

None of the three stations possessed an Operations Room Officer,

the duties had to be conibined with Intelligence. The new A.O.
so

C.

brought in wives of officers to do cypher work, thus releasing five

These coxild not all be passed toofficers for other duties.

/Intelligence

Cl) This q\iestion had formerly been raised in September 19W>,
Sb» AiipnnftiiT.
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Intelligence, however, as the administration of the stations was

.

also in a serious condition, and officers were needed for it*

Salvage was a further difficulty, many damaged and destroyed aircraft

were lying on the sdrfields, a danger to flying, because there was

no Salvage Section to remove them* The A.O.C. therefore formed a

section from naval artificers from the Dockyard*

The Operations Room at Headquarters was in grave need of

It consisted of an underground cavern at the

In the room was one big tableinding approach*

A.V.M. Lloyd's reorganisation*
Personal

Account end of a long w

on -which were planned all operations against shipping at sea as

The wall at the far end of thewell as the fighter operations*

room had been curtained off with hessian from a width of about eight

feet and this strip was partitioned by more hessian into cubicles

The A.O*C's cubicle was very small, and theto form offices*

Senior Air Staff Officer*^ s, although twice as big had to accom-

!Ihe Fighter Controller had to con-modate three clerks as well*

cent rate his attention on -the plots on the table, ihile members of

other branches of the staff were giving operational orders o-ver the

Three days after A.V.M. Lloyd's arrival, however.telephone*

Headquarters and the operations room were mo-ved to a new site*

A*0.0. the-generol-oond-itiono -under-wfa-ioh the R.A^

maintained and operated in Malta, were almost xmbeli^yaJXle*

Compared with conditions in England they we3re i

a year the R.A.P. had maintained recoi

operations from -the Island,

heavy odds in one^

and had »

Mjdaio Baot from England

^■■th»
was

^ible* Yet, for

Issanoe and offensive

■^nt up fighters against enormously

te most concentrated blitzes then experienced,

[rod a constant stream of reinforcement aircraft en rou-te

Plff^ter Defence

The presence of three fighter squadrons on the Island made

possible a considerable degree of reorganisation in the defence

It was now practicable to relegate one of the squadronssystem*

entirely to night duty, while the other two stood by during the day*
S.72i4-/Mr

130
/Tb
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;Tb begin with, Wor"gf9-3qaaaron^ teged-at TakcJ.i> ond- No>-46

S^uaflyon at Hal FaTf—ohorod the doytrimo oporcbM.onoy while the

ofeher-4>TO- -otooa by augfaig-the-d<x^
Squadron, based at Takali, and No. 4^ Squadron at Hal Far, shared

the daytime operations, ;^ile Ho. 185 Squadron, Takali, with a

strength of nine operational night pilots and five Hark II

Tb begin with. No. 249

Hurricanes were resqxjnsible for all night operations. No. 249

Squadron were informed they could apply for night operations trtien

they wished.

Bie new organisation introduced by the A.O.C. provided for a

standby of twelve operational day fighter pilots from dawn to dusk,

and four night pilots from dusk to dawn,

dispersal, six aircraft of No. 249 Squadron were flown to Safi air
hivK

strip every day diortly before dark, and collected and flown^at

Day fighter aircraft not on the line were widely dispersed

during the day and night, and the line aircraft at night,

aircraft of No. 183 Squadron were maintained at Safi for dispersal
n /<A/J

by day and flown to TaMpi at dusk, returning to Safi at Dawn. On
^  l<^f,

the arrival of No. 126 Squadron, which was accommodated at

No. 46 Squadron moved from Hal Far and was disbajided and absorbed

No. 183 Squadron moved to Hal Far at the

lb achieve ma’Hwnim

dawn.

The

into the new squadron.

end of June.

]ji his letter to Air Ministry in ?diioh he described conditions

in the Island, A.V.M. Lloyd wrote

One bright spot, ipdiioh really matters. The flying
The fighter pilots at ^«*/(crews, are magnificent .

jBcdHdA stand by at immediate readiness each day in the

boiling sun, in a single fly tent
off at immediate notice - gc to twenty thousand feet. I
asked the contractor to build a suitable place at once,
and he said it would take three months to build.

• • • •

They then take

Enemy Activity

./^(i
M.E.W.I.S.

/O- M 0
During June enen^r activity remadned on a small scale, and no

heavy raids were experienced,

mainly of reconnaissance sorties by single bombers with fighter

Daylight activity consisted
M.E.

Daily Opums
and Med

escorts but ^veral attacks by small formations of filters and
'i'trrK f> f .f!3 U

On,7th twelve Me.l09s came over, fouriad.bombers 3^

/ofSECRET
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of yUalGh made a machine-gun attack on Hal Par,Tdiile the remainder

Although Hurricanes ̂ re unable

to intercept the enenyr, no damage or casualties rrere suffered* On

9 June four Hxirrioanes intercepted four S.79s passing west of Malta.

They destroyed two of the enemy and severely damaged the remaining

two for the loss of one Hurricane, the pilot of ̂ ioh was saved.
X

On the 11th, idien Hurricanes of Ho. Squadron intercepted

3^79 with an escort of five lfe.l09s, the S.79 was diot down while

formed a defensive circle above.

the fighters made off without engaging.

0n^l2th several combats took place vdien ̂  S.79 came over on recon

naissance escorted by six He. 109s and 6 Macchi 200s*

Hurricanes of Hos. and 249 Squadrons went up to intercept, and

Gombats took place at l6

Ho. 249 Squadron engaged first and claiiaed one

Hb. 46 Squadron claimed two

Macohi 200s confirmed. R.A.P. losses were two Hurricanes of Ho. 249

Later in the moxning an Italian

One Hurricane was lost.

a

Eighteen

A.A. engaged heavily and accurately.

to 17,000 feet.

Me*109 confirmed and one unconfirmed.

Squadron, one pilot being saved,

flying boat (red cross) three C.R.42s and one Macchi 200reacxie

were shot doym by Hurricanes, of which was lost but the pilot

On 18 June nine aircraft which approached the Island were

Six of the enemy

saved.

intercepted by Hurricanes of Ho. 249 Squadron.

t\imed back ydien five miles from 6ozo, but the remaining three were

One Macohi 200 was destroyed and anotherattacked by Hurricanes.

The loss of one Hurrioane and pilot wasim^ due to enemy
On 25 June nine Hurxdoanes eadi of Hos. 249 and ̂

Squadrons went up to intercept S.79 escorted by fifteen Macchi

Ho. 46 Squadron attacked and damaged the S.79 tdiose under-

Two Macohls were shot down.

probably.

action.

200s.

carriage was later seen to be down.

■

On 27 Jure S.79 crossed the Island escorted by eighteen Macchis

in three formations and a further formation above. Eighteen

Hurricanes went up, nine of which engaged the enemy over the Island,

Ho. 249 Squadronyrtiile further conbats took place over the sea.

did not engage, but Ho. 46 Squadron claimed six Macohis destroyed,

two proably destroyed and one S.79 damaged.

Macchi 200s approached Malta and were engaged by Hurricanes 
of

/iTo. 46

On 30 June eleven _
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No. 1|£ Squadron Squadron, two of the er»ny being shot down.

No. 249 Squadron was but did not engage,

occasions during j^^^and the following month fi^teia^re xinable

to engage the eneiqy through lack of height.

During June No. 185 Squadron carried out all night-fighting

operations except for four days during which No. 249 Squadivn took

On several other

(1)

. ^

EnenQT attacks were not heavy, although aircraft were over

On 6 June No. 183 Squadron

over.

or near the Idand on most nights,

became a night fighter Squadron and ceaaed to exist as a day iinit.

On the night of^7th, a pilot of No. 249 Squadron intercepted a

B.R.20 before the searchlights illuminated and shot it down. TWO

other aircraft of the same squadron attacked an illuminated air

craft yrtiich was believed to have forced landed in the sea on the

On several occasions, idien enemy aircraftway back to Sicily,

.

overj interception by fighters was impossible as the search

lights did not illuminate the aircraft.

came

On other occasions poor

visibility, ̂ diich was frequently due to ground haze, prevented

illumination.

The first day interception in July was made on the morning of M

4th Tdien a formation of twenty-five Macchi 200s,escorting a recon-
fo

naissanoe aircraft ,approached^within ten miles of the island.

Pour Hurricanes Mark II of No. 185 Squadron, idiich had retxirned to

day fighting at the beginning of the month, intercepted the enemy.

One Maochi was destroyed* Tfen more Hurricanes, Marks I and II

scrambled but were unable to gain height quickly enough towere•

During the raid a cannon Hurricane was used for the first

On 11 July twelve Hurricanes of No. 185

attack,

time by No. 185 Squadron.

Squadron engaged over thirty Macohi 200s idiich came over in three

*Bhe enemy neverthelessformations, and diot down three aircraft,

succeeded in machine-gunning Luqa airfield, and one Wellington

Thebtimt out and four others and two Mazylands damaged.was

/following

(l)) This was due to inefficient ground control.
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following extract from an Italian account of the raid was given,

wi-ttiout comment, in the Malta Daily Intelligence Summary.

The great offensive activity of the eneniy has met
effective reply in the daring action carried out by our

light forces against the principal airport in Malta.
Five twin ei^ined bonibers of the Ticker Wellington

type were set on fire, one of which loaded with ammunition
blew up into the air
engaged by Hurricanes from above,
most violent combats four enen^ machines were shot down,
two at Hal Far and the other two crashed into the water
ten kilometres east of Marsaxlohk

in which more than a hundred machines were engaged is

one of the greatest battles among air forces con^sed of

fighters that has ever been fought in the Central
Hone of our planes were lost

The total enenQr losses amount to nine enemy machines
besides an unascertained number of others.

our escorting aircraft were
In the course of the

this encounter

Mediterranean

On 17 July eight Hurricanes of 249 Squadron and eleven of

185 Squadron went up to intercept a reconnaissance aircraft with

No. 185 Squadron was too low to

attack, but No. 249 Squadron pxirsued the raiders to the Sicilian

coast and diot down two Macohis and dajnaged a third for the loss of

On the morning of 25 July a further attempt was

This time the

an escort of fifteen Macchis.

one Hurricane.

made by the ener^ to reconnoitre the Island.

aircraft consisted of one S.79 and one B.R.2e escorted by about

On the previous day. a long awaited convoy oftwenty Macchis.

supplies for Malta had arrived from the United Kingdom,

having had little success against the transports idiile on passage

the enemy now displayed great curiosity concerning their disposi-

(1) andI

I

The Hurricanes, however, were equallytions in the harbour.
.  I

Twenty-detexmined to deiiy the enemy the information they desired,

two aircraft of Kos. 185 and 249 Squadrons intercepted the formation-

The B.R.20 was attacked by several pilots of No. 249 Squadron who

last saw it making for the sea with smoke pouring from it.

aircraft was then attacked by No. 185 Squadron which set the port

It was then seen to break vq> and dive towards

The S.79 was attacked by four

Ihree

Thi

engine on fire,

the sea, north-east of Malta,

pilots of No

s

. 185 Squadron and crashed into the sea.

Macchis were also shot down.
I

/^ter

^ ynnO
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After this rough treatment the enemy steered clear of the
■

Island during dayli^t, and for the last few days of the month

confined their activities to the hours of darkness. Night raids

were usually slight throughout the month, although enemy aircraft

were over on most nights. On several occasions, although the

searchlights illximinated. Hurricanes were unable to engage because

they were too far from the enemy aircraft to overtake them befoire

On other occasions confusion was caused by

Wellingtons which failed to sniBaaiA their l.F.F.
A

ing from night operations during a raid.

they were lost.

(1) when retum-

Operation "Substance'

The period 23-26 JxiLy was an eventful one for Malta,

covered the arrival of an important convoy from the west, and,

after the ships had reached the Island, an Italian seaborne attack

It has already been seen that in June,

in response to representations from the Governor, the Chiefs of

Staffs Committee decided to take the risk of sending a convoy to

Malta through the Western Mediterranean, with supplies for six

The cargoes were carefully prepared with a view to the

primary requirements of all three services and civilians, and the

convoy consisting of five transports and a troopship, entered the

Unfortunately, the

troopdiip carrying urgently needed personnel for Malta, went aground

at Gibraltar and the convoy had to proceed without it. Preparations

by the R.A.F. at Malta for the reception of the convoy included

the reinforcement of No. 69 Squadron with three aircraft from the

Middle East to bring the unit up to its established strength, the

temporary retention at the Island of reinforcement Hurricanes en

route for the Middle East, the arrival of eleven Beaufighters of

Nos. 143, 252 and 272 Squadrons from the United Kingdom and Middle

Bast for long range fighter protection of the ships, and an increase

It

on the Malta harbours.

months.

Mediterranean on the night of 20 July.

•

•

J!kL

Cl) l.F.F. was part of the radar equipment of an aircraft, which
Tdien switched on, indicated to the radar stations that the approach

ing aircraft was friendly.
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in the strength of the Wellington detachment by six reinforcement

It was intended to divert theaircraft from the United Kingdom,

attention of the enemy convoy by an increased effort by the

Blenheims and Wellingtons against shipping, ports and bases.

On 22nd and 23rd July^as the convoy and its escort of a fleet

carrier, cruisers and destroyers approached the Central Mediter

ranean,the Marylands kept close watch on the Italian ELeet bases,

Naples, Taranto, j^ssina, Palermo and Trapani. On the af tenwon

of 23 July, at 1715 hours, as the ships passed south of Sardinia,

Unfortunately,they were met and escorted by eleven Beauflghters.

the aircraft failed to identify themselves and were engaged by

they took up formation at a safe distance

The convoy had already been attacked several

gunfire from the Fleet, so

ahead of the ^ips.

times by torpedo and boniber aircraft, and at 2004 hours, five

S.79s dropped bombs in the middle of the transports. The

■

their run in byBeaufighters were prevented from following them

the intense barrage put up by the convoy, but afterwards a

on

Duringstraggling S.79 was ptirsued and damaged by a Beaufighter.

the escort patrol an Italian E. boat was attacked and left sinking

Om Beaufighter failed to return, jjThrough
out the hours of daylight,Marylands patrolled between the tip of

east of Pantelleria.

southern Sardinia, and Fulmars patrolled between Malta,

In the evening

Sicily to

Pantelleria and Cape Bon from 0930 to II30 hours,

three Blenheims attacked shipping in Trapani Harbour. On the

following day Beaufi^ters were on continuous escort patrol over

the Marylands continued their patrols and Swordfidi

anti-submarine patrols from 0430 to 1430 hours, whUe Fulmars

The Beaufighters intercepted an attack

the convoy.

made

made two dawn patrols.

on the convoy by six Ju.87^ two of ̂ ich were ̂ a^d half wav to

Sicily and diot down. The main body of the convoy^reached Malta
1^

at Ufefon on 24th, and were followed in the early afternoon by the

\ - a tran^rt, the Sydney Star, irtiich had been torpedoed

Most of the naval units

On the

his desperate attempt to

/reconnoitre

stragglers

during the night, and two destroyers,

left Malta for Gibraltar the same evening,

following day, 25 July, the enemy

refuelled and

s E C R E T
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reconnoitre the harbour and was completely defeated by the

Nevertheless, the enemy decided to make an attack

the ships in spite of his lack of information.

The Attack on Malta Harbour - 25 July.

Hurricanes.

on

H.Q. R.A.P.
Med. File

S.2iv7A6/5/Air
V.A. Malta* a

Report.

During the night of 25 July eneny light naval forces operated

At 2055 hoursoff the coast and three enemy aircraft came over,

a surface plot was detected south of Sicily approaching Malta, and

from 2220 hours onwards the noise of motor boat engines could be

% 2300 hours the plot had approached to

within fourteen miles of Malta and all the guns were manned and the

At this time the plot turned to a

A Swordfish striking

heard from the coast.

airrraid war’^ing sounded,

reciprocal course and approached more slowly,

force was prepared and started out at 2355 hours but unfortunately
■

Atthe aircraft became split up and returned without sighting.

0130 hours a motor boat was heard closing in on Grand Harbour,

and the batteries of searchlights of the harbotir defences were

Nothing was illuminated but the boat withdrew, jj
the All Clear was sounded, but one minute later a track was

At
exposed.

approaching St. Elmo, and a wake was observed by the lookout

A few second later an explosion blew up the breakwater

seen

at Tigne.

viaduct, one span of wtiioh collapsed, and at the same time the

5br the next fewsearchlights were exposed and fire was opened,

minutes the illuminated area off the entrance was criss-crossed by

a devastating fire of tracer bullets from every close range weapon

Mai^ boats were hit and blew up, and after a

few minutes*' fire ceased as there seemed to be nothing left to

At 0530 v*en the dawn had broken two objects tAiIoYi had

that would bear.

fire at.

l>een thought to be wrecks were seen

In a few minute both had sunk and exploded uider water.

to nove and fire was reopened.

At 05if0

scrambled and attackedhours nine aircraft of^l85 Squadron were

B. Boats and escorting Macohi fighters.fleeing enemy
Fbur B.

boats were destroyed by our pilots, and one Macchi. One

diot down but the pilot, P/O Winton, baled out and

to swim to an K.boat, the crew of which were dead, and
Hurricane was

managed

/elijttbed
I
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He was picked up later.

No. 12€ Squadron were also airborne,

by fifteen Macohis on their way back to Sicily, and shot down two,

yAiile other aircraft attacked the E. boats with No. 185 Squadron.

Six Hurricanes ofclimbed on board.

One aircraft was surprised
.

It was difficult to tell vhich boats fell to the ehore defences and

which to the air, but it was believed that no single boat escaped

back to Sicily. an examination of the Operation Orders

oeq)tured in one of the boats, and from the interrogation of prisoners

it appeax*ed that the naval force was oonqposed of one eruissr, the

two M.A. S.Diana about 6,000 tons, i^diich was plotted by the R.D.P

(torpedo boats), one M.T.S. and one M.T. (small torpedo craft);, two

S.L.Cs (small assault craft) and nine M.Ts with a crew of one each

(human torpedo craft).

At the end of his report on the attack the Tice Admiral added

the following remarks

•»

^ ■

(l) Among the operations orders captured in H.A.S.if52,
sign has been found of any "enemy information".

(2) The most remarkable thing about these very intric
ate and detailed orders is the almost oonqplete absence
of any reference to counter action on our part.

(3) In this respect it is very noticeable that prior to
the moment at which our counter action developed -
namely when the viadxjct was blown up and the fortress
opened fire - the ̂ ole plan had been carried out with
great determination and the time-table had been kept to
with admirable exactitude. Within two minutes however
of our opening fire the attack haid been conpletely
defeated and there was never any further risk that the

defences of the harbour would be penetrated.

(4) !Bhe Harbour defence of Malta, largely manrwd by
Maltese, scored an outstanding success in this, their
first action, and to them must go the entire credit for

maintaining the security of the Harbour.

(5) The very accurate R.D.P. plot which allowed us to
follow exactly the movements of Dlam has given us the
utmost confidence that we shall be very advatttageoudy
placed should a sea-borne invasion come. On the other
hand it is definitely establidied tixat neither of the

types (of radar) on the Island will pick M.T.B.

no

/C6)
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(6) The photographic recsonnaissance on ■which the attack
was to be based must have been at least four days*’ old • • • •
In a deaerate attempt to get photographs two bonibers
escorted by filters were sent over on Day One, but thanks
to a magnificent effort by otir fighters both the bonibers
together with three fighters were diot down.

(7) The determined search for, and dest^otion of every
retiring M.T.B. by oxir Hurricanes turned a failure into a
disaster.

This was the last attack the enemy atten^jted against the convoy.

and the ships were all safely xmloaded, except for coal cargoes.

The non-arrival of the troopships, however, was aby 12 August,

matter of grave concern as the shortage of personnel impeded the

development of Malta*s air effort.

The Anti-Shipping Offensive - Policy

The departvire of the Lxiftwaffe from Sicily in May and the

consequent cessation of heavy raids, enabled the air force at Malta

to continue almost unhindered the development of offensive activity

against the enemy life-line between North Africa and Italy.

Generally speaking, the policy of the offensive was to enqsloy the

Blenheims to attack enemy convoys by day,and the Swordfish by night.

In additionythe Swordfish were used for mine-laying, particularly

at Tripoli, and both types of aircraft, aided by Wellingtons on

detachment maintained a bombing offensive against Tripoli.
f

Wellingtons also attacked Italian and Sicilian ports, f  Towards the

TheA.H.Q. Malta
0*H«B •

end of June the Marylands joined the battle and commenced bombing

attacks on enemy shipping, each aircraft carrying two 500 lb bombs.

During June onlyOffensive fighter operations were also motmted«.

one^ attack was made by fighters, when Hurricanes machine-gunned  the

seaplane base at Syracuse, but in July the effort was increased and

P.A.A. Fulmars and Beaufighters on detachment were also etaployed on

offensive missions,

however, was the work of No. 69 Squadron,

consisting of only a flight of Marylands and two Mark I Hurricanes

maintained constant vigil over the arrival and departure ports in

13ie sine q\ia non of all these operations.

This squadron still
(1)

Ataly

Cl) A Hurricane Mk.II reinforced the squadron on I8 June.

SECRET
I
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A  Italy, Sicily and North Africa, in addition to long searches

over the enemy shipping routes across the Mediterranean.

Reconnaissance from Malta

The fall of Crete in May 1941 had repercussions in every aspect

of air warfare in the Mediterranean, and Reconnaissance was not the

least affected hy the new sittiation.

C.-in-C. Mediteirranean, communicated to the A.O.C.-in-C. Middle

East his views on reconnaissance under the new conditions, ending

On 2 June, the NavalM*l'i I I^.e

S. 29916

Heinevitably with a request for the expansion of operations,

pointed out that the occupation of the entire Greek Archipelago by

the enemy, enabled him to base and fuel his ships withinl^ easy

It hadstriking distance of the Libyan and Egyptian coasts,

therefore become of the highest ii^portance that air reconnaissance

of the Italian bases in the Central Mediterranean and the Greek

Thisports should be as extensive and accurate as possible,

wotald postulate improved reconnaissance from Egypt, and, from

Malta, daily location of units of the Italian Fleet by the examina

tion of bases in Italy and Sicily, and effective reconnaissance of

At the same time it was most necessary to maintain•the Ionian Sea.

1

reconnaissance to the east and west of Malta to enable the continued

interception of convoys by aircraft and submarines, jj
on the C-in-C"s proposals, the A.O.C. Malta told the A.O.C.-in-C.

that to fulfil them fourteen Maryland sorties per day would be

In commenting

3.4-5581
160A

He pointed out that tiie Ionian reconnaissance was

singularly negative, and that Naval Intelligence affirmed that

almost all shipping to Tripoli passed either through Messina or

To cover the sea

necessary.

West of Sicily and down the African coast,

alone four Maryland sorties daily would be required topassage

obtedn fifty per cent reliability for the Blenheim sorties,

considered that interference with the Tripoli convoys was of prior

He

S.4-9916
importance, since it could have far reaching results on future

To fulfil the C.-in-Cs requiren»nts and the needsoperations.25A

/of
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of the striking force at Malta, sixteen Marylands would be needed,

but with limited reconnaissance for the Navy, twelve would be

sufficient. It was eventually decided that because of its

importance to the land operations in Egypt reconnaissance from

Malta of the Tripoli stq>ply routes should have priority over the

general reconnaissance of the Central Mediterranean to cover enemy

There was no proposal, at this juncture, toshipping movements,

augment the Maryland unit to cover all requirements, although the

A.O.C. asked for the squadron to be established at twelve Marylands.

Jl/69. 8/6

Towards the end of June the A.O.C. introduced a regular

Until then informationsystem for reconnaissance operations,

concerning enemy shipping movements had been gathered almost

entirely from patrols over the main flipping routes. The new

system was arranged in such a way that the main enemy ports were

By this method movements ofvisited at regvilar intervals,

particular convoys could be watched from the time of their assembly

The informationto the time of arrival at their destination.

concerning the departure of the convoys acted as  a guide to the

oversea patrols, as roxjgh estimates could be made of the probable

position of the convoys. | The new system was drawn up as foUowsr-
Baily patrols, a.m. and p.m.Convoy routes.A.Bi ■ Max/

4.//. 4. foy

PortaB.*

Tripoli, Misurata, Zuara, Homs.Every four days:

Every eight days: Naples, Palermo, all other Sicilian
ports. Pantelleria and Lampedusa.

Taranto and Brindisi.Every sixteen days:

Every twenty-four days: Cagliari, Madalena.

AeTOdromeaC.

All Sicilian aerodromes, Castel Benito,
Mellaha, Homs, Misurata, Sormann,
Zuara.

Every eight days:

Tibo Valencia, Reggio Calabria.Every sixteen days:

Every twenty-four days: Cagliari, Alghero.

Lanfl ConmunicationsB.

Every eight days: Road Homs to thirty miles east of Sirte

During June Maryland patrols to the west of Malta, down

/the
R E n R E T
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Iftie Tlinisian Coast vrere made at least twice, and sometiaws three

foxir times daily, ̂ ile those to the Greek coast were maae once

On three days only during the month were

No* 69 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

or

or twice daily.

the westward patrols omitted, ̂ en the reconnaissance unit was

In July,
£

fully occupied in ghadowing convoys elsewhere,

particularly towards the end of the month, the system was less

strictly adhered to, hut good results were obtained by concen

trating the effort on watching the progress of particular convoys.

from day to day*

addition to the Maryland sorties, the Hurricanes of No*69

Squadron kept close watch on the Sicilian ports and airfields.

Ports in Sicily were

In

which were well within their range,

visited every two or three days and since convoys frequently put

in to these porta on their way to Tripoli these Hurricane patrols

®ie use of the Hurricanes for these short

invaluable in releasing the Marylands for the long

patrols and for shadowing duties.

were of great value.

patrols were

overseas
aU^

Althoxigh, in the absence of the Luftwaffe .the Marylands

met with far less opposition than in the previous months,they

occasionally attacked by hostile aircraft, and when
On 5 June, while

attacked a Cant. 506 flying boat with

were

practicable, took the initiative themselves,

patrol to Corfu a M^land

several bursts from its gtms, damaging the aircraft and causing
on

The Cant, returned fire unsuccess-the rear-gunner to bale out.

On the 22nd a Maryland returning from the Tunisian coastfully,

patrol attacked a gun position on Linosa.

three C.R.42jr,but evaded combat and replied with the rear gun.

On several occasions Marylands were chased homewards by aircraft

from Pantelleria, and on the 11th an aircraft sent to recon-

It was then attacked

by

noitre Palermo was prevented by an M®.110 patrolling between

This enemy patrol was probably ordered

northbound convoy in the vicinity

Cape Bon and Sicily,

to prevent the sighting of a

/of
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of Pantelleria, irtiioh had been located previously by Maiyiands.

On 3 July, while daadowing a convoy at night, a Maryland was

attacked by an illuminated aircraft, and tcok avoiding action

On emerging, from the cloud it was again attacked,

this time by three aircraft, one of which had a powerful headlight.

in the cloud.

and was chased to within twenty miles of Cape Passexo, where the

On the 9th,vrtiUeMaryland made for base and shook off the enei^y.

on reconnaissance over Tripoli harboiir, a Maryland was persis-

Ihe rear gunner retirmed fire».tently attacked by a Macohi 200.

damaging the enemy which broke off combat and dived steeply

emitting smoke* The Maryland received very slight damage. A

similar action took place over Taranto on the li^th, the Macohi

On /It200 again diving steeply after being hit by the rear guns.

The enemy aircraft22nd another Cant seaplane was attacked,

returned fire but landed on the water shortly afterwards.

second attack set it on fire and a message was then intercepted

Only two aircraft were lost duringreporting both pilots killed.

June and July, one on 25 June during the squadron*^s first bombing

attack on a convoy, the other on 15 July on patrol to Tripolitania.

Offensive Operations June and July 19A1

The first convoy sighting in June was made on the morning of

the 3rd by a Maryland on the Tunisian coast patrol,

which were first sighted south of Pantelleria and making towards

The ships

a/ // f
M.E.W.I.S.

No. 69 Scjdn.O.R.B.
A.H.B. Ust of

Enemy shipping
Losses.

Sfax, numbered three cruisers, ten destroyers and six merchant

Five Blenheims of Nos. 139 and 82 squadrons were sent

to attack, and obtained foxir direct hits on two of the merchant

The first, a vessel estimated at 8,000 tons carrying

ammunition blew up with a tremendous explosion, and flying debris

This vessel, which eneny

vessels.

vessels.

thought to have hit other ships,

records confirmed as sunk was the Montello, Italian, 6117 tons.

was

Italian 6132 tons, was left on

One of

The second vessel the Beatrice C

fire, and was subsequently sunk by an Italian destroyer,

hit by debris from the first ship, and crashed

the last attack by No. 139 Squadron, which

/left

•»

the Blenheims was

This wasinto the sea.
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Later in the day a Maryland was sent toleft Malta on 5 June.

locate the convoy again, but visibility was bad, and although the

Maryland sighted the ships, six Swordfish lidiich were subsequently

sent to make a night attack with torpedoes, failed to find their

target. During the following week the Maryland sighted several

convoys and diips on the Tunisian routes but no further attacks

were made until 11 June, vhen a convoy of six merchant vessels

At the time there were only two
A

was sighted near Pantj|J.leria.

serviceable Blenheims in Malta, but these were sent to attack.

Five hits were scored on one merchant vessel of 7000 tons, causing

e/.

No sinking has been recorded

One of the Blenheims crashed into tiie

large fire and volumes of smoke.a

for this date, however.

after hitting the mast of a ̂ ip.sea

The Marylands continued to make frequent sightings,but

although a single diip was attacked by Swordfidi on the night

convoy by Blenheims on 19th

During the attack on the convoy

■fU
of ,13th, and a single diip and a

22nd,no sinkings were achieved,

I

of the six Blenheims was forced to break off the attack and
one

After dropping itsjettison its bombs owing to intense A.A.
bombs a second aircraft was attacked by a C.R.42, but managed to.  I

On 25 June Marylands took the offensive when four

aircraft attacked a convoy off Catania, but no hits were observed*

That night seven Swordfish resumed the attack)but although they

claimed hits with torpedoes, no sinking was reported in enemy

Intense A.A. was experienced and one aircraft failed
On the following day Marylands

evade it.

records.

to return from both attacks.

I

searched for the convoy without result, but nine merchant vessels
Fourand ssven torpedo boats were seen in Tripoli harbour.

Marylands were dispatched to make a high level attack on the
Intense A.A.harbour, but no hits were observed on shipping,

but all the aircraft returned safely.was esperienced
/On

(1) m»n thotr aetaohnent period had
prwseeded to Middle Beetiteohment* from the United “

shor*tage of Blenheims in Malta.
SECRET
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On 27 June after a long series of blank patrols to the

Ionian Sea^ a convoy of four merchant vessels was sighted in

the CiiLfof Taranto escorted by six destroyers. Close watch

was kept on the ships and the following day the escort was seen

to have increased by two cruisers and throe destroyers,

the morning of the 29th the convoy escorted only by destroyers

was sixty-five miles east of Tripoli, and nine Blenheims with

By

three Marylands were sent to make a dive bombing attack. The

Blenheims failed to find the target and no hits were observed

by the Marylands. A second bombing force of SLenheims and

Marylands was dispatched in the evening by vdiich time the convoy

had entered Tripoli harbour, but the Blenheims again failed to

locate the target, and the two Marylands bombed alone. The

failxire of the Menheims was unfortunate as they constituted the

main attacking force, the Marylands being en^tloyed mainly for

the purpose of drawing the attention of the gunners away from

lliese tactics were ;justified by a

After dark Swordfish and Welling-

the low-flying Blenheims,

heavy barrage of accurate A.A.

tons were dispatched to continue the attack, but owing to bad

visibility three of the seven Wellington, and all six Swordfish

The fotir Wellingtons vhich attackedfailed to find the target,

scored hits on shipping and on the moles,

day the Blenheims made for their previous failures, six

On the following

aircraft evaded a hostile fighter patrol to bomb the ^ips in

It was confirmed by Lloyds, that in this raid the

11,398 ton vessel Esperia (Italian) was damaged, the KLenheims

Intense medium A.A.

harbour.

claiming to have hit it with six bombs,

supported by fire from destroyers in the harbour.

M.B. questioned the wisdom of using the

was

The A.O.C.-in-C•»

/^:r/ao

*54

Marylands for bombing attacks, although he appreciated the

He pointed out that they wereoffensive initiative displayed.

/the
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the only effective aircraft available for the vital task of

reconnaissance» and that supplies were very limited*

Malta, assured him, however, that these aircraft had only been

used to create a diversion at height for the Blenheims,

had been very necessary in view of the strong escort and

defences which were used*

!Rie A*0

This

In each case, through various cause

»C*

Ibid

72A

s

the Blenheims had failed to rendezvous, and the plan had mis-

He considered that in view of the in5>ortance of the

targets and of affording a diversion the enployment of the

Marylands had been justified, but he agreed that the practice

carried*

could only be warranted in exceptional circumstances* He

mentioned^in addition^that Marylands on reconnaissance of Tripoli

and the Libyan coast now carried bombs to frighten the BripoliIbid 73A

This did not effect the reconnaissance in any way*stevedores*

The A.O.C.-in-C. was apparently satisfied*

In addition to those already mentioned four more attacks

were made on Tripoli harbour during June* Night bombing raids

were mounted by the Swordfish and by Wellingtons of No* 148

/?-A. 'CJfH/ to/i idiich returned to Malta on detachment on 25th and 26th*

On the night of the 26th foxir Wellingtons, in oonpany with five

Swordfi^j visited Bripoli and obtained hits on the quays, and a

10,000 ton merchant vessel outside the harbour, and on the

following night six Wellingtons obtained further hits on the

^anidi Ifole* The Swordfish made twenty-four night bombing

sorties in all during June besides laying mines on two occasions,

M*E *W* I* S*

Malta Bailf
Intsums

H.Q.Med*Pile
S.21f7/37A^Air

/J»

the sea route Tripoli-Benghazi, and once in the Tripoli

On theA total of eight mines were laid*

once on

harbour approaches,

night of the 8th, following a report that the S.S. Birmania had

sunk in Tripoli harbour, seven Swordfish were dispatched to

attempt to set fire to the harbour surface, which was believed

The project failed, although small

During the month fighters took

0)
to be covered with oil.

fires were started in the quays,

the offensive on one occasion Tihen four Hurricanes of No* 46

Squadron machine-gunned the seaplane base at Syracuse on 23 June*

ft) Tfl
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They found the seaplanes exactly as they were shown on the

photos taken on reconnaissance the previous day, and, quite

undiatttKbed by any opposition they were able to spray them and

Tamet and Sormann landing groundother targets very thoroughly,

in Tripolitania were also attacked during the month by Blenheims

which had failed to find their primary targets.

The anti-shipping operations continued steadily during July.

Although fewer attacks were made on convoys at sea, the offensive

against enemy ports increased considerably, Naples, Palermo and

Messina being included among the targets for the Wellingtons.

In spite of the fact that their numbers were considerably in-

(1) the Blenheims did not noticeably

The Marylands continued to be used for

creased during the month

increase their effort.

bombing operations.

Wellingtons made the first attack of the month when five

aircraft were dipatched to bomb Tripoli on the night of the

An effective snoke-screen covered the harbour, but1st July,

the aircraft scored hits on the Spanish and Karamanli moles, and

on two ships, one of which, the Italian vessel Eritrea

(2517 tons)' caught fire and sank.^^^ The second diip, thought

to be the Sabbia^was claimed as damaged butttiis was not confirmed.

On theAn effective smoke screen was laid over the harbour,

following night fiix jgwordfish laid mines outside the harbour

■jdiile two more, with seven Wellingtons,made extensive bombing

attacks on harbotir facilities and shipping starting many fires.

An Italian ship, estimated at 8,000 tons which was set on f^
still burning fiercely twelve hours later. ±B

was
d

the Sparta 1724 tons, German,

The next attack•/
two ships sunk during this raid:

f

and the Annunzia^ ̂ ina , 20 tons

\Uvt

, Italian

was made on the night of the 6th vdien six Swordfish laid mines

in the approaches to the harbour and dropped bombs on a 5000
/ton

(l). There were from fourteen to twenty Blenheims at Malta
throughout July.
(2) Subsequently salved and sunk again.

SECRET
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ton merchant vessel iriiile seven Wellingtons bombed the engine

sheds causing several fires and one large explosion,

attack was repeated on the following night,with apparently

equal success,although no further sinkings were achieved,

the nights of 9th and 10th the Wellingtons turned their attention

to Naples, a total of thii^een sorties being made against the

Central Railway Station, and factories, and on the night of^20th

Many hits were obtained on

the station, good yards, sidings at the harbour, fuel tanks and

On 12 July, the A.O.C.-in-C. M.E. reminded the

A.O.C. Malta that the Wellington detachment was intended primarily

for attacks on enemy ports and dipping in harbour,

explained however that flipping at Naples, Palermo, Taranto and

Messina was not sufficient to provide a worthwhile target and

that the Naples marshalling yards were full of material for

diipment, and surrounded by aircraft and torpedo factories, and

oil storage depots.

The

On

a fvirther nine sorties were made.

factories.

The A.O.C.

■ ^ '

H.Q. R.A.P.M.E.
O.R.B. App. 12

•

On the night of the lAth, eight Wellingtons made an out-

Messina with seven and a half tons

Hits were scored on the

standingly succesful raid on

of H.E. bombs and many incendiaries,

railway terminus and workshops, and on warehouses in the dockside

Huge fires, visible from sixty miles away,were caused atarea.

the ferry railhead, in engine sheds, and among buildings of

Hiotos later confirmed that heavytransformer power plant*

damage had been done, including the gutting of an

sidings full of goods trucks, and the destiuction of two

Further

area of rai

way

l

l”

arge buildings adjacent to the transformer plant,

night raids against Tripoli were made by five Wellingtons 
on

The Swordfish torpedoed15th and three Swordfish on the l6th.

a tanker amidships causing clouds of black smoke, and bombs on the

No results of an attackDanish Mole caused a huge explosion,

by three Swordfish on the night of l8th were observed owing to

and destro3?ers in Palermo harbouryjfui^rspoor visibility,

attacked by five Wellingtons on the night of 17th.were

No

/re suit sSECRET
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results were observed^although bombs were dropped on or near the

Apart from the raid on Naples on 20th this was the last

raid by the Wellingtons for the month as the detachment left

They had made a total of seventy sorties during

^ips.

Malta on 22nd*

their foiir weeks detaidiment*

The Blenheims made several attacks on ghipping during the

On 3 July, fotirteen aircraftmonth, both at sea and in harbovir.

of No* 82 Squadron bombed shipping outside Tripoli harbour

claiming two 500-ton merchant vessels set on fire, and on the

(1) bombed diippir^ in6th, six aircraft of No* 110 Squadron

Palermo harbour and claimed hits on five merchant vessels, one

of ̂ ich, estimated at 10,000 tons appeared to have its back

A further attack on Trii>oli was made on the night ofbroken*

the 9th, vrtien hits on four merchant vessels and on the moles and

warehouses were reported* None of the dipping sinkings

confirmed by fcteyao*4. On the 13th four Blenheimsclaimed were

Trtiich failed to find a convoy located by a Maryland, attacked

shipping outside Tripoli harbour, and claimed to have set fire

The tanker andto a large tanker and a small merchant vessel*

masted schooner^ which appeared to blow up, were reported
Neither sinking was confirmed by enemy records*

^ Early on 15 July a Maryland sighted
four destroyers north-west of the Kerkeimah bank and

a second Maryland led a striking force of three Blenheims to the

Direct hits were scored on an

a three

as sunk*

a convoy of five merchant

vessels and

convoy later in the morning*

8,000-ton vessel vdiich caused volumes of grey and white anoke,

single hit was scored on a second ship of the same tonnage*

There was very intense heavy and light

One ^ip, the

sunk by U-oyds*

and a

Opposition was fierce*

A.A. fire and all the aircraft were hit*
(2)

Barbarigo 5293 tons, Italian was confirmed as

O^lBth one aircraft was lost when two Blenheims idiich had
attacked by a Macohi

C

bombed transformer plant at Tripoli, were
/200*

IIo. 110 Squadron Set achment replaced No* 82 Squadron

*»e Barbarigo was ̂  by
submarine.
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200. A.A. opposition over Tripoli was intense and accurate and

it was considered that a landfall made west of Tripoli by the

Blenheims had warned the enemy of the Blenheims* epproaoh.^^iOn
22 July Blenheims made a very successful attack on a convoy when

two aircraft of No. 110 Squadron attacked at mast height four

merchant vessels, escorted by five destroyers and three C.R.42s,

seventeen miles south of Pantelleria. A hit on a 7000-ton vessel

produced a sheet of flame, and black smoke which t\imed white

making a column six hundred feet high,

same squadron withdrew, to attack later, but found a 4-5000 ton

Two more aircraft of the

merchant vessel with a destroyer ten miles south-west of the

convoy •sdiich they attacked* One aircraft obtained a near miss

on the merchantman, and the other two hits which caused a fire.

Kie vessel blew dark grey smoke rising to two hundred feet.

All the aircraft returned with damage. After dark five Sword

fish were sent to attack the convoy. Two torpedo aircraft hit

idiat was thought to be a tanker, causing an explosion and the

A third aircraft attacked a destroyership was claimed as sunk.

from six hundred yards and obtained a hit astern causing a red

Accurate light A.A. was e:q9erienced

Enemy records shew that two enemy ships

fla^ and clouds of smoke.

from a destroyer,

were sunk on the 22nd from these attacks, the Preussen 8230 tons.

Gennan, and the Brarena. 6 996 tons, Italian registered Norwegian.

It was becoming evident from the increased naval escorts

to enemy convoys, and from the presence of protective fighter

patrols that the success of the offensive had had its affect on

On 31st, ̂ en six Blenheims of 105 Squadron
Cl)

the enemy*

were dispatched to bomb a convoy near Pantelleria, the attack was

called off as it was found that the escort included not only

destroyers, of which there were five, but six C.R.42^^
It was ttwt^becoming a difficult problem to decide \diether the

valuable Blenheims should be allowed to talce the risk of attack-

well*

ing escorted convoys in daylight.
/Parirag

(l) This Squadron arrived at Malta to replace No. 110 Squadron
on 28.7*41*
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Buriiig July Menheims and Marylands- twenty aorties:

against land taigets, including the airfield® of Ziuara and

Misurata in Tripolitania, and the coastal road from Tripoli to

Benghazi. In addition there was a marked increase in offensiv

.  ̂

e

activities by Malta based filters.

Kba* and 185 Squadrons attacked seaplanes in l^yracuse harbour

setting fire to three aircraft ijfaich were burnt out, and severely

damaging five others.

On 9 July Hurricanes of

The attack was made from only a few feet

above the water but th'e defences were late in opening fire and

Towards the end of the month,
fuyj

the Beaufighters of TTos» 143» 252 and 272 Squadrons idiich ^
sent to Malta to cover Operation ”SUbstance*,, carried out

all the aircraft returned safely.

very successful soirbies against seaplane bases at ̂ jracuse and

Marsala and landing grounds at Catania and Baglio Rizzo (Hiarsala).

A feature of the month was the enq)loyment of P.A.A. Fulmars for

night ‘intruder* patrols over Catania,

designed to intercept BTiemy aircraft dsparting for or rettrming

from raids on Malta.

These patrols were

^e Fulmars also dropped bombs on airfields

H.Q. R.A.P.
MBp. O.R.B.

//

and towns. The activities of the Fulmars did much to harass

the night air operations of the Italians and on many nif^ts enemy

During the month Sword-

fidi laid seventeen mines in the approaches to Tripoli harboxxr.

Report on Malta by the Inspector General

During July the island was visited by the Inspector Seneral

of the Royal Air Force, Air Chief Marshal Sir Ludlow-Hewitt, tdio

bombers were prevented from operating.3mB

3ia;,7/37/i/A!far

/? ̂  (01! !3 if
^ Aff.i8/tlJ/27A

■

drew up an extensive report on the R.A.F. Consnand Malta,

general comment was that in spite of many drawbacks, excellent

progress was being made in every department,

oulites were the Portage of spares, maintenance personnel and

He considered that the organisation of labour under

central control, so that it coxild be parcelled out according to

authorised ia*iorities, wotild considerably inprove the situation.

His

The main diff i*

labour.

SECRET
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In spite of these difficulties, hovrever, Air Ebroe operations

The ruimays atand TTorks services were going ahead adjnirably.

the satellite aerodrome a of Safi were complete, and those at

He considered the moat remark-Krendi were developing rapidly,

ahle of recent developnents was the amount of work done in the

provision of dispersal standings and taxi-tracks for aircraft

Aircraft were well dispersed atat the three main airfields.

a considerable distance from the airfields, and ̂ ere pens had

not yet been constructed, a considerable amount of protection was

The oonstruo-afforded by the stone walla bordering the fields.

tion of pens was going ahead well, and when these were coiipleted,

the Bi^otor General considered the three main airfields,with

the help of the two satellites, dwtJld.be able to accommodate

Biis new estimate of aircraftup to three squadrons each,

accommodation in Malta was nearly double that decided upon at a

meeting at Admiralty on 13 May.

Maintenance

The In^ctor General was particularly impressed by the

Hie aircraft in the Island^*work of the Maintenance Personnel

were being maintained by a strength of personnel equivalent to

a fraction only of the normal establidiment in Home Conmionds,

and tile men were working under a climate and conditions far

They had worked day aftermore arduous than those in England,

day for very long hours under a hot sun with an available

strength of Technical personnel far below the minimum required

At Luqa, for exaople, a BSLenheim

squadron, a Wellington and a flight of Eulmars at Hal Par had

all been operating at an intensive rate without any establidament

In addition, a hundred and nii\t^ty-

six aircraft had passed through the island in the last month,.

for the work in hand.

of maintenance personnel.

/and

(l) Reinforcements of maintenance personnel were included In
the ’’Substance'*' convoy, on the troopship which went aground at
Gibraltar.
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aiTd the only servicing party available to deal with these
■ ^

nranbered seventeen men. The three fighter squadrons, which

were actively engaged almost continuously, were being maintained

on fifty per cent of normal establishment. In order to find

men to deal with the Blenheim and Wellington squadrons the

greater part of the R.A.P. strength of the base at K^lafrana

had been transferred to Luqa.

cost of practically closing down the repair works at Kalafrana,
Cti

which the R.A.F. relied for all workshop repair.

Aircraft

This had only been done at the

The Inspector General was anxious that Malta

should be stqpplied with alrfuze torpedo aircraft, in addition to

the Swordfi^. He considered that a squadron, or at least a

flight of Beaufort aircraft would probably contribute more than

any other one thing to the weakening of the enemy in Worth Africa*

He suggested also, that the Island should be provided with P.R.TJ.

Mosquitoes based) on Malta could cover the whole of the

kalian, Adriatic, Libyan and Grecian coasts, Sardinia and

aircraft.

There was apractically Idle udiole of the interior of Italy,

serious lack of up-to-date intelligence, particxilarly naval

intelligence, in the Meditexranean.

The rnspeotor General considered that both operational and

intelligence staffs required strengthening, not in numbers but
A

in quality, partioularly in the Fighter Operations ̂ oom* Malta* a
situation, right in the enemy lines, astride his communications

and exposed to the full weight of his air forces,was unique. E)

exploit its advantages to the utmost, while ensuring at the same

time a highly organised defence, required the most i:5-to-date

and alert operational and intelligence staffs. For the fighter

defence the successful interception of approaching enemy raids

required very nice judgement, and in the island the margin of

time available to achieve the necessary altitude was small thota^

The Controllers were not being very successful, and

A further drawback was

sufficient,

not up to the standard required.were

/theSECRET
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the inaccTjracy of Intelligence sent "by the Intelligence department

of the Air Ministry.

More and quicker information from Air Ministry, combined

with an efficient P.R.U. organisation should revolutionise the

work of the bombing and reconnaissance units in Malta.

lhat was sent arrived too late to be of

use.

The Inspector General ended his report with a word on rein-

He emphasised the importance of sending on theforcing Malta,

personnel waiting at Gibraltar Cl) and suggested that further

convoys should be sent with supplies to maintain  a garrison for

The impression he had received

at Malta was that the Italians had little enterprise or offensive

spirit, and that the present time, if ever, was the time to send

convoys through. (^)
Reinf oioeroent s

at least another twelve months.

■

During June discussions were held at Air Ministry on the

Reinforcement Programme for the Middle East and Malta with the

reuult that the decision of 13 May to limit aircraft at Malta

!Qie establishmentto four and a half squadron had been revised.

A.M. Pile

C.S.9747

of a third fighter squadron, and the increase of the Blenheim

detachment to full squadron strength broxight the number of

squadrons up to five and a half, a figure agreed to at Air Ministry

At this meeting the Fleet Air Arm Squadron at

It was felt that at that time

on 13 June.

Malta was discussed in detail,

Ibid 6A

the value of the work done by the squadron hardly justified the

amount of accommodation it took although it was useful for

It was, however, practically impossible to remove
seamining,

the squadron, owing to the physical difficulties of doing so<

^so the unit received reinforcements from a varieb^f types

Fleet Air Arm aircraft flown in during operations. It was

of

decided, that the Admiralty should be told that there was no

/intention

(1) Seven hundred maintenance personnel had arrived by the
end of August.
(2) This recommendation was
sent to Malta in September.

followed, and a second convoy was
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intention of asking for the squadron to he ntovedi hut that since

space was so valuable at Malta it was essential that the squadron

he properly maintained to play a useful role in operations*

Director of the Naval Air Department later affirmed that the

lihe

Navy had every intention of keeping the squadron up to strength

and maintaining it in an efficient state*

Tlhe Question of Supply

In spite of the Qiiefs of Staffs* decision in June to run

a convoy through the Western Mediterranean, the Governor was

still dissatisfied with the supply position at Malta, and even

before the arrival of "Substance'* at the end of July, he had
/?. M ^'/9ffI (f^)

ffSTI.g. DlffllBls
suggested to the authorities at home that a second convoy shoxild

His view was, that although

it had been the intention that the "Substance"' convoy should

be sent to Malta during the summer.

provide the island with essentials for six months, the situation

in the Mediterranean gave no guarantee that a convoy could be

!Oie C*-in-€*, Mediterranean couldsent at the end of that time.

not send a convoy firom Egypt until Cyrenaica had been recaptured,

an event which could not take place for some months, and meanwhile

there was always the possibility of the Luftwaffe returning to the

Mediterranean, and thus rendering the passage of  a convoy from

the west far noiBe, hazardous that it then was.
h

spite of the efforts made to ensure even distribution of space

for essential stocks in the "Substance" convoy, stocks of

In addition, in

aviation spirit, bombs and fodder were lower than those of other

II !Ehe Admiralty saw no possibility of sending a
second convoy through until October, at the earliest, but idien.

essentials*Malta War

, History
(Cabinet Offices)

at the end of Aiigust, the Governor renewed his request, this

General Dobbie, ̂ diose cause was si5>ported

pointed out that

decision was revised,

by both the Vice-Admiral Malta, and the A.0.0•»

since the axrival of "Substance"’ the supply sittiation had

A.M. Pile

C.S.10677
lA

radically changed owing to the steadily increasing scale of

Hhisoffensive operations being conducted from the island*

/had
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had greatly complicated the co-ordination of s\q)ply at a time

tjhen the intervals between convoys were inevitably long*

Gtovernor estimated that if no convoy was sent before October,

the total amount then required to bring stocks up to their

proper strength, woxild be about eighty thousand tons,

the loss of a single dxip in the next convoy would have a

The

As it

was.

direct effect on offensive operations, and on the leirgth of

tims the island cotild hold out* ̂ ^At the Chiefs of Staffs

meeting on 28 August, at the instigation of the First Sea Lord,

it was agreed that a convoy should be sent through the Western

Mediterranean in the near future, and that loading should begin

The convoy was to at siqjplying Malta with essen-

After the aiTival of the

at onse.

tial stocks to last six months.

T.7.3*

’’Halberd"' convoy at the end of September most stocks wereMalta War

History
(Cabinet Office) expected to last until the early summer of 1942, and the policy

Thiswas that no convoys ̂ ould be sent for some months*

however, proved impracticable and further attempts had to be

mfldft to send supplies before the end of the year*

Policy DeveloTxaent s fenceming the Offensive from Malta

During August, plans for the intensification of the

offensive from Malta developed rapidly*

General*'s Report had indicated the practicability of enlarging

the scale of operations from Malta, and his estimate that the

airfields could accommodate nine squadrons had stimulated

The Inspector

,
In the first instancerenewed discussions at Air Ministry,

however, the initiative came from the Middle East*

in-C* visited Malta early in Axigust, and was pajrbicularly

The A.O.C.-

inpressed by the excellent dispersal that had been arranged

and by the extension of the runways and the provision of

At the time of his visit seven hundredsatellite airfields,
(fi)

A.O.C. Corres.

with P*M» 0*A*S*

S. of 3* etc*

153A <s 15U

maintenance personnel had just arrived and he was able to

inform the Chief of Air Staff that the only limit, now, to the

the number of aircraft that could be servicedoffensive, was

at Malta*

/The
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The A.O.C.-in-Cs plan was to send ijnmediately to the

These wotild use Malta as anIsland two Wellington squadrons*

operational base, and maintain a minimum of ten aircraft each*

As soon as he ootild withdraw the Menheim squadrons from Egypt

he hoped to send half a squadron to Malta to learn the anti-

A future possibility he envisaged was the

operation of South African Marylands from Malta for bombing

dipping tedinique*

operations*

On 23 August, Air Ministry took the matter up with the

% this time the Wellingtons were already at

the island, and Air Ministry wanted to know how many further

squadrons could be operated from Malta (a) with existing

and (b) with a hundred and fifty additional ground

The A.O.C. estimated that with his existing

A.O.C. Malta*

resoxirces

personnel,

resources he could operate only an additional half squadron.

Heand, with the extra personnel, one and a half squadrons*

suggested the extra squadrons should consist of Wellingtons,

Marylands, or Beaufighters,

convoys were now so strongly protected that day attacks were

likely to involve heavy casualties, and although the Blenheims

still invaluable for attacking lightly escorted ships,

and their presence at least forced the enemy to provide larger

escorts and delayed the shipping turn round,the present force

The Wellingtons, however.

Cl) rather than EELenheims* Enemy

were

was sufficient for these tasks*

invaluable for attacks on Tripoli, and the Marylands for

bombing and machine-gxinning road communications in Ti*ipolitania.

The A.O.C.-in-C* ̂ o was in complete agreement with the A.O.C.

Malta, had already offered to lend him half a squadron of

were

Marylands.

At Air Ministiry, however, the policy of attacking ehips

at sea was still preferred to port bombing and it was decided

Cl) Bbaufighters were needed for Wight Fighter Defence.

SECRET
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to increase temporarily the Blenheim detachment at Malta to

three squadrons on the understanding that the detachment vTOuld

operate exclusively against the enemy lines of consnunication*

This increase TOVild alter the status of the detachment as it

vrould be no longer practicable to send out relief crews* It

was proposed ̂ therefore, to maintain the detachments firom the

monthly consignment of reinforcements to the Middle East*, jj
learning of this proposal both the A»O.C.-in-C. Middle East and

the A.O.C. Malta protested that •«hat was most needed at Malta

and heavier bombs, especially for Tripoli.

A.O.C.-in-C. was of the opinion that if bombing operations were

mounted against Naples and Brindisi on the same scale as those

against ffiripoli, the results might be decisive,

convinced that with heavier bombs the Wellingtons could make

On

The
was more

The A.O.C. wa

ibid 96A

s

•Qlpoli useless for large ships, and thus jeopardise the vdiole

He asked that the hundred andof the enemy's supply system.

fifty airmen being sent out should be en^iloyed to operate an

In the meantime he agreed toadditional Wellington squadron.

accept an additional half squadron of Blenheims and eight

Marylands and to maintain them with existing resources pending

At this juncture.the arrival of personnel reinforcements,

however, the G.O.C. Malta agreed to provide a himdred and fifty

to assist in the maintenance of aircraft, and this generousmen

ibid lOOA

action enabled the A.O.C. to accept a conqplete Blenheim squadron.

Arrangements were then put in hand at Air Ministry to

send this one extra Blenheim squadron immediately, and a second

exposition tosquadron as soon as Malta cotild maintain it.

ibid 98A

the port bombing policy, based on experience in the United

It was considered that a very heavyKingdom, remained firm,

scale of attack on Tripoli was necessary to gain results, and

if sufficient Wellingtons could be operated fromthat even

Malta the wipply situation would not permit them to operate over

It was estimated that aiibmarines and aircrafta long period*

/were
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were inflicting twenty-five per cent losses on shipping to

North Africa and the C.A.S. thought this might be increased

to fifty per cent by operating the additional Blenheims and

msanvdiile maintaining the Wellington offensive against Tripoli

The A.O.C. Malta, however, held(1)and the embarkation ports,

firmly to his opinion in favour of port bombing,

that, as a bombing tanget, Tripoli could not be conipared with

He consider

ibid lOkk

ed

The main difference was theports in the United Kingdom,

con^jaratively small area in which the port facilities were

There was only one quay, four hundred and thirtycontained.

yards long by a hundred and fifty wide, and on it were the only

^»e^houses, warehouses and unloading gear in the port,
only two other jetties, one two hundred yards long, and

The A.O.C.

There

were

the other, the petrol jetty one hundred yards,

argued that a few 1,000 lb bombs on the quay and jetties would

not only sink ships alongside but would destroy the buildings

Unloading from ships not alongside wasand machinery,

frequently done but this depended entirely on a small fleet of

In the evenings these were usually concentrated in

A 1,000'lb bomb in the

lighters,

a very small area against the town,

middle of them could sink the lot.

also in a very limited area, and whereas a 500"lb bomb did

little damage with a near miss, a 1,000-lb bonib might easily

Anchorages in stream were

disable a ̂ ip.

Despite this strong plea for port bombing, Mr Ministry

held to the decision to send the Blenheims, until  a proposal

A.M. File

C.S. 10581
15A

by the C.-in-C. Mediterranean caused a modification in this

In a message to the Admiralty, dated 2 September thepolicy.

C.-in-C. pointed out factors irfiich might hinder the efficiency

of the anti-shipping policy in the near future: (a) The

enemy might have recourse to reuteing the convoys via the

/Ionian

(l) These considerations were based on a personal survey by
the C.A.S. of the results achieved by Fomber Command and the
German Air Force.

SECRET
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Ionian Sea and thus out of range of the night attacks by the

Sworafi^, Cb) the Blenheim daylight attacks might become still

hazardous owing to the improvements in the eneiAy anti-more

aircraft defences, and (c)/ the disadvantages of both methods

of attack would shortly be aggravated by bad weather and longer

5br night attacksnights dviring the approaching winter season,

the C. -in-<3. considered the only solution was a longer range

torpedo bombing squadron of either Beaufort s or Albacores and

for day attacks he sxiggested a squadron of high speed dive-

ll Although he recognised the validity of the C#-in-Cs
the C.A.S. considered there were various qualifying

bombers.

arguments,

factors to be taken into account,

routed via the Ionian Sea and thus out of range of the

If the enemy convoy

ibid 17A

s were

Swordfish,delay would be in?)Osed on the movements of shipping

and this wotild reduce the rate of flow of the supplies to

Also the ships would be vulnerable to attackNorth Africa.
X

from Egyptian bases on entering the Bengha^ area dnd would be

within range of the Blenheims at Malta during their journey

He admitted, however, that the availa-through the Ionian Sba.

bility of shore-based fighter protection from Greece would

As regards theincrease the hazard of the latter attacks.

Blenheim losses, the C.A.S. pointed out that although several

aircraft had been lost from various causes, only two had so far

It was agreedbeen shot down by A.A. fire from convoys,

however, that consideration should be given to the possibility
a

of sending an Alb^

third Blenheim squadron.

squadron to Malta in place of theore

The A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East, and the A.O.C. Malta were

The question was, if Malta wasasked for their views,

ibid 20A

now able to operate an additional squadron, and the Albacore

Cl) vdiether two squadron of Blenheims and
/two

fl) ®iisTO3^flT3t queried by Air Ittniatry but later
confirmed by the C.-in-C. Mediterranean.

now

sufficient,range was

SECRET
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two of torpedo edrcraft woiold form a more effective force for

attacks on shipping than three squadrons of Blenheims and one of

torpedo aircraft,

unanimous in their preference for two squadrons of each t^Tpe,

but although Malta could accept an additional squadron,

maintenance crews and torpedoes were in short supply.

A.O.C.-in-C. was already helping to relieve the torpedo shortage,

however, by flying in emergency stocks by Sunderlands, and

further supplies from other sources were detailed to arrive in

A further drawback was that Albacores were not

fitted with A.S.V. but as there were four Swordfish at Malta

The A.O.C.-in-C. and the A.O.C. Malta were

The

the near future.

with A.S.V. an>aratus ̂ diich coulB be used with Albacores, it was

It was found thatthought this difficulty could be overcome,

the Albacore had a range fifty miles greater that that of the

Srordfish, an advantage vdiich the A.O.C.-in-C. considered well

worth having, and on 12 Septe^mer Air Ministry decided 
to cancel

the move of the third Blenheim squadron and to send an Albacore

squadron No. 828 P.A.A. to Malta in its place.

Renewed PemAnd a for Reconnaissance Aircraft

The increase in offensive operations from Malta inevit

ably aggravated the already difficult problem of reconnaissance.

Prom the first, in accepting the Adr Ministry offer at the end

of August of additional offensive aircraft, the A.O.C. had made

it clear that to enploy the Blenheims and Swordfish to the full

a proportionate increase in reconnaissance aircraft would bo

The R.A.P. was already providing a considerable

amount of reconnaissance for the Navy to watch the movements
necessary.

ibid 23A

A#/.

m.

of the Italian fleet and merchant shipping, and it was a major

quirements, ■«diioh were invariablyproblem to balance these re

represented as essential, against those of the air striking

supplement reconnaissance dturing a bad spell of
unserviceability the A.O.C. had already "been obliged

route to the Middle East.

Tbforce.

Maryland

to retain at Malta two Beaufort a en

ibid 850

/It
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It was now almost impossible, however, to supply further

Mazylandsfor Malta from the United Kingdom,

aircraft available for overseas service had been di^atched

after 4 August, and Air Ministry had decided that No. 69

Squadron must be maintained from aircraft already in the Middle

Bast, until it could be rearmed with another type,

bombers, however, were in short siq>ply in the Middle East and

the situation became more acute ̂ en the Baltimore aircraft

which were to replace the Marylands were delayed in production.

It was therefore decided to send out the few remaining Maryland

aircraft in the United Kingdom, some of vhich were then in use

as training aircraft, the remainder being on the strength of

No. 1. Photograjhic Reconnaissance Unit. [|
not sufficient, however, to solve the problem and in any case

it was likely to be son» time before the aircraft arrived at

Tb meet the acute situation at the end of August, the

A.O.C.-in-C. advised the A.O.C. Malta, to give priority to the

reconnaissance for the Blenheim and Swordfish strikes, but
k  o

owing to JJaval JJperations early in Septentoer this was not

practicable and the C.A.S. instructed him to supplement the

Maryland effort with the Blenheims,

on 12 September, and for some time, owing to a shortage of

Blenheim crews for shipping strikes, Maryland pilots carried

out patrols in Blenheim aircraft.

The last two

soon

Medium

These measures were

Malta.

This course was first taken

D. Ops (o)
Folder

aocA?
lOM

ibid 98A

H.Q. Med.File

S. 176/1/Air 28A
/?* M.«. Pile

S. 47924 30A

It was still necessary however to take long-term measures

A.M. Pile

C.S.10581
25A *B?.

to ensure adequate reconnaissance. The Commanders-in-Chief,

Middle East, were of the opinion that the obvious and most

practical solution was to cease the enp>loyment of Marylands at

Malta for bombing operations, and to concentrate their effort

Air Ministry agreed that in viewentirely on reconnaissance.

of the more profitable natrue of shipping targets and the

shortage of reconnaissance aircraft, the diversion of the

/aarylands
(l) This was due to sickness, il^aaa pag^

S E C R E T
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Maryland 8 to attack land conmninications in Tripolitania was not

A more constructive proposal, however,normally justified,

•

put forward by the Admiralty was that Long Range A.S.V. diould

TOiis would give much greater scopebe supplied for Malta,

to search patrols than the short range A.S.V. in the Swordfi^.

The proposal was considered at Air Ministry and on lA SeptemberA.M. Pile

c.s.10732 Cl) fitted with Long Rangeit was agreed that three Wellingtons

A.S.V. should be di^atched to Malta as soon as possible.

Ok

These Wellingtons vdiich were to be maimed by specially selected

would be able to search a track sixty miles wide for

They would be equipped, in addition,

with a special I.P.P. set to enable the Swordfi^ with short

range A.S.V. to home on to them.

The method of employment proposed was that the Wellingtons

^ould carry out searches on suitable nights along the shipping

When contact was

crews

enemy surface vessels.

routes known to be used by the Italians,

made with an eneny convoy they would summon the Swordfish Tdiich

would then home on to them from approximately sixty miles and

ibid

8A 7 10B>

In addition, although the Blenheims atdeliver their attack.

Malta were not equipped with A.S.V. apparatus, an expert from

the staff of the Scientific Advisor on Telecommunications was

to be sent out to give assistance in devising methods of co

operation between the Wellingtons and Blenheims, and other types.

As A.S.V. and similar develoimienta were thought to be unknown

to the enemy strict instructions were given that the Wellingtons

not to be flown near the enemy or Vichy coast ̂ ere it

might be possible to salve equipnent and aerial systems if an

were

aircraft were forced down.

It was arranged that the A.S.V. Wellingtons rfiould be

sent out as part of the strength of twenty Wellingtons which

When they arrived, the

/Albacores

operating from the island.were

Cl) Naval aircraft could not be fitted with L.R.A.S.V. owing
to the ^ape of the fuselage. Of the R.A.P. types, Wellingtons.
Sunderlands and Catalinas were suitable.

SECRET
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Albacores 1*001(1 bring the number of aircraft on the island iqp

to the equivalent of nine squadrons, and this was considered the

maximum that coxild be operated from Malta*

the types of squadrons, no increased striking power could be

expected, and «ai no such changes could be made without full

consideration being given to the supply position and to other

vital air requirements, such as defence*

offensive from Malta was thus fixed for the time being*

Without changing

The extent of the

A.M. Pile

C.S. 10581
25B

The Anti-Siipoing Offensive

During August and Septeniber, as has already been mentioned,

owing to the increased A.A. and fighter defences of enemy

convoys, the Blenheim effort against shipping at sea was consider-

In the words of the A*0»C* Halt a ”to launch theably modified*

Blenheims against convoys in the face of the A.A* and fighter

opposition now frequently provided was murder'*', and he considered

that attacks s^uld not be made unless a certain degree of

success for the operation and a reasonable chance of sxirvival

aocA7
83A

P H

for the aircraft could be expected*

The Blenheims were an easy target for experienced gunners,

provided there was a reasonable volimie of fire*

attack was to fly directly at the target ship at fifty or a

hundred feet above the sea and just before collision appeared

The method ofAir Marshal

Lloyd* 8
personal account

imminent to bank up over the target, the bombs being released

The Blenheims each carried four 250-lbjust before banking*

The bombsbombs, -Jdiich were armed with an eleven-second fuse,

were dropped in a closely spaced stick to ensure that one or

In this way the sides or deck oftwo would hit the target,

the ship would be penetrated and the bomb would lodge inside

As a general rule the ship would then catch

The method of attack was therefore sinple and if the

and then explode*

fire.
ol

Aslightly defen^d it was also very effective,

the defences increased, however, it became very hazardous, and

Suxpz'xae

convoys were

being ^Ot down on the run In to attack.crews were

iB5)Osaible except in conditions of dust haze as
/there

was almost

SECRET
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there was usually not a cloud in the sty.

opened on the aircraft long before they were within gun range,

and huge sheets of water would rise up from the falling shells.

An attack under such conditions required considerable courage,

determination and leaderdiip.

Fighter opposition was also particularly dangerous for the

The fighters oould easily attack the low-flying

bombers from above, and mojjeover the fighter pilot covild see

the strike of his bullets on the sea and coula quickly adjust

The Blenheims rarely had fighter

Fire yrould be

Blenheims.

his aim on to the target.

I

I

I

escort as the Hurricane range was too short, although on a few

occasions Beaufighters on ten5)orary detachment to Malta,

accon5)anied them. A further danger for the Blenheims was that

of colliding with the masts of the ships, if the bank away after

the attack was not accurately timed and once or twice Blenheims
I

were lost by being caught in the explosion of a ship. This
I

danger occurred if several aircraft were attacking the same

The Blenheims then had to fly close together to ensure

that they were all clear of the ship within the eleven seconds

ship.

I
allowed by the fuses of the bomba. If these were inaccurately

timed the Blenheims were usually too low over the ship to

escape the blast.

As a consequence of these difficulties,although several

operations against convoys were mounted, there was an increasing

tendency during the month to confine operations to attacks on

I

small or unescorted vessels, or vessels which were already

damaged and straggling behind their convoys. An alternative

policy en^jloyed was to increase the number of Blenheim attacks

This divergence from the originalon ports and land targets,

policy laid down for the operation of the detachment from No. 2

Group resulted in the discussions at Air Ministry and the

revision of the plans for the operation of aircraft from Malta,

as related above.

/Although
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Although the Blenheim anti-shipping operations were limited,

R.A.P. Malta

D.I.S.
however, the Swordfish offensive continued steadily, and on a

few occasions night attacks on shipping at sea were made by

Wellingtons, while both types of aircraft were enrployed in

5^
On^Bveral occasions visibility

for Swordfish strikes was extremely bad, and the convoys could

attacking [dipping in harbour.

These weather conditions madeonly be located with A.S.V.

torpedo dropping very difficult, but nevertheless the aircraft

accounted for three enemy ships sunk at sea during the month.

Close watch was kept on the Ionian Sea and the Tunisian coastal

route by the Maryland a, and Tripoli and porta in Sicily and

As the result ofsouthern Italy were frequently visited*

Malta-based operations in August, six ships were sunk at sea

and at least four in harbours.

Anti-shipping Strikes ~ August 19U.

Bie first convoy strike took place on 5 August, vdien a

northbound convoy of five merchant vessels and five destroyers,

sighted by a Maryland^waa attacked near Lasapedusa by Blenheims.

This attack was unsuccessful, and, on the following day,vdien

Blenheims were dispatched to attack a similar convoy southbound

near Pantelleria, it was decided not to attack as the ships

were escorted by Italian fighter aircraft,

however. Swordfish located the convoy with A.S.V. and attacked

it with torpedoes, and the Blenheims repeated their operation

As a result of these sorties the Wita , Italian,

After dark.

at dawn.

On 10 August Blenheims were sent to6813 tons, was sunk,

attack a single merchant vessel off Kerkennah.

reported, end the ship, vdiich was the French collier S.N.A. 9,

Hits were

On the night of2719 tons was reported damaged by Lloyds.

17 August, following a report by a Maryland, Swordfish were

Onesent to attack a southbound convoy south of Pantelleria.

ship, the M«.q/^«lena Odero. Italian, 5k79 tons, was sunk and on^

30th, Swordfish attacking a convoy northwest of Lan5>edusa sank

The Blenheims achievedthe Italian ship Egadi 86l tons.

/two
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Oiy23rd the Italian vessel
Costanza 582 tons was sunk in convoy, and on 28th when two

two more sinkings during August.

merchant vessels were attacked one of them the Cilicia > Italian,

2747 tons was lost.^^^

Three attacks on shipping in Tripoli, Catania and Lampedusa

were made by the Blenheims, but no ships were reported sunk or

As the result of a Swordfidi attack on ships indamaged*

Catania on 10th, however, the large Italian vessel California
A

13060 tons was sunk*

hospital ship.'

Augusta and ̂ jrracuse, fires and e^losions being reported*

It was learned later that this was a

Other attacks were made by the Swordfish on

Land targets visited by the Blenheims included the airfield and

barracks at Misurata, and diemical works at Crotone and Licata*

Five Blenheims were lost during the month.

Beaxifort Experiments

!Eb make \ip for the limitations imposed on the ELenheim

operations during Axigust, the A.O.C.-in-<3. Middle East,

suggested that^two Beauforts at Malta ,^ich were en route to

Egypt,should be retained at the Island for experimental opera-

This plan was agreed to, but the

It was found that, in daylight

tions against shipping*

e:q)eriments bore little fruit»

at tacks, the Beaufort a were subject to the same dangers as the

Owing to the short distance from the target atBlenheims.

which the torpedoes had to be launched, the adrcraft had to

pass right over the ship, thus themselves offering an easy

As the Beaufort crews at Malta were nottarget for the A.A.

trained in night torpedo dropping, the possibility of employing

The A.O.C.the aircraft for night attacks was also ruled out.

suggested, however, that the aircraft might be used for laying

mines in Tripoli harbour, since they had been used extensively

and successfully, in similar operations from the United Kingdom*
At

This idea was not followed vcp at ticbo^time.
/Brixoli ....

claimed by the aubmarinej^/toft^a^ U

AtOi(
C R E T

lL
(1) She was
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Tripoli Raida •• Axigust 1941

Wellingtons of No* 38 Squadron •?rtiich arrived at Luqa from

Egypt on 6 August maintained a steady offensive against Tripoli

during the month* Of nineteen operations carried out between

R.A.P. Malta

D.I.S.

/ifL8 ' J' •

7 and 31 August sixteen were directed against the port*

first, ̂ Aiich took place on the night of^6th was carried out by

six aircraft and lasted from 0155 hours to 0350 hours*

raid was the first of many, designed to break down morale*

The Wellingtons arrived over the target separately, and since

each aircraft dropped its load in sticks at intervals, there

was no appreciable gap throughout the two hours vdien bombs

were not exploding* Most of the bombs fell in a concentrated

area near the Spanish Molcr and at least two fires were started*

On the night of 21/22 and 29/30 as many as fifteen Wellingtons

took part in the attacks, both raids lasting just under two

During the former raid twenty-four tons of H.E. were

dropped, and over twenty-five tons during the latter, viien many

hits were observed among diips in the harbour, resulting in

fires and explosions. |[ During the August raids Malta Wellingtons
dropped a total weight of 206^ tons of bombs on Tbripoli, more

than half the total weight of 409? tons dropped on Tripoli by

Wellingtons from Malta since their raids began*

The

This

ho\ITB.

During the

raid on the night of^30th, vAien nine Wellingtons took part, four

They were the Neptune,ships were sunk in Tripoli harbour*

Italian, 395 tons, the Ri^, Italian, 663O tons, the

Giuseppina V 367 tons and the PiacHnettat Italian 393 tons*

further raid on Tripoli was made on the night of the 31st*

.

A

The

Wellingtons also made two attacks on Catania and one on Augusta*

Only one aircraft was lost on operations during August*

Further Mehheim Difficulties

Dxiring the first two weeks of September, BlenheimI

operations remained on so small a scale that on the Uth Air

Ministry commented on the disappointing results of their effort*

the 12th only two attacks were made againstDp to and inclviding

\

I

/dipping
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shipping and two against land targets,

the aircraft failed to find the ships they had set out to attack.

During an anti-shipping strike in the Ionian on 11th,however,
/> /■

in which five Blenheims took part, one ^ip was sunk, the

Alfredo Oriani (Italian) 3059 tons.

On several occasions

This was the first success

A second ship the Caff arc. Italian, 6A76 tonsof the month*

-fly
was sunk on 12th, but on this occasion three Blenheims were lost.

A.

Wellingtons and P.A.A. Swordfish also conjperated in their

sinking.

As the A.O.C. explained, however, the Blenheims were working

under considerable disadvantages. The main drawback was the/?. M.*. Pile
S.klS2k
28A * 30A lack of determined and experienced leadership. The Squadron

Commander was not allowed to fly, and althoxigh other leaders had

been sent from No. 2 Group, unacclimatised crews were very sus

ceptible to sickness, in spite of preventive measures. Conse

quently, for some weeks, the squadron' s crew strength, nominally
I

sixteen had been down to three or four, and even this number had

only been achieved by mixing crews, a practice which did not

produce good results. Another difficulty was the low standard

of navigation. Conqpared with those in northwest Europe the

Mediterranean winds were diffictilt, and landfalls far fewer, so

that the navigators had difficulty in assessing the drift of

the aircraft, in spite of assistance and lectures from Maryland

The experiment had been tried of sending a Marylandobservers.

This had been successful.to lead the Blenheims to the target,

although unpopular, but it had soon had to be dropped owing to

the shortage of Maryland s.

Blenheim crews to man the aircraftjthe Blenheims had been used

by Maryland crews to make good the shortage of Maryland aircraft

As there were insufficient

which was threatening reconnaissance.

The A.O.C. considered that the best solutiOT’ to the

Blenheim problem was to allow each squadron to remain in Malta

for four or six months, so that they could become acclimatised

and gain experience of local conditions. Under the existing

/system
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system of short detachment s^the squadrons were being withdrawn

from the island just as they were beginning to pull their weight.

On 22 September the Officer Commanding No* 105 Squadron was

killed in a flying accident and the A.O.C. felt there was no

longer any chance of pulling the squadron together. It was

consequently decided that it sho\J.d be replaced by No. 18

Squadron from the United Kingdom, idiich would then remain at

the island indefinitely. Meanwhile the second Blenheim

squadron, No. 107, had arrived from the United Kingdom and

commenced operations on 15 September. No. 105 Squadron

continued operating until 27 September and returned to England

on 11 October. They had been in Malta since 28 July.

I

ibid WA &
42A

I

I

Qiortly after the arrival of No. 107 Squadron several

successful operations against [Ripping were mounted* On

/y /n/. I
V  rf

17 September Blenheims attacked a merchant vessel, a ti:ig and two

laden schooners off the Tunisian coast and destroyed a schooner.

the Filuccio, Italian 2UB tons, and on 19th two attacks were

On a fewmade on a 24000 ton liner in Tripoli harbovir.

occasions ̂ en Blenheims scored hits on ships the bombs bounced

harmlessly off the deck. On 20 September four aircraft of
cK

No. 107 Squadron attained two merchant vessels off Kerkennah.

One of the ships ̂ ich was carrying phosphate from Sfax to

Marseilles was sunk. She was the Monselet, French, 3372 tons.
I

On 26 September, Blenheims on a shipping sweep claimed one

1000 ton merchant vessel sunk thirty miles north-west of Tripoli

Frequently, d\aring the

month, Blenheims made anti-shipping sweeps along the Tripolitan-

ian coast, and when no targets ?rere found, attacked motor

transport on the coastal road, destroying and damaging many

vehicles and causing great congestion of the traffic,

targets were supply dumps and barracks at Misurata and Homs,

and factories at Licata.

but this was not

Other

/Swordfish ....
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Swordfish Operations

The Swordfish were very successful during September,

On the night of 3 September ninesinking at least four diips.

aircraft on a sweep off Sicily and the toe of Italy sighted a

convoy of seven destroyers and five merchant vessels and sank

two Italian ships,

and the Pietro Barbaro 6330 tons.

They were the Adrea Gritti, 6338 tons.

On the night of the 11th

seven Swordfish made the first attack on a southbound convoy off

Kuriat Island, claiming two merchant vessels damaged,

attacked it again on the following night, the Blenheims having

first bombed the ships during the day.

Wellingtons of No. 38 Squadron made low level and Riding attacks

They

Three hours later

I

During one of theseon the convoy, dropping ten tons of bombs,

operations the Italian ship Nicolo Odero, 6OO3 tons was hit.

IOn^night 17/18 September five

Swordfish attacked a convoy near Trapani, and in spite of poor

She blew up on lif September.

I

)

visibility damaged the Italian diip Col de Lana , 5891 tons.

Further attacks against shipping on the nights of 18/19 and

21/22 failed to produce results, but on 22/23 three Swordfish

attacked two merchant vessels off Kviriat Island and severely

damaged one, the Marigola , Italian, 5996 tons,

stranded on the coast and sunk on 1 November by gunfire from a

The Swordfish also laid mines in Tripoli and Palermo

harboxirs during the mo'^th,-srtiile other Swordfish on Wellingtons

created a diversion with bombs.

Sie was

submarine.

Wellington Operations

During September Wellingtons of No. 38 Squadron maintained
-/tjt

On^nights of l/2,

k/3 and 5/6 they mounted raids on Tripoli lasting well over

The next taigets

a steady bombing offensive from Malta.

three hours, causing fires and e:q)losions.

to receive attention were Palermo and Messina, the former

attacked three times and the latter twice during the nextbeing

Btoth ports were so effectively covered by

results covdd be observed except one

five nights,

smoke-screens that no

/very
The Pietro Barbaro is not included in the official Italian

list "I^ave Perduti". S E C R E T
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very large fire at Jfesaina# Palermo was attacked twice more

towards the end of the month, but results of the former were

not good and cloud over the target prevented accurate bombing
0)

On the night of the 13th operations

against Tripoli were resumed and on the nights of 15th, l6th

and 17th two of the Wellingtons laid mines iriiile the remainder

diuring the latter.

successfully created a diversion with bombs. Six more raids

were mounted against Tripoli before the end of the month, the

last two being directed against Motor Transport parks, irtiere

large fires and explosions were duatodi On two occasions

Wellingtons were employed to create a diversion for Swordfish

laying mines in Sicilian harbours.

Wellingtons were dispatched to attack shipping following a

On the night of the 22nd

Swordfish strike, but no hits were obtained* One aircraft

was lost on operations during the month.

The weight of bombs dropped by the Wellingtons during

September was as follows

/i. ft. a Weight of Bombs

(to nearest ton)

158.2

Target

Tripoli

77.3Palermo

22.9Messina

14.2Slipping
Tbtal .. 272.6

Fighter Defence

Enemy rsdds during August and September remained on a small

scale, and consequently there were few spectacular interceptions

The enemy was particularly cautious in hisby the Hurricanes,

day attacks and seldom sent over any aircraft besides Macchi$

and these frequently flew so high that the Hurricanes were unable

to gain height to intercept before the intruders had made off.

On a few occasions, however, air battles took place between

t ̂  ’ d ^ i/ 'f ■f*'

4’ S

A.i,.BlSrs/i'3ls-/ir

On 19 Axigust the Hurricanes

given particularly good warning of an enemy fighter sweep

of twelve Macchis to Malta and twelve aircraft of No. 126

Italian and British fighters.

were

able to intercept and. pygsug_^he jenemy byk to
,  J Ht,}~ 3 7^s- r/. ^

SECRET /Sicily.
Souadron were
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Two Macchis were shot down over Sicily, and a thirdSioUy^

One of the Hurricanescrashed into the sea off the coast.

On 26 August ten Hurricanes of No. 126 Squadronwas daj^ed*
and eight of No. 185 Squadron were directed to intercept a plot

No. 126circling some forty or fifty miles north of the island.

Squadron found the enemy and an engagement took place off Cape

Three aircraft were claimed destroyed, and twoScaramia.

On 4One Hurricane was lost.were probably destroyed.

September two interceptions were made,

twelve Hurricanes of No. 126 Squadron intercepted  a plot of

plus sixteen ten miles north of the island, and claimed six

No. 185 Squadron ijriiich was also scrambled

In the afternoon eight

Hurricanes of No. 249 Squadron engaged twelve Maochis escorting

During the morning

Macchis destroyed.

claimed one aircraft destroyed.

The Hxirricanesa hospital plane at sea level off Cape Passero.

which were originally at 20,000 feet cane down to 8,000 before

One of the pilots described the engagediving on the Macchis.

ment as one of the toughest he had esqperienced ~ ”The Macchis

Tliree aircraft were claimed destroyed.just stayed and fought'*'.

When the engagement ended the aircraft were well over Sicily,

The Macchisthe Hurricanes decided to return to base.so

Two Hurricanes failedfollowed them however for some distance.

5tom/4th to 20th no eneny aircraft crossed the
^  A

Before

to return,

coast in daylight and there were only three alerts,

the end of September, enemy aircraft probably crossed the

coast twice in daylight.

Night Defence

While enemy day activity was infrequent and consisted

chiefly of fighter patrols, night raids were conparatively

®iey consisted, as a rule, of a few bomberspersistent.

Trtiich came over at intervals and dropped their bombs either in

There were few sustainedthe sea or at random over the island,

attacks on single targets by large numbers of aircraft.

Except on the occasions when the enemy aircraft were over at a

great height, such raids were comparatively ea^
/but

to combat,

SECRET
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but up to this time the fighter defence had had very little

success in night interceptions. During August, however, the

night defence system was overhauled and a special night fighter

unit was formed with the result that successful night intereep-

tions began to increase.

Developments in Night Fighting

In order to understand the developments that took place in

August it is necessary to know something of the anti-aircraft

defences of Malta, and the night defence tactics formerly

Note on Malta

Night Fighting
Tactics

J5/104
en5>loyed.

(a) Searchlight and Radar Organisation

From the beginning of the war Malta was very heavily

by searchlights(1)
defended by a first-class barrage of guns ^
of ̂ ich twelve were of the 150 cm type and the remainder the

The Searchlight Defences were organised into six90 cm type,

areas in each of which there were six to eight searchlights.

Every searchlight was connected by telephone to its Area

Headquarters, vdiich in turn, had a direct line to the Fighter

The searchlights were directed purely by

sound location tmtil the target was illuminated> and then by

The weather conditions were, generally speaking, first

Air conditions were

Operations Room.

eye.

class for the operation of searchlights,

good and the enemy rarely raided the island when there was more

Consequently the searchlights were
i

able to obtain a high percentage of jjlluminations, about twenty-

five per cent of all raiders that crossed the coast,

illxominations lasted from thirty seconds to three and a half

minutes, and once a target was caught it was very seldom lost

than three tenths cloxid.

These

until it had passed out of range well beyond the coast.

The R.D.P. facilities, which were assisted by G.L. sets

Their range waa usually sufficient for thewere only moderate.

Fighter Controller to scramble the night fighters in good time

/for

(l) At night gun-fire was confined to geographical areas

agreed between the Army and Air Force, as it was for day
operations.

SECRET
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for them to obtain the height of the enemy raid by the time it

crossed the coast. Direction plotting of the raiders was good

but heights were only moderate to bad and could not be relied

There were no modem devices suchupon to any great extent.

as G.C.I. or A.I. available and all the tactics were based on

the principle gained from experience, that it is practically

useless for a Fighter Controller to vector fighters at night

on to fiaiAs^without the assistance of modern G.C.I. and A.I.
A

organisation,

(b). Tactics Prior to August 1941

By August 1941 the Night Fighter Defence of Malta had

passed through a number of stages of development,

experience in the British Isles had tended towards the conclu

sion that an operational searchlight zone of belt at least

thirty miles deep was necessary for successful night fighter

Although Malta provided an operational zone only

eight miles deep, with a mayiTmim time of target illumination of

three and a half minutes, successful fighter defence was however

soon foxmd to be possible.

At first a single fighter was stationed in the least active

part of the searchlight layout, and about ten per cent of the

illuminations resulted in fighter engagements,

no heights were obtainable and the next stage was the employ

ment of two fighters at difference heights,

by the introduction of two and then four areas for stationary

fighters, the areas used depending on the enemy line of approach.

The most siiccessful result at this stage was achieved -sdien two

fighters were stationed at different heights in areas on either

side of the target as it crossed the coast,

inprovements led to greater efficiency until about thirty per

cent of ill\aninations resulted in fighter engagements.

The fighters however were still confined to ^cial

areas until an illumination occurred and, unless the enemy

Pre-war

defence.

At this time

This was followed

Each of these

aircraft happened to be flying towards them, a terrific chase

Consequently the enemy aircraft on being Illuminated
/often

ensued*

SECRET
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often crossed the coast well ahead of the fighter and was

out of range of the ssarchlights before the fighter could

Another difficxxlty was that over a blacked-out andovertake.

small land mark like Malta, it was almost impossible for the

fighter to maintain position on the patrol line on dark nights

even with the help of a flashing beacon, and on occasions

wandered as far twenty miles from the island. Consequently,

in order to obtain better results, it was necessary tofevise

improved tactics,

(c) Formation of the Malta Night Fighter Unit

The first steps towards the development of night fighting

in August 19W., was the formation of a special Night Fighter

This consisted of twelve pilots and twelve Mark IIUnit.

Hurricanes, eight of which were armed with four cannons and the

remainder with twelve guns, with the usual complement of ground

In the first instance men and aircraft were providedcrews.

/6C (fi)
k02^1 equally from the three fighter squadrons, but although the A.O.C.

did not ask for additional pilots or aircraft for the unit, he

requested that Air Ministry diould allot a squadron number to

The unitestablish the unit' s identity and to help morale.

85B

(1)
He proposed the establishment of the

unit should be eleven pilots and fourteen Htirricanes with a few

airmen for maintenance, the remainder being on the station

servicing basis, as was the system for the other fighter units.

became No. 1435 Flight.

The pilots and aircraft were to come out of Malta's establish

ment of thirty-four pilots and sixteen aircraft plus a hundred

cent reserve of aircraft for each of the three fighter

In tills way the A.O.C. demanded no increases in

per

squadrons.

ibid 127A

establidunent to provide for the new unit.

In order to obtain greater efficiency the pilots of the

A night state of sixnew unit operated solely at night,

P PM. fll 35/lOK

aircraft two of idiich were at readiness, and four at thirty

The Hurricanes were equipped with
/iT.H.g.

minutes was maintained.

Hb.

(l) BecanBzl435 Squadron on 23 July 1942 vAien Bea^ighters
took over night-fighter duties and a Spitfire squadron 

the
forming in Malta adopted the squadron number 1435.

S B C R E T
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V.H.P. ana "WBre oontrolled from the usual Fighter Operations

A very close liaison was maintained between the search

light personnel and the night fighters, and lectures were

arranged for the benefit of both parties, as well as regular

searchlight co-operation training,

(d) New Tactics

It was fo\md that as long as the fighters did not bear a

lesser angle than twenty degrees to the ®archlights* sound

locator on either side of the line of approach of the enemy-

aircraft, it would not greatly upset the efficiency of the sound

It was also found later by experience that once the

enemy aircraft was over the island the fighter could be only

a thousand yards away on either side of a concentration of

searchlights without greatly interfering with the searchlight

By following the concentration of searchli^t

beams it was therefore possible for the fighter to take up a

Room.

locator.

efficiency.

position close to the raider as it approached the island and thus

to be ready to close in to attack in the event of an illumination.

Fith this knowledge as a basis the following new tactics

In place of the four station patrol areas twowere designed,

fluid patrol lines were used for the initial positioning of the

fighters, the first over the ce-'tre and the second over the

As the enemy aircraft approachedsouth south-east of the island.

Malta, the Fighter Controller gave the fighter

(a) the distance of the raid from the Island,

(b) the height, if known,

(c) the line of approach towards the Island.

In no circumstances did the Controller attenpt to vector the

On hearing that a raid was approaching, both fightersfighter,

left their patrol lines and took tp a position on each side of

approximately foui- to six miles distant from the incoming

They then flew on converging courses so that they

the immediate vicinity of the raider

The latter was then

/engaged

and

raider,

closed in on and -were in

hy the time it was over the Island.

SECRET
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engaged by any number from eight to eighteen seardilights, with

The fighters then took up

positions flying parallel to and in the same direction as the

concentration was moving so that they were near if an illumina-

a resultant concentration of beams.

tion took place.

In order to reduce the risk of collision between the two

fighters as they attacked the illuminated enemy aircraft, the

camera gun switch in each aircraft was altered to operate the

This light was switched on by thetail light independently,

pilot when he engaged, and switched off again when he broke off

This en5>loyment of the tail light was also

useful in indicating to the other fighter the position of the

the engagement.

When two orenemy aircraft when the illumination had ceased,

illuminations occurred at the same time the Controller

informed the pilots of the location of each in the six search-

more

If several aircraft were plotted approaching atlight areas,

the same time a third fighter was scrambled and remained on

patrol six thousand feet higher than the incoming raids and was

given strict orders to engage only a second illximination.

the event of a major raid, when a continuous stream of aircraft

approaching the Island,there was a possibility that if there

illuminations the airborne fighters might expend

In

was

were numerous

In orderall their ammunition before they could be relieved.

to avoid this it would be necessary to scramble the next three

aircraft about thirty-five taittbae-s^after the first three had

The second sorties of fighters would then orbittaken off.

Sozo at different heights until told by the Fighter Controller

to relieve one or ift»»^of the first three fighters,

light nights it was sometimes possible to see a silhouette of

the enemy aircraft against the concentration of beams without

This could only be done idien the Controller

On moon-

an illumination,

the height of the raider accurately.

Tb keep the fighter aircraft on their patrol lines while

three searchlights shining nearly vertically

/were

gave

awaiting a raid»

SECRET
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were en^jloysd during periods of no moon or little moon. !Ehese

were absolutely essential and invaluable to the fighter and far

better than any system of ground flares. Their positions

were changed nightly and they were also used for homing friendly

aircraft. Since, in any case a flashing beacon was employed

every night for homing the Malta boinbers it was considered there

was little extra risk in esqaosing the searchlights as well.

Night Raids - August and September 19^41R.A.P. Malta

D.I.S.

The Malta Night Fighter unit achieved its first success on

the night of 3 August. Ten raiders came over, and two

Hurricanes were up to intercept. Searchlights made several

illuminations and one of the Hurricanes had a very successful

night shooting down one BR.20 and one unidentified aircraft in

The second Hxarricane pilot was fired at by an enemyflames.

aircraft, while he was closing in to attack, but he retvimed

fire and succeeded in shooting down his opponent. On the

following night three aircraft approached the island, but about

ten miles north of St. Paul*'s Fay the leader caught fire in

mid-air and crashed into the sea where it burned for some time.

It was found, laterThe other two aircraft then turned back.

that the Italians were dropping a new type of incendiary bomb,

the technical arrangements of irtiich were apparently faulty, asAir Marshal

Lloyd"8 Personal
Account no sooner were the bombs released than the aircraft bxjrst into

In order to keep secret from the Italians the short-flames.

comings of the new bomb, the Hurricane pilots had to take

credit for the losses thus sustained by the enemy. The Malta

Night Fighter Unit had to be credited with five such victories .

On the night of the 11th nine raiders came over two of which

On the night of

the 20th, ground stations reported the sound of engines just

before dawn, and eventually a plot appeared twenty-eight miles

Night flying Hurricanes were ordered to make

were illuminated and ^ot down by Hurricanes.

to the northeast.

H.Q. Malta
D.I.S.

dawn patrol, several enemy aircraft then appeared coming in and

No. 185 Squadron was scrambled,

eventually made low flying attacks on

A number of thess raiders

Hal Par and Luqa but

/caused
S E C R
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Another plot of plus nine, appeared to the

north and No. 126 Squadron was scrambled.

caused no damage.

Ihese raiders did

not come in to attack and were not intercepted by the Hurricanes.

One of the latter, however found a sloop and escort vessel near

Pozzallo and attacked the former with cannon, causing much

consternation among the crews of both. The Italian broadcast

description of the raid on Hal Par and Luqa was as follows:-

A. particxilarly audacious action was carried out
over Malta.

Italian Fighter formation escorted by another
formation of fighters flew over Malta and from a
very low level machine-gunned the highly equipped
base of Hal Par, udiile another formation crossed
the sky for indirect reasons over Malta,
daring attack of our fighters, although met with
a most intense anti-aircraft fire was crowned with
success,

on fire and destroyed, '»diile another two bombers
and two single-engine planes were hit and rendered
unserviceable.

to the south-east of the Aerodrome were hit, and,
judging by the flames, they sustained extensive
damage,
with armament available on board our aircraft.

Briti^ filters flying over Malta did not engage otxt
planes, all of which returned regularly to their
respective bases.

On the night of U/5 September two Hurricanes engaged and

In the early hours of yesterday an

The

Two large twin-engined bombers were set

Furthermore several other aircraft

Enemy*'8 A.A. batteries were also attacked

shot down an enemy aircraft which was illuminated* It was

later learned that the aircraft was a Cant. Z. 1007m the first of

its kind to be identified over Malta at night,

was diot down by a Hurricane on the night of the 8th.

further enemy aircraft were engaged at night up to the end of

A second Can

No

t,

September, and there were several nights vtien no Alert was

sounded.

Fulmar Activity

An important factor in night defence was the operation of

TheseFulmars over southern Sicily on anti-intruder raids,

naval aircraft, operating, on an average, every alternate night,

carried out long patrols over the enemy airfields, particularly

H.Q. Malta
D.I.S. & O.R.B.

/1/v I y'/J'

They carried small bombsGerbini, Comiso, Augusta and Gela*

and machine-guns, with Thich they attacked parked aircraft and

other suitable targets, frequently damaging or destroying

several aircraft, and causing fires on the airfields. Their

/\or^SECRET
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long patrols enabled them to watch the operational routine of the

enemy, to observe which airfields were mainly used at night and the

procedure en^jloyed on the runways for aircraft taking off and

landing, and to reconnoitre for Wellington and Swordfi^ raids

The TMLmars attacked eneiqy aircraft taking off

for or re tunning from raids on Malta and their constant presence

(1)
against Sicily.

over the enemy airfields often prevented enemy raiders retumiiig

TOiileto their base, and disorganised projected night operations.

the Fulmars were over, most of Sicily was kept in  a state of air

alarm, and to the Fulmar pilots vdio carried out keenly a sometimes

dull and tiring job of work, Malta probably owed many a peaceful

night.

The Ftilmar patrols were not always dull however. The

following is an account of the activities of a Fulmar over Sicily

on 2/3 September taken from the Malta Daily Intelligence amunary:-

^2100 hours. 32ie Fulmar proceeded to Gerbini
and immediately saw an enemy aircraft with
navigation lights on at the same height (6,000 feet).
®iis aircraft disappeared but, fifteen minutes later
the navigation lights of a second aircraft were seen.
The flare path was switched on and as the aircraft
approached to land the Fulmar dived to intercept.
The enemy switched off lights and the Fulmar lost the
target until the aircraft was landing. He gave it a
short burst from eighty yards, but the aircraft landed
safely,
patrolled,
east of Gerbini after seeing another enemy aircraft
#iich made out to sea. Pilot soon after saw the
silhoxiette of an aircraft above him. Bfe climbed

quickly and caught the aircraft just south of Etna.
He got in a long burst and the enemy went down in
flames about four miles north-east of Gerbini.

Three fighters were seen so the Fulmar proceeded to
Comiso 'vdiere he dropped 4 x 20 lb bombs on North
dispersal. Another fighter appeared and petrol was
low so tha Fulmar are turned to base landing 2330 hours.
A.A. rather heavy.

The Fulmar climbed to two thousand feet and
The Fulmar climbed to foiar thousand feet

^ ■

Fighter Offensive

During Axagust the Hurricanes carried out a few offensive

operations in Sicily, and sometimes made offensive sweeps to

the Sicilian coast, although the latter were seldom fniitful.

The seaplane base at ̂ rracuse was attacked by three aircraft

on 17 August when one seaplane was set on fire and others

A.A. fire commenced as the fightersriddled with bullets.
/flew

Jl) For exan5)le the Fulmars kept a close watch on a dummy
flare path vdiich the Italians moved about in the proximity of
the airfields.

SECRET
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flew over the town to attack. Qn^SOth six Hurricanes of

No. 126 Squadron attacked barrage balloonsi sea planes and patrol

tank installations at Augusta. Three balloons were set on fire

and seaplanes damaged. A barrage was put vtp at Syi^acuse

although the Hurricanes did not fly within ten miles of it. At

the beginning of the month Beaufighters were still based at

Malta^ following Operation Substance which took place at the end

of July. At dawn on 2 August two aircraft attacked Rizzo

airfieldf destroying one S.79 and badly damaging fotir more, and

on the evening of the following day two Beaufighters attacked

fighters on Reggio Calabria airfield. Many aircraft were

claimed destroyed and badly damaged.

A development in September was the fitting of bomb racks

to twenty-foxir of the Hurricanes and the introduction of fighter-

bomber raids on Sicily. Throughout August and September

between thirty and sixty fighters had been observed on Comiso

airfield and many more on other airfields in Sicily. !Sie

airfield of Comiso was the first target chosen for the Hurricai»

bombersy ^ichy with Hurricane fighter escorts made four attacks

during September. Dive-bombing tactics were enqoloyed and many

enemy aircraft were reported destroyed or damaged,

carried approximately six W)-lb G.P. bombs and two 25-'lb

The bombers

A train shooting offensive was also commenced

On 1 September cannon Huzrioanes

attacked a train, hitting the engine and the driver's cabin and

This single operation was assumed to

have been highly successful, as for some time to come no

incendiaries.

in Sicily during the month.

causing clouds of steam.

-

further train movements were observed during daylight.

Towards the end of September Beaufighters of No. 272

Squadron and fighter Blenheims of No. II3 Squadron arrived on

detachment for operations in connection with Operation "Halberd

SECRET
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Buring their stay these attacked seaplane bases at Marsala,

Cagliari and Elmas and the airfield of Fo Rizzo, besides other

target s*

Operation Halberd"- 25-28 September 13U.

An ijiqportant event in Septeniber was the arrival of the

"Halberd** convoy. It had been decided that the convoy shotild

consist of six merchant vessels, and that the voyage throvigh the

A.M. Pile

C.S.10677
9A

Mediteiranean from Gibraltar to Malta, a naval escort would be

provided by Pbrce H, including three battleships, one aircraft

It was assumedcarrier, five cruisers and eighteen destroyers,

that the Italian Fleet with i:qp to foxar battle diips might be

sent to dispute the passage of the convoy. In view of the

heavy naval protection being provided the Admiralty was very

anxious that the fullest possible air support diould be given

from Malta, particularly in the form of reconnaissance and fighter

The A.O.C. calculated that at least eight addi-protection,

tional Marylands woxild be necessary to fulfil reconnaissance

H.Q. R.A.P.
M*E* O.R.B.

App.2 Sept.1941
■f

requirements, and thi^-six Beaufighters for shipping protection
and offensive operations against enemy airfields.

Ministry arranged that the September consignment of eight

reinforcing Beaufighters for the Middle East should arrive at

Malta in time for the operation, and agreed to the tenporary

loan to Malta of six additional Beaufighters from Coastal

The A.O.C. in C. undertook to supply four or five

The Air

Command,

long range Marylands, eight, possibly ten Beaufighters, and

eight Blenheim fighters to help make up the deficiency of twelve

Beaufighters.

Preliminary air proposals for the operation were asA.M. Pile
S. 10677

follows?-20A

(a) Reconnaissance as for operation "Substance*'

Beaufighter escort in Skerki area

and as required in approaches to Malta,

(c) Offensive.

Cb); Escort.

/(i)

SECRET
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(i) Maximum effort for 'bomibirig of Messina,

Palermo, Trapani with repetition on the

most fruitful target on the four nights

preceding the arrival of the convoy*

Beaufighter attacks on airfields and sea

plane bases at Cagliari, Palermo, Borizzo,

Marsala and Pantelleria dxiring the approach

Cii)

of the convoy to Malta*

Beaufighter anti-reconnaissance patrol between

Trapani and Pantelleria prior to the passage

of the convoy through the Narrows,

(iv) Intnider patrols by Fulmars to keep down

enemy night movenents or attacks

(iii)

■

(v) Swordfish striking force at readiness.

For several days prior to the arrival of the convoy at

Malta preliminary air operations were carried out in the form

of special reconnaissance and offensive sorties against eneny

Between 22 and 26 September P.R.naval and air bases.

Malta D.I.S.

/J"

Hurricanes, and a P.R. Spitfire sent out for the operation,

frequent reconnaissance patrols over Sicilian and south

Sardinian porta, airfields and seaplane bases, and bases in

Pantelleria and at Tunis and Bizerta in North Africa.

made

Wellingtons and Swordfish made night attacks on^2Ath and 25th

against Palermo, where many units of the Italian Fleet had been

During the latter attack Swordfish laid mines outsidesighted.

the harbour to block the entrance.

The convoy entered the Mediterranean on 25 September,

and by mid-day on^27th the diips had reached Galita Island,

From 1255 ho\irs until 1M)5 several attackssouth of Sardinia,

Admiralty Battle
Summary
CB.308l(ii)

from torpedo aircraft were sustained, during idiich the battle

At 1404 hovirs a report

Maiy^land that tiro eneny battle diips
in 38.20N,

ship Nelson was severely damaged,

received from a R.A.F.was

and steering
and eight aestroyera were

/towards
SECRET
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The ships were diiadowed by the Maryland

until 1500 hours by -sdiich time their course had been altered to

the northward, ending all hope of an engagement,

attacks dviring daylight were driven off by the Ark Royal* s

Fulmars, but during the night several attacks were made during

isiiioh one transport the Imperial Star was torpedoed and so badly

damaged that attempts to tow her proved futile, and die had to be

At 0630 hours on the 28th a Fulmar and Beaufighters
s

arrived from Malta, and, according to Admiral Bdrrough^, gave

"excellent protection for the remainder of the passage".

During 27 September, Beaufighters had contributed to the

^  safety of the convoy and naval ships by attacking enemy air

fields and seaplane bases in we stem Sicily and southern

Attacks on Marsala seaplane base and Bo Rizzo

airfield were made at 0820 and 0930 hours respectively, and

Cagliari seaplane base was attsl^d at 1500^

Bo Rizzo by Blenheims of Fb. 105 squadron had to be abandoned

owing to bad weather, but aircraft of the squadron attacted

targets at Porto Empedocle on the south ooast of Sicily.

0555 to 1330 Maiylands patrolled between Marittimo and Cape

towards the convoy.

Further air

sunk.

Sardinia.

An attack on

Prom

Malta D.I.S.

Carbonara, from 1545 to 1830 a Marylamd patrolled Thnis 
-

Pantelleria - Cape Bon, Marittimo, and from I600 to 1840 patrols

During the daywere made off the east Sicilian coast.

Beaufighters and Blenheim fighters made anti-submarine and anti-

E-boat patrols, and with Fulmars provided escort for two ships

leaving Malta for (Sibralta.

During 28 September several offensive air operations were

mounted from Malta with the object of pinning down and destroy

ing eneny aircraft during the epproach and unloading of the

An important feattire of these operations was the use of

Hurriosnea as bombers for the first txme, a successful experi

ment which led to the frequent use of Hurri-bonibers in the

Two attacks by six Hurricane bombers and six fighters

ships.

future.

M.E.F.O.S.

No.24.

at 0715 and 0930 hours against Comiso airfield and a

The total weight of

/bonibs

were made

similar attack was made at 1400 hours.
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bombs dropped in these attacks was 5|1W) lb of which it was

estimated ninety per cent fell in the target area,

air activity for the convoy included anti E-boat and submarine

patrols by Beaufighters and fighter Blenheims, and Maryland
A

patrols between Marittimo and Cape Carbonaij^during ̂ diioh the

enemy fleet was sighted three times on a southerly course,

the evening of the 28th, having unloaded passengers, the naval

escort left Malta on its jotrrney back through tiie Western

Mediterranean.

Other

In

The part played by the R.A.P. in ̂"Halberd"' was highly

The Senior Office, Pbrce E, attributed thesuccessful.

absence of bombing during the operation, to the air attacks on
5

7ice Admiral Burrougl^ also paid tribute to

the R.A.P. fighters from Malta, which provided "exoellent

protection"' and gave the Fleet a great sense of security,

sxiccess in naval co-operation was particnilarly gratifying in

that it showed a rapid in5>rovement in efficiency since the

"Substance*^ operation

enemy aerodromes.

This

A.M. Pile

C.S. 10677

and A0CA7

■ Cabinet Office’s

Malta War History
G!he arrival of this convoy solved Malta* s supply problem

Stocks of most requirements were now expected

to last until the early summer of 1942, although the dispatch

of disparate amounts of stores led to some supplies running out

before others.

for some time.

/  K
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HAI/PA AND THE * CRUSADER* OFFENSIVE - OCTOBER TO DEC^gw^Tg^

The laportanoo of Malta in the Plan for Operation ’Crusader*

By the autumn of 19M, the familiar pattern repeated throughout

the Mediterranean campaigns of time in relation to reinforcement had

become fully apparent. Both sides were endeavouring to build up

their forces in North Africa, in order to resume the offensive,

reinforcement and supply became a race against time, in idiioh sea

transport was the deciding factor. After successive postponements.

in September and October 19A1, Oeneral Rommel with his Panaergruppe

Afrika. aimed at laxinohing an offensive for the reduction of Tobruk,

about the third week in November.
(1)

On the other hand, General

Auchinleok planned to commence the 'Crusader* offensive to relieve

•

Tobruk and expel the eneny from Cyrenaica, on 18 November.

In September 1941, the Chiefs of Staff signalled to the

Commanders-in-Chief, Middle East and Mediterranean that the inter

ception of supplies to Libya, in the next few weeks, was a matter

of such importance that they were anxious to be in possession of aIT

the information on the subject.

Commanders-in-Chief that they were fully alive to the great in5>ort-

ance of interrupting supplies to North Africa, and that their

resources were being used to the utmost. They considered that

increased interceptions and sinkings of enemy ships could only be

achieved by adding to Middle Bast resources in recozmaissance

aircraft and torpedo bombers.

This led to an assurance from the

The fitting of A.S.7. to aircraft

•

searching for ships gave greater chance of interception, especially

as weather conditions during the winter months were likely to make

the locating of convoys more difficult. Furthermore, an increased

scale of bombing attack on ports should achieve good results.

althou^ Middle East resources were being used to the limit.

By 17 October, the Air Officer Co?imanding-in-Chief, Middle

(l) The siege of Tobruk began on 12 April 1941.

/ East
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East, Air Marshal A.W. Tedder issued an important directive to the

Air Officer Commanding, Royal Air Force, Malta, Air Vice-Marshal

Hu^ Pugh© Lloyd, on the future conduct of operations from Malta:

^Major operations,-*^ he wrote, -*^are impending in Libya with
the object of driving the enemy out of Libya and
Tripolitania. Instructions have been received that every
available force is to be concentrated to achieve this aim....

Tour forces in Malta can contribute powerfully towards
this common cause. Interruption of enemy sea supplies
to Africa remain^our primary objective, in particular,
every effort should be made to deal with tankers or ships
carrying petrol.-''

A second Wellington Squadron, No. 10if, would be sent from England

for temporary attachment at l&ilta, thus enabling No, 38 Squadron

to be returned to Egypt,(“*) When the 'Crusader* operation began,

the Egypt-based Wellingtons would concentrate their attack on

targets in the forward area and the Wellingtons from Malta could

assist by bombing Bengjiiazi. Air attacks from Malta on Italian

ports would assist the operations in Libya, both by interrupting

supplies and by leading to the retention of Italian filters in

Italy.

A.O.C. -in-C.

file Malta

;j/i!y:Ul/l83/l60(A)

At the end of October, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief

followed up with a further instruction to the Air Officer

For the next two wedEs ('Crusader* was to be

launched on 18 November) the operations to assist 'Ciusader'

diould be :

Commanding, Malta.

Wellingtons (a) Sustained light nuisance raids against

Naples,

(b) Heavy attacks on Trdpoli, with the

maximum effort when convoys arrived.

The first priority was to be south-bound

shipping and the second Tripoli, Benghazi and

North Africa,

Blenheims

land lines of ocmmunioation in

* It is of the utmost importance,' he concluded,  'from now

onwards to discover and intercept enemy shipping en route to

Ben^iazi. IPxis should take priority over all other commitments.*

(1) !!3ie move of No. 104 Squadron from the U.K. to Malta began oiT
17 October and of No. 38 Squadron from Malta to Egypt on

25 October.

(2) This instruction was subsequently modified, because of the

heavy Blenheim losses.

/Comparative
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Oofflparative Air Strengths October and November, 19M

The force of Cat, A aircraft (Sexvioeable or servloeable

'vithin 14 days) at the disposal of the Air Officer Coomanding,

Malta, on 5 October, 1941 amounted to I48 aircraft, made up as

follows:

Fighters

Hurricanes 97

5 (1)Beaufighters

102

Middle East

Strength Returns
A ̂ ^./VB/9/1

Bwabers

Wellingtons 15

Blenheims 17

32 (2)

Reconnaissance

13Marylands

Spitfires 1

14

The Malta Order of Battle, on 7 October, 1941, was:

Sgoadrcai I.E, Establishment Location Remarks

105/107 16Blenheims For special
shipping ops.

Luqa

58 16Wellingtons Luqa

126Middle East

Oirders of Battle

Aug. *39 to Deo. 185

16Hurricanes Takali

16Hurricanes Hal Far
^ . *42.

16249 Hurricanes Takali
A.

69 Marylands 7 ReconnaissanceLuqa

830 Swordfish 12 Hal Far Under A.0.C,
for certain

ops.

(P.A.A.)

At this time, there were no Genoan Air Force units on Sicily.

In April and May, 1941, units of Flie^orps X had been switched

(1) These Beaufighters which had arrived in Mhlta en route to the
Middle East had been retained in order to carry out low-level

attacks against military traffic on the Tripoli-Benghazi road.
Early in December, they were recalled to sgypt.

(2) Does not ixiolude Fleet Air Arm Swordfish of No. 830 (F.A.A.)
Squadron.

/to
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to Crete and the Aegean and, since that time, responsiblli'ty

for oontinning the air offensive against Malta had been left to

the Italians* It was not until December, 1941, with the

appointment of Kesselring as C,-in-C. South and the transfer of

Luftflotte 2 to the Mediterranean, that Luftwaffe units^ began

to operate from Sicily against Malta. egaoEiu

The strength of the Italian Air Force units on Sicily, for

October, 1941, is not available, but there is no evidence that

their strength fluctuated considerably during this period and the

Order of Battle is given for November, 1941.

Italian Air Force Strengtti on Sicily* November, 1941

ServiceableStrength^XSS.

126180Fighters

83A.H.B.6, 122Bosibers

3372Army Co-op and Navy

242374

From their strategically central position, the R.A.F. bombers

based on Malta a choice of important targets vi^tich included

the enemy sea conveys, their ports of depasrfcure in Europe and

axrival in North Africa, together with land targets such as road

ctmvoys, dumps, bases and landing grounds,

was too small and ill-equipped - the bombers were proving thera-

selves most unsuitable for attacks against well-escorted merchant

vessels - one would have thought to make any significant

Furthermore, the sea area over

which they operated from such a tiny island base was vast*

involved something like two thoxisand square miles of open sea, in

land planes, from which there was but small chance of survival

Both targets and base

required accurate, pinpoint navigation and a raid on Benghazi,

for instance, necessitated a round trip of son» eight hundred

Nevertheless, the continuance of the British air and
/naval

The available force

contribution to the land battle*

It

and rescue if one were forced down*

miles*
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naval base of Malta lying athwart the enemy*s lines of

oommunioation, was providing one of the ohief obstaoles to Ax±a

control over the Mediterranean and hegsmony over the Middle East.

Arrival of Foroe K at Malta 21 October.

Two cruisers and two destroyers, H.M.S. Aurora. Penelope.

Lanoe and Lively arrived at Malta on October 21 to cerate under
i

”The War at Sea" the Vice-Admiral Malta, Vice-Admiral Sir Wilbraham Ford,
Vol. II.

Force K, :

as it was termed, was strengthened by two more cruisers and two

destroyers, Ajax and Heptune. Kingston and Kimberly on November 29.

The important successes scored by Foroe K against enemy convoys

will be referred to later in the narrative.

!Qie O.A.S. Worried by the Heavy Blenheim Losses

The vulnerabilily of the Blenheims, which constituted one

half of Malta* small bomber foroe and was the only R.A.F. aircraft

suitable for daylight attacks on enemy convoys, was causing

considerable concern at this time.

Middle East, on 1 October:

I am becoming rather anxious about the strain that
is being imposed on the Blenheims at Malta by their
constant use in low attacks on heavily-escorted
merchant ships,
squadron composed of a few real leaders and the rest
good followers, but not leaders,
get killed and then there is no-one with the necessary
heart to take on idiat is, after all, an extremely tou^
job, and so the efficiency of the attack wanes and
morale wanes with it.

all our men are heroes tdio can stand, indefinitely, tiie
tremeMous risks T^ioh these attacks involve,

that in the last three months we have lost sixteen
crews out of the comparatively small number that have
been operating and frankly I do not think that we can
ask one or two tmits to bear the brunt indefinitely.
As 3TOU know, we sent the 2 ̂ oup Blenheims out because
they had learned the trick of getting these ships by
low bcmbing and I think the time has cone when the
burden must be spread evenly over the whole of your
Command

The C.A.S. wrote to the

A. 0. C. —in^C• t

The trouble is that one sends out a

Soon the leaders

It is no good imagining that

I see

Another point. The feeling among the Blenheim
crews in Malta is that, vdiile it is fair to ask them
to *bump-off * a merchant ship which is unescorted or
wealiQy escorted, it is up to the Navy to deal with the

very strong A.A. escorts that are now being provided.
Is it really impossible under present conditions to
put at Malta surface vessels which could occasionally
go out and 'beat up* the escorts? Could you not
persuade Cunnin^m to take a hand in this?

/ Over
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Over the question of the Blenheims, the A.O.C.-in-C.

replied that he had a scheme in mind for relieving the Malta

His own feeling was that the Blenheim attackssquadrons,

against heavily escorted convoys by day were heoeming too

expensive and these views were shared by the A.O.C* Malta.

To his mind, night attacks on the convoys were the answer and

the Blenheims should be used for the ships that were rash

enough to go without suitable escort.

At this time, there was a controversy between the

Cbrnmanders-in-CMef as to whether the enemy battleships or

merchant ships should take precedence as air targets,

the Cemmander-in-Chief Mediterranean’s view that the battle-

It w

Correspondence
with the Prime

Minister etc.
as

ships should take precedence, whereas Air Marshal Tedder,

supported by General Auchinleck, was of the opinion that the

immediate objectives should be the cargo vessels and that

should the enemy succeed in discharging these ships in Benghasi,

the Eighth Aimy’s advance in liibya might be seriously delayed.

The view that cargo vessels and not ships of war should remain

the primary objective for shipping strikes by aircraft

maintained in the face of opposition from the C.-in-C.

The controversy was again

was

Mediterranean, Admiral Cunningham,

raised in the disagreement over the R.A.P. handling of air

operations at the time of the Breoonshijro convoy,

strikes by Malta-based Aircraft in Sanport of Operation
"Crusader*** - October and November, 19fiX.

During the month of October, 1941, Malta-based aircraft,

including the Fleet Air Arm, sank eleven enemy ships totalling

24,691 tons. The figures for the month weret-
Shared

4,786 (P.A.A. and aib.)
Aircraft

24,691“
Navy. *
29,719

Mina

1,527

A M 8.

60.72^ tons G.R.T.

namyau List of
enemy merchant
shipping sunk in
the Mediterranean Tbtal;

/All
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^ Ml the ̂ gures for the Navy exclude the Eleet Air Aim*

Out of this total, the R.A.F* sank 4»174 tons, the Eleet

Air Arm 20,317 tons, with a further 4>786 shared between the

Navy (submarine! and the Eleet Air Arm. There was a further

7,744 tons seriously damaged by the Royal Air Eoroe.

Details of the ships sunk, seriously damaged by airoxaft or

shared during October, 1941 are:-

HtUne. Ibsition TbnnageDate

(Sot*

33.30 m 6,099
15.50 B.

P.A.A.Italian5 Malto

7
7-8 Tripoli 7,)f44Reiohenfels Gezman Seriously

damaged in
R.A.F.raids*

863 Bbmbed

R.A.E.

8 Italian 13 miles
S.W. of

Eavignana
^oily.

34.00
12*36 E*

Baiola 2
.

Bodesta

6,485 P.A.A.

Casaregis11

34*18 IT. 7,933
12*16 E.

85 miles 4,786
from

Tripoli,

P.A.A.Fainsizza ttl
14

P.A.A. and

Sub*

m18 Caterina

W.N.W. of 2,U5
MarLttimo

R.A.P.Atfohille23

There ̂ ere also six small craft, totalling 896 tons, mostly sunk

by the Royal Air Force in air raids on Tripoli on 13 Ctetober*

The first successful shipping strike in October was made

on the night i|/5 by seven Malta-based of Ho* 83O
h

Squadron Eleet Air Aim which attacked a convoy of six merchant

vessels, escorted by five destroyers, in the Central Mediterranean*

As a result of this attack, the 6099-ton Italian merchant ship.

Two nights later, the 7744-ton Gen^ shijp

Reiohenfels was seriously damaged in the course of a raid^y

Malto. was sunk.

.

/seven
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seven Wellingtons of Rbo 38 Sqjjadron• » This ship
•

was subsequently sunk in June, 1942»

During the night of lO/ll October, a remarkably success

ful shipping strike was made by a Swordfish of No* 83O Squadr<m.

P.A.A. and Wellingtons of No* 38 Squadron on a convoy of four

merchant ships, escorted by five destroyers, which had been

located some 30 miles to the east of Soriat Island* Three

attacks were made, two by the Swordfish and one by the

Wellingtons and the Casaregis of 6,483 tons was sunk outright*

A third ship, the Bainsizza of 7>933 bons carrying 3>273 tons

of ammunition and H.T. was so badly damaged that she sank three

days later*

Eie if,786-ton Italian ship Gaterina loaded with 2,162

tons of ammunition and M.T* was sunk on the night of 17/L8

October idien five Swordfish of No* 83O Squadron F.A.A.

attacked a convoy of four merchant ships, escorted by five

•

&

The convoy wasdestroyers, to the south of BBmitell|tria*

attacked simultaneously by submarines and the Caterina was
/u'rff..

A.H.B. ESist.

of Ikiemy Shipping
finally assessed as shared between aircraft and submarine*

The last successful shipping strike of October, 1941 was

scored on the 23rd by four Blenheims of No* IO7 Squadron ̂ idiioh

bombed the 2,413-ton S.S. A#chille which had been located by

a reconnaissance aircraft some fifty miles to the north-west

of Marlttimo Island* After a Blenheim captained by

Sgt* Hopkinson had scored a direct hit on the ship, near the

funnel, a large cloud of steam and smoke was seen and the

crew abandoned the ship which sank the next day*

As a direct result of these successful air attacks against

losses in the
Mediterranean

M.B. Tablesj>t^‘
Operations TlJl/3^3
and Squadron O.R.Bs*

their convoys, the enemy strengthened their defences and

employed stronger and heavier escorts, thus inci^asing the

hazrds run by attacking aircraft, partioxilarly the Blenheims*

/This
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This ooincided with a deterioration in weather conditions irtiioh,

as will be seen later, seriously hampered air operations from

Thus, frffln the end of October to 18 Novenber, when

"Crusader* was launched, aircraft accounted for only two sinkings*

On 3 November, the .tena of 1,019 tons was amk by

force of six Blenheims and auiother amall ship of 22|-6 tons, the

Maria Biune* was sunk out of the same convoy, in the Gulf of Sirte*

Towards the end of Novanber, there iras an improvement as the

enemy reverted to their earlier policy of sending small, weakly-

escorted convoys across to North Africa which were suitable for

Malta.

a

attack by the Blenheims*

Date Name Tonnage Fositien Ranarks

Nov*
•

28 Speranaa Italian kh-5 E^ghazi R.A.P.

28 Berbers 2,093 Navarino

Bay,

R.A.P.

28 Briaruggia

50 Capo Faro

ftt

1,196

3,476

Benghazi R.A.F.

96 miles
ff.S.W,of

Strophadia
Island*

R.A.P.

TWo other small craft, the Nuovo Ciccillo of 43 tons and the

Generale Gerbi of 143 tons were both sunk by the R.A.P. in a

raid on Benghazi on 30 November*

Gh 28 November, a most important success was scored at

Navarino when the Italian tanker Berbers of 2,093 tons and

accounted a very valuable ship was sunk by a combined shipping

strike of four Blenheims of No* 18 and two of Ho* 10? Squadrons*

In spite of intense A.A. gunfire, the Blenheims carried out

their attack from mast height, scoring five direct hits on the

The 3A76-ton Capo Fare

was sunk on 30 November by six Blenheims of No* 18 Squadron 96

miles to the west-south-west of Stirophadia Island, in the Ionian

Sea, when, in the ooo^any of another ship, she was being escorted

Berbers which burst into flames*

/by
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5Phe aircraft scored three hits on the Capo Faro.by a destroyer*

which was left in a sinking condition, the crew having taken to

•

their boats.

The Er<°-niggia of 1,196 tons was sunk in the course of heavy

raids on Benghazi on the night 28/29 November by  a combined force

of 34 Wellingtons, eight of them based on Malta and 26 from ̂ jypt*

Very extensive fires were caused in the port and considerable

damage, which included the sinking of the ship.

The final figures for the month of Novauber weret-

Aircraft

8,910 tons.

Tbtal 65.974 tons

Navy

57,064 tons.

I

the enemy convoys by the EbyalThe very heavy losses inflicted on

Navy touring the month was largely due to the presence at Malta

Their most outstanding success, when 40,000 tonsof Force "K".

•

I

of enemy merchant shipping was sunk, on 9 November, is referred

to in a later Section.

According to enemy figures, 775^ of the shipping employed

the North African convoy route in November 1941 sunk.

Out of 79,000 tons of cargo despatched, 50,000 tons was lost,

while only some 5,000 tons out of 13,500 tons arrived for the

Of the fuel supplies despatched for the Germans,

only 1,154 tons arrived or leas than 20^ The only way the

enemy oou^ make up for these serious losses of freights - the

at this time heavily engaged by the Eighth

to replace cargo vessels with

on

German forces.

were

Army in Operation "Grusader* - was

La Marina
Italians Nella
Seconds Guerra

Mondiale.

I

■

Thus, the Italian Naivy was forced to use cruisers,

destroyers, auxiliary cruisers and sobmarines to carry troops.

The total quantity

warships*

ammunition and fuel to Benghazi and Dema.
I

of stonas transported by Italian warships to North Africa in the

three weeks between 12 Novonber and 3 December amounted to only

Neveirtheless, according to thissome 1,200 tons, mostly fuel,

I

Axis Naval

Iblioy and
Operations in
the Mediterranean

E.242. same ©neny source, it was largely because of the work of these

naval vinits and the single Italian and German supplyItalian

/bhips
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• ^ ships which managed to "break the blockade, that HOnimel*s retreat

successfully accomplished and the Eighth Aimy*'s plan to

encircle the temporarily immobilised German and Italian tanks

was unsuccessful*

What the enengr descidbed as ”a major success for British

**' occurred in November when Malta-based bombers and

iII^>ortant enemy convoy to

CSLano made the following interesting reference

in his diary to this abortive attempt;

was

aircraft

torpedo-carrying aircraft forced an

return to base.

The convoy which was to cross last night
('21/22 November)) direct to Tripoli by following the route
Mst of Malta has not succeeded in passing. The boats
under the attack of torpedo planes turned back towards
Taranto, and at the same time two cruisers, the Trieste

Count Ciano*s

Mary

/and
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and the Duke of Ahruzzi were struck by torpedoes*.
Fortunately, they were not sxmk*
the task of moving convpy supplies is most difficult and it
is that which keeps our hearts in our throats**^

There is no doubt that

The convpy consisted of four large supply ships, escorted

by four cruisers and nine destrc^ers which left Naples bound for

North Africa, via Messina, on 20 November,

was made on 21 November by a Maryland of No* 69 Squadrm

(Sgt* MacDcmald), in the vicinity of Messina*

special Wellington began shadowing the convoy from 21.13 hours

and with its help a striking force of four Swordfish and four

other naval aircraft carried out an attack from (X)k9 to 0103

The first sighting

As a result, a

No*69 Squadron
0.R.B*

Daily mt.
Sum*

/3.rf5/IU3/113/5/l5.

hottrs on 22 November when the ctmvoy was some 12 miles from

Cape Spartivento* In spite of intense and accurate A.A. gunfire

■

from all ships, the aircraft attacked with torpedoes and caae of

A force of thirteen Malta-based Wellingtoos

next attacked and dropped approximately twenty tons of bombs, at

low and medium altitudes*

the cruisera was hit.

No direct hits wexw claimed, but

many sticks straddled the ships which scattered in all directions,

until the convoy covered an area some ten miles in length*

Another of the cruisers, having been hit by & torpedo from a

submarine, the Italian Naval Staff "oonsidered that the oaxvoy no
S

Axi^ Naval
Policy and
Operaticms in the longer possessed the necessary strength to meet the threat of
Mediterranean*

A ZUJ. attack by British naval forces from Malta, and so ordered it to

Another force of four Wellingt<si8 despatched to

attack the oravoy reported **no target" and returned to base*

Destruction of Enemy Oonypy by Naval Force Based on Malta*

turn back*"

Night 8/9 November.

The temporary check to successful shipping strikes by

airozuft which occurred during the first half of November 1941

than compensated for by the complete destruction,

9 November, of an eneny convoy by naval surface ships based on

/Malta
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Malta* On 12 October, two cruisers, the Attrora and Penelope

and two destroyers, the Lance and Lively, under the cramand of

Captain W.G. Agnew, and later known as Force , left Scapa for

•The War at Sea*

Vol. II

the Mediterranean and reached Yaletta on 21 October to operate

under the Vice-Admiral Malta, Vice-Admiral Sir Wilbraham Ford*

This movement was well-timed, as early in November the Italian

Navy made an attempt to resume the Tripoli craivoys which had been

con^letely suspended since 19 October, owing to the severe losses

sustained during that month which amounted to 6^ destroyed or

Axis Naval

Polioy and
Operaticsis in
the Mediterranean

1939 to May 1943* damaged of all shipping employed on the African ccaivoy route*
R*242.

On 8 November, a group of seven cargo ships totalling about

forty thousand tons gross sailed from Naples, via Messina, for

That afternoon, a Maryland of No,69 Squadrrai

(Wing Commander Lowland, Pilot Officer Potter and Pilot

Officer Gridley), while on a routine reconnaissance of the

Cephalonia - Corfu area, sighted at 13.30 hours a convoy sane

North Africa,

.

forly miles to the east of Cape Spartivento and travelling in

Force sailed iianediately from Grand

They made contact at 00*40

Seventeen minutes later, the Aurora

an easterly direction.

Harbour to intercept the convoy*

hours, on 9 November*

7

In brightopened fire and the action soon became general,

moonlight and good visibilily, theyj^ucceeded in sinking all seven

cargo ships and two of the escorting destroyers, the Fnimine and

The ships were:

5,014- tms (tanker)

(motor)

(tanker)

6,339

7,800

Qcnte di Misurata

5,180

7,389

5,153

Maria

ts /A#
H  J. A

Minatitlan (ex Hex.)

Rina Oorrado

Duisburg (motor)

Sagitta

San Marco (ex Mulnam - Danish) 5,115

39,988

/Although
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AXthou^ the engagement lasted for over an hour, on

practically the same spot, and was visible from a l(»ig distance,

the Italian cruisers did not intervene. Hurricanes of N0,185

Formations of

aircraft comprising Caproni 135s, escorted by Macchi 200s made

four attacks on the British ships, but the attacking aircraft

were driven off by the escorting Hurricanes and gunfiza from

H.M. ships.

The success of Force had a profound effect on the enemy

supply programme for Libya and cruiser escort had to be provided

for the convoys mtil the virtual eliminatioa of Force Toy

mines cai the morning of 19 peoember.

The failxire of the Italians to protect the ocsivoy gave rise

No.185 Squadron Sqxiadron escorted Force back to Malta,
O.R.B»

f}

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediterranean

R.22*2.

to widespread criticism of the morale in Italian warships and of

Thethe political reliability of the Italian armed forces,

German Admiral in Rome, however, reported that the disaster was

rather the result of the inadequate tactical training of the

Italian naval forces and the shortcomings of their command. An

important result of this success was that the Italians regarded

the sea route to Tripoli as blockaded and, for a period, sent

supply ships only to Cyrenaica, where the facilities for the

unloading were very limited.

Count Ciano* s entry in his diary for 9 November is revealing:

-**^inoe September 19 we had given up trying to get conveys
through to Libya; every attempt had been paid for at a hi^
price, and the losses suffered by our merchant marine had
reached such proportions as to discourage any further
experiments. To-night wo tried it again; Lilya needs
materials, arms, fuel, more and more every day. And a

convoy of seven ships left accoipanied by two ten-thousand
ton cruisers and ten destroyers, because it was known that at
Malta the British had two battleships destined to act as

wolves among the sheep. An engagement occurred, the results
of which are inejqplicable. All, I mean all our ships were

sunk, and one or maybe two or three destroyers. The
British returned to their ports after having slaughtered us

This morning Mussolini was depressed and indignant. This
will undoubtedly have profound repercussions in Italy,
Germany and above all in Lilya. Under the circumstances,
wo have no right to complain if Hitler sends Kesselring

Commander in the south.”*^as

Ciano* s Diary

/It
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It will be recalled how a heavily-escorted convoy was

forced to turn back on 21 November, after having been attacked

Jleet Air Am Swordfish and R.A.P. Wellingtons,

followed, on the night 22»/25 November, by the sinking of two

German cargo vessels, the Maritza of 2,910 tons and the grooida

of 1,842 tons, by Force

According to an eneny report, the ships were taking "valuable

supplies, including petrol, to Benghazi, for the Luftwaffe."

The British considered these two supply ships to be so iiqportant

that two naval forces, Force ̂ B*^ of the Mediterranean Fleet,

consisting of the 7th and 13th Cruiser Sguadrcns, based cn

Gibraltar, and Force (Aurora, Penelope, Lance and Lively)

based on Malta, both put to sea to intercept the ocmvcy.

The two ships, escorted by two destroyers, were sighted^
by a Maryland of No,69 Squadron at 07. hours on 24 November.

This was

H.Q.M.E. Table
of Operations.

5/iu/3l/5 After a Blenheim striking force from Malta had failed to locate

the ccaivoy. Force ̂  made contact and attacked. When the range

had closed to 8,000 yards, the enemy destroyers retired, leaving

"The War at Sea"

Vol. II.
the Maritza and Procida at the mercy of the Penelope, who

destroyed both ships within a few minutes,

reported that the sinking of these two ships made the fuel supply

of the Luftwaffe in Africa critical.

The Geraan Staff

Wellingtar Reinforcements * Transfer of No.104 Souadrm to

Malta October 1941.

In accordance with Air Ministaj^ declared policy to stop up

the bombing of enemy ports, in preparation for Operaticm "Crusade:^

the transfer of No.104 Squadron from the United Eingdm to Malta

began on 17 October 1941, when six Wellingtcms left Stantcm

Two more aircraftHarcoxirt and arrived early next morning,

arrived at Malta via Gibraltar on the same day and a final

detachment of seven arrived on 20 October.

/The
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The six Wellingtons which arrived on 18 October were

operational the next day when, together with eleven aiTOrafi of

No, 38 Squadroi, they carried out an attack on Tripoli,

heavy attack was made on Naples on the night 21/22 October by a

combined force of 24 Wellingtons drawn from Nos. 104 and 38

Sq.nadrons.

After this period of overlap, with the two squadrons

AnotherNos,38 and 104
Squadron 0,R.Bs,
and Tables of

Operations.

operating together. No.38 Squadron began to move back to Egypt

on 25 October. Five Wellingtons arrived at Shallufa on

25 October and a further nine on the following day.

Port Bombings Use of 4.000-lb B<«ibs in Attack Against Naples

Night 21/22 October.

0)

In October 1941» the Wellingtons of Nos. 38, 40 and 104

Squadrons carried out a total of twenlyweight operations,

employing an average of seven aircraft on each operatim,

port of Tripoli was attacked thirteen times, Naples six times

raids were carried out against airfields at Mellaha, Blmas, ca

Sardinia where there was also a seaplane base, and Trapani, Sicily.

Altogether nearly 250 tons of bonbs were dropped on these targets.

On 8 October, the Chief of the Air Staff suggested in a

signal to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Middle East, that

fitjm all reports morale in Italy was so low that  a diversion of a

proportion of the Wellington effort to Naples might achieve a

greater dislocation in German supplies to North Africa than if the

!Qie

H.Q,
Mediterranean

0.R.B,

weight of attacks on Tripoli were to be increased. He asked Air

Personal

Signals
D/A.0.C.-in-C.

Maxwhal Tedder to consider dixjpping two or three 4f000-lb bombs

in the congested dock area of Naples, accompanied "by lastflets

addressed to the dock workers to the effect that "if they

c<aitinued to load ships for Africa, they must expect to be bombed

(1) No, 38 Squadron had been detached to Malta from the Middle
East since 5 August No, 104 Squadron were, in turn,
transferred to Egypt early in January, 1942 when en^oy
attacks on Luqa airfield became too IntCnseu

/more
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more and more often with lai^r and larger bombs* **

Air Heu:«hal Tedder agreed iiith this suggestion* There vt&s,

however, some delay and confusion in the executim of this pro;)ect

caused by the fact that the tails for the bombs, which had been

classified as ’’iztmmongezy'' in the U^K. had been loaded on one
S

ship and the bombs, classified as "explosive,”, on another.
X

Although the bombs had arrived at Malta there was no sign of the

tails which apparently were on their way via the Cape,

by improvisation, the tails for the 2(.,000 lb. bombs were

However,

manufactured in Malta*

The attack already mentioned was accordingly made on the

Naples dock area cn the night of 21/22 October, when 2k

Wellingtons (13 of No*103 Squadron and 11 of No* 38 Squadron)

dropped 3k tons of bcnbs, including four four-thousand pounders*

Numerous fires were startedPilots reported excellent results.

Squadron O.R.Bs. which merged into one large oonflagratim spreading over an area

with flames rising to one thousand feet*of i(00 09

In the course of the raid, twelve thousand leaflets calling on the

Neapolitans to refuse to load and sail the ships for the German

were also dropped*

In November, the Wellingtm operations were intensified.

Aircraft of Nos, 40 and 104 Squadrons between them carried out

forly-one operations and dropped 330 tons of bombs,

bombed eight times, Brindisi four, Benghazi three times and

Catania, Gastel Benito, Palermo, Tripoli and Berka satellite

In the course of the m<nith, there were

approximately 550 bomber sorties carried out from Malta, mainly

against eneioy ports €uid bases, although bad weather intervened

about the middle of the month and hampered operations*

The port of Naples was aj^ln the primary objective,

torpedo factory received a direct hit from a 4-»000-lb, b«nb on -ttie

/night

Naples was

airfield twice.

The

H.Q,
Mediterranean

0,R,B.
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night 31 October/1 November,

place between 6 and 8 November, 24 tons of bombs weie dropped on.

the dock area, marshalling yards and Capodichino airfield,

spite of bad weather, twenty Wellingtons dropped 23 tons of bombs

on Naples on the night of 11/12 November, causing large fiz^s and

explosions in the marshalling yards, airframe factozy and power

There was a nuisance raid on the next night ̂  six

Wellingtons, but res\ilts were obscured by cloud,

also made by a total of thirty Wellingtons during the nights 18,

19 and 20 November and the 4,000-lb. bombs dropped on the

marshalling yards on the night 19/20 November started extensive

fires visible for 35 miles.

Fraotloally the only defence Naples had at this time was

the German A.A. guns temporarily awaiting shipment to Libya.

In the course of raids which took

m

station.

Attacks were

H.Q. Middle
East Tables

of Operations.

^^W/lUl/3l/5.

Axis Policy and
Operations in the
Meditezranean.

R.21,2
Naples, of course, was the chief loading port for the African

conveys and, according to enemy sources, the heavy raids caused

serious dislocation.

Operations by Blenheims and Hurricanes Against Enemy Road Ccaivoys

in North Afalca and Airfields in Sicily and Southern Italy,

October and November.

Including the shipping strikes, Blenheims of Nos. 18 and

107 Squadrons carried out a total of 62 operaticaas during

They attacked enemy motor transport

and barracks in Noziih Africa, between Homs and Buerat, and also

industrial targets in Sicily and Southern Italy,

attending these low-level attacks on enemy road and sea coavoys

October and November,

The hazards

H.Q.
Me^terranean
O.R.B.

by the Blenheims is revealed by the losses sustained by No. 107

Id the course of a bombingSquadron during these two mcaaths.

attack against shipping in the Gulf of Sirte, on 11 October, two

On 17 November, whilstout of six Blenheims were shot down,

carrying out a low-level attack against a road convoy between

/Zuara

No.107 Squadron
O.R.B.
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Zuara and Siri», a Blenheim hit a tree, seriously damaging the

port wing and ailerons so that it had the greatest difficulty in

traveling the intejnrening 350 miles of sea,

Blenheims were also damaged in this raid.

On 8 November, a Blenheim was shot down in an attack on a

Two other

merchant ship, escorted by a destroyer,

another supply ship on 1? November, one Blenheim returned to base

After an attack on

On 24 November,with twenty holes and another with twelve holes,.

in the course of a most successful attack on an enemy road ocmvoy

to the west of Sirte, a petrol lorry was machine-gunned,

exploded with such violence, that the attacking aircraft had the

perspex: blown in, the fuselage buckled and the wings bent*

spite of this extensive damage which rendered the aircraft useless

for further operations, the pilot neveartheless managed to return

It

m

No.18 Squadron sustainedto base, at Malta, over 300 miles away,

equally heavy losses and in a single fortnight of November, they

lost six crews.

During this period, the Hurricane bombers of Nos, 126, 185

and 249 Squadrons made frequent bombing attacks cm Comiso airfield,

where hits were scored on hangars, living q\iarters and dispersal

Ragusa Vittoria and other railway sidings and stations

in Southern Italy were also bomibed.

Reconnaissance by No, 69 Squadron

areas.

H.Q.
Mediterranean

O.R, B.

.

The Maiylands and P.R,U. Hurricanes of No, 69 Squadrm

covered the Italian convoy routes regularly throughout October

The Sicilian airfields and ports, Tripoliand November, 1941,

and the airfields in Trlpolitania were frequently photographed.

H.Q.
Mediterranean

0,R,B,

Naples, Taranto and Cagliari were also covered.

These daily recoaaaamiissances of the enemy convoy routes

constituted an essential part of the successes scored by both air

and naval forces in their attacks against the enemy sea convoys

Maryland of No. 69

/Squadicn

For instance, it was ato North Afrioa.
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Squadron which first detected the enenQT convoy on the afternoon

of 8 November and which was annihilated by Force that night,

with the result that forty thousand tons of enemy shipping

war stores were lost to the eneny.

During October, No, 69 Squadron carried out I4I

reconnaissances totalling 4^5 hours of flying time,

the number of flying hours by the squadron numbered 524,

comprising 137 sorties,

squadron moved to Takali on 31 October,

In November

Due to the congestion at Luqa, the

However, at the end

,

of November, the squadron was forced to return to Luqa owing to

the heavy rains which made it difficult to get the reconnaissance

aircraft off the ground, as the Takali dispersals were so boggy.

Low Scale of Eneny Air Attacks Against Malta, October and November,

In spite of the enemy's grave losses on the sea convqy route

during October and November which was seriously endangering

current military operations by the Afrika Korps, enemy air attacks

on the island were light, due to the fact that the initiative

for maintaining the pressvire against the island had been left to

In October, day alerts numbered 28 and

In one daylight raid, a fuel dump near the

Apart frcm this, there was only

minor damage to government and civilian property, with but slight

the Italian Air Force,

night alerts

Grand Harbour was set on fire.

\

NO.69 Squadron
0,R.B,

I

casualties.

During November, the tempo of enemy air activity increased

slightly and there were thirty-five day and forty night alerts,

Nme of themostly due to fighter and reconnaissance aircraft.

H.Q.
Mediterranean

O.R.B.

Thebombing raids was heavy and only slight damage was done,

heaviest raid was carried out on the ni^t of 9/10 November,

H,Q, M.E. Table of when 25 enemy aircraft approached the island, but only seven
Operations

44IJI/3I/3. /attacked
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attacked, killing three civilians and causing slight damage

to civilian property.

Throughout this period, no Geitnan aircraft raided the

Although the Italians began to intensify their attacks

in December, it vras not until the return of the Luftwaffe to

island.

their Sicilian bases in the third week of the month that the air

offensive against Malta began again to asstime really serious

proportims. The enemy date the beginning of the great * blitz’

on Malta from 21 December and it was to last for four gruelling

months.

Malta Publicity

A subject much under discussion in the autumn of which.

in some of its aspects, may be related to the enemy offensive

against Malta, was the amount of publicity the island was

beginning to receive at home and in the United States,

the end of September, the Governor and C,-in-0. Malta sent a

message to the War Office asking for guidance on the policy which

should be follov/ed on the release of information about the island.

Until April, he stated,the policy had been accepted which implied

that no publicity should be given to offensive operations

carried out from Malta in order to avoid attracting attention

from the enenoy and so enable the authorities there to improve the

Then statements were made disclosing the

actual types of aircraft operating from liie island and there

Towards

island's defences.

Malta Fart 2.

appeared to be a definite policy to publicise offensive

Air Ministry had sent an official press

The Admirally were

operations from Malta,

representative to increase R.A.P. publicity,

sending an official photographer and an American press

representative bad already eorrived without prior warning to any

one of th»Ae, Services.
A

The Governor went on to say that the decision to release or

restrict Information about Malta was obviously one which could

/not
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C.A.S. Malta
Part 2

A^/?/^3/673 (B)

OBilPk not be made locally, but it was clear that the policy

of emphasising Malta’s offensive operations must make these

activities well-known to the enemy and would lead,

later, to heavy retaliation,

were prepared to recognise the need for some publicity, because

of its effect on the civil population throughout the Empire and,

in particular, on the island,

they would like to carry out the amount of offensive

activilgr from Malta with the miniimiin of publici%’.

On 30 September, the A.0.C,-in-0. signalled Air Ministxy

that he heartily endorsed the Governor of Malta’s views*

•^Can really see nothing to be gained and much to
be lost by publicising base from which these operatitHis
taking place or giving any details regarding types of
aircraft,-’’'

sooner or

The Service Commanders at Malta

However, from their point of vie

t

I

w

‘'7

This evoked the consnent by the Assistant Chief of Air Staff

(General) to the C.A.S "It is always an astcmishment to me•»

that our Connnanders should continue under the belief that our

newspapers are an important source of military information

to the enemy,

operaticxns in Malta of which the enemy is not, by other means,

perfectly well aware."

The Governor of Malta’s telegram was discussed at  a Chiefs

Nothing has been published in regard to air

of Staff Meeting held on 1 October 1941. The C.A.S, caressed

the view that, although there might be no harm in publicity

concerning offensive operations from Malta, provided that certain

safeguards were observed, due regard should be paid to the

psychological effect of the challenge to the Gezmans which this

The Germans, he said, had shown apublicity would throw out,

tendency to respond to challenges of this natura and there was a

danger that the Maltese would in future attribute any heavy

attacks the fortress to the provocation affoirded by unnecessary

publicity.

/At
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At another meeting of the War Cabinet, Chiefs of Staff

Committee held on 3rd October, a report was prepared, in

accordance with instructions received from the Prime Minister and,

as a result, the following signal was despatched to the

Governor, on 5 October,

consider, provided certain safeguards are applied,
that there is much to be gained by giving publicity to the

spirited offensive being directed from Malta.

Information should not be published which reveals the
strength of our forces and reference should not be made to

the ntirabers of aircraft or naval craft employedl oa

operatims or to the operational effort sustained over any
given period. The arrival of reinforcements, opening txp
of new aerodromes and the employment of new types oi aircraft

should also be treated with the greatest seoreoy until it
is established that such information is known to the enemy*

We are satisfied that if these safeguards are applied
the eneny will learn nothing from our propaganda that he

cannot easily obtain from sources which are outside our
control.

y

We realise that this policy may give rise to the
feeling that if Malta is attacked it is because of the

publicity given to your operations, but we do not consider
that this is so and are agreed that the propaganda value

outweighs the security aspect, provided the above safeguards
are applied^*''1
The attempt to subdue Malta by means of a concentrated air

assault began in December. There is no evidence to suggest.

however, that an increase in the publicity given to the British

naval and air operations carried out frcm the fortress had

anything to do with this German decisicm to launch an air

offensive against the island, which would appear to have been

govemed entirely by military considerations.

Factors Leading to Hitler* s Decision to Transfer Luftflotte 2

to the Mediterranean,

Enemy losses of shipping and supplies, on the Africa ttmvoy

route, from British naval and air attack, had ireached a

prohibitive figure by the autumn of 1 » as the following

figures for the months of September and October reveal,
/Italian
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Italian Shipping Losses the Libyan Convoy Routecm

Month Damaged

332,000 tons

237,000

Siinlc
La Marina Italians
Nella Seconds Guerra
Mondiale.

September 80,000 tons

33,000October

569,000Total 113,000

The total of 113,000 tons sunk

was presumably lost with full cargo.

Axis Cargo Losses on the Libyan Convcry Route

For Germans. Italians and Civilians

all southboundwas

For the Germ

 shipping and

an Forces in
Libya

Month Despatched Lost Despatched Lost

34,552 tons 6,829 tms

8,635

Although Ronmel was trying to build up hja forces for

the capture of Tobixik, the actual .tonnage shipped in October for

Sept, 94,115 tons 26,602 tons

Oct. 92,449 18,835 24,358

the German forces in Africa fell to about one half of the

Moreover, 1±ie tonnage unloaded for them at

Libyan ports in these two months, 43,446 tons, was only

approximately caie half of the mraithly requirements of 40-50,000

As a direct result, twice - the first time in September

and again in Octoberfthe planned attack caa Tobruk had to be

postponed because of the shortage of supplies.

In a Memorandum dated 20 October on the Progress of the War,

the German NaveOL Staff described the Mediterranean situation

having "deteriorated to an alarming extent.

September figure.

tons.

as

A few days later.

on 24 October, Hitler summoned General von Rintelen, the German

General at Italian Armed Forces H.Q to his Headquarters in•,

East Prussia to report on the air and transport situation in the

/Mediterranean
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The War in the

Mediterranean.

An Appreciation
Prepared by the
Cabinet Office,

R. 258.

Mediterranean, Hitler also V7anted to know if the Diioe and the

Qqnando Supremo would agree to the employment of  a new

Pliegerkorps in Sicily, Sardinia and Southern Italy. Von

Rintelen was able to assure Hitler that Rome recognised the

necessity for strong air cover for the Mediterranean convoys and

was prepared to accept Gexman help.

On 29 October, Hitler gave orders for the transfer of

f

Lufl^otte 2 H.Q. together with Fliegerkorps n from the Russian

front to the Mediterranean,

command of Field Marshal Eesselring who was given the title of

Qberbefehlshaber Sud (Commander-in-Chief South).

The Lxiftflotte was put under the

In his Memoirs,

Kesselring tells how;

*^I was given a final briefing by Hitler in the presence
of Goering and Jeschonnek, The unfavourable situation
of our supply line to North Africa, I was told, must be
remedied by the neutralisation of the British sea and
air key-point, the island of Malta, When I objected that

we ought to make a thorough job of it and occupy Malta,
my interruption was brushed aside with the flat statement
that there were no forces available for this,-^

Memoirs of

F/^ Kesselring

At the same time, Hitler ordered the transfer of nine

sulmiarines for operations in the eastern Mediterranean and twelve

for the western Mediterranean, together with additiozial MTBs and

At the end of the month, ten E boats and tenminesweepers,

motor minesweepers were sent to the Mediterranean via the Rhine

and Rhone and eighteen landing craft with a landing capacity of

eighty tons, for coastal work,were dismantled and taken by rail

to Palermo, where they wesre reassembled.

The Fuehrer Directive No, 58,. which appointed Kesselring

C.-in-C. South and cftM: down his responsibilities, is soas

in5>ortant that it is quoted in full.

Fuehrer Directive No« 38

As a foundation for securing and extending our own position
in the Mediterranean, and for the creation of a focus of Axis

power in the Central Mediterranean, I have come to an agreement
with the Duce, and now command that sectiortfof the Luftwaffe now
released from the East, to the strength of about one Fliegerkorps

and the necessary air defence forces, be transferred to the

south Italian and North African area.

1.

/Apart
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Apart from its immediate effect on the conduct of the
in the Mediterranean and North Africa this measure is designed to
exert a considerable influence cai all further development in the
Mediterranean area.

war

2. I put Field Marshal Kesselring in command of all the forces
to be used in this task^ at the same time appointing him
C.-in-C

as

Southern Area.•»

His teisks are:

To achieve air and sea mastery in the area between Southern
Italy and North Africa and thus ensure safe lines of conmunication
with Libya and Cyrenaioa; the suppression of Malta is
particularly important in this coxuiection.

To co-operate with the German forces operating in North
Africa and with the forces of her Allies.

Fuehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

1941.

To paralyse enemy traffic through the Mediterranean and to
stop British supplies reaching Tobruk and Malta; this is to be
effected by close co-operation with German and Italian naval
forces which may be available.

3. The C.-in-O,, Southern Area is subordinate to the Duce frean
whom he will receive instructions for the task as  a whble via the

Italian Supreme Command. In all matters concerning the Luftwaffe,
the C.-in-C. of the Luftwaffe will deal directly with the C-in-C.
Southern Area; if the matter is particularly important the
Aimed Forces Supreme Command must be informed at the same time.

4. The following are subordinate to the C.-in-C.:

All German Luftwaffe forces operating in the Mediterranean
area and North Africa; the air force and anti-aircraft units

which have been placed at the C.-in-C.'s disposal for this task
by the Italian Wehrmaoht.

5. The Geman naval forces employed in the Central Mediterranean
area remain under the command of the C.-in-C. of the Navy.

The C.-in-C. Southern Area is empowered, for the pxxrpose
of carrying out tasks assigned to him, to issue orders to the

German Admiral with the Italian Naval High Connand and if

necessaiy also to Naval Group South (for the Eastern
Mediterranean), Operational orders will be given by the Naval
authorities in agreement with the C.-in-C., Southern Area.

The wishes of the C.-in-C. Southern Area regarding the
manner in which the cembined naval forces shall be employed are
to be communicated exclusively to the Geman Admiral with the

Italian High Command.

6, The tasks of the Vfehi^ikacht Commander for the South-eastern

Area and of the German General at Italian Amed Forces
Headquarters remain unaltered,

(signed) ADOLF HITLER

/The
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The decision to denude the incomparably important CentralI

Russian front of a whole Luftflotte was one of the major

It reflected the Cerman High Command* sWeichold:

Axis Naval

Policy in the
Mediterranean.

decisions of the war.

resolve to transfer the centre of operations to the Mediterranean,

"the decisive area for the future conduct of the war". Having

Rise and Fall

of the Gennan

Air Force,

A.M. Pamphlet
No, 248.

failed in its first attempt to achieve victory in Russia, the

Gezman High Command had now decided to devote its utmost strength

during 1942 to secure a final victory in the Mediterranean, thus

giving access to the Middle Bast, combined with an all-out

offensive in Southern Russia, with the Caucasus as its objective.

When Luftflotte 2 Tinder Field Marshal Kesselring took

Fliegerkorps II under General Loerzer with it, from the Russian

front, for transfer to the Mediterranean, considerable readjust-

In Russia, Fliegerkorps VIII had to take

over the whole of the Central Sector which it had previously

shared with Fliegerkorps II,

very wide one to be covered by a single Fliegerkorps extending,

as it did, for some 400 miles to the north and south of Moscow,

ments were called for.

This Central Russian Sector was a

In the Mediteiranean. Luftflotte 2, with Field Marshal

Kesselring as C,-in-C, South, took over responsibility for the

whole theatre of operations. Fliegerkorps X was given the more

easterly part of the Mediterranean, while Fliegerkorps II had the

Fliegerfuehrer Afrika. who had previouslymore westerly area.

been under Fliegerkorps X. now came directly under the coaimand of

Luftflotte 2 , Fliegerkorps X, which had previously enjoyed theThe G.A.F,

Maps and
Diagrams
A. P.3038

in

status of a Luftflotte. now reverted to a Fliegerkorps.

subordinate to Luftflotte 2.

The move of Luftflotte 2 to the Mediterranean began in

ly the third week in January, 1942, an

appreciable air fleet of some 25O operational aircraft of

December, 1941.

/Fliegerkorps H
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Pliegerkorps II*s peakPliegerkorps II had arrived in Sicily,

strength was attained in the following April when W)0 aircraft

were based in Sicily ,

Field Marshal Kesselring arrived in Rome to take over his

new appointment, in advance of his staff, on 28 November 1941,

As Oberbefehlshaber Sud (C.-in-C, South), he was to be subordinate

to the Duoe and to receive his general orders from Commando \ ̂

Supremo. He was to have under his command a mixed Gferman and

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediter

ranean. R.242.

Italian Staff, dll German Luftwaffe units in the Mediterranean

and North Africa and all air force and flak units made available

He was empowered to issue directives to theby the Italians.

German and Italian naval forces assigned to him.

According to Von Rintelen, although both Mussolini and

Cavellero welcome German support, they refused to agree that

Kesselring should become responsible for the organisation and

They regarded the suggestion

as an insult to their military honour and would concede only

protection of the Africa convoys.

that Kesselring should be allowed to work in close co-operation

with the Italian naval and air staffs. Owing to this whittling

down of Field Marshal Kesselring* s Command, his status was no

more than that of an Air Marshal in command of the Luftwaffe

Heforces stationed in the Mediterranean and In North Africa,

had no direct authority over the Africa campaign and he was not

Thtis, this new Command setresponsible for the Africa convoys.

up in the Mediterranean by the Axis powers was to prove unrealis

tic for it ignored the paramount need for a centralised direction

Not until Pebiuaryof all military operations in that theatre.

1943, when the enemy position in North Africa was already past

redemption, was Italian national pride subordinated to military

necessity and a Supreme Commander appointed, in the person of

Field Marshal Kesselring,

responsibility was to bedevil enemy operations in the Mediterranean

This division of command and

/throughout
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throughout 19i«2 and was to prove an inportant factor in the

enemy failure at El Alamein, in the summer and autumn of that

year*

Field Marshal Kesselring's own comments on the situation

in the Mediterranean, although written after the event,

interest as they do point the importance that Malta had already

assumed, by the latter part of 1941, in a theatre of operations

in which a combined Geiroan and Italian expeditionary force

are of

were

wholly dependent on sea and airborne supplies and reinforcements.

.^he salient feature of the military operations at
the end of November 1941-^ he wrote in his Memoirs, -''was
the inadequacy of our communications system across the
Mediterranean. Every day showed more plainly the naval
and air supremacy of the British in these waters,
battle of Africa had in f act taken a critical turn for
Rommel

The

Meanwhile, Malta had assumed decisive in^ortance
as a strategic keypoint, and my primary objective at the
beginning was to safeguard our supply lines by smoking out
that hornet* s nest. Time was required to build up the
ground organisation in Sicily, to bring forward ouriJid^ 7
air formations and the supplies needed to smash Malta* s
naval and air bases, as well as to secure the co-operation
of the Italian air force in our offensive,
moment, it was impossible to do more than reinforce the air
xnnbrella over the most indispensable convoys.

Needless to say, I lost no time in familiarising myself
with my new command....
flights was to confirm my view that the menace to
conmmnications from Malta must be removed and to bring home
to me the decisive importance of the Mediterranean to the wen
Had I known then that Admiral Raeder, after the abandonment
of "Sea Lion", had also seen that the centre of gravity of
the war against England lay in the Mediterranean, our joint
endeavour might have succeeded in shifting our main effort
to this theatre....

For the

The result of these informative

our

F/^, Kesselring*8
Memoirs.

We were unable as yet to launch a decisive air attack
on Malta, as our air base, Sicily, was not yet ready to
take the forces destined for the operation, which in any
case had not been assigned. Things bad first to be
improved ty a series of intruder raids on the British
island and by strengthening the protecticai given our convoys..

Over and over again, sometimes with the support of the

Comando Supremo, I urged Goering and Hitler to stabilise
our position in the Mediterranean by taking Malta. I even
peiuuaded Rommel to back me up. It was not until February
1942, that I succeeded in getting my plan approved. The
occasion was an interview at the Fuehrer*s G.H.Q. Tempers

ran hi^. Hitler ended the interview by grasping me by

/the
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the arm and telling me, in his Austrian dialect: ’Keep
your shirt on. Field Marshal Kesselring, l‘m going to do
it.» - a typical sidelight

derations ”Callbc>y» and "Pantaloon” (October 16 and

November 12 1941).

the tensicai at Headquarterson ,/^^

In October and November, 1941, Malta was reinforced by

the flying in of 53 aircraft (34 Hurricanes, 7 Blenheims, 11

Albacores and 1 Swordfish) in two operations involving the

carrier Ark Royal and Argus, At the same time, the fighte

I

r

reinforcement of Malta and British naval strength in the

I

Mediterranean suffered a severe blow by the loss of the aircraft

carrier Ark Royal. Indeed, it was not until the following

March that carrier-borne aircraft reinforcement of l&lta could\

be resimed.

The first of these operations, known as "Callboy”,

It took place on 16 October, when

the Ark Royal, escorted by the battleship Rodney, the cruiser

As a

result of this operation, eleven out of twelve Albacores and

one out of two Swordfish, which had taken off from the carrier

Ark Royal, reached Malta safely.

Operation "pantaloon” (known by the Navy as Operation

"Perpetual") was planned for the transfer of 65 Hurricane Mark

IIB and C aircraft, together with pilots of Nos. 242 , 258 and

was

wholly naval in character.

0)
"The War at Sea" Hermione and seven destroyers, sailed from Gibraltar,
Vol. 2.

■^t dvVcY*«>-]W~ g
605 Squadrons, in the aircraft carrier# Argus and/Athena.

The eo^EffiSTwere to proceed to Gibraltar, where the aircraft
A

were to be unloaded, assembled and embarked on the Ark Royal,

from which the Hurricanes were to be flown off to L!fe.lta from a

point in the Mediterranean some 65O miles to the west of the

island.

In all, of the 72 aircraft allotted to the operation, 63

arrived at Abbotsinch, one of which crashed, and the remaining

(A) The Rodney had replaced the Nelson which had been damaged
during deration "Halberd" in the preceding month.

/62
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62 were loaded, 23 aboard HMS Argus and 39 aboard Athene,

difficulties encountered in the loading of the aircraft on to

The Athene was berthed at King

T

the carriers were numerous.

Report on
Operation
“Pantaloon" by
7f/Cdr. Royce.
G.S. 11450

he

George the Fifth dock, Dumbarton, so that it was necessary to

ttansport the dismantled aircraft by r*oad and then by public

ferry. Fuselages were transported by towing behind prime movers.

the mainplanes, long-range tanks, cannons and so forth being

carried on 60-ft low-loaders. The ferry could take only oneI

low-loader or two fuselages, with prime movers, so that the

loading was a very slow business. Furthermore, after the

Athene had been partially loaded, it was discovered that the deck

lashing rings were laid out for Swordfish and Fulmar aircraft andI

were not suitable for Hurricanes, The ship had therefore to be

unloaded to enable further lashing rings to be welded in place.

In the case of H.M.S. Argus, the ship was anchored in mid

stream and the loading could only be completed from James Watt

Dock by lighter, the aircraft being transported to the James Watt

JJiook by road, a distance of 15 miles.

The Athene was unsuitable for a d eck cargo of lightly-

protected dismantled aircraft, as she shipped large quantities

of sea water and spray over her decks, even in a slight sea.

This was mainly due to external refrose chutes, on either side of

the bow, catching the top of the bow wave and spraying over the

In the high winds encountered during the voyage, engine

cockpit covers were blown away and had to be replaced,

certain cases, even these replacement covers were lost,

result, there was gross contamination of the aircraft by sea

water which led to bitter complaints from Malta to Air Ministry

about the condition of the aircraft when they eventually arrived

decks.

In

As a

I

at their destination.

/On
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On the arrival of the Argus and Athene at Gibraltar the

R,A.P. maintenance crews which had travelled with the aircraft

worked day-and-night shifts off-loading the dismantled aircraft

fr<sn the Argus and Athene and erecting the first batch of 26

the Ark Rpyal.

quayside and on the deck of the Arte Royal in torrential rain, and

the men finished the work in a state of cmsiderable exhaustion*

The Argus carried a further eleven Hiirricanes, making a total of

thirHy-seven on the two carriers.

Force consisting of the Malaya* the two carriers

Ark Royal and Argus * Hermione and seven destroyers sailed from

Gibraltar at Oif.OO hours on 10 November,

Sir James Somerville flew his flag in H.M.S, Malaya,

visibilily at Gibraltar hampered the Blenheims which were to lead

the aircraft from the carriers to their base at Malta and it

on

Mxich of this work was carried out on the open

Vice-Admiral

Bad

was

. ̂

not until 10,00 hovirs on 12 November that the first flight of

Blenheims appeared and began to circle the .ship. The Ark Royal

was immediately turned into wind and the first range of fourteen

Hurricanes took off for Malta, making for Hal Par, At 10,55

hours, the second flight of Blenheims appeared and the remaining

twelve Hurricanes took off from the Ark Royal. The operation

was completed ficm H.M.S. Argus in two ranges of six and five

aircraft, A total of thirly-four Hurricanes and seven Blenheims

arrived safely at Malta, One Blenheim was forced to return to

Gibraltar, while three Hurricanes (Sgts, Gray, Massey and Jcaaea)

landed for some \inknown reason in North Africa.

QSM4J(SO.

Tkihappily, whilst returning to Gibraltar, having successfully

completed the first part of her mission, the Ark Royal was

torpedoed at 15.41 hours cn the afternoon of 15 November, The

’’The War At Sea" torpedo exploded under the bridge, on the starboard side, and
Volume II,

/caused
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caused serious damage. The Ark Royal was taken in tow and had

got to within twenty-five miles of Gibraltar when she sank.I

after a fire had broken out in her port boiler room. Only one

was- lost out of her complement of nearly sixteen hundred.plan

The serious effects of the loss of Ark Royal were felt

immediately. The second part of Operation "Pantaloon" which

was to have involved the flying off of a further twenty-five

Hurricanes had to be cancelled. The Hurricanes were despatched

to Takoradi in the Athene in December and none of them reachedH,Q,
Mediterranean

0,R, B, Malta. Furthermore, the aircraft reinforcement of Malta was

drastically cvurbailed and no further carrier-borne reinforcements

were received until 7 March of the following year, when the first

Spitfires were flown from the Eagle.

The loss of the Ark Royal was followed, on 25 November, by

the sinking by a U-boat of the battleship Barham, off the Libyan

coast, with the loss of 56 officers and 8O6 men.

On December 14» the cruiser Galatea was sunk ly a U-boat when

(1)

"The War at Sea" only about 30 miles to the west of Alexandria,
Volume II.

Five days later,

the Malta Force ran into a minefield some 20 miles to the east

of Tripoli, when in pursuit of enemy supply ships, ^miii pftgiF

The cruiser Neptme and the destroyer Kandahar were sunk, all the

crew of the Neptune being either lost or taken prisoner,

addition, the cruiser Aurora was holed and the Penelope damaged,

though not seriously,

befell the Mediterranean Fleet at this time.

Ba

These did not end the disasters which

On 19 Deceaber,

the same day that the Malta Force was put out of action by mines,

the Italians carried out their "human-torpedo" attack aa.

Alexandria when the battleships Queen Elizabeth and Valiant were

(1) U.53I, under Freherr von Tiesenhausen, which sank the Barham
was in turn sunk by aircraft in the Mediterranean on
17 November, 1942.

/seriously
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seriously damaged ajid the destroyer Jervis and^oiler Saigon
damaged, by limpet bombs.

These losses, together with events in the Par East - the

Japanese launched their attack on Pearl Harbour on 7 December -

soon led to a catastrophic decline of British naval power in the

Mediterranean, so that control of sea consnunications there passed

almost entirely to the air force.

The Effect of the "Crusader" Operations on the Strategic

Situation in the Mediterranean.

Owing to the recurrent supply crises, due to the heavy

sinkings on the convoy route to North Africa, Ronmel was forced

to postpone his projected offensive for the capture of Tobruk in

September and again in October,

as the decisive date for the attack,

Rommel flew to Rome on I4 November to discuss the supply

question with General Ugo Cavallero, Chief of Staff Armed Forces.

He complained bitterly that the supplies being shipped to

Cyrenaica were not adequate even for the current requirements of

the German and Italian forces, since only smal1 ships could be

He insisted that, if the attack on Tobruk was to take

place as planned, at least one half of the requirements for the

next six weeks, amomting to about 90,000 tons, must be sent to

Tripoli,

He finally fixed 22 November

employed.

The War in the

Mediterranean

R.258.

. ^
As has already been seen, the November sinkings amounted

to 77?S, the highest the enemy had so far sustained, while the

5,000 tons gross which attived in Libyan ports for the

German forces - only a fraction of requirements - was the

lowest. Owing to the naval and air blockade from Malta, no

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations.
R. 242.

Italian ships had reached Tripoli since 19 October, so that

supplies had to pass through Benghazi, where facilities for the

/discharge
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discharge of cargoes -were very limited.

In Operaticm "Crusader”, General Auchinleok planned "not

only to defeat the enemy forces in the field, but also to occupy

the whole of Libya, This naturally involved the capture of

The offensive was launched along the Libyan frontier

OT the night 17/18 November, only a few days in advance of

Rommel* s own planned offensive for the capture of Tobruk,

Originally, General Auohinleck had hoped to launch the operatiai

Tobruk,

on 1 November, but shortage of trained troops and equipment had

forced him, in turn, to postpone the date frcan 1 to 15 November

and again from 15 to 17 November,

After a disappointing start, when it appeared likely that

Rommel would turn the tables on his attackers and, in a period

Auchinleok

Despatch
IIJ1/30.

of acute crisis in the land battle• General Auchinleck was
K

con5>elled to change the Eighth Angy Commander, the offensive

(1)
On 8 December, the enemy began asoon gained momentum.

rapid withdrawal towards Gazala and, on the following day.

Eighth Army armoured cars entered

Benghazi m Christmas Eve and by 26 December, all the hill

Tobnik was relieved.

country up to and including Benghazi, with much booty, was in

ovir hands.

One of the effects of this period of intensive operatims

was that, with Rommel's extremely mobile method of waging war.Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in the the cmsumption of all kinds of stores was very hi^,
Medltexranean,

R.242, part of the enemy* s accumulated stocks of supplies wa

A large

s also

lost when the area to the east of Tobruk was abandoaed.

Furthermore, Goering gave orders that the L^iftwaffe was to

concentrate on the relief of the crisis then developing in North

Africa, and a further reduction in the number of German aircraft

(1) Lt, General Sir Allan Cunningham was replaced on 26 November
by Major-General N Ritchie.m

/used
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used for the protection of convoys was the result,

23 November, orders were given for the transfer of a group of

coastal aircraft from Erance to Sicily for convoy escort duties,

and as a result Unit K G-r 606, equipped with Ju 88s, was

transferred to Sicily from the control of Fliegerfuehrer

Atlantika,

On

A.H.B.6.

At the beginning of December, the eneDuy supply crisis was

such that the German Supreme Command gave orders that the most

important stores were to be carried by air,

beginning of the Luftwaffe system of airlift, mainly by Ju 52

This was the

aircraft, which was to play such an important part in enemy

operations in North Africa, As the Ju 52 was slow and cumber-

some and thus very vulnerable to air attack, the air convoys to

North Africa had to be escorted, which further reduced the

number of aircraft available for other operations,

airlift operations placed a heavy drain on eneny supplies of

aviation spirit which were already very limited.

The occupation of the Cyrenaican "bulge", brief as it was,

meant that the strategic situation for the British forces in the

Mediterranean was, much' improved.
/'

Meirtuba-Dema nexus of airfields, sea reconnaissance facilities

were improved, the attacks on the enemy shipping lines were

These

0)
With the occupation of the

extended and made more easy and, above all, it possible

to afford fighter cover for Malta-bound convoys from the east

throughout the whole of their route.

Of Rommel’s defeat in Operation "Crusader" the German Naval

Staff wrote, "This heavy reverse ... is the inevitable result of

the incompetent handling of convoy defence measures .... The

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediterranean

R,242, hesitant and inept efforts of the Italian warships, the presence

(1) Rommel resumed the offensive on 21 January 1942 and quickly
Benghazi was not re-Occupiedadvanced to the Gazala line,

by British forces for another twelve months.

/of the
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of the enemy base of Malta unshaken in the midst of our supply

routes and the inadequacy of the measures taken by the Axis Air

Forces to keep the supply lines open have resulted in North

Africa being practically deprived of all supplies for weeks,"
'IT

The Sinking of the l0,5i<J0-ton petrol Tanker lylidio Mantovani.

December 1,

On 2 December 1 %-1, Oomt Ciano noted in his personal

diary:

•^Another of our ships has been sunk almost at the
entrance to the port of Tripoli,
loaded with 7,000 tons of petrol,
that the blow is a hard one.-^

The loss of the Iridio Mantovani came at a time when Rommel was

experiencing great difficulties in countering the Eighth Aniy

"Crusader" offensive and there is no doubt that it had a direct

effect on the fortunes of that operation.

The Iridio Mantovani of 10,5W tons and one of the largest

enemy tankers to operate in the Mediterranean was first located

It was the Mantovani

It cannot be denied

Ciano’s Diary

No,69 Squadron
0,R,B,

on the morning of 1 December by a Maryland cf No.69 Squadron

(Plt.Lt, Nilliams and Sgts, Doran and Beck) when on an early-

morning reconnaissance of the Tunisian coast, 52 ndlea to the

south-west of Lampione Island, near Lampedusa,

being escorted by a destroyer together with four Cr, 42s and

one Or, 310,

The tanker wa

Six Blenheims were despatched to attack the

s

Malta Daily
Intelligence
Summaries.

/^Mdy^U5/l 13/5/15
convoy, but two of them re forced to return,

the tanker and her escort were sighted by the remaining

Blenheims which carried out mast-high attacks, scoring four

direct hits, two of which, however, bounced off the super

structure and dropped into the sea.

At 13.05 h

There was light and h

ours

eavy

A.A. gunfire from both the destroyer and tanker and two of the

Blenheims were also attacked by the Cr. 4-2s, but managed to

evade them.

/Another
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Another striking force of four Blenheims, belonging

to No* 107 Squadron, were despatched to attack the tanker, ̂rhioh

was located at 16,50 hours 72 miles due north of Zuara, a port

They found the tankeralong the coast to the west of Tripoli*

She was awash and down byalready in a sinking oonditioi*

the stem and the crew, who had abandoned her, wem pulling away

The escorting destroyer began circling when thein lifeboats.

All aircraft carried out attacks fromairczaft approached*

mast-height one Blenheim (Sgt* Kidby) scored a direct hit

amidships*

The aband(med tanker, now little more than a hulk, together

with the escorting destroyer, the Avise Da Moato, were finally

sunk by the cruiser Axirora which was guided to them by an ASV
ei

Following^signal from another aircraft. Force
(Aurora, in company with Penelope and Lively) also sank another

laden Italian supply ship, the Adriatioo, of 1,976 tons, when she

was 56 miles to the north of Benghazi*

achieved in spite of the fact that a force of five Italian

cruisers and a battleship, accompanied by a number of destroyers,

were patrolling the Central Mediterranean at this time with

express orders to protect shipping*

Sinking of the Cruisers Barbiano and Giussano by the Royal Navy.

Night 12/15 December*

Whilst surface ships of the Royal Navy were operating from

Malta and before the disaster of 19 December, when the Malta

Force ran into a min^^ield, there were a number of important

incidents whose interest is primarily naval and yet in which

the R.A.F. took a small but nevertheless vital part,

exan^le is the sinking of the two Italian cruisers Barbiano and

gjiiaHAnp on the night 12/13 December,

Wellington,

These successes were

An

An entry in Ciano*s

H.Q, Middle East
Weekly Opsums,

diary for I4 December statesr

^The
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usvial naval woes. To-night we have lost
two five-thousand ton cruisers, the Barbiano and Giussano
and also two lar^ ships, the Del Creoo and the Ejlai, .
loaded with tanks for Libya*,
the great convoy (aoconpanied by battleships) ever had
put out to sea. What is happening in the Navy is
baffling, unless what Somi^i says is true, and that
is that our General Staffs are possessed an
inferiority canplex that paralyses all their activities.
The fact is that our naval losses become more serious

every day, and I wonder whether the War won’t outlaist
our Navy>*

This happened even before
I

I

The two Italian cruisers were en route frun Palermo to

Tripoli carrying stores. The enemy force, which also inoluded

two torpedo boats and an "E" boat, heard a special Wellington

which happened to be in the vioiniiy and, faring  a torpedo

attack by aircraft, turned back towards their base» This

manoeuvre enabled the destroyers Sikh, Legioa, Maori and the

Malta Daily Iht, Dutch Isaac Sweers, known as Group I and which had only left
Sums.

/}t.//.iff7IU5/l 13/5/15 and Gibraltar for Malta on 11 December, to get close in to Cape Bon
' "The War At Sea"

Volume n. and to launch an attack which was made during the night 12/13

December at very close range. The torpedoes ignited

eaplosives in the cargoes of the Italian cruisers which blew up.

In addition to the two cruisers Alberto di Giussano and Alberico

da Barbiano both of 3>069 tons and carrying eight 6-inch guns,

a torpedo boat, the Alcione. and an "E" boat were sunk. The

United States Consul at Tunis reported that the beach was

littered with survivors and dead. The special Wellington

which inadvertently had helped to the make the engagement

so outstandingly successful was a surprised spectator of the

encounter.

The Breoonshii^ Convoy and Loss of H.M.S. Nept\me and Kandahar

19 December,

As has been seen, the air and naval successes against the

eneny convoys to North Africa, were offset by a series of heavy

naval reverses which altered the balance of sea-power in the

/Mediterranean
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Mediterranean in favour of the Axis powers and, as a result,

throw the main biu^den of the control of sea-communications on

The aircraft carrier Ark Royal was sunk

on 17 November, the battleship Barham on 25 November, the

C3Tuiser G&Xatea on 1i|. December while the battleships Queen

Elizabeth and Valiant were seriously damaged and put out of

action for many mcaaths in Alexandria harbour, on 18 December.

In addition, by the end of the year, German D-boats sunk

eight merchantmen and two escort vessels, mainly from the Tobruk

ocmvoys. During this period, cmly throe out of the twenty-six

U-boats operating in the Meditezranean were lost. Apart fron

the sinking of the Aric Royal, from the point of view of Malta

the greatest disaster of all occurred cai 19 December, the day

after the damaging of the two battleships in Alexandria harbour,

when Eoroe based on Malta, ran into a minebelt in coastal

waters near Tripoli,

On 16 December, 1941» an impox*tant enemy convoy of three

cargo vessels left Taranto bound for Benghazi and Tripoli, It

was of this operation that Ciano wrote despairingly in his diazy

”AU the ships and all the Admirals at sea. May God help us!"

As close escort they had a battleship, three light cruisers

and ten destroyers, while additional remote escosrt was provided

by three battleships, two heavy cruisers and ten destroyers.

The situation was made particularly ooo^licated for the

R.A,P, reconnaissance aircraft by the fact that, at the same

time, the Royal Navy had decided to break the blockade of Malta

by running through the fast supply ship Breconshire, fran

I

"The War at Sea" the Rcyal Air Force.
Volume II

Ciano's Diazy

Alexandria, carrying fuel for the cruiser squadrcn then

In addition to the enemy force whichoperating from Malta,

would be at sea at this time, the Royal Navy planned to provide

this single supply ship with the following three naval forces;

/(a)
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(a) the 15th Cruiser Squadrcai (Force /Q>^) under

Admiral Vian, comprising three cruisers and eight

destroyers, to escort the Breconshire from Alexandria

to approximately half-way to Malta and then to return

to Alexandria.

Force of two cruisers and two destroyers, from

Mhlta, to take over the Breconshire and escort her to

f

(t)

Malta.

Force ̂ B*^ of one cruiser and four destroyers, from

Malta, to cover the operation to the northward.

The Breccaashire. escorted the 15th Cruiser Squadrcaa,

left Alexandria at 21.00 hours on 13 December,

the 16th, fighter protection was provided by No. 201 Croup.

(c)

From dawn on

<1

H.Q. Middle East At 22.00 hours that evening, a signal was circulated from the
Table of

Operations
/^/ityiUl/31/3.

Appendix "H",

C.-in-C* Mediterranean to the effect that the enemy fleet migh

be at sea the following day, 1? December, escorting convoys.

t

From 09*50 hours until 13*00 hours cm 17 December, the 15th

Cruiser Squadron escorting the Breconshire were shadowed from

between two and six enemy aircraft. Twice during the same

period, at 10.25 hour^and 11.22 hours, a reconnaissance aircraft

from Malta notified the presence of enemy naval forces. In the

first case^ three battleships and seven destroyers and in the

second three battleships and seven destroyers with, eight miles
/

ahead, two cruisers and three destrpyers. This is probably the

force which had a slight exchange of fire with C.S. 15 at 17*55

hours on the same day.

After having been shadowed for so long on 17 December, the

expected enemy attacks on the 15th Cruiser Squadrcm materialised

at 12.55 hours and continued until 18.00 hours, during which

time the Cruiser Squadrctn and the st:q)ply ship they were escorting

were attacked some 25 torpedo bombers and fifty bombers.

/Their
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Their tactics included feints to induce change of course, high

level and shallow dive-bombing, while twenty-two torpedo bombers

dropped torpedoes* However, these attempts were inaccurate

and no hits were scored*

At 15#25 hours, a No,201 Group reconnaissance aircraft

reported a force of three battleships, two cruisers, ten

destroyers and four merchant ships. The 15th Cruiser Squadron

were well aware of the presence of enemy forces in the area at

this time and at ̂ 5•k5 hours the C.-in-C. Mediterranean issued

instructions that "unless eneny battleships separate or other

good reasons exist, do not seek out the battleships, but go

for the convoy*" Forty minutes later, a reommaissance aircraft

from. Malta notified the position of an enecoy force ccnsisting of

two battleships, two cruisers, twelve destroyers and four

merchant ships* This aircraft continued shadowing the enemy

force and signalled all changes of course*

At 17*A5 hours, the 15th Cruiser Squadrcm sighted  a large

number of unknown vessels some fifteen miles distant and ten

minutes later, when it was twilight,Admiral Vian*s force came

under heavy gunfire from the Italian warships*

sent the Breconshire south, with the destroyers Decoy and Havoc

to screen her and then closed to attack the much stronger enemy

In the meantime, however, the Italian C.-in-O., with

the excuse that twilight was "a bad time to commence a surface

He thereuprai

force*

engagement", had altered course towards the north, together

with his own convoy, thus leaving the way to Malta open to the

Breconshire, Force was thereupon detached to escort the

Breocaishire to Malta which she reached safely on 18 December,

the 15th Cruiser Squadron returning to Alexandria, Force

then left Malta to search for the enemy convoy which had been

n

sighted on the previous day.

/Throughout
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Throughout this time, Malta and Egypt-based reconnaissanoe

aircraft had done their best to shadow the eneo^r forces then at

Prom the night I6/17 December, all available

•  reoamaissanoe aircraft on Malta had been placed at the disposal

of the Vice-Admiral Malta and all searches carried out were
d

decided on by the Naval Authorities cm the island, in conference

with the Royal Air Force,

Unfortunately, however, the recently intensified enemy

attacks on the Malta air bases, together with the heavy daily

commitments, had reduced the serviceability of the Maiylands

of No,69 Squadron and that of the small detachment of special

Wellingtois suitable for night reconnaissance,

as weiw available operated to the full limit of their capacity.

The extremely bad weather - the winter of I94I to 19i*2 was the

worst known on Malta for some forty years - with heavy rain, low

cloud and electrical storms reduced drastically the visibility

over the sea area and interfered with radio reception and

transmissi(»i.

sea.

Such aircraft

The situation was also complicated by the fact

I

.

that three British and two Italian naval forces, comprising some

sixigr naval vessels, were operating in the Central Mediterranean

at the same time and, in these conditions of bad visibility.

Furthermore, in the case of

the reocnnaissance aircraft operating ficm North Africa, those

frtaa Sidi Barrani were at the extreme limit of their range and

encountered the same wretched weather conditions which hampered

the reconnaissance aircraft from Malta,

The air action against the enemy convoy, agreed by the

R.A.P. in co-operation with the Vice-Admiral Malta, was for an

/air

caused considerable confusion.

■ ^ •
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air strike to be carried out by Albaoores, the mining of

Tripoli harbour by Wellingtons, a second air strike by

Swordfish and an attack on the convoy, as it reached Tripoli,

by Wellingtons. The extremely bad weather, vdth low cloud,

rain and severe electrical storms, precluded any attacks by

Wellingtons during the night 17/18 Becember and these conditions

persisted throughout the whole of the following day.

During the night 18/19 December, there was considerable

air aotivilgr from Malta, in spite of the fact that from 23.00

hours until 03.00 hours there were alearts,

heavily bombed, causing loss and damage to Wellington aircraft

lined up ready to take off.

both bombers and reconnaissance aircraft operated,

was also maohin^j^unned and other targets in the island attacked.

A special Wellington despatched to locate the cmvoy made

Luqa airfield was

This was the airfield from which

Hal Par

Malta Dally
Intelligence
.Sunsaries.

MVhjS/I 13/5/15

several sightings and dropped flares over enemy ships before

being forced to return to base shortly after midnight due to a

It was as a result of these sightings

There

failure in oil pressure,

that six Albacores were despatched to attack the convoy,

were two attacks on m/Vs of 8,000 tons and two on Vi/Vs of 2,000

One large and one small m/Y appeared to have been hit,

but observation was very difficult owing to an effective

The light A.A. gunfire from the ships was very

intense and several of the Albacor^s were holed and one was shot

totis.

smoke-screen.
■

down.

An enemy account stated:

The British air patrols from Malta had closely
The positions of thefollowed the convoy’s course

Italian ships were also plotted during the night and
the attacking forces were directed right tin to thm.
One sxqiply ship was hit by a bomb, but was taken in

At the same time, Tripoli was attacked from the
This and the fear of mines prevented the ships

from entering port that night. They
anchor ten miles east of the harbour, in the shelter
of the minefields.

....

s

tow.

air.

oI
Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediterranean.

R.242.

/The
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The mining of Tripoli harbour was carried out between

22*40 hours and 23*40 hours (night 18/19 December) by

Wellingtrai aircraft of No* 104 SQuadr<ui* Three aircraft dropped

No, 104 Squadron bombs and flares in various parts of the town to create a
0*R.B*

diversion^ while four other aircraft dropped their mines, four

of them just outside the harbour and two just inside*

enemy account makes it clear that, in spite of the R.A.F.*s mat

OngBSSeUte deceptive measures, they suspected a mining

As a result, the ships were kept outside the

harbour, in the shelter of a min^^ield and this led, indirectly,

to severe losses to the Malta Force,

The

operation*

A strike of five Swordfish was despatched at 22*40 hours

to continue the attack on the convoy previously carried out by

They searched for the target until 01*00 hours

when, due to the high winds which caused a vexy high level of

fuel consumption, they were forced to return to base*

It was now the turn of the Wellingtons*

time when a force cf fourteen Wellingtons, with bombs, was lined

up ready to take off from Luqa, the severe enemy air attack

Pour big craters were made

One of the Wellingtons was written off by

Another caught fire and blew up, with its btmbs,

such damage to the others standing by that the sti*ike

At this stage, no attempt had been made

Unhappily, at a

already mentioned, developed*

in the runway*

blast*

had to be cancelled.

H.Q. Middle East the Albacores*
Table of

Operations

It was a very heavilyto attack the convoy with Blenheims*

defended target and heavy losses by the Blenheim ̂ uadrons,

together with warnings from both Air Ministry and the Air

Officer Commanding-in-Chief not to risk these vulnerable aircraft

against unsuitable objectives,decided the Air Officer Oonmanding

Rxperience both at home andMalta not to use the Blenheims*

East had proved that low-flying attacks againstin the Middle

/ecmvogrs
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D/A,O.C.-in-C.
Malta

5/!cU1/9V1 36(A)
Enc. 79A.

■

convoys in such strength as here, usually resxjlted in aircraft

being shot down before they could drop their bombs,

altitude attack by Blenheims was also ruled out by the A.O.C.

The cloud base was from between 2,500 to 3,000 feet

and the A.0.0, Malta considered that "the high risk from

concentrated A. A. at such a height did not justify the

problematical, hits which might be obtained by c rews inexperienced

in medium level attacks."

As has already been mentioned, during the night

18/19 December, the three supply ships anchored 10 miles to the

oast of Tripoli, in the shelter of minefields,

assumed that any coastal waters in the vicinity of an important

supply port such as Tripoli would have been extensively mined.

In any case it would have been most unlikely that unescorted

M/\Ts of such militaiy value as this particular convoy, would

have dropped anchor away from the harbour defences without some

such protection,

his ships in such dangerous waters is, therefore, not voiderstood.

Early the next morning, when moving in to attack the supply ships,

the Malta Force became involved in a minefield.

A medixsn

Malta.

It is to be

The naval Commander's decision to hazard

The flagship.

Neptune, struck two mines, losing all steam and power. She

afterwards struck two other mines and eventually capsized and

The destroyersank, with the loss of all. but one of her oranpany,

Kandahar was also mined when trying to get alongside the Neptune.

The Jaguar, in spite of the plight of the other two ships, very

gallantly involved herself in the same waters and managed to

"The War at Sea" rescue eight officers and 166 ratings fron the Kandahar which had
Volume II.

A third casualty was the cruiser Aurorato be sunk by torpedo,

which, following in the wake of the Neptune, was

holed, but fortunately she managed to reach Malta, where she was

Another cruiser, the Penelope,

/also

mined and

out of action for some weeks.
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also struck a mine while turning, but was not seriously damaged,

A striking force of Blenheims - three from No,107 Squadron

and three from No, 18 Sq^dron - were despatched to attack the

convoy ten miles east of Tripoli, later the same day,

by the time the striking force of Blenheims had arrived, the

Daily Int, Sums, ships had moved to the shelter of Tripoli harbour.
/t//.tf/ru5/113/5/15 and

'Squadron O.R.Bs, Blenheims, in two Vic formations, approached Tripoli flying

Intense and accurate light and heavy A.A, gunfire

was encountered from both shore and ships and two enemy fighters

attacked the Blenheims which were forced to return without

having dropped their bombs.

The safe arrival of this convoy, with its valuable

cargoes, in Tripoli had a considerable effect on the course of

the war in North Africa,

(1)
However,

The

at sea level.

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in It is clear”, says the enemy account,
the Mediterranean

R,2A1. "that the material loss of the sxipplies carried in the three

cargo vessels, at the height of the crisis in North Africa, would

have had the gravest coxisequenoes for the Axis forces,"

On 20 December, the day following the gmm losses
X

sustained by the Malta Force and the safe arrival of the enemy

convoy at their destination, the Coramander-in-Chief Mediterranean

sent a personal signal to the First Sea Lord in which he

expressed severe criticism of the degree of help given to the

Royal Navy by the Royal Air Force, during the passage of the

Breconshire convoy and the operations in the Central Mediterranean

He complained that, Trtiereas thebetween 16 and 19 December,

■

BreocHiahire convoy had been effectively shadowed and attacked.

R.A.F, reconnaissance had been so weak that he had remained in

grave doubt whether there were one or two eneny forces at sea.

(1) The account given by the Royal Navy gives the positim as

tw’enty miles to the east of Tripoli. The eneny stated
that it was ten miles. The R.A.F. also located the ships
ten miles to the east of Tripoli.

/He
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He had been uncertain of the position of the enemy convoy until

15*00 hours on 17 December and the Breconshire convoy had been

completely surprised by a heavy enemy imit. Prom leaving

harbour, until their return, neither the enemy convoy nor the

covering forces had been bombed, although the aftexnoon of the

18 December had been spent within 200 miles of Malta and, so he

alleged, the enemy had two crippled destroyers in tow. The

only effective air action was 1^ the Swordfish, which had made

an abortive attack on the convoy,

-**bea operations,*^ he wrote, **raust be co-ordinated 1:^
one command and that ccminand must have adequate air forces

for its purpose. It is noted that this principle has to a

large extent been accepted in the Western Desert, So long
as decisions on selected reconnaissances to be sent out and

targets and weight of attack to be launched rests with
anyone not directly responsible for sea operations,
failures of this sort will occiir.

We cannot afford this total weakness in our naval

operations. Nor is it right that we should send out ovir

relatively weaker forces into arena and then fail to give
them adequate reconnaissance or effective air support.

It will be remembered that before these operations,
I pressed for a full air effort against enemy heavy forces.
This was not accepted and air was to deal with convoy
on way south and attack heavy ships cai their return.
In the event, no bomber attacks of any sort were made,

I realise fully the high importance of Western
Desert ccmonitments but we have allowed the enemy to learn

a most dangerous lesson, namely that his heavy force of

which he is so nervous can operate for three days with
Immunity from air attack in central Mediterranean, There

may have been a temporary gain in immediate battle, but

it is at cost of teaching enemy (? method) by which ho
can pass his supplies safely into Libya.

I appreciate also that adequate air forces to meet
all calls are not available out here, but if this be so

then matter becomes one of priority and if sufficient
aircraft and adequate control are not provided, we shall
lose our undoubted tenuous hold on central Mediterranean

and that surely is a matter of prime importance to our
land forces.

C.A.S, Polder

/IW.«./Sd3/762(B)

Damage now inflicted on our battleships in harbour
makes this question of control of sea operations of still

graver -importance and unless vigorous action is taken, we

shall find that we can neither support our advanced land

forces by sea, nor provide any supply to Malta even by
fast ships

/The
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The Air Officer CooHnanding Mediterranean replied on

23 December that on 1? and 18 December, only two Maiylands

(with the possibility of a third) and two special Wellingtons

were available and this low serviceability was in spite of every

In fact, not one had been ordered

off unless decided by the daily Naval Air conference at Malta,

m discussing the employment of the Marylands and Wellingtons

econony in Maryland sorties.

with the Vice-Aamiral, Malta, the A.O.C. Malta had begun with the

statement that all Marylands and special Wellingtons were at the

Furthermore, he had asked howdisposal of the Naval staff,

the Naval staff at Malta wished them to be used, when he himself

would issue orders in accordance with thdir wishes.

Further criticism of the R.A.F. conduct of operations from

Malta was made by Admiral Cunningham, on 11 January, concerning

the passage of an Italian convoy from Italy to Tripoli, on if

and 5 January 19if2.

Air Officer Oormnanding-in-Ghief to enter into the controversy on

15 January 1942, when he sent a personal signal to the Chief of

the Air Staff,

personal signal of 19 December to the First Sea Lord reviewing

operations in the Mediterranean between 16 aiwi 19 December had

not been referred to him or the Air Officer COTamanding No,201

Group before despatch and that it omitted important facts

It was this which apparently decided the

He said that the C.-in-C. Mediterranean’s

regarding these operations and was therefore misleading,

pointed out that all available reconnaissance aircraft had

been placed at the disposal of the Haval Staff and operated in

accoriance with Naval wishes, following discussion between the

It was considered

He

A,0,C, Malta and the Tice-Acimiral Malta,

that the best results were achieved with the number of aircraft

The fact that there were two enemy forces at sea

clearly established from sighting reports, although the

/more

available.

was
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more easterly of the two forces was not sighted in subsequent

This was understandable, he considered, owing to

the state of the weather and the small number of aircraft

searches.

available for the search.

No sightings had been made by reconnaissance aircraft

operating from Libya, as the enen^y forces never came within.

range. Similarly, all light bomber squadrons in Libya were

standing by for branbing attack, as soon as it was anticipated

that the enemy forces might come within range, which in fact

did not happen, j&ny bombing attack by Wellingtons, on the

night 17/18 December was out of the questim, owing to low

clouds and rain, while \^tacks by Blenheims were considered

inadvisable against such stz*angly defended targets. He tiien

went on to enumerate the various other steps taken to^stroy

the convoy by air action from Malta.

The A.O,C,-in-C. stated, in a further signal of the same

date, that it was qxaite incomprehensible how the Breconshire

(

convoy came to be surprised, as it was clear both to the Air

Officer Commanding No.201 Croup, in Alexandria, and himself.

in Cairo, cm the moining of 17 December, that the Breconshire

was in grave danger of being intercepted, unless  a drastic change

When no such change was made, thewas made in her movements.

A.0,C,-in-C, concluded that the C,-in-C. Mediterranean was

prepared to take the risk.

No doubt as:,a result of the inescapable fact that all air

acticm from Malta, during this period, had been planned in the

closest co-cjperation with the Naval Staff there, the next

ccmmunication from the C.-in-C. Mediterranean to the Admirally

was tantamount to a retraction of his earlier statement.

/^I
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^1 wish to make it clear/ he wrote on 1? January
1942,'•that I have no desire to criticise the co-operation
afforded by the R.A.P. either here or in Malta on this or
the previous occasion on I7 December. To the contrary.
The point which needs emphasis is the lack of suitable
air forces. Air forces available for reconnaissance from
Malta were, on both occasions, placed at the disposal of the
Vice-Admiral Malta and reconnaissance was flown as required
by him within the limits of forces available,
as were made were in the positioning of (forces?) in the
existing situations and were made by the Naval Staff
concerned, but they wei^e presented with an almost impossible
piroblem owing to lack of aircraft,
that neither myself nor the fleet were informed of this laok,^

Such errors

A further trouble was

Perusal of the Operations Record Book of No,69 Squadron -

the squadron whose Maxylands were responsible for all the day

light searches - does not justify the somewhat apologetic tme

adopted by H.Q, Middle East over the reconnaissance effort from

Malta, Excluding the searches at night by special Wellingtons,

•

aircraft of No, 69 Squadron carried out unbroken reconnaissance

over the sea from 08,00 hours to 18,35 hours on 1? December,

from 08,35 hours to 18,05 hours on 18 December and, with a break

of 1 hour 20 minutes, due to a technical failure, from 08.15

hours to 18,05 hours on I9 December. This gives an average of

No, 69 Squadron
O.R.B.

9^ hours' reconnaissance on each of the three vital days, from

17 to 19 December,

Day Dec, I7 Hurricane Reconnaissance 09,35 to 12,00 hours

Sfax and Lampedusa

Maryland 08,00 to 13.30 hours special search
north Greek coast. Sighted Italian
fleet.

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations

A^.d./iUl/3i/3.

14,00 to 18,35 hours shadowing
Italian battle fleet.

Maryland

Night 17/18 Special
Wellingtons

Shipping searches south Ionian Sea
made three sittings of enemy ships
between 22,26 hours and 04,45 hours.
Reported weather very bad and
severe electrical storms encountered.

08,35 to 12,55 hours special search
Ionian Sea,

18 MarylandDay

09,00 to 14.50 hours search south
east of Malta,

naval ships.
Sightings made of

Maryland

/Hurricane
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Hurricane 10.15 to 12,45 hours.

Reconnaissanoe Tripoli.

Mazyland 10.40 to 15.40 hours search south
east of Malta,

sightings made.
Pour separate

Maryland 13.55 to I8.05 hours.
Italian fleet which was located and
shadowed.

Search for

Heavy A.A. gunfire.

Night 18/19 Special
Wellingtons

Despatched to locate enemy convoy.
First sighting made at 21.40 hours.
At 00,41 hours aircraft forced to

return owing to oil pressure
failure.

Search for08,15 to 11,05 hoxirs.
H.M.S. Neptune off Tripoli at
request of Navy,

19 Maryland

19 Maryland 11,05 to 14,15 hours search Libyan
coast for possible enemy Naval units
which might attack H.M.S. Neptune.
Returned with oil leak.

Maryland Search for British destroyer off
Tripoli. Contact made. Destr<^r
sending S.O.S. and asking for
verification of aircraft position.

At the time the convey was being run through to Tripoli,

all aircraft available in the Western Desert were fully

occupied by the heavy claims of the critical battle being waged

at the time. However, this in no way affected the fortunes of

the enemy convoy, for at no time during the two days was the

convoy within effective striking range frem the available

airfields in eastern C^enaica and Egypt. The nearest point,

far as is known, to which the convoy approached was 3^0 miles

from the El Adem-Tobruk area.

It would appear, therefore, that the enemy success in

running this vital convoy through to Tripoli^*jad which

undoubtedly did much towards helping Rommel to retrieve his

fortunes in the Desert, was due to the following combinatim cf

circumstances;

so

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations,
/?.4fl/njl/3l/3.

.

/(a)
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(a) Bad weather with low cloud rain/Lreduoed
visibility over the sea area considerably
throughout the critical days,

(b) Advent of Luftflotte 2 in the Mediterranean about this
time. The bombing of the Malta air bases by the
Luftwaffe had an immediate effect on the extent of
the offensive air operations which oould be carried
out from the island. Soon the Wellingtons were to
be driven away by the enemy attacks,

(c) The lack of suitable aircraft - particularly torpedo-
canying ones,

(d) The confusion due to the fact that both the Royal Navy
and the enemy had chosen an identical period of time
to run their convoys through.

The Royal Navy, as well as the R.A.P,, were vexed by this

confusion. The fact that they were escorting the Breconshire

served drastically to limit their freedcaa of action. Even if

aerial reconnaissance from Malta had given the 15th Cruiser

Squadroi all the desired information, it is doubtful whether,

with the considerable disparity between the two forces, they

could have done more than avoid all contact with the enemy and

remove the Breconshire out of harm's way.

The incidents involving the Malta Force were purely

a naval responsibility, although the Maxylands of N0.69 Squadron

did vftiat they could, in the way of recamaissance, to help.

These and other grievous naval losses sustained at this time by

the Mediterranean Fleet sat whioh were to have such a profovind

influence on naval strategy in that theatre, undoubtedly did

much to cloud the Ccaomander-in-Chief Mediterranean's judgement

and precipitated the sharp criticism of the Royal Air Force

which, as the preceding narrative of the facts show, was ill-

deserved.

yj suggest,*'^ wrote the C.A.S. to the First Sea
Lord, on 29 January 1942, -*^that the sending of signals by
Admiral Cuzuiingham to the Admiralty, before the matter at

issue has been given a thorough and impai*tial examination
on the spot, is apt to cause friction and waste of effort,
serves no useful purpose and might, with advantage, be

discouraged.

C.A.S. Polder

A/f./7/CD3/762 (B)
/I am
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I am sure you realise that we are making every
effort to expedite the flow of aircraft and personnel to
the Middle East and that we are alyrays ready to meet, as
far as possible, the balanced views and recomaendations of
the Defence Committee.^

An investigation by H.Q. Middle East in the part played by

the R.A.F. in these operations came to the conclusion that:

Within the limits set by bad weather and available

aircraft, the fullest possible use was made of the

air forces operating fr«a Malta and Egypt,

(a)

(b) There should be an increase in the number of

long-range reconnaissance and striking force aircraft

(especially torpedo-bombers) available in Malta,

particularly during such times when the Royal Navy

might be unable to provide Naval Forces of sufficient

strength to engage and sink such powerful eneny units

as were encountered in the operations described above.

Appendix "H” to
M.E. Opsums.

(c) A combined R.N.-R.A.F, Operations Room both at

Alexandria and Malta was desirable,

might have avoided the confusion over enemy forces

which resulted in^yixe sxirprise interception of the

15th Cruiser Squadron,

Factors Governing the Low Level of Sinkings of Enemy Ships by

Malta-based Aircraft in December, 19M»

Such a liaison

In spite of the success scored against the valuable enemy

tanker, the Iridio Mantovani, which was awash and abandoned by

her crew when sunk by the Royal Navy, the actual sinkings which

can be claimed by the Royal Air Force and Fleet Air Arm in the

Mediterranean, in the month of December 1941, amounted to only

This was the lowest total for the whole of 1941*
60

2,148 tons.

The reasons for this lack of success justify examination, and

prove to be similar to those which obtained at the time of the

Breconshire convoy.
z

(l) , dK. <?/ /iphe
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The winter of 1941/1942 in the Central Mediterranean area

was extremely had and was the worst which Malta had experienced

for some forty years. Throughout December there were periods

of heavy rain with extremely bad visibility. For twelve days

out of the month, due to low cloud, it was impossible to operate

Wellingtons at all. Purtheimore, the torrential rains seriously

affected the serviceability of the airfields and aircraft became

bogged at their dispersal points.

Eneniy raids were intensified, with the arrival of Luftflotte

2 in the Mediterranean, and this caused a general drop in

aircraft serviceability. In addition, the Blenheim had proved

far too vulnerable for attacks against heavily-escorted targets,

while the enemy, having learnt their lesson, had increased the

strength of both air and naval escorts for their convoys. Events

were showing more and more clearly that the aerial toi^edo and

not the bomb was the most suitable and effective weapon for use

in anti-shipping strikes.

The Effect of the Bad Weather on Malta* s Airfields.

The effect of the extremely bad weather experienced in

December 1941 and, indeed, throughout the winter of 1941/1942

air operations frcan Malta Justifies some elaboration.

The climate of Malta may be divided into three fairly well-

on

marked seasons,

(a) The hot, mainly dry summer, extending from May

or June until August or September,

(b) A rainy autumn and winter, extending from October

to February or March,

(o) The springtiae of rising temperatures and decreasing

rainfall.

Prom June to August, the skies are usually almost cloudless.

In September, there is an appreciable increase of cloud and

/occasional

an

% ,

J.I.B. 5/8
Western

Mediterranean

Islands.
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occasional fall of thundery rain. In October, disturbanoes

begin to affect the island more frequently, giving occasional

thundery rain or thunderstorms on about six days during the

month. Fr(»i October to February, or March - the winter months -

the rainfall is appreciable, but often of a thundery character.

with intervals of fine weather in between the disturbed

conditions.

December is usually the wettest month with 4.3 inches of

rain on the average, or about one fifth of the whole year's

rainfall, with an appreciable amount of rain falling on

thirteen days in the month. Rain, however, falls generally

in short sharp bursts and as much as five inches of rain has

been known to fall within twenty-four hours,

frequently^these heavy showers.

In a single week, from 2-7 December 1941» no less than

five days produced impossible flying conditions, and attacks m

Benghazi, in support of the Eighth Army's Oyrenaican Offensive,

Fifly-seven bomber sorties (thirty-eight

medium and nineteen light) were made against all targets during

The week 9-15 December showed an impicvement

Hail and thunder

were prevented.

this period,

and the total number of sorties numbered 110 (86 by Wellington

and 24 by Blenheims), Impossible weather oonditiois, combined

with the bogging of airfields and the heavy enemy attacks by the

Luftwaffe. ii^ch were renewed about this time, caused a sharp

drop during the week l6 to 23 December, so that during this

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

.Operations.
AMV llJl/31/3.

period there was only a total of seventeen effective bomber

It was during this phasesorties, all flown by Wellingtons,

of low operational activity by the Malta-based bombers that the

Breconshire convoy sailed. During the last week in December,

an improvement in conditions enabled the sortie rate to rise to

72 (44 by Wellingtons and 28 by Blenheims).

/The
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The only all-weather airfield on which bonbers of the

^ellingtoi type could land was Luqa.

limitation, particularly as, due to the faulty oonstruotioa

of the runway, the prevailing wind blew across it and sometimes

prevented aircraft troa. taking off,

on the night 25/26 December, when a force of Wellingtais,

briefed for Tripoli, remained grounded,

an alternative landing ground for the Wellingtons, they had to

be recalled when weather conditions at Luqa became unfavourable,
a

Generally speaking, it was difficult to obtain/certain weather

forecast for more than six hours and sorties were mostly limited

to that period.

The other two airfields, Ta Kali and Hal Far, were both

grass strips with no hard-standings, so that they became

waterlogged very quickly and were unserviceable for days at a

At time^ during the very bad winter of 1%-1/1942, this

applied to all three airfields, so that Wellingtons, Blenheims

and fighters were all bogged at their standings.

In November, after thirty-five Hurricanes had been

flown to Malta, in Operaticm "Pantaloon", the airstrip at

Safi, in the extreme south-eastern part of the island, had to be

connected with Hal Far, in order to provide adeqviate dispersal.

The Anoy could not provide labour, on the plea that they were

busy with training, and they could not help with transport.

However, ty withdrawing all available labour from Luqa, Hal Far
“/a KaI'i

and TaJeelA, and the use of some two hundred police, together

with certain public works and demolition gangs obtained from the

Government, this work was cosipleted, but not until the end of

Janxiary 1942,

These limitations on air operations from Malta, caused by

This was a very serious

Such an incident occurred

Owing to the lack of

time.

H.Q. Med. O.R.B.
fi-K.e/mi/A 17/1.

a chr<aiic shortage of labour, equipment, petrol and motor

/transport
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transport hampering the repair and improvement of airfields on

the island, serious as th^ were in December, 1941, were to

increase with the intensive bombing and siege conditions of the

spring of 1942 and will be referred to later.

Offensive Operations Against Porta and Bases - December.

In spite of these unfavourable conditions, Wellingtons of

Nos. 40 and I04 Squadrons between them managed to cariy out a

total of 23 qserations against enemy ports and bases duxlng

December. Srans two hundred aircraft were engaged in these

attacks and a total of thxae hundred tons of bcanbs dropped. The

most important target selected was Tripoli which was raided eight

times, Benghazi was attacked three times, Castel Benito, NaplesH.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations
^••^^/lUl/31/3.

and Taranto twice and Brindisi and Misurata once.

Naples was attacked by a force of twenty Wellingtons on

the night of 3/6 December and again by ten Wellingtons on the

following night,

while two 4,000 lb. bombs set the torpedo factory ablaze.

In the course of an attack by four marauding Blenheims, in

the Messina area, on 4 December, bombs were dropped in the

railway siding, setting on fire a train of twenty-four tankers,

which was completely burnt out.

attacked a transport convoy in the Nofilia-Sirte regimi.

petrol tanker and trailer were set alight, another tanker blew

iq> and other lorries carrying fuel were damaged, so that their

cargoes were lost.

Over thirty tons of bombs and incendiaries were dropped

on store depots at Tripoli, including two 4,000-lb bombs, by

Wellingtons on the night 9/10 December.

Direct hits on the arsenal caused a large fir

On the same day, a Beaufighter

A

Continuous explosions

e.

occurred in the target area, followed by a nvimber of fires

On the nights ofwhich developed into one large conflagraticai.

10/11, 15/14 and 1 Vi 5 December, a total of twenty-six

/Viellingtons
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Wellingtons bombed Benghazi, a direct hit being scored by a

A.»000-lb bomb on the Cathedral Mole, causing a series of

violent explosions.

Hurricane bcsnber^, with fighter cover, carried out a very

successful raid against Comiso airfield on 12 December when

seventy-two 40-lb bombs were dropped on hangars and buildings,

causing considerable damage.

Air Arm also attacked Castel Benito airfield on the same day.

They claimed a direct hit on a fighter which blew up, two others

being set on fiz« and when the aircraft left,a blaze in the

hangars was visible for fifty miles,

Benito by twelve Wellingtons on the night 21/22 December

destroyed at least seven aircraft by fire and others were

extensively damaged by blast and splinters.

Mines were also laid in the harbour.

Swordfish aircraft of the Fleet

Another attack on Castel

Explosions

followed by fires also occurred in the hangars and other buildings

on the airfield.

Blenheims of Nos, 17 and 107 Squadrons were active on

17 December when a number of petrol tankers and coaches on the

railway between Zxiara and Tripoli were destroyed,

later, a force of eleven Blenheims attacked a westward-moving

convoy of about one hundred and thirty vehicles full of troops

Five days

and stores, on‘y;ie road between Sirte and Misurata,

lorries and two tankers were completely destroyexj and many other

Casualties were also caused to personnel

Ten

vehicles damaged.

The night 23/24 December began a series of night raids

Tripoli which cmtinued until 28/29 December and involved a

total of forty-four Wellingtais, eight Albacores and eight

Swordfish which, between th«a dropped approximately one hundred

on

At the same time mines were

The enesy*s extensive use of smoke,

under favourable weather conditions, on the nights 23/24 and

/2A/25

tons of bombs and incendiaries.

also laid in the harboxir.
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2V25 December helped to make the results of the bombing

dlfficvat to assess and, in some measure, defeated the attacking

aircraft. Good results were achieved on the other four night

operations, when harbour installations and the railway station,

together with shipping in the port, were attacked.

After the loss of Benghazi on 2k- December, the enemy

was compelled increasingly to use Zuara as a port for unloading

supplies and a number of sorties by Blenheim aircraft were

On 2k December,directed against the port and shipping there.

Efc. three Blenheims attacked the harbour. A large sohocmer.
(1)a H-B- *f

the Pietrino of 06? tons, was bombed and sunk,

flew into a mast and crashed in the water while A.A. gunfire

A Blenheim

from the defences killed the observer in another Blenheim.

Three other attacks were made on the port of Zuara in the course

This claim isof which a 1 ,^00>t(ai M.V. was seen to blow up.

.  Albacores of No. 828 Squadronnot ccaafirmed by

F.A.A. also staged diversionary attacks on Zuara while mines

were laid in the harbour.

The Beginning of the Luftwaffe* s Second Air Offensive Against

Malta. 21 December 1941.

The date attributed by tl^e enemy to the start of their

all-out air offensive for the subjugation of Malta air

assault is 21 December ̂ ^k^,

Malta bad endured, the first having begun in January with

the arrival of the damaged Illustrious at Valetta.

The gradual installation of Luftflotte 2, in Sicily, on

the direct instructions of Hitler, was preceded by an

This was the second air offensive

intensification of air attacks by the Italians which became

From 4 to 8 December,noticeable at the beginning of December,

enemy bcmiber forces operated at night, at a maximum strength of

(1) The Pietrino was later salved and towed to Italy where she
she wf> in the course of an air attack on Genoa on
23 October 1942.

/26
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26 aircraft. The main damage from a military point of view

was at Hal Par where buildings were damaged and a soldier was

killed and six others injured. During the second week in

Some 67 aircraftDecember, a further steady increase was noted.

were recorded as having attacked the island, the strength of the

raids varying from one aircraft to 12f,

Dy the third week in the month, it was plainly indicated to

the defenders, from the scale of attack, that the enemy had

begun air operations "with the fixed intention of neutralising

Prc«n 16 to 23 December,the air effort from the island,"

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations.

/a^ylUl/31/3.
attacks were made every night and day and sorties amounted to

The bonber formatiGns were usually escorted byover 200,

fighters and varied in strength from ̂ ven to forty aircraft.

It was during this period that the night-bombing attack on

Luqa grounded the Wellingtons which were standing by ready to

attack the eneny convoy to Tripoli, on the night 18/19 December,

On 21 December, a force of some 24 bombers was intercepted by

Two daysHurricanes and broken up as they approached Malta,

later. Hurricanes intercepted an enemy force of 22 Me. 109s. and

Ju, 88s attacking Grand Harbour and broke up the attack,

during this phase of operations against Malta v^as mainly C03ifined

to civilian property and casualties among the population.

There was, however, a certain amount of damage to military

objectives, the moat outstanding being the raid on Luqa on the

night 18/19 December,

phase of enemy operations against the island, occurred on

22 December, when a Ju, 88 was lost over Malta,

During the last week of December 1941, the increase in

strength, determination and frequency of enemy air attacks on

the island was most apparent and more than 520 bomber and

Interceptions and

/combats

Damage

The first German casualty, in this new

fighter sorties were made during the week.

a,h.b»6.

OA.S.
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canbats were a daily and nightly occurrence, during which

claims were made of six Ju, 88s and one Me. 109 destroyed for

the loss of six Hurricanes (two of which collided in the air).

According to eneny records, they lost six Ju. 88s and two

fighters during this period,

gunfire are not known.

The effectiveness of these raids increased as the enemy

developed the weight and precisirai of their attacks,

the course of two raids on Grand Harbour, on 24 December,

damage was caused to a merchant vessel and one of H.M, ships.

However, the first really successful operation by the enemy

during this phase was cai 26 December, when, in the course of a

raid on Luqa, six aircraft were destroyed and five others

Three days later came the heaviest raid when, between

08,00 hours and 17*30 hours and in the course of three raids,

a total of ninety enemy aircraft attacked the island,

targets were airfields and H.M. ships,

day on Luqa was disastrous and fifteen aircraft were destroyed

on the ground.

By the end of the month, the strain of this incessant

(1

The precise losses from A.A.

In

damaged.

The

The last raid of the

)

a.h.b.6.

Daily Int.
Summaries.

A/!f./?/IIJ5/1iy5/15.

fighting had reduced Malta's fighter strength to less than one

squadron. Thus ended the year 1941, with Malta on the defensive,

1 sources of supply and about to endure one of

the most concentrated air assaults of all air histozy.

cut off from .al]

n

(1) No account is taken of R.A.P, claims of enemy aircraft
•probably' destroyed.
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Cihapter

ME REGIMKINC OF OHE (SEAT AIR ASSAULT

The General Situation in the Mew Year 19^42

The return of the Luftwaffe to Sioi3y, in strength, towards

the end of 1 , soon wrought a noticeable change in the

strategic situation in the Mediterranean theatre of operations.

For although, at the opening of the Eighth Army’s ’Crusader'

offensive appeared to be going from strength to strength,

culminating in the withdrawal of the enemy in NorUi Africa behind

the Marsa Brega defences, there was soon every indication that,
I

with the eneoy back on their bases and Malta unable to interrupt j
the flow of supplies and reinforcements to the Panzer Army, i

Roouael would soon be in a position to take the offensive again.

Conversely, while the Panzer Army was poised like  a coiled spring,

back on its bases, the Ei^th Army were already finding their !

lines of communication badly stretched and they were experiencing ;

serious admisiistrative difficulties. Soon, with improved supply

lines, the Panzer Any were able to forestall the Eighth Aziqy's

own projected offensive and force them right out of Qyrenaioa;

the next major offensive by Rommel on May 26 sent  a 'bewildered

and baffled’ Eighth Any back to El Alamein, to yrithin 70 miles

of Alexandria.

/

A Comparison Between the British Air Strength on Malta and the

Luftwaffe Strengfe on Sicily. January I9ii2

The Air fleet which the Axis powers had been able to
(t/i

concentrate on Sicily and which was having such nr-TownrfHl

effect on the land-fighting in North Africa, amounted to some

300 aircraft, one half of them German^. Malta could dispose of

% squadrons, v<rith an I.E. of 1iiO, only three of the squadrons

being fighters and these were the obsolescent Hurricane.

A detailed comparison between the strengths of the Axis air

forces on Sicily and the British on Malta, in January 1942 gives

the following figures:

.■'i

i

/ Luftwaffe
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Luftwaffe on Stoily. 24- January 1942

Strength Soryioeablegype Lgoation

Trapani and
Gerbini

Long-range Recce Ju.88 23 17

S,£« Ei^ters 67U6.109F 97 Soiaooa, Cooiso
and Gala

A//,

Night Fighters

T.E. Fighters

Ju«88 15 Oatania11

8Me. 110 19 Xrapani

Bombers Ju.88 60103 Catania, Gerbini,
Cooiso

163257

Italian Air Foroe on Sioily. 22 January 19L2

Strength SeivioeableType Location

Fighters Mo.200, Mo.202
Cr.25, Cr.2^,
Re.2000

85139 BaleiffiO,
CastelTetrano,
Catania, Caniso,
Tkspani

Bombers S.79 40 27 Castelvetrano and
Balemo

Amj Co-op, Ro.47, Co.311

Navy Ca.501, 05^,506

27 15 Palexoo

51 32 Augusta and
Stagnone

257 159

The Italians also had another 50 fighters, 60 bombers and 30 QMstal

airoraft, on Sardinia, for use as an anti-shipping foroe against

oonyoys in the Western Mediterranean and in attacks against

shipping.

!Dxe Malta Order of Battle, as at 30 January i%2 was:-

No^
SguadrwssSquadron I»E. Tbtal IType .E.

Medium Bombers

(Wellingtons)

Light Bombers
(Blenheims)

Filters
(Burrioanes)

G.R. (Maryland,
Burrioane and

^itfire)

Fleet Air Arm

(Svordfish d
Albaoores)

No. 40 16 161

Middle East

Weekly State of
Airoi^af t in

Middle East
Command

/ifB/iff/

Nos. 18 & 21 162 32

Nos. 126, 183
&249

No. 65 Squadron
& 1435 Flight

16 483

ii 14 21

Nos. 828 & 830 2 12 24

9k 74 141

/AtSECRET
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this tiae, out of a strength of 130 E«A.F. aircraft

approziffiately one third, or 43 airoraft, were servioeable

(Cat. A). Qie figures were:

Cat* A. TotalOat. B. Cat. 0.

26 38 83Burrioane 19

Beaufighters

Uaxyland

2 2

7 21 10

BLesheia 17 7 4 3 14

Wellington 12. 2111

45 54 31 130

About 7^ of the Surrioanes were IIBs and axmed with 12 maohina-

35ia balanoe were Burrioans UCs, armed with ̂
cannon and these were reserved for work with the Ni£^t Fi^^tar

Unit.

2Qbbiguns.

ghe Weakness of the H.A.P. Fighter Force on Malta  - January 1942

Due to the pressure of operations, the strength and

servioeahilty figures quoted ahowe varied oonsiderahly throufhout

the month of January 1942. Share is, however, one salient

point which must not be lost sight of when oonsidering the fighter

defense of Malta. Between Operation *Bantaloon' on

12 November 1941 > when 34 Burrioanas were flown to Malta i to

7 March 1942, when the first consignaent of Spitfires (15 i>i all)

were flown off the aircraft carrier Eagle and known as Operation

•potter* - during 4 months in all -> no S.E. fighter reinforoe-

Shis strezigth figure of 83 l^irzioanes of

which 26 were serviceable was a wasting asset, as indeed was the

whole of Malta's air strength at that time,

being received and the servioeabili'^ of aircraft could only be

maintained throu^ a xarooess of 'oannibalisation*.

on the other hand, were constantly building up their strength on

Sicily, as fresh reinforcements were flown in frm the mainland.

ments reached Malta.

No new spares were

/ Irrespective
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Irre^eotive of such variables as strexigtb and servioe-

abilily^ the one factor that remained constant thrott^iout

period and, indeed, until the arrival of Spitfire reinforcements

on 7 March 1942, was the inferiority of the Hurrioane ooi^pared
with the Me.109P. On 12 December 194-1, the A.0,0,-i&-C• $

Middle East, had written to the C.A.S.:

feel that sxnoe enemy la prepared to throw in
his latest types into Mediterranean battles,
will need a proportion of our boat hero, also.'*'

which the O.-fl.S. replied, on 13 Deoember:

><Am feeding up tropicalisation of Spitfires, but
don’t eapose this carrot to units. *(l) We cannot
X think, be on tc^ of Ihe enemy everywhere, in
every respect. Be may have advantage of porfoitaanoe,
but you have it in reject of numbers, morale
freedom of anziely from short petrol rations. The
last two have been won by the great efforts and
success of your Comioaxid.-^

we

0, C.*~in^C.

Correspondence
with Prime

Minister,
Secretary of
State etc.

A </.^/nJl/l 83/271(0)

To

IJhen tested by Ihe enemy fleet of 100 Me,109Fs, in

January 1942, the inherent weakness of Malta's fighter defence

For, in the case of ]^ta*s fighter

force, they did not have the advantage, cited by the C,A.S

either numbers or ‘freedtaa of anxiety from short petrol rations,*

The Bu:rioana, on irtiioh Malta depended for*its air defence,
outclassed.

soon became apparent.

of•»

was

--*^rst problem here is fighter defence,**' the ̂ ,0,0,
Malta signalled the A.0,0,-in-0., Middle East, in
January, /TDo not hold tools for the Job. Must
stop day bombing. 109s always have advantage in
hei^t and performance, Hurricanes eazmot
on Jh,88s under these conditions witiiout grave risk
and always at disadvantage. Spitfire Vs oxOy can
make height in time to take on fighters.^

Defence of Malta

Part II.

/Z./?./IIJ1/i65/129 (b)/4t

(l) It was indeed as well that this 'carrot* was not ̂ Tj^sed
to tl^ units in the Middle East,.as the first
consignaent was not to arrive for axtother three months.

/ Aadi
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^nd thfl ^.O.C. Malta retumed to the aubjeot, idiioh

dofiaiaatiag his thought at tills time, again in Februaxy.

was

/bay 22 Feb. olearly showed inadeqiaaoy of
fighter force

shoot down a soore, this daylight nonsense would
stop. So do this, most have Borrioanas with
cannon, as it is distressing to our pilots to
see bombers go off oarxying so muoh lead. Must
also hare Spitfires in adequate numbers for high
cover,/

our

Jm confident if we could• •••

ahe visit to Malta by Group Captain Bibry, in Januaiy 1942

will receive detailed attention later in the narrative# He was

the first observer, from outside Middle East Oommaxd, idio was to

bring forcibly to the attention of Air Ministry the complete

inadequaoy of Malta»s fighter defence, at this time. He pointed

out bluntly that the Me. 109s were 'superior in every reiq>eot* to
the Burricane. Vhen discussing the morale of pilots, he wrote:

/iho morale of pilots seems to bo high, althou^
the obsolescent Burricane TTa are having a certain
effect on the pilots# X am informed that German
filter pilots often fly in front of our Buixicanes
in order to show off the superiorily of the Me#109Fs.
!Qiis is bound to have an increasingly adverse effect
on the morale of our pilots#
tiiat every possible step should be taken to make
l^itfin 7s and Kittyhairics available, with the least
delay./

I therefore consider

Malta and

Gibraltar

Defences.

An unsigned memorandum 'Rotes on ̂ ghter Engagement

24 January 1942* in the Air Officer Ccmmanding Malta's file

“Fighter Operational Policy" states that:

on

•/Everyone emphasised the difficulty of keeping
adeqoate watch on fighters with the superior
performance of the 109# In general, pilots
said that the shy was simply full of 109s
travelling at apeeds far greater than the
Hurricanes and simply all over the place.
While taking steps to avoid one lot of 109s,

one was probably jumped by another lot.

Shore is no doubt that iiie superiorily of the
109s over the Eiurrioana is having a very
disastrous effect on the morale of our fighter
pilots. Group Captain Bttbry's visit did a

/ tremendous
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tremendous lot of good, as now ths pilots
realise that someone is taking an intez^st in
them and trying to get them better aircraft,
but unless these better aircraft are shortly
forthcoming, I am rather apprehensive of the
result.'*’

It is instructive to compare the situation in Malta with

that in the DUited Kingdom, during this period.

1941* only 13 enemy aircraft -were reported over the United

Furthermore, in the first three moiths of 1942, only

131 daylight enemy sorties were flown over the U.E. and a

substantial proportion of these were solely reconnaissance

At the hei^t of the Luftwaffe’s assault against Malta,

m December

Kingdom.

flights.Naval Policy
and Operations
in the Medi

terranean. P.242.
between February and April, the number of sorties flown against

the island amounted to more than 17,000. Malta's fighter defence

consisted of 3 squadrons of Hurricanes (83 aircraft of which

26 were serviceable). Fighter CoDEmand disposed of 102 squadrons,

oonprising 2,395 aircraft of which 58 squadrons or 1,370 aircraft

were Spitfires,

fighters, 886 of them Spitfires.

In squadrtms, serviceable, they had 1,478

The importance of the seouri-ty of the hone base, in the

United Kingdom, needs no elaboratioa. Nevertheless, this grave

lack of balance in tiie Royal Air Force, at a time when the force

rai Malta was about to subjected to such a severe ordeal q/»w find

no reasonable justification. Setween the end of the first

German offensive, in May, 1941, and the beginning the second,
/

towards the end of 194^, little effort would appear to have been

made b7 Air Ministry to re-view the pads of the island's fighter
k

defence in a realistic manner. The return of the Luf-twaffe to

Sioily, in strength, and an attempt to neutralise Malta by air

assault were certain if enemy operations in N03rth Africa were not

to fail for laok of supplies and reinforeemen-ts. Yet, during

these "vital months, when the air offensive against Malta

had been left to ths Italians, no atteDq>t was made to rearm the

/islandfs
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island* a three fighter squadrcaas vith aircraft vhioh vould he

adequate to deal with the eneisQr threat. Furthezmore,

tropioalisation of the Spitfire, in anticipation of Its being

used in the Mediterranean, was inea^lioably slow. Events

wezw to prove that it was indeed a policy, as the A«O.C.~in-C*

himself said later, 'of too little and too late.'

Arrival of Peis<amel of Nos. 2i|2 and 605 Squadrons at Malta

The persoonel of two fighter squadrons. Nos. 242 and 605,

arrived at Malta during January, but without aircraft. They were

later absorbed into the other fighter squadrcms on the island.

The overseas establishment of No. 605 Squadron was 22 Officers,

3 Warrant Officers and 308 N.C.O.s and airmen. Before leavingSquadrcm 0.R.BS.

the United Kingdom, one third of the squadron's officers (the

Commanding Officer and 7 other pilots described as 'the kernel of

the squadzYm') were posted away,

officers who had never flown a Hurricane were posted in and four

pilot officers idio had previously been Sei^eant pilots in the

squadron, were retained.

The Possibility of an Enemy Attempt to Invade Malta.

In replacement, three pilot

It was apparent that Malta needed added proteoti<m not only

against eneioy air assault, but that actual invasion could not be

ruled out.

^ am sure,*^ the d/C.A,S. wrote to the A.O.C., Malta,
on 13 December, ''you must be proving a great thorn in
the flesh of the enesqy and they must regard you with
great bitterness. This is all the moire reason why I
feel you should be prepared for seme attempt by the
eneny to liquidate you. We have already sent you
several signals urging you to husband your resources for
the primary task of the defence of Malta and the
interruption of ez»my communications with Africa. We
shall find it very difficult to provide you with more
resources and particularly fighters.

I hope that if you are attacked in strength that Idle
lessons of Crete have been thoroughly learned and
assimilated for the defence of Malta,

very strong garrison and I imagine that you have a
greater scale of anti-aircraft defences than any
other fortress in the world.'*^

You are a

Malta and

Gibraltar
Defences

A#,J/IU5/74.

In early January, 1942, the D,/C,A.S. prepared a paper for

the C.A.S. on the possible implications of the move of

/Luftflotte 2
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Luftflotte 2 to the Mediterranean, He stressed the strategic

•m fact,' he said, *the enejoy’simportance of the island,

virtual collapse in North Africa, duriog "Crusader" operations,

can be primarily described as due to the interruption of enesugr

sea ccBBBunicaticms by naval and air forces based at Malta,'

He considered it likely that the enemy «ould turn for success

in the south and that, \diether operations vere conducted through

Spain, Italy or Greece and Turkey, Malta i»as in every case of

the highest strategical significance.

The move of Luftflotte 2 to the Mediterranean mas deduced as

evidence that the enemy were contemplating an attack (si Malta in

It was anticipated that hy mid-February there

would be 21*0 S.E. Fighters, 100 T.E, Fighters and 250 Loig-Eange

in Italy and that, by March or April idiere

would be as many as 1,200 G.A«F. first-line aircraft in the

the near future.

bombers, all G.A.F• >

10

Mediterranean theatre.

For the defence of Malta, there were three fighter sq.uadrons

and two lodger squadrons, without ground personnel,

aircraft defences consisted of 112 heavy and 120 light A,A, guns.

The operatloa of fighters from Malta suffered because of the

limited number of airfields and the small space available for

OTganising defence in depth.

Malta's fighter force might be immobilised by a series of heavy

In fact, the destruotioi of runways aloie might

It seemed to the D./C.A.S, that the

defence of Malta against air and parachute attack might devolve

largely on the A.A. ground defences and especially the light A.A,

He stressed the importance of reviewing immediately

the ground and air defences of Malta, so that advantage could be

taken of 'what short time may be available to place Malta in a

positim to withstand a heavy and continuous attack by ell arms.'

■'Rhilst heavy demands are being made (m the Middle
East,**' he concluded, **'in order to send reinforcements to
the Far East, there is a danger that we shall overlook the
importance of Malta and fail to supply the reserves and
reinforcements which should now be sent whilst the

The anti-

unless considerably reinforced.

air attacks.

keep the fighters grounded.

defences.

/opportunity
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We may findopportcmi'^ remains open to us.
ourselves in a position where we are unable to
do so at a later date.*^

unfortunately, even by that date (Januaxy 194^) the

opportunity for the air reinforcement of Malta, on any

considerable scale, had yJjeaad;^ begun to slip past.

Luftwaffe*s intensive attacks cm the island bad

!Ehe

started.

The D./0.A.S. asked the O.A.S. to bring to the attention of the

Chiefs of Staff, who at that time were ooosidering a J.I.O. paper

aa Malta, the fact that heavy attacks by the Luftwaffe had

already begun.

The report by the Joint Intelligence Sub-CooEalttee, m the

subject of "An Axis Attack m. Malta" had been circulated to

the Ghiefs of Staff, <m. 3 January 194^* The J.I.C. view was

that the air attack with the object of neutralising the island

had already begun and would be progressively intensified. They

considered that a combined operation against Malta would be sa-

difficult that the enemy were unlikely to attempt it until they

saw that the neutralisaticm was likely to succeed. In their

opinicm, there was no indication that all the necessary assault

landing craft, parachute troops or gliders had been assembled

in the Mediterranean. The necessary force would be:

1 parachute divisicm

1 airborne divisim or infantry division

at least 2 infantry divisions brought by sea.

The availability of German troops on this scale was subject to

events in Russia but could probably be mounted by the beginning

of March. On the other hand, Italian formations could be mads

insoediately available.

The substance of the J.I.G. report was submitted ly the

Ghiefs of Staff to the GoBB&anders-in-Ghief, Middle East, (sx

6 January 1942. It was accompanied, on the same day, by a

sigoal to the Governor of Malta, from the Ghiefs of Staff, stating

/what
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what lias by no ntsans In^lioit in the J.I.C. Paper that *lt looks

Chiefs of staff to us as though you are next on the list* * It infomed the
Papers.

Governor that General Auohinleok eas being asked to place at his

disposal officers vho bad taken peurt in the defence of Crete and

that the possibility of sending urgently-needed stores, via

Sgypt, including supplies of small aims, aomunltion and a fev

2-pounder anti-tank guns eas also being considered*

Six days later. Air Ministry signalled the A*0*C*-in-C

Middle East and the A.O.C* Malta,that, in vlev of the possibili-ty

of c(»ibined operations against Malta, including heavy airborne

• »

landings, everything vas to be done to improve the island's

All Royal Air Poroe persoinel vere to beairfield defences*

armed and trained for the land defence of airfields for an

All tiiose not essential for workingaverage of one hour a day*

on aircraft during an actual attack were to be formed into units

to help in beating off the attack at the airfield*

The A.O.C* Malta pointed out, in his reply, that the total

strength of his ooamand was less than 4,000 0*R.s.

included airmen for base persimnel offices, command wireless,

major overhauls and all repairs to airframes and engines, the

stores depots, staffs of Ccmmand H.Q. and staticms' filter roans.

The remaining airmen operated

2 btmiber squadrons, 1 recce squadron, 3^ fighter squadrons.

They also had a heavy

This total

A*M*E*S.'s and operatiois rooms*

fighter Blenheims and other detachments*

programme of transit aircraft* Ctmditions at Malta were not

similar to the U*E* where there was an abundance of men, for

example, 2,000 for one station with two bomber squadrons, with

separately recruited airmen for defence* At Malta, all airmenMalta and

Gibraltar
Defences.

A/#.fi/IU5/74.
and soldiers were fully employed on maintenance and worked 12

All airmen were being trained in musketry,

under arrangements made with the Army four mmths previously*

Training for one hour a day for airmen was quite impossible,

/except

hours a day and more*
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except at the expense of serTiceability.

Air Mtnistzy replied that they appreciated that oooditions

in Malta were different trcm. those in the Uhited Kingdom and were

pleased to note that the A.O.C* Malta was generally ooitent with

the organisation and training of perscoinel.

At the Chiefs of Staff Meeting, held oo. 12 Januaiy, it was

Middle East to send Malta one lightdecided to ask the C.~in*K;• $

A. A* Regiment, one squadroa of Valentine tanks and two infantxy

The C.**in*<;. Middle East's view was, however, that

he had reached the 'irreducible minimum' in the Middle East in

battalicms.

light A. A. He woiiLd be able to spare a squadron of Valentine

tanks, but the infantry brigade could only be sent by withdrawing

them from a division.

At the very time when these proposals for the reinforcement

of Malta's land forces were under discussion, a convoy for lialta

was already being loaded at Alexandria, The Covemor of Malta's

own view was that stores and tanks were much more urgently needed

than reinforcements of personnel and asked that they should be

given priority.

At the Chiefs of Staff Meeting on 3 January which was held

primarily to consider the J,I.C, paper on 'the likelihood, scale

and method of an Axis attack on Malta', it is surprising to find

that no allusion was made to the needs of the island's fighter

defence, although the main lesson of Crete had been that no enemy

airborne invasion could have succeeded had the defenders managed

to maintain local air superiority.

The Italian Plan for the invasion of Malta (Operation 'C,3').

The conclusion reached by the Joint Intelligence Sub-

Oommittee in early Januazy, that 'a combined operation agaixast

Malta would be so difficult that the enemy were unlikely to

attempt it, at least until they had seen that the attempt to

neutralise was likely to succeed' was an accurate assessment

As early as 14 October, 1941» General

/Cavallero

of the situation.
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Cavallero, the ’Conatido Supremo* , had instructed General Eoatta^

the Italian Axnor Goamander>-ta*^hief, to prepare  a study on the

It was not.invasion of Malta, under the oodename *C«3'*

hovever, until three months later that this preliminaxy study «as

sent to Gavallero and the first *Comando Supremo* Directive <m

the 'coup de main* Opexation *C.5'> for the invasi<»i of Malta, aas

A.H.6.6 sources, not issued mtil the foUosing May*

forces assembled on Sicily for the air assault m Malta had been

diverted to other tasks, predominantly support for Rommel in

Operation * Theseus*, the offensive in North Africa which was

launched on 26 May, 1942.

Operation *C.3* is of more than academic interest, as it is

the first plan for the invasion of Malta, iising  a modem force.

It envisaged a *coup de main* for the

sxnprise occupation of Malta, for irtiloh the following were

omsidered the prerequisites:

(1) Air and sea supremacy in the Central Mediterranean.

(2) Cmtinuous blockade of Malta

(3) Cmtinuous and heavy bcsnbing attacks, aimed at

the island*s defences, without indicating the

area in which the landings were to be atten^ted.

The 'coup de main* operation was to be carried out within an

estimated ma-riimim period of ten days, the sequence being:

(a) a sea-borne landing by night on the S.E. coast

(b) Night landings of paratroops to be co-ordinated

with the sea landings, their preliminary objective

being to occupy the principal airfields,

(o) Air transport of xmits, as som as the airfields

had been captured,

(d) Transport of troops by sea to follow up the initial

sea landings to counterbalance the effect of any

possible delay in the use of air transport,

(e) Feint landings by means of M.T.B.S at as many

coastal points as possible.

By that time, the Luftwaffe

including/an air force.

The Plan for the

Invasim of Malta.

A.H.B.6 Trans.
Ko. VI3/47

/The
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The view of the Italian Air Staff was that the capture of

Malta was primarily an air operation and that ground and naval

operaticns were of a supporting nature,

less than 1,000 aircraft would be needed, of which the Italian

Air Force would provide the following:

3? Stormi

A total force of not

Fighters 240 aircraft

Bombers 5 140 ti

Torpedo-carrie rs 2 Gruppi

1  Gruppo

30

18Dive-b(mibers ti

Assault aircraft

(Cr. 42s with glider
bombs)

Transport aircraft 1 Stormi

Total

1 N 30 ti

120

578 N

This force would need to be supported by about 500 aircraft fxcm

Luftflotte 2.

It was considered that night^landings by paratroops were

only possible by moonlight, because of the need for formaticoi-

flying, the dropping of troops in different zcaies and for low-level

recomaissance with crew well-acquainted with the terrain. The

ideal plan would be to make the sea and air landings almost

simultaneously, the one during the last hours of darkness and the

other in the first hours of daylight. As the success of the

operation depended largely on the Airborne Divisions, it was

plazmed to concentrate the paratroop descents at three points.

These forces would aim at getting possession of the two main

airfields, in co-operatirat with the troops landed by sea.

The operational tasks of the air force were divided up as

foUons:-

I Preliminary Phase:

(a) intense and systematic bombardment of the island.

Dive-bombing and machine-gunning attacks were to

be OGOoentrated on the defence fortifioaticns,

with special emphasis on the .A.A. defences.

/(»>)
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(b) Visual and photographic reconnaissance of the

disembaiication semes

(o) Sea recce over a large area, to ascertain British

naval movements.

II Operational Phase Part 1: Paratroop and naval landing

and the formation of beachheads.

(a) Intensified bomber attacks on the points chosen

for the landing of paratroops, vlth a brief

pause prior to the time fixed for the landings.

Attacks also to be made on the adjacent areas and

Lov-levelon those chosen for the sea landings.

attacks to be carried out against the adjacent

semes and any potential source of danger to the

air and sea operations.

Bombardment of the sone N.E. of the Rabat - Zebbug-(b)

Tarshin - Marsa Scala line.

(c) At the same time, the following operatiems were

to take place:

Delayed action bombs to be dropped on lines

of oommunioatiem and approach roads to

isq^ortant objectives, such as centres of

resistance, forts, pillboxes^ etc, so as to

create blockages, inflict losses and hinder

the movement of personnel.

Inoendiaxy bombs to be dropped cm objectives

i?here the effect would be greatest.

Feint attacks co-ordinated with the other

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

operations for the purpose of diverting

defences and to undermine morale.

(iv) Smoke-screen boobs to be dropped to hamper

enemy observations and reaoti(m against the

low-flying aircraft and paratroops.

/(v)
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(▼) Feint paratroop landings in areaa other than
those ohosen for the aotual sea and air

landings, so as to oonfuse the defences as to

the true landing sones.

(d) m additl(»i to the above activities, fighter air
craft vere to oarry out attaoks on defence

positicBis, proposed landing areas and airfields and

provide cover for the naval forces, air transport
fina bomber foinoations, and maintain air

superiority.

Ill Operational Phase Part 2: The main airborne landings

after the airfields had been made serviceable,

(a) Offensive action on ‘active' objeotives, that is
those capable of intervening

against the invading forces,

(b) Froteoticn of transport aircraft,

(o) Fighter operations in order to maintain air

sttperlorily.

Operational Phase Part 3: Air transport of various

supplies (food, munitions, etc.).

During all these operational phases, torpedo-

bombers were to stand by in order to take off at any

moment to engage enemy forces and ships transporting

reinforcements and supplies.

The Italian Operatiaa '0.3* for the invasion of

Malta was later superseded by the German Operation

-'Hercules* which is dlsoussed later in the narrative.

The Babry Report <ax the Fighter Defence of Malta. January

(i) The Suggested Re-aiming of Malta's Fighter Force.

As already been mentioned, the first sign that, faced

with a renewed threat from liie Luftwaffe, a realistic attitude

being taken by Air Ministry over the fighter defence of Malta

with the visit of Group Captain B.B. Embry to the island

IV

f

was

oame

/in
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in Januazy 1942* In spite of pleas from the Middle East that

a

the Hurrioan^was inadequate to deal mith the superior performanoe

of the Me, 109F, it vaa not until the Embry report «as received

that the decision was aade by Air Ministry to rearm the Hurricane

squadrons with Spitfires.

In this report, Grotq> Captain Embry pointed out that the

Hurricane H lacked the necessary performanoe to deal vith the

interception problem at Malta. If a Hurricane squadron mere

scrambled as soon as a vaming plot had been received, that is,

'Hhen the enemy aircraft had crossed the coast of Sicily, the

Hurricanes could only reach a height of 15,000 feet by the time

the enemy aircx^t had crossed the coast of Malta. As the

enemy aircraft cere usually flying at a height of 20/25,000 feet,

they had a big advantage over the Hurricanes chich found it

impossible to take on the Me. 109s which *cere superior in

A.0.C.TUI-C.

Maltaaui/185/
160(b) and
V0.A.S. Malta
and Gibraltar

Defences, IIJ5/74-

performance in every respect to the Hurricanes.' Cansequen-Uy,

the Hurricanes could not take on escorted bombers without grave

risk to themselves, as top cover could not be jarovided. In

Group Captain i^bry's view, the answer to the problem was for

three Spitfire 7 Squadrons to be made available as som as

possible, as they climbed to 25,000 feet in 15 to 20 minutes,

enabling them to achieve a height advantage over the Me. 109s.

Group Captain Bnbry' s final recomnendatifui was that Malta* s

fighter force should consist of three Spitfire and two Eittyhawk

As neither of these aircraft was suitable for night

operations, he suggested that one Hurricane squadrcai, equipped

with Hurricane H Cs (with four 20 sum. cannon) should be

retained for use as a Night Fighter unit.

squadrons.

(ii) Training

Group Captain Embxy considered that an insaediate improvement

in the training of fighter pilots ooiild be brought about by paying

He affirmed that the key to successmore attention to air firing.

/in
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in air fighting is accurate shooting and this oould only he

obtained by constant practice in shooting at moving targets in

the air. He recramended that two aircraft should be made

available for drogue-towing and also equipment for olay*-pigeon
(1)

shooting,

(iii) Morale

Group Captain Embxy also stated, as has already been

mentimed, that although the morale of pilots on Malta was hig^,

the obsolescent Hurricane IIs were having a certain effect on

pilots. He considered that eveiy possible step should be taken

to make Spitfire Vs and Eittyhawks available with the least delay.

He recomended thaty owing to the constant flying over the

sea and the living under crasqMd conditions which affected the

outlook of the fighter pilots, personnel should be changed every

six months and squadrons changed with the Middle East every two
(2)

or three months,

(iv) Qperaticaas Room Control

Group Captain Embry ocmsidered that stricter control in the

Operatioas Roan was necessary* !I3iere was far too much talking

which affected good control and there were too many speotatoiw

present. No-oie should be permitted to enter the Operations

Room without the pezmissicn of a senior officer or the Senior

Ccntz^ler.

He observed that the method of control was not the same as

was used in Fighter Camsand. Pilots were given a running

commentary <m what was happening, for example, 'Enemy approaching

from the Noirth East, at such-and-such a height* or 'Eneoy are over

a given point*. Group Captain Embry reoooBnended that pilots

(1) Group Captain Embry did not suggest how slow-moving, unarmed
drogue-towing aircraft oould be operated at a time when Malta
was being subjected to daily air attack.

(2) This transfer of fighter squadrons from the Middle East to
Malta and back again would have involved the switching of
sane 18 squadrons, equivalent to the whole strength of the
Desert Air Force*

/should
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should bo given definite instrueticsis, for example, 'Enemor in

He considered thatyour vicinity Vector 240 Angels 15,000.*

pilots had sufficient to think about and that it had been proved

at home that definite instructions produced better results.

Moreover, security «as ooiaproiDiseoU

had not been possible up to that time on Malta, through the lack

of Fixer Stations, but a third station would be in use within a

This method of ccmtrol

few days.

Although Malta* s requirements were somewhat different from

other theatres of war. Group Captain ]^bxy declared that he

preferred to see centralised control ly one Controller from the

He considered that it was better to have allOperations Boom.

information passed to a Central Operations Room and to make one

He recommended that a reallyman responsible for ooitrolling.

experienced Controller who would improve the room organisation and

standard of centred, should be introduced.

(v) R/^ Seouritr.

Group Captain Embry felt that insufficient ocaiside ration had

been given to b/H security. The broadcasting of information to

pilots from the Operations Room, referred to above, could, if

picked up by the enemy and made use of, materi|^Hy affect

interoeptiems. He recommended that a wireless security officer

from the Middle East should be sent to Malta to investigate the

matter.

Decision to Send Spitfires to Malta. January 1942.

The Embry Report had extensive repercussions at Air Ministry.

After discussions between the D/C.A.S

Grov^ Captain Embry, on the latter* s retvim to the United Kingdoa,

D.0.0. and D.F.Ops. and• >

the general conclusion reached was that the ideal defence of Malta

would be:

5 squadrons of Spitfires Vs
JT

1 squadron of Hurricane^Cs.
/Ehe
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The Spitfire «as chosen in preference to the Kitl^hairk, as the

latter aircraft did not have the necessary ceiling to provide

high cover, nor had it the speed of climb neoessaxy for

interception in an island ehere there was so little defence in

depth. It was agreed that the Hurricane was outclassed b7 the

Me. 109 and could not be considered for anything save night

Malta and

Gibraltar

Defences

defence, for which both the Spitfire and the Eittyhawk were

unsuitable.

If it were found impossible to provide five squadrons of

Spitfires, a proportion of Kittyhawks might be substituted, but

it was agreed that there should be a ̂l^niTB^m of three squadrons of

Spitfires in Malta. The Air Garrison would then be:

3 squadrons of Spitfire Vs

2 squadrons of Eit^^wks

1 squadrcax of Hurrioane II Os.

The practical implications involved such radical changes

in the fighter defence of Malta were considerable. They entails d:

(a) The transport to Malta of about 550 men for the

additional squadrois, with the addition of some

30 e^q>ert personnel for the squadrons which were

to be re*^quipped.

The replacement of stocks of Hurrioane spares with

Eittyhawk and Spitfire spares.

The provision of spare Spitfire and Eitlyhawk

engines from the Middle East.

It was pointed out by the D/0.A.S, that it was unlikely

(b)

(c)

that there would be any Spitfire spares in the Middle East, until

the end of April, 1942. If Malta were re-equipped with the new

typoa, the island's fighter defence would be dependent cn an

extremely hazardous supply line,

failures might inaaobilise the greater part of the island's

A wiser course would be to infiltrate Spitfires into

the island, superimposing them on the units over and above the

/Hurricane

Moreover, a series of technic

defence.

al
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Hurricane equipment, vhich should be maintained until the new

types had been proved satisfaotoiy,

ggree/ the G.A.S. wrote to the D/C.A.S.
G February, -^but we must gamble with tiie Spitfire being
a success i.e, we must lose no oppo3rfcuni'fy of stocking
Ualta with the men and material that would be required
if the Spitfire proved successful immediately,
be sure that all oonoexned realise the importance of
this.^"

on

Please

It is surprising that it should have been thought necessary

to advocate such a cautious policy, as late as February,

Having reached awith a well-tried aircraft like the Spitfire,

decision to introduce the Spitfire into Malta, the basic problem

was how to get them there in sufficient numbers.

Enemy Air Operatioas Against Malta January. 19A2.

In the meantime, the enemy's plan to neutralise Malta hy

air attack was beginning to get into its stride.

Kesselring, the order given to Luftflotte 2 for the air assault

on Malta were;

According to

0) Eliminate the British fighters ly a surprise attack or,

at least, reduce them to such an extent that they could

no Icmger be a serious menace to subsequent bohber raids.

British fighters were to be engaged in the air and the

three airfields were to be attacl^d in order to ground

all aircraft by destroying or damaging the aircraft and

maVing the airfields at least temporarily unserviceable.

Mti-airoraft defences were to be neutralised.

(2)

(3)

(4) Subsequent bomber attacks were to:

Augment the effect of the earlier attacks on the

airfields and ground staffs until these were

finally eliminated.

Make the dispersal areas and shelters on the

(a)

(b)

airfields unusable.

(0) Destroy the harbour installaticns, including as

far as possible shipping, but at the same time

sparing all municipal installations.

/(d)
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(d) The daylight attacks -were to be carried outThe Var ia the

Mediterranean

Part I by Field
Marshal

Xesselring
A.H.B. 6 Trans.
No.

uninterruptedly and in such great concentration,

^th such stitmg fighter cover, that the British

fighters would be kept away from the bomber forces

and pursued until they had been finally wiped out.

At night-time, continuous nuisance raids by(e)

single aircraft were to impede clearance and

repair work. In additiai, in due course, they

were to destroy the few British supply ships

entering the port, by dive-bombing attacks and

by dropping mines in the harboiir entrance.

During the m<mth of January 1942, attacks by enemy aircraft

on Malta caused 258 alerts, 157 day and 101 by night.

According to R.A.F. estimates 116o eneoy aircraft were involved

in these attacks and actually crossed the ooast of Malta, 990 by

day and 1?0 by night. The enemy figure for the number of sorties

flown against the island was 1973*
(1)

The largest number of enemy

Daily Int. Sums.

4./^.^/nj5/113/5/15.

1

Memorandum m

The Malta
Situation.

A.H.B.6 Trans.
NO. VH/57.

aircraft to attack Malta was 114, on 4 January, but the most

destructive series of raids was on 19 January when a total of

93 eneisy aircraft attacked the island. The primary objective

Out of 64 daylight bcmbing raids, 36 were

At night, bombs were dropped oa land during

54 raids and there were 17 attacks on airfields.

was the airfields.

against airfields.

At the beginning of the moath, Luq,a was the main target, but
IV

towards the end of January, the majority of the attacks

This was in accordance with the enemy planswitched to Hal Far.

to neutralise the island's fighter defence.

The average proportion of fighters to bombers in these raids

was three to one, although at times it was as high as seven or

Di ten raids, thirty or more aircraft took partnine to one.

(1) Comprising 591 bomber, 1,143 fighter and 237 recce sorlies.

/and
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and the heaviest, by over 70 aircraft was cai a convoy,

feature of these January attacks was the number of raiders which

appeared the island, both by day and night, and, without

pressing home their attacks against their ob;)ective8, dropped

Scsnetimes, out of five alerts, as many

A

their bombs in the sea.

A.A.H.Q, Ued.
O.R.B. IIH/A17/1.

as four would prove abortive in this way.

In spite of the reluctance of many enemy pilots to cross the

coast, due in large measure to the lethal appearance of the A.A.

barrage as they approached the island, when attacks were pressed

home, they were very destructive. The damage to airfield

buildings and the airfields themselves was extensive and a

considerable number of aircraft were destroyed or damaged on the

gzxtund. Out of a total of 6 aircraft destroyed and damaged,

two of the destroyed aircraft and hZ of the damaged ones were

Hurricanes. As the island's strength in Hurricanes was in the

region of 80 at this time, it follows that about one half of MaltaJs

fighter force suffered in this way in a single mmth, the

majority (6 destroyed and 38 damaged) being at Hal

R.A.P. Fighter Activilar January. 1942

The adverse weather conditions of December, 1941 were

continued into the New Tear. Owing to the heavy rains and the

Hal Far and

Ta Kali O.R.Bs,

bombing, the fighter airfields were unserviceable for days at a

time, as aircraft were unable to take off from the waterlogged

The btxabing attacks which left behind extensive

cratering of the runway and dispersal areas also affected

surfaces.

serviceability of aircraft to such an extent that, at times, all

fighters were grounded.

After initial difficulties witii the Army authorities cm the

island, mainly ccmoezned with a policy decisicm as to whether the

soldiers should be used for woxk on the maintenance of airfields,

at the expense of military training, a very high level of oo-A.H.Q. Ned.
0.R.B,

operation was obtained and 'invaluable assistance' was rendered

by the provision of as many as 2,300 men for work on the airfields.

'We would l(mg have been out of business', the A.O.C. Malta wrote,

/’had
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' had it not bean for the Army* • It ivas almost impossible to

get a civilian labour force for vork on the airfields at this

time. Civilian contractors engaged m building deep shelters

for the population )«rere able to outbid the Services idth inflated

«ages. There nas no system of conscription of labour and, as a

coAsequence, nearly all the inork on the airfields «as being done

DO File IU3/113/ by Service persoimel. [The A* 0» 0. oomplaAned- of * obo-l-toritis*
9/5 •

aaoag the R,AiFi which held up iiork eoid-ho oontrastod this with

the-oonduet of the iUmy

emaaplo-of good-disoipline.Z| The shortage of petrol was so acute

that all R.A.F. persomel living within three miles of their

station had to walk to work. This caused not (mly hardship to

the men, in the inclement weather, but wasted many valuable man

hours. In spite of these difficulties, however, the existing

dispersal tracks were gzadually being improved and additional ones,

together with new taxy-ing tracks, were being constructed, so that

aircraft could be handled much more easily.

In the course of air combat during the month of January,

the R.A.F. on Malta claimed 1 Ju. 88 shot down for the loss of

8 Hurricanes (3 pilots safe). A further 3 Ju. 88s and 2 Me. 103s

were claimed by A. A.

The actual operational losses ly the Luftwaffe units, based

/■

■the ainfieldo-ao-an

Malta O.R.B.

on Sicily, during January amounted to 23 aircraft (13 Ju. 88s,

9 Me. 109FS and 1 Me. 110). Of these, 7 aircraft (3 Ju. 88s,

1 Me. 109F and 1 Me. 110) were lost over Malta. Two Ju. 88s and

1 Me. 109 were shot down by fighters ( 1 Ju. 88 ly night-fighter),

2 Ju. 88s and 1 Me. 109 were lost **due to causes unknown", and

1 Ju. 88 was noted as having been probably shot down by A.A.

gunfire. The balance were annotated as 'not due to enemy acticai'

or, in one case, 'probably shot down by own fighters.'

losses siustained by the Italians over Malta are not known.

The

A serious incident occurred on 23 January when 7 S^rioanes

were shot down for 'no claims'. At 10.23 hours, in fine weather

/with
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Tilth high, 2/10 cloud end visihility extending for 10-15 miles,

22 Hurricanes Tiere scrambled, 7 of No. 185 Sq.uadron, 6 of No. 242

Squadron, 5 of No. 126 Squadron and 4- of No. 249 Squadron,

of the Hurricanes returned early due to mechanical trouble and an

attempt was made to vector the jremainder on to enemy aircraft,

when they were jumped by He. 109s and seven of the Hurricanes

Foiir of the pilots baled out (2 of No. 126,

1 of No. 242 and 1 of No. 185 Squadrons), two belly-landed

(1 of No. 126 and 1 of No. 242 Squadron) and one Birricane was

shot down into the sea and the pilot was killed,

was a severe blow to Malta's fighter defence, as in it they lost

approximately one quarter of their serviceable fighter aircraft.

Anti-Shipping Strikes January 1942.

A ocxnbinatiaT of adverse cixcvunstances caused a severe drop

in the number of shipping strikes which it was possible to make

weather with

Three

were shot down.

This engagemen

from Malta, in the New Year. The fid/jucaig

Squadron O.R.Bs.
and Daily Int.
Sums.

t

torrential rain, high wind and severe electrical storms ccmtinued

until well into Pebruaiy. The water-logging of the fighter

airfields forced the A.O.C. to divert the fighters to Luqa, the

only all-weather airfield, which in turn became over-crowded,

The bombers themselves werethus affecting operations,

fjrequently bogged down at their dispersal points and the stroig

cross-winds at times prevented them from taking off.

Any deterioraticm in weather oonditicsis meant that all

bombers had to be recalled to their bases, and as it was

impossible to obtain weather forecasts for mozw than six hours

in advance, sorties had to be limited to this duration. The

airfields were ccmstantly in need of repair, due to the

extensive bombing, and for this there was inadequate equipment,

labour and transport. The pressure of operations, together with

the bombing reduced servioeabili'fy and by the end of the m(»th,

the serious decision was taken to transfer all Vellingtcns from

Malta to the Middle East.

/Phe
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The Rqyal Air Force on Malta did not sink any enemy ships

during January. The month's totals mre:

Navy

8 ships 22,036 2 ships 18,839

Air Total

40,873 tons

The eneniy shipping losses from air attack, during January 194^4

nere;

Position & RemarksDate Ship

Jan. 7 Perla

Flag Tonnage

Italian 5,741 tons By F.A.A. Returning
from Tripoli.
36.26N 11.42E.

ByAF.A.A. 33.3CN
and 17»4Q!B*

13,098

Enemy Shipping
Losses in the

Mediterranean.

A.H.B.

23 Yiotoria

In January, the enemy were making great efforts to transport

supplies to North Africa for the support of Rommel's offensive

which began on 21 January.

Malta, with the primary object of neutralising that island as a

base for offensive naval and air operaticms, the eneny consider

ably strengthened the naval escort to convoys and twice during

the month convoys set forth with heavy forces to su]^ort them.

The first of these enemy fleet movements took place early

in January, when a reconnaissance aircraft from Malta sighted

one battleship, three cruisers and eight destroyers, at 17*30

m additicoi to the air attacks on

Daily Int. Sums

hours on 4 January, between Sicily and Greece,

submarines were posted to intercept the enemy fleet and the

At 11.33 hours

As a result,

Unique scored a possible hit on a battleship,

on the same day, a reconnaissance aircraft over Tripoli saw a

convoy of 9 large m/Ys of between 8/10,000 tons entering the

m support of this large

convoy, the enemy made a series of three heavy raids, comprising

116 aircraft, m Malta airfields, mainly Luqa, and  a further

17 aircraft carried out attacks during the night 4/3 January.

Ihif(n*tunately, in addition to this heavy bombing, weather was

bad and the offensive air effort froa Malta was concentrated on

harbour, escorted by destroyers.

the bombing of Castel Yetrano airfield, in Sicily. This was an

/Italian
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Italian-ocoupied airfield v/hich was of insignificant importance

compared with the convoy which was missed entirely,

was the safe arrival of this convoy which made possible Rommel's

drive from Marsa Brega, on 21 January, which was to alter the whole

strategic position in the Mediterranean.

The first of the successful shipping strikes by Malta-based

aircraft occurred on the night 6/7 January, when an Albacore of

No. 828 Squadron F.A.A

Peris, some 45 miles to the north-west of Muriat Island.

Undoubtedly i

torpedoed and sank the 5>74l*‘ton Italian s* 9

The Perl

t

H.Q. Middle

East Opsums
hip

a

was unfortunately unladen at the time and on the return journey to

Tripoli.

On 24 January, Count Ciano noted in his diary that the "Viotoria

the pearl of our merchant fleet” had been sunk.

Victoria (13,098 tons) left Taranto at 17-00 hours on 22 January

escorted by the battleship Duilio and four destroyers.

The motor liner

She had

Ciano's

Diary

1,455 troops on board,

from Malta in the early hours of 23 January,

special search of the south Ionian Sea, a Maryland of No. 69 Squadron

(Sergeants McDonald, Hall and Cameron) located the Victoria. in

company with three other merchant vessels and a strong naval escort.

As a result of these sightings, a series of attacks were made on the

convoy throughout 23 January by aircraft from Malta and also

Cyrenaica, where a force of Blenheims from Nos. 11, 14 and 55

Squadrons, Albaoores from No, 826 Squadron and three Beauforts of

No. 39 Squadron were assembled at Berea Satellite (Ben^zi), which

had been recently captured by the Eighth Army.

No. 39 Squadron attacked at 17*30 hours.

Squadron War Diary as the "baptism of the Squadron to torpedo attack",

and was surprisingly successful.

According to the enemy report the Aosta sighted hostile aircraft

at 17*25 hours. Intense anti-aircraft gunfire from all ships forced

the aircraft to launch their torpedoes "at a great distance" but No. 39

Squadron say "1,500 yards". Shortly afterwards the destroyer Vivaldi

She was first sighted by a Special Wellington

In the course of a

The Beauforts of

It was described in the

A.H.Q. Malta
D.I.Ss.

a  13/r//r

No. 39 Sqdn
and informi-

ation by
Admiralty
Historical

Section

/ saw
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two tozpedo txucks and ordered the convoy to turn 90° ataitoard,

IVhile this manoeuyzre was being eooipleted, the Victoria sustained a

It was about this time that

saw

torpedo hit in the starboard quarter.

Swordfish of No. 830 Fleet Air Ana Squadron froa Malta made their

unsuccessful attack on the convoy and returned to base to refuel and

attack again later.

In the meantime, Albacores of No. 826 Squadron fron Oyronaica

attacked about 18.^ hours and r^orted a hit on the Viotorja.

point of fact, tiie Albacores scored two more hits and the Victoria sank

The aeccnpanying destroyers managed to rescue many

survivors but 39^ of those on board were lost.

da5>ortant merchant vessel, one of the kiaawieot suzik in the Mediterranean

din^"g the war|Was thus shared between Now 39 Squadron Beauforts a*id

Albacores of No. 826 Squadron Fleet Air Arm.

More attacks were Ittbiaiabed on the convoy by Wellingtons of No. 156

Squadron and Fleet Air Arm Swordfish of No. 830 Squadron from Malta

In

30 mimtes later.

The sinking of this

The^ich launched their second attack at 01,35 hours  , on 2/f January.

Wellingtons were unsuccessful but the Swordfish claimed two torpedo, hits

As a result of this attack Lieut.-OcnBoander Hopkins,on the Victoria.

0.0. of No, 830 Squadron Fleet Air Arm, was strongly ccnanended by the

0,-in-C, Mediterranean for taking on idle search in very bad weather, low
He wascloud and rain and outside Idio safe endurance of his aircraft.

It is now known, however, from enemy documents that

Victoria had already foundered several hours before this attack was
awarded the D.S.O.

the
I

lauxushed, the confusion being xmdoubtedly due to the conditions of very

No other enesoy ship was reported

but there is always the likeli-

bad visibility ruling at the time.

having been sunk out cf this convoy.as

hit and severely damaged as a result of thehood that one of thoa was

Fleet Air Arm attack.

/A third
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A thixd ship, the Siovapni Battista of 5,628 tons which was not

claimed as a * sinking' was seriously damaged on 30 January, in the

course of an attack by four Fleet Air Arm Swordfish, from Malta,

which had been located by a Special Wellington, was taken by

When last seen.

The

convey.

surprise and two hits with torpedoes were registered,

the BAttiflta was stationary, listing to starboard and down by

She was eventuallythe stem, with smoke issuing frem below decks,

beanhed two miles to the west of Ras Japura,

during which she was used as a blockship at Tripoli by the Germans,

she was aalvaged by the British and made a prise.

After a chequered career.

the Medi

terranean.

Other Offensive Air Ooerationa from Malta

The bad weather, overorewding of airfields and the enemy air

attacks, irtiich had severely curtailed Malta' a shipping strikes

so that, according to a German report, their ships were 'able to

proceed, on the west route, along the Tunisian coast, almost without

interference', also had a serious effect on all other offensive air

Wellingtons of No, AO Squadron carried outoperations from Malta,

26 operations involving 112 sorties, during the month.
The eiaamy'sof which 152 tons of bonbs were dropped.

a total of

in the course

attacked 15 times, Cataniama^n North African supply port of Tripoli was

and Castel Vetrano, Comiso and Naples once each. Onin Sicily four times
H.Q, Med.
O.R.B.

two occasions, very large fires were

Depot, and petrol stores near by blazed furiously,

confimed that many buiiaings TOxe destroyed, Including part of the

In the harbour, a small naval vessel

started at Tripoli, in the M.T.

Photographs

Govenment Offices,

/was
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was set on fire and olaims were made of hits on four other

During the nightvessels, including a 13»0CX) ton ship*

26/27 January, Wellingtons bombed the airfield at Ccsaiso, where

H.Q. Middle East buildings were hit and violent explosions were caused on the
Opsums.

runways. In the course of a raid by Wellingtons on Naples, on

the night 2/3 Januaxy, many fires were started near the airframe

factory and the railway station.

Blenheims of Nos. 18, 21 and 107 Squadrcms carried out

seven operations against shipping, together with eight low-level

attacks against eneqy road transport in the neighbouzhood of

Homs, Zliten and Misurata. The attacks made on the Italian-

occupied airfield at Castel Vetranc has already been mentioied.

This airfield was crowded with enemy transport aircraft when

Blenheims made a low-level attack <»i 4 January. That night,

Wellingtons repeated the attack axid, in addition to aircraft,

a petrol dump was set car fire. photographic reconnaissance

later showed that fourteen aircraft had been destroyed and the

Italians admitted that the raids were very destructive ones and

Unfortunately,

there is no evidence that any German aircraft were included.

The arrival of Luftflotte 2 on Sicily had crowded the Italians

into four bases at Vetrano, Palermo, Sciaoca and Chinisia, but

the Italians were taking no very active part in the air

operations against Malta, at this date.

The January Convoys to Malta (Convoy Operations M.F. 2, 3 and 4).

In January 1942, there were three convoy (derations to pass

supply ships into Valetta harboirr and bring empty ones out. All

were on a small scale. Between 5 and 6 January, the convoy

Operation M.F.2 was carried out to pass the Glengyle in to Malta

and bring the Breconshire out and this passed without incident,

probably due to the fact that the weather was very bad and the

enemy had been preoccupied a little earlier in passing their own

convoy through to Tripoli.

Memo on the Malta that many of their aircraft were destroyed.
Situaticn. A.H.B.
6 Trans. No.
VIl/57.

I

/Operation M.F.
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Operation M.P, 3 comprised two convoys, the M.W,  8 A,

consisting of the S.S. Ajaac and Thermopylae and the M.W. 8 B

with the S.S. Clan Ferguson and City of Oalcntta both of which

left Aleacandria oi 16 January. The neact morning caie of the

escorting destroyers, the Ghtirka, was torpedoed and sunk by

U.133. The Dutch destroyer Isaac Sweers very gallantly towed

the Qhurka clear of burning oil fuel and so managed to save

The War at Sea

Vol. in.

(to 19 January, the S.S, Thermopylae,

which had developed engine trouble and was on her way back to

Aleacandria, was attacked by enemy aircraft when south of Crete,

H.Q. Middle East at a time when she was out of range of R.A.F. fighters.
Opsums.

nearly all her crow.

In

these attacks, the Thermopylae was set cn fire and, as she was

carrying af ammunition, she had to be sunk, the Havoc rescuing

330 of her passengers and crew.

In the meantime, the main convoy was covered h7 protective

patrols of Hurricanes of No. 1 Squadron S.A.A.F. and

Beaufighters of Nos. 232 and 272 Squadrons, operating firom

North Africa, and they managed effectively to hold off enemy

Throughout the morning of 19 January, Malta-

based Hurricanes maintained continuous protective patrols over

the convoy which arrived safely at Grand Harbour, with 24,000

tons of stores, early in the afternoon,

with a powerful force of 72 aircraft, the attacks continviing

air attacks.

The enemy then attacke

I

Daily Int.
Sums.

d

without respite for over two hours. It was the most

concentrated series of attacks so far experienced during this

Bombing was extensive and 12

civilians and caie airman were killed and 26 civilians and two

second German air offensive.

However, the Hurricanes managed to protect the

convoy effectively and the enemy lost 2 Ju. 88s (one annotated

'probably shot down by own fighters'}*

The third operation of this nature, known as M.F.4» began

on 24 January the object being to pass in to Malta the

Breconshire, with fuel and stores and the destroyer Kingston for

/repairs

airmen injiu-ed.
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repairs and to bring out the Qlengyle and Rowallan Cas*'***.

The enemy again launched veiy heavy attacks, -with a total ofDaily Int. Sums,
and A.H.B.6
figures. 140 aircraft,over the two days during which the operation lastfl

24 and 23 January. It was on 25 January that seven Hurricanes
\

were shot down ly the enemy, without loss to themselves,

spite of the oonoentrated attacks mi Malta and the fact that no

fighter cover could be provided from Cyrenaica, owing to the

military situation there. Operation M.P. 4 was successfuly
completed.

In

The Panzer Azmy»s Improved Supply Position

The steady deterioration in the British air and naval

control of the Central Mediterranean, vAiioh occurred during the

early part of 1942, is revealed by the fact that, in January,

only these three small British convoys (six ships in all,
of which was sunk) sailed for Malta.

one

On the other hand, the
Axis Naval

Foli(y and
Operations in
the Mediterranean
fi. 242.

enemy were able to run two convpys, consisting of 10 large

merchantmen, direct to Tripoli, while on the west route single ^
supply ships were able to proceed along the Tunisian

almost without interference.

coast

The immediate result

spectacular la^rovement in the Panzer Amy's supply position.

Over three times as much tonnage reached North Africa in

January as in the preceding month (59,000 gross tons compared
with 18,000 tons).

was a

Malta's weakness was immediately reflected in the military

The improved supply position of

the Panzer Army and the way in which the Eighth Amy was dispersed
over Cyrenaioa decided Rommel to exploit the situation and

situation in North Africa.

so

anticipate a British offensive. Cto 21 January, he launched

•reconnaissance in force' eastward from Marsa Brega. Caught

at a moment of weakness, the Eighth Army were forced tc withdraw

rapidly in order to avoid encirclement,

enemy forces on 28 January and by 4 February Rommel'

Benghazi fell to the

/spectacular
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spectaoulax advance had been brought to a halt at Gazala,

slightly to the ‘nest of Tobruk.

In spite of the success of this offensive, it is

questionable whether Rournel -nas wise in yielding to his own

flair for opportunist tactics. ifter the loag retreat and the

intensive operations of the * Crusader* offensi-7e, the Panzer

Anny was in no position to sustain a major offensive, and

nothing else could finally decide the issue in North Africa.

Luftflotte 2*8 air offensive agaizist Malta was Just beginning

to ̂ t into its stride, and although the enemy supply position

had much improved, insufficient -time had been allowed for really

adequate stocks to be built up in North Africa. The cap-ture

of Tobruk was valuable-, but along with it went hundreds of miles

of desert which lengthened the enemy's lines of comaunioation,

while the Eighth Anny's ̂  faaaaejbaiipi4>BaiMwA-Cnhnik ^ had been

correspondin^y shozi;ened. Valuable air bases for the

protection of Mal'ta-bound eonvqys from the east had certainly

been won^ But it was soon to be seen that, once Malta's own

air defences had been beaten down, there remained little chance

of safeguarding the ships on the last stages of their Journey

or, indeed, even when they had successfully berthed in Valetta

harbour.

The Enemy Air Offensj-ve against Mal-fca Continued.

In Februaiy, 1942, the Royal Air Pozce on Malta recorded

1,380 enemy aircraft on offensive sorties over the island, 900

less than the official German figiire.

over the preceding month.

There were 233 alerts, in which 222 bombing attacks were

made against airfields which bore by ̂ ar the heaviest

proportion of the attacks. The airfield at Luqa and Luqa

dispersal area at Safi were attacked 142 times, Ta Kali 37,

(1)
This was a rise of 2^

Malta O.R.B.
and Veiohold.

(1) The official German figures for the sorties flown against
Malta during February 1942 were 368 bomber sorties, 1,6o6
fighter and 323 recce.

/Bi^ Far
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ImprovedHal Far 23 and the Krendi strip *Q* site 20 times,

measures for the dispersal and proteotion of aircraft showed

good results and ocoiparatively few aixoraft casualties were

sustained an. the ground. imong service pej;s(Hmel, there were

17 killed and 37 injured, most cf them ca airfields, while among

the 90 civilians killed and 223 injured the majority were in

Tillages adjacent to the airfields.

Apart from widespread cratering of runways, there was

At Ta Kali,extensive damage to buildings rat the airfields,

for instance, a heavy raid on 4 February, in which landmines

were used, wrecked the Headquarters, the M.T. Section and billet.

the Equipment and Parachute Sections and the Accounts Office.

As a result, the evacuation of Headquarters and other buildings

Cto 9 February,was ordered and a move made to a dispersed site.

Ta Kali O.R.B. the Sick Quarters and Photo Section wez*e wrecked and four were

killed and others badly injured, including the Unit Medical

Officer and Sergeant. On 13 February, transport vehicles were

destroyed, barrack blocks damaged and a number of airmen

injured. The next day, the Photo Section, the Equiipent Section

and the Guard Room were bombed and three lorries destroyed.

Folloaing these heavy raids came violent electric storms with

torrential rain. All living ccmditicms were described as

'deplorable* with living accommodation, which had suffered

/nj.
severely from the bombing, wet and leakagSyi At the same time,

the airfield became completely unserviceable, while working

ctaiditions for the maintenance of aircraft became almost

impossible. On 22 February, the precious steam-roller was

damaged, together with the fire-fighting equipment,

next day, in the course of intensive bombing attacks which

lasted throughout the day, widespread damage was done to vehicles

and other equipment.

On the

On 24 February, there was fuxisher damage

/to
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to buildings one airman was killed and two others injiired*

An innovation hy the enemy was a daily patrol of two to

six lie, 109s which patrolled the approaches to the island in

order to intercept reoonnaissance and transit aircraft*

Altogether 13 transit aircraft were lost during the mcuith

(8 Wellingttms, 6 Beaufighters and 1 Albacore).

3 Blenheims of No* 21 SQ.undzcn which had been on  a missicm

to attack shipping at Buerat, were intercepted in this way by

Me, 109s which were lying in wait for them and all three were

shot down with the loss of all their crews*

Furthermore, the enemy aircraft systematically attacked

all Air Sea Rescue oraft they could locate, making the rescue

m the course of

On 6 February

of air crews in the sea very hazardous,

,

Daily Int. Sums,
and A.H.Q. Med*
O.R.B*

an attack on an Air Sea Rescue launch (xi 3 February, two of the

As a result, fighter escort

were provided for the Air Sea Rescue launches, as far as

possible, but the steady decrease in fighter servioeabili-ty,

the shortage of spares and maintenance facilities made it very

crew were killed and six wounded.

difficult to counter these tactics.

Oontinued bad weather during the month again had an adverse

The month's rainfall amounted to 5^effect on operations*

inches, twice what is normal for the time of the year*

frequently the only airfield from which aircraft could be

operated, and even there dispersal areas were 'a sea of mud'*

Both Hal Far and Ta Kali, which had no all-weather tracks, were

waterlogged for days on end and, as has already been mentioned,

living conditioas in the lealqy barrack blocks and working

conditions on the cratered, saturated airfields were quite

Luqa

was

appalling.

The abnormal rainfall, together with the constant air

raids - oa some days alerts lasted from dawn to dusk and then

ccaatinued throughout the greater part of the night - and the

/shortage
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shortage of oivilian labour reduced the work that could be done

m the runways, dispersal areas and hardcore standings to a

H.Q. Med.
O.R.B.

very grave extent. As soon as an alert went, 'buses had to be

provided to take the oivilian labour to the rook shelters,

wasting a high proportion of working hours and making progress

However, this was ot£d«Aselt^to some extent by

the help given by the Army who loaned squads of men, together

with their own transport and drivers, azid the work of the R.A.?

all ranks working hard helping to fill in bomb-oraters.

help given by the Army to the E,A,P

airfields, was invaluable and became increasingly important as

the enemy air attacks on the island's air bases Invnnime

intensified.

extremely slow.

•

The

in tiie maintenance of
•»

»

Fighter Operatioas February. 1942.

In February 1942, five fighter squadrons were operating

They were the permanently established squadrons

Nos. 126, 183 sod 249, together with Nos. 603 and 242 squadrons

which, without ground staff, were operating on a lodger basis.

When the fighter airfields of Hal Far and Ta Kali beoame

unserviceable, due to the heavy rain and the bombing, the

fighters were operated from Luqa.

the fighter squadrcois had to stand down because of the water

logged o audition of the airfields and the damaged runways,

fighter defence of Malta still depended wholly on the Hiurrioane,

of which there were 8? on the island and 2? of them serviceable,

on 13 February.

Hurricanes were reserved for the Night Fighter Unit, the

fighter defence of Malta by depended almost entirely on

Hurricanes carrying maohin^^uns.
On 8 PebrTiaiy, the A.O.C. Malta wrote to the Air Officer

Oommanding-in-Chief.

fran Malta.

(ki occasion, however.

The

Furthermore, as nearly all the oaimon

i

Weekly State of
Aircraft (Middle
East). VB/9/1.

4-H.fi/

/Last
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Last four da^ in clear slcy i09s have owe out
like sunmer flies making great nuisanoe
There is an abundance of eneoQr* They fly round
island at various heights. If attacked low doraa^
speed is such that Hurricane has no chance of
killing. They interfere with reconnaissance and
in viev of high cover and number Hurricanes are
invariably jumped -when covering incoming and outgoing
aircraft. Hurricanes always outnumbered by aircraft
of superior performance. laa most anxious about
daylight delivezy under these oonditions and should
it coincide with main enemy sweep, little chance of
protection
very difficult, as our fighters would be engaged by
superior numbers while Ju. 88s bomb at will
Ju. 88 great nuisance by day as owing to escort
difficult to kill them, except at great risk of loss.

This was one of a series of signals from the A.O.C. Malta in

which he described graphically the progress of the enemy air

assault on the island. On 23 ̂ ebruaiy, he wrote to H.Q. Middle

• • • •

Protection of incoming ocmvoys also• • • •

• • • •

Malta Part H

/?.//,^/iUl/183/l60(B)

East:

The day 22 February clearly showed inadequacy of our
Fighter Force here. Continuous alerts. Attacks on
our aerodromes all day. Apart frcm material damage
to buildings, aircraft, aerodromes and runways which
is very serious, loss of working time very grave.
Loading of mines on to 37 Squadron aircraft, for example, had
not been conpleted by nightfall. It also largely accounts
for bad serviceability among fighters and reconnaissance
aircraft,

off all day
pace and numbers too hot for them, also when they did get
in machine-gun fire they did not kill. Eneiqy fighters in
great numbers and in pairs were sweeping round Island so
that in addition to attacking bombers. Hurricanes had to
escort out and in reocnnaissance aircraft. Sea rescue

unable to rescue pilot shot down close to Island owing
to impossibility of providing adequate cover for high
speed launch. Number of bombers to fighters in each
attack vezy few, bombers seldom exceeding four. Sane
bombers and fighters had Desert camouflage. All attacks
well-escorted, together with high cover. Am ccaifident
if we could shoot down a score this daylight nonsense
would cease. To do this must have Hurricanes with

cannons, as it is vezy distzessing to otur pilots to see
bombers go off carzying so much lead. Must have Spitfires
in adequate numbers for hi^ cover.

The R.A.F. claimed 2 Ju. 88s and 7 Me. 109s shot down for

I could only get one reconnaissance aircraft
Our few fighters did gallant work, but• • • •

Defence of Malta

Policy and
Requirements.
/IU1/165/129/(B).

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

the loss of 7 of their own Hurzlcanes in combat, only me pilot

being saved.. Enemy records of operaticsul losses show that the

Luftwaffe lost 33 Sicily-based aircraft, 15 of them Ju. 88s,

15 Me. 109s, 2 Me 110s and 1 He. 111. Of these aircraft 12 wereA.H.B.6 figures

/lost
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lost over Malta, 6 of them Ju. 88s, 4 Me. 109s and 2 Ju. 8?s.

Oiring to the ctmditions of the fighting over Malta, only rarely

were the enemy able to be specific about the aotvial cause of the

loss, whether from A.A. gunfire or fighters,

for this period are not known.

The Pilot Situation at Malta Pebruaiy 1942

Italian losses

On 6 Februaxy, the A.O.G. Malta sent a signal direct to

Air Ministry containing that he bad not received  a single pilot

to replace casualties since his arrival at Malta the previousV.C.A.S. Defence
of Malta*

^•«fftD7/27(A) May* Other than the pilots of Nos. 22f2 and 609 Squadrons,

all the pilots (98 in all) had been on Malta for  8 or 9 mcaiths

and they were stale. He asked for 30 fully-experienced pilots

to be sent by flying-boat*

No copy of this message was sent to the A.0.C.-in-C.

Middle East who was justifiably nettled when he received a

signal from the C.A.S, urging him "to make supreme effort to

keep Malta fresh, anticipate their wants and press us to provide

them." In reply, it was stated that Air Marshal DruBnond, the

Deputy Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief had himself enquired

into the state of Malta's fighter pilots when visiting the

island a short time previously and had been assured by the

A.O.C. Malta that the position was "satisfactory". At the end

of Sept. 1941» there had been 100 pilots to operate 3 squadrais,

and since that date 34 pilots of Nos. 242 and 605 Squadrons

had arrived. It would be possible to supply Malta with relief

pilots from the Middle East, but it was naturally difficult

to spare experienced pilots from the Western Desert who were not

operationally tired. The A.0.0.-in-C. Middle East urged that

Malta should be placed under Middle East Command for «n

/administration

SECRET
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adsiiaistratioa. "Although I have already insisted that

Lloyd sends me certain administrative returns and repots,"

the message oonoluded, "it is difficult to keep fully in the

picture unless all administration is dme from here."

On 19 February, Air Uinistry sent a signal in which it

which it was agreed that "responsibili'ty for administration

as well as for operational control ctf Malta should be with

the Middle East." Finally, the A.O.C. Malta was informed by

d/C.A.S. that fifteen pilots would be sent by flying-boat

^d a further fifteen when another flying boat was available,
am ensuring,** the message oosnluded, "with C.-in-C*

Fighter Command that they are really a ohoioe lot of pilots."

Offensive Operations by TSellingtons and Transfer of Mo# 40

^uadron to the Middle East.

A. 0.0. 47 Malta
Part II

/,.^A/11J1A83/16 /(b)

m spite of the constant bombing, the bad weather and

the maintenance difficulties, Wellingtons still managed to

operate from Malta throughout the month. Altogether 21

operations were carried out, involving a total of 96 sorties.

The primary target still continued to be Tripoli which was

attacked ten times. A total of 64 tons of H.£» and 870

incendiaries was dropped. Damage was doie to harbour

installations there, to the M.T. depot and a 2,000-ton ship

was claimed as sunk. This claim was not confirmed by

enemy documents. Gexman-oocupied airfields at Catania were

attacked four times and 17 tons of H.E* and 1080 incendiaries

A.H.Q. Med.*
O.H.B.

A.H.B.6.*

were dropped, fires being started among dispersed aircraft

and airfield buildings,

airfield at Gerbini, vdiere 3? tons of H.E. and 6IO inoendi-

Two other attacks were on the

H.Q» Middle East
Table of Operations.

aries were dropped, with claims at fires among dispersed

There was a single heavy attack on Naples whereaircraft.

Attacksdamage was done to marshalling yards and the docks,

were also carried out by the Wellingtons on Syracuse,

Palermo, Sirte and Comiso.

/OnSECRET
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Oa 15l|l February, the Wellingtons <rf Ho, 2»0 Squadron

left for the Middle East, being replaced by Ho, 37 Squadron

vhieh arrived at Malta from the Middle East on 22^^ February,

in February, the A,0,C, Malta was infoiroBd by S.A.S,0,

Middle East, on 12^ February, that the agreed number of

A.S.V, Wellingtons that Malta was permitted to hold was four,

Ha also understood that Malta had

"A.S.T, Wellingtons also urgently required

whereas they held six,

two spare crews,

Squadron O.H.Bs.

this end,* and, he added tartly, "you are not repeat not to

retain Malta more than agreed four or interfere flow of

reinforcements from England without prior reference here,*

Middle East were assured by the A,O.C, Malta that

he only held 5 A,S.V. Wellingtons, of which J were unservice

able, Qie Wellington would be forwarded to Middle East

wh«i it had been made serviceable. As for ‘Hre crew, he had

only four and, with the long, arduous flights of never less

■fchan 7 hours, he could not do with less,

■Regret exceedingly,^ he concluded, f^thact we have such
unenviable reputation for sticky fingers,^

Wight-Flying Training of Wellington Crews in the UJI,

an
Malta^IIJl/l83A60(B)

At munb the same time as this oorrespcndenoe was going

on, the A,0.a.-in-C. Middle East was informed by tha D/6.A.S,
that the additional training for Wellington crews, including

long cross-country flights to enable them to make the long

flight from Gibraltar to Malta was costing i*0 Wellingtons

written off or seriously damaged for every 100 received
He felt that even if the risksafely in the Middle East,

of interception between Gibraltar and Malta became appre

ciable, some losses in that way could bo accepted if the

night-flying training casualties were thereby reduced,
in order to reduce the overall casxialties in

the whole flight from Gibraltar to Malta might be

He

asked whether.

the U,K,»

ibid

undertaken in daylight and whether Middle East would be

^th slightly less experience ofwilling to accept crews

night-flying.
The

SECRET
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The view of the A.O.C, Malta vas that it would be unwise

to accept any lower standard of training in night-flights to

Malta owing to the increased risk of damage to the aircraft and

the tremendous difficulty in repairing them with such limited

facilities and maintenance crews* He was prepared to accept

day deliveries from Slbraltar provided that the aircraft flew

in formation^of not less than 6 aircraft and at less than
500 feet from the vicinity of Gape Bon,

Air Marshal Drunaaond*s view, expressed in a signal to the

on 181^ February, was that it would be shortsighted

to adopt a poli^ which might limit the passage of aircraft

through Malta*

D./C.A.S• *

He oraasidered the arrival of aircraft at Malta,

in full daylight, out of the question. He considered that the

safest procedure would be for the aircxaft to arrive in the

vicinity of Malta, by night, and land at first light, when

enenQT night-intruder aircraft had left*

Wellingtons should t&;(iMLe^from Gibraltar to Gape Bon by daylight

and finish the remainder of the journey by night*

He suggested that the

Grews would

then be required to navigate some 200 miles over sea, ly night*

He did not feel that it wovild be practicable to accept a

much lower standard of night-flying training, as to do so would

mean more damaged aircraft in Malta and the Middle East, where

repair measures were very much more limited than in the United

Eingdoa* BLs own impression was that, provided that the pilot

received thorough training in taking off and landing at night,

it should not be necessary for him to engage in numerous long

cross-country training flights, assuming, of course, that both

navigator and wireless operator were fully qualified*

/After

(1) This point of view conflicts with the statement made a week
earlier, “Am most anxious about daylight delivery under these

conditions (of enemy air superiorily) and should it coincide with
main enemy sweep, little chance of protection*“

Malta Part II

4.//.8/eU1A83/160(b)
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After further oorrespondenoe along these lines, ilr Uinistxy

and the A.O.C. ifalta finally accepted ̂ ir Marshal Drumioond'a

suggestion that future deliveries of Wellingtons should fly to the

vicinity of Cape Bon, by day, and then on to Malta, ly ni^t.

Anti-Shipping Strikes from Malta. February 19it2

February was another bad month for the E.A.F. on Malta, as far

as shipping strikes were concerned and they had no successes.

Apart from the heavy bombing and the bad weather, the main reason

was that they had no suitable toz^edo-oariying aircraft at their

disposal,

made up as follows:-

Maw

23,255 tons

The enemy's shipping losses amounted to 54-,991 tons.

Air/tfeiw

10,257

Mr Mina

(1)
1,334

Anti-Shipping
Losses in the

Mediterranean

A small ship, the Eleni (145 tons) was sunk by the Greeks and is

145

included in this list. There were two ships, both listed as shared

between the fleet Air Arm and the Royal Mavy.

On the afternoon of 2 February, a Maryland of Mo. 69 Squadron

(Sgt. Macdonald), on a reconnaissance, from Kerkennah to Tripoli,

located the Mapoli of 6,142 tons one mile off Ras Mahdia.

night four Albaoores of Mo. 828 Squadron left Malta on a shipping

strike.

That

They managed to intercept the ship and at 02*13 hours on

Mo. 69 Squadron
O.R.B.

H.Q. Middle East

Daily Opsums
3 February the attack was launched. At least one and possibly two

torpedoes hit the ship vdiioh was seen to be beached the next day by

another reconnaissance aircraft of Mo. 69 Squadron. Aocor*ding to

enemy documents, the Mapoli was in ballast, as she had discharged

her cargo at Tripoli. She is listed in "Anti-Shipping Operations"

as shared with the Mavy, a British submarine having helped in her

sinking. Althou^ beached, she eventually became a total loss.

A.H.B.6.

(1) An interesting sidelight on Italian psychology is revealed in
Ciaiao's Diary over the sinking by^British submarine of the
Italian tanker Luoania (8,106 tons) on 12 February. According
to Ciano, this ship had been detailed for the evacuation of
civilians from East Africa (on the face of it, a most unlikely
role for a tanker). After the sinking, the Italian Mavy
wanted the Luoania to be replaced by a British tanker. "Unless
this is dons," they said, "we shall have one tanker less when
peace oomeS." Mussolini's own comment was, "either we shall
win the war and we shall have tankers to throw away, or we
shall lose it, and they will not even leave us eyes to weep
with."

/ The
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fhe Ariosto of 4,115 tons located ly a specialwas

Daily Bit. Sums
Wellington, based on Malta, during the night 13/L4 Eebruaiy.
She was in the company of another 10T and escorted by
destroyers. The Wellington remained shadowing the convoy

for 5 hours, from 22,00 hours 13th February until 05.00

on the 14th when a striking force of 4 9i(bfKt Air

of Ho, 828 Squadron arrived,

smoke-screen, the Ariosto was hit ̂

on

Arm Albaoo

In spite of a very effective

a torpedo. She was

res

left on fire, stationary and listing to starboard

confirmed by the enemy as having been sunk,
have been

She

carrying 300 pris«ier

and was later

was said to
*^ave perduti®

-of war and 6$ of them were

drowned. As with the Ariosto, the Napoli is listed as 'shared*

with the Royal Navy,

Altogether, the Albacores of

Arm carried out ten operations against

and the Swordfish of No. 830 Squadron

ELenheims of Ko. 21 Squadron

against eneny communications,

heavy losses.

No,

and, as w

An interesting combined

828 Squadron Fleet Air

enesy formes and shipping

F.A.A. four,

were also active

9xe

on operations

ill be seen, they suffered

naval operation

the night 15/16

which deals with

 air and

against eneny naval craft took place during
February and is related in the Section

supplies to Malta,

Convoys to Tripoli. February^ 1QL9
A combination of bad weather and the

and air striking forces at Malta

to run through two important

During the night 21/22 February,
convoys to Tr

a special

weakness of the naval

at this time,enabled the eneny

ipoli, in February,
Daily Dit, Sums,

l^r-rlrnf.r/fr  Wellington shipping
-4^

search found W ships in two columns. including L large ships
A

with battleship cover, in the Central Ionian Sea and mHifing fQj.

The almost continuous day-and-night attacks on Malta,
Tripoli,

a severe deterioration of

of air attack ftom the

of the previous 24 hours, together with

the weather, had reduced the chance

A^oordingly
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Accordingly, ̂  suteuarlnes of the 10th Flotilla

concentrated in the Tripoli approaches,

attack by submarines of the Royal Navy, on the convoy,
iu't’

hits were heard, 1l^ an immediate counter-attack prevented
any observation of the results,

according to enemy sources.

It has been the intention of the Vice-Admiral Malta to

were

In the course of

There were no ships sunk,

K

The War at Sea
Volume m

an

send out Force <86^- (Penelope and Legion) at dusk

22*^ February, but the order had to be cancelled owing to the
high seas.

on

Egypt-based aircraft attacked the convoy on

22a|l February, but with

special Wellington, during the night 23/a«. February, located

the convoy. Two strikes of Albaoores of Ho. 828 Squadron and

Another search by ano success.

Daily Iht, Sums

ffj/syrr
Swordfish of Ho, 830 Squadron set out from Malta, but they

were forced to return to base with their torpedoes, owing to
the impossible weather conditions.

A

Independ^tly of this
caivoy, a single Fleet Air Arm Albacore scored a hit cn anH.0, Middle East

Opsiuss

eneny tanker of 4,000 tons which was stationary 25 miles to

the West of Tripoli, A large flash was seen and Ihe ship
claimed as damaged, - However, both this convoy and another

was

inportant one nanaged to get through to Tripoli unscathed, the

second convoy not even being sighted.

The effect which the arrival of Laftflotte 2 had on the

strategic situation in the Mediterranean is fully apparent in
which

the following official figures of supplies/reached North Africa,

In November and December, 19a, a total of 69,000 tons arrived,
of which 15,000 tons were for the German forces. During the

<*La Marina

Italians Nella
Seconds Guerra

Mondiale, Dati
Statistici."

first two months of 1942, however, the figure had risen to

125,000 tons, with 49,000 tons for ‘Uie German forces in North

The amount of fuel received rose frtaa 2,527 tens in

November and December, 19a, to 16,628 tons in January and

February, 1942,

Africa,

The actual cargo tcamage lost in January

February was negligible, being less than one half per cent of the

tonnage despatched.

/^o» 21 Squadron• • • •
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Hio, 21 Squadron (Baonheima) Transferred to Middle East.
22ad gebr\iaiy«

During February, Ho, 21 Sqiiadron sustained very

heavy losses of both aircraft and personnel*

already been made of the ̂  l0.enheims vhich were intercepted

and shot down when returning from an attack on shipping, at

luerat. Two days earlier, six Blenheims had been despatched

to make a low-level attack on shipping at Palermo*

formation made land-fall at Carini, but as the leader (Wing

Commander Selkirk) banked to turn north, his wing-tip touched

the sea and the aircraft sank*

Mention has

The

The remaining five aircraft

liio* 21 Squadron

were forced to break formation when crossing the mountains, in

the vicinity of Palermo, due to thick cloud* Three aircraft

H.Q* Middle East
Daily Opsxuns* and
intelligence
Sxamaaries,

^ fk ii were last seen by a fourth bombing a goods train, which

been brought to a standstill,

vanished*

After this incident they

It was thought, at Malta, that they had probably

crashed in the mountains, due to thick cloud and poor

Two more Blenheims frwn Mo. 21 Squadron

lost later in February,bringing their total losses up to

0)
visibility.

were

eight.

(to 22nd February, the A.O.C. Malta sent the following

message to H.Q. Middle East;

/21 Squadron shaken as a result of losses here,
best of the squadron has gone. I feel I shall get
nothing out of them until they are made up to strength
with crews. This will take time,
squadron, is a liability to me. and I cannot rely on it
for any work. Am therefore sending the squadron
to you*^

The

Meanwhile the
Defence of Malta

Policy and Require-
Tits

(B)

Mo. 21 Squadron was transferred to the Middle East

22nd February where they were disbanded,

in the united Kingdom on 14th March,

They were ref

on

ormed

/Operations ...

(1) Captured enemy documents now confirm this. Before
crashing, they destroyed a truck on the train and killed
four occupants.

SECRET
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Operations by Mo. 69 Squadron,

iLircraft of Bo, 69 Squadron carried out 85 recon

naissance flights in February, 19k2, covering enemy shipping

routes to the east and vest of Malta. Enemy convoys vere

reported tvelve time and single ships thirty times,

enemy's tactics of keeping patrols of He. 109s off the island,

had resulted in the loss of three of the squadron's aircraft.

Oa 13th February, a Maryland retviming from a reobn-

The

e

naissanoe of the area Capa Bm - Fantell^lria - Marettimo
was attacked by two Ms. 109s vhen south of Malta,

burst of canncaa-fire, fran forty yards, killed the top-gunner

and mounded the bottom-gunner, Sgt. Watson, in the leg, arm and

9ie aircraft was badly damaged in the rudder, tail-

plane and fuselage, and fire broke out in the bomb-bay tank

and this spread to the turret.

The first

head.

Sgt. Watson, although himself

wounded, removed the body of Sgt. Moore, the dead top-gunner

and took his place just in time to open fire at the secondBo. 69 Squadron
O.R.S. Daily mt.
Sums, and A.H.B.6.

An-i/J-rr/ui/f/a-
Me. 109 which was cooing in for the kill.

Me. 109 - confirmed by enemy documents - into the sea, and

then extinguished the flames in the back of the aircraft,

llthough the front cabin was filled with smoke, the elevators

useless and the tail, which had been almost completely shot

away, had jamoed, the pilot (Pilot Officer Channon) made a

perfect belly-landing on Luqa, the aircraft being  a oonplete

Sgt. Watson was decorated with the iimaediate

He shot down the

write-off.

award of the D.F.M.

Two days later, another Maryland which had been sent

back to Egypt for engine change and had crash-landed there, was

^ the end of the month,

Bo. 69 Squadron was left with only three serviceable aircraft.

The February Convoy to Malta’ (Oueration M.W.9.) 121fa'. toMiith
February.

lost off Malta from enemy fighters.

!Qie February convoy to Malta was in two parts, M.W.9A

which consisted of the Clan Qhattcai and dan Campbell

escorted by the Carlisle. A.A. cruiser, and four destroyers.

/andSECRET
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pna thft R0w«v»»" Oaatle eaoorted by fovir destroyers.

At the n«*n)a time, there tois also a return etaivoy from Ualta

(M.E.10) ccmsisting of three merohant vessels, the CSLan^

gergusmi. dtv of Calcutta and the Breocaishire.

arranged that the two convoys should meet and exchange

escorts ox the afternoon of February 14.Hl*

She special provision made by the R,A,P. for the passing

of the ctmvoy vast

It sas

•The War at Sea*

Tol* 3.

jjnftfenHfld anti**submarine patrols from Alexandria

and Halta*

Ccuxtinuous fighter cover by day, shile the convoys

mere still vithin range of fighters operating from

Gambut and Malta*

Special recomnAisanoe by Malta and Egypt^based

aircraft, nith particular reference to units of

the Italian Fleet*

(a)

0»)

(o)

A ffiA-Hnnini striking force to bo held at Malta, during

A strikingthe final approach of -Uie oonvpy*

(d)

force of six Beauforts and six Blenheims to standR.A.P. Ops. in the
Western Desert and
Eastern Mediterranean.

/1^^/IU1/12*
by at El Adem and two Fortresses and six Blenheims

at Fuka*

She strategic bombing of eneigy air bases at

Heraklion, Catania, Oerbini, Oomiso and the

submarine base at Salamis*

(e)

Both parts of convqyM.W,9 left Alexandria on February .

They werA joined, by Force B, the cruisers Naiad, Didp_

and E^iryalus and eight destroyers on the next day* Fighter

protection from North Africa, to the west of Sidi Barrani,

was weak and Malta^s own fighter strength had been seriously

depleted by constant operations and the severe bombing*

CSi 13th February, the convoys were subjected to severe air

attack by a total of 79 bomber and torped<^-carrying airoraft

afternoon the dan Qamobell was so badlyand during the

damaged that she had to put into Wobruk* She next day.

SECRET
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‘? 14* February, high-level and dive—braibing

continuoiis from I3.45 hours until I6.OO hours and the

Clan (aiattan was hit iriien north of Benghazi and had to be

sunk, after her personnel had been taken off*

The return convoy from Malta (m.E*10) met the incoming

cm 14 February idth the sole
surviving ship bound for Malta, the Rowallan Castle. and

escorts wore exchanged as arxanged, under cover of fire from

attacks were

convoy (M.W.9B) at I4.40 hours

all the warships, and aided by Malta Beaufighters which

shot down a Cant. 2506. The convqys then continued the
"The War at Sea*
Td. Ill ir

At 15.15 hours, however, in a position

to the north of Benghazi, a near-miss disabled the Row«n*>"

respective journeys.

Castle* She was taken in tow by the Zulu, but could not

make enough speed to have any chance of reaching Malta

At 19.56 hours, therefore, she was svmk by the Lance

the orders of the Waval C.-in-C.

safely*

on

Two days later, four

destroyers brought the damaged Clan Campbell back frran

Tobruk to Alexandria.

February convey reached Malta.

No single ship, therefore, of the

(toe of Malta*^s main preoccupations at this time

reconnaissance of the Central Mediterranean and the enemy naval

bases to ensure the safety of the convey and escort from the

was

I

superior naval force which at that time was at the eneny*s
disposal. Ih the course of a patrol of the Central Ionian

15‘j^ February, a Maryland of NO, 69
Squadron (s/lfdr*. Lowry, f/O Bosley, Sgt, Rasmussen and

Sgt, Durant) located an enemy force consisting of three

Sea, on the afternoon of

o. 69 Sqtiadron
O.R.B.

cruisers and nine destroyers, which were on their way to

intercept the convoy. The Maryland was attacked by four

Me. 109s and severely damaged, causing one engine to fail.

/lot
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Tolt. another attack was launched on the damaged aircraft,

it approached Malta,by two Me. 109s and it was forced

down into the sea.

as

As a result of this, news was not

received at Malta of the enemy fleet movement until 18.30

hours, when the crew, of the Maryland were rescued by launch.

^ that time, the air striking force which had been standing

I

Malta O.E.B.

by on Malta for just such an eventuality had been released

and the opportunity was missed.

However, the^force was again located at 00.32 hours

the night ISA^^ February by a Malta-based A.S.V. Wellington

which remained shadowing the Motes, which consisted of two

8-inch and two 6—inch cruisers and nine destroyers, it

actually witnessed the attack launched by a striking force

of five Albacores at 05,25 hours.

tfn

Four torpedoes were droppe

I

d

and hits were claimed <ai two cruisers and one destroyer. A

fire was seen cax one of the cruisers which was dropping

H.Q. Middle East
Saily Opsums.

I

astern, as the eneoy force made their way back northwards.

Later, at 13.15 hours, submarine F.36 attacked two cruisers

and some destroyers,

rear cruiser was believed hit.

Fbvur explosions were heard and the

Although in the course of

"The War at Sea"
Tol. ni.

these air and sutenarine attacks, none of the eneny ships

appears to have been sunk, the air attacks particularly

achieved their purpose in diverting the enemy fleet back to

I

their base*

Ih spite of the eneny*^s concentrated attacks on the

Malta airfields, Wellingtons of 1330. Squadrcm were active
C

attacking enemy air bases at Catania and ̂ erbini, during the

night 12/1J and 13/14 February, in the course of which they

started six fires and caused a number of explosions,

attacks were carried out during the night lk/15 February, but

operations were haiopered by 9/lOths cloud and no results of

the bombing were observed,

that these attacks had any appreciable effect on the enemy

On 15^ February, for instance.

Furthe

It is not apparent, however.

air force on Sicily.

Daily Bit* Sums.

/1?mV™5/L13A^5.
r

/the
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the heaviest series of air redds on Malta, up to that date,

was experienced and the recozd total of I63 enemy aircraft

were oovuxted over the island.

The February oraivoy to Malta had thus ended in disaster,

Nraie of the three ships had reached the island, in spite of

the complex arrangements made by both the Royal Navy and

the Royal lir Force for their protection,

fully apparent that the advent of Lxiftlotte 2 on Sicily,

with approximately 4OO aircraft, combined with the weakness

of the Royal Navy in the Mediterranean and the loss of air

base^ Cyrenaioa, had effectively sealed off Malta,

the air point of view, this had been achieved at  a com-

Between 21i^ December, when the second

German air 'blitz* on Malta began, to the complete failure

of the convoy, on 14t|i February, Luftwaffe units based

Sicily had lost 66 aircraft, 27 of them described as being

"not due to enesy action."

It was now

From

paratively low cost.

on

A.H.B.6 figures.

cl

<7

The Weakness of Malta's Fighter Defence February, 19i»2.

The failure of the February ooavoj inaaediate and

Or 21ajNi February, the Governor of

Malta, Lt,-Gen« SirV, Dobbie stated in a signal to the

Secretary of State, "I feel that we have reached  a critical

point in the maintenance of Malta,"

serious repercussions.

He pointed out that if

^7

the opportunity presented by the March dark period were not

taken to rush in supplies, Malta would have to wait until

Malta Strength
and Reinforcement.

>jl^.^/ID3/674

dpril, when the lengthening days azid possible intensifioatioi

of the war might increase the risks at sea. % that time,

Malta's supply position would be such that the loss of the

whola, or even a substantial part of a convoy, would create

a most dangerous sitiiaticm.

/•*The
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spirits of the people^ he went cai to say,
-»"^hroughout the heavier attacks of the recent
weeks have been remarkably good, though loss of
civilian life has been greater than during any
other equal period. Nevertheless, there is some
evidence of a beginning of despondency beneath the
surface. World events and particularly our set-back
in Libya have their natural effects here, but other
causes nearer home operate more strongly. The
people have always drawn their greatest encourage
ment from the success in the air over the island

and the axrival of convoys. The consolidation of
the latter has not lain solely in securing food or
other supplies. It has also been a demonstration
of our control of the sujrrounding seas. The
inferiority of our fighter aircraft to those of the
enemy performance has been a cause of marked
depression. Steps are being taken to reverse the
situation, but in the meantime the lowering effects
of the present position are joined to those of the
failure of the present convoy and of the increased
restrictims which that fedlure had made necessary

Three days earlier, the Governor of Malta had sent a

signal to the War Office stressing the seriousness of the

supply situation in Malta, due to the failure of the

February convoy. He pointed out that nearly all supplies

would be exhausted by the end of June, Excluding the

Fortress Reserve of 750 ttmis, petrol stocks would only last

until the end of April or early May,

.-^*ill service and civil expenditure of petrol has been
cut to the bone. Training of axmy tmits is almost
at a standstill and important works have been stopped
or curtailed. Further outs would prejudice our
offensive activities and defence of the island.
Consiimption of all other items has been reduced to a

minimum, especially drastic cuts having been made on
coal, fodder and kerosene*^

On 19tk Febxxiary, the Middle East Defence Ccmuoittee sent

the following message to the Minister of Defence and the

Chiefs of Staff:

^e are seriotisly concerned at air situation in
Malta,

but should be grateful for any measure you can
possibly take to augment and accelerate arrival of
reinforcements of fighter aircraft,
possible to repeat "Quarter*.
attempt is successful?^

(1) Operations "Quarter* and “Spotter* to fly the first
Spitfires into Malta, frcm the aircraft carrier "Eagle", are
dealt with in a later section of the Narrative.

We realise you have this very much in mind.

Would it be

and "Spotter*, if first

War Cabinet

Correspondence.

MyiD8/34

/Oi
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On his copy of the signal, the Friise Minister wrote:

General Ismay,

Show me draft answer telling them what has been
dons.

'ff.S.C.20/2.

Hie effect on Air Ministry of the grave warnings from

both the Middle East Defenoe Committee and the Governor of

Malta on the island's plight was immediate. By 21 February,

arrangements had been made with the Ministry of Aircraft

Production for working parties "to work night and day" to

prepared 16 Spitfires for despatch to Malta, in addition to the

"Spotter" Operation which was already under way. It is

surprising to find that, thirteen months after the first German

air assault on Malta, there were only l6 tropioalised Spitfires

in the United Kingdom. To make up this number for consignment

to Malta, it was necessary to rob the Middle East.

The Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, General Auchinleok

now added to the spate of messages being received by

Whitehall on the subject of Malta. On 21 February, ha

signalled to the War Office stating that, of the seven ships

forming the January and February convoys, only three had

arrived in Malta. He confined himself to enumerating the

purely Army requirements which had arrived, had been lost

'en route' or were still outstanding, a grave omission being

IhU.

that no mention was made of petrol.

It appears, he added, useless to try to pass
in a convoy until the air situation in Malta
has been restored and the military situation
in Qyrenaioa imqiroved. Recommend policy of
reinforcement be considered.

On the day this signal was received in London, the

Prime Minister called for a report from the Chiefs of Staff

/ Committee
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Prom this evolved a detailedGoaunittee on its contents.

reconsideration of the whole strategical implications of the

war in the Mediterranean in ̂ ich, not only was the paramount

importance of the island base stressed, but the fact that the

fighting in that theatre had become primarily a struggle for

I

air bases was made apparent.

At the 62nd Meeting of the Chiefs;of Staff Committee,

held on the 24 February, the Joint Planning Staff were

instructed to prepare an Appreciation of the Situation in the

Mediterranean for the Commanders-in-Chief Middle East, and

specifically of;

the relative strauegio importance of Malta
in comparison with the effort and cost of
maintaining it, vrith particular reference
to the latest date by vhioh the offensive
in the Western Desert must be launched, in
order to permit the maintenance of Malta
during the winter.

Ihe Joint Planning Staff's view was that they saw no

reason vAiy attempts to pass supplies to Malta, by convpy.

/ should
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should be treated as the primary military commitment of

iULl nasntki methods of supply should bethe time,"

developed, including such obviously practicable measures^ as

the increased use of submarines and fast min^^ayers and air

transport for small bulk items, together with some which were

patently absurd, for example the suggestion that Special

Operations should arrange for supplies, particularly of fodder,

to be smuggled in from French North Africa, and even more

astonishing, bearing in mind the geographical, military and

political limitations, from as far ctff as Turkey,

suggestion which was made by Air Ministry planning Staff was

that a raid by Liberators on the Ploesti oilfields might draw

off German fighters from the Mediterranean and reduce the

scale of attack on a convoy,

m the meantime, the Deputy Air Officer Oommanding-in-

Chief, Middle East, Air Marshal Drummond, who was acting for

Air Marshal Tedder during the latter*^s absence on sick-leave,

sent a message to the C.A.S. which stated bluntly that, in his

view, Malta was "now an expensive liability,"

Chiefs of Staff, in an important signal to the Coonanders-in-

©xief Middle East, oa 28th February, stressed forcefully Malta*s

strategic significane,

^Our view is that Malta is of such importance both
as an air staging post and as an in^ediment to enemy
reinforcement route that the most dz*astic steps are
justifiable to sustain it,

their present scale of attack on Malta, thus reducing
value, it will continue to be of great importance to
war as a whole by containing important enemy forces
during critical months,/

It was impossible to reinforce Malta from the west, and

the chance of so doing from the east depended on an advance in

A further

However, the

<1

Even if Axis maintain

I

A,0,C, A7.

A,0,C,-in-C,
Malta,

I

^7

The Chiefs of Staff urged that the timing of the

offensive should aim at^^being so placed in Cyrenaica by the

April dark period that it would be possible to pass a substantial

Furthermore, the passing through of a convoy

Cyrenaica,

convoy to Malta,

/to
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I

to Malta in March should be ccmsidered as the (commanders-

-in-(Jhief “primary military commitment'',

to the difficult supply position, the reinforcement of

Malta -«dth Army units should be discontinued,

statement that a convoy to Malta, in March, should be the

Gommanders-in-Chief, Middle Eas'^S“primary military oommitment“

However, owing

To the

I

the Prime Minister added the proviso, “unless, of course, a

battle on land is in progress.“

was made in a further signal.

An amendment to this effect

In this interchange of signals and ̂ inutes, no reference

was made to the important point that, in order to safeguard

Malta as an offensive base and also the incoming convoys, the

island must be kept supplied with a steady stream of Spitfires.

Fortunately, the first consignment of Spitfires ̂which were

eventually to play such an important part in Malta's survival

as an air and naval base, K«se already on tiuiv way.

I

I
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Chapter Xh ̂

THE MEUTRALISATICK OP MALTA AS A NAVAL AND AIR BASE - MARCH

AMD AERIL. 19U2

The arrlvel of the First Spitfires at Malta (Operaticai "QuarterY

“Spotter*) 7 March* 191i2.

Although the ̂ orst of Malta's ordeal from air assault was

yet to come, Operatioai^ "Quarter"/“potter*, which culminated

on 7 March with the arrival of Malta's first Spitfire rein

forcements, marked the real turning-point in the battle for air

supremacy over the island*

The first tentative planning for the transport of Spitfires

to Malta began with discussions between Air Ministry and the

Admirally, in May, 19i|l. It was then established that the

transport of fully-erected Spitfires would be possible in the

Argus, Hermes. Eagle, gurious and Indomitable. Owing to the

size of the lifts. Spitfires could only be carried in the

, Formidable and Yiotorious if dismantled, or ranged on

If the Spitfires* wings were removed, then at least twice

the number of aircraft could be carried. There was, however,

the addltiraial complication that the Spitfire's undercarriage is

attached to the wings and not the centre section, so that the

removal of the wings entailed the use of a jury or temporary

xmdercarriage. The Spitfire took thirly man-hours to dismantle

and thirty-five to erect.

Operation “Quarter" deck.

A/«i/yin/2^ioi

As has already been noted, the decision to strengthen

Malta's fighter defence with Spitfires was taken as a result of

recommendations made by Group Captain £bbry, after his visit to

Malta and the Middle East, in January, 1942.

the operation to ship Spitfires to Malta on the aircraft-carrier

EacJLe was "Quarter* and "Spotter*.

The code-name for

The latter code-name,

"Spotter^, was given to the seoond and primarily naval phase of

the operation, when the aircraft had been embarked on the

Eagle, at Gibraltar, ffom which they were to be flown to Malta.

/The
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The number of aircraft involved was sixteen, one spare. They

had already been tropicalised and fitted with long-range tanks

and were being prepared for shipment to the Middle East, via

Takoradi.

The D.C.A.S. informed the A.O.C. Malta of the projected

operation on 1 February, 1942, He pointed out that the small

number of Spitfires in the consignment was due to the design

characteristics which greatly restricted the number which could

be carried to the fly-off position, compared with the Hurricane.

This factor, he continued, will also off-set
any replacements which we might subsequently be
able to send,

conserve these aircraft as much as possible and
restrict their use to essential high-flying
operations over Malta for which their performance
makes them especially suitable,
here Spitfires are generally not as robust as
Hurricanes and require good-surfaced runways.
Anything you can do to improve surfaces of selected
aerodrome will prolong their serviceable life.

On 10 February, the British ship Cane Hawke (lO knots)

sailed from the U.K. having on board sixteen cased Spitfires and

one Fulmar, together with other miscellaneous cargo,

board were thirteen R.A.F, officers and 131 O.Rs,

Blenheims were flown from the U.K. to act as escort.

The first attempt to fly off the aircraft, on the morning

of 28 February, was unsuccessful, owing to petrel supply

difficulties with the long-range tanks,

petrol supply was caused by an air-lock developing between the

spring-loaded joint on the aircraft and a rubber ring on the

outlet supply pipe of the long-range tank,

that not only had the long-range tanks not been fitted and

You will therefore have to

We have found

Also (m

Eight

A failure of the

It was established

tested before the aircraft left the United Kingdom, but the

Spitfires' cannons had not been air-tested. The assembly pajrkies

which sailed with the aircraft bad no previous experience

with long-range tanks. A large number of the

/Spitfires
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Spitfires' parts 'nere also missing said this entailed

stripping one aircraft to make the others sejnriceable*

The y.C.AaS. referred to this matter in a Minute to the

After alluding to the matters mentioned in the

preceding paragraph, in justifiably critical terms, he went

on to say.

D.A.M.S.O.

The C,A*S. had great difficulty in obtaining the
use of a carrier for this operation,
are unfortunate, put the C.A.S. in an impossible
position and bring discredit to the Service. Apart
from this, it is clearly wrong to expect pilots to
take-off on a hazardous flight, under abnormal
conditicais, with an untested petrol system and
unsatisfactory eamament.

A orated Spitfire which had been packed for despatch

These failures
c.s.12763
Operation "Quarter"
and "Spotter",

overseas, was accordingly used in an experiment at Odiham,

on 1 March. In order to simulate the conditions of

erecticn at Gibraltar, the working party used was not given

special instructions. The first time the jettison tank

was assembled and tested, a severe leak occurred at the

spring-loaded conneoticn. After the tank had been partially

drained, removed, re-assembled and refilled, the joint proved

satisfactory. The tanlsof three aircraft were found to have

been dented so severely, before the aircraft were received into

service, that there was a possibility of fuel starvatioa

Arrangements were made on the spot, with Vickers

Chief Designer (Mr. &nith of Supermarine) for the damaged tanks

ocoiuu:lng.

to be replaced and a modification added to eliminate the

trouble with the spring-loaded connection.

On the eve of the second attempt to fly the Spitfires to

Malta, from the aircraft carrier Eagle, it was found that the

Blenheims which had been sent especially from the U.K. to

Operation " Qaarter" Gibraltar for the operation were "in poor condition",
and "Spotter"

M-Rf IIK/2V101 and
' c.s,12763.

crashed at Gibraltar, due to engine failure and another

(hie

due to

It was found, also, that of the eighthydraulic trouble.

Blenheim crews, only four were capable of the night take-off

which was essential to assure early rendevous with the ships.

/There
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There was only one Wally experienced navigator among them,

the rest being ex-0,T,U. without experience^
'J' A.

“jgpecially selected Jtfavigators® from No. 2 C^oup were found

to be "much below average. “

In fact, these

/i.c.

The final operational phase of '^Spotter* took place on

7ik March, 19A2. Owing to the fact that the pilots were

inexperienced in night flying and the weather ccmditions

(wind west Force 7, fly-off only just possible), it was decided

to postpone the actual departure of the aircraft from the

carrier until after daylight.

Gibraltar owing to engine trouble.

One MLenheim had to return to

Naval Force was reported

five times by enemy aircraft, the reports being received

Rome re-broadcasts and^aocoxding to naval calculations,the ships

were shadowed by enemy aircraft for nine hours (between 09.00

houis and 16.00 hours),

deck, it was found that the majorii^ of the cannons could not

be fired until adjustments had been made.

The first flight of Spitfires took off from the Eagle

at 10.20 hours on 7^ March and the second at H.46 hours,and a

signal, "I5 Spitfires and 7 KLenheims arrived safely. -^Veiy

many thanks”, from Mslta showed that the operation had been

on

When the Spitfires were ranged on

r/

successfully completed. The Spitfires took off when in a posi

tion 50 miles to the north east of Algiers and the ~ftlflnheSTna from

Gibraltar. The Spitfires took 3 hours 45 minutes, using an

average of 130 gallons of petrol,

•though the object of the operaticm was successfully
accomplished, yet the very weak UnV in plan, namely
connecting up Blenheims with ̂ itfires was always
giving cause for anxiety, in spite of excellent
conditions of visibility, inability of Blenheims
to take off from Gibraltar in dark, irregularity of
their time keeping, unexpected direction from which
they approached rendesvovis,||,M.S, Eaglets inability
to communicate with them and their small margin of
endurance created difficulties any of which might
well have jeopardised the operation.^

itu-1

/phis
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This Justifiable oritiaiaia oonoluded the aooount of the

operation by the Senior Officer Force H,

Operation "Quarter"/"Spotter" was the first of a series of

similar operations in ijriiioh Spitfire reinforcements were flown

to Malta from aircraft carriers of the Royal Navy and United

States Wavy, and which were to play such an important part in

Malta’s survival.

Operations "Scantling"/’Picket" (Repetition of "Quarter"/"Spotter"^
March 21 and 29. ̂ 9i^2

Following on the aeries of urgent messages from Malta and

the Middle East and the Prime Minister's interest in the

strengthening of Malta, a similar operation to "Quarter"/'Spotter",

and known as Operation "Scantling"/'Picket", was immediately put

in hand. Arrangements were made for a further sixteen

tropioalised Spitfiz*e Vs, already assigned to Malta to be packed

up ready for despatch to Malta. Air Ministry's instruction

was that the preparation of these aircraft was "to take precedence

over any other ̂ itfire VB commitment," Fighter Command were

instructed to provide sixteen pilots "of the highest quality and

specially selected". Eight Blenheims IV aircraft, with

e:q>erienced Bomber Command operational crews, were also required

to act as escort, the navigators to be supplied by Coastal Command,

as the previous specially selected navigators, for Operation

"Quarter", had been found to be "much below average". At the

same time, assxirances were given to the Admiralty that the

Blenheim crews would all be specially selected and would be

"fully qualified for any foim of night flying. Furthermor

I

Malta Strength
and

Reinforcement

/?^^/118/W)0(A)

e,

the navigators would be fully qualified ones, drawn from Coastal

Command,

On 11 March, instructions were issued to Coastal

Command to provide the four navigators and these were

selected from the station at Sumburgh, in the Shetlaxids.

/ In
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In the event, bad weather delayed not only the despatch of

the eight Blenheims to Gibralteir, but also the arrival of the

navigators trom the Shetlands, As instructions were

received from Gibraltar that the Blenheims were not to arrive
n

there later than 18ift March, and as the four Coastal Coomand

navigators had still not arrived at Portreath by the 17th,

it was decided that the original Bomber Command air observers

should accompany the machines. The Blenheims accordingly

left Portreath on 18flk March and dvily arrived that afternoon^7
(1)

at Gibraltar,

2f* f fi(>
n

Operation "Picket", the second naval phase of Operation

'Scantling", was launched on 20fh March, At 14.40 hours, on

the way to the flying-off position, there was an under-water

explosion, due to an attack by an Italieux submarine. It was

established that the torpedo, having missed its objective,
had exploded harmlessly at the end of its The agreed

plan was for the Spitfires to take off in two flights of eight.

run.

ti

escorted by two BlenhJ^, with a 45-ndnute interval between
each flight. At the time of take-off from Gibraltar, however,

it was discovered that only four of the Blenheims were service

able. Of the remaining four, the first two failed to arrive

over Force -"1?^ at the set time, due to what was described as

"an unwarrantable error of jud^ent" on the part of the
leading pilot who considered that the head-wind was too

I

I
strong to permit safe passage to Malta, Only one flight of

Spitfires could take off on that date and these nine Spitfires,

together with the two escorting Blenhi^ms, arrived safely at
Malta on 21jrt March,

Tp Cto a Bj^inute in irfiich the D,0,0ps explained the^failure of
the four navigators to reach their destination in time, the
C.A.S, minuted, "It*a quicker by rail,"

m

l.c.
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The completion of Operation "Scantling/^icket“ was

accordingly postponed for 24 hours, by which time, although

the Blenheims had been made serviceable, the weather hf*d

closed in so th^ visibility was reduced to 300 yards, the

winds also being contrazy*

The second phase of the operation was eventually launched

294 March.

Blenheims, two of which, owing to a of

message from the Eagle to "Go", returned to cabralta^*
However, that day a further seven Spitfires, together with

three Blenheims and two Beauforts landed safely at Malta,
S

brii^g the total Spitfire reinforcement of the island to date

up to 31.

More trouble was experienced with theon

a

The first fighter squadron to become operational with

Spitfires, at Malta, was No. 249 on lO^I Maroh, when they

drew blood by shooting down a Me, 109. % 174 March, the

Squadron had been completely reamed with Spitfires. No, 126

Squadron did not finish rearming until the second week in

April, No, 185 Squadron had been rearmed with Hurricane II

(cannon) aircraft by 24th March,

A repetition of Operation "Picket" to be known

Operation "Gilman" was immediately put in hand by Air Ministry,

Unfortunately, Operation "Gilman" had to be cancelled due to

the fact that the Eagle had become temporarily unserviceable.

The Decimation of No, 229 Squadron (Hurricane IIP) March, 19^.

m March, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Middle

East decided to reinforce the fighter defence of Malta with

No, 229 Squadron which were equipped with Hurrican IIC

aircraft. This made Malta's fourth fighter squadron (apart

from the two “lodger" vinits Nos, 22f2 and 605 Squadrrai), the

others being Nos, 126, 185 and 249 Squadrons, The A,0,C,-in-C.

pointed out that he would be unable to follow up the move of

as

'1

Squadron O.R.Bs,

'7

I

Fighter Aircraft
Operational Policy

z(Mt/?/iiJ5Aoi/4(B)

/if.o.
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No, 229 Squadron to Malta with other aircrafl^from the

Middle Ea^t to India.Lio

The move of No. 229 Squadron fron the Middle East to

Malta began on 27i^ March^ when 10 aircraft (Hurricane IIO)
fitted with long-range tanks, were flown from Gambut to

Malta, landing safely at Takali, The second party of No,

7}

/V*. XI (<
a.A- B.

229 Squadron comprising eight aircraft, arrived

and yet a third party of six aircraft on 191(^1 April.

6l^ Apron

The

il

Squadron was attached to Hal Par Station and became operational

l^fe April.

This squadron* s record in Malta was nothing short of

tragic and shows what small chance of survival there

on

was on

Malta, at that date, for a squadron equipped with admittedly
obsolescent aircraft. By the end of No, 229 Squadron* s

first month on Malta (291jk April) and without a single enenQr
aircraft confirmed as shot down to their credit, half the

squadron's pilots had been either killed or wounded (4 killed

and 5 wounded) and two thirds of their aircraft had been put

out of action (nine destroyed, six of them on the ground, and

seven damaged Cat.H). After 29« April, the squadron ceased

to function. It was reformed at Ta Kali, on 3j|fli August, I942,

when it was rearmed with Spitfires,

Intensification of the Air '*Blitz** on Malta, March, 1942.

March began with a sharp intensification of the

Luftwaffe air attacks on Malta. Enemy sorties rose fr«n

2497 in Pebruaiy to 4927 in March, an average rate of I60

aircraft a day throughout the whole month,

their climaar in the period 201k March to 28lto April, when

Pliegerkorps X and the forces of

Attacks rea

Pliergerfuhrer Afrika joi

Axis Naval Policy
'nd Operations in
lihe Mediterranean
R*22j2. ched

ned

in the raids and a total of 6,500 tons of bombs^dropped on the
island. The latter part of this phase is covered when dealing
with April.

/A
(1) 1425 bomber sorties, 304I fighter sorties and 2^61
pace, sorties,
T^cce.-
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A comparison of the British and enemy air strengths,

in mid-Maroh, gives the following figures?—

R.A.P. on Malta, 15~m March, 1942

0)
Eighters

Spitfire

Cat. A Gat. B» Oat. C. Total

9 5 1 15

Hurricane 14 25 34 73

6Beaufighter 1 7

Middle East Strength

Maryland

Light Bombers

2 2 1 5

Blenheim IV 2 1 3

Medium Bombers

Wellington 3 5 2 10

29 45 39 113

The above figures exclude Fleet Air Arm aircraft.

Luftwaffe an Sicily 14tM March. 1942

Strength Serviceable Strength Serviceable

Recce. 17 11 17 11

Fighters

S.E. 146 115

6Night 14

T.E. 19 12 179 133

Bombers
^0^6 4*V

D./%ombers 25

Total. 351

(3f 4S

156 8520

229 352 229

Although the Italians had about 230 aircraft c»i Sicily

(120 fighters, 60 bombers and 50 coastal) with a further 170

on Sardinia (60 fighters, 70 bcmbers and 40 coastal), they

took only a minor part in the offensive against Malta at

this time.

The R,A,P, *s average serviceability in fighters through

out March was only 12, so that the odds against them were in

the region of 10 to 1, ignoring the Italian aircraft.
/The

^T) Cat. Ar Serviceable. Cat. B. Serviceable in 14 days.
Gat. C. will take 14 or more days to pass into Oat. B*
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The Jgerviceabilily of the two Naval Squadrons (Nos. 828 and

830 P.A.A.) also suffered severely and their striking power

vias reduced to merely one or two aircraft,

^art from the period covering the arrival of the Tian

convoy, the main weight of the enemy air assault 7/as directed

against Malta* s air bases, and the following figures give an

idea of the scale of the attacks;
n

R.A.F. Estimate of Enemy Sorties glow^ Against
Malta - Maroh, 1942

Fighters TotalBombersTarget

Ta Kali 2U 200

Hal Par 181 118 299

245 55k309LuqaMalta 0.R.B,

Kalafrana 15 21f 39

3
289182Dockyard 101

600Elsewhere 194 794

1058 1352 2410

These R.A.P. estimates are only approximately one half of the

real figures revealed by Geman records (492? sorties).

The A.O.C. Malta reviewed the situation in a signal to the

A.0.C.»in-C. Middle East on 20th March;

j*'ipproximately 129 Me. 109 in Scily. Our much
attenuated fighter force putting up super effort
against great odds, but it is impossible to go
on. Unable to get near bombers owing to heavy
escort. Attacks are sustained and time arrives

when fighters must land when they are then bombed
making refuelling and rearming veiy difficiilt,
also grave risk damage to aircraft. It amounts
to one sortie by all our fighters in sustained
attack of several hours with varying numbers of
fighter escort all greater than ours. Also have
to cover all outgoing and incoming reconnaisances,
day delivery and sea rescue.... When can we have
more Spitfires?.'.. We are convinced we can deal
with the Germans if we have the tools here even

reasonable quality.^

Although the Malta O.R.B. gives the total of aircraft

destroyed on the ground in the course of the above-mentioned

attacks as 29 (18 Wellingtons, 5 Hurricanes, 2 Marylands, 2

Spitfires, 1 Blenheim and 1 Beaufighter), analysis of the

/reports

D/A.0.C.-in-0. Malta

, ̂ ^3/HJ1/94/136(A)

Station O.R.Bs,

Daily Int. Sums,
and Middle East

Opsums.
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reports frcm the various Stations ("Halfar, Ta Kali, Luqa

and Kalafrana) , together with Intelligenoa Reports show that

46 aircraft were destroyed on the ground and a further 63

damaged.
0)

R.A.E. losses in ccsabat were 12 fighters (10

Hurricanes and 2 Spitfires), 9 of the pilots being killed.

A further 5 pilots were killed, together with an Intelligence

Officer, when a direct hit was scored on the Officers' Mess

at Rabat, on 21st March.

Prom the beginning of the Luftwaffe»s intensified air

attacks, in the third week in December, 1941, to the end of

March, 1942, Malta had lost I66 edrcraft destroyed on the ground

Some idea of the magnitude of this figure,

relative to the island's total air strength, is obtained when

it is compared with the total R.A.P. strength on 13th March

of 113 aircraft, with a serviceability of 29*

Casualties were beginning to mount and during the month

they totalled 6I4 of which I9I were killed and the balance

wounded.

or in combat.

In the course of the concentrated air attacks on

Raids on Malta.

/t/^/?./iU5Al3/5/66.

Daily Int. Sums.

their stations, the R.A.P. lost 28 killed and 34 wounded. The

Army lost 24 killed and 41 wounded, the balance being civilians.

The most outstanding feature of the month's air operations

was the massed raids, sometimes with as many as one hundred

bombers, on the R.A.P. bases. At Ta Kali, for instance, very

extensive damage was done to barrack blocks, hangars and
/MX

administrative build , while the damage at Halfar and Luqa

was only less serious in degree. A series of concentrated

and heavy raids on Ta Kali, by a total of some 200 put

the airfield out of action for days on end demolished nearly »

In the course of two days* heavy raids

on 20111 and 21s« March it was estimated that 1500 bombs were

all the buildings.

dropped on Ta Kali air^eld. The Station reported "a large

number of absentees" and special police patrols were inaugur~

ated and all shelters searched. Large Army salvage and

/working

(1) Part of this discrepancy is due to the fact that Stations
counted as “burnt out on the ground" aircraft which had already
been damaged past repair in previovis air*-raids,
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working parties were brought in and, assisted by all

available officers and men, under the direction of the

Commanding Officer, the runways had again been made

serviceable by the night of 22nd Maixsh,

Ahe work involved in repairing the aerodromes
is enormous,-*''the A.O.C. Malta wrote to the
V.C.A.S, Ml 27th Mairch, -*%e have had three
shifts of Army, two by day and one by night.
Even with that effort we are not clear after
three days. The aerodrome is clear but
in'v^uable taxy-tracks to dispersal point
are still blocked. A serioua limitation is
rollers. ffe have nine and there axe ten on
the island. We work them all day and all
night, in shifts of three. Another limitation
is cr^es. We have only two on the island.
Removing salvage, normal repair work which
req^uires cranes, moving engines and packing
cases is very, very difficult with oui^ limited
re sources J**

A raid on Hal Par by 30 Ju. 88s and 8?s on 26ttt March

caused severe damage and casualties,

of the Officers* Me^ and a number of barrack blocks

The Naval Wiiig

<7

D.o. m.

^;«C^/lIJ5Al3/9/5.

•7

were destroyed and there was extensive damage to other

buildings. After the znid, there were 25 Service

personnel and 4 civilians either killed or missing and

many others injured. In spite of this, Hurricai^ were
Hal par O.R.B,

airborne from Hal Par that Very afternoon. They intercepted

eight Ju. 88s which were about to attack the Station again,

scoring hits on at least three of them and causing the

others to jettison their bomba.

7
e had a taste of ju, 87s on Hal Par yestejrday,/

the A. 0.0, Malta wrote on 27th March, /Unfor
tunately two shelters had direct hits and

Shelters are a grave danger
unless they are really deep in the rock. Shelter
trenches are fax better and our losses in the event

Bombs were all of heavy
Some very heavy. The mess on the

station must be seen to be believed. Big double-
deck barrack blocks completely destroyed. The
spirit on the station is first class compared with
Ta Kali. We had few aircraft there as somehow we
felt that Hal Par would be next on the visiting list.
Two aircraft were slightly damaged./

Another heavy raid on

some

men were killed.

of a direct hit far less,
calibre.

tcok placa on the last

D.O. Pile

7

day of March when, among other damage, a hangar wast^t and

a number of aircraft burned out.

/Luqa
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Luga was bombed almost daily by small formations of

enemy bombers and suffered heavy loss of aircraft,

63 aircraft nere destroyed or damaged at Luq.a during the month,

44 of them Wellingtons (20 destroyed and 24 damaged),

balance consisted of Blenheims (1 destroyed and 6 damaged),

Marylands (1 destroyed and 5 damaged) , Beaufighters (4 damaged),

and a Spitfire and a Mosquito damaged,

number of delivery aircraft, destined for the Middle East,

Many administrative buildings were severly damaged and, as had

m all.

The

Among these were a

Stati<m 0,R,B,

and Daily Int.
Sums,

happened on all the other airfields, precious motor-transport

and petrol-bowsers suffered,

Oae of the worst days at Luqa was March when there

In addition towere continuous alerts from dawn until dusk,

tUKt

casualties to aircraft from bombing, 9 airmen were injured in a
•f-wo

*bus travelling to the station and P of Ko. 37 Squadron aircraft

collided during the night, on the airfield, killing $ and
JWftA

injuring On March, ̂ ^Wellingtons were burned out and
damaged and a number of soldiers wounded in a series of raids

involving 40 bombers which attacked Luqa in waves throughout

the day.

m spite of the arrival of 31 Spitfires froa H,M,S, Eagle

and 21 Hurricanes of No, 229 Squadron from the Middle East,

the whole of Malta's fighter force could not muster an average

aircraft a day. The arrival of the Spitfires

h^^d temporarily a deterrent effect on the enemy, but the

Germans immediately countered this by greatly increasing their

fighter cover, thus making it very difficult for the R,A,P,

fighters to reach the bombers. Maintenance of the fighters

was greatly hampered not cmly by the constant air-raid alert.

of more than

A,H.Q, Malta
0,R,B,

t the acute.^hortage of spares,
A

but

Yet,in spite of the serious air ^

March, 1942, the A,0,0, was still able to write in optimistic^
vein:

/J%e
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D,0, Letters, are doing a good deal of quiet consolidation
against the day when we can hit back. That day is
not far distant. When that day arrives, Malta will
be a far better place and a very good air base,/

Naval Damage from lir Attack March ,192^2

During March, the Royal Navy also suffered considerable

3^ March, the submarine
Upright which was due to sail for the united Kingdom to refit,

was damaged. As a result, the naval authorities at Malta

decided to disperse the submarines and to keep them dived by

day, unless they were alongside for repair. As will be seen,

eneoQr air attacks finally forced the 10th Submarine Flotilla to

evacuate the island on 26l|l April, when they were sent to
Alexandria,

losses from enemy air attack.

“The War at Sea“
Yolume III

Fairly extensive damage was also caused in the dockyard,

and on 23^^ March the Naval Armament Depot had a direct hit

COTppletely demolished the joiner*s shop,

at a time when Operation “FUllsize*, the Yian convoy, had reached

Malta, details of which are given in a later part of tbe Narrative,

Enemy air attacks then ached a high degree of intensity and

In addition to the sinking of the three merchant

ships frcaa the convey, Breconshire, an«^ Pampas, the cruiser

Penelope was holed both forward and aft, the destroyer Legion

was sunk and the submarine P,39 was split amidship to be

beached.

This happened

destructiveness.

IMMiT/

It was in March that orders were given to pass the 3rd

Motor Launch PLotilla through from Gibraltar to Alexandria,

Two of the motor lamche^ arrived safely at Malta, but two others

It beema^ known later that one had been sunk
by Italian aircraft and the other, having been badly damaged, was

forced into Bone to effect temporary repairs,

however, refused permission for the repairs to be carried out at

failed to arrive.

The French,

and the crews of both motor-launches were interned. In

the light of this experience, the balance of the 3rd Flotilla,

/together
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together with the 27th KLotilla, were sent to Alexandria via

the Cape.

CCTnparative Eneny and R.A.F. Air Losses March, 1942

Dtiring March, the Luftwaffe on Sicily lost 51 aircraft,

20 of them listed as being “not due to eneniy action*?, 22

“cause unknown”, 6 by fighters and 3 from A,A, gunfire. All

the "cause unknown" were over Malta, or in the vicinity of the

island, and were therefo3re almost certainly due to either R.A.E.

The Liiftwaffe*s operational lossesfighters or A. A, gunfire,

in action against Malta, during March, therefore, amounted to

approximately 30 aircraft.

As has already been noted, the R.A.F. losses in combat

during March, 1942, amounted to 12 fightera (10 Hurricanes and

A further 462 Spitfires), with 9 pilots killed or missing,

Malta O.R.B, and
Station O.R,Bs.

aircraft of all categories were destroyed on the ground by hostile

action, among them being a number of transit aircraft.

Claims by the R.A.P. amounted to 31 destroyed? by A.A. gun

fire to 28 destroyed*,and by Naval vessels, in the vicinity of

the island, to 1 destroyed; a combined total of 60,

Although the R.A.P. losses during the month, particularly

on the ground, were little short of catastrophic., the Luftwaffe’s

m a single

month they had lost 2C^ of their Ju. 88 bomber force based on

Sicily, some 14^ of them over the island of Malta,

109 fighter losses totalled 1^,

own operational losses were undoubtedly serious.

Their Me,

The proportion of the service

able aircraft lost was, of course, much higher and, in the case

of the bcanbers amounted to i»JCgib,and 2(^ of the fighters.

Operations by No, 37 S<luadron (Y/ellingtons) and Return^ of the

Squadron to the Middle East March 28th, 1942,

Within less than a month of commencing operations from Luqa,

on the night 25/24- Pebruaiy, the detachment of No, 37 Squadron

had been forced to evacuate the island and return to Egypt,

/The
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The heavy bombing of Luqa bo deolmated the squadron

that, by 18 liaroh, of the fifteen airoraft vrhioh had flown

to Ualta, nine had been destroyed on the ground. Tfro others

were lost in an aooident on the ni^t 8/9 Maroh,

airoraft were allotted, but in turn these were destrqyed by

enemy action. The Detachment's three remaining airoraft wore

so badly damaged that they were virtually useless. This left

only one aorvioeable airoraft for the return trip to Egypt

and thus squadron personnel had to wait at Malta for the

arrival of Minforcement Wellingtons, in transit to the

Middle East, before they oould make the return trip, iOie

squadron carried out its last operation from Malta on the

nif^t 13/14 March and the Detachment was reunited with its

parent unit at Shallufa, Egypt, by the end of the

In view vital importance maintaining fighter
escort with additional Spitfires and 229 Squadron,
the ̂ .O.C. Malta signalled H.Q. Middle East, on
19 Maroh, must banish Wellington effort from
here for time-being. Fighter repairs must be on
24-hour shift. Must get on top ̂ nnan effort
before taking Wellingtons again. May ask loan of
Squadron short period special Jobs. Regret this
very much, ^m sure it is ri^t at present. Will
give us far greater dispersal and moiw room in which
to operate.

In spite of Ihe destruction of all but one of their

airoraft and a tragic accident on the night of 8/9 Maroh,

when two aizroraft collided, Eo. 37 Squadron Detachment

managed to account for 13,CX)0 tons of eneoQr shipping in March.

Ttvo more

Eo. 37 Squadron

A.O.C. Malta

A4«d/IUl/94/l36U)

In the ooldision betvreen the two Wellingtons, due to one of them

moving on to the runway without receiving a "green", 5 aircrew

were killed and 6 injured. One of the aircrew, F/O Kirkman,E0.37 Squadron

rear-fpumer, had a mixaoulous escape, being blown out of his

R.B.

turret when the aircraft's mines esqploded and he escaped

virtually unhurt,

day, a crowded 'bus carrying Eo, 37 Squadron Maintenance

personnel to Luqa was attacked by an enemy airoraft which

dropped four personnel bombs, one Just in front of the vehicle

and the other behind. The 'bus was riddled with shrapnel and there

But this was not all. Earlier in the
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vere six casualties, one subsequently dying frcm his injuries.

During March, the Vellingtons of Mo. 37 Squadrcai carried

out Cooperations, involving 39 sorties, before returning to

Egypt,

vere laid outside Tripoli harbour.

T!ripoli, Falexmo and Catania vere bombed and mines
3>

The ̂ etachment*s most

successful operation vas at Palermo, on the night 2/3>il March.

H.Q. Middle East
Qpsums and So.
(  5q.uadrai O.R.B.

The story begins vith a reconnaissance flight on 2i|d March

(12.13 to 17.05 hours) by Slight Lieutenant Warburton of

So. 69 Squadron over Palermo. the previous day his aircraft

had been attacked and damaged over Palermo, on photographic

reconnaisance, but he set out again on. 2Ht March and, in spite

of being attacked by tvo formations of 7 and 5 Me. 109a, he

managed to evade the eneiqy and bring back the required photogr^hs

vhich led to a brilliant bombing strike by Wellingtons at So. S" I

The aircraft attacked in tvo vaves, during the

night 2/3i^ March sinking the Cuma of 6652 tons (German), the

Securitas of 5366 tons (Italian) and the Tre Marie (Italian) of

1086 tons.

Squadron.

The Italian report on this highly-successful operation is

most interesting;

/buring the night of 2/3vi March, bomber aircraft flying
in fairly close formation carried out tvo attack® on
important targets in the port of Palermo, dropping a

H.E. bomba and incendiaries. A

close to one of the moles vas hit,
causing it to exploda. This explosion seriously damaged
one merchant ship, one tanker and a lighter further aloig
the qiiay; later all three sank. Among the varships
vhich vere in port, one destrcyer vas seriously damaged
and three others suffered slight damage. In addition,
a number of civic buildings in the district ̂ joining
the harbour vere hit, killing and injuring a large
number of civilians.^^

very large 1
German shipJ-

A.H.B.6.

The hits on the German ship, the Cuma, mentioned in the

above report, vere scored in a simultaneous attack by tvo air^

So. 37 Squadrtm
O.R.B.

craft, one led by Sqn.Ldr. Tomkins and the other by Sgt. Puller.

So. 39910 Sqn.Ldr. Tonkins vas avarded the D.P.C. and So.

A402052 Sgt. Puller the D.P.M.

Enemy Shipping Losses March,1942

The total of enemy shipping sunk by all causes in the

Mediterranean during March amounted to 53,692 tons.
/(i)
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0)
made up as follows:

gavy

32,714 tons,

Mine ■aircraft Air Raid

6,008, 1,778

The Aohaia« a German ship of 1,778 tons, was attacked by

KLeet .Air Ana Swordfish of go, 830 Squadron, on the night

17A8+ March, when located about 23 miles to the north-east
of Tripoli, She was blazing fiercely when the Swordfish left.

One aircraft was lost in this attack. According to the

■admiralty, the Achaia was shared between aircraft and a mine«

Details of the sinking by Wellingtons of Ho, 37 Squadron

of 13,104 tons of shipping at Palermo on the night of 2/3rd
March are given in the preceding Section. A ffrenoh tug Porthos

of 88 tons was also sunk by air action,

m March, the enenyr lost 10,000 tons of supplies for their

forces in North Africa out of 57,500 tons despatched,

third of the tonnage despatched, or 19,000 tons, was for the

German forces and of this total 6,000 t(Mis was lost. It is

not siu*prising that Raamel complained frequently that, in spite

13,192

(toly

one

A.H.B. List of
Enemy Shipping
Losses.

"Navi Perdute"

of the fact that the Germans did the major part of the fighting ,

a disproportionate amount of the tonnage of supplies shipped to

North .Africa was for the Italians, For example, out of

924,000 tons despatched to the Axis forces in North Africa in

1942, only 332,000 tons was for the Germans,

Imibrovements to the "Y" Intercept Service at Malta, March, 1942.

Between 14«l Pebruary and llti March, 1942, a W.A.A.P,

"Y" Intercept Service expert visited Malta, at the request of

■Air Ministry, She found that the main difficulties being

experienced there were due to the lack of suitably trained

personnel,and also equipment,

had one Signals Officer, one W/t Officer, one Plight Sergeant,

two Sgt. Interceptors (one German and one Italian), one Sgt,

Computor and 20 W/Ops,

W/T communication equipment for loag-range inter-Cramnand working ,

At the time of her visit, Malta

They had the standard general purpose

D/AOO-in-C
Malta.

A«4AIJ1/94/136(a)

Bit the number of setsfor aircraft guard and aircraft P/P,
A small balance of 148 tcais, due to cause unknown, is

excluded from this total. /in
SECRET
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in vise (two R.108if, ons E.1082, one DPS, 10, one SX.24, one

S*27 and one S.21) were quite inadequate for their varied

requirements which, besides point-to-point ooionunication,

included r/p and 1^, d/P, h/F and T,H,P, beam-watch and R.D.P.

coverage*

Middle East was circularised for fluent German linguists.

However, a pilot officer.but only one proved worth-while*

two sergeants posted in from the Middle East and  a civilian

borrowed from the Navy at Malta, were added to the personnel

and various in^rovements were also made to the serviceability

of equipment and the siting of stations*

intercept service was much improved and found to be of high

For instance, one of the enemy bomber

units, KG 77, based at Comiso, was found to follow a definite

routine beginning with the announcement of their take-off,

when the fighter escort had started, when they had crossed the

coast and the height at which both they and their escort were

flying*

As a result, the

operational value.

Frequently, a warning could be given to the Controller of

the approach of eneiiqr bombers up to fozi^ minute before an
I

From both fighter andR.D.F. plot appeared on the board*

bomber intercepts, it was possible to keep the Controller*

I

informed of flying heights, tactical instructirais and the
I

intention to attack*

in

On 20th March, the A.0.C.-in-C., Middle East, tê a signal

to the C.A.S. mentioned that thes

^Recent visit to Malta by "Y" expert has greatly
improved length of warning. From all accounts
morale at Malta is extraordinarily high, in view
of almost impossible conditions under which they
are operating. Improved information regarding
raids and above all arrival of Spitfires was most
valuable tonic, but one is distuiied at limited
degree of help able to give frcaa this end at present./

/Operation
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the Yian Caavey to Malta ,20-23 March.Operation "gullaiac**

As has already been noted, the total failure of the

February convoy to Malta (Mff 9) resulted in a revaluation of

the strategic significance of Malta and a directive from the

Chiefs of Staff to the Oommanders-in-Chief, Middle East that a

convoy to Malta was to be “your primary military coimiitment“«

Operation "Pullsise“^ the March convoy to Malta^ was therefore

planned as an important combined operatim in which the

of the three Services were fully employed.

resovirc

War Cabinet

Correspondence•

es

Admiral Cunningham, the naval Commande]>>in-Chief, decided

to use the whole British Mediterranean strength in cruisers and

destroyers, under Rear-Admiral Philip Tian.
0)

In addition, the“The War at Sea“

Vol. 3.

land forces in North Africa were to stage a feint attack, with

four strong armoured columns, against enemy positions and landing-

grounds at Tmimi and Martuba, in order to divert the enemy's

attention from the convoy by leading him to think that a full-

size attack was imminent,

©le role assigned to the Royal Air Force was j

(a) Provide the Royal Navy with reconnaissance,

(b) The strategic bombing of enen\y air bases in

Crete and Greece^

(o) Provide the convoy with fighter cover,

(d) Support the feint land-attack with reconnaisance,

fighter-sweeps and the bombing of landing-grounds*

Convoy MW 10 consisting of H,M.S. Breconshire (10,000 tons
A,

and 17 knots), dan Campbell (7>500 tons and 14 ̂  knots), Tau^ot
(Norwegian of 7»000 tons and 12|4 knots) and Pampas (5*500 tons and

15 knots) assembled at Alexandria,

major part of the voyage, known as Force , comprised the

A.A, cruiser Carlisle and the 5th Destroyer Flotilla, which

acted as close escort, together with a covering force of the

The naval escort for the

Admiralty Battle
Summary No* 32

4rtYlIB/l8/25.

(0^
(1) Operation “FuUsixe” was the last operation in which
Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham participated before leaving for
Washington, in early April, 1942* He was succeeded as G,-in-C,

Mediterranean by Tioe-Admiral Fridham-Wippell who in turn was

succeeded by Vice-Admiral Sir Henry Harwood, in May, 1942,
SECRET
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15th Czxiiser Squadron, the Cleopatra, Rear-Admiral Vian*s

the Dido and Eutyalus and the 14th and 22nd
s/jrhta

In all, there isere li^destroyers.
It was planned that the convoy should rendezvous as early

as possible after daylight on D3 (22lfc Uaroh) with Force/K^,

cruiser Penelope and the destroyer Legion which were to

leave Malta on D2 (21i|fc March),

its voyage to Malta under cover of the combined escorts, while

Force *^3* returned to Alexandria.

0)
flagship

(2)
Destroyer Flotillas.

The convoy would then finish

<7

The convoy, carrying approximately two months* maintenance

stocks for both the military and civil populations of Malta

(with the exception of oil fuel) left Alexandria at 07.00 hours
Siy

on 201^ March, accompanied by the A.A. cruiser Carlise and #/

At 18.00 hours on the evening of the same day.destroyers.

Middle East

Strategy and
Defence policy.

(fi)

Rear-Admiral Vian left Alexandria in hiS flagship the Cleopatra

Cki 21i||| March theywith Dido Euryalus and four destroyers,

were joined by six "Hunt** destroyers from Tobruk,

Prior to the sailing of the convoy and during the operation,

the R.A.F. and F.A.A. supported the Army’s feint advance to

divert enemy attention from attacking the convoy by bombing the

airfields at Martuba, Dema, Berka and Barce.

the night 18/191^ and
Albacores attacked Martuba.

18^ March,On

19^ March, Bostons and F.A.A,on

Wellington and F.A.A. Albacores

R.A.P.

in the/Western
Dese

Middle East Opsums.

irations

IIJl/12 and

bombed Berka and Dema on the night 20/21s(l: March.

March Bostons attacked Barce, During the night 22/234|H< March,

Wellingtons attacked Berka and Martuba was again bombed

On 21tf^

on

2, March,
/In

(1) The flagship of Rear-Admiral Vian, the Naiad, had been
sunk on March 11% with the loss of 2 officers and 80 ratings
by a submarine off the North African coast, when searching for
a southbound enenry convoy.

(2) The Heythrop had been sunk on 20tk
submarine sweep. ' '

March in the course of a
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In accordance with the plan for Operation *'Fullsize“

strategic bombing attacks were also carried out against enemQr

air bases on Crete and Greece, between 20^ March and the night
23/24 March by Blenheims and WellingiT Unfortunately, these

operations were hampered by bad weather with 8 to 9/lOths

cloud, together with severe electric storms, and the results

n

were poor*

R.A.F. fighter patrols accompanied the convoy to the

“utmost limit of their range* and, according to the Royal Navy

“this duty was nobly performed until 09.00 hours on 22«a March,

when the aircraft were over 300 miles from’their base,"

The Combined air and army attacks against enen^y airfields

the Qyrenaican "hump* (the Army were particularly successful

and managed to shell the Martuba landing-ground) did help

materially to reduce the enesy air reconnaissance*

on

It was

I
Malta Convoys for
1942. Battle

Simmiary No. 32

/J^^/in/18/25*

only by chance that the convoy was located at 17.02 hours

2I9A March, by five Ju. 52s, when north of Dema. "Air

on

I

i attacks," says a report by Admiral Weichold,^on the same scale

as in Pebruaiy were organised and the Italian Navy decided to

join in the operations also. The new battleship Littorio ,

S

Axiaj^ Naval Policy
and Operations in
the Mediterranean.
R.242.

two heavy cruisers and one light cioiiser accompanied by eleven

destroyers, sailed for the waters east of Malta."

At 01.30 hours on 22n|l March, submarine P.36 reported that

heavy ships were leaving Taranto.

(1)

It was evident that both

the convoy and her escort were not to remain unmolested for

much longer by the eneny and naval forces*
/The

(1) Sighting reports were also made by two Italian Submarines
on 21|^ March.

(1) The British report states erroneously that there were two
heavy and fovir light cruisers. In this case, Weichold is
wrong as only eight destroyers took part in the action.

SECRET
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The air attacks began at 09.30 hours on 22J& March

half an hour after the last fighter patrol had had to leave

A Ju» 88 had been shadovring the convoy fromthe convoy.
I

daylight, apparently waiting for this opportunity. Altogether,

it was estimated that no less than 150 enemy aircraft -

torpedo and high-level bombers, shadowers and spotting air

craft - were engaged in the subsequent attacks. Those made

by the Italian S-79 aircraft were described as **futile", but

those made by the German bombers were much more serious and

the mexxjhantmen and their escorts were only able to avoid

damage, at this stage, with great difficulty, by taking evasive

action and using every A.A, gun in a barrage.

At 14,30 hours, after the convoy had been joined as

arranged by Force from Malta, the first contact was made

with enemy naval forces. This was the Italian 3rd Division,

the Qorizia and Trento (8 -inch cruisers) and the Bande Here

(6-inoh cruiser) which approached from the north,*but after

an exchange of fire, they were driven off by the covering

force under Vice-Admiral Vian. According to the enemy, "At

14,30 hours, the cruisers drawn up ahead, sighted the British

force, whereupon they turned in close formation for a running

battle. However, shortly afterwards, they received an order

from the Commandsr-in-Chief to, form up with the battleship

which was still some distance astern, as the C,-in-C, wanted

The cruisers thereforeto go into battle in close formation.

broke off the action, with the result that both sides lost

Reinforced by the battleship Difforio,contact again,

naval action was again joined at I6.4O hours and continued

sporadically for some two-and-a-half hours, until 19.00 hours.

when the Italian Commander-in-Chief called off his forces

and returned to port.

In addition to the Italians* disinclination to fight at

They had been told bynight, they also feared air attack,

their Air Ministry that a squadron of English bombers had left

/tlalta
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Malta at sunset on 22ihA March, This foimation had penetrated

Shortlythe German fighter screen and -nas steering east.

afterwards, the Italian Air Ministry's order to return to base

H.Q. Malta Daily
mt. Sums and

Middle East Opsums.

was received. The aircraft which caused such alarm were five

Albacores of No. 828 Squadron P.A.A. on a shipping sweep to the

They were escorted for part of the way

by three Spitfires which shot down a Ma. 109 into the sea.

Visibility was very bad.

south-east of Malta.

The Albacores sighted nothing and

were recalled.

^he British escort,^ says Admiral Weichold, in his
account of the engagement, “^always kept between the
Italian force and the ships in convoy and, by skilful
manoeuvring and the use of smoke-screens, deprived the
Italians of the chance of firing on the ships,
attempt by the Italians to fight a running battle
in close formation with the whole area hidden in smoke
was bound to fail.>'

The Italian Admiral attributed his failure mainly to the

effect of the violent weather on the optical firing instruments

which became misted and salted up in the heavy seas which also,

he asserted, affected the hulls of the warships,

tribute to the Royal Navy'? skilful use of smoke.

In the course of the action, the battleship Littorio

was hit by gunfire (not a torpedo, as was thought by the British),

Two destroyers, the Lanciere and Soirooco, sank in the rough

sea "due primarily to shipping large quantities of salt water

through insecure portholes" in the hurried return to port, and

cruiser, the danced Qiovanniai delle Bande Nere was torpedoed and
e

sunk by the Urgg on her way back to base at La Spezia,

l4* April,

Any

He also payed

a

on

1I

Italian Official

Account,

I

I

I

On the British side, the flagship Cleopatra had been hit

on the bridge, sustaining minor damage, while three destroyers,
a

the Havoc, Kingston and Lively had also been darned by shellfire,
hardly supporting the Italian Admiral's claim of the effect of

the high seas on the ships gun-sights,

the convoy was being attacked by German bombers,

they failed to score any hits, they caused the ships* escort

Throughout the action.

Although

Battle Summary
NO. 32. IIK/18/25.

/to
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to exhaust the greater part of their ammunition which had a

direct bearing on success of the enemy aircraft on the following

attributed the lack of success of the bcanbersday. Wi^chold
to the fact that they were operating at the extreme liniit of

The bad weather conditions and the pall of smoketheir range.

over the area must also have been a great hindrance to accvirate

bombing.

The Italian fleet, by forcing the convoy to the south of

its route, had delayed its arrival at Malta and thereby gave

In spite of the thick

weather, enemy aircraft appeared at first light on the morning

23«^ March and, on the last stage of their journey to Malta,
the convoy had to run the gauntlet of heavy air attacks, in

company with their escort Penelope and Legion, a number of

destroyers and the Havoc and Kingston which had been found to be

too badly damaged to make the return trip to Alexandria, in the

face of a rising gale.

Attacks on the Malta air bases, diaring this time, had

Between 18 and 22 March, 570

aircraft attacked the island, their objective being mainly to

ground the fighters at Ta Kali and

been largely successful and on 23ljai March, when the convoy should
have come within the protection of Malta’s shore-based fighters,

Malta’s Spitfires and Hurricanes were able to fly only 42

sorties, the aircraft being airborne mainly in pairs,

island's A,A. defence was also constantly in action.

Maxnh, the enemy concentrated the whole of their air

effort against the convoy, no bombs being dropped ra i lanii

The scale of attack was such that the fighter

defence which the island was able to provide the inconiig

convoy was swamped.

At 10.30 hours, the Clan Campbell was hit and sunk v/hen

only Similes from her destination by a bomb which was dropped

/from

the Luftwaffe a second chance.

of

been concentrated and severe.

In this they had

The

On

23:

objectives.

H.Q. Middle East
Opsums and Malta
Daily Int. Sums.

I

I
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from only fifty feet, her escort managing to save 112 officers

Signals were received from the

dan Campbell’s bridge until she disappeared and her Master

and men in a very heavy sea.
Har df /tj

voi-s:

hs
went down with.ship,

eight miles from Grand Harbour, the Breconshire was hit in the

Ten minutes earlier, when no more than

engine-room. As the Carlisle was by that time almost out of

ammunition, the Penelope decided to take the Breconshire in tow.

However, owing to the heavy swell running and her great

draught, that was found to be impracticable, so she was anchored

and three destroyers stayed to protect her,

the attacks on the Breconshire, the Legion was also badly

damaged and had to be beached at Marsazlokk.

In the course of

In spite of having been hit by two bombs which failed to

explode, the Pampas arrived safely at Grand Harbour at about

09,30 hours, together with the Talabot. which was also undamaged.

The last casualty during this phase of the convoy operation

happened when the destroyer Southwold. which was standing by

the damaged Breconshire, outside Grand Harbour, was sunk by a

mine. Heavy weather made it impossible to move the damaged

Breconshire into harbour until 25iii March, when she was towed

into Marsaxlokk Bay,

In the meantime. Force Xb** which had separated from the

Malta convoy at 19*40 hours on 22mS March, soon after the

Italian ships had disappeared, had set course for Alexandria,

There was an easterly gale and the ships met only light air

Protection was given by R.A.P. fighters at very long

distances from their base. Apart from some slight damage to

the destroyer Lively which put into Tobruk, the majn force

arrived safely at Alexandria at mid-day on 24ljk March,

The arrival of the Breconshire, Pampas and Talabot at

Malta, on 23^t March, virtually completed Operation "Pullsize'*

which, up to that particular moment and under the conditions

/then

attacks.

1

/Ytf - .

I
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then prevailing of enemy air and naval superiority, must be

considered as a success* The combined army and air attacks on

the Martuba landing-grounds had prevented enemy air reconnaissance

in the convoy’s early stages, thus enabling it to pass through

“bomb-alley*, between Crete and Qyrenaioa, in safety. Sub

sequently, in the engagement in the Bay of Sirte, four British

light cruisers and eleven destroyers had held off and finally

routed an enemy force consiting of a capital ship, three

cruisers (two heavy and one light) and eight destroyers. Three

out of four ships (Breconshire, Talabot and Pampas) had reached

Malta, a fourth, the Clan Campbell, having been sunk when only

twenty miles short of her destination.

The heavy bombing of Malta* s landing groimds, together with

adverse weather conditions, reduced the air reconnaissance

activity from Malta very seriously throughout the vital period

when the convoy was subject to interception by the Italian fleet.

In March, No, 69 Squdron sustained heavy losses. Two Marylands

were destroyed by enemy action on the ground, two more were shot

down on operations and two were damaged. A seventh Maryland

was damaged,on landing,through undercarriage failure and sub

sequently had to be written off. The unit*s only Mosquito was

shot down and a Beaufighter damaged by enemy bombing. This left

the squadron with only one Maryland and one Beaufighter service

able and one Spitfire,

Enemy Air Attacks Against Malta, 24-26 March? ■ Loss of the

Breconshire. Talabot and Pampas.

The arrival of the Breconshire, Talabot and Pampas, with

26,000 tons of supplies for Malta, was the signal for the

Lxiftwaffe to launch a series of ferocious attacks which reached

No. 69 Squadron
O.R.B.

a peak of intensity cm 26th March when, according to enemy

sources, they put up 326 aircraft in order to sink the three

remaining ships.

/on
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‘7 On 23.»|i March, when the Clan Campbell was sunk and the

Breconshire seriously damaged, the enemy flaw 88 sorties against

the convoy. However, as has been seen, both the Pampas and

Talabot arrived safely in port. According to the A,0.0. Malta,

instead of the naval authorities moving the two ships to the

best-sheltered quays, with towering fortifications, where they

would have been afforded some protection and thus avoided being

easy target in all directions", the Talabot was left in
0

mid-stream and the Pampas was moored at an open quay,

also made of smoke with which, according to the A,0,C, Malta,

an

No use

was

it would have been easy to have covered the ships.

Before the arrival of the convoy, the A.O.C. Malta had also

pressed that "regardless of bombing, every soldier, airmen and

civilian must unload every minute of every 21|. hours," In the

event, little was done between the aiT:*ival of the ships, on the

morning of 2^gjl Mauroh, until they were finally sunk on 26l^ March,
R.A.P. personnel took off their deck cargo and what they could

get hold of "with great difficulty and no assistance",

some 5,000 tons of cargo was salvaged including 10 cases of

Only
D.O. Pile

'D./A.0.C,-in-C.
Malta

^.d/lUl/9i*/l36(A)

and

Merlin aero engines (4 for Spitfires and 6 for Hurricanes),

a large 14-cwt, case of parachutes, 18 drums of Glycol, 1 bomb-

trolley, 152 drums of red dope, together with miscellaneous case

I

s

and drums of paints and dopes, may of which had been damage as

deck cargo. Some petrol was also salvaged from the Breconshire.

It should be pointed out that it would have been dangerous

to have moored the Talabot anywhere but in mid-stream, as she was

carrying explosives.

/ Daring
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During the night 23/24 March, there was no enetDQr air

activity whatsoever over Malta and it was evident that

were being conserved for the following day whenresources
scane

200 aircraft attacked targets in the Grand Harbour and the

airfields of Halfar and Luqa,

attended with but slight success in the xb

the ships.

This high level of effort w

Jjjpeated attempts to

Another 100 sorties were floYm on

as

 sink

251^ March,

but it was not until March when 326 aircraft operated

against the island that the main objective was achieved. In

(7

the course of these attacks, which continued from dawn to dusk,
the T^abot was hit twice, set on fire and scuttled in order to

avoid her ammunition exploding. The Pampas was hit and

' /*>•« Wtll* a'f' Slet '

Tol. 3.

grounded, with decks awash and all but two of her holds flooded.

The Breconshire was set on fire and she sank at 11,00 hours the

next day, 274 March, In the course of these heavy and7

26-^ March, the cruiser Penelope was holed

both forward and aft and the submarine p, 39 was so badly
damaged, being split amidships, that she had to

sus

tained attacks. on

be beached.

The Enemy Air Offensive April, 1042

As has already been seen, the arrival of the ••pullsize”

234 March was the beginning of Malta* s

It was an all-out attempt to neutralise the

on(1 Convoy off Malta,

greatest ordeal.

island's air and A.A, defence by concentrated air assault.

Between 201^ March and 284 April, units of Pliegerkorps X

Hiegerfijurer Afrika joined in the raids on Malta and a total
6,500 tons of bombs was dropped.

a

The March figure of 4,92

Weichold. R,242, Tj nd

7

sorties, high though it was, was almost doubled in April and ro

0)
se

■to 9,599 sorties.

H,Q, Middle East
Table of Operations

«^IJ1/31/1.
The number of aircraft destroyed or damaged on the ground

throughout the month of April, amounted to 126 (2^4 destroyed and
A

82 damaged) which was equivalent to practically the whole of
/^alta* a

(1) The R,A.P, estimate of enemy sorties flown against the island,
4904 sorties, was almost half of the official enemy figure, but
their estimate of the weight of bombs dropped, 6,727 tons,
reasonably accurate.

was
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Malta*s air strength. Of the aircraft destroyed, 18 were

Wellingtons, 10 Hurricanes, 7 Spitfires, 3 Beauforts,

2. Albacores, 2 Hudsons, 1 Swordfish and 1 Walrus, a number of

these aircraft being in transit (e.g, the Beauforts).

aircraft listed as damaged,

fighters.

Of the

more than one half (54) were

A further 20 fighters were destroyed in combat

(11 Spitfires, 8 Hurricanes and 1 Beaufighter), the pilots of 6

of the Spitfires and 5 of the Hurricanes being lost. Before

H.Q. Me^terranean
o.e,b/iim/a17A.

the arrival of Spitfire reinforcements, on 20ifk April, there

days when the whole of Malta's fighter force was grounded due

to xinserviceability,

fighters throughout the month totalled

The average daily serviceability of

no more than 6 fighter

were

s.

The R,A.P. estimate of sorties flown against Malta during

April gives the following figures*

April 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

Attacks on Malta

IIJ5A10 249 149 187 204 26l 109 357 272 179 167

11 12 13 14 15 16

186 187 55 163 20 9

17 18 19 20

2  204 164 328

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

151 160 136 165 255 134 128 216

21

39 68

The combined total proved to be about one half of the sortie

figure given by the enemy in their records.

A measure of the scale of attack is given in the R,A,P,

estimate by targets

Target

Ta Kali

Bqnbers and Dive-bombers Tons of Bombs

460 840,Q. Med. O.R.B.

Halfar 440 750

Luqa 470 800

Kalafrana 110 200

Dockyard 1580 3150

Elsewhere 540 980

The enemy air offensive against Malta did not follow the

fixed priorities set by Kesseiringt

/phase I:
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tfa¥ It, Af

iy f/ff.

KC‘ 7o/fo6

I Phase I; neutralisation of A. A. defences.

lit mass attacks against airfields and aircraft.

"  III: attacks against naval forces, dockyards and

installations at La Valletta until completely
I

destroyed.

m point of fact, the enemy failed to adhere to any fixed list

of scientifically devised priorities and, as the Italian Air

Staff stated in a Memorandum on the subject, bitten at the

conclusion of the offensive, *the three phases corresponding to

the various categories of objectives, were non-existent in

practice.** (see later).

Ih April, the docl^ard area received by far the heaviest

weight of bcaabs, 3150 tons compared with 2590 tons dropped on the
Ui.1

four air bases of Ta Kali, B^£ar> Luqa and Kalafrana.

of 1580 sorties was flown against the dockyard area, oon^ared

with 1480 sorties against the four air bases,

a marked dispersal of eneiiy air effort on other targets, almost

wholly nraa-military in character, and which, in the Height of

bombs dropped and sorties flown, was higher than for any single

A total

There was also

A# X'f'txf'dH

4.; iuxf,

^/j-7

airfield.

It is a matter for interesting speculation what the result

would have been had the enemy concentrated the full weight of

their attack, to the exclusion of all other objectives, however

tempting, on first of all the three main air bases at Malta

Had this system been followed

and the air and A.A. defences of the island neutralised at an

early date in the offensive, the air reinforcement of Malta

could have been made virtually impossible.

Comparative British and Enemy Air Strengths and Losses .April, 1942.

On 17th April, the strength of R,A,P. aircraft on Malta

amounted to 86 of which I6 were Cat, "A" (O^rationally

serviceable or under inspectimi in units),

serviceable aircraft cnly 1 was a Spitfire and 12 were

In spite of the Spitfire reinforcements received

/through

and then the A,A. positions.

Of these

Hurricanes.

SECRET
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R.A.P, Strengths
in Middle East
Command,-VB39/1 •

fkka/

through Operation "Calendar* and the Hurricanes sent by the

Middle Bast, the average fighter serviceability throughout

the month wan no more than 6 and, at times, the -nhole of

Malta's fighter foxtse was grounded.

Particulars of the State of Aircraft at Malta, on

17th April, are as follows;:

Malta Weekly State 17th April, 1942

Gat, BCat, a Cat,C, Total^2®

Fighters

Spitfire 1 9 9 19

18Hurricane 12 27 57

Beaufighter 2 2 4

G.R.

Maryland 1 2 3

Bombers

Blenheim IV 2 2

Wellington 1 1

16 43 27

Note; Cat, A: Operationally serviceable or laoder

inspection in units.

Cat, B: Serviceable within I4 days.

Cat. C; Will not pass into Cat, E for I4 days

or more.

The above figures exclude the Fleet Air Arm aircraft.

Opposing this force, the Luftwaffe Oitler of Battle for

Sicily showed a strength of 4IO aircraft (179 fighters.ewft 204

bombers). The total strength of Luftflotte 2 in April was

730 aircraft, sane 500 of which were serviceable. The precise

strength of the Italian Air Force based on Sicily and Sardinia,

in April, 1942, is not known, but the figures for May, 1942,

show a total of 425 aircraft (excluding Coastal aircraft) of

which 224 were fighters and 201 bombers. The combined

air strength available for use against Malta, therefore,

amounted to approximately 800 aircraft, divided almost equally

/into

ft.fi.

£?=£x
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into bombers and fighters.

Detailed Orders of Battle for the Axis Air Force, in

April and May, 1942, are as follows:

Luftwaffe on Sicily - 18th Aprils 1942

StrengthType Serviceable Location

Long-range recce. 27 22 Trapani and
Gerbini

S.E. Fighters 137 111 Comiso, Gela and
San Fietro.bU .

Night Fighters 21 7 Catania

T.E. Fighters 21 9 Trapani

Bcaobers 172 120 Catania, Gerbini
and Comiso,

Dive Bcaobers 32 28 San Fietro

Total 410 297

Italian Air Force May. 1942

On Sicily

Fighters

Strength Serviceable

164 86

Bombers 133 78

Coastal 64 47

361 211

On Sardinia

Fighters 60 50

Bombers 68 38

Coastal 41 30

169 118

Grand Total Axis Aircraft based on Sicily and Sardinia and

including Italian Coastal aircraftr

Strength
Rs Asj ̂ etK

R.A.F.'s losses in combat, in April, 1942, totalled

20 aircraft, 13r. of th

(•jj" ra-lcitT 1 ifi-) yijiil 1

940 626Serviceable

■OpitflAvs (9 pilots

rai,Tfightex=^ A further 44H.Q. Mediterranean
0.R.B, and H.Q.
Middle East Daily
Opsums.

were destroyed on the ground and I6 aircraft ^6=®eaotets,
I--4 1' Bioiiliulmy

...) >' 1111 nf tlmii Mnlille Tint i>i

ylaiid uuit:

were either lost

/ •

in transit, on operations from Malta or crashed on landing or
/take-offSECRET
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The month's toteO. losses were 80 aircraft.take-off.

The operational losses of the Luftw^fe based on Sicily

emovinted to 63 aircraft, during ilpril, 1942 (25 140,109s*, 21 Ju,88s,

Of thesa 639 Ju,87s, 6 Ms.llOs, 1 Do«.24. and 1 Do».172),

aircraft, 18 were classified as being “not due to enemy action*,

Of these.leaving a balance of 4-5 &s having been shot down.

16 were described as having been shot down by eneny fighters,

13 by A.A. gunfire and the balance “not known**.
sz

The R.A.P, claimed^enemy aircraft destroyed (20 Ju.88s,

10 Ju.87s, 2 bt,20s, 18 Me, 109s, 1 Do.214 and 1 unidentified)

and the A.A. claimed 101 (6l Ju.88s, 24 Ju.87s, and I6 Me.l09s)«

It is interesting to note that the A.A, claims, alone, were twice

the enemy's total losses.

In spite of the considerable numerical superiority enjoyed

by the enemy forces based on Sicily and Sardinia, which amounted

to 17 to in fighters and rising, on occasion, to 50 to one or

even more, the enemy's operational losses totalled 63 aircraft

The comparative loss of

While the R.A.P. lost 20

fighters in combat during the month, the enemy's own losses over

or in the vicinity of the island amounted to 18.

ctimulative effect of the intensive bombing, the lack of Spitfire

reinforcements and the general shortage of spares and supplies

which gave the enemy their high level of air superiority over

Malta,

compared with the R.A.P.'s loss of 80.

fighters is even more striking.

It was the

Analysis of the Attacks oa the Airfields and the Dockyard Area April

Broadly speaking, the three main airfields at Malta, Luqa,

MwlPhi and Ta Kali sustained much the same scale of attack

throughout the mcxith.

(1) Lmgai During t he 31<* March and Isk April, a

Hudson crashed on landing from Gibraltar, killing

The next day, JU,88sthe crew of four sergeants,

dive-bombed the airfield, cratering the runway.

/damaging
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damaging aircraft and M.T*. and injuring some airmen*

More airmen were injured when a billet was bombed

during the night 3/4 April and a transit Wellington

The following night three Wellingtons

collided on the flare-path and wei*e destroyed, to

gether with serious casualties to the crews*
. I 04.IV

bljh April, a Beaufort crashed, killing all the Soww,

and enemy bombers damaged the Signals Equipment

Section, the cookhouse, the N,A.A.P.I

a Beaufighter, 5 Hurricanes and a HOJ Spitfire,

following day, the Armoury, Main Stores and Ration

was damaged.

On

some transpor•»

On

A A. A

i.

itf.Vy Ui^s.

(\

t.

the

Stores, the N.A.A.P.I. and Airmen*^s Mess were destroyed.

A block containing the tyre section, instrument «r>i^

cameras, together with three other blocks,

demolished.

were

The Transit ELight Offices and Sick

Quarters were damaged, together with two aircraft.

<7 7/ Tt

/1 Further damage was caused on the and 10^ when
five aircraft were destroyed or damaged and a Hudson

crashed, all six members of the crew being either

killed or seriously injvired.

11^ April, nine aircraft were destroyed
The runway and dispersal au:eas were

cratered on 12^ April by 5 Ju*88s, when three
Wellingtons were burnt out, further damage being done

to billets, the Guard Room, Canteen, Dining H»n and

Ritchen the next day. On 14^ April, the zunway was
cratered, the camp warning system put out of action

and a Beaufort which had just landed was shot up by

Me*109s, killing the pilot and wounding the rest of the

In the course of heavy

attacks on

and four damaged.

7

7

crew.

Further cratering of the runway was caused on

181^ April, five aircraft being destroyed and others

damaged,

also badly damaged.

®ie airfield* s precious motor-roller was

Another motor-roller which had

7

/been
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been brought in was damaged on April

Transit Flight Offices and Works and Buildings Offices,

together with four billets, were wrecked and the main

Petrol bombs were dropped on the

same daj, setting fire to the grass on the runway*

bomb which fortunately failed to explode, fell close to

Luqa's owa bombast ore and Me:* 109s, machine-gunning the

airfield, destroyed two Spitfires*

On Zlijt April, the main runway was again badly

cratered, two Wellingtons written off and other air-

and the

runways cratered*

A

craft damaged* The Station*s latrines and ablutions

were also demolished* Workshops and E<iuipinent

Stores suffered further damage on 22x^ April and four
aircraft were burnt out* Two more aircraft were

destroyed and others damaged in the course of a dive-

bombing attack on 23J|ik April,

personnel killed and wounded and two aircraft destroyed

During 25^4 April,

the R.A.P. Officers* Quarters and the Army Quarters

were demolished and five Anny personnel were killed

and five R.A.P, badly injured.

Arimen*s Quarters was also destroyed*

On 2^ij|k April, three aircraft were destroyed and

others damaged, together with buildings,

most concentrated series of attacks was on 2?^ April

when the Officers* Mess, the Sergeants* Quarters, the

Electrical Section were demolished and further

Billets were bombed and

and others damaged the next day.

A section of the

One of the

severe damage was d one to the Sick Quairters and

On 291|k April, dive-bombers

destroyed the Telephone Exchange and more severe

A number of

Fighter Flight Offices,

damage was done to other buildings*

aircraft were destroyed and damaged on the following

day, when No* 6$ Wireless Section office was de-

molished.

/«U)SECRET
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(ii) flalfag:

The first of the month's attacks began on April

■with four raids made by a total of 68 bombera. Two

M-O / i-
aircraft were destroyed, ten damaged, personnel were

injured and the airfield was extensively cratered,

a result, JBnlfm was rendered unserviceable and the
A

aircraft were transferred temporarily to Ta Kali,

the following day, a further 22 craters were made on the

airfield and more aircraft and buildings were damaged.

On April there was more extensive cratering, the

Officers' Quarters were damaged, the paraffin store set

alight, one soldier killed and two injured and a

Hurricane destroyed and another severely damaged.

As

On

The airfield was again badly cratered on and

5^ April and the next day the Officers' Mess was
severely damaged. Further heavy raids continued, with

the main effect of cratering the runways, until 10^
April when the Sergeants' Mess was severely damaged.

On the next day one Hurricane was burnt out and five

damaged. In the course of a series of dive-bombing

raids on April, a number of buildings were badly

damaged, a firepump destroyed, a 'bus fire tender,

two lorries and a oar were also severely damaged. In

the course of raids by thirty-odd bombers on 19'^ April,
damage was caused to barrack blocks, the N,A,A.P.I, and

On the following day, 18 Ju, 88s damaged

aircraft and barrack blocks.

Sporadic raids continued until 26-^April, cratering
the runways and destroying or damaging a number of

The Sergeants' Mess was practically

demolished, together with the Stores and N,A.A.F,I,

/fVirther

cookhouse.

aircraft.
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Further damage- to buildings and aircraft was caused in

the course of raids on 28, 29 and 30 April. On the

latter date a Plight Sergeant was killed and a number of

airmen injured. During this intensive air bombardment,

apart from those times when the airfield was actually
(4a f Fdt-

unserviceable, fighters operated from aalPua*, while

\

from time to time Swordfish and Albaoores went out on

shipping strikes,

(iii) Ta Kali:

The month opened with air-raid alarms throughout

fa Kd/; ic

R.t.B-lTN’rj

A../
r

the day and the ominous forecast, '"Wind south. No cloud.

The heavy bombing at Hal Par on^lst April rendered the

airfield there unserviceable and for a long time their

fighters operated from Ta Kali. Large numbers of

soldiers were busy working on the airfield at Ta Kali

repairing the surface and constructing pens for aircraft.

At the same time, fighter activity frcsn the airfield

was considerable and small formations of between two and

rt

five Spitfires were challenging enemy formations many

On the morning of 2fl4 April,

two Spitfires were ‘ jumped^ by a large formation of

Me.l09s and shot down, with the loss of one pilot.

A similar thing happened in the afternoon when two more

Spitfires were shot down and one pilot lost.

On April, some sixty bombs were dropped on the

airfield, rendering the greater part of it unserviceable

One Spitfire was destrcyed, three

damaged and a Blenheim and a Beaufighter damaged.

6l4 April, almost all the buildings had been destroyed,

in a series of heavy raids, and personnel were kept busy

salvaging valuable equipment and spares in between the

In spite of these oondi-

times their own numbers.

for six hours.

waves of attacking aircraft,

tions, the Hurricanes and Spitfizws still managed to

One pilot. Plight Lieutenant Heppell had theoperate.

/unnerving
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unnerving experience of being blown out of his air

craft on two successive days. The first time, on

8^ April, his aircraft was probably hit by a Bofors
shell. The second time, he had just svicceeded in

damaging a Ju. 88 when he was again blown out of his

aircraft at 8,000 feet.

Throughout this period of intensive bombing,

valuable assistance was rendered by the D.L.I, in making

the airfield serviceable again, '’Aerodrome serviceable

on strip**, says an entiy in No, 2^9 Squadron O.R.B, for

131|(t April, "Extensive repairs,
doing great work, working all night over 300 straag,

showing great gallantry during raids,"

% 13^ April,.owing to adverse weather conditions
and poor visibility, the raids had abated temporarily

and an opportunity was afforded for the salvaging of

equipment and stores from the wrecked camp. Most of the

airmen, together with H.Q, offices, were moved into

tents. The Maltese labourers employed by A,M.W,D,

refused to work on the airfield and airmen were kept

working veiy long hours. By April, the wind had

again veered round from the east to the south and the

Army working party

weather had become fine and clear. In spite of the

heavy raids that followed on this break in the weather,

extensive preparations were made for the reception of

the incoming Spitfires from Operation "Calendar",

Airny* police and Ground Crews, under the supervision of

the Pilots, all helped in the building of aircraft

pens and making repairs to the runways.

The

/on
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On 20^ April, the day that the Spitfires arrived at

Malta, many air raids v/ere made on the camp and, in

the course of engagements, claims were made of eight

enemy fighters and bombers destroyed*

Ju.88s dropped 200 bombs on the airfield on 21i^ April,

The runways were extensively cratered and four Spitfires

were destroyed on the ground and five damaged.

Some fifty

Claims

were made of ten enei^y aircraft destroyed*

brigades were formed and the airmen were encouraged to

fire their rifles at low-flying aircraft from their

slit trenches*

Rifle

"Morale of airmen much improved. says

an entiy in the Station 0.R.B*

On 23||4 April, the eneEny bombing continued

damage was dene to buildings on the airfield and also

aircraft*

and m

"Cut in rat ions, “ says another entry in t

ore

he

"Difficult to feed the men adequately

Men were brought in from Kalafrana to help

in the salvage of material and equipment from the bombed

Ta Kali 0*R,B*

already*“

buildings* The dive-bombing and machine-gunning of the

airfield.and gun positions was extensive and only the

most urgent work could be done on repairing the craters

The dust was described as "very trying

getting worse* and the men were suffering frcaa trouble

with their feet, owing to the lack of boots and shoes*

Attacks on the camp continued unabated until the end

of the month when preparations v^ere in hand for the

reception of further Spitfire reiixforcements, a complaint

being made by the Station Admin* Staff that there had

and pens.

f

been too much secrecy about the previous arrival of

Spitfires, so that it was impossible to give the Ground

Staff adequate warning* On the last day of the month,

small-arms fire scored an encouraging success when a

Me* 109, which was trying to intercept Spitfires as they

landed, was shot down.

/(iv)
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(iv) Kalafrana;

The Seaplane and Air/Sea Rescue Base at Kalafrana

did not escape the attention of the eneoQr* On April,

the north slipway and a hangar were hit. On April,

the Torpedo Depot, m/n Section and north and south

slipways were hit and the Officers* Mess severely

The 0,0's house and Officers' Married Qxiarters

On 6t|i April, the only two Air/Sea

Rescue aircraft, a Swordfish and a Walrus, were destroyed

when the hangar received a direct hit.

damaged.

were also damaged.

On 181^ April,

the Stores Hangar was set on fire and the Sunderland

hangar hit. Two days later, there were hits on the

Test Bench Station Sick Quarters, the north slipway and

On 26-^ April there were seriousthe Dental Centre,

casualties when one officer and three CRs were killed and

caie officer and eight CRs injured. In addition, there

were two civilians killed and thirteen injured.

During the month, marine craft rescued four pilots,

one of them a German, A high-speed launch was attacked

by Me.l09s, These were driven off by Spitfires but not

before serious casualties had been inflicted on the crew ,

of the launch.

Malta's Urgent Need for Further Spitfire Reinforoements,

The inability of Malta* s fighter force to protect the

"Pullsize* convpy and the loss of the four merchant vessels at the

end of their hazardous and costly voyage came as  a bitter blow

to all concerned. On 27^ March, the Governor of Malta sent

a personal signal to the C,A,S, urging a considerable increase

in the numbers of Spitfires to reinforce the fighter defence of

the island.

-^alta^ he wrote, •**can only continue to be useful
if we are able to protect the ships and aircraft
which operate from here. Moreover, Malta can
only be held if we protect ships unloading vital
supplies and thus ensure replenishment of our stocks.
Our experiences of the last few days have made it
clear that, with our present resources, in view of
the great enemy strength in Sicily, we cannot do this.
The situation thus disclosed is extremely serious and
must at all costs be remedied/*'

/

Convoy to Malta

/=JL^('.yiIJl/l83/262,

The
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The C.A.S. told the Govenior, in his reply, that he

fully realised Malta's urgent need for more high-performance

fighters and eveiythii^^ossible was being done to help,
ability to do so from the West depended on the availability

of the force ■?(piich had other vital commitments,

to the second half of "Picket®, 32 more Spitfires were being

prepared for shipment to Gibraltar,

operations, Malta's fighter force would have to be maintained

from Egypt whence ten cannon Hturricanes had been sent and

further ten were on their way,

C,0,S, Decision not to Send a Convoy to Malta until June,

The

In additio

Apart frcsn these

a

(1)

n

In the meantime, the failure of Operation "Pullsiae® had

accentuated Malta's sufficiently serious supply situation and

and Governor of Malta sent a reassessment of the position to

the Clhiefs of Staff, Bread and 'pasta*, he told them, would

last until July, fodder until the end of June, stocks of aviation

spirit imtil the Middle of August, benzine vintil the middle of

ItWviiMi 1^ early July, most stocks of coal would be used up

by the end of June, meat by the same time, H,A,A, ammunition by

the end of Juno and Light A, A, by the end of July,

and A,A, equipment, naval, R.A,P, and hospital equipment

All Army

was

7,G,A.S, Defence
of Malta,

4l^WiyiDf/27(a)

extremely short and the R.A,P.'s own stocks of bombs and

ammunition were low, the estimates including all stocks salvaged

fran the Breconshire and Pampas,

On his copy of this telegram, the Prime Minister minutedt

■'"What are the plans for the April C5 envoy? We
certainly have not got 'large quantities of transport
aircraft', but what can be done with additional large
submarines or fast ships of the Abdiel class type?
What a pity we did not get hold of the 'Surooeuf*
and keep her on this job. How much can a sulmtarine^
carry? What about sending in vitamins and other
concentrates?

W.S.O, 3.4.'42

ITJ The annihilation of No. 229 Squadron is alluded to in
earlier Section of the Narrative.
(2) The Free French submarine 'Surcoeuf' was the largest in the
world with a surface displacement of 2,880 tons.  A suggestion
been made in April ,194L, that she should be used for carrying stoes
to Malta, but her great size and slow diving ability ruled this
out.After the declaration of war on Japan, it was decided to send
her to the pacific to reinforce the French Forces, However, she
was rammed and sunk by the American merchant ship, Thompson Lykes
in the Caribbean on 19th Pebruaiy, 1942, seven days after she
left Bermuda.

an
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At the 106th Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff held on the

day after the Prime Minister*s Minute, the First Sea Lord, Sir

Dudley Pound said that due to the air situation at Malta, he had

decided that no attempt should be made to run in  a convoy during

Plans would, however, be made to send a convoy during

May from each end of the Mediterranean and suggested that

the Cmimanders**in—C^ief oonoemed should be informed of these

proposed arrangements,

uneconomical to run a convoy during April,

some of the eneny air forces in Sicily might be withdrawn

and Malta's fighter defences should be considerably stronger.

As soon as he knew the capacity of the American aircraft-carrier,

he would be able to give a firm date as to isdien that number of

aircraft would be available.

April.

The C,A.S. agreed that it would be

1E7 May, however.

(2)

At a further meeting of the Chiefs of Staff, on 7-ttl April,

and in reply to the Prime Minister* s Minute, Sir Dudley Pound

said that one submarine had already taken supplies from Gibraltar

to Malta and that further similar arrangements were being made.

Lack of fuel at Malta made it impossible to use fast ships for

running in supplies. sir Charles Portal stated that^ owing to

1

'7
the lack of Spitfire spares in Malta, it would be necessary to

send one Whitley a week which might also carry small amounts of

light supplies, such as urgently-needed medical requirements,

total of fifty Spitfires would be ready for launching on to the

American aircraft-carrier by 12i^ April and the loading
have been completed by that evening.

A

should

It was eventually decided, at a Chiefs of Staff Meeting

held on 184i April, not to attempt

Gibraltar to Malta in May,

(a) Owing to the gpnerail naval situation.

an east bound convoy from

as :

no risks could

be run of having capital ships or aircraft carriers

damaged.

rn This was a case of 'intelligent anticipation* as the news of
the switch of German aircraft from Sicily to Russia and North
Africa was not known mtil April,

(2) The Eagle was due for repairs and it had been suggested that
the American aircrai’t-carrier Wasp should be used. Her capacity
was in the region of 50 aircraft,a number being slung from the
hangar roof.
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(b) The strength of the enemy air forces in Sicily was

such that this would involve risk of damage to the

capital ships and at least one aircraft carrier.

By abandoning the vest to east convoy, heavy ship

reinforcements could reach the Indian Ocean at least

three weeks earlier.

By 234t April, however, the position in the Mediterranean had

deteriorated to such an extent, due mainly to the eneiny's

concentrated air attacks on Malta, that the Chiefs of Staff

informed the Governor of Malta and the Commanders-in-Chief

Middle East that the “the passage of a convoy to Malta in May,

whether frcsn west or the east, presents insurmountable

difficulties,”

(c)

The reasons for the decision not to send an eastbound

convoy were restated, as above. The escape of the March

convoy was described as “providential” was attributed

largely to t he weather. “To attempt a westbound convoy,” the

message continued, ”under present conditions, without capital

ships and aircraft-carrier escort, is to court almost certain

The necessary capital ships and aircraft carriers,

or carriers, cannct at present be made available♦“

in hand for a further big batch of Spitfires to be flown in,
a-X

in May, from the^aircraft carrier Wasp, in addition to the
consignment from the Eagle,

to send in A,A, ammunition by fast minesweeper and possibly

submarine, from the west.

disaster.

plans were

Arrangements were also being made

y”Tou must hold out|^ the signal concluded, with the
above slight relief until mid-June, In the early
days of June we shall know what has happened to
General Auchinleck’s offensive. If he has got
Martuba or Benghafi, the chances of a Malta convoy
getting through from the east, without capital ships,
will be greatly improved. We shall also know how
much of the German Air Force has been dj'awn away frm
the Mediterranean to the South Russian front. We
can also judge the situation in the Indian Ocean as
it then appears, and the decision can be taken whether

not Admiral Somervil!tt/should proceed with all three
aircraft carriers and Warspite to escort the convoy
through the Mediterranean, It is hoped that this

will consist of at least 12-15 knot supply

/operation

or

convoy

ships
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Operation "Caleadar" (“Newman")r Reinforcement of Malta with

Spitfires from U,S, Aircraft Carrier Wasp - April, 13^2

Mention has already been made of the fact that repairs

v<ere necessaiy on the aircraft carrier Eagle. These were due to

defects in her steering-gear which meant that she had to be

laid up for a month at a time when the air attacks on Malta

were at their heaviest. An application was accordingly

I

made, by the prime Minister to the President of the United

States for the loan of the carrier Wasp which could take at

least fifty aircraft.

f ■^Unless it were necessary for her to fuel/*' the
message read, >*Wasp could proceed through the Straits
at night, without calling at Gibraltar until on the
return journey, as the Spitfires would be embarked on
the Clyde.A f1. A'/e

CS14123
Operation
"Calendar",

Thus, instead of not being able to give Malta any
further Spitfires during April, a powerful Spitfire
force could be flown into Malta at a strike and give
us a chance of inflicting a veiy severe and possibly
decisive check on the eneiny.^

The use of the Wasp was agreed by the President of the

United States and embarkation of Spitfires on the aircraft

carrier began on 10^ April, when she arrived at King George V
The Fighter Command pilots of Nos, 601 and 603 Squadrons

arrived two days later and were embarked that evening,

airfield at Abbotsinch, which is veiy low-lying, was frequently

unserviceable at time when the incoming Spitfires were due to

arrive, and it was only by the use of the airfield at Renfrew

and with the assistance of Mr, Nixon, the American Manager of

Lockheeds, who set his men to construct platforms, mounted

Queen Marys, for the conveyance of the Spitfires by road from

the airfield to the dockside, that the aircraft were loaded on

time.

Dock.

The

on

Altogether, 47 Spitfires were loaded on the Wasp,  5 of

them slung from the hangar roof,

over the question of camfouflage, A number of the aircraft

arrived with desert camouflage which was changed, at Abbotsinch,

/for

Considerable confusion arose
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for a type of sea camouflage used by the A.S.Us,

a squadron leader who was with the party discovert that this

camouflage was different from the one laid down by Air Ministry,

By that time, it was too late to alter the camouflage on shore.

The necessary equipment for 'doping*^ the aircraft was accord

ingly rushed on board the Wasp early on the m oming of 13*(d

April, just before she sailed from the Clyde.

Before the aiipraft were embarked on the Wasp ithey were

found to be deficient in a number of iUnes, particularly tools

These had been most probably stolen frcwx the

aircraft when, because of the prevailing bad weather and the

distance involved in ferrying them to Scotland, the, aircraft

had been forced to land two or three times and for periods

However,

and clocks.

Appendix ”L”L to
Maintenance Command

O.R.B.

Appendix "A“ to
No. 50 Wing O.R.B.

varying between three and twenty-fovir hours.

Operation "Calendar"’ proved an unqualified success.

"The TSar at Sea"

Vol. 3.
The Wasp was accompanied by the battle cruiser Renown and

escorts which comprised Force

Gibraltar, but passed through the Strait|i in the dark,

flying operations began at 05.30 hours on 20l|^ April and 58

aircraft, including the carrier*s own fighters, were flown off

the Wasp in 6l minutes, from a position 037 degrees 30* North

003 degrees 30* east.

She did not call at

The^9

‘1
C.S. U123.

e

At about one third of the distance between Panteli^ria

and Malta, orders were received over the r/T, in good English,

As by that timeto proceed on a bearing towards Pantell^ia.
Malta was already in sight, these instructions v/ere ignored.

as they obviously emanated from the eneny.

Out of the 2(7 Spitfire V.C. aircraft which left the Wasp

ItS arrived sai'ely at Malta,

did not arrive.

One, piloted by a Sergeant Walcott,

The Officer Canmanding No. 603 Sqviadron saw

him leave his foxtoation, but at the time thought he was doing

so to join the following formation. Apparently, this pilot

had previously landed in the Irish Free State, but had not been

/interned
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interned and in the course of conversation, on the voyage, he

i that Malta would never see him,

AS with the ships of Operation "SVillsize" the real test of

Operation "Calendar* was apparent when the Spitfire had actually

landed on Malta. Within 90 minutes of the arrival of the first

of the Spitfires, on 20i|k April, the enemy launched a series

of very heavy and destructive raids on Ta Kali and Luqa which

received 98 tons of bombs and 2(8 tons respectively. By 23:^ April,
the weight of bombs dropped on Ta Kali, in the three days, had

risen to 377 tons and 122 on Luqa,

^oth places a complete shambles,/ the A.O.C, Malta
signalled the A,0,0, Middle East, /in spite of soldiers
working day and night. Have made eveiy effort to get
Spitfires off the ground
widely dispersed, some with complete cover from blast,
other with pens and blast walls. In spite of this  , nine

destroyed on ground direct hits, twenty-nine damaged
splintered rocks. Owing to heavy fighter escorts our
battle casualties eight Spitfires destroyed and 75^
remainder damaged in combat. In addition usual defects
which affect serviceability, landing and take-offs fraught
with danger owing to bomb-holes and debris. Army filling
holes night and day. Shortage rollers and mechanised
equipment. All big bomb holes one hundred tons to fill.
Dispersal tracks often blocked. Airmen work all day and

in shifts throughout night. Eight Wellingtons very well
dispersed over wide area and in pens. Dive-bombers
make for them.. .Cannot do more to protect Yfellingtons
or Spitfires,. In Bfittle of Britain, one squadron twelve

fighters used sixty fighters each fourteen dasrs with all
resources of Britain on hand. Here everything liable
to attack. No security. German intention appears to
be air blockade into submission. Their aim now is to

destroy harbour facilities so that when convoy arrives
it will be difficult to unload it. Also to destroy
aerodromes and all equipment for handling aircraft. To
hold this island must have abundance of Spitfires and
hope to get them into air before next raid which was
ninety minutes on this occasion,^

had stated

All Spitfires in pens

A, 0, C, —in—C,

Correspondence with
Prime Minister, etc.
Part IV

/3L(«C2f^IJl/l83/271(D)

It was three hours before the newly-arrived Spitfires were

in action, partly due to excessive secrecy at Malta which

prevented the Administrative Staff from making adequate prepara-

(1)
Also, in spite of

/the
tions for the reception of the aircraft.

(1) Extensive ground organisation enabled the Spitfires
received during the next operation (’OppidAn*) to be operational
within 35 minutes.
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the most explicit instructions from lir Ministry, the

aircrafts’ cannons had not been air-tested before ]^javing

the U,K, and there was trouble with faulty ammunition,
g

Heavy Lojases Sustained by No. 148 Squadron (7<ellingtons)
m April, the A.O.C,-in-C. Middle East paid Malta  a visit

and was thus able personally to witness the intensity of the

In his book, "Briefed to Attack", Airenemy air attacks.

Marshal Lloyd describes the vist,

J^There was a raid at Takali, as soon as Tedder
arrived there, and from the verandah of the Officers'
Mess he was able to get an excellent view of the
enemy tactics and the encircling patrols of 109s as
it closed in on the aerodrome below us to dive on

The visit to Luqa,
however, was better timed as a few minutes before
Tedder had arrived there, the Axis had dropped a few
more hundred tons of bombs, making it a shambles.
Pilots, observers, radio-operators, air gunners and
airmen and soldiers were busy moving the stone and
filling the holes (all of them as happy as sandboys),/

At the time of this visit, Malta’s serviceable fighter

every sign of movement,

force had been reduced to four Hurricanes, one Spitfire, one

"Such a force,® the A.0,C,-in-C, MiddleBeaufighter,

East signallij^ to the C.A.S. on 22nd April, "useless against

scale of attack theia being made,"

Before going to Malta, the A,0,C,-in-C, had decided that

an attempt must be made to counter-attack enemy airfields.

once the Spitfires had made it possible to renew operations.

/pound Lloyd had similar plan,-*^ he wrote to the
C.A.S.

aerodromes in South Sicily and they have got care
less, Sent eight Wellingtons with double crews
yesterday to operate two or three sorties per
night against fighter aerx)dix)mes initially. Two
more to-night with some maintenance personnel,^

Events soon proved, however, that Malta was in no

/Enemy fighters limited to threef
A.0.C.-in-G.

Correspondence with
Prime Minister, etc.
Part IV

A/V*. U1/183/271(D)

position, as yet, to operate V/ellingtons successfully.

During the night 20/21 April, eight Wellingtons of No, litB

Squadron took off from A.L.G. 107, with fourteen crews,

spaced in such a manner as to arrive at Malta in two groups

of four, with intervals of fifteen minutes between each

/aircraft
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aircraft and thirty minutes between the two groups. They

landed safely at Luqa and were moved to the dispersal area.

Soon after this had been effected, heavy raids were launched

against Luqa in the course of which two of the newly-arrived

Wellingtons were destroyed and one damaged,

planned to operate double sorties against Comiso airfield

that night, using the crews which had been carried as

passengers, but the disorganisation due to the enemy attacks

prevented bombing-up \xntil 23.30 hours and it was thus only

possible to complete one operation by each of five aircraft.

The weather over the

It had been

target-jfcfii^veiy bad and the results of

NO, 148 Squadron
O.R.B.

the bombing were disappointing,

following day, 22ji^ April, four more Y/ellingtons
were damaged by eneny raids and delay in the preparation of

the aircraft for operations that night was also caused,

Comiso was again the target. In all, seven sorties were

I a q»<Vt y
flown, two of the aircraft managing to do three trips dMe- ̂

^ the bonbing,

bombs being dropped close to hangars and across the airfield.

Some thirty heavy guns, together with light A,A

action against the raiding Wellingtons,

Two Wellingtons which had been left in reserve at

The

All aircraft found the targets, sticks of

went into• >

i

Daily Int, Sums,

A.L.G, 106 arrived safely at Malta during the night 22/23

April, However, intensive attacks by enenDy bombers on

Luqa on 23^ Apidl destroyed another Wellington, leaving

only five available for operations,

sorties were flown against Comiso, three by one aircraft,

two by another aircraft and one each by the remaining three,

A.A. opposition was intense and although bombs were dropped

That night eight

Two of thet^et area, no results were observed,
Wellingtons failed to return and with them were lost two

in the

Another Wellington was destroyedvery experienced crews.

/on
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on the gxxMind at Luqa on the fcaiowijag day, 2i|.th April, and others

damaged, leaving only cme aircraft serviceable and available for

operations* This aircraft -was detailed, but caring to the very heavy

opposition over the target, it -nas decided not to send one aircraft

alone* The operation vas therefore cancelled* That same ni^t, t«ro

of the Squadron's N.C.O's were killed by concussion in an air-raid

shelter* A further ppemtitm against a battleship at Messina which

was planned for 23th ̂ ril also had to be cancelled, as one of the two

aircraft detailed becaae unserviceable after damage due to eneDoy action

had been repaired.

On 26 ̂ ril, the detachment was recalled to the Middle East and the

two ranaaining aircraft, one of them r^aired after bomb damage, flew

Six more relief aircraft arrived at Malta during the

Crews and

back to base*

night 2^27 ̂ ril and these returned to Middle East*

passengers were detailed to take these aircraft over as they landed,

of them being inspected, refuelled and turned round within A8some

minutes of their arrival at Malta.

Out of the ten aircsraift originally sent to Malta on detafitonent te

the Middle East, ei^t had been destroyed within five days, the crews

of two aircraft lost on operatimms and two N.C.Os killed in an air raid.

On the same day, 26 ̂ ril, the Royal Navy's 10th Submarine Flotilla left ;:|

Thus, in the face of the sustained and intensive air

offensive, mainly launched by Luftflotte 2. the use of Malta as an

offensive base had been proved inpraoticable*

for Alexandria*

Operation "Hercules" t The Qennan Plan for the Invasion of Malta

The Italian plan for the projected invasion of Malta, Operation

”C*3", was taken over by the Gennans and given the somewhat grand!-

Examination of the plan, vdiichloquent title of Operatic "Hercules",

is r^roduced as an Appendix, gives bnnediately an ispression of

After the successful coopletion of Operation

"Theseus" (the occupation of Qyrenaioa) vdiich, at the time tiiis plan

Teutonic thoxcuf^iness*

/was
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was circulatad by Kesselring was envisagsd as being completed

about the middle of June, there was to be a pause of nine days*

During this interval, imits would be moved to new bases rested

and re-fitted* Reconnaissance of Malta would be renewed and

Kesselring* s
plan for the
invasixm of

Malta

Trans* A.H.B.6

operations would be continued against the island on a small scale

in order partly to haiq>er any reconstruction wox^ There would then

f<dlow, on 29 June \sitil 17 July, an all-out assault on the island* s

air defences and on installaticms, particularly in or near the
Z

proposed landing j^moes* D-Day chosen for Ihe invasion of Malta was

to the 18th July, 1942*

In the preparatory phase, units of X FLiegerkorps and iliegerfuhrer
%

Afrika were to join Eliegexteorps in Sicily. In order to camouflage

the movement of XI Eliegeiicorpa foxmatixms, ̂ ich comprised three

paratxoop regiments, runours were to be abroad about of drafts being

sent from France to the Russian front* Already, at the time the plan

was being prepared and finally approved. May 1942, some seven transport

Gruppen comprising 2/300 aircraft were being fitted out for these

^ecial operations* Traini]^ with the airborne and paratroop units

would be coopleted in the Flieger Divisicm area in France*

KLieger IBS, was to be in ccmmand of all the air tran^ort forces.

It was planned that the preparatory phase would be devoted mainly

air operations designed to

ha^^Ktss Malta* s defending air force and interfere with the construction

of military installatixma* After that, 1he preliminary phase would

follow and last far twenty days, during Tdiich time every effort would

be made to obtain oomnand of the air elver Malta hy an all-out bomber

and fighter effort. At the same time, in the course of these

operations, final and low-level reconnaissance of the island*s defence

installations would be carried out.

to intensive reconnaissance also

I

At the end of the first week of this preliminary phase, systematic

attacks were to be launched against these defence installations*  All

miplacements, particularly those around the airfields -

eliminated by dive-bombing and low-level attacks* At t

ware to be

he same time,

/tentative
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tentative attacks ̂ rould be made against coastal batteries and ̂ jports

in the north and east of the island to find out hcsr easily they could

be put out of aoticai. In the ttiird week, attacks would be concentrated

lidiolly on the elimination of the defence installations adjacent to 1iie

airfields and Beotoxa* The main objective of these preliminary

operations would be to neutralise Malta as an air base by the eve of

the invasion, and reduce air, ground and coastal defences to a minimum*

The final stages in the reducticm of Malta* s defences «bb to take

place on the day ̂ dien the actual assault was launched, vhen aU

whiwh continued to offer opposition would be obliterated by

pinpoint attacks*

Between 08.00 hours and 09*00 hours on D-Day a fUU-scale attack

would be launched against defence installaticms in the landing areas

Troop transports were to take off for theand against the airfields,

first Tanaingg to be effected at Eero Hour (13.30 hours) and these

attacks wore to be maintained until the first tran^ort aircraft could

During the actual landings, all

esplacements would be pinned down by continuous air attack*

Further waves of paratraoops were to be dropped by dusk, together

with the necessary supplies and heavy enaear^

the area and prevent any reinforcements from being brou^t up and act

dose-range artillery to assist in the capture of strongpoints.

To facilitate this the bomber fomations wore to be allotted for close

be seen over the south coast*

Booibers would patrol

as

support to individual regiments.Ibid.

At dusk, the airborne troopj in gliders wore to land in the area

Th^ were to capture the Fortbetween Kalafrana and Fort Benghaisa*

and the coastal area under cover of smoke screen and eatablish a line

of defence towards the west along the road from Fort Beighaisa to

Dunmies were also to be drqpped by parachute duringKalafrena Bay.

a series of nuisance raids against the coast line in the Bay of

Marsa Soirocoo*
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Tlie invasion ocaivoy was to sail not later than the time when the

The battle groves would land not later than 2^00 hours,

the assault parties to go ashore first, followed by their tanks and guns

and, finally, by the infantiy.

The seaborne landing party for Ealafrana would take place at nig^t.

Ju*52*s took off.

A quarter of an hour before this, navsQ. units would lay a smokescreen

under cover of which the $iebel ferries, with their 88 m«m. guns, would

This major landing near Kalafxana would besail into Marsa Scirocco Bay.

under the comnand of Admiral Weichold.

The main task on the day of the invasion would be to capture the

The fleet would remain drawn vp broadlyairfields at Hal Ear and Erendi.

Possible tasks for the fleet would be toto the south-west of the island,

isolate Valetta, pin down shore battexdes on the east coast by gun fire

and si:^ort feint landings and diversionezy attacks north of the Victoria

Idnes 'vdiich bisect the nortl>>west part of the island,

invasion, the activity of the G.A.P. would d^end entirely on the tsictical

situati<»].

After the initial

Ibid.

On 21 April, when the banbing of Ma^ta was at its moat intense, a

Spitfire of No, 69 Squadron piloted by Sergeant Colquhoon, made a photo

graphic reccamaissance of the enaay airfields at Catania, Gerbini, Gela,

Biacari and Ccmiso, all in the eastern and south-eastern parts of Sicily.

When photographic interpretation was undertaken it was remarked tixat
n

close to Gerbini in the Catanis^plain^ a rectangular area seme 1,500 yards

by 400 yards bad been marked out by a plough,

reconnaissance revealed that the strip had been cut and levelled and it

By the 24th, further
I

was apparent that seme kind of important and novel satellite to the

At first it was thou^t that thebomber airfield was being constructed.No. 69 Sqru

Malta* o!e.Bs, Germans were making arrangements for an even more concentrated bombardment

A close watch by aircraft of No. 69 Squadron was maintained

in spite of the heavy bombing of their airfield and by the end of the

By 10 May, the work of all thrd@

/ strips

of Malta.

mmith two more strips were revealed.
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strips tiad been ccn^leted, huts erected) and underground cables laid.

It was then obvious that instead of bcmbers the strips had been built

to accannodate gliders tdiich were designed to play an iinpoirtant part in

a projected invasion of Malta. ̂

The glider strips were saghtec^ in the Catanian plain not more than

They were also convenLently close to a

railway station on the direct line frcm Messina, where the fezxy was

situated) over which glider cooponexits and troops could pass,

in spite of these preparatioiS) no gliders appeared on the strips and

soon it was obvious that the invasion of Melta had been called off in

a hundred miles frcm Malta.

However,

A.H.B. Narr. favour of Operation "Theseus".
"Fhotographid
Beconnaia-

sance"
AfhwiT-wi Raedar, the Ccomandeivin-Chief of the German invasion, had

urged Hitler in March 1942 to agree to an operation for the capture of

lilalta. He realised that in ̂ ite of the effectiveness of the raids on

Malta this was no substitute for invasion. He saw clearly that if for

any reeuaon the Luftwaffe attacics were reduced, then - as actually did

happen - the island's defences could be quickLy restored,

was Hitler enthusiastic about Operation "Hercules" and at this particular

time he did not wish to spare men for the operation drawn from eitiier

the Russian front or froa C^xenaioa. Admiral Raedar's views were sipported

by Kesselring wrtd the Italians. Eventually, however, the German plan

for the capture of Malta received Hitler's consent and pr^arations were

begun.

At no time

At the end of ̂ ril 1942, Mxissolini went to see Hitler at the

The time-table agreed was, first.Ber^iof to discuss the new plan.

Operation "Theseiis" for the capture of Cyrenaica at the end of May or

the beginning of June, to be foUowed by Operation "Hercules" for the

Hitler agreed to the participation ofcapture of Malta in midnjuly.

Puhrer

Conferences

on Naval

Affairs

a.h.b.6
Germany with a parachute division with three reinforced parachute

regiments, assault pioneers, and armoured units, to be cc^osed largely

In ̂ ite of these heavy commitments for

Operaticm "Hercules", Lxiftflotte 2 would not be k^t in the Mediterranean

until after the capture of Malta, but part would be transferred to ttie

/west

of captured Russian tanks.
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Kesselring was of the opinion - mistaken as it so happened -

that these transfers could be made without risk of the Royal Air Force

It was just this faulty

west.

regaining air sipremacy in 1die Mediterranean,

appraisement of the military sitxiation in the Mediterranean that gave

Malta a much-needed respite in which to rebuild her shattered air defences.

These ijiportant decisions ware finally embodied in a formal

Hitler gave the permission fordirective by Keitel on k May 19^.

considerably stroiger forces to be used for Operation "Hercules". These

included the vdiole of the German 7th Airborne Division under General

Student, the necessary force of transport aircraft equipped for paratroops.

The latter included thea battalion of engineers, and some 30 tanks,

captured heavy Russian tanks already mentioned, a number of th^ being as

How these heavy tanks were to be transported to Maltamuch as 52 tons.

Puhrer Di-

roetives
1942-45

and landed there was not pacified.

Operation "Theseus" for the capture of Cyrenaica was launched on

The intention was to destroy the British armoured foroe in

Then

26 May.

Cyrenaica, capture Tobruk and advance to the Egjptian frontier,

perhaps the most important part of the overall plan, the offensive in

North Africa, was to be broken off while Operation "Hercules" was launched

Once Malta had been captured, the offensive in North

Africa would be res\mied, with the occvpation of the Nile Delta and an

against Malta.

advance to the Suez Canal.

Tobruk fell on 21 June,

the huge store of booty captured, Ronnel signalled to the German

Flushed with this ranarkable success and

Supreme Ccmmand:

The first objective of the Panzer Army in Africa, that of

defeating the eneny in the field and capturing Tobruk, has been
achieved The morale and condition of the troops, the
quantity of stores captured and the present weakness of the
enemy makes it possible for us to thrust onwards into the heart

Therefore request that the Duce be prevailed \pon to
the present restriction on movanent and that all troops

under ny conmand be placed at ny disposal to continue the
offensive.

of Egypt.
remove

/The Duce
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The Duce had his misgivings owing to the revival of Malta as an

offensive base against the Axis lines of coaasunicati<m across the

Mediterranean.
e.

On 24 June the Comando Suprjjmo posl^oned the invasioAxis Naval

Policy and
Ops* in the
Mediterranean

1939 to May
1943 E,242.

n

of Malta until the beginning of S^taober.

On 15 June 19^, there was a conference between Hitler and the

CoD3Qande]>inp^ief Navy at the Berghof in ̂ ich Operation "Hercules"

was discussed. The Minutes of this meetiig read as follows:

The Fuhrer recognises how important it is to capture
Malta. However he does not believe that this can be done vAiile

the offensive on the eastern front is in progressh and socially
not with Italian troops. During that time the air force cannot
^are any transport planes. Once Tobruk is taken, most
shipments will be routed to Tobruk via Crete. On the other hand,
the British efforts to get convoys through to Malta froa the
east and frcrn the west testify to the plight of the island.

These convoys by the way give us an opportunity to inflict
much damage on Idle enmny. Once Mel ta has bemi bled vdiite by
the continuous air raids and the total blockade, we could risk
the attack.

In thii a

^apparent.
statement Hitler's lack of enthusiasn for the project is

The Panzer Army crossed the Egyptian frontier on 24 June in pursuit

of the Ei^th Amy. which had managed to escape the planned destruction

in Cyrenaioa. Under the personal leadership of General Auchinleck, ‘Uis

Eighth Amy managed to stabilise a line at El Alamein in early July.

The attenpt to reduce Malta by air attack in the same month failed, as

did Rcnmel.- 's last offensive in Egypt, Alam el Haifa in late August

early September, which latter date, as has already been noted, had been

set as the deadline for ai^invasim of Malta. Boomel's defeat at

Alam el Haifa was followed by the victory at El Alamsin and the Allied

landings in French North-Vfest Africa. During this time the Axis forces

were wh6Uy on the defensive and were never adequate even for current

operations, so that the plan for the invasion of Malta ultimatdy went

by default.

'fkt

Puhrer Confer

ences on Naval

Affairs

/In
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In point of fact It is doubtful whether, after the heavy losses

sustained by the Gezman airborne forces at Crete, the invasion of Malta

could ever have been successfully mounted. Hitler himself always showed

remarkably little enthusiasm for the project. Only during the darkest

days of ̂ ril 1942 could Operation "Hercules" have stood any real chance

of success and of course at that time it was still only in the planning

stage. Once the air and sea blockade of Malta had been broken and the

island* s air defences strengthened, there was virtually no chance that

the operation could succeed. In sense, Malta's best ally in this

respect was Raaael whose mind was always set on an overwhelming military

victory in North Africa and who regarded anything else as a diversimi.

With this idea fixed firmly: in his mind he would never permit the correct

orders of priorities - Malta first and them the final devastating

All the time throughout

the period of Axis operations in North Africa the island base was on his
%

flank, athwart his lines of ccmnunication, preventing the Faz^r Anqy

from consolidating Idss/successses in Nortii Africa and so ending the

can^aign with an oversdielming victory the Eighth Arxby,

Operation "Hercules", therefore, althou^ still-bom, like Operatioa

"Sea Lion", is one of the invasion projects that if puxsied to a logical

conclusion and given the full weight of German military resources, might

It was to our advantage

that both Hitler and Rommel failed to see the war in the Mediterranean

offensive in Nojrth Africa - to vbe followed.

well have changed the whole course of the War,

in terms of a strug^e for air bases and control of sea coomunications,

but primarily as a problem of a Continental power gaining yet another

great land victory, without the need for difficult and unpredictable

operations such as vaoaLd have been involved in an invasion.

The British island base of Malta had several periods of acute

weakness due initially to lack of suitable filter aircraft and then to

a grave shortage of sv^plies, particularly food, petrol and anmunition,

Tfriiich reached their most serious form during the ̂ ring blitz of 1942,

Happily these phases of military weakness never coincided with the Axis

powers’ ability - or even willingness - to launch an invasion.
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Award of George Gross to Malta. 15th Aprils 1942

On 27ijfa March, the Vice-Chief of Air Staff submitted
the following Minute to the O.A,S,:

Malta is having a tough time. A Message of
encouragement frcsa H,M, or, failing that, frcm
the C.O.S

you, if you agree, raise at the next C.O.S,
Meeting?

The C.A.S, agreed to this proposal which was brought up

at the 98th Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff, held on Saturday

28f March, 1942,
Meeting that "in view of the magnificent resistance of Malta,

the Prime Minister be asked to suggest that His Majesty the

would do much to hearten thecu Will• 9

Sir Charles portal suggested to the

V.C.A.S. Defence
of Malta.

fl.^.«/tD7/27U)

King should send a message to the garrison and people of Malta.

This was agreed.

As a result, a message was received by the Governor of

Malta, on 15<|fcl April, from the Secretary of State for the

Colonies;

I have it in command from the King to convey
to you the following message; "To honour her
brave people I award the George Cross to the Island
Fortress of Malta to beair witness to a heroism and

devotion that will long be famous in history.
George R.I.^I

The Quality of the Fighter Pilots sent from U.K. to Malta

The enemy’s continued attempt to neutralise Malta's

defences by concentrated air attack, during the Spring of

I

1942, was a severe testing-time for pilots,

inmediately on their arrival, after a nerve-racking flight

Almost

over hundreds of miles of open sea from an aircraft carrier.

they were flung into some of the bitterest air fighting of

the war, not merely against great odds, but in direct combat

with experienced enemy fighter formations of Luftflotte 2

which boasted some of the Luftwaffe's best pilots.

The R.A.F. War Diaries mention , with terse understate

ment, the almost daily occurrences when formations .of two or

four fighters were airborne against eneniy mass formations

/of
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In these engagements, theof enemy fighters and bombers.

R.A.P, pilots not only managed to avoid, for the most part,

disproportionately heavy losses, but inflicted heavy wastage

on the enemy formations,

quality of the pilots and the high level of their training,

that under these conditions, there was no weakening of morale

and while there were machines to fly, they flew them.

Referring to an assurance from the C.A,S, cn 6^ April

that he hoped to send the pilots and aircraft of two complete

Spitfire squadrons of Fighter Command, the A.O.C,-in-C

Middle East Replied;

It stands as a tribute to the

• i

I hope a large percentage of these pilots will
be picked men,,,. There is no doubt that Spitfire
pilots sent here and Malta so far nearly all also
rans,. This inevitable unless special precautions
taken to prevent milking of squadrons before
despatch. Much of value of Spitfires already sent
to Malta wasted owing to poor quality of pilots,
I feel that Malta calls for the best. Given that,
I believe they would cut up the HUn,

The A,O.C, Malta was loyed to his pilots and signalled

to the A,0,C,-in-0, Middle East, on 7^ April;

Cannot agree that I have had also-rans,, Pilots
sent here are excellent. Am most grateful for their
selection. They were selected and sent against
wishes of squadrons station and Group Commanders by
Fighter Ccsmnand, Y/e want the very best. Fighter
Command have done us really well. None but the
best could have lived and achieved so much in so
short a time against such terrific odds.

ft.fL

In turn, the A,0,C,-in-C, reported the gist.of this message

to the C.A.S being forced, in fact, to retract his

However, by 25i^ April, the A, 0,0,

Malta was complaining to the A,0.C,-in-C, Middle East that

•»

earlier statement.

the pilots from Operation "Calendar”' were not up to

Out of 23 pilots of No. 601 Squadron, 7 had had

no operational experience and a further 12 had had under

25 hours’ flying on Spitfires,

standard.

In No, 605 Squadron, 9

had never fired their guns in action and 13 had had under

25 hours on Spitfires, The Officer Commanding No, 603

Squadron reported that 17 of his most experienced

/pilots
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pilots had been posted away within two months before

leaving the United Kingdom. In fact the “milking® of the

squadrons referred to^by the A,0,C,-in-C* Middle East had been

practised extensively,

“Only fully-operational pilots must come here," the

A, 0.0, Malta asserted, with justification, "The C.-in-C.

Fighter Conmander proved to be the only stumbling block," an

officer sent by-yie A.0.C, Malta to the U,K, in order to

improve the flow of men and machines to Malta remarked,

"Quite evident had no intention of sending experienced pilots

abroad if he could help it, nor anybody else with experience

in other branches^*

In spite of this, Malta*s fighter pilots put up a superb

performance in the face of great odds and difficulties which,

in some vjays, were greater than at the time of the most bitter

air fighting in the Battle of Britain, Malta’s fighter force

I

had no defence in depth and could only operate from three

bases which were frequently made unserviceable from the

concentrated bombing,

conditions at BtSSg&t, Luqa and Ta Kali give an idea of the

almost intolerable stresses under which air and ground crews

were working.

The accounts already given of

To defeat the enemy, says an entiy in H.Q, Malta
0.R.B
readiness,

cannot leave their pens from 05.30 each morning
until 20,30 hours. They are fed in their pens,
We must accept these long hours,
cheerfully,*

we must maintain our present state of
It is very hard on the men as they

• f

The men do so

practically all the airfield installations, such as

offices, messes and living quarters had been demolished, food

was short, rest periods were interrupted both by night and

day by alerts and bombing. Shortage of petrol meant that

persoxinel, including aircrew, had long tiring walks to and from

their billets and were denied adequate relaxation. All

/ranks
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ranks had to help in the salvaging of equipment and

the endless task of airfield repair. The efficient mainten

ance of aircraft, \mder these conditions would have been

thought well-nigh impossible. Yet it was achieved.

Perhaps the best tribute to the quality of the Malta

pilots (and it was more the operational experience of the

pilots which was under disjute and not their quality) is given

When enumerating the difficult-by Field Marshal Kesselring,
/

ies experienced by Lxiftlotte 2 in finally neutralising the
A

island by air attack, he wrote;

The British fighter units (at Malta) deserve
admiring recognition for their braveiy, their
manoeuverability in action and especially in
their perfectly executed tactics of diving
from a great height (10 - 1200 metres) through
the close flying formation of bombers
In Malta, the Luftwaffe had met a worthy
opponent.

The End of Malta’s Ordeal - 10th May, 1942

A slackening of the tempo of bombing and the replacement

of Gei-man machines by Italian was noted as early as April

by observers on Malta and this is borne out by an analysis of

Luf~^otte 2 units based on Sicily. By the
end of April, 1942, four Luftwaffe units, comprising 90

The largest move was by ll/jG3

and I/jG53 with 74 Me, 109 Ps which left San Pietro and Gela

respectively for Russia, via Germany, between 25  - 30 April,

Unit 9/2G26 v/ith Me, 110s left Trapani for Malerae, Crete, on

20th April, while bomber unit No. 2/nJG2 (Ju.88s) moved from

Catania to Benina, North Africa, on 23rd April. By the end of

May, a further seven Luftwaffe units, comprising 153 aircraft

(34Me.l09s, 57 Ju.88s, 27 Ju.87s and 35 Me. 110s) had left

Sicily for North Africa and Crete.

the records of the

aircraft had left Sicily.

The War in the

Mediterranean
Part

Keaselring, ASB6
Trans, No, VIl/104

by P/k

‘7H.Q, Mediterranean
O.R.B.

1

A.H.B.6

Between 7 and 8 April, Field Marshal Kesselring, as

C.-in-C South, had paid a visit to Sicily and North Africa

and had reported to the Duce, as a result, on 12-|k April, that

the **planned air attacks had eliminated Malta as  a naval base.

The airfields and installations had been heavily damaged, but

/theSECRET
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the complete elimination of Malta as an air base could not be

The Duce, thereupon, decided that the preparations

for the attack on Malta (Operation "Hercules") should be

speeded up to enable the operation to begin at the end of May,

Kesselring himself supported the attack planned by Rommel which

expected.

"High Level
Reports and
Directives,"

A,H,B,6 Trans,
No, vn/80

aimed at'^e destruction of the Eighth Army’s armoured forces

at Tobngjc (Operation "Theseus") and which was eventually

launched on 26^1 May,

By 21c^ April, Hitler had ordered that the plan for the

invasion of Malta should be supported by both the German anny

and air force. Orders were given to the Luftwaffe to provide

The Army were to prepare special

pioneer forces, totalling approximately one battalion.

two parachute battalions.

Further

instructions were given, at the end of April, which definitely

linked Rommel’s offensive in North Africa with the invasion of

Malta.

The Panzer Army, says the Directive from Army H,Q,
to the Italian G,H,Q. in North Africa, is to attack

as possible after the capture of Malta, If
the operations against Malta should extend beyond
1st June, it may be necessary for the Army to attack
without waiting for the capture of the island.

By 10-|4 May, Kesselring
position to report "our task completed", a review of the

situation showing that:

Malta had been neutralised as a supporting base

for the British Navy and as a port of call for

shipping.

All the serviceable ships had been destroyed or out

out of action,

British air activity from Malta had been severely
restricted,

Rommel’s supply routes to Malta were safe.

The blockade against supplies to the island had

been maintained.

as soon

considered that he was in a

(a)

(b)

(°)

(d)

(e)

f
"The War in the

Medite rrane an"

Part I by p/il.
Kesselring.
A,H.B,6 Trans. No,

(f) The most important military installations had been

destroyed.

/ilalta’s
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Malta's main ordeal from air attack, in the so-called

"Spring »blit2» of 1942*', was thus called off.

approximately five months, from 21^ December, 1941 > when the

It had lasted

‘7
newly-arrived units of Luft^-otte 2 began the assault, until the

During the intensified

^hase of the enemy offensive, from 20l(t March until 2Qija. April, the
enen^y air forces dropped 6557 tons of bombs and flew 11,819 sorties

against the island (5*807 by bombers, 5667 by fighters and 545 by

It is a tribute to Malta's depleted

date given by Kesselring, 10*1 May, 194^*

reconnaissance aircraft),

u
\

Memorandum on the

Malta Situation

A.H.B.6 Trans,
. VIl/57.

fighter force that for every bomber sortie flown, the enemy had to

fly one fighter sortie for protection.

The number of Luftwaffe sorties flown against Malta during the

months January to April reached the extraordinary total of

19,000, half of this total (9,600 sorties) being flown during April,

The precise figures were:

Number of German Sorties Flown Against Malta January - April, 1942

I

I

Jan Feb, March April Total

591 568 1425 4591 7175
I

Bomber sortiea

1145 1606 50a 44J-0 10202Fighter Sorties

257 323 461 598 1619Recce, sorties

1973 2497 4927 9599 18996^Totals

An indication of the disparity between the German and Italian

effort against Malta, during this period, is revealed by the fact

that, between 20<^ March to 10*^ May, the Italians flew a total

of only 865 sorties against the island and dropped 128 tons of

After the end of the main air offensive, on 10#i May, and

the transfer of German units from Sicily to Russia and
h

North Africa, it is interesting to find that the Italians considered

that an average of 30 sorties a day (including those used in day

and night operations) and in co-operation with the remaining German

units, would be adequate "to keep up the neutralisaticoi of the

bombs.7

island."

The Italian Air Staff, nevertheless, were astute when, in their

appraisal of the situation vis-a-vis Malta, on lOlJk May, they made

the statement that;
/From
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Prom an offensive point of view, the neutralisation
An absence of ships.of Malta was almost complete,

serviceable submarines and multi-engined aircraft was
noticed.

Prom a defensive point of view, the neutralisation
was limited and temporary, judging from reports by
Luf^otte 2 and the Sicilian Air Porce governing A.A.
fire andsearchlights.

I

It was impossible to stop air reinforcements, as
the take-offs took place from aircraft-carriers.

The three phases, corresponding to the various
categories of objectives, were non-existent in practice.

by Luf-^otte 2
Aims (5f the

OOTitrary to the statements made
in their orders of the day, the main
operational plan were not realised, or only partly so.

I

The main conclusion arrived at in this paper was that "the

neutralisation of Malta is partial and temporary". This was

soon to be driven home by events.
I

The fact that ‘‘the three phases corresponding to the

various categories of objectives were non-existent in practice"
Ads

httd already been noted when discussing the relative expenditure

of effort, by the Luftwaffe, rai the various targets. In spite

of the policy laid down, Luftlotte 2 , in its air offensive

against Malta, failed to keep to any scientific system of target

Due to the consequent dispersal of effort, the powerpriorities.

of the enemy offensive always fell just short of the island's

Airfields were put out of action and thenrecuperative ability,
I

a respite followed, with a diversion of the air effort to other

targets, giving time for the airfields to be put back into

In this way, the Luftwaffe never, except forcommission^ again,1
very short periods, prevented the R.A.P. from being able to hit

back.

Furthermore, conditions were never sufficiently bad to prevent

the air reinforcement of Malta by aircraft carrier,

very time that Kesselring had announced that Malta had been

effectively neutralised, the most ambitious of all operations

for the reinforcement of Malta with Spitfires (Operations

"Oppidan" and“Hansford") were already under way.

combination of the strengthening of Malta’s fighter force with

At the

The

/76
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(1)76 Spitfires in May and the move of Luftflotte 2 units to

other fronts, altered the whole strategical air position in the

Central Mediterranean, and the power of the R.A,E.*s defensive, in

the air, became immediately superior to the offensive pressure

which the Axis air forces were able to sustain against the island.

In fact, Kesselring's statement, on 10 May, “our task oooq)leted“,

could hardly have been worse timed, and in it lay the seeds of the

Panzer Amy’s failure at El Alamein in early July, 1942, and again

in early September .

Summary and Conclusionst

The second and the most serious of all the German air assaults

on Malta began on 21 December, 1941» sad lasted until 10 May, 1942*

The air attacks were sustained primarily by uzxits of Luftflotte 2 .

under Field Marshal Eesselring, as Conmandez^in-Ghief, South,

helped on occasion by units of Fllegerfuehrer Afrlka. Fllegerkorpa X

and the Italian Air Force, The period of the most intensive

bombing of the island occurred between 20 March and 28 April when

11,819 sorties were flown and 6,900 tons of bombs were dropped.

In January, 1942, the opposing air forces comprised 694 enesy

aircraft (257 German together with 257 Italian on Sicily and 180

on Sardinia) and 130 R.A.F, aircraft on Malta, By April, 1942,

the enemy strength in front-line aircraft had risen to 940 (410

German and 361 Italian, on Sicily, and I69 Italian, on Sardinia)

with a R.A.F. strength on Malta of 86,

Ifotil 7 March, 1942, when the first Spitfires arrived at

Malta (Operatioi “Spotter*), the island's fighter defence depended

The German squadrons were

Between 12 November, 1941 and 7 March, 1942,

no S,£, fighter reinforcements reached the island.

Field Marshal Eesselring planned the neutralisation of Malta

by air assault in three main phases:

i^oUy on the obsolescent Hurricane,

armed with Me.lO^s,

/Phase I;

(1) In May, 1942, 76 Spitfires arrived safely at Malta, 60 from
the aircraft carriers Wasp and Ea^e, on 9 May, and a fiirther I6
from the Eagle on 18 May. (q.v,^
(2) The enemy blockade of Malta was also broken on 10 May by the
arrival of the fast minelayer Wellhman. (c.v.)
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Phase I: elimination of the R.A.F. fighters by a

surprise attack.

Phase II: concentrated attacks on airfields.

Phase III: Neutralisation of Malta's A.A. defences.

These operational phases inrere not adhered to. the end of April,

however, Malta no longer existed as an offensive air and naval base.

The tfellingtons left for Egypt on 21 March and the 10th Submarine

Flotilla was recalled to Alexandria on 26 April.

The enemy sorties flown against the Island between January

and April amounted to 18,996 (7>175 bomber, 10,202 fighter and

l,6l9 reconnaissance).

Although the worst of the bombing attacks was yet to coma, the

arrival of the first Spitfire reinforcements, on  7 March, marked the

turning-point in the battle for air supremacy over the island.

The decision to re-arm the Hurricane squadrons with Spitfires was

taken as a result of a visit to the island by Group Captain B.E.

Embry, in January 1942. Air Ministry then laid down the scale of

fighter defence for the island as 5 Spitfire V squadrons and 1

Hurricane IIC, for ni^t-fighter defence. The first squadron to

operate Spitfires as fighters from Malta was No. 22f9 Squadron, on

10 March, 19U2., Lnitensive bombing made the airfield repeatedly

unserviceable, but due largely to help from the Army, they were sooi

brought into a state of repair again.

At the height of the enemy air attacks in April, the island's

total serviceability in fighters averaged no more than 6 aircraft.

In spite of all the efforts of the ground staff to maintain

serviceability, squadrcns were reduced to a point where they could

only put up Ain* aircraft at a time so that they were hopelessly

outnumbered. As a zwsult of these tactics, however, even at the

height of the 'blits', the enemy were unable to launch unescorted

In spite of the Intensity of thebomber raids against the island.

offensive, the
/reinforcement
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reinforcement of Malta with Spitfires flown from aircraft

carriers and Hurricanes flown from North Africa vias never

prevented.

By the third week in April, units of Luftj.otte 2 were being

By lOHi May,

Field Mai'shal Kesselring consideBsd that he was in a position to

The task of maintaining the

switched from Sicily to Russia and North Africa,

report "our object attained",

I

offensive against Malta was left primarily to the Italians,

This coincided with the arrival of further Spitfires from the

aircraft carriers V/asp and Eagle ,

and l8l(to May, Malta’s fighter defence was reinforced with 76

In two operations, on 9^

Spitfires, and the strength of the defence immediately became

On lOtH May, the day thatsuperior to the enemy’s offensive.

Field Marshal Kesselring made his pronouncement, the blockade

of Malta was broken by the fast minelayer "Welshman",

Although the enemy achieved their primary objective , the

neutralisation of Malta as an offensive air and naval base, by

the intensive air attacks of the Spring of 1942, they never

succeeded wholly in neutralising the island’s air and A,A,

defences, a

^he tMasure of the enemy’s failure in this respect is that

they were unable to prevent the fighter reinforcement of the

This was due to a basic

Air attack might effectively neutralise

island from aircraft carriers.

weakness in planning,

the island for the time-being, but only military occupation

could prevent a revival of Malta’s offensive potential.

Invasion of Malta was an integreO. part of enemy operations

in North Africa, in order to protect the Panzer Amiy’s lines of

comiaunication, and it should have ante-dated any further major

offensive by Rommel who, however, tended to dissociate his own

military plans for operations in the Desert from their essential

strategic implications.
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PART VI

MALTA* S REV-IVAL MiOC TO OCTOBER 19it2

CHAP*PF!B 1J|

!ghe R.A.P. Gftlna Air Superiority Over Malta

Hitler* a Dooiaioa to laimch Operation *Thcswa**

As a resvilt of the intensive air assault against Malta in

the spring of 1942 the enemy attained their immediate ob;jeotive»

This nas the temporaxy neutralisation of Malta as  a Sxltish Air and

Naval Base for use against their seaborne lines of oommunioation

with North Africa. !Hie figures which show the effect on the enetoy

supply position in North Africa are most striking. Stores shipped

to North Africa in April 1942 totalled 130,389 tons compared with

173»723 tons for the preceding three months. Out of this April

tonnage the Panzer Army received 33>883 tons whereas between the

three mcnths January to March 1942 the total had only been 62,311

tons. The enemy supply position to North Africa was never to be

*^iia

Italians Nells

Seconda Guerra"
Dati Statisticl*^

so favovirable again.

At the series of Important meetings between Hitler and

Mussolini at the Berghof in April 1942, far-reaching decisions were

taken on eneoy operations in Libya and against Malta,

influenced directly by the opinioi expressed by Kesselring that

after the move of Luftflotte 2 from Sicily, Malta could be kept

Kesselring was also in favour

It was

These were

down by continuous harassing raids.

of the laiinching of an attack by Nonmel in North Africa,

finally decided that Operation "Theseus”, the offensive for the

capture of Tobruk, would be launched at the end of May or the

This would be followed by the invasioi of

Hitler agreed to the

beginning of Jvine.

Malta, Operaticaa "Hercules", in mid-July.

German participatiox in Operaticm "Hercules" with the use of aFuehrer

Ccaaferencc 1942

Ref.A.H.B./lI^ parachute division with three reinforced parachute brigades, assault

pioneers and an armoured unit composed of captured Russian tanka.
64.

/According
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Aooording to Enno Ton Rintelon, viho v>as oilltary attach^ at

Rome at this time, there vias a further meeting between Hitler and

Uussolini at the end of April when plans for the Sumner of 1942A.H.B.6.

were again discussed* Cavallero's view was that the conquest

of Ualta must be regarded as the first and most vital requirement

for the further conduct of the war in Africa, Hitler was averse

to the whole idea of an invasion of Malta* After Crete he was

highly sceptical of the value of airborne landings*

the fact that Malta* s power to resist had been weakened through

the bombing and the shortage of supplies*

that one of the greatest tasks would be that of supplying Malta

after its capture which would cause a constant drain on the Gennan

He discounte

Hitler considered

d

Be expressed the view that by remaining caa Malta the

British enabled the Germans to continue to inflict severe losses

resources*

on British naval and merchant shipping carrying supplies to the

island* He only agreed to the planning of Operation "Hercules*

"with the greatest reluctance"*

Kesselring, however, supported Rommel’s viewpoint and said

that before the invasion of Malta was undertaken the Panser Army

must defeat the British Anqy so that it would no longer be able

to launch an offensive aimed at relieving pressure cm the island,

Furthermore, the Luftwaffe was not strong enough to operate

effectively in several battle areas at once* This view was

supported by Keitel and Jodi, and Cavallero eventually gave way

and agreed that Operation "Theseus* should be launched at Ihe end
1L(

of May and if possible Tobruk should be captured, but H should then
K

be halted at the Egyptian frontier so that Operation "Hercules"

could be carried out, at the latest during the fuU-mocoi period

in July* The plan was eventually approved by both Hitler and

Mussolini*

^llesselring's
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Kesselring's basic mistake vias to think that the diversiGa

to Germany, Russia and North Africa of German aircraft from Sicily

would not affect the enemy's ability to protect their own lines of

communication from the depredations of British Air and Naval forosa

based on Malta, The German Naval representative who attended these

talks at the Berghof was himself sceptical. "Kesselring", he

wrote, on 1 May, “who took part in the discussicois was of the

opinion that these transfers could be made without risk of British

regaining supremacy. Well, we shall see. He ought to know,®

Already the Luftwaffe was beginning to show signs of acute

strain. The spring offensive in Russia and another in Cyrenaioa

and the need to bolster morale in Germany by retaliatory raids

on Britain all made their various demands on an incrasingly in

adequate German Air Force, One of the first results of this

abnormal strain was soon to be felt in North Africa,

Operation "Theseus®, the major offensive launched by Rommel

on 26 May, was the direct result of the Panzer Army's vastly

improved supply position which in turn derived from the success of

Luftflotte 2*8 assault on Malta, The fuel positicn in May was

especially favourable, 23,595 tons having arrived in April con^ared

with 22,282 tons for the whole of the first quarter of 1942, In

April, for the first time since the Germans had taken an active part

in the war in the Mediterranean, there had been no enemy shipping

lost from attacks by British aircraft,

began to deteriorate with the arrival of British fighter reinforce

ments at Malta and the diversion of Luftflotte 2 to other tasks.

Operation "Aida", the plan for an advance by the Panzer Army to the

Red Sea, after the capture of Tobruk, was to founder eventually on

this very fact.

However, the position

/Operations
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Operations "Oppirlan" and "Hapsford”* the Reipforoeaent of Malta

76 a

with fle Spitfire Mark VBs - 9^May, 1942,
Operations "Oppidan” and "Hansford" were Air Ministry* s

most ambitious project to date for the reinforcement of Malta* s

fighter defence, in -adiich it was planned to fly off a total of

62 ̂ itfires from the aircraft carriers Wasp and Eagle,

the successfxil completion of^these two operations, on 9 May, 19if2,

at a time Tdien Kesselring was making his assurances about the

neutralisation of Malta by Luftflotte 2, which played such an

inportanb part in breaking the ascendanoy \diioh the enemy air

forces had obtained over the island in the previous month.

It was

Air Ministry* s original proposal was for 47 Spitfires to

be flown off the Wasp and a further full complement of 3^ from

However, the A.O.C. Malta'sthe Eagle, in a single operation,

view was that this would be excessive, owing to the possibilityOperations "Oppidan
and "Hansford". /i./7. A’/er
C.S. m32 and
13999.

that acmie airfields might be msexvioeable, due to enemy action.

Furthermore, Malta* s real requirements were for  a steady stream of

replacement aircraft for those damaged beyond the island's power

of repair, as no reserves could, at that time, be held on the

ground in safety. Operation "Hansford" was therefore split into

two parts, 17 aircraft being flown off the Eagle on 9 May,

together with the Wasp's conpdement of 47, and a further 16

(15 of them remaining from Operation "Picket") took place on

18 May.
(1)

Out of the 64 aircraft flown off the lasp and Eagle on

9 May, 60 arrived safely at Malta and were operational within

aeinforoing Operations

/?#ay4ui/68,
H.Q. Med. O.H.B.

/35

(1) Six Albacores were also flown off, but ell were forced
to return, due to excessive oil temperature snd low
pressure.
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ij^tensive prepsarations were made for «Sy^reception.
•  On arriva)., each aircraft was met and

directed hy a runner to a disposal pen* Each pen  a supply

(1)
minutes*

iW

of tinned petrol, oil, glycol|( ammunition,together with axmourers,

fitters, electricians and two soldiers to assist* The necessary

servicing, armipg and refuellirg were then done, and within

33 minutes of touching down the aircraft were ready to be

Each pen had an experienced Malta pilot ready

to take over the machine once it was serviceable*

stayed in the pens all day, being fed there, in order to be ready

to deal with each aircraft immediately it landed again*

One imgportant factor in the success of the turn*round of

"scrambled'**

The crews

these aircraft was the motor transport lent to the R*A*P. for

the piupose, by the Army* Also, in order to report serviceability

and brirg aircraft to instant readiness, a coo^lex fvignai

organisation was needed, owing to the great distances between

S*Q* Med* 0*R*B*

the aircraft pens on the dispersal points and the airfield

In this, the Army were of great assistance, as they

loaned W/T sets, deapatch riders and personnel and equipment

for visual signals*

3be arrival of the first delivery on 9 May coincided with

a raid, but the very fact that a previous raid had not been

directed against the airfields appeared to indicate that the

enemy were not expecting the Spitfires*

quidtly appreciated by the enemy, however, and for the rest of

the day continuous raids took place in i^ich over 50 boinbers and

The R.A*P, fighters were very

active and the ^itfires flew 125 sorties, a further 9 being

flown by tj. Even in these raids, the enemy did not

control*

The situation was

numerous fight^s were employed*

befepce of Malta.

V.C.fLS,

/concentrate

(1) Two ̂ itfires turned back, one ran ̂ ^ort of fuel just
before reaching the island, and a fourth was reported
"missing"*
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concentrate on tlie prajnary target, and out of some 64 tons ̂

dropped only one half was on the airfields, Ihe R.A.F. clained

4'Me, 109s and 3 Cdnt, 1007s destroyed for the. loss of 2

^itfires, Aocordi33g to Genuan records, they lost only 1 Me, 109

For a time, during Idle morning of 9 May, the
Hit fat-

airfield at R^AtSft^was unservlceahle due to the cratering caused

by the enemy bombers, ^Chree Spitfires were damaged on the ground.

Arrival of the Welshman with Urgent Stores for Malta - 10 1942,

One of the plans to help break the blockade of Malta was

to send the Welshman, a fast minelayer, to the 1 alAnd with urgently

needed stores, including A.A. ammunition and smoke•g;enerators.

For some time past the A.A. guns had been dfcfe\P6a^to a daily ration
of 15 rounds, lEhe question of the use of amoke over Grand

Harbour had been a vexed one for some time between the A.O.C.
fi-ifuf-aJ

the ViceHBaxadaai. Malta, the latter being of the opinion that in

(1)
on 9 May,

Halfar O.R.B.

1X)IC Folder Si^plies
to Malta

order effectively to screen the harbour the amount of labour «r>d
fidin-i r-ft^

Tbs Vice-KMiai.materials necessary would be "prodigious”,

agreed, however, that if sufficient supplies of smoke could be got

to Malta, every possible effort would be made to give the harbour

adequate smoke^protection and the decision to send smoke-generators

to the island was made,

%e arrival of the Wei daman was timed in order that the

heavy reinforcement of l^itfires from Operation "Oppidan" would

be able to afford her fighter protection. She left the United

Kingdom on 1 May and Gibraltar on the night of 7**8 May, During

9 May she was twice examined by the enemy reconnaissance aircraft

(Ju,88s) but, having assumed the disguise of a French destroyer of

the Leopard class and flying the French flag, die was allowed to

/proceed

Ibid, and "The War

at Sea" Vol, 3*

(1) It is interesting to note, however, that over the 8th,
9th and 10th May, Luftwaffe units based on Sicily lost
18 aircraft in operations agednst Blalta (7 Me, 109s,
6 Ju, 88s and 5 Ju, 87s),
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(1)
proceed on her way. She arrived early on the morning of 10 May

at Malta.

"The War at Sea"

Vol. 3.
Cai^o unloading began at O6.3O hours and was finidied by

^3»30 hours* an hour being lost due to enemy raiders* in which

30 bombers attacked the Grand Harbour. In the afternoon, three

more raids took place by Ju. 8?s,tei 88s and Cant. Z 1007s,
(1c. ('

escorted by Me. 109s and 202s.

dropped* all but two tons being concentrated on the dockyard area.

This time the enemy raiders were thoroughly mastered.

IVu.

Over 70 tons of bombs were

Ear the

H.Q. Middle East

')aily Opsums.

loss of 3 Spitfires the Luftwaffe lost 12 aircraft (3 Me.109Ps*

Italian losses are not known.^^^

Acoording to the German records, all but one of the bocibers were

shot down by fighters.

iU
te).5 Ju. 88s and 4 Ju.

The 3 Me.lOSPs were 'unknown' but xmder

A.L. j3.6

the ciroumstances they probably fell victin to the l^itfire

Some of the bombs fell near the Welshman but damage was negligible.

'^To-day^* said a signal from the Vice-Admiral Malta to
the C.-in^. Mediterranean and the Admiralty* -"three
raids have been concentrated on H.M.S. Wel»=^n>aw, but
the Axis has been met by three factors to which they
are unaccustomed *• smoke* the heaviest barrage ever
concentrated in Malta over one place and a wealth of
fighters,
and for each raid a screen generally reported on as
giving 100 per cent cover of French Creek has been
developed
started* we have had sufficient fighters to meet ***»«•>>»
raid with equal if not superior nunibers.^

s.

Conditions have been ideal for smoke cover

For the first time since Axis offensive• • •

Defence of Malta

AMd/tD7/27(B)

In a D.O. letter to the V.C.A.S. on 13 May, the A.O.C.

Malta wrote:

!Qie 60 Spitfires which arrived on 9th were
well-timed to cover the ̂ Welf^bman when she arrived at
dawn on the 10th. There is not the slightest doxibt
that the l^itfires saved the Weldaman. Sie good
her escfi^je on the night of the 10th
manage to put another 60 Spitfires into Malta before
the convoy arrives* there is not the slightest dcxibt that
we will give the Hm the biggest thradiing he has ever
had in his life.

If we can• • •

I am quite convinced on this point.

D.O. Pile

Aifd./tlJ5/l13/9/5.

/At

(1) ̂  Due to imperfect briefing at Gibraltar the Welrf^man was
reported by a transit B.ift.fi.C. aircraft* position* course
and speed being given. This may have initiated this
reconnaissance by Ju. 88 aircraft.

(2) We claimed 2 Me.109s, 2 Ju.88s* 7 Ju.87s, 1 Cant. 1007 and 1
Macchi 202, destroyed.
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ea-c.

At long last we have persuaded the Navy to try
It has been an tqphill tash andsooke over the Harbour*

even now they are not fully satisfied about it.
point, however, is that as Air Defence Comnander  I am
quite satisfied that any smoke-screen is all to the good
and is an aid to hiding the target and so putting off
the eneny bonibers*

The

We have a few Hurricanes here*

hectic existence for them and, in my opinion, the Hurricane
ho a no longer a place in the fighter defence of this island

It is a very

• # •

The Army have been magnificent in the help they
In fact, wehave given us to operate oxrr Spitfires*

would long have been out of business had it not been for
the Army.

Appointment of Lord Goirt as Governor and Commander-in-Chief

Malta 7 May,

On 7 May, 1942, General Lord Gort, V.C., was appointed

Governor and Cominander~in*Ohief, Malta, in succession to

Lieut* General Sir WilLiam Dobbie* The precise terms of his

appoin'tatent, about inbiich there was to be considersble discussion,

were laid down in a message from the Prime Minister:

You are appointed Governor and Commander-ip-Chief,
Malta.

Malta is henceforth included in the ephere of the
Minister of State*

In your capacity as Governor, you will deal direct
with the Secretary of State for the Colonies in all
matters irelating to civil administration*

In your capacity as Commander-in"Chief, you will be
supreme Commander in the Island* Where, in your
judgment, the safety of the I^and is endangered,
you will exercise this authority in any manner ̂ idi
appears to you to be necessary* In general, however,
you will

(a) be guided by the policy laid down by the
Middle East Defence Committee,

(b) refer to the Middle East Defence Committee
any specific questions of importance, if
time penoits.

5* In the event of an invasion, you will command all
sea, land azid air foxces located in or operating
from Malta*

1*

2*

3.

4.

Defence of Malta.

AA/.d/lD7/27(B)

Subject to the above. Service Commanders in Malta
will remain under the command of their respective
Commanders-in*Ohief in the Middle East,

however, keep you fully infozmed of all important signals
exchanged with their respective Commanders-in-Chief.

They will.

/

6.

On
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On 11 Mayi the Chiefs of Staff held a Meeting at Ydiioh

a complaint voiced by Lord Gort on the terms of his e^)pointment

was considered.

I cannot feel he^py, he wrote on 10 May, 1942,
that local Commanders are eo^x>wered to communicate with
and receive instructions except on purely administrative
questions, othexwise than through the Si^eme Commander
in Malta, idio receives his guidance on policy from Middle
Saat Defence Committee.

After the matter had been discussed at a meeting of the Mi <q<=n a

East Defence Committee, in which it was stressed that the Governor

of Malta was given adequate powers, as Suprems Commander, under

Clause 4 of the Prime Minister's message, and further protests

from Lord Gort, the foUowiz^ aooended Directive was sent to the

Governor of Malta by the Prime Minister.

15. 5.42.

a:Ji. Following personal and secret from Prime Minister
to Lord Gort.

1. With effect from the receipt of this telegram
you are e^ipointed Supreme Commander of the
Fighting Services and Civil Administration
in Malta, until fxtrther notice.

2. The present system of administration of -aie
Fighting Services in Malta through Commanders-
in-Chief Middle East aaid Mediterranean Fleet
will continue.

S
3. This telegram superj^des, iduere necessary,

the Directive contained in my telegram No. 230
of May 7.

The above-mentioned telegram was the original Directive sent to

Lord Gort by the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister later (l8/7) assured the Governor and

, Malta:

It is a great comfort to me to feel that you arec
in full control of this vital islaxui fortress. You

may be sure we shall do everything to help yoru

/c
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One of the results of Lord Oort's appointment as Supreme

Comnander Malta - a title ?hich was very frankly criticised at

Air Ministry and at H.Q. Middle East ** was that he was likely to

take over matters of air policy and even actual air opex^ticns

frcmi the A.O.C. Malta. The A.0.C.-in-<7. Middle East was

immediately aware of this implication and signalled Air Ministry

on 17 May:
A.O.C. -in-C.

Personal Malta

A.H.B./IU1/
183/160(0)

I am looposing to cany on dealing with Lloyd as if
.  I were stilig^^nsible for air operations and air policy
I in Malta, can see no alternative \inless and until
I  Oort is provided with an Air Staff. I have no indicat

Af

that it is his intention to a^ for this.

Even^the A.0.C.-in-C, was not aware that the Governor of Malta

might be asking for an Air Staff

appreciation of tile situation,for on the following day the C.A.S.

signalled H.Q. Middle East that Lord Oort had actually asked for

a Groip Captain "to serve as an Air Staff Officer on his personal

co-ordinating staff" and asked H.Q. Middle East to provide one.

The A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East then wrote to the A.O.C. Malta

telling him of the fact that Lord Gort ha<^ asked for a Group

Captain with fighter background and Staff experience to serve

his Air Staff Officer. He pointed out that apart from any

difficulties he himself might be experiencii^ in finding a

suitable officer, he felt that**the appointment such an officer

^*%ight put you (the A.O.C. Malta) in an impossible position".

The next development was a signal from the C.A.S. to Tedder

on 19 May in Mdiich a similar reaction was expressed.

Governor has Naval Staff Captain as Chief of Staff
and wishes Air Staff Officer of similar rank. Feel this is

wrong and have said so. Good Squadron Leader is required

peihaps with fighter ̂ ^rienoe. Grotp Captedn appointment
I  is absurd andmp^t Ibck^ mischief. Cannot conceive what

_  (x / he can do. wauukd^waste good officer of type required.
CArM*4Tf Governor has idea he will dictate policy and mentioned

loxig distance plannixig, whatever that may mean. We must
go oareftilly and refuse Groiq) Captain on grounds that one
cannot be spared. Gro\;p Csptain a very dangerous appoint
ment and my position might be made very difficult.

Bl&s was a very shrewd

as

/Oae
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Hie A.O.C.-in-C. replied to the request in a personal

signal to the C.A.S. and Lord Gort on 19 May. He explained

that with intensive operations inpendicig he could not spare a

Captain with the required qualifications,

^part from the immediate difficvlty#^ he went on to say,
urge most strongly that the Governor should rely exclu

sively on the A.O.C. and his staff for all advice and
planning on air matters. Any other course is liable to
lead to confusion and create difficulties for the A.O.C.
If you agree, I reconmend appointment to Governor’s staff
of a Squadron Leader with fighter experience,
provide./

1 can

At the same time, the A.O.C.-in-C. sent a personal to the

C.A.S. in which he deplored the suggestion,

felt that if the request were agreed to his own position would be

most difficult.

The A.O.C. Malta

"The fate of Malta" he concluded "at present

depends primarily on Lloyd's efforts and it will be a calamity

if anything is done ishich makes his task more difficialt."

A compromise was reached Then, on 27 May, the Governor

accepted the suggestion that a Wing Coimnander nominated by the

A.O.C. Malta, should be ax^)ointed to serve on the Governor's

staff as Air Liaison Officer.
(1)

It was also agreed that the

Ibid.

^pointment should last for six months as it was not desirable

to keep good officers away from operations for too long,

future appointments of Air Liaison Officers to serve on the

Any

Governor's staff would be made perso^ly by the A.O.C. Malta,

and not by Air Ministry,

quite certain of his selection.

In that way the A.O.C. Malta would be

There wotild be no question of

his loyalty and he wotild have been in the Command and "know

something about its work and Stations and will therefore not be

entirely new to the job or to our problems".

Collapse of Enemy Assault

f

Bae main switch of Luftlotte 2 units from Sicily took place

in the second half of May and was coapleted by 26 May. In April

/four

(1) Wing Commander Mastexman.
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four units oon^lsing 90 fighters and hombers inere moved from

Sicily* During May, seven more units left Sicily; the fighters

and dive bombers for North Africa and the twin>enginec^ombers
for Crete and Greece. These conqprised a further 153 aircraft

of uhich only 42 per cent 'were serviceable after their intensive

period of operations against Malta. This low serviceability was

undoubtedly a serious factor in the failure of the Luftwaffe to

A.h.b.6.

-to
support Rommel adequately during the advance from Tobruk Ahd>

El Alamein.

h HIEWAgRS UNITS TOUCH LEFT SKILY IN AEtIL AMD may 1942/o
uj-e

Strength at time

Strength Serv*

Russia 25-30 April 37 26
(via Germany)
Russia ”
^ia Germany)
Benina, 23 April

N. Ali*ica.
Maleme, 20-30 April

Crete.

To Date

37 27

7 1

9 3

Unit Prom

II/JG 3
I/JG 53

2A31O 2

9/ZG 26

San Pietro
Gela

Me.lOgP
Me,109P

Catania Ju. 88

Trcpani Me.110

(on 31 May 1942)

IH/JG 53

10/JG 53

21-26 MayComiso Me.109 Ma3rttiba,
N. Africa.

Dema,
N. Africa.

24 11

Me.109 610

I/klG 2
(less 2nd St.)

Stab m/ZG 26)
8/ZG 26)

Stab KG 54 )
I/KG 64 )

Ill/St. G.3

Ju. 88 Heraklion, 16-24 May
Crete.

Catania 25 9

(  4
(

Trapani Me.110 Berea, N.
Africa.

4approx.
20 May.  31 8

(  3
(

Eleusis, 16-24 May
Greece.

Catania Jvu 88
Ju. 88

1
 29 12

Ju. 87San Pietro Beroa,
N. Africa. 24 May

approx. 27 13

Stab and I/IG 54 and l/iUJG 2 were moved from Pliegerkorps II to
Pliegerkorps X to meet liie impending threat by British forces to Panzer
Army Afrika.

Tbia mover left the G.A.P. on Sicily with tflite total strength of
144 aircraft of idiich 83 'were serviceable, 58 bombers (34 service

able), 46 S.E. fighters (30 serviceable), 9 T.E. fighters (6
serviceable) and 31 Long Range Recce. (13 serviceable).

4r

/The
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Ihe arrival of the Spitfire reinforcements in May had a

marked effect on German aircraft losses* For instance, on

10 May, the day after the arrival of the 60 Spitfires from
W

Operation “Oppidan", the enemy lost 12 aircraft over Malta ( 9

bombers and 3 fighters)* By the end of May, the 6.A.P. on Sic
I

ily

had sustained operational losses totalling IS aircraft, e^proxi-

mately one-third of their vdiole strength; of these, 35 ware lost

in action against Malta*

An indication of the increased Italian participation in

the air attack against Malta in May 1942 is revealed by the fact

that in the preceding month their losses had totalled only tm>

After the arrival of the ̂ itfires, formations of

2-4 ̂itfires were replaced by sweeps of over 30, and fighters

flew 134 sorties on the day the Spitfires arrived*

Ihe estimated weight of bombs dropped on Malta during May

1942 was less than 10 per cent of the April figure*

ihe Italian aircraft losses amotnxted

to 12.

aircraft*

The heavies

i

A*H*B* 6•

t

attacks were mdde during the first fortnight of May and were

concentrated mainly against the airfields and dockyard area.

70 tonsTa Kali

Hal Far

Luqa
Kalafrana

Dockyards
Elsewhere

127 ft

128 ft

5
tt

106 tt

82 II

518 tons

R.A.F. fighter losses in combat were heavy during May, as

the following table diows:-

Snitfires Pilots LostMonth Hurricanes

8 3January
Febrviary
March

April

67
H.Q. Med.O.R.B. 92 10

8 1111

23 2 14May

36 35 43

/Althovigh
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Althougli the homb tonnage was so much less in May^the damage

At Kalafrana, the seaplazieinflicted was still quite serious,

base, bombs set on fire an oil light^and a petrol lighter^ severely

damaged the workshops> oausing damage to airframes and ehgines>

Casualties wereand destroyed the Instrument Repair Section.Ealafrana O.R.B.

At Luqa bombs were droppedsix killed and three seriously injured,

on 18 days durihg the month, and J^were destroyed and 7 damaged.

A number of personnel, both Army and R.A.F., were killed or

Serious damage was caused on 8 May fdien, in the courseinjured.

of a particularly heavy raid by some 50 bombers, the baxiks of a

reservoir were breached and water flowed freely through the camp.

H.Q. Luqa O.R.B. Cheer a time, as a result, it became necessary to ration water most

stringently.

Hal Far was bombed 18 times duriig the first three weeks of

.After that there was a recite from banbing attacks.

In the course of these raids 1 aircraft was destroyed and 12

damaged, and 1 airman weis killed and 17 other personnel. Navy,

the month.

Hal Far O.R.B.

Amy and Air Force, were injured. ihe airfield was rendered

temporarily unserviceable on a number of occasions.

At ̂ akdrtbdi the enemy concentrated the majority of their
A

attacks in the vicinity of the caves and Alters. On one

occasion fuel stored in a cave was ignited andibe fire burned for

24 hours. The bombing caused a number of deaths and also damage

to aircraft. As with Hal Far, there was a most noticeable lull

t

Successive sweeps of Spitfires would

return to base without having seen a single eneny aircraft.

There is no doubt that during this period the Royal Air Force

enjoyed a spell of unchallenged air superiority above the island.

The view of the Air Officer Commanding Malta was that this was

achieved "from about May 10".

after the third week.

^akoradi O.R.B.
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Tbe Bevival of Malta aa an Offenaive Air Baae -

1942

The easing off of enemy air attacks on Malta in May and the

reinforcement with Spitfires soon led to a resumption of the

offensive air operations from the island.

No. 104- Squadron Wellingtons arrived at Malta on 24 May and

By the end of the month

they had flown 3^ sorties, and attacks were carried out against

targets at Messina, Augusta and Catania airfields, and also against

a convoy. A total of 49 tons of bombs and 9^0 x 4 lb incendiaries

A Detachment of

began offensive operations immediately.

H.Q. Malta O.R.B.

were dropped on Malta during the month. No aircraft were lost on

these operations but one Wellington crashed on its return and was

written off, four members of the crew being killed.

Special Wellingtons carried out fourteen reconnaissances. Tbrelve

convoys were sif^ted and attacks made on six of them. Fleet

Air 4zm Swordfish and 4Lbacores between them made 34 sorties and

attacked two convoys, i^lthough these combined totals of eight

shipping strikes are not in themselves impressive, they reveal that

Malta was again beginning to asseirt itself as an offensive air base,

a development which was soon to have its effect on the military

situation in North Africa. This resumption of the air offensive

from Malta soon prevented the enemy from using the shortest sea

routes to the east and west of ihe island because of the threat

from the air.

The only success, but in itself an important one, scored by

aircraft against the enemy's supply lines at this time was the

sinking of the 6,836-ton Italian shin Gino Allegri.

south-bound, some 80 miles from Benghazi, when she was located by

a single Wellington VIII of No, 221 Sqviadron (Detachment) on the

night 30/31 May, the Cino Allegri being escorted by a destroyer.

Five 500-lb bombs were dropped with one second delay from 4«000

feet but according to the pilot only a "ziear miss" was scored

and aooordin^y no claim was registered.

She was

H.Q. M.E. Table
of Operations
A.H.B./IIJ1/31/I

/three
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Three Albacores and tyro SwordTiabi yrere then depatched to

attack the merchant vessel but she could not be located* It is

now revealed by enemy documents that in point of fact the diip

According to these enen^ sources there were only

Her cargo totalled 1,773 tons, of ydiioh

The balance consisted of tanks, M.T.,

motor-cycles and provisioni’. iHi^piebatsc-Inhere were also 2,500 maps

socially requested by the Panzer Army and presumably needed for

In addition to the crew, there were a number

of Service personnel on board ydio were travelling to North Africa

as replacements. (1)

The total enemy merchant tonnage lost in the Mediterranean

dxaring May 19i*2 amounted to 15,679 tons.

had been sunk.

22 survivsika out of 302.

1,000 tons was ammunition.

Operation "Theseus".

eI

N&vf Perdut^

A.H.B.6

The effect of Malta's renaissance as an offensive air base

was soon reflected in the figures of stores dipped to North

Africa. YHhereas during April 1942 151,578 tons were dei^atched

Navi Perd^mk.
Dati Statistici

and 150,389 tons arrived, in May the total dropped to 93,188 tons

of which 86,439 tons reached their destination. In April,

the German forces in North Africa received 55,883 tons of stores,

of which 23,595 tons were fuel. In May, only 31,427 tons of

stores arrived safely for them and the fuel receipts had dropped

by nearly two-thirds to 8,163 tons.

This sharp fall in the quantity of stores ̂ pped to North

Africa, during May 1942, meant that the enemy were xmable to build

Had not sudh vast dumps of all kinds of

stores fallen into the hands of the Panzer Army at Tobruk, on

21 June, there is little doiibt that Rommel would have been forced

vq> adequate reserves*

to halt his advance at the Egyptian frontier, as had been originally

planned* On the other hand, shortage of certain stox*es^ 
-

particularly ammundtion, fuel, tanks and M.T. - was one of the

factors in the failure of Rommel to press forward his victorious

advance to Delta in the early days of July 1942. Shortage of

/aviation
XT] Tha Admiralty cl*>im th^t the Gino Allegri was sunk by
the submarine Proteus.
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aviation and M.T. fuel also hasopered the advance of the Lxiftwaffe

and helped to prevent them giving adequate support to the Panzer

Army in the later stages of the Britidi retreat,

by the fact that the Royal Air Force had thorodghly

cleared aizfields of stocks of aviation ̂ irit before moving back

to new bases.

This was

The Prime Minister Bresses for an Offensive in North Africa

in 6trder to Help Malta

Throughout May, the Defence Minister and the Chiefs of Staff

urged the Commander-inK?hief Middle East to begin an offensive

H
during that month with the intention not only re-csqjturing

A

Cyrenaica but to help break the blockade of Malta,

change of telegrams took place only a short time prior to Rommel's

offensive and so from that point of view it is largely academic.

However, it does reveal the in5)ortance which the preservation of

Malta as an offensive base had assumed in the m-inr|q of the Defence

Minister and Chiefs of Staff at this time.

On 6- May, the Commander-in-Chief Middle East sent

This inter-

'an

Middle East

Strategy and
Defence Policy
Part II.

appreciation of the possibilities of launching an offensive in the

Western Desert" to the Chiefs of Staff. After a lengthy

discussion of comparative tank strengths. General Aucfcinleck

stated that it was not considered that an offensive would be

justified before 15 June. "To start earlier" he wrote "would

incur risk of only partial successes and tank losses, and might

in the worst case lead to a sexdous reverse, the consequences of

which, in present circunstances, are likely, in our opinion, to be

extremely dangerous". On the <>0 May, the Minister of State

(The Rt. Hon. R. G. Casey) sent a signal to the Prime Minister.

He had presided at the Middle East Defence Committee Meetiijg at

Tirtiich the decision not to launch the offensive before 15 June had

Ibid. been taken. He pointed out that there were "many intapgible

/factors
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factors affecting the problem in addition to the mere counting

of tanks on either side"* but that General Audainleck felt that

svqperiority in armour was such a vital factor as to outweigh all
/

According to the latest intelligence

available to the Commander-in*Ohief Middle East, the enemy had

managed to ship sufficient tank reinforcements to Worth Africa to

bring their armoured divisions up to strength,

stances", the Minister of State continued, "vdiile fiilly aware to

the advantage to Malta of getting Cyrenaica, he (the O.-in-C.)

is clearly convinced that it would be at serious rislc to laundi

his offensive before the date now given by

Aucklnleck does not go so far as to say that the attack in mid*^iay

would necessarily mean disaster, but he clearly does believe that

at the best it would be an extremely hazardous enterprise, while

at the worst failirre might endanger the subsequent safety of Egypt.

These two signals from the Commander-inChief Middle East

and the Secretary of State were considered by the Chiefs of Staff

at a meeting of the 'Sfer Cabinet on 8 May "sdien the Prime Minister,

in a personal telegram to General Aucfiinleck, said:

The Chiefs of Staff, the Defence Committee and the War

Cabinet have all earnestly considered your telegram
No. GG/36 in relation to the idiole war situation,
having particular regard to Malta, the loss of -s^ich
would be a disaster of first magnitude to the Britida
En5>ire and probably fatal in the long run to the
defence of the Nile Valley.

We are agreed that in spite of the risks you mention in

para. 9 you would be right to attack the eneny and fight
a major battle if possible during May, and the sooner
the better. We aji^jfully
responsibility for^eneral directions; leaving you with
the necessary latitvide for their execution. In this
you will no doubt have regard to the fact that the enemy
may himself be planning to attack yo
is trying to be ready for then.^ (I)

The reply from the Middle East was the xasult of  a meeting

of the Middle East Defence Committee (21|.th), held on 9 May, at

/vdiich

other considerations.

"In these circum-

u

1.

2.

prepared to take full
/

u early in Jvine and

(1) The enemy offensive was launched on 26 May*
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■nhicsh the Minister of State (the Rt. Hon. R. Oaaey), the

Commander-in-Chief Middle East Forces ((zeneral Sir Claude

J, 3. Auchihleok), the Air Officer Goramanding-in-Ghief Middle East

(Air Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder) and the Gommander-in-Ghief

Mediterranean (Admiral Sir Henry Pridham-Wipfpell) were present.
K

At this meeting. General Avioj^inleck circulated  a draft telegram
"designed to stress again certain of the major considerations

affecting the launching of an offensive and to correct certain

1

Ibid. of the impressions \dxioh the War Gabinet agppeared to have gained."

Ihe telegram as finally de^atched showed little sign that

the true significance of ilalta, in the ove^|]^ll strategic position
in the Mediterranean, weus appreciated by the Gommanders-in-Ghief

fn, fkiit-

Middle East, particularly from an air point of view.

0-9 grave mistakes were made^hy the Briti^ Gommanders-

in-Ghief ^v^ Madt^as were made by Kesselring.and, straj^gely
enough, the date (9 May) was^-identical with the one chosen by the
enemy’s G.-in-C. for his rai^ statement vis-a-vis Malta 'our

task conqpleted". Y^ith the reinforcement of Malta with 60

^itfires and the developments soon to take place in North Africa®
with the lavmching of Operation "Kieseus", it was not so the

task of the axxQ^ forces in North Africa to come to the of

Malta, but rather the reverse.

jt We realised the Gommanders-in-Ghief wrote, >its (Malta's)
importance but do not repeat not in the light of the most
recent information in our possession consider that its fall
(much though this would be deplored) woxild necessarily be
fatal to security of Egypt for an #veiyjp.ong period, if at all,
provided our supply lines through the i^iim Ocean remaiK*
iminterrupted. In its present neutralised state, Malta has
very little influence on the enei^y maintenance situation in
North Africa, though it is containing large enemy air forces. 5''^

VC-./

Ibid.

The signal went on to recapitulate the reasons T/diy it would be

wiser to postpone the Britidi offensive. Bearing in mirnj

Rommel's successes which followed so rapidly on his offensive

from Gazala, on 26 May, it is interesting to read this truly

surprising statement with ^hich the signal ends:

/lou
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You mention the possibility of an enemy offensive against
There are certain thoiagh not repeat notus early in June,

very definite indications of this from the information at our
cLisposal, and we are naturally watching it closely and

continually. We woiild point out that if the enemy could be
induced to attack us with the forces now at his disEposal,

stroig positions in reserve
behind them, it might very well be the beat thing that could

happen. We are not repeat not afraid of this eventuality
and hope that if it materialises, we can so damage his
armoured forces as to give us a good chance of passing to

the counter offensive, and possibly thereby achieving our

object, idiich is to destroy his forces, and particularly his

armoured forces in Oyrenaica before he can withdraw them
westwards and so continue to threaten Egypt.

existingin our

This message from the Commanders-in-Ghief Middle East,

particularly the comments on Malta, gave rise to  a sharp reaction

at Air Ministry, It was pointed out that as an air staging post

alone,Malt a was indispensable. Between 1 #aa^and 30 April, over
in this way.

300 aircraft had reached the Middle Eas(^; Without Malta^ it would

be necessary to crate the machines and send them by sea, placing

>

an additional strain on shipping resources and the Takoradi route.

Malta contained 300 to AOO
(1)

first-line eneny aircraft vdiidi

might otherwise have been used elsetihere and this force had

suffered heavy wastage vdiich the enemy could ill afford. Lastly,

there was Malta's importance as an offensive base, and it was

pointed out that once the air assault on Malta had been lifted

the island ̂ ould regain its value as an offensive base.

'K3C.42 is bound to raise the question of the replacement of

General Auo^nleck", the D. of Plans wrote to the V.C.A.S.

The Prime Minister's views were set out in a personal
K

telegram from him to General Auc^inleck on 10 May.

The Chiefs of Staff, the Defence Committee and the
War Cabinet have again considered the whole position.
We are determined that Malta shall not be allowed to fall

without a battle being fought by your ?hole Anny for its
retention,

involve the surrender of over 30,000 men, Amy nnd
Force, together with several hundred guns.
would give the enemy a clear and sure bridge to Africa with
all the consequences following from that,
sever the air route \:pon -Rhich both you and India must
depend for a substantial part of your aircraft reinforcements.

The aiarving out of this fortress would

Its loss wotiLd

/Besides

(1) At the peak of the enemy air assault on Malta the figure was
in the region of ̂ 00 aircraft, ̂ 00 of them German.
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Besides this, it would compromise any offensive against
Italy and future plans such as’Acraibat'and'Gymnast I
Coopared with the certainty of these disasterSj we consider
the risks you have set out to the safety of Europe are

definitely less, and we accept |hem
latest date for engaging the ei^ Ydiich we coiild approve
is one tdiich provides a distraction in time to help the
passage of the Jtine dark-period convoy.

%e allusion to the June convoy to Malta in the last sentence

•  Die very

p'--

Ibid.

of the quoted extract fz*om the Prime Minister* s telegram aroused

imediate misgivir^s in the mind of the Commander-in-Chief

Middle East. In his reply on 19 May, he said he assuned that

this was not meant to imply that all that was required was "an

operation to provide a distraction to help the Malta convoy",

but that the primary objectl^ of an offensive in Libya was still
to be the destznxstion of the enemy forces and the occupation of

Cyrenaica as a step toward the eventual expulsion of the eneny

from Libya.

y Assuming^, he went to say, ̂ hat a major offensiveon

is to be carried out but that its ii^teoseption must be so
timed as to provide distraction^ to help the Malta convoy,
the actiial moment of the launching of the offensive will
be governed by three considerations - First, the afl-il-ing
date of the convoy; Second, eneny action between now and
then; Third, the relative air strength of the enemy and
ourselvesIbid.

Finally, he added, in a cautious mood fdiich was markedly

absent from the despatch from the Commanders-in-Ghief Middle East

on 9 May;

There are strong signs that the enemy intends to attack
If he does attack, our futureis in the immediate futtire.

action must be governed by the results of the battle and
cannot be forecast now.

The Prime Minister replied on 20 May:

Your interpretation
¥e feel that the time has come for a trial of strength in
Cyrenaica and that the survival of Malta is involved.

Bearing in mind the result of Rommel* s offensive from Gazala

on 26 May, it is interesting to note that in this telegram the

Prime Minister added succinctly, "There are no safe battles".

is absolutely correct.
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a
Hurricanes "hore Hindrance 'fhan, ̂  Ibfelp

By the spring of 1942 the Hurricane had proved to be so

0»0 • Malta

conpletely inferior to the Me.109F that on 17 May the A.O.C. Malta

signalled both the Air Ministry and H.Q. Middle East:

Do not repeat not require any more Hurricanes here.
They are outclassed in the fighting and are more of a

hin^ance than a help. We are always far outnunibered in the
air and we must make vnp for this with good equipment.

Vfe do not repeat not require any more Hurricanes.

Air Ministry expressed some surprise at this blunt statement:

A.H,B./ID1/27(V,

Do you really mean that Hurricanes together with /tft
Spitfires are of no help to you even if we :Send in
additional maintenance personnel by air and by convoy?
If you don’t want them there are many others ifdio would
be very glad of them. Y/ill you think again and inform
us?

The A.O.C. Malta re-stated his views in a signal dated 18/5.

■»*there wer^, he pointed out,•”^74 fighters within 80 miles of Malta

The R.A.F. fighters

had the advantage of being over their own ground, but there

"too much sea about the place” and rescue v/as extremely hazardous

When the Hurricanes were operating, Spitfires had to be

detailed to look after them tdiioh detracted from Malta’s fighter
effort.

all sijperior in performance to the Hurricanes.

was

by day.-’^

’’Under these conditions” he continued'bnd with inferior

A.H.B

101/4

equipment, the day of the fighter Hvuxicane at.iialta has gone,

is asking too much from my pilots, ho\Tever gallant they may be.

H.Q. Middle East replied, ii’iWe agree with you that the Hurr

It

icane

is now obsolete as a fighter in Malta and here, too, incidentally. ”

There was, however, certain work such as intruder patrols over

enemy airfields from Malta for which the Hiuricane was useful and

for which they could continue to be used, vmtil more Beaufighters
were available.

The Shuttle Service from U.K. (No. 24 Squadron)

Although by mid-1942 Spitfire reinforcements were being

received at Malta, with the assistance of the Royal Navy, in a

steady stream, the Command at Malta W6»e being faced all the time

/with
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Spitfire Reinforcing Operations “Tilden/Style" and
'•Maintopi/Saiient»; Juni" 1942.

In June 1942, two more reinforcing operations vrere carried out

by H.M.S. Bagle in -rtiich Itlalta received a total of 59 Spitfires.

The first of these was Operation "TildenJ^'^tyle*' involving 31 Spitfires

of which 27 reached Malta safely, on 3 June.

Operation "MaintopJ^Salient" carried out on 9 June, vdien all 32

aircraft flown off the Eagle attained their objective.
S.S.

On 20 May, the l|. Empire Conrad left the Clyde carryirg 32

cased Spitfires and 95 cases of spares, together with R.A.P.

personnel.

The second one vras

(1)
Owing to the virgency of the commitment, the Spitfires'

Reinforcing
Ops. A.H.B./
IIJl/68.

guns for this Operation, known as "Tilden" and Style", were notOpe <fc4oe-

This coixld only have been done if the date of sailing

"Tilden" and

"Style" A.H.B./
11^/22^/123

air tested.

of the Empire Conrad had been delayed. Among the pilots sent for

this operation, there vrere two who were night fighter-Hurricane  pilots

These pilots were returned to U.K.who had never flown a Spitfire.

as being "quite useless for the operation",

remainder were "very ineaperianced."

Between 06l5 and 0832|. hours on 3 June, 31 %>itfires were flown

The majority of the

off the aircraft carrier Eagle in the approximate position

037° 2^7* N. and 002° ItB* E. Some time after the %)itfires had left
t

Off Pantell^ia, the last

two flights of Spitfires were attacked by enemy Me. 109s.

the Eagle, enengr aircraft were obseiwed.

Two tfore

Spitfires were definitely diot down by the enemy aircraft and two

others were probably shot down also, as they never reached I^alta.

A further Spitfire sustained damage in landing.

Spitfires flown off the carrier Eagle in Operation "Tilden" and

"Style", 27 reeushed their destination.

Thus, of the 31Operation
"Tilden"

S. 12^557

/Operation

(l) Also included 196 cases for R.A.P. Gibraltar and four cased
Fulmars. Personnel emibarked were 13 officers and 12 sergeants,
together with a maintenance party. Additional pilots were
flown out for the operation.

aiCRET
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Operation MaintopI/Salient'* whidi was a repetition of *Tilden“

took place six days later,

with as many ̂ itfires as possible before the Eagle was required for

A force of 32 ̂ itfires was embarked at the

The Spitfires were flown off the

Eagle between 0600 and 0730 on 9 June, in the position 037° 18* N.

and 002° 30* E.

and all of the ^itfires reached l^Ialta, one, however, cra^ landjoiQ^

•  At I2I4O ho\ars on 9 June, H.M.S. Partridge was detached

from Force 'H* (which had already been reported to the enemy by a

U-boat two hoiars earlier), to help with a surrendered U-boat.
C^)

This proved to be the Italian submarine Veniero which had been

It had been decided to reinforce Malta

the June convoy.

(1)
Clyde on the Hopetam\

Althotagh , the aircraft were not attaclred

on arrival

"Maintop" and
"Salient" A.H.B./
HK/2A/126

.

attacked, at night only, off the Balearic Islands by a Catalina

of No. 24c Squadron which was co-x>perating in Operation "Salient".

Operation
"Maintop/
Salient*^ leaving only two survivors strugglirg in the water.
CS.14749

The Veniero surfaced and surrendered to the Catalin a and then sank.

The Catalina

attempted to rescue, but in ti’ying to land on the sea was damaged

and had to return to base.

Aircraft Reinforcements to Malta in preparation for the June Convoy.

Plans for the June convoy to Malta ("Haipoon" and "Vigorous")

which was to sail simultaneously in two parts from both ends of the

Mediterranean in the dark period about the middle of the month

involved a considerable strengthening of Malta’s offensive, as well
rkc.

as defensive, air strength. ^ Tvso aircraft reinforcing operations

on 3 and 9 June, in which a total of 59 Spitfires had been flown to

Malta off the Eagle had been carried out primarily with the idea of

strengthening Malta in preparation for this Jxine convoy.

/Phe

(1) The Hope tarn carried, in addition to the cased Spitfires,
214 boxes S.A.A., together with various other items for
Operation "l>!aintop".
13 officers and 21 sergeants,
party of one officer, two Warrant Officers, six Sergeants

and 79 O.Rs.

0  ̂RET

tV Atf/

The R.A.F. personnel consisted of
There was also a maintenan

/V'dv'i

ce
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There yfere obvious limitswith an urgent demand for spare parts*

to the process of ’bannihalisation" from crai^ed aircraft. The

difficulties and uncertainties of getting supplies by sea were so

great that the alternative of flying the spare parts in by air

to the beleaguered island had to be undertaJlcen*

The squadron involved in this diuttle service between U.K. and

Malta was No. 24> based at Hendon. Beginning on 17 April, they

flew 3aot only Spitfire spares but other urgently needed stores,

together with passepgers,to the island. Some idea of the scale

of the operations involved is revealed by the fact that by June

and within a nonth, five No. 24 Squadron aircraft had con5>leted

over 500 hours on this diuttle service carryipg 140 passengers

and 35,000 pounds of freight in and out of Malta. The six pilots

A.V.M. H.P.Lloyd
D.O.PUe A.H.B./
IIJ5/113/9/5 and
0.^ Sqdn.
o.R.B.

Theenployed on the run averaged 130 flying hours a month,

squadron experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining replace

ment aircraft, as Coastal Command had priority in Hudson aircraft.

In a letter dated 5th Jtane, the O.C. No. 24 Squadron paid a tribute

to "the magnificent tHioteAiy'organisation at Ivlalta for the ^lendid

way in Tdiich they have turned our aircraft round",

the A.O.C., diortly before he relinquished his command at Malta,

On 13 June,

(1)

sent a letter of appreciation to the Officer Commanding No. 24

Squadron, Wing Commandsr P. W. M. V/fight:

am most grateful to yoxf’, he wrote, *^or running your
efficient guttle

have been in a very bad way on this island,
your help we are now in very good diape.
pleased to know that you have been responsible for carrying
omr only ̂ itfire ̂ ares, so that we owe you a tremendous
debt of gratitude in putting us back on top of the world ....

Pl3ring crews have been magnificent (l don't know how you
scro\u)ged them),
any of them and no crashery.
performance.

jr

Without your help we woiild
As a result of

You will be

service./

We have not had the slightest bother with
This is indeed a very fine

/%)itfire

(l) On 15 July.

SECRET
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The detachment of* No. 104 Squadron (Wellington IIs), Yihich

had arrived at Malta on 24 May, left on 11 June to make room for

During their stay, this detachment dropped

They attacked targejts in Naples,
Cagliari, Augusta, and Messina Harbours and the enemy

airfields around Catania, in the eastern part of Sicily.

On 11 June, three days before the convoy, 11 Beaufighters of

No. 235 Squadron arrived, and a further detachment of three Beau-

Their main duty was to provide

other aircraft.

152 tons of bombs in 104 sorties.
I 0 •> tc

fighters arrived on 15 June,

A.H.Q.Malta
O.R.B.

escort and high diver for the Beauforts of No. 217 Squadron, nine
^  .-.x /hi.c.

of nrfiich arrived on 10 June and six more by 12 Junei
0>

Malt

Squadron
O.R.Bs.

a

complair^d that the general state of the armament maintenance of

the Beaufighters was "very poor" and they were hard pressed to make

There werethe aircraft fit for operations in the time available,

also con5>laints that the Beaufort squadron was newly formed - and

The equipment was in such

Only by

the personnel did not know each other.

confusion that it all had to be removed and sorted out.

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

calling on the Docljyard and other local resources could nine

aircraft be marie serviceable by 13 June, the eve of the convoy

operation.

Yfellington Vsl of No. 38 Squadron arrived from the Middle
“^Iso sxbc B'^ltimorr'S which -arrived from the Middle Rsist

Sast^ four on 3 June,. 1 on 12 Jxine and 1 on 13 June. Generally

yaking, it was found that the Baltimore crews were inexperienced

and there was also mudi troxible with their wireless equipment.

Thpi>^were e

In addition to these special reinforcements the June convoy

operation, Malta held three P.R.U. Spitfires and four Wellington VIHs

The Royal Naval Air Squadrom based at Malta had foiu* torpedo and
A/o.

The^ 1435 (Malta) Slight had five night
The daily average Stpitfire serviceability at that

three A.S.V. aircraft.

Beaufighters.

time was 95.

/The

Cs^lo-r^.
(l) This squ'^dron w^s rout-' for but t-^mporarily
r^'t'^in^^d in for the period of the convoy.

SECRET
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The total number of aircraft in Malta for the June convoy

operation amounted to I65 (serviceable), made 15) as follows:-
V^s

Vfellirigton BE® 10

6Vs

"  VIII3 4

Beauf ighters (jtey) 14
’• (Kight) 5

Beaufort s

Baltimore3

P.R.U. Spitfires
Spitfires
R.N.A.S. Squadron

aircraft

15
6

3
95
7

165 serviceable aircraft

According to the A.O.C. Malta, it woiild have been quite

in^xassible to have maintained all these aircraft at imnediate

readiness, and for a very quick turn-round, but for the help

obtained from the Army. All work was stopped at the Command Repair

Shops to provide a nucleus of skilled tradesmen in pens for each

aircraft, vdiere a conplete maintenance crew was always at

(1)readiness*

/%t

(1) Help provided by the Amy was as follov^s:-

OfficersParties Men Vehicles

Work on aircraft

in pens
Bomb'hole filling
Ammunition belt

filling
Tran^rt for bomb*
hole filling

Despatch riders
Comraunicat ions

12 332
5002i

1 43

1
198 (drivers

19 (drivers
12 (signal

men)

114 trucks

‘ 16 Vcycles

6 R/T sets
Towing aircraft and
for moving wreckage 28 crew 14 Bren

carriers

2 tanks6 crewdo.

34 146 vehicles and
A.P.Vs.;

6 R/T sets

1,138

SECRET
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The Jxitie Consroys to Malta (Operationa “Harpoon” and "Vigorous”^ -
14 to 17 June 1942

(i) Salient Points

(1)
The June convoy to Malta has been covered fully elsevihere

and it has been considered adequate, in this narrative, to outline

a number of the main points about the operation vdiich affected

Malta most closely,

stated on 10 May, "We (the Chiefs of Staff, the Defence Committee

and the War Cabinet ) are determined that Malta shall not be allowed

to fall without a battle being fovight by your whole 4my for its

The very latest date for engaging, the energy which

we could apjarove is one which provides a distraction in time to

help the passage of the June dark-period convoy.

Rommel had forestalled the British offensive by launchii^ Operation

"^eseus", on 26 May.

The convoy, knovm by the collective code-name of "Julius

As has been seen, the Prime Minister had

retention

In the meantime.

was

Middle East

Strategy and
Defence Policy
Pt. II

A.H.B./jr?/? / 22(a)

Admiralty Battle
Svmimary No. 32
A.H.B./III;/18/25 divided into two parts - Operation "Haipxaon", a corvoy from the

west, and Operation "Vigorous", another convoy from the east.
■h rfaffa

"Ha3T>oon" involved the atten5>ted passage of a convoy of sir shipsA

from the United Kingdom, throvigh Ihe Straitj| of Gibraltar, and

"Vigorous", a convoy of 11 ships, from Egypt. The two convoys

were to reach Malta on consecutive days, thus dividing the attention

of the enemy during the passage,

western convoy, the Troilus (7,500 tons) and the Orari (l0,500 tons),

together with the fecial service minelayer Wel^iman, an’ived.

Only two merchant vessels of the

(2)Ibid.

The eastern convoy was forced to give up the atten^t said return to

Alexandria.

/The

(l) A.H.B. Narratives "The R.A.P. in Maritime V7ar", Vol.VI.
"The Middle East Campaign", Vol. Ill
Also "Royal Air Force 1939 - 1945", Vol. II, H.M.S.O. 1954.

(2) Hie Welshman was carrying another cazgo of ammunition
special stores. She travelled ahead of the convoy.

aiCRET
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The anrlval of these ships firom "Harpoon", at a tine of great

crisis in the Mediterranean, was one of the tinmng points in the war

Not only had the blockade of Malta for vhich the

Axis Air Force had been fitting for so loi^g, and at such heavy

cost, been broken. It enabled the R.A.F. to beat off, and finally

defeat, the Luftwaffe*s third concentrated air offensive against

in that theatre.

A high proportion of the eneny air strength,

vdiich diould have been concentrated against the 8th Aimy, as they

retreated from Gazala towards El Alamein, presenting a series of

unparalleled air targets, was diverted against the convoy.

Finally, it permitted Malta to resume her role of an offensive

the island, in July.

air and naval base. This led to a remarkable diminution in the

enemy’s supplies, at a time when, with his offensive in full swing.

Rommel was in the greatest need of a steady stream of supplies and

reinforcements in order to allow the Panzer Army to exploit the

success of his offensive in the Western Desert and the fulfilment

of his long term plans (Operation "Aida”) for the occupation of

Egypt and a drive to the Suez Canal.

Admiral Weichold vdio, as a naval man had a very direwd idea

of the bearing that the yiaor of supplies was having on the fortunes

of the Panzer Army, in North Africa, wrote:
«»

Ihe cargos brou^t by the two supply ships enabled Malta
to keep going a few more months. In this respect, the
western part of the British operation had been a success,
despite the losses incurred.

Another unexpected but inportant result of the operation was that

,\eJ

According to Weicholdthe Italian fleet burned 15»000 tons of fuel.

this,together with other factors,contributed to a serious decline

in the delivery of stpplies to North Africa during Jvine.

1,850 tons of fuel oil were supplied to the German Arasy and Air Force,

while other supplies were limited because of the shortage of fuel

for naval escort to the convoys.

Only

/Nevertheless,

SECRET
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Nevertheless, although the enemy success was to that extent

At the price
jun.A

of 36 aircraft (14 German and 22 Italian), an Italian cruiser..fitek,

a battleship damaged, the British lost six M/Vs.,  a cruiser and

five destroyers, lidiile a cruiser, three destroyers, a mine sweeper,

the fecial service ship Centurion, a corvette and two M/Vs. were

Malta lost eight aircraft (five ̂ itfires, one Beau-

fighter, one Baltimore and one Albacore)

The help afforded indirectly to the Britidi land forces by the

incomplete, the cost to the Britidi was very high.

damaged.

Admiralty Battle
Suirenary No. 32
A.H.B.y/EIK/l8/
25.

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

diversion of a major proportion of the eneny air effort from the

battle was considerable and is considered in a separate

Section. Briefly, during 14 June, vshen the First South African

Division was retreating from Gazala and Rommel was malcirg a

determined effort to cut them off, enemy documents reveal that few

air operations were possible over the battle area because of the

preparations ■vdiich were being made for attacks on the convoys.

Throughout 13, 14 and 15 June, the enemy's main bomber force of

Ju.88 aircraft, based on Sicily, were using Derna as an advanced

landing ground for operations against the convoy from Alexandi^.
In addition, Ju.87 dive bombers were switched from North Africa

to Sicily, in order to help in the attacks against the convoys.

The effect of these diversions is not ea^ to assess,

actual losses of the G.A.P. were of no great moment conpared with

The

A.H.B.6.

the dislocation of flying routine inposed by the moves,

background ^
Jiforeover,

this period of intensive air operations against

the convoys,was the inevitable drop in efficiency of the units

as a

concerned through unserviceability,

to the successful withdrawal of the
ino-ck

El Alamein must have been^greater than
the convoy operations.

In this wey, the contribution

t^Anzy from Gazala and
actual period of

Taking into account the prodigal use of

\

/the
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A i 1*-

the G-.A.?. by Rommel, in the reduction of (BiJdl'Haiceim and Tobruk,
o^d

strain of the switcliing of units', additional lossesthe m
k

and the drop in serviceability consequent on the concentrated attacks
fk* ,

xffy there followed the serious result that the advance by

the Panzer Aimy into Egypt was made almost wholly without air

svgjport. Not until early Jtdy was the G.A.P. able to participate

again to any extent in the land battle. Moreover, the progressive

weakenirg of the G.A.P. in North Africa may be said to date from

this period.

Although considerable diversions of W.D.A.P. aircraft were mafift

in support of the convoys (Nos. 252 and 272 Squadrons, together

with aircraft on detachment from No. 227 Squadron, were withdrawn

on 1 and 3 June and a Kittyhawk Squadron of No. 250 Squadron on

10 June), the effect on the R.A.P. air striking force was nothing

like so grave. Essentially the effect was planned in a way that

A.O.C.A7/3
"Malta" A.H.B./
IIJ1/183/160(C) ifldiose main function was to provide the

would not affect too serioud.y the basic struggle of an air force
ECfkii (1)
fifti^Army with air support.

Also, a great part of the burden of providing the convoy with air

protection devolved on the forces of A.H.Q. Malta, A.H.Q. Levant

and A.H.Q. Egypt. A.H.Q. Western Desert's re sensibilities were

narrowed down to the period from 0745 on 14 June to mid-day on

15 June.

The main duties undertaken by Malta based aircraft, in support

of the convoy were:

(a) air searches for tlie Italian fleet;

(b) bombing of enemy air bases;

(o) shipping strikes against the Italian Navy;

(d) fighter protection, as soon as convoy came within
range.

/(ii)

(l) A total of l65 serviceable aircraft,including 95 Spitfires,
Y/ere held for the operation.

(2) Operation "Harpoon" was in any case geographically out of
the question. so happened, because of the threat by
the Italian Pleet^Operation "Vigorous", and the shortage of
ammunition with wMch to further air attacks,
the convoy turned back in the early hours of 15 June, and

fighter patrols by A.H.Q. Western Desert were extended until

nightfall, on that day.
SECRET
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(ii) Reconnaissance by No. 69 Squadron

?roin 11 Jiine onwards, P.R.U. ̂ itfires of Ko. 69 Squadron

carried out extensive reconnaissance of Taranto, Iiessina, Augusta
M<)V«

of the Italian Fleet.and Naples, in order to detect any

The first newsOn some days, Tdranto was covered three times.

that the Italian Fleet had left Tdkranto was obtained by a P.R.U.

At 1835 hoxjrs that evening, a BaltimoreSpitfire on 14 Jione.

Y/hich haci been sent to cover the southern exits to the Gulf of

Tdranto reported sighting the Fleet some 70 miles south of Tdranto

Unfortunately, oaring to aand bound on a southward course.
No. 69 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

wireless failure, no repoi’t of this movement was obtained mtil

In view of the Spitfire and Baltimorethe aircraft landed.

reports, Wellington VIIIs v/ere sent off at nightfall to carry outA.H.;. },Ialta
O.R.B.

patrols in the Ionian Sea.

A Wellington VIII led out the striking force of Wellingtons

against the Italian Fleet which was subsequently found, ̂ adowed

At the same time (the night 14/15 June), A.S.V.and attacked.

SvTordfidi carried out continuous patrols of the exits from the

Straits of Messina to attack two Italian ciniisers ^ould they

atteinpt to break throiJgh into the ^^nian Sea.

and shadowing were also made throughout 15 June, but owing to

wireless failures and aircraft losses - t\TO of the Baltiraores

patrols -

Fleet vras maintained only intermittently,

(iii) Convoy from the West (Operation "harpoon”)

Operation "Harpoon", a convoy of six ships (Trplus 7,500 tons,
/r

3qrdwa|n 6,000 tons. Chant 5,500 tons, Crari 10,500 tons,
m.

Tanjjpbar (Dutch) 3,000 tons, ICentucIcy (U.S.) 5,500 tons), left
(1)

Gibraltar at 0800 hours on 12 Jvine, together Tvith a naval escort.

/'IProm

Baltiiciore searches

cxjntact virith the Italianfailed to return from

(1) Force 'W one battleship, two aircraft carriers, three
cruisers and eight destroyers.
Force *X' one anti-aircraft ship, nine destroyers and four
minesweepers.
Force turned back on reaching tkij&vAkeiilQr Channel, at the
entrance to the Sicily-Tunis Narrows, while the convoy v/ent
on with Force

/Ae SK^I

\ r t to Malta.

iu rKMik, !
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STom Gloraltar, the convoy v/as escorted as far as the Sicilian

AdJidralty Battle

Sucomary
No. 32.

A.H.B./IIK/
18/25

'■Che dutiesHarrows by the aircraft carriers Eagle and Argus,

of air escort were then (at 2100 hours on 14 June) taJcen over by

fighters operating from Malta. II
shadowed continuously by German and Italian aircraft and reported

On the 15 June, the convoy was

by a submarine. Some delay occurred on 13 June, as the oiler

for refuelling the escort was several jailes off her rendezvous and

oiling v;as not finished until late that night. Hoe convoy was

probably again reported by eneiny submarine and at daji^ the next

•-"Bragadin:**' 0
H A ra
’AHU'tA"

day sliadoY/ing aircraft appeared once more.

Sardinia-based aircraft began at IO3O hours on 14 June.

The Dutdi ship Taniftibar w'as sunlc in the course of an attack by a

force of 28 and the cruiser Liverpool was also

hit, her ^seed being reduced to three or four knots and she was

Air attacks from

(1)
S > <xu A ‘

kc.

? ‘
1

accordii^ly ordered back to Gibraltar. The dajnaged ship served

the useftl pmpose of drajring off the remainder of the Italian air
(2)

attacks and it was not until 1320 liours that the air attacksT

on the convoy were resumed, this true by Ju.88 aircraft whicla,

however, were unable to inflict any damage,

that evening (at 1300 and 1320 hours) were also fruitless,

latter was the last encounter before the force divided at the

Harrows.

^’urther attacks

The

At 2100 hours, four Beaufighters arrived to relieve the
ndvA/

airmen Aviio had lost seven aircraft out of the 22 carried.

This patrol v/as carried out at a distance of between 200 to 220

/7d//-a
H.. ./O.R.B.
->n Operation
•Julius'

The Beaufighters remained with the convoy until

it was too dark to see enem^'- aircraft in the air.

17 Beaufighters (12 coastal and 5 night) available for operations.

/They

miles from base.

There were

(1) According to enemy sources, they employed a total of 232
Aircraft (40 German bombers, 50 Italian torpedo aircraft,
61 Italian bombers and 81 Iteaian fighters).

By 26 Italian bombers and 8 torpedo-carrying aircraft.(2)

SECRET
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They were oomnitted to the protection of not only '*Haipoon“ but

also "Vigorous”, coming in from the east. It was therefore

neoessaiy to husband the Beaufi^ter resouroes very carefully.

TShilst the first patrol of Beaufighters was over the convoy

and the five remaining merchant ships were formed in single line

ahead, for the passage of the Sicilian Harrows, eight Ju.88s

made an attack on the ships. They approached out of tile dusk

ahead and had the convoy clear against the western sky. The

presence of the Beaufighters, however, proved a considerable

protection. The enemy bombers were prevented from scoring any

successes against the convoy and the Beaufighters shot one of

them down. Plying hours by the Beaufighters, on 14 June, amounted

to 20 hours 10 minutes.

Admiralty Battle
Summaxy No. 32
A.H.B./EIVi8/25

The nert phase of the struggle began with the appearance of

two Italian cruisers (the TO/ Divisione consisting of the Eugenio di
c  4

Monteoi^oli) and five destroyers Usoari. Oriani. Premuda.
Vivaldi and tialooello) at daybreak on 15 June. For this it is

necessary to go back a little. As has already been seen, the

P.R.U. Spitfires were making frequent daily reconnaissances in order

to ascertain the movements of the Italian Fleet.

Savoia and

On 11 June, the

^1
Bragadin faem^da
■Che Ha Patto
La Uarina?'

a
Italians' main force had been found in Tranto, with the

exception of two cruisers and four destroyers in Cagliari and one

cruiser and five destroyers in Naples. On the night 13/l4 June,

a British submarine reported that the naval forces from Cagliari

were at sea. An attack by Fleet Air Arm Swordfish from Malta

was not possible as the enemy ships were at extreme range and the

aircraft could not have completed the task in time. A

I
A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

Wellington strike of four aircraft was accordingly sent out, but

unfortunately the Wellington V carrying the flares for the strike

crashed on take off. Illumination of the targets was inadequate

and the Wellingtons returned to base.

/The
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Tho dawn Beaufighters, sent out to cover the convoy on the

morning 15 Junoj sighted the enemy force consisting of two

oruisera and four destroyers at 0620 hours,

port beam of the British Force, This was the first news of the

enemy's presence obtained by Captain Hardy, the British Naval

The fi^ merchant ships were ordered to seek shelter in

Tunisian waters, while the Bedouin led out the Fleet-class

destroyers to the attack*

Twenty minutes after being first sighted by the Beaufighterj

fifteen miles on the

Commander*

S

the Italian cruisez}/opened fire* The British destroyers with

their 4«7**i&oh and 4"in<oh guns were completely out-gunned by the enemy

6-inoh cruisers* The Bedouin and Ihrtridge were soon hit and disabled

but the other three destroyed pressed on most gallantly* The

Ithuriel managed to hit the Italian destroyer Vivaldi and

teo^rarily immobilized her* A request was immediately made by

Official Italian

Account

Foroe 'X' for an air strike from Halts against the enemy Naval

force* Qifortunately, all Wellington Vs and all Beauforts,

except two, had just landed from a strike on the main enemy battle

Fleet, in the Ionian Sea in aid of the Operation "Vigorous", and

were not available* The only striking foroe left, therefore,

was the two remaining Beauforts with, as the A.O.C. himself

describes, "the least experienced crews in the squadron", and

Albaoores of the R.N.A. Squadron.

Strikes were given high and low cover by Spitfii«s* The

attacks - three in number - were very gallantly carried out in

daylight in an area where enemy fighters were active* The two

Beauforts of No, 217 Squadron attacked at IO36 hours, claiming

a hit on a cruiser* At much the same time (1029 hours) foxar

Albaoores also claimed hits on a cruiser* A further strike was

I

i  .Q. Malta
O.K.B.

/caacried

(1) There were .actually five destroyers* This was the ̂ Bivisione
already mentioned, commanded by Admiral Da Zara wiiion had /

left Balemo at 2130 hours on Ijjx June, with orders to attack
the convoy at first light 15 Juno*
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carried out by three Albacorea that afternoon, at 171O hours.

According to enemy reports these attacks were made against the

two cruisers, the jEfagenio di Savoia and the Monteoucooli

and the destroyer Vivaldi which was already ablaze

result of the hits scored by the Ithuriel,

as a

Unfortunately,

Bragadin "Che
Ha Fatto la Marina"

none of these strikes had any success. Nevertheless, th^

had an important moral effect on the enemy and hastened their

return to base. The fire in the Vivaldi was put out and,

"although endangered by the spirited attacks by Malta-based

she managed to reach Rantelleria jttutow.by the Eremuda
4  A

and helped by the tjlooello.
In the meantime, at 7^5 hours (15 June) the convoy, deprived

of the support of the A.A. ship Cairo and the destroyers and

without any air protection, was attacked by Ju,87 dive bombers

^ioh sank the Chant and disabled the Kentucky,

The fact that it was necessary to conseive the Beaufighters

for Operation "Vigorous", and the "Haip>oon" convoy was running

behind schedule, imposed a heavy burden on the long range

Spitfires,

from base.

aircraft".

It had been planned to use the Spitfires at 110 miles

As the convoy was still I40 miles from Malta at

A.H.B./IIK/I8/25

A.H.Q. Malta O.R.B.

0800 hours, it was decided to use the Spitfires at that range,

ttifortunately, the Spitfires did not arrive on the sgHwii» until

after the attack by the Ju,87s, when the Chant was sunk. At

1040 a few G-erman bombers - probably diversionary - approached

the convoy and were driven off. In so doing, however, the

Spitfires, which shot one bomber down, exhausted their fuel

ammunition. When another attack developed at 1120 hours the

relief flight had not arrived. The attacking aircraft disabled

the Burdwan. although the relieving Spitfires arrived in the

midst of the attacks and shot down two of the bombers. In order

to preserve what remained of the convoy, the damaged Kentucky

/and

Ibid, and Admiral

Battle Summaxy
No.32. A.H.B./
IIK/I8/25.
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It was intended to sink them byand Burdwan were abandoned.

gui^^^^ro from our own destroyers but, in faot, they were

eventiially sunk by Italian aircraft, Further casualties tc

the escort vessels were caused by mines as the two suxviving

ships of the convoy entered harbour on the night 15/l6 June,

As has already been mentioned, out of the six ships of the

convoy "Harpoon", only two, the Troilus. of 7»500 tons, and the

Orari. of 10,500 tons, arrived at Malta on l6 June,

The Spitfires flew 266 houi'S on 15 June and 33 hours 50

minutes on 16 June, in support of Operation "Harpoon",

of these aircraft were lost but five of the pilots were saved.

SixA.H.Q. Malta
0.R.B,

One of the difficulties encountered during the protection of

the convoy was that on the occasions when the Cairo was drawn

off to help cover the convoy from the enemy warships, the

aircraft were deprived of fighter direction.

. The main result of the arrival of the Troilus and Orari

(18,000 tons shipping, excludixig the Welshman) was that Malta

was again in a position to go over to the offensive. Furthermore,

the island was now able to last out until late September,

According to the Covemor, by cutting down the consumption of

high octane petrol 50*000 gallons a week, supplies would last

until October and still leave a reserve of 100,000 gallons for

operations to bring in a convoy,

(iv) Operation "Vigorous"

Complementary to Operation "Harpoon" was Operation "Vigorous",

the east to west convoy from Alexandria, Led by Rear-Admiral

Philip Vian, vAio had been in control of the March convoy, it

consisted of seven cruisers, one anti-aircraft ship and 26

destroyers, as the main escort for 11 merchant ships,

was also the fomer battleship Centurion vdiioh was unarmed,except

against air attack, and masquerading as a capital ship,^^^

(1) There

/I

A.0.C,A7/3 "Malta"
A.H.B./IIJ1/183/
160(C)

n

(6,000 tons) and Aagtekirk (7*000 tons) were(l) The Bhutan
sunk,

(2) Launched 31 years earlier and had been used pre-war as a
wireless-controlled target ship.
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In tho absence of* capital shipsj the convoy depended for its

defence against its chief danger, the Italian Navy, mainly on

submarines and aircraft* Admiral Harwood and Air Marshal Tedder,

A.H.Q.Malta O.R.B. accoi^iingly, set up a Combined Operations Room at Alexandria, in the
Operation
"Julius H.Q. of No. 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group,

Although Operation "Vigorous" failed in its primary

objective, which was to get the merchant vessels through to Malta,

from the air point of view there were two most interesting

results* First, there was the damage inflicted on the enemy

Fleet (Trento damaged by aircraft and finally sunk by sulmiarine

and Littorio damaged by bomb and aircraft torpedo),

thei'e was the effect that German air operations against the

convoy, from bases in North Africa and Orete, had on the

land battle*

The air striking force available at Malta (for both

"Harpoon" and "Vigorous") composed two squadrons of torpedo-

carrying aircraft (Beauforts, Albaoores and Wellingtons). In

the Western ̂ esert there was a further squadron of Beauforts

and the so-called "Halpro" Force of Liberators based near the

Suez Canal*

Secondly,

No* 217 Squadron
O.R.B.

The first successful strike was made by nine Beauforts

of No. 217 Squadron Detachment based at Malta, at 06l6 hours

The Italian Fleet was located steering in two

groups, one of which, sailing to the westward, included, the

3rd Cruiser Division (Gorizia and Trento - both 8-in* cruisers).

on 13 June.

The Beauforts attacked just when the enemy ships were passing

over the British submarine line* According to the Italian

account, in spite of a heavy barrage, four or five of the pilots

flew in low and launched their toxptedoes when at  a distance of no more

than 200 metres from their objectives,^”*) They disabled the
/stom-

(l) The foimation was led by Wing Commander Davis. The actual
hit on the Trento was probably scored by Flying Officer
Aldridge*
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atontf^st crulasr, the Trento of 10»000 tona, which theroi^n

turned away and steaised alovly veatwaxd in the oons>anQr of two

destroyers*
a

managed to avoid the toz^dos by makihg laxge alterations of
A

course*

19ie Beauforts then attacked the battleships lAiioh

Lieutenant Megnion of Submarine P*35 idio missed  a chazice

himself of attackipg the battleships by their sudden turning away)

logged the following highly dramatic desoriptSon of the scene

at the time of the Beauforts' attack:

F*33 was in tiie tmenvlable position of being in the
centre of a fantastic circus of wildly careering ceqpital

y ikU tracer-'
bursts* At one period

there was not a quadrant of the cospass unoooip>ied by
enemy vessels weaving continuously to and fro* It was
only possible to count the big Slips: destroyers seemed
to be eveiyshere* It was essential to remain at periscope
depth, for an opportunity to fire might come at any
moment; one was in fact tenpted to stand with periscope
and gaze in utter amazement'^

Ihe Captain of aibiBarine P«31 reported three hours after the

ships, oBd destroyers
^ell azd anti-aircraft

• ••

Trento had been hit that she was still "burning gloriously” with

her crew gathered on the quarter deck and two destroyers laying

a saoke screen around her, tdiile the Captain of ?*34> reported

her as being "definitely out of action and inoepable of movement”*

At 1006 hours. Lieutenant Maydon, of P*33» ^dio had been on the

scene then the Beauforts had scored their successes^ hit the
e

Trento with two toipedos and ̂  sank within a few minutes with
h

the loss of it06 officers and men* Of the survivors, 167 were

wounded*
t

"Uffigp Storico
Delta Marina
Militare" In the meant iae, a^9l6 hours, tiie Sgypt-based Liberators

after a remarkable flight in thich they had successfully nu^e a

rendezvous over the Italian Fleet with five torpedo Beanforts of

, from the Western Desert, bombed the enesgr

The Liberators attacked in three gzoiqps of three airoraft

(1)
Kb* 39 Squadron

ships*

/ffom

(l) 12 airoraft of No* 39 Squadron had set exit* They were
intercepted by Me* 109s 'chich ^t down two of them* Five
more were forced to drop out owing to damage or excessive
patrol consunption, four of which returned safely to Eg;^t,
the fifth being lost en route to Malta* The five remaining
aircraft coopleted their mission and flew on to Malta*
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3%iere were nine near-miaaesfrom the dlreotion of the aun.

on the Italian Admixaltjlltih flag^ip the Littorio and one homb

hit the Littorio» oausiDg damage to a gun turret* killing one andJ

ft-Ci-h-M
injuring 12 others* and causing serious damage to an airoraft ̂ ich

Subsequently this aircraft had

Dae Vittorio Veneto also suffered

was ready to be oatspulted off*

to be jettisoned overboard*

many near misses* but without sustaining any damage*

Beaufort s attacked idiile the Liberators were still in the vicinity*

Although the enemy ships helped the attacking airoraft by

altering the course 90® irtien they were bows on to the aircraft*

This may be related toall the torpedo s missed their objective*
A

the fact that two of the attacking airoraft released their

torpedos at a distance of 2*000 metres* and three others from

In the case of the successful Beaufort attack

by No* 217 Squadron on the Trento* it will be remembered that

(1)
4*000 metres*

the attacking aircraft launched its torpedo idien at a distance of

O3oly 200 metres*

After the bombing of tiie LittOTio by the Liberators at 08l6

hours on 15 June* the Italian Fleet continued on  a aouth*^asterly

course until 1500 hoxxrs* yUa&n they were recalled to base at

From that time until 0040 hours on the l6th* the

At 2030 hours*

Tdranto*

Italian 3.eet was free from any form of attack^

five Wellington 10 airoraft of No* 33 Squadron left Malta on a

torpedo strike against the Italian sihips* in co*t>peration with

^ minutes before the attain was actually

laujushed a telephone message was received by the Italian Si^r-

(2)

A*S*V. aircraft
• ̂

n
n eight aircraft had left

/kalta
marina from the Marina^ssina that

0^

(1) The torpedos lauziched from 4*000 metres (roughly 2s miles)
could not l^ve reached their target.

(2) After a particularly intensive aeries of air attacks
lasting two hours by Grerman Crete-based bombers in idiidh*
according to Admiral Vian, "all known forms of attack were

employed” and with his aimnunition reserves seriously
depleted* Admiral Harwood signalled at 2053 hours ’^tum to
Alexandria with your iidiole Ebrce"*

A*H.Q* Malta 0*R.B.
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Malta to attack the Italian Naval Force. Although both the time

and the nuniber of aircraft -w&re incorrect, the message nevertheless

At 0016 hours, the order

eas given by the Italian Admiral for a smoke screen to be laid,

and by the time the Wellingtons had axrived at their target the

smoke soreen vas found to be so effective ** combined as it was

with low cloud - that four out of the five aircraft took their

torpedos back to base.
/C

One of the Wellingtons, however, piloted by Pilot Officer

enabled the Italians to be forewarned.

(1)

Hawes, after having been subjected to the fire of the two

destroyers j^ersagliere and Alnino. found 4^
as "a sDoke fi*ee corridor”.

Italians desc

Ihis enabled the pilot to lo

ribed

cate

the battleship Littorio against which target he dropped two

torpedc^ at OOAO hoxsrs.
battleship” but in point of fact a hit had been scored forward

ihe pilot claimed "probable hit on a

No. 38 Sqdn. O.H.B. Although tile aircraft bad left the vicinity,

the Italians continued throwing a smoke soreen until well aftw

on the Littorio.

2 o'clock the next morning. The damage to the Littorio was found

to be serious. The Italian Sc^>eim8Zdna was warned that there was

a likelihood of her foundering was kept in dock for

several months. In this abortive Operation "Vigorous” a

British cruiser, three destroyers and two merdhaub ships had been

lost and three cruisers, the special service ship Centurion, a

corvette and two merchantman damaged. At no time were the

Britieh and Italian Fleets in conflict, the only casualties to

the enexi^belng inflicted by aircraft **nd submarine.
Admiral Harwood eacpressed the view that "events jaroved with

painful clarity that our air striking force had nothing like the

wei^t reg.ui3%d to stop a vast and powerful enemy force, and it

in no way conpensated for our lack of heavy diips". With the

/Air

(1) According to the eneoQr report, the Italians were very
surprised that no attack materiailised from, these aircraft,
as the strong diffused light of the flares appeared to
light their ships with remarkable efficiency.
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Aix Striking Force should be iooluded the Brltlf^ Submarine
lYAlt k

Force idiich, s^art frcsa sinking the Trento^r had already been

crippled by air attack^ had had a aii^gular lack of success*

Whether the pcceseiice of capital ships as escort to the convoy

Tsoxild have enabled the li/Va of Operation ’’Vigorous" to reach

Malta is open to question* Even if the Royal Navy had been

willing to hazard heavy diips in the narrow waters of Bomb Alley

dominated by eneny ahore>*based bonbers from Crete and North

Africa, there is every likelihood that targets of sudh magnitude

would have suffered severely from air attacks.

Thus the enemy occupation of Crete and the air bases on

•KJyrenaican Hump" had made an east to west convoy to Malta

virtually impractioable. In point of fact, no further atteopt

was made to run a convoy from Alexandria through to Malta until.
h

with the advance of the 8th Army, the Martu^a and DemaB^booss

airfieldjtwaa occupied ~ an integral part of the pi«nTi-iT^ for the

- and Operation "Ston^^e" took place inbattle of El at onwi n

the middle of November, 1S>42*

(▼) _%e Effect of Opwaticn "Vigorous" on Land Operations
in North Africa (14 - 15 June 13tf2)

By 14 June, -idien the enemy had started their concentrated

air attacks on both " Harpoon" and •'Vigorous", the retreat of

the Eighth Army from their positions at Oazala had already begun*

Bir Hacheim had fallen on 10 June, and as a result of the tank

battles of 12 and 13 June, a hi^ proportion of the tank strength

of the Eighth Arny had been destroyed* On 14 June, General

Ritchie ordered 13 Oozps to withdraw the 1st South African and

the 30th Divisions from Gazala* In addition, in view of the

serious situation on land, the Western Desert Air Force began

to prepare to oarzy out the first phase of their withdrawal plan

although they still continued to provide TBaY^ltnlm cover to the

On the same day (14 Juxie), the

/enemy

retreating Eighth Amy Units*
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enenQT forces began a determined atten^t to x*eacb liie coast road

and out off the South Africans.

As these Ei^th Jhxjny formations began their retreat> the

targets presented to the Axis air forces wexe uz^aralleledf The

situation promised an outstanding contribution to the land battle.

by concentrated air attack ishidi might, in effect,: turn the well-

ordered retreat of the E ighth Amy into a rout. The Panzer

Army H.Q. was receiving reports of concentrations of hundreds

of Ei^th Army vehicles, while the vehicles and A.P.Vs of the

South African Division, packed nose-to-tail along the coast road.

must have presented ideal targets for strong formations of enemy

Tet, according to Ei^th Army reports, the withdrawalbombers.

of the South Africans proceeded smoothly and, in spite of some

air attacks, they managed to reach the frontier almost intact.

Enemy reports provide concrete evidence about this lost

opportunity on tiie part of the eneny air forces in Nortii Africa.

On 1i(. June, although reconnaissance aircraft reported concen

trations of between k and 500 vehicles, oxCLy two bomber raids

were carried out against land tax^ets.

enemy bomber effort was directed against the British cotnroy to

The remainder of the

f, /i.8 c

Malta.

In view of the inportance of this convoy, the Panzer Army

infoimed by General von Waldan, Pliegerfi^irer Afrika,
morning of 14 June, tiiat the fumi^ing of air support to the

Afrika Korps 'would hefve to wait'. A number of Italian formations

and a few Ife.HOs would be i^ared'for the disnption of enemy

movements west of Aeroma'. Altogether, on 14 Jtuie, a total of

tsi^German aircraft (89 Ju.87s, 38 Ju.88s and 49 Me. 109s)

diverted! from the rewarding land targets presented by the

retreating Eighth Army, against Britidi shipping. In addition.

on thewas

wexe

25 of these Ju.88s had to land on Crete,on the couplet ion of their

mission, apd so their services were teiiporarily lost to the land

One group, at 18,40 hours, failed to locate the convoy.battle.

/because
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because their assigned leader plans had been dasiaged in the

course of a Briti^ attack on the airfield a quarter of an hour

before setting off*

There was a cos^arable situation on the following day (15 |une)

ifdien air support to the Panzer Army was limited to filter

operations* reconnaissance missions and only one attack by dive*

* Intensive ensaiy movement towards the east'* thebombers.

e

Pliegerfi^er Afrlka War Diary for that day records. *oan be

checked only by fighter-bomber forces' • Altogether 66 Ju* 87s

attacked British Upping on 13 June, in three attack waves (10*35

20 Ju*87a, 14*35 33 Ju*87s, and 18,30 13 Jti*87s). Oie last mission

proved abortive. !Qie number of Me* 109s used as escort are not

known* Ihezs were no Ju* 88 sorties flown against the convpry

North Africa on that day, vmdotibtedly due to the fact that these

aircraft had been teoporarily diverted to Crete on 14 J\ine, on

couplet ion of their strikes against the convoy.

Altogetiier, therefore, on 14 and 15 June, a total of 1^3

bomber sorties, ̂ diich could have been flown in suqpport of the

Panzer Army, against the most vulnerable targets presented by

Ei^th Army foimations, diiring a period of great crisis, were

diverted to flipping taigets.

Prom the eneny Commander's point of view, the direction of

hiffr a proportion of his tactical air strength to targets vhidh

were essentially strategic in scope, and which could have had no

iimnediate effect on the fortunes of the land battle, must have

Ihe diversion could hardly have

so

appeared intensely frustrating.

been worse timed, and, indeed, it was to lead to extensive

An opportunity to turn the British retreat into

It was also to have a marked effect on the

repercussions.

a rout had been missed*

efficiency of the G.A.P. for, agoart from the aircraft losses

incurred, and the disorganisation t^ich resulted from the switch

/of
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of the long-range bomber force» back to their bases in Crete,

these intensive operations against the conToy had  a marked

Taken in oonjunotion witheffect on general serviceability,

other factors (the use of the bombers in intensive operations for

rand Tbbruk, the orderly retreat of thethe reduction of Bir

Western Desert Mr Force, which left airfields stripped of

useful stores and equipoent and yet managed to maintain a hi^

level of operations), it meant that the Panzer M:my was forced to

advance into Eg^pt, without adequate air support.

Die arrival of the two diips at Malta from the "‘Harpoon"

convoy (together with "Welshmdn") enabled Malta to recommence

On 2k June, the German Mmy Generaloffensive operations.

Staff were notified:

Hie Duce stated that difficulties after the collapse of

the British Ei^th Army lay less in the battle on the
ground than in the transport situation at sea. Owing
to Malta’s active revival, supply of the Panzer Array in

Africa has once more entered a crucial i^ase
neutralisation of Malta is the essential condition for

the supxly of the Panzer Array and will ensure pursuit
as far as the Nile Delta.

Hie• • • •

Two days later, a discussion took place between Kesselring,

Qarallero^ Ronsoel and other eneny Commanders, end the Germany Army

General Staff were informed:

The situation of the British Array demands that successes
gained so far be exploited as far as possible. In spite
of this, it must be taken into consideration that the
supply position offers difficulties. The air base of
Malta has resumed offensive operations. The Tripoli
route must be temporarily abandoned and the route to
harbours in Cyrenaica is also endangered. It is planned
to neutralise Malta again, employing formations to be
transferred from Germany. This, however, requires time,
during which a critical period cazmot be avoided.

The third Axis air ’blitz’ was launched against Malta, in July.

By tMi»|^time, the fighter defence of Malta had been strengthened

to such a degree, by further reinforcements of aircraft flown in

from aircraft carriers, that the Island's defensive potential

was^q)erior to the enemy’ a power of offensive, and the attacks had

to be called off.

/a further
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A further interesting slOe-*issue of the June convoy to Malta

is provided by Admiral Weichold. It reveals how intricate and

unexpected the effects of an apparently straightforward action can

In this operation, the

Italian Heet expended 15»000 tons of fuel and this left them with

be, under conditions of modem warfare*

insufficient to maintain their extensive convoy protection conmit-

Biis contributed to a further drop in the delivery of

supplies to North .Africa, at a time -adien extra quantities were urgent

ly needed to mal^e good the heavy drain on stocks caused by the

intensive fighting in North Africa*

reached North Africa for the German forces there reached the

lowest figure for the vdiole of 1942*

ment s*

In Jtine, the stores tdiich

Although some of this

expenditure of stores and equipment was made good by the windfall

obtained with the capture of Tobruk, this was no substitute for a

controlled and successful supply programue, and in fact it merely

helped to conceal the real extent of the supply crisis of the

Later, vdien fully r*evealed by the pressure of events,

the shortage of supplies became one of the most inportant factors

in the failure of the Panzer Array, at El Alamein*

Low Level of Supplies feaching the Enemy Eoroes in North Africa
in June 1942

The rapid decline in the volume of supplies reaching the

enemy forces in Libya between April 1942, when the air attacks

on Malta were at their maximum, and June 1942, ̂ en the eneny

were pre-oocupied with the fighting in North AArioa, is apparent

in the following figures

Panzer Army*

(vi)

Por the

Gennan Forces
Total for

Axis Forces

La Iterina

Nella Seconds

Guerra ifondiale
Dati St^stici.

April 55,883 tons
May 31,427 "
June 8,267 ”

150,389 tons
86,439 ’•
32,327 «

2?he figures for the |M(K^of fuel reaching the Gennan forces

In April they were 23,595 tons.are even more strikirg*

are
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May 8,163 tons, and by June the total had dropped to 1,76l|. tons,

the lowest total for twelve months.

Admiral ̂ ichold*s statement, mentioned in the previo\is
section, that the expenditure of fuel ojJ. by the Italian fleet

during "Harpoon” and "Vigorous" prevented them from fulfilling

their convoy protection commitments, is supported by the fact

that the total supplies despatched in June to North African ports

was less than one half of that for May, and l/3rd of that for

Nevertheless, the sinkings of enemy shipping by aircraftApril,

showed the gratifying rise from nil in April, 6,836 tons in Mpy,

and 16,701 tons in June,

particularly unrewarding, sinkings totalling a mere 2,814 tons,

one of the lowest totals for the vdiole period of active operations

For the Royal Navy, June 1942 was

in the Mediterranean*

fhe June sinkings by aircraft reveal the typical way in which,

now that Malta was again operating as an offensive air base, R.A,F.

strategy was forcing the enemy on to the horns of  a dilemma,

sailings were shifted eastwards, in order to be safe from attack by

Malta baaed aircraft, they came within range of No* 201 (Naval

Co-operation) Group’s aircraft from Egypt,

sunk by aircraft in Jun^ two totalling 8,937 tons were sunk from

Egypt, and one of 7»744 tons from Malta.

Date

If

Out of the three i^ips

dyn-il
RemarksName df Flag Position Tonnage

6,8373410 N.

2055 E.

Sunk at dawn by
Egypt-based Beaufort.

June 4 Reginaldo
Giuliah<

(Italian)

Enemy Shipping
ses in the Med.

and R.A.F. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant) Vol.III* 7,7i*4 Beauforts from Malta

(No* 217 Squadron)
3343 N.
1158 E.

J\xne 21 Reiohenfels

(German)

17 miles E.
Tobruk

June 29 Savona

(Italian) Sunk by No* 38
Sguadronq; Wellingtons
based on Egypt.

2,120

The sinking of the Reichenfels was achieved after  a series of

disappointing strikes from Malta ?hose lack of success appears to

/haye
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have been due mainly to the inexperience of the crews in

torpedo-dropping or else to error in navigation.

On the morning of 21 June, a Baltimore of No.69 Sqviadron

searching between Cape Bon and Kerkennah, sighted vihat he thou^t

217 and 235
SQ,dn. O.R.Bs.

to be three merchant vessels without escort. A strike of eight

(1)
Beauforts of No. 217 Squadron with an escort of six Beau-

fighters of No. 235 Squadron was immediately oiganiaed.

convoy, consisting of two U/Va of 8,000 tons, both
IV

carrying heavy deck cargos including M.T

Th

were located ste

e

aming

line astern escorted by what is variously described as a flak

•)

A

ship and a destroyer, together with two Ju.88s and one S.M.79.

While the Beaufighters engaged the air escort, the Beauforts

attacked the tro merchant ships with their torpedos, scoring

hits on both of them and sinking what eventually pn^oved to be

the 7,7A4*ton German J4/7 Reiohenfels.

was intense and three of the Beauforts were shot down.

The flak experienced

In the meantime, the Beaufighters vAiich had engaged the

air escort destroyed all three enany aircraft. The pilot of
flc

one of the Beauforts (P.O. Udp|haBfigt()|^was hit in the face by a
piece of shrapnel. In spite of his injuries and being weak

from loss of blood, he managed to return and land safely at Malta

had left

a.t 2 Sum. on 20 Jime bound for Tripoli. Her cargo consisted

of 200 M.T. (mainly truoka), 411 tons of ammunition, 319 tons of

fuel, 198 tons of provisions, together with 506 tons of miscel

laneous supplies.

with the help of his navigator. The

A.H.B.6.

/Perfiaps

(l) No. 217 Squadron was in transit to Ceylon ftn/i retained
tenporarily at Malta.

A Slight of
Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron arriv^ at Malta from
Middle East the next day, 22 June, under the o-oTTmwrw5 of
Squadron Leader^.ft'*/. Gibbs.O

/
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Peziis^Si because she was a German ̂ ip of a relatively high

tonnage for the Mediteiranaan, the loss of the Reicfaenfels was

to have repercussions seemingly out of all propoirtion to the

iu^rtance of the oazgo she carried. As will be seen, the
t

sinking of this diip was to result i^yet another attenipt within

four months* to neutralise lilalta by air assault. Furthezntore,

when did take place, this July blitz'on Malta was to leave

the Axis Air Porce "off-balance" in the Mediterranean at a time

yUaen they were urgently needed to support Rommel’s early

attempts to breach the £1 Alamein positions.

rs'
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THE THIRD &ERMAN AIR QgPBNSIVE AGAINST M&LTA - JULY 1 Sk-2

I

The Ehemy Deoiaion to Launoh a Third Air Offensive
Against Malta

The loss of the Reiohenfels ooming as it did on 21 June, the

date of the capture of Tobruk, was a severe blow to the enemy Commander

which must have tinged his delight over the victory at Tobruk and

the tremendous booty obtained there with a feeling of apprehension

over the security of his supply lines. April and early May had

seen Malta completely dominated from the air, and, so it seemed, the

even flow of supplies for the Panzer army in North Africa assured.

By the third week in June, however, the R.A.P, from Malta and Egypt

between them were making enemy convoy operationsy again increasingly

hazardous. In spite of the failure of Operation ''Vigorous", the

arrival at Malta of the Troilus (7,500 tons) and Orari (10,500 tons)

from Operation "Harpoon", together with the Welshman, meant that Malta

was again in a position to pursue an aggressive policy. Thus arose

Rommel's dilemma that the greater his success on land, short of the

complete destruction of the Eighth Army and the Western Desert Air

Force, the more certain his own failure on the field of battle became

from shortage of supplies, due mainly to the existence of Malta

across his sea-borne lines of communication.

On 18 June, the German Army General Staff, Operations Division,

were notified that the Italian Navy were unable to put to sea, owing

to lack of oil. Only two cruisers and four destroyers were supplied

with oil, "The air base of Malta is very active again" the despatch

stated "Comando Supremo has asked C.-in-C. South (Kesselring) when he

will be able to neutralise Malta again."

On 22 June a message from the German General Comando Supremo to

OKW Operations Staff revealed the alarm felt over the loss of the

High Level
Reports and

•ectives

A.H.B, Trans

lation No,

VII/80,

Reiohenfels on the previous day.

/25 enengr
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23 eneBQr bombers and torpedo^arryiqg airoraft vith fighter
escort were used in -Oie attacks on the Cennan’*Italian convoy»
during Tdiich the Reidienfels ivas sunk. Our &ir escort consisted
of tuo Italian fighters azid three Jvu 883, two of ̂ idh were ̂ t
down. In view of the fact that eneqy aircraft once more oomoand
the Central Ueditexranean to this extent, ConAndo Stgremo
considers necessary quick transfer of air forces from Afi*ioa to
Sicily, in order to increase the attacks on Malta again. In
addition, all shipping movements west of Malta will be
teiqiorarily soegpended and the eastern route moxre extensively iised.

In spite of this warning that his supply lines had onse again

become insecure, owing to the revival of Malta as an offensive bsise,

Rommel despatched the following glowing message to OKW Operations

Staff on the same day (22 June).

!Qie first objective of the Fanser Army in Africa, to
defeat the enemy army in the field and take Tobruk, has been
attained. Eneny units are still bolding out at Solium,
Halfaya, and Sidi Omar. It is intended to destroy this enemy
force also and so open the way into Eg^. !Ihe condition and
morale of the troqas, tiie present sipply situation isproved by
booty, and the mementary weakness of the eneoy will permit
pursuit into the heart of Egypt.

Request the Ruce to effect the suspension of former
limitation on freedom of movement, and to put units at present
subordinated to loe at my disposal, so that the campaign may be
Gontinued.

will^ appreciate, this request involved a most serious reversal

of Axis policy in the Mediterranean idilah hitherto had postulated

the fact that no invasion of Egypt should or, indeed, oould be

attenpted until Malta had been effectively neutralised by ^7
invasion.

As

(U-

‘1

In this momentous exchange of signals udiich followed the fall of

Tobruk on 21 June 1%2, the confusion brought about by the enemy's

wi:^ to exploit their success on land, crattbined with anxiety for the

security of their supply lines is fully apparent. On the morning

of 2fh June, in reply to Ronmel* s signal, a teleprinter message was

received by the Duce ftx>m Hitler stating that "the historic moment

had now come to conquer Egypt azid must be exploited."

time, Keaselring and Bastioo were putting pressure on the Duoe for

At the same

/him
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him to fall in with Boinnol' s view and permit the pursuit of the

Ei^th Amy into Egypt without waiting for the reduction of Malta

!Ehen followed a message to Amy General Staff*hy invasioxu

Operations Division, idiidi reveals the acute confusion in the Duce's

mind*

After acknowledging the letter, the Duce instructed me to

give the Fuehrer, as his interim answer, that he is in conplete
agxeenmnt with the Fuehrer* s opinion, a^ that the hlstorio
moment has now come to coxupwr Egypt and must be exploited*
The Duce stated that difficulties after the collapse of the

Briti^ Ei^th Amy lay less in the battle on the ground than
in the transport situation at sea* Owing to Malta* s active
revival, supply of the Fanaer Amy in Aftidca has once more
entered a critioal stage* In his opinion it is absolutely
essential to neutralise Malta, as it is not possible at the
moment to oommence the attack to conquer the island onoe and
for all*

on Sicily for this purpose*
ordeired the transfer of one bomber and one fighter gruppe, )
the Italian Air Ibroe will transfer further formations from

Italy to Sicily* In addition, he requested that the tao
bomber i»Ttr> one fighter groppen from the Belch intended as
reinforoements for Sicily for Operation Tderoules" be made
available immediately* ’Bob neutralisation of Malta is tbe
essential condition for the supply of the Fanser Army, and will

ensure pursuit as far as the Nile Delta*

As preparations for Operation ’Seroules” are being delayed
owing to the continuation of the attack on Egypt, Ootimando
Supremo has postponed this operation until the beginning of
September*

It is necessary to reinforce the flyix^ formations
Field Marcbal Kesselring has

and

(b-J -

therefore, Hommel* a request "to effect the suspensionBy

of former limitations on freedom of movement" and falling in with

Hitler* s dogmatic statement that "the historic moment has now come

to conquer Egypt" the D\ice resigned himself to tbe fact that

Operation *Bercules" should be postponed until the autumn*

From 21 June, when the Beiohenfela was sunk, the Aacis forces

in North Africa wore to be plagued increasingly by supply shortages

Hitler,due directly to this decision-i^iiA7
Hommel and Kesselring - but perhaps Kesselring most of as he

was the man on the spot responsible for the strategic itMto8|^of
air operations ~ were to blame*

/Ehe
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final deoision to attempt the neutralisation of Malta again

by ooaoentrated air attack was taken on 26 June, at a meeting at

Sidi Barrani between Bomoel (notf promoted Field Harahal), General

Cecrallero, Field Marshal Kesselring and Generals Bdstloo and

Qxe direotiTe oane from CaTallexo on the antbority of ‘ttxeFougier.

Oomando Supremo.

(i) !Qie situation of the Briti^ Eighth Anoy demands that
suooess gained so far be exploited as far as possible,

(ii) In spite of this it must be taken into oonaideration
that the supply problem offers difficulties* Ihe Air
Base of Malta has resumed offensive operations. The
Tripoli route must be tenporarily abandoned, and the
route to harbours in Qi^naioa is also enda^ered.
It is planned to ne\xtralise Malta again eoployiag
formations to be transferred frm Germany.

etire«

s/High Level
dealing wi the

N. ,0m Caspsign
A.H.B.6 ^1

Polioy for the Use of Fuel Stooks in Malta

Although with the arrival of the two chips totalling 18,000 tons

from the '^axpoon" oonvoy Operation, in June, the supi^dy position at

Malta had inpxoved, there was still insufflolent aviation fuel to

serve fully Malta* s defensive and offensive reguir^iients together

with the essential supidies neede d for transit aircraft*

June the A.O.C. Malta pointed out the preoariousness of the fuel

To this Air Ministry replied on 2 July that the first

In late

position,

A.O.C.

Malta/lUl/l83/
i6o(c).

priority in the esependiture of aviation fuel must be the fighter

Thedefence of the island, and oover for an Inoomlng oonvoy.

second priority must be chared between transit aircraft and offensive

operations,

policy.

'In above settings yon must deoide i^n jour offensive
6ppor

of any offensive aotion that
A

mi^t be of real isportanoe to the situation in the Middle East, suoh

as attacks on oonvoya to North Afrloa and, ̂ uld opportunity arise,

We cannot, however, afford anything that

does not come under this heading sudh as attacks on Naples cae

aerodromes in Sioily.”

on Italian naval forces.

SESflgigT*
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Bie A.O.C. Malta replied that his existing arrangement with

the Governor was only to attaok "really iiqiortant South-bounders".

It was then realised that if petrol was to last as long as the food

stocks on Malta, further restrictions would rule out offensive

operations altogether. !Ihe A.O.C. Malta on 3 July even went to the

length of suggesting that Beauforts, Beaufinters and Wellington Vs

as no object in holdingshould be sent back to the Middle East

Malta'^V
‘3/i60(d)

vdien petrol must be k^t within definite limits."

%e next day, 4 July, the Governor of Malta joined in the

discussions by ra^piesting ffom the Middle East Defence Ooioaittee

a definite poli^ for the use of petrol.

Ify instructions from His Majesty's Government are to
prolong the resistance of Malta to the utmost limit and as
far as I know that remains their intention. Conservation

of Aviation ̂ irit is a very iiqiortant factor in our defence
measures. Onu> fighter efforts i^uld last as long as food
supplies, and we must keep a margin in hand to give any future
convoys a reasonable chance of arrival and discharge thould
H.M. Government decide to try it.

Zhe Middle East Defence Committee agreed, in their signal

dated 6 July 1943 to Malta, that first priority diould be to retain

sufficient aviation api^it to maintain the filter effort for as

long as food and other supplies lasted out, and that a sufficient

margin should be retained to give the next Malta convoy (C^raticn

Zhey"Pedestal") a reaaonable chance of arriving and discharging*

then went on to makra the following isg>ortant statement of policy:

It is still vital thatIhis crisis is not yet over,
should concentrate every effort on destroying the enaay on land

We must therefore be able to take offensive action Aram Malta

against important enesy oonvoya, the arrival of ishidi mig^t well
have the cost serious effect on the battle. Our policy re

garding offensive operations from Malta, therefore, is to
retain in the island a strUcing force of Beauforts, together
with a force of Beaufighters to escort them, and to use th^
to attack such objectives as are likely, in our view, to affect

only call on 'Ute striking

we

the issue on land

^rQVigo(D)

force in Malta in case of vital need.
wo

On 29 July, the Governor of Malta signalled the Chiefs of

Staff espressing his "grave anxiety about -the continued over ex

penditure of aviation spirit vdiich still persists duo to strikes

He considered that "the cemtinttation of

/strikes

and transit aircraft.
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strikes and heavy transit traffic entailed the very grave risks of

Malta* I request -Uierefore that I may he urgently and.

definitely informed of the oihoioe laade end in the meastine despite

the instruct ions of the Middle East Defence Committee I

liave reluctantly given orders that no further long*range strikes

A areply from theare to he oazried out pending TOur decision."

Chiefs of Staff was despatched on the following day in idiich an im

portant policy piraBOonsement was laid down that in accordance with

the CEbvemor's request "strikes must he zcduced to an ahsolute

As a resultiniffiom, e*g* extremely good chances at dose range*"

of this* all despatches of aircraft from the U.K. idiioh involved

landing at Malta (other than Beauforts and a special consignment

of ei^t Vellington VIIIs) irere stopped*

time» idien acute anxiety was being felt in Malta over stocks ef

aviation fuel on the island that the Luftwaffe began their third

ra

It was just at this

air offensive*

Bie Julv^KLitz" Against Malta

According to eneny records^ the Luftwaffe launohed its third

series of concentrated air assaults against Malta on 4 July 1942*

It would cqppear» however, from a sorutiny of eneisy acnrtie reports,

A.H.B.6

that the attacks began in strength on 1 July and lasted until

In the third week of the month, there was another14 July*

"little blitz" vdiich lasted a week, but the major attempt to sdbdBO

Malta by air attack may be said to have been defeated by 14 July*

GSiifl date, 14 July, is of interest as it marks the end of

Air Vioe-Mardial Hugh Fng^ ̂  Lloyd* s loi% and dlstinguicdied

(1)
His successor was Air Vioe-Mar^ial

K. R* Park, himself a distingui^d air congnander, idio was later

career as A*0*C* Malta*

/to

(l) Air Tice K. R. Park assumed command as A.O.C. Malta
on 15 July 19A2* A.V.M. Lloyd left Malta for Egypt the
ni^t of 15/16 July*

aEGRET
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to put into operation the polioiy of forward interception* Shis

was only possible because of the incnreased fighter strength in

l^itfires at Malta* Tha new policy saved bombs and crashing

aircraft fixsm falling on the island* but it is an exaggeration

to daim* as has been done in some qjoarters* that this policy of

forward interception "saved” Malta* Qie battle for Malta had

been won before Air Viee^Mari

the enenQT had called off the Spring "blits" of April i%2 and

Bommel became deeply committed to his offenaiv^in-Mgl ta» the

existence of Malta as an air and laaval base was never seriouely

threatened by concentrated air attack* 3he combined strength of

the E*A.F. and A.A. defences was always superior to the weight of

air attack that the enemy could bring to bear against the jalan^.

^e ooB^arison between the R.A.F* air strength on Malta at

the end of the %oring "blits" in late April and at the beginning

of the Summer "blits" in July is nost striking* At the end of

April, the filter defence of Malta had been reduced to a mere

14 serviceable S.S. fighters, only seven of them Spitfires*

Within two months, however, the number of filters been

qjoadrupled, there being at the end of June 59 serviceable S*E.

fighters, all but one of them %itfires*

A.H.Q. Malta

State of Aircraft at 30 June 1942

Squadron Total Strength Servioeable Remarks

left the idand* After

Fighters

^itfire 69 ReconnaissBoee3 1
185 18 12

126

249 55 k5
603

Hurricane 185 1

229 12 1
Mediterranean

Cmd* State of

' Aircraft
]Beaufifi^ter 69

12 10
89

1435 N.B.
Flight

Wellingtons 38

5 2

Bombers

6 4
221 4 4
69 ReconnalsBance3 2

217 17Beaufort 13

136 94

5Ui!f!ffTyp



Enemy Air Strengths - Baaed on SioiXY 30 June 1942

Italian Unite

Strength Serviceable

(1)

Strength Serviceable

A.H.B.6 KLiegerkorps II

7859 Braabers 133

Fighters l6i|.
110Bombers

S.E* Fighters 69 A8
10 A

16A297189 111

Enemy strength figures at the beginning of the "blitz" amounted to

243 bontbers and 233 fighters (excluding reoce airereft). Hhus,

opposing 136 aircraft on Malta (89 of them S.B. fighters) the Axis

had a force of AS6 aircraft on Sicily (243 boobers and 243 fighters)

Ihe R.A.F. position in fighters iiqproyed considerably later in the

month on the coa^letion of operations *K:oltma"/"Finpoint" and

"Khapaaoky^"Inseot" (q.v.).

%e enemy concentrated their air attacks, for the most part,

against airfields in an attempt to ground the island filter defences

and also to prevent the boi^rs and torpedo-’Carrying aircraft fTcm

operating against the scpply diips for the Panzer Army* Out of an

official enemy total of 695 tons of bombs and 2,300 incendiary boznbs,

by far the hipest proportion vas dropped on the airfields at Luqa and

Ta Xali, there the most serious casualty naftd^in both aircraft and
peraoxmel was incurred* In the course of the mouth 749 enemy bombers

(2)

Idem*

attacked the island (581 German and I68 Italian) thile the fighter

eaoozta totalled 2,102 (1,036 German and 1,046 Italian)* Altogether,

67 H.A.F* aircraft mere either destroyed or damaged on the ground

Of these, 17 mere totally destroyed (6 Spitfires,

6 Beaufort8, 2 Beaufighters, 2 Wellingtons and 1 Hurricane) end

50 damaged (28 Spitfires, 13 Beauforts, 6 Beaufighters, 2 Beltimores

and 1 Wellington)*

by air attack*

A father 3^ Spitfires were shot down in combat

Mtb

(1) nearest date for the Italian strength is the end of
May 19i)2 but there was only edight yaoriation in the Italian
figures*

(2) For the purpose of these figures reconnaissance aircraft are
included*
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A*H.Q.Malta with the loss of half of their pilots* Duripg the day. there were
O.R.B. Daily A
Iht* Sums* 128 alerts of ehioh 57 were hombing raida>i the remainder being

A Aa/n:?5/ii5/5/i5 *
' Ta Eali» Luqa* fighter sneeps and reconnaissances*

£alaftranaf

Hal Far 0*R*Ss* at night and Spitfires flew 1,780 daytime sorties*

One of the most destructive raids was on the ni^t of 2 July,

idien three bombs fell on a tented camp-site at Boschetto Gardens,

Ta Kali* Direct hits were scolded on tents and nin« ft^TmATi were killed

1^0 add to the hozror, incendiary bonhs set fire

There were a fuiiiier 3k al^ts

TaKali

0*R*B*

and eleven injured*

to the trees in the gardens and as a result there was widespread damage

to tentage and equipment* In that night raid, damage was also done

to houses and six civilians were killed and ten injured* There were

On 4 July, there was a series of intensive

At Luqa the Sgnals Haintexianoe Section was destroyed and at

Ta Kali a Beaufighter was burned out and ei^t people were killed and

26 injured*

also two soldiers injured*

raids*

On the 13th, Tdiioh was the day before there was  a "marked

decrease" in the number of raids, three aircraft were destroyed and

ei^t damaged, the majority at Luqa* There was a direct hit on a gun

position which killed three soldiers and severely injured four more*

Further casualties amounted to one killed and five .one

soldier and nine civilians injinred* In a similar misdiance, five

soldiers were killed in the course of an air attack on 20 July*

In the resumed "blits" on 23 July, ihicth lasted 27 July,

three aircraft wrere destroyed and 22 damaged, an gytd a

being killed and six soldiers injured* This does not substantiate

Daily/^t*
Sums*'iu/
5/113/5/15

the claim that the inception of tiie policy of forward intaroeption in

July prevented damage on land* In point of fact, the policy of

'^forward interception over the sea did not take effect until 28 July*

On that day, the eneqy bombers were forced to jettison their bonbs

before reaching the island when three out of eig^t Ju*88s, escorted by

/over
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over hO fighter8>^re shot down. Thereafter, the enesiy oarried out

^at are transparently desorihed in their records as **feint attacks".

As has been noted earlier, tile totsl R.A.F. oosibat losses at

Malta during the month of July 1S>42 totalled 36 (18 pilots safe).

Bie Luftwaffe lost 37 aircraft over Malta (30 bombers and 7 fighters)

and the Italians a further 28 aircraft^ 22 fighters and 6 bomber^

ihe total Axis losses amounted to 63 (36 bombers and 29 fighters)

against R.A.F. daims of 149 and an A.A. claim of eight.

^Ihe days of highest enemy losses were 6 July idien four Ju.88a and

one Me.109F were ;^t down, and 27 July idien three Ju.88s and two

Me. 109Fs were shot down.

A.H.B. Malta

0*B.*Se

By the middle of the month, when the attaoks tsdled off, the en&py

had been forced to enploy an increasingly high proportion of fighters

to bombers. Furthermore, instead o>f diving on their targets, the

enemy bombers remained at their normal epproaoh height of 16.000 feet*

Some of the eneny sortie figures during tiie "blitz" are most

inpressive. For instance, on 5 July, ̂ en only nine: Ju.88s attacked

the island, a total of 134 fighters (80 Me* 109s and 34 Mo.202s)

oarried out escort duties and filter sweeps. On 6 July, a total of

180 sorties was flown (22 bosiber and 138 fighter). Two days later

fighters (82 Me* 109s and 42 Mc.202s) escorted a total of 32 bombers

(30 Ju*88s and two Br.20s). On 9 July, 13 Ju*88s had as escort 120

fighters (80 Me. 109s and 40 Mo.202s). On 10 July, 19 Ju*88s were

escorted by 102 fighters (32 Me.109s and 30 Mc*202s)* On 11 July,

35 Ju*88s bombed and had as an escort 124 fighters (73 Me* 109s, 39

Mo.202s and 12 R.E.2001;. On 12 July, 123 sorties were flown (23

bomber and 100 fighter). On I3 July, ̂ dien a etpeoial effort was made

48 bombers were escorted by 100 fighters. On the last day of this

most isportant phase of the "blitz", 14 July, 12 88s were escorted

by 42 filters (32 Me. 109s and 10 Md.202s). On no day after this did

/the
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IQie operations of o\ir bomber formations covered  a wide fieldi
apq[ the fWPQ squadrons were at times in action against Malta*
giving the armies air support and ensuring the safety of our
convoys* This led to a drop in our ecvailable strength and Malta
was able onoe more to build up the estebli^moent on her airfields*

This study was submitted to higher authority and  a number of pencilled

annotation^rore made*

"by 13 July our own air superiority was re-«8tablidaed." was

with a query (wasipj

Vice-'Admiral Weichold* idio was the German Admiral in Roms from

June 19W) until March 1943* a»d in oommand of the German Naval lorces

in the Mediterranean at this time* had a much more shrewd appreciation

He points

It is not surprising that the statement that

of the importance of Malta than the German Comoand*

out in his "Axis Naval Policy and Operations in the Mediterranean 1939-

May 1943" onoe the plan to invade Malta had been abandoned* the

only hc^e left was to try. and neutralise the island by resuming the

However* the opportunites of the previous March andair offensive*

April, idien it had been possible to enjOoy the concentrated force of

Luftflotte y against the id.and* no longer existed*

of July, according to Weidiold, the Luftwaffe had  a strength of only

301 operational aircraft as against 418 on 4 April, at the hei^t of

At the beginning

the Spring "blitz"*

AH:V>w^h reduced by about one quarter* the Luftwaffe* s commitments

The centre of operations was diifted

to the Eastern Mediterranean, where direct support had to be given to

the ground forces* and reinforcements and s«5)plies brought to them and

raids carried out against Briti^ forces and targets in Egypt*

Moreover* as the Vice-Admiral pointed out* the Middle East Air Forces

were more extensive than ever*

hftfl been considerably strengthened*

But in spite of all this* at the beginning of July* Pield
Kesselring was stiU £d)iding by his assurance, given

on 24 June, that the resuoption of German air raids on Malta
would restore Axis air superiority in the Central Medilerranean
within a few days.

(b‘A ‘

Aith
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With this aim in view, on if July, the German planes
cosmenoed their second air offensive againsfc Malta* It soon

became c^arent, however, that deyli^t dive*^ombing raids,
even with the provision of strong fighter escort, were proving
e^qpensive, and that except for days idxen weather conditions

were particularly good, hi^ level hombing or fighter-honber
raids would have to take their place. !lheae latter raids were
less effective, and at this time failed to neutralise the island
as a base.

Although the figure of 65 (37 German and 28 Italian) enemy aircraft

shot down in dayli^t over Malta would not appear sufficiently pro*

hibitive to justify the enemy calling off the "blitz**, the situation

became much clearer when taken as part of the general picture of

German Air Forces losses at that time. ?or instance, the 37 German

aircraft constituted about 20 per cent of the total FLiegerkorps II

aib strength cojidentrated against Malta, and about one half of the

serviceable bombers. In North Afi'ioa the operational losses of the

G.A.F. in July amounted to a further I63 aircraft. Sixice the

beginning of ̂ %2 the Luftwaffe had lost 293 aircraft against Malta

and a further 706 in North Africa and over a thousand (l,05i»-) aircrew

in North Africa killed and missing. Qiis total of approximately

1,000 German operational aircraft, it will be appreciated* was the

equivalent of a ̂idiole Luftflotte.

Operations "Colima"y^*inpoint" and "Knaoaaok”/”Inseot** July

Durii^^ii2' a total of 59 Spitfire Vs weiw florwn into Malta from

!Ehe first. Operation *K/olima"/tinpoint",

In the

the aircraft carrier Bagle.

took place on 15 July and "Knapaaok"/”In^ot" on 21 July,

first operation, 31 aircraft arrived safely and 28 loore in the second.

^IIJl/68
Heinforcing
r '^rations to

k^ta.

Bie 32 Spitfires for Operation "Golima"/"Pi*9>oi®t" were carried

from the United Kingdoi^^ Gibraltar as follows:~
A. Empire Shaokleton

A . Guido

\  Luhitn.

16 cased Spitfires
12 «Si
2

4- ̂

C.S.1i|S12

Operation
"CblimaV
"Pix^oint".

/Dm
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Due to damage to the aircraft in transit and. also rarious

defioiencies, OperationtSoliioaV^ii^iiit” -tias postpox^d. until

15 JviLy idien 31 Spitfires irere flonn off E.M.S* Eagle and landed

One, however, failed to take off jawperly.safely at Malta*

orated and had to be jettisoned*

Xhe Operation **Knegp8aok"/"Inspeot" which took place on 21 July

was a repetition of "0ollBa"/"Pi**POin.t”*

was oarried as follows:**

A total of 32 Spitfire Vs

»d* Egg)ire Darwin
^* Kestrel
S. Tern

22 cased Spitfiresi.i
k
6

s ^

Two of the Spitfires in the Bcpire Darwin arrived at Gibraltar

%ey had been over**stowed with heavy frei^t and the

tops of the oases had been staved in, resulting in conaideraible

damaged*

damage*

fU
After a delay due to lack of wind, 29 Spitfires were flown off

A

Eagle between 072S and 08t7 hours 21 July* During the fly-off the

force was shadowed by a Ju*88 and also by a Fiat R.S.42, the latter

aircraft being damaged and driven off by the oazrier* s Sea Hurricanes*

The Eagle was also attacked by a submarine and four heavy explosions

were heard, one of them being very close*

One aircraft after taking off reported that petrol was not

being delivered from the overload tank* As there was insufficient

CS.15413
Operations
"Km^sack”/

wind over the deck of the carrier for the aircraft to land the pilot

He did so, but his parachute failed

The balance of O^^itfires arrived
safely at Malta, after enemy fight^s had made a vain effort to

intercept them*

The Policy of Forwegd Interception

was instructed to bale out.

to open and he was killed*

It had also been seen how, after assuming oommand as A*0*C.

Malta, on 13 July, Air Vioe-Mardial Keith Park adopted the much’*

/discussed
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He outlined this policydiscussed policy of forward interception.

- Malta", which^  Tnn"^ in a^pptil Ifeaorandum "Fighter Interception Plan

circulated to aU Unit Cbmmanders oh Malta and in  a D.O. letter
Fighter Air
craft Opera was

tional Polio:
However, in this Memorandum nodated 23 July to the V.C.A.S.

mention was made of the very pertinent fact that on the very day

the new A.O.C. assumed coBoaand Operation "Colima"/"PiJ^i*^^"

successfully con5)leted and Malta fighter defence was reinforced

On 21 July a further 28 Stpitfires arrived

Within a week, therefore, of the

with 31 Spitfires.

(Operation "Knapsack"/Thaeot").

new A.0.0. Malta taking over his conaaand, air reinforcements had

arrived lidiich were about equal to the idiole German strength of

Furthermore, by the middle of theserviceable fighters on Sicily.

month, the enemy* s second attempt to subdue Malta by air attack

It was a combination of thesealready been largely defeated,

two factors irtiich permitted the new A.O.C. to pursue an aggressive

policy in the filter defence of Malta and nothing new or

Again, in the Middlerevolutionary in the conception behind it.7

Bask, a Commander had arrived at the end of the lean years and

obtained personal credit for the fact that he was able to conduct

operations from a position of strength rather than weakness.

The forward plan for the enployment of the Stpitfires on Malta,

outlined by Air Vice-Marshal Keith Park in a personal Memorandumas

to Sqiiadron Commanders was:

ihe squadrons are controlled by Filter Sector Controller
in such a way that they oan get their operating height given

then vectored forward to positions to enableup-sun and are
the first squadron to intercept enemy hi^ fighter cover,
second squadron is manoeuvred into the best position to inctM*-
oept the olose-escort to enemy bombers or attack the bombers
if they are not closely escorted. The third squadron, having
got its hei^t vq>-sun, is then vectored to intercept the enemy
bomber formation about ten mdles before it roaches the coast

and carry out a head-on attack, followed by quarter attack
with the object of forcing the enemy to jettison his bombs into
the sea. If a tovrth squadron is airborne, its task will be
either to attack the bombers, in conjunction with or immediately
after the third sq^ladron, Then the enemy is about to cross the
coast, i.e. to act as roarrrankers to destroy any bombcps that
might break throu^ the forward fighter scroen.

ihe

Malta and Gibraltar

Defence #IU5/74«

yAftien
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When the system was explained to the sqxiadxons they said that

they did not like patrolling over the seay ‘n^ecause the pilot s tdio

had come dom might not be picked immediately"*

standable, as the enemy had made a habit of systematically shooting

vq> the air/sea rescue launches and the chances of being located and

This is under-

cU
surviving Tdien shot dovm a distance of as much as ten miles from

the coast -were slight* At the height of the "blits" there vere

insufficient aircraft to escort the launches and not only vrere the

rescue launches machine-gtinned but also pilots in dinghies and in

parachutes.

R.A.P. iretaliated by shooting down three of the enemy air/sea rescue

craft and this had the effect of promptly putting an end to such

When air superiority was re-establiiSied, however, the

outrages.

There was also a shortage of sea rescue craft and this was put

forward by Air Vice-Mardial Lloyd as being one of the reasons vdiy

fighter pilots had not been asked to operate over the sea at any

considerable distance from their home bases. In a letter dated

17 July, the V.G.A.S. e:^re3aed the opinion that:

Ai inadequate sea rescue service cannot justify the issue

of any orders ̂ ioh will prevent pilots fighting the enemy in
the best position from the point of view of the defence of
Malta, and it is quite obvious that in many oases ‘tiiis must be
well out to sea

quite certain I am right, and you must remember that quite a
large proportion of the casualties of Bomber Ck>mmand are due
to bombers coming down in the sea and the majority of these

are never picked up.

Air Vioe-Mar^al Park foxuid that during tiie first week of

putting his forward plan into practice "several instances occurred

of young Plight Commanders, vdio were leading the squadrons,

ignoring the orders of the Fighter Sector Controller and hanging

back over the island or even behind the island waiting for the

enemy to carry out his attack before going into the battle. This

was remedied by changing a few tired and weary leaders who had been •

/working

It is a hard thing to say, but I am
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Trorking for many months on the defensive plan." Ife then went on to

add - pexhaps with a touch of irony - "I need hardly tell

that our ground crewsy also the Amy and Navy who have access

to our Fighter Control Room, are delimited with the forward plan
^idi will be most effective an soon as we have our R.D.P. system

back .toits good performance until the recent jamming occurred."

One aspect of forward interception alone proves that it could

only have been put into operation in the days of plenty,

policy led inevitably to a number of abortive scrambles.

Siis

On many

occasions two or more squadrons were put up for udiat turned out to

be only a fighter sweep,

of Spitfires, it became possible to ge^^e remaining squadrons
airborne in time to attack the bomber raid idiich usually followed,

while the first lot of ^itfires were landing and refuelling.

However, with the considerable reserves

Gibraltar
Defences

Return of the 10th Submarina Pint-ilia - 22 July 19ii2

One of the first results of the ascendancy
R.A.P. on Malta over the eneny air force baaed on Sicily was the

return of some of the submarines of the 10-tti Flotilla to Malteu

Die first submarine arrived on 22 July and on the following day the

Captain (s)lO, istoo was then at Malta, resumed operatioi^control of
the Flotilla fzm the fortress.

Bdalta^nce again been reconstituted

gained by the

!lhus, by the third week in July,

as a Naval Base, a measure of

the failure of the enemy's second atteopt in four months to subdue

Malta by air attack.

"War at Sea"
Vol. Ill

Visit to Malta of the Welrfiman M. -Tnly
la July, the fast minelayer Weldiman niAde her third trip to

Malta carrying urgently needed supplies and personnel.'
(1)

She lef

A/V.
Defence of
Malta Policy

s.36003. t

/Gibraltar

(1) Stores; 150 tons powdered milk, 100 tons edible oil, 7 oases
wireless sets (for Military H.Q.), 3 sets Mks* I, III and V VS
maintenance gear, 3 oases ourrenqy, 5 tons mail, 20 tons soap,
33 boxes mine depot tools.
Personnel: 14 Officers and IO6 O.Rs (including R.A.F. 4 Officers
and 84 O.Rs. maintenance personnel).

SEIGBET
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Gibraltar in the early houra of 14 July and, in spite of being

attacked by a total of 28 enemy alraraft, ̂ e arrived aafely at

Ualta at 0^20 houra on July. She left at 1953 hours that nig^t,
«>fJi

having diacdiarged her cargo>^arrived baok aafely at Gibraltar on the

afternoon of 20 July, undamaged in ̂ ite of the air bombing and

toxpedo attacks to idxieh ^e had been subjected on 19 July.

Improvenient in Enemy Supply Position July 1942

Althou^ the intenaive air attacks on Malta in July failed

in their prljoary objeotive idiich -Has to neutralise the id.and» they

did help to relieve •* for a time at least - the stQ>ply crisis in

idiich the Panzer Army had become involved* It is significant

that April and July 1942, vdien the Air Sbrce on Kalta mia laxgely

preoccupied with warding off enemy air attacks, were the tiro montiis

i^en arrivals of supplies for the Panzer Any, in North African

ports, were at their peak. In July, 97»794 tons of supplies were

(1)
despatched to North Africa and 91,491 tons arrived, the latter

figure being almost three times as high as for June (32,527 tons)*

Admiral Weichold points out that the July figures, although an

improvement on the low total for June, were **still quite inadequate

to meet the increased requirements of the reinforced units in

Eg^pt and the eidiausting demands of a war of attrition* She Panzer

Any therefore asked for an increase on its previous scpply quota

of 30,000 tons*®

Altogether, the eneay lost 16,392 tons of dipping in July,

11,923 tons by air attack, and the balance of 4,669 tons sunk by

the S>3ral Navy* In the course of these sinkings, the enasy lost

some 6,300 tons of si:q>plies*

The most important ̂ ip sunk in July was the 6,339*^on Italian

Ibid*

La

Itallana Nella

Seoonda Guerra
a1 tt

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediterr

anean R.242

f

vessel the Yettor Pisanl idiidh sailed from Tttrdnto on 23 July

escorted by two destroyers and two 'S' Boats* Her cargo consisted

/of

(1) Out of this total 33,093 tons were despatched in July to the
Panzer Army and 32,060 tons arrived*
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of 1,256 tons of fuel, 370 tons of misoellaneous material, 86

Sie was attac^d on 24- July byvehicles, 19 guns, and 7 tanka,

six Malta**based Beauforts (three of No. 217 Squadron and three of

No. 86 Squadron) escorted by nine Beaxifighters of No. 235 Squadroxu

of No. 86 SquadTon were shot down as they wentShe three

into the attack^but the other formation (No.217 Squadron) attacked

A dizeot hit on the }i/V resulted in mnoh smoke and

rhotogre^s taken later the same day showed the Yettor

ia tow, stem foremost, down by tiie bows and blazing.

Later was photographed at Argostoli and was seen to be oon5>letely

Her oargo was destroyed, bxxt there were no casualties.

Altogether the Beauforts based on Malta in July (Nos. 39» 86 and

217 Squadrons) carried out 44 sorties against enemy convoys,

each occasion they were escorted by Beaufi^ters of No. 235 Squadron

Beaufort losses for the month were

successfully.

flame.

burnt out.

On

idiioh made 26 sorties.

A.H.B. 6,A.H.Q.
Malta No. 217

QvR.Bs.
Malta D.I.S.

A#, u luffs’

and totalled aircraft.

In the course of an attack by Beauforts on an enemy south-

severe

bound cou7oy on 28 July one of them was ̂ t down and the crew

However, while being flown as prisonerscaptured by the Italians,

of war to an internment oaop in Italy, they overpowered the Italian

of the Cant Z 506 bis in irfaioh they were travelling and

brou^t the seaplane safely back to Malta, idaere she was converted.

crew

for use as a sea rescue craft.

Bie Wellingtons were also active during the month and carried

out a total of 26 sorties mainly on armed lapping search althou^

two oooaslozus as an alternative target.
K

Hessiijl^ was raided on

.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

During the month of July, Hurricanes (l1 in all) carried out

night bombing attacks on the SioiUan airfields of Comiso and Gela

However, the weight of thesewhich were in use as Ju.88 bases,

raids was inconsiderable and there is no evidence that there was

any damage inflicted*

SECRET
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Recoimaiasaiioe from Malta (No« 69 Squadron)

Reeoimaissanoe aotivity of No* 69 Squadron ̂^loh was devoted

mainly to shipping,amounted to 238 hours for the ftfiAbnMag month

Shis was almost four tines the April figtxre and reveals

how little the July air offensive against Malta affected reoaonnaissanoe

coshered with the earlier attacks.

In addition to shadowing enemy convoys hound for Bez^azi,

of July*

No. 69 Sqdn.
and A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.Bs*

nearly all the major units of the Italian fleet were located and

She battleship Littcrio was seen to be still inphotographed.

dry dock in Tk|i:antO| heavily camouflaged after the attack inflicted

on her in June.

A considerable amount of interest was centred on the port of

Palexmo #iere the enemy were seen to be bzlngiiginto service the

'F' boats or tank landing craft ̂ Ich were being built there* A

number of Ihese craft were observed to be alongside one of the
K

At one time, as many as 13 'F'

They left -ttie port in

groups of three or four» taking the western route to Ligya via

Other 'P' boats of a d.i^tly different

^ey had probably sailed down the west

coast of Italy from Genoa or Naples, there a number of these boats

loading tanks and gun oazriages*

boats were seen assembled in the hazbour*

t

Ihntelljffia and Lampedusa.
type were seen at Messina

were known to be under construction*

The Effeqt of Ihe July ”Blitz" on the Enemy* a Invasion Plana

craft “ located mainly at Palermo by No* 69

Squadron •* were part of the force which had been set aside for the

invasion of Malta, Operation VHeroules”, plana for thich were

It has already been seen how after Rommel's

at Tobruk on 21 June, Hitler made his fateful

statement that "the historic moment has now come to conquer Egypt

This in turn involved "thft suspension*

already far advanced*
e

suooes

and must be esqploited*

/of
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of former limitations on the freedom of movement” ̂ ich permitted.

Rommel's attacks into Egypt and as a corollary the postponement of

the Malta invasion plan,

over personal command of the Eighth Arnor at a time of great crisis

and, helped to stahilise the force on the El Alatna-in line* in the

early days of July, is not obviously a part of the Malta story.

However, it was thi^ubbom resistance in idiioh the Western Desert

Air Bbroe played a notable part, and particularly those spirited

actions later in the month, in which the Eighth Army went over to

the offensive, finally ruined the enemy planner the invasion of
On this subject Field Mar^al Kesselring is particularly

y^Bae way in which General Aucthlinleok took

Malta.

interesting:

Die first few days of the advance went according to plan;
they proved Rommel right. Soon the resistance stiffened to
such an extent that one was forced to conclude that either
new forces had been committed or the original formations
made a zcmarkably quick recovery. The battles grew harder
until the fighting near El Alamein stopped the advance and
made Ronmel go over to the defensive. At this time the

battle becai^ critical, the situation only being restored by
committing armoured reconnaissance uziits flrtd Lxiftwaffe
regardless or lo

exhausted; they needed imnediate and abundant supplies of
men and material. In addition, ft'esh formations had to be
brought iq), one infantry division coming from Grete followed
by the division of German and Italian paratroops earmarked
for Malta.

Both Army and Luftwaffe forces weresses.

Since these divisions were ferried over by air because of
the urgency of the situation, they therefore had no vehicle sj this
meant carrying out an emergezicy adjustment of transport within
the German and Italian divisions and air force units which dimin
ished the mobility of all formations even further. Consequently
vehicles had to be brought in con^aratively large numbers for
anti-aircraft and flying units too. Ihis, covipled with
catering for more units made even greater demands on the supply
services. In order to guarantee supplies the capture of Malta
was necessary, and at the same time this was no longer possible.
I had to give up my demands for this assault as conditions could
no longer guarantee success,
project was the first death blow to the whole undertaking in
North Africa.

Ihe abandonment of this

i %r in the

Mediterranean

Pt, I, A.H.B.6
Trans. No, VII

104.

Events in July 1942 revealed clearly the interdependence of

Malta and North Africa in the sphere of military operations. Just

/as
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as tho drain on Hoomel' s offensive and the resistance at El A-lamain

relieved Malta of any inmediate threat of invasion, so the eneiqy's

concentrated air assaxalt on Malta helped the ^^th Array at a time

of great stress* Undoubtedly one of the most in^rtant factors in

the ability of the British to stabilise at El Alamein was the

ascendcni:^ gained by the W.D.A.P. over the Luftwaffe in Libya. In

Jime, the diversion of enemy air strength against the Malta convoys

had helped the retreating Eighth Army to escape almost unsoatiied

enemy air attack*

concentrated against Malta^and no-one can deny that if anything like

this force had been available to give the Panzer Array a high degree

of close support and carry out air attacks against targets in the

of the Eighth Army, the remarkable feat of j^eneralship shown

by General Auchinleok woiild have been made infinitely more difficult,

or even impossible.

July saw a force of aircraft

rear

I

I

According to Admiral Weichold;the Comando Sigaremo abandoned the

projected invasion of Malta on 7 Jxily and the Germans followed suit

a week later. On 21 July, The German Naval Staff instructed the.

German Naval Command Italy to cease preparations for the landing

At the same time, the pioneer forces, the heavy tanks

and landing craft vhich had been assembled for the invasion

Withdrawn from the Mediterranean for duties in the MM Sea.

operations*

were

/

Axis Naval

Policy in the
M( Iterranean

1939 - May 1SA3
R.242.

Weichold then went on to stress an aspect of military operations

atlthat time Tiriaich, generally peaking, has either been overlooked

or ignored.

Bie fact that the German and Italian authorities had to
sacrifice the airborne operation in order to go to the
assistance of the Axis troops in Egypt shows how serious the
plight of the Panzer Army had become. It also proves that
General Auohinleck' s victory was not merely a local tactical
success but a victory vhidh had far-reaching strategical
effects on the entire Mediterranean war.

S E C R E T
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He then went on to criticise the Axis strategic direction of the war

in the Mediterranean making, at the same time, a particularly inport ant

and interesting reference to Malta.

Again in 1942 we have tha^tonishing phenomenon of  a local
tactical success on land suff^ing to cause the German Supreme
Military authorities to deviate from their carefully-planned
strategy end ignore all the lessons of the past. ^e successes
achieved in Cyrenaica misled the authorities into  a one-sided
concentrat;iopi;cn operations oversea without Haval co-operation,
indeed.

Strategically, the one fatal blunder was the abandoning of the

plan to invade Malta. Ylhen this happened, the subsequent
coxrrse of events was almost inevitable.

with a wilfial neglect of the war at sea.

Steps to Counter Enemy Jamming Operations July 1942

On 11 July, the A.O.G. IvJalta informed Air Ministry that eneny

interference on R.D.P. was becoming serious and made a request that

a scientific officer be sent to Malta by fecial aircraft. Within

less than three hours of the receipt of this request, the A.O.C. Malta

was informed that all anti-janmiing meastires for Malta were being

co-ordinated by the Director of R.D.P. and that arrangements had been

made for a scientific officer to travel inHnediately to Malta by air

and, furthermore, that within four days yet another scientific officer

would travel with equipment by destroyer and submarine. five

Beaufighters specially equipped with A. I. Mark VII were also beiig

forwarded by Fighter Conmand. Elaborate precautions were necessary

in order to prevent this secret equipment from falling into enemy hands.

The five fighter type Beaufighters with a special nose for Mark VII A.I.,-

3he equipment wasbut less the A.I. equipment, travelled separately,

carried in a Sunderland together with the extra personnel, and

instructions were given that this aircraft was not to fly over land

after leaving the United Kingdom until the arrival at Malta.

Furthermore, rather than let the stores fall into enemy hands in the

Arr. fi'ft
s.36003
Defence of Malta

Pt. III.

event of any mischance, the aircraft was to be sunk in deep water.

The eneny radio jamming increased in intensity until the end of

August, -sdien it was noticed that the jamming was not synchronised with

ihis was later attributed to a serious dis-the eneny* s raids,

agreement between the German scientists and Air Staff.

/En
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In addition to the assistance obtained from Air Ministry, onti-

jananing devices were developed and constructed by personnel of the

0.0. (Chain Overseas) Station at Port Dingli to combat this interference.

These were highly successful and were later issued to all stations on

the id-and.

r\
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CHAPTER 16

THE AUGUST OQNVOy - OEERATICN "PEDESTAL"

The Fuel Crisis

The pressure of enemy air operations against Malta during July 1942 had

reduced the reserves of aviation spirit to a dangerously low level. It

has already been seen how by the end of the month, on the authority of the

Chiefs of Staff, the use of Malta as a transit base for aircraft, en route

to Middle East, had been almost completely stopped,

convoys were “reduced to the absolute minimum, e,g. extremely good chances

at short range“,

with just sufficient petrol for defensive operations up to the end of

September, “on the assumption that submarines would be able to maintain

the monthly delivery of 500 tons a month”.

Unless, therefore, replenishment of Malta*s fuel stocks could be

effected by Operation “Pedestal", it was obvioxis that the island would

inevitably be neutralised by the steady diminuticsi of petrol stocks as

effectively as had happened by direct air action at ‘ttie height of the

Not only would it be impossible to support current land

Strikes against eneny

This stringent programme left Malta, at the end of July,

Spring "blitz”,

A,0,C,47

AA(-^IJ1/183/
160(D)

operations in North Africa with strikes against Ronmel's seaborne supply

lines, but the island's fighters would be unable to operate in defence of

another incoming convoy, so that the surrender of the island from famine

would be only a matter of time.

Operation "Pedestal"

Operation "Pedestal” (known by the Admiralty as W.S.21S), the most

important reinforcing operation of its kind in the Mediterranean has been

described at length elsewhere,

merchantmen totalling 142,000 tons from west to east,

advantage was to be taken of the convoy operation to fly in 40 more

Spitfires from the aircraft carrier Furious (Operation "Bellows") and bring

It involved passing through to Malta 14

At the same time.

out from Malta the two

/surviving

(l) A.H.B. Narratives "The R.A.P, in Maritime War" Vol.IV,
"Middle East CampaQi^" Vol.IV^
(2) Actually 37 ̂ itfires arrived from Operation "Bellows",
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Admiralty
Battle Sum-

mary No* 32*

survivug ships of Operation *!Sazpoon" and. pass them throu^ to Gibraltar

(Operation "Ascendant"). of the chief featxxres of "Pedestal" was

the increase in carrierHjoine air strength by the inclusion of the

Victorious. Indomitable and Eagle, with a complement of 72 filters and

ihe plan was basically the same as for the June convoyt

except that in this case, instead of Operation "Vigorous" only a dunmy

^•W.12 under the ooBsaand of Admiral Vian) was to aail from Eg^pt.
It was too much to hope that a convoy of the size of "Pedestal"

28 ALbacores.

convoy

could esoepe detection, even at an early stage, in the confined waters of

Previous experience of convoys had ̂ own that once

the convoy had been located* the enemy would direct every available

weapon - naval and air - against it*

the Mediterranean.

Furthermore, the slow progress of

the ̂ ips would enable the enemy to transfer isportant air units to Sicily,
fc

Sardinia and Pantell^ia to dispute this passage*
strength of aircraft on Malta xaader the A.0.0. Air Vioe-41arahal Keith Park,

Accordingly, the

was considerably increased* Just prior to the convoy, on 9 August, there

were 193 operational aircraft on Malta (110 Spitfires and 83 miscellaneouB

aircraft conprising 28 Beauforts, 34 Beanfighters, 7 Wellington VIIIs,

4 P.R.U. Spitfires, 4 reconnaissance Baltimores,  3 iBleet Air Arm aircraft

and 1 Wellington bomber),

figure had risen to 211 (l10 Spitfires) of whidi 141 were serviceable
A

(110 Spitfires).

iSse Air Force's main functions in airport of Operation "Pedestal"

!Ey the morning of 10 August the strength

Report on
Operation

were:

(a) lb locate, report and shadow all enemy surface forces in order

to warn "Pedestal" and her escort,

(b) Protect "Pedestal" from air-borne attack,

(o) Destroy enemy surface forces vdiich might jeopardise the safe

passage of "Pedestal".
/(d)

'T4-oi lu-S

(l) The Orari and Tgeteus sailed on 10 August, escorted by two
destroyers. Ihey arrived safely at Gibraltar on 14 August.

SEjnRTg*P
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(d) Cialocate the enes^r's edr forcey^n the groiand by means
low-lying attacks by Beaufighters, night bombing attacks

on Saz’dini.a by H*A»F. Liberators based on Malta by

large-scale ni^t bombing attacks to be carried out by the

United States Liberators based on the Middle East.

It was x>lenned to use the Beaufighters at Luqa to acoos^ary the

projected Beaufort torpedo strikes against the Italian Fleet, to be

used as low escort and sis, armed with bombs, to act as "hi^ diversion".

The Beaufighters at Ta Kali were to be used for low-flying attacks
e

Sardinian aerodromes on the evening of 11 August and on Pantell^ia on
the evening of the 12th.

In anticipation of the convoy, an extensive redistribution of

Luftwaffe air strength in the Mediterranean was made.

on

Almost the 'flhole

Idem.

of the German long-range bomber force was shifted from Crete to Sicily,

with the help of transport aircraft vdii<di consisted not merely of Ju.52

but DPS 230 gliders. Laxge concentrations of tarpedo-oairying aircraft

also appeared at airfields in Sardinia axid PanteU|iria and figniters
Altogether the eneiqy assembled awere switched from Nor1;h Aftica.

force of some 600 German and Italian aircraft to oppose the convoy^
made vp as follows:

Bombers Fighters

GermanA.H.B.6 and
A.I.3(b)

IAS 72

Italian 186 201

33A. 273

Grand Total 607 aircraft

In addition to the concentration of this considerable force of

aircraft in the central Meditexraneein, plans involving the movement of

the Italian 3rd and 7th Cruiser Divisions against the convoy were made.

Other preparations involved the stationing of 18 Italian and 2 Geiman

submarines in five areas at intervals the route. It was estimated

/that
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the xnanber of ezienQT aircraft over the laLaxid exceed 100, the nearest

hei2}g 26 July idien 19 Ju*88s attacked Luqa and Hal Far* escorted hy

73 filters (50 Me* 109s and 23 Mo.202s), and 27 July, vAion 22 Ju*88s
1^

attacked Luqa, Hal Far and Ta Kali, escorted by filters (i|B Me* 109s
r*

and 28 Mo*202s)*

This d3es not siiiliwf aptiide A.V.M* Park's claim that fonrard

interception caused the enesy to change his tactics, during this

particular period, and considerably incarease the number of fighter

sweeps, "there being approximately 280 fighter sorties as against

Hnemy figures revealed that in the first90 for the first fortnight*"

half of July they flew 1,333 filter sorties against Malta and in the

A.V.M. Park also stated in a signal to Air

Ministry {2k/l) "Am exercising utmost economy in %>itfires and the

wastage has dropped from five to three per day in last two weeks*”

This was, of course, tdiat could only be e:gpeoted, as the pressure of enoqy

operations against the island had dropped so considerably*

In a study prepared by the German Air Historical Brandi (8th

Abteilung), dated 8 October 19Mi>, the following interesting reference

is made to the July "blitz" (which, incidentally, Kesselring himself,

in his survey of "War in the Mediterranean", conveniently ignored):

last two weeks 7A9*

Qie Geman offensive continued to the jga^, Mersa Matruh
fell and the first halt came at Alemein l^Aw^the ground and
air forces had to be le-organised and re-equip^d* The H.A.F*
althou^ unbeaten was moved further back, and being near its

Egyptian bases was able to stx^igthen its forces rapidly without
interference fTcmi our own air force diich was constantly on the

move* Sie wei^t of air attacks on our warheads increased and

both the army and air force began to have difficulties with iheir

supplies due to lengthy supply routes* In addition, Malta had
again become so much stronger that by June the African stq>ply
routes, both east and west^golng, were reported unsafe* FoUowiug
an order from the C*-in-C* of the Luftwaffe a renewed attack to

hold Malta down was launched on the 4th July* It was evident,
however, as early as the 7th July, that confronted by 110 enemy
filter, mostly Spitfires, a dive-bosbing attack by Jxu88*s was no
longer possible, even with fighter cover* The battle was
continued by means of level and glide-approach attacks and by the
13th July oiu* own air superiority was re-established*

/Ehe
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that the convoy would tales» from south of the Balearics to a point
iri

SQ^motor-torpedo boats (five of them German)
distributed between Cepe Bon, Fantelljpia and south iiarittimb*

just west of Malta* were

Admiralty
Battle

SuBisary No*32 destroyer was also sent to the Narrows to increase the min^^ields there*
(Revised)*

A

!Ehe full Naval escort consisted of Force 'Z* - two battleships

the Nelson CPlofi Vice-Admiral Syfret) and Rodney, three

the Sirius, Bhoebe^ Charybdis and 12 destroyers, together with the

three "FLeet” carriers already mentioned, the Victorioua, Indomitable

The cruisers Nigeria (Flag Ship Rear-Admiral Buxrough),

K^ny^, and Mandhe ster. the anti aircraft cruiser Cairo and 12 destroyers

There were also 8 submarines some of which were

cruisers.

and Eagle*

coBprised Force *^"*

/  TauBEUy

•m-. (T^i

allotted the unenviable role of revealing themselves on the surface

aircraft, so that they hould be reported, and perhaps in tiiat

way jnwnmrrirtTiri enemy's hips from attacking the convoys*

On the Way out from Soapa Flow,where most of the ships taking part

in the operation were assembled, the convoy was oomidetely exercised in

making emergency turns, using both f la^ and hort-range wireless.

Qie risk to security in breaking N/T silence was accepted*

reporting and fighter direction organisation were also exercised in

dummy air attacks, after hich the fly-past of pn carrier-borne aircraft

to e

The radar

was arranged for identification purposes*

craft carriers (Furious, Indomitable, Eagle, Viotorioua and Angus)

participated*

By 0800 hours on 10 August, the convoy had cleared the Strait of

Gibraltar and was sailing eastward oad ai .13j[;knots*

that the first news of the operation reached the Italian Admiralty

(STjpej;j^ina)fri
sighted off Ceuta (Spanish liSorooco) ,at 0300 hours on the of

9 August* Further detailed reports on the actual passage of the Strait

by Bxd.ti^ Fleet units were received the following day*

On this occasion, five air

It would appea

the form of a report that an east bound convoy had bee

At 1700 hour

-

r

n

s.

/a
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a passenger aircraft bound for Algiers passed the information

to the Italian Air Ministry (Superaerea)that the convoy had boon

sighted and giving for the first time an approximate idea of its

composition. Refuelling of the flight escort at sea, made necessary by

the shortage of fuel at Malta, from the Royal KLeot Auxiliaries

Djngledale and Brown Ranger began at 062(.S hours on 11 August and was

completed by 20.30 hours, a remarkable feat when it is realised that

the operation involved the refuelling of three cruisers and 26

Soon after dawn on the 11th, German reconnaissance

aircraft began shadowing the convoy and this shadowing was kept up

in spite of the attempts of the carrier-borne fighters to drive them

destroyers.

Italian

official

account

“Battaglia

4^1 M Meggo
Agosto*.

off.

During the refuelling the aircraft carrier Furious began flying

off Spitfires for Malta (Operation “Bellows"): at 12,30 hours, the

first flight of eight Spitfires took off. Soon after this at a time

when a second range of aircraft was being flown off and while part

of the escort was away refuelling, the German submarine U.73 (Commander

Kapitanleutnant Rosenhaum) managed to pierce the British anti-submarine

screen, the wings of which were open to 2,000 yards to allow for the

At 13* 13 houro, the Eagle was hit by four

torpedoes. She heeled over sharply and sank within eight minutes.

Four of her aircraft happened to be on patrol and these, by landing on

other aircraft carriers, were the only ones to be saved. This

tragic incident interrupted the flying-off of the Spitfires from the

Furious, and it was not until 15* 13 hours that Operation "Bellows"

was completed. Altogether 37 Spitfires arrived at Malta. One landed

on Indomitable with propeller trouble and one which was unserviceable

(1)
escorts away oiling.

"The War at

Sea" Vol.III.

Directive for

Wg^dr, flying
Opeiaticm
"Grinnell"

A/iU5/30.

had to remain behind on board the carrier. After console ting her

mission, the Furious was detached and returned safely to Gibraltar.

During the trip back, at 01.00 hours on 12 August, the escorting

destroyer Wolverine rammed and sank the Italian U-boat Dagabur.

/The

(l) The Asdic effiency of the screen was reduced by the large number
of wakes left ahead of the convoy by destroyers going backwards and

forwards to the oilers at high speed.
(2) 927 of her company were picked up including her Master, Captain
Mackintosh.
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IQxe evening of the 11th, at 20.56 hours, a quarter of an hour after

sunset, the first of the enemy air attacks by 36 German bomber and tor^edo-

oarrying aircraft were made on the convoy. In spite of enemy claims of hits

on a merchantman, an aircraft carrier and a cruiser, all the ships escaped

unscathed. The Navy claimed to have shot down four bombers by A.A, gu^^ira
During this early phase of the operation the air force had been

locating the enemy fleet, keeping a close reconnaissance watch on enemy

airfields to assess their strength in aircraft and attacking airfields in

an attempt as planned to "dislocate the enemy air force on the ground?.

During 10 and 11 August, P.fi.U. Spitfires carried out 12 sorties to

determine the position aiad strength of lire enemy air and naval forces, the

I

Report on
Operation

"Pedestal" Naples to the north and Taranto and Navarino to the north-west and west.
/ilJ5/l13/9A

reconnaissances being maintained as far afield as Cagliari to the west.

Wellington VIII aircraft also carried out five sorties to make certain that

the Italian battle fleet did not leave Taranto, or the cruiser force the

!iyr^^a^nian Sea, without our knowledge. An Albacore also carried out a

reconnaissance patrol to the north of Grand Harbour, in order to cover the

sailing of Force "1", as an enemy submarine had been reported in the areaf^^ i
Among the attacks on the enemy air base, the most rewarding were those

made on lire evening of 11 August by a formation of nine Beaufighters of

No, 248 Squadron, led by Wing Commander Pike, D,P,C,, on the Sardinian

air bases of KLmas and Deoimomannu. As the Beaufighters approached

Cagliari, they flew over three Italian submarines which were leaving

harbour. The submarines apparently reported the Beaufighters, for

i^en they reached Elmas they were immediately greeted by heavy flak.

Nevertheless, the Beaufig^ters pressed home their attack and |
j

claimed that they had left at least five multi-engined aircraft in

flames, two of which blew up, and several others were seriously

damaged. In point of fact, according to an enemy report, not only

were six aircraft destroyed and a number made unserviceable.
Aut

(1) Ohe destroyers Matchless and Bodsworth, aotitag as escort to the
iCrollua and. Oran during their return to Gibraltar (Operatio
"Ascendant".}

n
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but the effects of a sleepless ni^t (notte de veglia) handicapped

(1)
them in their action against the convoy on the following day.

Another important effect of this raid was that on their way back

to Malta, the Beaufighters were able to report the fact that two

Italian cruisers were leaving Cagliari. Siis was the first news

obtained by the British convoy that the Italian 7th Division (the

six-inch cruisers Savoia. Montecucooli and Attendolp)were at sea. Unknown

to the British, owing to a grave shortage of fuel, the Italians were

unable to make use of their battleships. Accordingly, it was

arranged that the 3rd Division (the eight-inch cruisers floriaia. Bolzatio

and Trieste) and the above mentioned ?th Division, with 11 destroyers,

should rendezvous about 100 miles to the north of Marittimo, on the

evening of 12 August, and intercept the convoy on the morning of the

13th, in the vicinity of Pantelleria. However, the possibility of

a strike against the Italian ships by the force of torpedo-carrying

Beauforts which was being kept available at Malta, was paramount

in the Italians' minds.

"The Italian Naval Staff", says Weiohold, "was still thinking

of the losses which British torpedo aircraft had inflicted on the

Taranto force during the previous operation in June and was aware that

(2)

S

\

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediter

ranean 1939-

May m3 B22k2

the British were loaking preparations to launch similar air attacks

against the Italian force at this time.

^ approaching the convoy from the direction of the Tyrrhenian

Sea, the Italian Naval Force would be ahLe to keep beyond the effective

range of Malta aircraft while west of Sicily. In order to intercept
/the

No.248 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

(1) Sis operation is particularly outstanding as No.248 Scuadrond only completed” their transfer from Portreath to Malta (via
Gibraltar) the afternoon of the previous day.
A strike of 13 Beauforts with an escort of 13 Beaufinters was at

standby throughout the convoy operations. The Beauforts were

under the command of Wg. Cdr. R.F.M. Gibbs, the most dis
tinguished and ezperienoed of all Beaxifort Commanders in the
Mediterranean. He it was who sank the San Andrea. Rommel's so>
called "last tanker" at the battle of Alam el Haifa. Unfortunately,
this strike was never called upon althou^ there is evidence that
its very existence had a strong deterrent effect on the enemy fleet.
The R.N.A.S. Section was also at "stand-by" vdiile six long-range
Spitfires of No.126 Sqdn, and 1435 Plight were kept at readiness
to escort the Beauforts past Pantelleria, should it become
neoessazy to strike in that direction.

(2)
Report on
"Pedestal" and

H.Q. Med. O.R.B.

A/^-A/iUS/l 13/9/4.
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the convoy, however, it would he necessary to sail to the south of

Pantell|^ia which would bring the Italian ships within range of Malta's

air striking force* The Italian Naval Staff specified, therefore, that

fighter cover for the ships nnast be provided. The only aircraft

capable of giving such cover at all effectively were German*. Kesselring* s

view was that the number of suitable fighters v/as inadequate to act as

escort for both the German bombers and Italian ships*

to be made whether to use German aircraft or Italian ships to annihilate

^at remained of the 3riti^ convoy, and Kesselring came out on the side

The decision had

of the German aircraft* At this stage, the matter was referred to

IQie Ih£akeMussolini -vdio had been called in to arbitrate by Cavallero*

was iinwilling to oppose Kesselring's views and decided that the air

escort should be used for the air strikes by bombers against the Britii^

convoy and not for the protection of the Italian lCas£a3r-StaJ^*  As will

be seen, since the Italian Naval Staff were unwilling to accept

re^naibility for the crniiser force without German air cover, and due

to the threat from Admiral Vian's force, the Italian ̂ ips were withdrawn

during the night 1^13 August*

Prom dawn on 12 August, reports vrere received that enemy aircraft

had again begun to shadow the convoy and all ships went iai to the first
A. ABevised

Admiralty
Battle Summ.

No. 32*

degree of readiness for H.A.yi^and L.A.^guns.
airborne at 06.10 hoiu’s and this number was maintained by the carriers

At 09*15, the first enenQr ear attacks of the

Only a dozen got through to the

convoy and these made individual high-level or shallo^dive-bombing

These air attacks were also probably

co-ordinated vrith submarine attacks, as the convoy's destroyers received

Twelve fighters were also

throvj^iout 12 August*

day took place by some 20 Ju*88s*

7

attacks, but without result*

inany Asdic contacts and were kept busy dropping depth charges.

The great effort by enemy aircraft baaed on Sardinia was made at

mid-day* It was planned as a combined effort by some 70 escorted

bombers to be carried out in stages and employing new methods*

Italian torpedo-carrying aircraft would drop a circling torpedo knoim as

a "motobomba P.P.", ahead of the Britidi force,iidiile eight fighter-bombers

/made
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I

IhlS) it ms hoped, would dlsoi:gaJiise themade low-level attacks*

force and draw the A.A. gm fire. Two groups of torpedo-"bombers.

42 in all, were then to attack from either side of the coxsroj, after
I

vdiidh German "bombers would carry out a shadow dive-"bombing attack,

and two Reggioni 2001 fighters, each with a heavy armour-piercing "bomb.

would attack one of the aircraft carriers*

Ihe attacks vrere carried out su"bstantially as planned, except that
fyLC-to 6dn»-i~G

there was half-an-hoxir gap "between the jodtiohcNDiber attack and the toipedo
A

attack, instead of five minutes. The mine-laying aircraft were

intercepted and one shot down* The other nine dropped their
A

circling tozpedos in the path of the convoy ‘t^ioh turned sharply and

heard the missiles ezplode harmlessly in the water* Tbe fighter-

bomiber attacks were unsuccessful* The tozpedo-bombers, reduced in
«/

numbers to 25 or 30, dropped their torpedij^s some 8,000 yards from the

ships, intimidated no doubt not merely by the spirited defence of the

fighters, but the barrage put up by the ^ips, particularly the splash

barrage of the l6"-gxms of the Rodney*

!Qie German dive-bombing attack followed at 13*18 hours. They

dived to 3>000 feet and damaged the 7,500“ton yi/V Deiioalion tdiich,

after ̂ e had been deta<hed with the destroyer Bragham, was sunk by

torpedo aircraft off the Tunisian oosiat, at 19*40 hotxrs. PinaUy, the

two Reggioni 2001 fighters oarrying very special armourTpiercing  "bombs

attacked the "yjotoriousi tlie flagdiip of Rear-Admiral Lyster* One

"bomb hit the flight deck, fortunately without exploding. The Naval

aircraft involved in these operations claimed to have ̂ t down nine

enemy aircraft and the ships’ A.A. guns MT a further two*

After these air attacks, the enemy eppeared to have oonsentrated

on submarine attacks throughout the afternoon* 3here were many reports

of sightings and Aadxo contacts and Ithuriel hunted and rammed the

Italian submarine Cobalto*

/At
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At 18.35 hovira (l2th August) a series of very determxnecL attacks

laundied against the convoy by a force of some 80 enemy airoraft,

convulsing Ju.87 and Ju.88 bombers and S.79 torpedo aircraft» strongly

The bombers attacked from ahead and astern -

was

escorted by fighters,

the direction of the sun - vdaile the torpedo-bombers came in from the

starboard bow and beam of the convoy.

Annm-d'iiTg to the Navy» timing was excellent. !Ehe Savoias dropped
a,

torpedc^
destroyer foresight was disabled and taken in tow by the Tartar< but

the next day as she was being consistently shadowed by enemy aircraft,

the Tartar torpedoed the danmged de8tro3rer near Galita Island. Twelve

bombers, A Ju.88s and 3 Ju.87s, selected the aircraft carrier

Indomitable for attack. They dived from astern, some of the aircraft

coming down to as low as 1,000 feet. ihree bomba^ hit the carrier.

Her flight deck was put out of action and the fighters that were in the

air at that time were forced to retaCn to the Viotoriousy-» Ihe

Ihefrom a distance of 3>000 yards outside the screen.their

Navy's Hurricanes, Martlets and S^^lmd^3 claimed to have ̂ t down nine

enemy aircraft and the ^ips' fire one.

Up to that time, losses to the convoy had not been sexlous. Out

of the 14 merchant vessels only one, the Deucalion, had been sunk.

There remainedt however, the peissage of the Skerki Channel and it was

then that the convoy was subjected to its greatest ordeal. It was at

this time that the convoys parted company with Fcn:ce "Z", with their

two battle^ips Nelson and Bodney. and the two remaining aircraft

carriers Twr^nm-itable and Eagle, and was left with Eorca under Rear-

Admiral Burrou^. The three cruisers Nigeria. Kenya. Mandieater. the

A.A. diip Cairo, together with escort destroyers, were to take the ships

on to Malta.

An hour afterwards, at 19.56 hours, the Nigeria, the Cairo and the
a

Tanker Ohio were damaged by torpedos fired by the Italian submarine
/\

13ie Cairo had her stem blown off and had to be sunk !QieAxum.

yifigeria
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tiUbi*

Nigeria turned back for Gibraltar escorted by two destroyers. Unfortunately,

the loss of these two I' deprived the convoy of fighter direction

The six Beaufighters of No. 248at a time -sdien it was most needed.

Squadron had patrolled overhead from 19.30 hours until the lasfc light and

off at 20.30 hours by the ^ - gui^^ire ffom

Duriqg their patzol the Beaufi^ters saw no enenyr

aircraft ̂ iaich as it so happened had carefully timed their arrival so •fcV»at

they wotild reach the convoy at dusk.

ort.

Dive-bombing and torpedD-carryIng

No. 248 Sqdn.
O.R.B. :Malta were finally
Daily Int.

XBSDSSCy
ts the naval esc

4.19.

aircraft, some 20 in all, attacked, scoring a hit with a boi* on the

Empire Hope and on the Gian Ferguson and Brisbane Star with torpedos.

Empire Hope had to be sunk, the Clan Ferguson blew up with the loss of mo^

The

of her crew, and the Brisbane Star was among the ships idiich eventually

■fc Kenya was later (at 21.11 hours) damaged by a
torpedo. By this time, the evening of 12 August, as Admiral Burrough said,

the situation was becoming 'blather critical and there was stiU a possi

bility of the Italian sxzrface forces coming soutii to attack the convoy”.

12 August, No. 69 Squadron's reconnaissance aircraft were kept

busy with the heavy calls made on them. In all, the squadron flew 21

reconnaissance sorties, totalling 75 hours of flying time. The P.R.U.

I^itfires made 12 soirties covering ftH the Italian pox*ts and harbours

limped

^%uougl^out
No. 69
Si^dD# OelleSe

vhere the Italian naval forces had been or might be located.
/•Ae

Baltimores carried out five sorties on a patrol between Sardinia and

Sicily, while a Baltimore and Maryland searched the Ionian Sea.

Maryland, sent out^t^ search for the four Italian cruisers (two 6^ from
Cagliari and two 8JT)from Messina, was forced to return without having
located them.

The

The

. C “c/j

On landing at base after dark there was a hydraulic

The aircraft was wrecked and the crew in^jured.

of the same squadron, however, piloted by P/O R. Munro, located three

cruisers and three destroyers off Cape San ^^ito at 18,54- hours.

failure. A Baltimo

Ano

re

ther

force was located nine minutes later and by 19.18 hours the two forces
C

joined in a position some 50 miles north-west of Ustijj^ The Baltimore

/was
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was unable to continue shadowing the Italian Fleet after dusk, as it was

The relief 'ifellington could not leave Malta

lintil just before dusk, as it had to fly through areas infested with

enemy fighters to a position to the north of Sicily,

trained for night-flying, the Baltijnore pilot, P/O Mvuxro, remained on

patrol until dusk and brought his aircraft back to base and landed it

safely^by night,for the first tajne.

According to the official Italian account of the operation, a German

not fitted with A.S.V.

Althoi;igh not
Report on
Operation
'Tedestal"

ArfJ3^IJ5/l13/9A

submarine reported Admiral Vian's force to consist of four cruisers and

-fS/n
ttad destroyers. Bie presence of this force in the eastern Mediterranean

and the lack of air ̂ iatebtien decided the Italians to instruct the 7th

This wasDivision to proceed to Naples, and the 3rd Division to Messina.

It is quite plain, however, that due to theirat 0.33 hours on I3 Ajgust.

experience in June the enemy were particxilarly sensitive to the possibility

of air attack from Malta. Purthermore, at 22.37 hoinrs on 12 August, the

Legionario had received a radar plot of in the vicinity.
h

was Wellington VIII "0” ?diich had left Malta at last light on 12 August

to take xq? the search from P/O Munro' s Baltimore and located the Italian

The %Uington continued to i^adow the Italian

This

ships at 23.05 hours.

Italian

Official Aco.

"Battaglia di
Mezzo Agosto"

Malta Daily
Intelligence
Sunanary No.

Fleet and, as they still pxirsued a southerly ooxxrse, Wellington
419.

•sdiich was then in the vicinity was ordered in plain language to "Contact -

Illuminate and Attack". The aircraft dropped four 500-lb bombs in an

assault dive, but they The Italians logged this attack at

01.40 hours. Another special Wellington^ocated
hours and as it was reported that the ships had resumed a southerly

coin?se, it was decided to strike with the R.N.A. squadrons and two

torpedo-carrying Albacores, ami ̂ ese took off at 02.00 hours,

meantime, a Wellington was ordered to attack which it did at 02.20 hours.

the Fleet at 01.50

In the

(1)

/Bie

(1) There is no record of this bombing attack in the Official
Italian History.
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Ttie story that these attacks and a message ‘*Report
“X

result of air attack and latest enemy position for Liberators" - and

yet another to an aircraft to "Contact cruisers - Illuminate and

Attack" influenced the enemy in their decision to return to their base»

As related earlier^this iaportant

decision had been made before these attacks at 0.33 hours.

is not borne out by enemy records.

At 03.36 13 August, the ships were attacked by Submarine P.42 a

few miles south-west of Stromboli^.

Attendolo were hit.

0

Both the B^zano and Muzio

The Bj^zano went north for repairs and the

Muzio Attendolojwhich had had her bows blown off,put into Messina.

Plans to make strikes from the Middle East with four Liberators

0

Italian Official

W al History.

miscarried. Only two were serviceable and 'tiiese were directed against
&

the airfields at Pantelli^ia and Gerbini (Sicily). Only one reached
ft,

its target and bombed Pantell^ia. Both tteeBirefuelled and flew back

to the liiddle East. Delayed action bombs were also dropped by a

Wellington Mark IC on Gomiso airfield. This aircraft, -sdiich was flown

by a crew taken straight from O.G.T.U. and without previous operational

experience, cradaed on reaching base and was bxirnt out. It is to the

crew's credit (Pilot p/O Sheppard) that they successfully completed

their mission and as a result of these attaJsKs - the aircraft made tiTO

k

sorties - there was no effort from Comiso the next day.
<L

A dusk "shoot-up" of Pantell^iria airfield by seven Beaufinters

was disorganised by the fact that the leader crashed on take-off.

Only three of the Beaufighters managed to reach the airfield, "sdiere they

caused damage to a number of aircraft,

with 15 Beaufighters was again at stand-by from dawn till dusk in Case

(1)
The strike of 15 Beauforts

it was required to operate against major units of the Italian Fleet.

/ In

(1) These aircraft sighted at 20.45 hours "s^ to eight small
torpedo craft four miles west of Pantell^ia Harbour, course
280° at high ̂ ed".

/  to their rendezvous

I  irony in the fact that
attacks to these craft the fate of certain ̂ ips in the convoy
might have been different.

^Tl»^ were probably E-boats travelling
convoy. Ttiere is

the Beaufinters confined their

SECRET
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In the event, these aircraft were i3ot used, and although their

presence had a deterrent effect on the Italian Fleet units at sea,

it certainly seems regrettable that these aircraft dioxild have been

y? kept idle, like a "fleet in being"jto intimidate the enemy,

rather than in an active operational role against available targets.

The heaviest and most telling of the enemy blows at the convoy

At mid-night 12/13 August, the main body of thewere to come.

Ama-
convoy led by,Admiral Burrough in the Adxanti passed Cape Bon.

k

Forty minutes later, or much about the time that the enemy cruiser

force decided to return to base. E-boats appeared, under the cover

At 01.20 hours, the Manchester was torpedoed by twoof smoke.

Italian E-boats, and at 05.50 hours was scuttled for Trtiioh her

Commander, Captain Drew was later court-martialled.

the torpedoing of five merchant ships, the Glenorohy, Tfairangi,

Al m^ria Lykes, the Rocheste:^^and Santa Elisa,
how

, although/one-third of the ^ips constituting

the convoy could have been left behind as "stragglers" is not

e

The Wairangi and Alm^ia Lykes were sunk.

Elisa was abandoned and sunk later by a Ju.88.

Then follow

Dxese were all so

called "stragglers'

The Saunderstood.

But the Rocheste

ed

Cdxf/f / -

nta

r

A mere dozenCastle managed to catch vcp with the main convoy.

E-boats were concerned in these damaging attacks and, in spite ofRevised

Admiralty
Battle Summ-

mary No.32.
claims to the contrary, not one of them was sunk.

By dawn 13tit August a depleted and straggling convoy

consisting of the Rochester Castle, Waimarama and Melboxime Star,

The damagedwere in company with Admiral Burrough in the Adianti.

tanker Ohio was about five miles astern, the Ibrt Chalmers some ten

The Dorset was foUovd-ng alone and the

Brisbane Star was hugging the Tunisian coast. By that time, however.

miles to the north-west.

and much to Admiral Burrough's relief, it had become clear that

/there
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there was practically no likelihood of an attack hy the Italian

Fleet -sdiiGh in the disorganised state of the convoy and her

weakened escort woxild have been disastrous.

V  4

According to schedule, by first light 13 Aigust, the Pedestal con

voy should have been between 110 and 150 miles from Malta, and it had

been planned to augment the four Ho. 248 Squadron Beaufighters for

convoy escort to within 100 miles of Malta, by long range ̂ itfires.

At dawn, however, the convoy was still 173 miles from Malta, but

owing to the urgent need for giving all possible air protection to

the vessels, it was decided to use the long-range Spitfires as well

The 15 Beaufighters of Kos. 235 and 252 Squad-

f, Waiting for the

Beauforts' strike which could not have materialised as by that

not only <BBBS|^the Italian cruisers
had not left base.

as the Beaufighters.

rons were still kept at stand-by

time

:^but the battleships

Including short-range Sipitfires, the number of sorties flown

on 13 August in protection of the convoy totalled 17:9.

and 11.00 hours, Beaufighters of Ho. 248 Squadron flew nine sorties

Between dawn

in two patrols. During the first patrol, in the covirse of a combat

with Me. 109 aircraft over the convoy, a Beaufif^ter v/as ^ot down

and one damaged. Two further sorties by Beaufighters of No. 235

Squadron were also flown between 06.40 and 09.00 hovo's. The long-

range ̂ itfires of No. 1435 Squadron had more success. Between

dawn and dusk they flew 47 sorties said shot dovm  a Ju.88 and an

Italian bomber, for the loss of one Spitfire. No. 126 Squadron's

Spitfires, most of v^ioh were long-range, flew 31 sorties in eight

patrols, shot down one S.M.79 and damaging a number of other enemy

aircraft for the loss of a Spitfire. The balance of 101 sorties

were all flown by short-range aircraft. Altogether Malta-based

aircraft claimed a total of seven enemy aircraft shot dov/n on 13

August for the loss of four aircraft.

3. Malta

and Squadron
©6.

K.d.a.i

--i.

/Enemy
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Enemy air attacks on the convoy on 13 Avigust hegani at about

08.00 hovira, when Rear-Admiral Bumju^ vrith escorting naval craft and.

the merchant ships Rochester Castle , Ytfaimarama, Melbourne Star and.

f *f
Revised^Battle
Sununary No* 32.

Ohio formed, in line ahead, about to be rejoined by the Port Chalmers

t

and Dorset, were a little over 30 miles S.S.E. of Pantelljgria.
Some 12 Ju.88s made a diallow diving attack, coming down from about

6,000to 2,000 feet to drop their bombs. The

and blew up immediately, one of the bombers beirg destroyed in ttie

The sea became a "blazing infemo" from which the

Ledbury rescued no less than 45 sxirvivora.

The next attack by Stuka dive bombers came at 09.25 hours,

was concentrated on the Ohio, vdiose main steering gear was put out

During this attack, a %>itfire was ̂ ot down,possibly

explosion.

It

of action.

by the sliip's gun-fire from which all the R.A.P. fighters suffered

M>re dive bombing attacks

were made at 10.17 hours and again at 10.50 hours, the enemy being

obviously determined to finish the destruction of the inportant

due to the absence of filter direction-

Ihe Ohio suffered again from four or five near misses and

her engines were disabled.

tanker.

The Rochester Castle was set on fire.

but managed to continue with the convoy. The Dorset was hit and

The last air attack on the main body ofbrought to a standstill.

the convoy came at 11.25 hours by five S.79s, acconpanied by more

parachute mines dropped by other aircraft. During these attacks, the

^itfires and Beaufighters were seen to shoot down"at least four

enemy aircraft in the distance".

At 12.40 hours, the convoy, still 70 to 80 miles from Malta,

came within range of the short-range Spitfires which, as Rear-

Admiral Burrough stated in his report, provided "such excellent

protection" that no further attacks materialised, although large

numbers of enemy aircraft were seen in the distance, only to be

diversed and driven off by the fighters. The diort-rai^e Spitfires

/found
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fovind their task complicated by the fact that there was a conqplete

absence of fighter direction and the sliips themselves did not give

''Help” signals.

0W. Spitfires again Ibuessr covering the

ports vAiere enemy ̂ ips of war had been located* to ensure that none

One of the Spitfires searched theescaped to imoiilestt the convoy.

Gulf of Hammamet for a diip, thought to be the H.M.S. ̂Kenya* "wdiidh

The ship could not be located* but it was given

a routing direction by wireless so that it became within short-range

!Qie ship proved to be the

was making signals.

fighter cover by dawn on August.

Brisbane Star v^ich finally arrived at Malta at 15*30 hours the next

day, after having been attacked by two more aircraft, each of ̂ ±dt

was shot down by a Beauf ighter.

In the meantime, the tanker Ohio which had had her steering

gear put out of action in the attack at 09*25 hours on 13 June and

her engines damaged in previous attacks, was Ijring helpless,together

with the Dorset, with the destroyers Penn and Sramham standing by.

It is lojifortunate that Yriien the two ^ips were so near their des

tination and in a position in v4iich they coxild expect air protection

they were attacked repeatedly by German aircraft.
(1)

from the R.A.

Both ships were hit at about 19.00 hours and the 13,000-^:on Dorset

The only air esoox*t provided was an anti E-boat patrol just

The plan was that in the event

sank*

before dusk by a Wellington. VIII.

of an attack by E-boats from Pantelljjria, the Wellington would have

called vcp four Beaufighters of No. 225 Squadron ̂ ich remained at

readiness

at this late stage ^aiata- appeari^o have been due mainly to the lack

of fighter direction, of 'Help'* signals from the ships and the fact

/that

The main reason for the loss of the Dorset

(l) On 13 August Spitfires flew 54 sorties over Malta against
aircraft which in all cases but one did not again reach
the island.



w

that the tvro ^ips were lying just outside, or at most barely within,

of the diort-range fighters from Malta.

SomeJjime before this, at 14-30 hours, the Malta escort force,

four sweepers and seven motor launches, had joined the convoy.

At 16.00 hours,^ Admiral Burroijgh decided to part company and retxiriMd
to Gibraltar with R)roe "X".

The last attack was made on the Ohio at 10.45 hours the next

day vdien she was under tow by tharee destroyers, the Penn, Bramham,

and Ledbury, causing one of the tow lines to part,

the Spitf-i-rftR^whvh ma-int.a-inftd a patrol of l6 aircraft until dusk,

effective cover and ^ot down a bomber and a fighter.

orbitthe

An hour later the Itorset was sunk.

In this action

In the
gave

latter stages of her journey the Ohio was escorted by three

Baltinores, and an Albacore armed with depth charges carried out an

Prom dusk onwards.anti E-boat patrol from 17.30 hours \mtil du^.

A.S.V. Swordfida took over a similar duty.an Ihe unwieldy ship

was towed for a distance of almost 100 miles from Malta,from a
e

position in which die was within ea^y sight of Pantell^ia and

It was not until the morning ofrange of enemy land-based aircraft.

15 August that the crippled tanker reached Malta with her immensely

The Fbrt Chalmers of 8,5®0valuable cargo of 12,000 tons of oil.

tons, the Melbourne Star of 11,000 tons and the 8,000--ton Rocheat^

Castle which had been torpedoed by a motor torp>edo-boat and was

"lying very low in the water", arrived at Malta two hours after the

departure of Force 'X".

These four ships, the Ohio. Port Chalmers, Melbourne Star and

Rochester Castle, together with the Brisbane Star vdiich, as has

already been mentioned, reached Malta on 14 August, were the sole

svirvivors of the convoy of fourteen merdiant vessels. The cost to

the Royal Navy had also been high - an aircraft carrier, a cruiser,

anti-aircraft ship and a destroyer sunk, and a carrier and two

In spite of the severe losses, 15»000 tons

an

destroyers damaged.

/of
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of fuel and 32,000 tons of general cargo arrived at Malta, making

all the difference to the island's survival as a Britidi base, for

it was not xmtil the following November that another convoy.

Operation "Stoneage", this time from the east, was able to reach

Malta and, with the altered situation on land, finally broke the

blockade.

Once the five surviving ships of the convoy had berthed at

Malta, the enemy made no serious attenpt to bomb them. This was

the opportunity for the complete destruction of the convoy on which

Rommel's ability to be able to prosecute the war effectively in

North Africa depended. At that time, however, there was a pressing

need for the enemy air strength to be conserved and redeployed for

Rommel's offensive Tihich at that time was planned for 26 August.

In North Africa in order to conserve strength and in^irove service

ability the G.A.P. fighters were being restricted to an average of

only 40-60 sorties a day, and the dive-bomber force (with the

exception of "Pedestal”) had carried out no operations since the

first week in August.

Bie effect of enemy air operations against ihe August convoy

in Nox*th Africa.had une3cpected repercussions on the land

A.K.3.6

YUi.

Vttxs additional strain on an air force that was already stretched

to the limit reduced their serviceability and strength to a point

where tiiey were unable to xirovide adequate escort to their own

This coincided with resuii5)tion of air strikes from Malta»

due mainly to the replenishment of the island's fuel supplies vrlth

Another effect of the enemy air action

convoys.

the arrival of the Ohio.

against 'Tedestal" was that there was a sharp drop in the service

ability of the German transport squadrons due to the demands made

on them during August for the move of the Ju.88s from Crete to

This vras at the height of the enemy air

lift of urgently-needed supplies (especially fuel) and reinforcements

Sicily and back again.

to North Africa.

/Admiral
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Adjniral Weicliold* ■who weis German Admiral in Rome at the time

of the "Pedestal" convoy, after enumerating the British losses,

makes the in5)ortant point that:

^iiatever the tactical results, strategically the Briti^ had
achieved the object of their operation* carg(i^ of the
five supply ships ^ich reached their destination enabled
Malta to carry on until the beginning of December. The island !
therefore retained its striking power and remained the central
base for attacks on the Axis convoys to North Africa ....

After the beginning of August, air operations against
Malta were cut down to fighter-bomber raids. This letting-up
of the Gennan air raids left the Royal Air Porce free to con
centrate its attention elsevdiere. Day and night, Briti^ air
activity was directed against tha Asia liiaaa at sea and
agadnst harbovir installations, airfields and lines of communi
cation in Crete and North Africa,

increased fighter strength to defend these targets* Reports
from C. -in-C. South vmderlining the difficulty of frustrating
the enemy air attacks and safeguarding the convoys because of
fighters becane a conmon occurrence* After August the
Luftwaffe was forced back on to the defensive.

i

The Axis now needed

Axis Naval
Policy and
Operations
in the Medi
terranean
R.2if2.

The main lesson of the convoy, from the air point of view, was

‘  that^^lps should have been fitted with V.H.P. Once the tvra
^ a.c y

4' HtB/(f^If fighter direction ships (Oairo and Nigeria) had been siUtrf^the R.A.P.
fighters were bereft of all control from the ships. Both the long-

range ^itfires and the Beaufighters were fired on continually by

all ships, making their task of ^W***^-^;**^ extremely hazardous and
almost impossible to fulfil adequately. The additional coiqoli-

cation was that enemy raids were coming in too low for the R.D.P.

and did imt appear on the plotting table. The short-range i^itfires

experienced a certain amovuit of jamming on the R.D.P. and the British

/

ships did not give "Help" signals, as anticipated.

Being wise after the event^ it is doubtful whether it wan

justifiable to keep such a hi^ proportion of the available Beau-

fighter force (15 aircraft) at stand-by in case the Italian battle

fleet left port, when they could have been used in the vital task

It is now known that theo:^fording protection to the convoy,
battleships could not leave port due to the Portage of fuel oil.

Italian Official
History

/^fever-
theless
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Nevertheless, the presence of a striking force of Beauforts and

Baaiifighters on. Malta nas kno^m to the enen^ and this knowledge

did help very materially to prevent the cruiser force from venturing

too far from their home bases and attacking the convoy,

attack been carried out, there is every likelihood that the five

remaining ships of the convoy would have been lost.

In his report, A,V,M. Keith Park paid tribute to the help given

to the R.A,P, by the Artqy garrison on Malta. Throughout the spring

and sumner 800 men and 100 vehicles had been made available.

Had this

For

the convoy operation, these numbers were increased to 1,300 men and

Between 28 July and 10 August, the Anqy provided a

further 1,800 men and 122 trucks for the building of aircraft pens.

From the time the convoy came within range of Malta-based

aircraft until the remaining ships reached harbour, i.e, 32 hours of

daylight, the R.A.P. flew ifl4 fighter sorties, 292 by short-range

Spitfires, 97 by long-range Spitfires and 25 by Beaufighters.

Beaufi^ter and four Spitfires were lost and claims were made of 14

enenor aircraft shot down by Malta-based fighters,

15 aircraft and the Italians 26,

The Resumption of the Air Offensive from Malta - August 1942

By mid-August, at the time when the surviving ships of the

"Pedestal* convoy reached Malta, Field Marshal Rcmmel felt

himself to be in a position when he could outline his plan to 0.K.W,

for a final offensive to be launched on 26 August,

to destroy the British Anqy in the field and capture Alexandria,

Cairo, and the Sues Canal,

supplies - thought to amount to some 100,000 tons  - was already on

140 vehicles.

Ohe

The Germans lost

(1)
His aim was

He knew that a t remendous volume of

H.Q. Med.
O.R.B.

its way to the Middle East and would reach Sues at the beginning

of September. It was therefore imperative for Rommel to forestall

/the

(l) By coincidence, on the day of Rotanel* s report to O.K.W.
15 August, the British changed their Anqy Commanders,
^r Harold Alexander became 0,-in-Q, Middle East Forces, and General
Sir B.L. Montgomery assumed command of the Eight Army,

General
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the offensive Ydilch the Briti^ would undoubtedly launch in the

By 19 August, however, due to the fuel crisis (the 13th

Fazizer Division held approzijnately 10 per cent and the 21st Panzer

Division 20 per cent of the aioount of fuel considered necessary for

the attack), the offensive had to he postponed until y> August*

Prom that day, until he was forced to call off the offensive, on

4 September, the German Coiamander was bedevilled by shortage of

Autumn

Panzer Army
War Diary
A*H*B*6*

fuel* As will be seen, in this situation that was to have such

a profound effect on the land battle, Malta^based aircraft played

a most vital role*
OL

At Malta, the* conflict of interests was apparent between the

Otmesioir, Lord Gort, ̂ loae main preoccupation was with the survival

A#. 5.
of the island as a British base, and that of the Air Officer

Commanding, idio was determined that the operational opportimitiea to

hit Rommel’s supply lines should be es^oited to the full*

the unloading of the ships had even begun, the Govexraor visited

He stressed the importance of reverting to the previous

low expenditure of petrol, suggesting 43»000 gallons a week whidi

was hardly adequate for local fighter defence*

conversation (again on that important date, 13th August, idien the

Ohio reached Malta), the A.O.C. informed the A.O.C.-in-O* that he

anticipated difficulty in obtaining

of Malta for strikes against Rommel's supply lines,

strikes were specifically demanded by the Commanders-in-Ghief at

ihe A.O.C. Malta calculated that about 700,000 gallons of

petrol would be unloaded from the "Pedestal” ships and this would

add about ten weeks to the existing four weeks' stock of aviation

petrol*

last until Christmas (about 20 weeks) idiioh the A*0.C. pointed out

/"would

Before

the A.O.C*

In view of this

from the Governor

(1)
unless such

Cairo*

The Goveznor, however, intended to make the total stock

183/160 (d)

(l) It will be recalled that the Governor had obtained the
power of veto|iij|>from the Chiefs of Staff owing to the

i^rtage of fuel*

fUji
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"'Rould preclude carrying out strikes against enemy shippings idiich

seems to me one of the main reasons for garrisonii^ Ualta) apart

from diverting more than double otir o^ strength of enemy aircraft

away from jovcc front."

!Ehe A.O.C. Malta* s appeal to Tedder for the ban on dipping

This
/mN*'

strikes Malta to be lifted received a proupt response.
A

exchange of correspondence is of historical inportance, for on the

operations of the anall force of torpedo^bombers and escorting

Beaufighters at Malta was to hajng largely Cto the success or failure of

On ^6 August, the Middle East

Defence Committee sent a signal to the A.O.C. Malta* for the Govenaor;
HJf

stating that now additional stocks of petrol were available at Malta,

they considered that it was absolutely essential to resume without

delay strikes against most ioportant enesy Upping that was carrying

supplies and reinforcements to Tripolitania and Pyrenaioa.

•^^quest, therefore,^-^the message concluded, ^you authorise
A.O.G. to take such action as he considers necessary.
You may be assured that we shall call upon Malta to undertake
offensive operations only against those i^ps whidi, in our
opinion, vitally affect the issue in the Western Desert.'^

Tod days later, on 18 August, the farcical situation had

developed thereby the Middle East Defence Committee in Cairo had to

Bommel's last offensive in Egypt.

Idem.

appeal to the Chiefs of Staff in London for pexraission to carry out

an individual strike against two ships which were regarded as of

primary inportanoe to inpending operations in the Western Desert.

For, by that time, 78if»000 gallons of aviation petrol had been

received from the convoy bringing the grand total vjp to 9V7*000

The Governor notified the Middle Bast Defence Comaitteogallons,

that he had authorised the A.O.C. to undertake this particular strike

Thioh, incidentally, was to result in the sinking of the Rosalina
Pi (o

vhioh was crippled by air attack and eventually sunk by a

The Governor, however, still insisted that he should be

consulted beforehaxid about any proposed strikes.

submarine.

/3he
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The Chiefs of Staff finally decided Ihe issue, on 19 August, vdien

they notified the Coimnander3~in"Chief, Middle East, and the Governor of

Malta as follows:**

We attach suprenie in^jortanoe to the destruction of this and
all other south-bound enemy shipping, particularly during tiie next
ten days. We do not consider that conservat^n of petrol
justify limiting strikes during this pbriod.

d  cJd.

Thereafter, the A.O.C. Malta was free, of tibia restrictions ter the
^  X A

Governor of Malta, and air operations against enemy shipping were carried

out purely along the lines of military necessity.

would

By the time the unloading of the five ships of the ”Bedestal^ convoy

had been completed, on 21 August, stocks of aviation spirit on Malta

amounted to 973»118 gallons (noon, 23 August )^Xnoluding the convoy,

e:q)enditTu:e of aviation ̂ irit for the previous twelve weeks had been

95»958 gallons. At that rate, the Governor informed the CShiefs of Staff,

all stocks wotild be exhausted by the beginniiag of November, but the A.O.C.

hoped to be able to reduce the consumption to 80,000 gallons per week.
(2)

thus eking out until mid’^ovember.

!Hie detailed politer for the consumption of aviation petrol on Malta

was laid down by the C.A.S. on 28 August,

(a) Strikes against ingxjrtant dipping destined for Africa,

(b) (^orations and training ■^idh directly coEtributed to the

It was to :

to the success of these shipping strikes,

(c) Essential defensive action,

(d) Refuelling the decreasing nuaiber of transit aircraft passing
through Malta .

9toe Offensive sweeps and attacks on enemy land (objectives were not to be

undertaken save in exceptional circumstances, where they a direct

contribution to the success of the flipping strikes.
/After

4^
(l) Extended eventually foJ./another ten days.

(2) Using this as a yardstick, it was on this pre-eminently
vital factor that the planning of Operation "Lightfoot” (the El
Alamein offensive) and the subsequent advance to Martnba was to
depend. In the event, such was the accuracy of the time-table that
advanced forces of the Eighth Athqt occupied the Martuba*Denoa'

w jj^airfields on 15 November. CJover was given to Operation ISton^^e”,h the November convoy to Malta from Alexandria, and Malta was
relieved.

k
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After being ajithorxsed by the Chiefs of Staff to extend for another

ten days permission to ignore the question of conservation of petrol

Tdien planning strikes against south-bound enemy flipping, the Middle East

Committee finally recommended to the Chiefs of Staff* on 7 Sep

tember, that ”to avoid constant reference to you recommend that on
Defence

expiry of present directive, it should be left to us to decide vdiat targets

Thus, by Tedder’s ctdaiiralide manoeuvring, the ft^
^ h i

operational control of the Air Force on 14alta was maintained by Lloyd

throng a nost inportant period of the land operations in North Africa.

Malta must attack.

Had Lord Gort been able to keep the conservation of petrol as the

primary consideration and prevented all air attacks against enemy liiipping

over that period, a number of enemy tankers absolutely vital to enemy

operations would have reached North Africa unmolested by air attack,

the story of the Battle of Ala^^l-Halfa and probably the "riiole

history of Briti^ fortuneyin the Middle East might have been very
different.

Shipping Strikes ^gainst Enemy Supply Lines - August 1942
fid

Olie most inpressive fact about the Beaufort torpedo strikes^against
Rommel's supply lines during August 1942 was the smallness of the Briti^

Only two squadrons of Beauforts, Nos. 39 and 86, wereForce enployed.

No. 217 Squadron aircraft did not take part as, after havinginvolved.

A.H.Q.Malta been at stand-by from 11 - 15 August, during the "Pedestal” convoy, they
and No. 17
Sqdn.O.R.Bs. switched back to Egypt.

'■3he strength of the Beauforts available was never more than 30 and,

by the end of the month, the numbers had dropped to fewer than SO^^The
Beaufi^ter squadrons which took part in these operations were Nos. 227,

235 and 252, their strength being approximately 40 aircraft,

range Spitfires of No. 126 Squadron also carried out a few sorties in

/si^port

Long-

(l) No. 217 Squadron could only muster three aircraft, the balance
of the crews being flown to Egypt in a D.C.3.
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As will lie seen, as a result of zx> moresupport of one of the strikes*

.(1)
than sorties, four of Rommel* s supply ships were sunk or so hadly

3!he ships were:

Fuel (in tons)

damaged that the whole offensive was put out of gear*

Tonnage

8,326

Name Position How sunkDate

Rosalino 17 Aug* 50 miles By aircraft and
190 deg* submarine attack
from 4,

Pantell^ia
12 miles N* By aircraft-
of Paxos. beadie4

431
Pilo

(Italian
S.S.)

7,800Pozariea

(Italian
tanker)
Istria

(Italian
S.S.)

1,01121 Aug.

5,41627 Aug* 40740 miles

50 deg.
from Bas

el Tin

By aircraft
Wellingtons
of No.201

Group*

4^428 Aug* 33*38 N.
21*23 S.

1,527Pielpi
(Italian
S.S.)

San Andrea

(Italian 30 Aug*
tanker)

By aircraft

5,077By aircraft 2,41139.49 N.
18*15 E.List of

Enemy Shipping
sunk in the

Uediterranean

A,H,B,6,
ibtals 28,146 4,724

What was equally serious from a long-term point of view, by early

September all eneny ships but one (the Ankara) at that time available and

Unfortunately, suchcapable of transporting fuel in bulk had been lost*

Panzer Amy
War Diary

was the fine timing during this period that on 16 August, before the

Governor could be persuaded to permit aircraft to be used on dipping

strikes, three enemy ships, the Ravello, Sportivo and Davide Bianohi,

safely reached Bei^azi with 2,344 tons of supplies, including 2,013 tons

of fuel* However, in oxder to be available at the front the fixel had to

be transported a distance of 6OO miles by road or 500 by sea* This

entailed not merely a considerable delay and hazard, but in the case of

road transport the expenditure of a hi^ proportion of the fuel in trans-
/ ̂ 0 0

portation. For the tnjoks were involved in a round journey of

something like the distance from London to Rome* the -aggregate-or

(1) Excludes the Istria sunk by Wellingtons of No* 201 Grovp.
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4;he8e portiovCfcar luwa xtp ooitw 8fl,nnn gallons nf

peteoij On occasion, every available truck ms sent to Benghazi, ̂ en

petrol arrived there, the trucks being driven by night and day to reduce

the time •v^h-ioh even then, bearing in mind the condition of the roads,

halts for meals, and loading and unloading, must have taken aawat^aweek*
Bie first of this series of important strikes trova. Malta came on

the afternoon of 17 August, two days after the arrival of the Qhio»

The attack was carried out against tl:ie 8,326-ton M.V. Rosalino Pilo

idiich was bo\uid for Tobruk carrying a miaed cargo of 3»439 tons, in

cluding 1,232 tons of ammunition, 431 tons of fuel, 15 guns, 117
it(d hoM

vehicles, three launches and^lOI mei^
Island escorted by two destroyers and patrolled by four Ju.88s and two

enemy fighters lidien, at 16*00 hours, she was attacked by a force of six

Beauforts of Ifo. 86 Squadron, escorted by five Beaufighters of Nos* 252

She was 35 miles off Lampedusa

A.H.Q. M.E.
Table of Ops.

AMd/IIJl/31/1
and Malta
O.R.B.

and 235 Squadrons, two of them carrying bombs, and four long-range

Two torpedo hits were scored by the^itfires of No. 126 Squadron.

Beauforts and the Roaalino Pilo was left stationary, souring ̂ teite smoke

Two Beaufighters 'tiaen attacked and scored a

Beaufighters and Beauforts

and down by the stem,

hit with a 250-lb on the stem,

also attacked the M.V. and other surface craft with machine gun| and

Two Beauforts and two Beaufighters were damaged, 0Klcannon fire.

while claims were made of one Ju.88 and one enemy fighter probably

The Rosalino PHo was already in a sinking condition whendestroyed*

she was finally sunk by a British submarine by the light of flares

dropped by a Wellington from Malta.

The next successful Beaufort strike came on 21 August idien the

Ibzarioa of 7,800 tons, carrying 1»011 of cargo, all fuel, was

The first attack took place onsunk by airoraft of No. 39 Squadron,

the preceding day when 12 Beaufozi:s of No. 39 Squadron, escorted by 10

Beaufighters of No. 227 Squadron (six of irfiich were carrying bombs)

attacked a convoy comprising five destroyers, a tanker and a small M^V.
/vdiich

SBCRET
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irtiich were being escorted by a Cant 2501 and six single-engined

fighters, fo\ir miles off Ca{)e Stilo* It was estimated that the
Malta and

No* 39 Sqan*
O.R.B.

 tanker

fully laden and had a draught of 2^2i^
e

The torpedos -were

released with a 22 foot setting, but as they passed harmlesd.y under

was

The tanker andthe ship, it was assumed that ̂ e was not fully laden*

other craft were then raked with cannon and machine gun fire* A small

(1)
and a Maodhi 200 andpilot vessel ahead of the convoy was sunk

/  ̂
^Cl f damaged*

The next day, 21 August, at 16^00 hours, the tanker was again

attacked by nine Beauforts of No* 39 Squadron and five Beaufighters of

Shft -waff then 12 milesNo* 227 Squadron, the latter carrying bombs*

off Faxos, one of the Ionian Isles off the west coast of Greece*

Three hits were soojred on the starboard side of the taxiker and one bomb

hit a destroyer* Reconnaissance later showed the tanker to be

stationary, with oil flowing from both sides* The Beaufi^ters

claimed to have shot down two P*32s, one Ju»52, two Br.20s, for the

loss of two Beauforts* The Pozarica was later fo\ind beached in Saida

Bay, Corfu, where she was again attacked, this time by Malta-based

Wellingtons which managed to set fire to the surrounding petrol and o

The next strike took place on 27 August, ̂ en 9 Beaufort a of No* 39
K.«.

Sqviadron, led by Plying Officer^Grant, together with nine Beaufighters

of No. 227 Squadron, five with bombs, attacked the Dielpi of 1,527 tons*

She was bound for Tobruk carrying tons of fuel, 48 tons of Mis

cellaneous material, 20 men and three vehicles* ^!hen i^e was located

she was only 73 miles from the North African coast at Ras Aamer* The

Beaufighters attacked first, in their customary diversionary role and

/scored

A.H.B.6

(1) This may have been the Agia Maria which was lost, -together
wi-fch her cargo of 44 tons*

(2) One enemy report states that the Pbzarioa* s valuable cargo of
fuel was lost* Another states that the cargo was taken over

by the tanker San Andrea -?diioh was subsequently sunk on 31
August with the loss of her entire cargo*

SECRET
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scored a hit on the stem of the Dielf0. with a 250-lb bomb,

also raked the m/V and destroyer with machine gun and cannon fire.

The destroyer was left smoking from the stem.

They

H.Q. M.E,
Tables of

Operations and
Nos, 39 ajnd 227 The Beauforts, then dropped their torpedoes, scoring three hits on the
Sqdn. O.R.Bs.

from deck level.

ship which was left ablaze and sinking, with decks awash and back

broken.

That night the Istria of 5}4l6 tons, carrying 426 tons of

ammunition, 407 tons of fuel, 47 tons of miscellaneous material and

105 M.T, and men of Jacerbrigade Ramke and Inf .Div. l64. was sunk by

Wellingtons of No, 58 Squadron based on Egypt,

Probably the sinking which did more to dash Rommel's hopes of a

successful outcome of his offensive at Alam el Haifa was that of the

5»077-ton Italian tanker San Andrea, cariying 2,411 tons of fuel for

the Panzer Army. It was by far the largest petrol consignment of

the month and its loss came on the very eve of the Panzer Anqy attack,

“There were neither sufficient forces nor adequate stores for a major

offensive of thia kind, "wrote Vice-Admiral Weichold. “On 30 August,

a tanker with a very valuable cargo of 2,285 tons of fuel for the
Axis Naval

Policy and Ops. Panzer Anqy had been sunk,
in the Medit

erranean 1939 - compelled to carry out his decision of 31 August and order the
May 1943 R.242.

On 2 Septeuiier Field Marshal Rommel felt

operation to cease,"
ft

The San Adrea was en route to Tobruk, when she was located at

08.30 hours on the morning of 30 August by a P.R.U, Spitfire of No. 69

Squadron (ELight Sergeant j.O. Dailey), in the Taranto area "coast

crawling southwards at eight knots." She was escorted by a destroyer,

^  an^ Italian float plane and at least one single-engined fighter.
That afternoon, a Baltimore of No. 69 Squadron (Lieutenant M. Currie)

led a shipping strike of nine Beauforts of No. Squadron, escorted

No. 69 Sqn.
O.R.BIU

Malta Daily Int.by 11 Beaufighters of No. 227 Squadron, five of which carried bombs.
Summary and
No, 39 Sqdn,
0.R.BS,

The plan was for the Beaufighters to create a diversioi by attacking

with their bombs and cannon and at the same time protecting the

Beauforts against the enemy air escort.
/One

(l) Reported to have included 1,011 tons from the tanker Pozarica,

S E 0 R E T
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One Beaufort and three Beaufighters returned early due to

At 12f.10 hours the tanker was located 10 milesmechanical trouible.

off TJgento, in the heel of Italy. The Beaufighters attacked first,

scoring near-misses with their honibs on the tanker and raking the

destroyer with cannon and machine gun fire,
d

dropped their torpedos at an average range of 700 yards.

Commander Gibbs, the C.O. of No. 39 Squadron, scored a hit ami^_^ips

The tanker immediately

Hat dies and super-

structure were thrown high in the air and the ship became duw^Lv'ed yr

A number of combats took place in the course of

Tfrtiich a Macchi was shot down, a Ju.88 probably destroyed and a

CZ.301 daiaaged.

highly successful but also historically in5>ortant operation, three

Beaufighters and one Beaufort were damaged.

During the latter part of August two tankers, the Giorgio

carrying ®5j^tons of fuel, and the Gkialdi with 1,216 tons of fuel

reached Tobruk, the Giorgio on 28/8 and the Gualdi 30/8.

greater part of the Giorgids fuel was found to be grossly contaminated

with sea water.

Next, the Beauforts

Wing

£Oid another psrobable hit was also scored.

blew iq) and began to bum throughout its length.

in flames and smoke.

In the course of what must be deemed not only a

However, the

Panzer Army
Wr" Diary.

Although the arrival of these supplies probably prevented the

cancellation of the eneny offensive, they were no substitute for the

assured and even flow of fuel that a modem mechanised force requires.

Before the battle, Rommel's Panzer Divisions had only 2.5 units of

^ fuel, when their actual requirements were in the region of 10 units.

Rommel gambled on either the arrival of tankers that were already on

the way, or else the kind of quick victory he had achieved at Tobruk

when he was able to prosecute his offensive on captured siq>plies.

Rommel launched his last offensive in Egypt at 22.00 hour's on

30 August 1942. During the night, the attack was seriously dis

organised Then a bomber of No. 104 Squadron scored a direct hit on

/the

SECRET
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the H.Q. Because of tiie activity of the W.D.A.P.

reconnaissance aircraft, "surprise” irfiich, according to the enengr

CJommander, was "an essential pre-requisite for the success of tl\e

operation" .vas lost. ‘Sxtreiiie difficulty was e:qperienced in crossing

the minefields in the southern sector -vriiich was much denser than

had "been anticijpated. By the time these had Been traversed, the

enemy Panzers and supply echelons found themselves in the P.agil

Depression , their way barred to the north and east by the

and to the south by the to|idraM63t^ Qattara Depression. %ere they

became the target for day-and-night bombing of an intensity never

before experienced in the Desert.

On 1 September, Rommel notified 0 K H that he had ordered the

Panzer Army to go over to the defensive •'because the P.O.L. promise 1/

for 1 September has not arrived. 3he steamer San Andrea has not

Arey,

A.H.B. Middle

East Narr.

V  .IV

H J4 B.

arrived and the Abruzzi is still at sea. As hais been seen, the

The 680-tonSan Andrea had been sunk by Wing Commander Gibbs,

tanker Abruzzi was so badly damaged on the night l/2 September,

probably by aircraft of the 98tli TT.S.A.A.P. Heavy Bombardjaent Grotq),

that she had to be beached 100 miles to the west of Tobinik.

night, the Picci Fas|io, an Italian tanker of 2,261 tons, was sunk by
a Wellington of No. 38 Squadron, under the control of No. 201 Grovip.

She was carrying 1,100 tons of fuel.

^at

On the morning of 2 September, Rommel decided to withdraw his

forces, the reason being given that:

Eneny air superiority and the sr^ly shortage particularly
of fuel - the enemy has succeeded in sinking a nuniber of diips
recently - have forced us to break off the offensive.

At 12.30 hours, detailed orders were given for the withdrawal,

more ^ips, the Padenna of 1,589 tons, carryijag 386 tons of fuel, four

Two

Africa Corps
War Diary

vehicles and four guns, and the Davide Biancihi of 1,477 tons, carrying

910 tons 40 tons of material and equipment were sunk during

/the
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the night 3/4 September, '.vlthin 50 miles of Tobruk, their destination*

The Padenna was sunk by the submarine Thresher after having been attacked

by aircraft, and the Davide Bianohi by a Wellington of No. 38 Squadron.

II It is notable that the sinkings during the latter part of the Battle of
Alam el Haifa were by Egypt-based aircraft, the eiwniy having been

forced by the depredationt^f Malta-based aircraft to follow the easterly

supply route, using Tqnrtnto or Brindisi and the west coast of Greece,

taking advantage of the shelter and concealment provided by the Ionian

Islands.

By 6 September, the Battle of Alam el Haifa was ovex’, with

Rommel's offensive defeated and the Panzer Army withdrawn to a line a

little further to the east, in the aouthem Sector, of their original

positions.

On 7 September, the eneny High Command in the MeMterranean gave
kaJ.

their views on the serious reverse to Axis arms that^occvirred,and Field

Marshal Kesselring made this statement;

Next to Alamein, l^Ialta is the second British centre of strength
in the Itlediterranean* An attack aimed at the occupation of

Malta is not possible before next summer owing to weather con
ditions. The neutralisation of Malta is therefore the only
means to maintain adequate transport movements to North Africa.

C,-in-C. South declared that besides strong Italian co-operation,
considerable reinforcement of his fighter forces was necessary
in order to eliminate enemy fighter operations and enable further
attacks on enemy airfields. Malta must be continually held
down, so that shipping losses could be reduced to an endurable
degree.

High level
reports and
directives

A.H.B.6 Trans

lation No. VIl/
80.

The Duce declared that the battle in the ifediteiranean area

consisted of two parts - the battle at sea and the battle on land*
ihe battle at sea had been lost, so that the subsequent battle
on Egyptian soil could not be carried through.

A further message was sent, on 7 September, from the Deputy Chief

of the German Naval Command in Italy to tiie Chief of Naval Staff,

Operations Division;

There is no doxibt that towards the end continuation of the

offensive in North Africa collapsed because of inadequate
supply services. The fear that this would happen has unforttinately
been realised.

/After
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After the offensive had "been broken off, it depends on the

supply question vjhether the Panzer Army will be capable of holding
their own, even on the defensive, in face of the ever inoreaslng
enemy .... the supply problem must therefore be solved at all
costs. Even if we can increase defences against submarines, we

have no means at our disposal at present to meet the far superior
abilities of the R.A.F. in night operations at sea. This last

danger has grown to such an extent that it must lead to a cabas-*

trophy if no relief is found. I see to-day more clearly than
ever before that there can only be one possibility and that is by
the strategic offensive. The R.A.P. in the Mediterranean, i.e.
in Malta, must be eliminated. Pre^ operations must be launched
immediately in this area
is so threatening that no possibility must be left imtried

Reinforcement of Malta with Spitfires (Operation **Headlopg“/baritone”)

the decreasing number of vessels• • • •

• • • •

As it happened, in the spring and mid-summer, any success against

the enemy's supply lines to North Africa was bound to result in a

fxxrther attempt to neutralise the offensive power of the Island by air

It was therefore fortunate that during August the re

inforcements of Malta with l^itfires was pursued with vigour.

Operation "Bellows" Driiich was an integral part of Operation "Pedestal"

had resulted in the arrival at Malta of 37 Spitfires from the Furious.

Initial arrangements for Operation "Headlong"/"Baritone" were made in

early July when it was planned to fly off 32 Spitfires Vc from the

Eagle, as soon as practicable after the ret\irn of that carrier from

With the sinking of H.14.S. Eagle, on August 11, it was

assault.

"Pedestal".

Pjxu-o.'fc^

CS.15616. decided to use H.M.S. Fm-ious.

The Naval anti-submarine escort was increased and the Furious left

Gibraltar on the morning of 16 August with the cimser CSiarybdis and

During 16 August, the R.A.P. contingent on the carrier

Maps and

charts were marked up, signals arrangements checked, and all pilots

That afternoon, all pilots were issued with

maps and information cards and briefed by the Wing Commander in charge

As a wise precaution, at 19.30 hours, the Ward Room

paid their Mess bills

After brealcfast on 17 August, all

/pilots

12 destroyers.

were occupied in the infection of aircraft and equipment.

injected the flight deck.

of the operation.

bar was closed to R.A.F. officers "iflhen all

and were then despatched to bed".

Report by
Wg. Cdr.
Bentley.
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pilots were given a final briefing on the flight-deck "stressing run-u^

action to take in event of emergency and signals"j the weather report

was read out and explained.

The fly-off began at 07,30 hoars (17 August), a total of 55 minutes

being taken in ranging the aircraft. The entire fly-off was completed

in two hours five minutes, the aircraft being flown off in thz^e ranges

-4.Z7, A •

Operation
"Headlong"/
"Baritone"

15616.
of eight aircraft and two of four. A wind speed over the deck of AO-

i(4 knots was obtained, visibility was good ard a wind of 40 m,p,h. at

15*000 feet from 270° was reported.

One Spitfire crashed on take-off and the pilot was drowned. Two

pilots baled out, one for engine trovible end the other for under

carriage failure, but luckily both of these pilots were picked up unhurt.

The balance of 29 Spitfires arrived at Malta lanobserved by the

The Fxarious arrived back safely at Gibraltar at 08,10 hoursenemy,

18 August,

The Idst Spitfire reinforcement operation, loiown by the code-name

of ‘Train', was on 29 October. Out of 3l Spitfires embarked on the Furious.

two oculd not be flown off due to engine defects. The remaining 29

Spitfires were flown off in four flights and all arrived safely at Malta,

on

SECRET
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CHAPTER 17

THE LUFTWARRE'S EINAL AIR OEmSIVE AGAINST MALTA

U«19 OOTQBBa 1942

September free of Daylight Bombing Attacks

^ the end of August 1942, Malta* s strength of 138 Spitfires was

It permitted a full si^uadron

strength of l6 Spitfires to Eos. 126, 183, 229 and 249 Squadrons, a

further 13 to No, 1435 Squadron (l) six P.R.U, aircraft and, for the

first time, a Command Reserve of 55 Spitfires,

opportunity had been taken to strengthen Malta's fighter defence, for it

was not until the end of October, when the third enemy air offensive

against Malta had already been defeated, that it proved possible to fly

in further reinforcements.

It was as well that the

(2)

State of Air- higher than it had ever been before.

craft^?B/9/4.

Throughout September, the requirements of land operations in North

Africa, convoy escort and other duties kept the Axis air forces fully

They had also developed a healthy respect for Malta's fighter

No daylight bombing raids weire attempted against the island.

However, the ene«y continued to send over high-flying fighter sweeps.

The number of day alerts fell from 56 in August to 38 in September and on

The Spitfires were scrambled 76 times to

They claimed six Me, 109s and nine other

occupied.

defences.

ten days there were no alerts.

intercept enemy fighter sweeps,

A.H.Q.Malta
0,R.B.

aircrafli (five of them Italian) destroyed for the loss of six Spitfires,

two Beauforts, one Beaufighter, 1 P.R.U, Spitfire and one Wellington

Mark VIII.(3) The number of these claims of enemy aircraft destroyed were

as a result of armed reconnaissance patrols - 85 in nvonber - over Sicilian

airfields.

The enemy night-bombing offensive was also, in the words of the A«0.C.

“timid and ineffective”. Only eight of the 47 bombers which approached

the island got close enough to drop their bombs on land,

damage was caused and the remaining xaiders were forced by the

No material

/ni^t

(1) No, 1435 (N.P.) Blight was upgraded to No.l435 Squadrtm on 23 July 1942,
(2) On 29 October 29 Spitfires arrived Malta flown off the aircraft
carrier Eurious (Operation "Train”), Although experiments were taking place
to fly Spitfires direct from Gibraltar to Malta with the aid of 170-gallon
long range tanks, it did not prove practicable to cariy out this method of

reinforcement until November, by which time, with "Torch" and the victory
at El Alamein, the period of crisis had passed,
(3) Luftwaffe records show four aircraft destroyed (3 Me.109s, and 1 Ju,88).

(A.H.B.6)Italian losses are unknown.
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night fighters to jettison their bombs in the sea, some of them as uangr
I

Altogether, 14 nights -nere clear of alerts.

Night Beaufighters of No, 89 Squadron

as 30 miles from Malta.

compared with 11 nights in August,

flew 46 sorties, including 22 intruder operatioos over Sicilian airfields

and ports, during which attacks were made on flare paths, when illuminated.

and on E-boats and submarines.

Malta Reopened as Submarine Base,

One direct result of the ascendancy gained by the Spitfires over

the enemy fighters was the decision to reopen the submarine base at Malta,

The 1st Submarine Flotilla had been temporarily transferred to

Gibraltar, but the C,-in-C, Mediterranean who was concerned at the strwam

of supplies to North Africa asked that the 'S' Class submarines at Gibraltar

should be transferred to Malta, The Admiralty agreed and arrangements

Virar at Sea,
Vol,m.’

were made to transfer the vessels from 12 September onwards, as they became

As will be seen,this was soon reflected in the number of

sightings and sinkings made by British submarines in the Mediterranean,

available.

The Governor of Malta and giving Awards

In mid-September, Air Ministry informed Air Vice-Marshal Park that

a proposal had been received that the Governor of Malta, Lord Gort, should

have power of immediate award of decorations for military personnel. The

awards were to come out of the Middle East allowance" and the citations

A.O,Cj/-in-C
Malts'^ lUl/
183/i60(D),

would be notified to the lar Office and repeated to the Middle East, The

A.O.G. Malta was asked whether he considered that  a similar system should

be adopted for flying Awards,

Air Vice-Marshal Park pointed out in his reply that the military

garrison at Malta came under the Governor in his capacity as Gommander-

in-Chief of the garrison, but that the naval and air forces based on

Malta carried out offensive operations under the control of liieir respective

Conmanders-in-Chiefs to whom reconaendations for all awards

/should
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In the A.O.C. Malta’s view the existing systeashould be made.

worked snoothly "without ftiction or delays" and he therefore had no

Middle Eastwj gh to ohargey unless the Air Officer

"especially desire^ this".
Ihe suggestion that such powers ̂ uld be delegated to Lord Gort

had a quick reaction fnom the A.O.C.-inKJ. Middle East.

S

1 would object most strongly" he signalled to A^ Ministry
to Governor of ESalta having power for Awards to flying

personnel. Unit® and personnel operating from Malta come under
my ̂ tnmoTia .... ‘ ^t Malta itself I feel that acceptance of such
a situation would cut to the root of the morale and consequently
operational efficiency of our troops. Suggest tMs proposal
^ould loally have been at least repeated to me.^

y

September Shipping Strikes from Malta

Once the Spitfires had eliminated - for the time at least - the

eneny day bomber, Malta's torpedo and filter bombers were able to

develop their attacks on enemy dripping to North Africa under more

This was counterbalanced to some extent byfavourable conditions,

the fact that the success of Malta* s anti-dripping offensive had

driven the eneny into using the easterly s«5)ply route vhich kept the

There were also stringentdrips out of rang® of Malta-based aircraft,

limitations on the amount of aviation petrol tdrich the Governor,
A.H.B.Malta

O.R.B. Lord Gort, would permit to be used for puzposes other than defence.

Operation "Pedestal" had only partially relieved Malta's fuel

crisis, and because there was no prospect of large-scale relief in

Fighterthe immediate futiire, every effort was made to economise,

operations were restricted to the absolute minimum, and the transit

of Wellington VIIIs and other aircraft thipugh Malta was stopped.
H

In this way, it was hoped to reduce petrol constjption to a weekly

200 tons idiioh would allow Malta to continue operations until 19

Specially-fitted submarines had already achieved success

in bringing aviation f\iel into Malta, and by 20 Septenber their

contribution had risen to 160 tons a month.

November.

/On
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On 25 Septembery the A.O.C. Malta was infonned that the Chiefs

of Staff had reviewed the situation and that they considered that

assuming Malta did not get the heavy air attacks, the expenditure of

That would extendaviation fuel shoiiLd be reduced to 130 tons a week*

A.O.C. Malta

AMtf-/tUVl83/l60(D)

Malta’s air operation vmtil 18 December*

this decision, "Y/hat a pity. TOiitehall have to remove sting of wasp

to extend its miserable existence a cox^le of weeks, instead of

The A.O.C. commented on

finding ways and means of running more honey into the nest. •'

During the month of September there were 16 strikes from Malta

Of these 16 attacks on enemy
f(o.

shipping, eight were made by Wellington VIIIs of 69 Squadron, three
A

by Beaxiforts of No. 39 Squadron, two by Beaufighters of No. 227 Squadron

and three by Swordfish and Albacores of the Royal Naval Air Squadron.

Beaufighters also flew 29 sorties in conjunction with the Beaufort

representing a total of 129 sorties.

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

strikes.

f K A

The Navy ̂ mek1^, sinkings totalled 37,550 tons.

13*742 tons. Air 21,071 tons and Air/Navy shared 2,737 tons.

aA.H.3. List of

Enemy Shipping
Sunk. By

far the greater proportion of tlie Air sinkings was from Egypt, althou^

two ^ips were so badly damaged by Malta-based aircsraft that, they had

From lilalta the oiiLy successful sinking was that of the

Carbonia (1,237 tons) on the night of 16/17 Septenber.

to be beached*

The first target of the month was a tanker of 4,000 tons which

was attacked by Wellingtons, in the region of JPano Island and

Antipaxos diaring the nights l/2 and 2/3 Septenber. That same night

a Swordfish and two Albacores of the R.N.A.S. Squadron scored hits with
i. Y

two torpedf^s a 5,000-ton M/V 15 miles north-east of Cepe Spartij|tento
on the south-east part of the toe of Italy. Y/hen they left the vessel,

she was down by the stem and belching clouds of black and ishite smoke.

Next day a reconnaissance aircraft fo\ind the ship aground 3h miles

This was probably the Monti of 4,301 tons,

consisted of Amy and G.A.F. ammunition.

outh of Loori. Her cargo
A.H.B. List of

Enemy Slipping,
Sqdn. O.R.Bs.
and A.H.Q.Malta

Daily Int. Summ.

M-e-fjlfi/1 ‘■'’i

s

/On
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On the afternoon of 6 September, a convoy of three from

.. i l l ^ ^

^nj I Brindisi, escorted by 11 destroyers andj^ndggfl^itf^six
M.C.202S and 200s and 6 Jvu88s, was intercepted by nine Beauforts of

No. 39 Squadron accompanied by 11 Beavrfighters of No. 89 and 227

Squadrons, 30 miles south of Cape Santa Maria di Leuca. Tfihile five

Beaufighters dealt with the air escort, six provided flak diversion

and raked the destroyers and merchant vessels with machine gun and

The Beaufort s scored a hit on the 7»000-ton Manaracannon fire.

vdiich was later found beached south of Arilla Bay near Corfu.

17 Septeniber, the seriously damaged diip had been towed into Corfu

Harbour and beached again.

Hie main success scored during September by aircraft based on

Malta was the 1,237-ton IS/V Garbonia.

By

She was located by six Beau-

finters of No. 227 Squadron on the morning of 17 September sailing
«n

unescorted off the Tunisian coast, 30 miles south of Keliba 'tdien cm

route to Tripoli. In the course of a mast-high attack the Carbonia

was hit with a 500-lb bomb. Deck cargo was hurled into the sea and

the vessel was left stationary with a list to port. Biotograi^hic

reconxiaissance on the following day revealed a long streak of oil with

wreckage spread over half a mile. There were about 30 large packing

cases and tliree upturned ship's boats in the vicinity and three or

four more boats were pulled up on the beach in front of jfantTWWiife

village. According to enemy reports the Carbonia was carrying 560 tons

of fuel, 26 tons of miacellaneotis cargo, 25 men and four guns.
r-X.

Tbe last successful attack of the montii was again the

Ravenna of 1,148 tons on the ni^t of 28/29 September. She was attacked

by a Wellington of No. 69 Squadron off Ospe Spartivento, idien on a
M.UJ

westerly course, and escorted by three destroyers. A lUl^was scored
with a stick of four 500-lb bombs very close to her stem. ^e was

later beached off Loori. Apparently the Ravenna was later sunk by a

submarine, as official records list her as ̂ ared between the R.A.E.

[Haand R.N.
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Ihe Pinal Axis Air Offensive Against Malta (11-19 October 1942)

Rommel'a failtxre at Alain el Haifa had en^jhasised once more

the inability of the enemy to protect their lines of communication

across the Ifediterranean from the depredations of Malta-based

In his post-mortem of 4 Septembertorpedo-bombers and submarines,

on the failure of the Panzer Amy in their offensive of late August,

Marshal Cavalleix) stated:

Since the offensive has been broken off, the hope of

puahii^ enemy air bases further east and thus at least
decreasing the air threat to oxir flipping from the east
has not been fvilfilled In order to improve the
sea transport situation so that supplies may be bmught
across and the Panzer Amy maintained at battle strength,

.. The Malta problem
has requested that

Field Marshal Kesselring come to a conference in Rome to

discuss stronger action against Malta and reinforce air

cover for shipping movements.

Three days later, on 7 September, at the conference between
0 u-ce

the SUohe(.and Field Marshal Kesselring at Rome it was stated:

Malta must be neutralised again
is so urgent to-day that the DuLevel Reports

and Directives

A.H.B. Translation

No. VIl/80

Next to Alamein, Malta is the second British centre
An attack aimed at theof strength in the Mediterranean,

occupation of Malta is not possible before next summer
owing to weather conditions,
is therefore the only means to maintain adequate transport

Malta must be continually

held down, so that Upping losses could be reduced to an

endurable degree.

The neutralisation of Malta

movements to Africa

On the same day, the Deputy Chief of German Naval Command

in Italy informed the Chief of Naval Staff Operations Division:

can increase defences against submarines, we
have no means at oiu* disposal at present to meet the far

superior abilities of the R.A.F. in night operations at
sea.

it must lead to a catastrophe if no relief is found.
I see to-day more clearly than ever only one possibility,

Tie R.A.F, in

This last danger has grown to such an extent that

and that is by -ttw strategic offensive,

‘V

the Mediterrai^an, i.e. in Malta, must be eliminated.
Ere^ operaj;ions nnist be I'aniudied immediately in this area.Ibid

On 14 September, Hitler himself wrote:

Because of the revival of Malta as an air base and the

numerous sinkings in the Mediterranean, supplies for the
First Panzer Amy have fallen far below normal requirements.
Unless Malta is weakened or paralysed once more the situation
cannot be zomedied.

Ydiether and additional air forces can be made available

to the Command^ General, Armed Forces, South.

The Commander-in-Chief Air will reportFuehrer Directive

z1.//.Ay6Gl/67(B)

A
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By 10 October when the enemy were fully prepared to launch

their third and final air offensive against Maltai they had been

able to biiild a force of 650 bombers and fighters* some 370

Out of this total strength 319 were Germanof them serviceable.

and the balance of 33f Italian.

Strength of Axis Air Force a on Sicily
10 October 1942

Strength Serviceable

Luftwaffe

160242Bombers

Fighters 77 54-

Italian Air Force

67Bombers

Fighters
129

96208

656 377

Of the 242 German boinbers* 88 (62 serviceable) were long-range

Not strictly relevant

to the air assault was a force of 68 coastal aircraft (36 serviceable)

based on Sicily and a fitrUier 4-9 (33 serviceable) in Sardinia.

To counter this threat from the Axis Air Force baaed on Sicily,

Malta had bvdlt yjp the following fighter strength (30 September 1942):

Strength

bombers transferred from Crete and Greece.

Serviceable

Spitfire 126 Squadron. 16 16
161$5

It

14
16229 ir

14
16249

II

13
161435

If

15

Command

49Reserve 44

O)
116129

9 4Hxinloane 229 Squadron

A.H.Q. Malta

State of

Aircraft

A^.d/VB/9/1

(Detachment) 6 6Beaufighter 89 It

18227 II
13

162 139

/The
Tkt P.fi.U , , S w(/;
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The basic force was, of course, the 129 Spitfires of which

The value of the Hurricanes was negligible.116 were seirviceable.

while the Beaufighters (apart from their use as night fighters)

part of Malta's coastal forces and used for strikes with the

The build-up of the enen^r force

were a

Beauforts against eneniQr shipping,

in Sicily was watched very closely by Malta's reconnaissance aircraft.

As early as the latter part of September it was evident that the
A.H.Q. Malta
\R.B. Luftwaffe force had been considerably strengthened and that Malta was

probably due to undergo another series of intensified attacks.

However, the main German reinforcement appears to have taken place

during the period of attacks on Malta, when some 250 further aircraft

including II6 German bombers were located,

crease in aircraft, there was a noticeable movement from the eastezn

In the case of the Ju,87s this

was made with the help of gliders five of which were allotted to a

wing for the transport of equipment,

A curious feature noted in the course of this intensive

In addition to this in-

to the .western Sicilian airfields.A.H.B.6.

reconnaissance of enemy airfields was the appearance at FachinoMalta

Daily Int.Sums.
It wasL.G, of a number of aircraft which had no tail planes.

concluded from the careless way in which these were dispersed that

When the fighters moved backthey were elaborate fighter dummies,

to North Africa later in the month, the dummies also left.

It is generally accepted that the offensive actually b egan on

11 October when the eneiiQr sent 38 escorted bombers against the

island, although enemy aircraft (usually Me.109s) bad been flying

in large formations of up to 43 aircraft duilng the preceding three

On 10 October, for instance, 120 single-engined fighter

sorties were flown against the island.

The only damage was by two Ju,88s

days.

The majority, however,

avoided combat.

/which
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bombs on the island of Cozo killing 16 peoplewhicdi jettisoned their

and injuring 60.

On the next day, 11 October, the raids began in earnest,

started at daimi and continued throughout the day until dusk.

Altogether 257 enemy sorties were flown against the island, 78 of

these being by Ju.88 bombers.

B

A truly surprising thing is that

iey

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. ai^

Attacks on Malta

19A2 (AI3B)

/IM^IJ5/110
IL

after enploying as many as 65 Me. 109s as escort to^merely 6 Ju.88s

the last wave of eneiny bombers, 3® Ju.88s, came over at unsscorted

by fighters. In this particular raid only one of the bombers

managed to get through to Luqa destroying a Beaufdghter.

remainder were intercepted by %>itfires of No. 229 Squadron 25 miles

north of the island, forcing the enemy aircraft to jettison their

The

bombs.

In spite of this intensive enemy air activity Tidiich was designed

to put the three airfields of Luqa, Hal Par and Ta K»lj out of action

and thus groxind the Spitfires, surprisingly little damage

achieved by the remaining raids. At Ta Kali between 20 a

was

nd 30 bombs

from six Ju.SSs^'vbich bombed from a hi^i level, over shot the runway

and did no damage. At Hal Par. S.H.Q. unit was damaged and a fact

Tidaich annoyed personnel, the coal dump virtiially Tii^ersed". During

the day’s fighting seven Spitfires were lost for claims of 7 Ju.88s,

5 Me. 109s, 1 He.Ill and 3 M.C.202s destroyed,

records they lost a total of nine aircraft (6 Ju.88 and 3 Me. 109).

According to LxxftwaffeD.I.S.

A//.^/iU5/l 13/5/15

A.H.B.6 The Italian losses are not known.

At dawn on 12 October, enemy bombers again attacked the island ,

concentrating their bopabaiag .on the three airfields.
A

Spitfire was burned out azid a Spitfire and two Hiarricanes damaged.

At Luqa a number of aircraft were damaged.

At Hal Far one

The pattern of inter

ceptions of this - the first wave of bombers and fighters - is

interesting. At 06.20 hours. Spitfires of No. 185 Squadron attacked

at 22,000 feet north of the island before they crossed the coast.
A

Ao. 229
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No* 229 Squadron then intercepted the same wave of aircraft to the
Uf/ Y

d.A.a.-r-

north of the Grand Harhour at 18,500 feet*

No* 2tf9 Squadron engaged the enemy force over Luqa, after they had

dropped their bombs, and a dog*^i^t ensued*

Five minutes later

The next wave of enemy aircraft came at 07*00 hours, ishen

No* 126 Squadron clai.med four Jtu88s destroyed over Grand Harbour

Waves of enemy bombers heavily escortedbefore bombs were dropped*

by fighters continued to attack the island throughoixt the day

(12 October), at approximately hourly intervals, until nd^tfall*

The enemy flew 279 sorties and the Spitfires 147*

were 26 enemy aircraft destroysd for the loss of five Spitfires

(two pilots safe)*

15 aircraft (3 Me* 109s, 11 Ju*88s and 1 He*111)*

bomber squadron XIl/19154 lost six of their b<3m&e3rs*

most serious individual loss of any bomber xinit in the struggle

against Malta*

One of the most brilliant inteTCeptions by the defence took

R.A.F. claims

German zecords reveal that in all they lost

A single Germa

This was th

n

e

place soon after mid‘-day, only a few miles south of the Sicilian

eimht

Spitfires of No* 249 Squadron, seven of No* 229 Squadroncoast, Aidien

and six of No* 1435 Squadron forced 8 Ju*88s with their escort of

The aircraft of Nos* 229 and 249 Squadrons

intercepted further enemy formations 35 miles to the north of the

island at 20,000 to 24>000 feet*

filters to turn back*

Althovigh considerably outnumbered

they attacked head on and claimed eight enemy aircraft destroyed*

By this time only seven enemy filters were left to continue in the

direction of Malta* These were again intercepted by Spitfires of

No* 1435 Squadron vdiich destroyed one of the enemy fighters*

As a iresult of the day's brilliant air operations on 12 October

the C.R.A. sent a message to the A«0.C. Malta:

All ranks of the Royal Artillery and Royal lialta Artillery
send heartiest congratulations on the splendid total of "kills"
to-day and particularly on magnificent interception at mid-day.

Malta D.I.S.

and Sqdn*
0*R*Bs*

/By
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By 13 October, the third day of the 62i$tds, enemy air activity

Iliere were five alerts involving 219

^itfires flew a total of 107 sorties,

loss of one Spitfire claims were made of 17 enemy aircraft destroyed.

German records show that only one aircraft was lost, the great

disparity being accounted for by the fact that possibly some of the

had already begun to decline.

For theenemy aircraft.

A.H.B.6 losses were carried over to another date.

Ihe main target on 13 October was the important all-weather

airfield at Luq,a. Waves of between 40 and 50 aircraft atten?>ted

to fight their way through, but although bombs were dropped in the

area, none was actually on the airfield or even around the perimeter.

Air Vice-Marshal Park* s policy of forward interception again proved

its value, as idie majority of the incoming raiders were ei^aged by

the R.A.F. fighters before reaching the island. Those bombers that

did manage to fight their way throng to the targets were so tnanerved

that they released their bonibs indiscriminately and fled. Ih ̂ ite^

therefore)Of the efforts of over 200 enemy aircraft no damage was

caused to either aircraft on the ground or installations, and the

only casualties were two civilians killed and two Army O.Rs* on

Krendi Strip injured.

During that night 13 raiders attacked the island,

approached at a great hei^t, dropped their bombs in the sea and

Six mere turned back with their bombs and four

Ihree

returned to Sicily,

eventually made lan^all.

to the runway at Hal Far but without causing any serious damage.

Ihese aircraft dropped their bombs close

while other bombs fell into the sea^

Raids started again early the next momiig (l4- October) just

after 6 a.m., ifdien a force of 12 Ju.88s escorted by 40 Me. 109s and

some Italian fighters, in two formations, were intercepted by 29

Spitfires (nine of No. 126, eight of No. 185, four of No. 229 and

eight of No. 24-9 Squadrons),

tail and made for Sicily.

Spitfires which destroyed one Ju.88 and two Me. 109s.

The first formation immediately turn

The second formation was attacked by th

However, a

Hal Par O.R.B.

ed

e

/number
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They dive-bombed thenumber of bombers managed to get through,

airfield at Ta Kali causing it to become tenjxDrarily unserviceable.

Three more raids followed, the day’s total of enemy sorties amounting

to 220 -vdiile the Spitfires flew 108. In the later raids the majority

of the enemy aircraft were forced to return to base without making

lan<^all.

causing some craters but little other damage.

In tvfo raids, a number of bonibs were dropped at Hal Par

Claims were made of

23 enemy aircraft destroyed for the loss of six ̂ itfires. German

records show four Ju.88s and one Heinkel lost, together with three

Me. 109s listed as "Not enemy action".A.H.B.6

The 15th October isfflgnifi.cant as being the day ̂ en the Luftwaffe

made their siq)reme effort to beat dovni Malta's air defences. Raids

began soon after dawn with as few as six bombers escorted by more than

50 fighters,

north of the island by 28 ̂ itfires which claimed three .Ju.88.a and

One or two bombers reached the target area and bombs

were dropped at Luqa but caused very little damage.

She next wave of aircraft introduced new tactics in Ydiich filter

bombers were substituted for the conventional Ju.88 twin-engined

The first wave of aircraft was intercepted to the

five Me.109s.

About 09.00 hours, a formation of 50 Me. 109s, 15 of thembomber.

carrying bombs, were intereepted to the north of the island by 27

two lfe.109s were destroyed

Most of the fighter

Ae

Spitfires. The enemy had

for the loss of the same number of Spitfires.

A.H.B.yMalta
O.R.Bj and

D.I.S.*- IIJ/
5/113/5/15

bombers were forced to jettison their bombs tft the sea. A few bombs

A

fell on Gozo and at Mellieha ̂ ere a civilian was killed and two

inj\ired.

Evidently one of the Me. 109 pilots shot down in this raid was

of particular importance as three-quarters of an hour later no less

than 50 enemy fighters were out acting as escort to a rescue sea-plane

searching an area 35 miles to the north of the island,

interception by 16 Spitfires (eight of No. 185 Squadron and eight of

229 Squadron) two M.C.202s were shot down.

In an

It was noted that the

/German
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Germaji fighters evaded combat each time they Tiere approached*

The next raid, at 12.58 hours, was hy 35 Me. 109s, seven oanying

Ihe bombers were intercepted five miles to the north of

St. Paul' 8 Bay by 15 ̂ itfires, the majority being forced to jettison

The remainder dropped their bombs wide.

bombs.

their bombs into the sea.

in the Ta Kali area, causing no damage.

In the last raid of this eventful day, at 15.16 hours, the enemy

reverted to conventional bombing by Ju.88s, 10 of which were escorted

Again interception was effected to

Most of the bombers were

by 50 Me. 109s and M.C. 202s.

the north-east of Ivialta by 2k ̂ itfires.

forced to jettison their bombs i»^the sea,but a few bombs were dropped

on Luqa airfield which was crati^d.
In all, on 15 October, the eneny flew 250 sorties -vdiile the

OElaims were made of 14 enemy aircraft destroyed

(including two Italian)for the loss of four Spitfires (one pilot

missing and one wounded),

destroyed but Italian losses are not known.

R.A.P. flew 110.

Luftwaffe records diow four enemy aircraft

That night (15/16

October) a total of 14 enemy bonibers raided the island withoxjt

A.H.B.6

success*

By 16 October, any hope the enemy had of being able to neutralise

Pbr by that time the ̂ itoleMalta by air assault had vanished.

serviceable strength of some fifty odd serviceable German fighters

Ptirthermore, thewas being used as escort to half a dozen bombers.

standard of interception was so high that none of these bonibers

managed to achieve any material damage to military equipment or

However, this was not achieved withoutinstallations on the island.

4 ci ,

For by 16 October the number of serviceable Spitfires

had dropped from 116 at the opening of tlie Blitz to 46.

On 16 October the enemy changed his tactics by introducing

attacks by many formations, on a wide front, and approaching from

^ese were countered by the availableseveral directions at once.

Spitfire force which flew 125 sorties against 260 by the enemy*

/Cledms
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Claims were made of seven eneiny aircxraft destroyed for the loss of

six Spitfires (three pilots raissiiig and. tvro vrounded). Luftwaffe

The result of this enenyrecords show three aircraft destroyed*

activity was that one aircraft was slightly damaged on the groimd

during the bombing of Hal Par, <uad a number of houaes vrere destroyed

at Sliema and 13 civilians were injured.

Nine enemy aircraft raided the island during the night 16/17

During daylight hours on 17 October the

enemy flew sorties and the ^itfires 103*

eight enemy aircraft destroyed for the loss of three Spitfires

(two pilots missing and one vrounded).

October to no effect.

Claims were made of

The Lxiftwaffe records show

six aircraft diot down, all of them Ju.88s.
ffdi.

is that one of the Ju.88s of Sratr.JG77 was rammed by a Spitfire.

This was probably the work of a pilot of No. 126 Squadron, Plight

Lieutenant Jones vdio was missing after the first raid of the day

had been intercepted and the enemy aircraft attacked "head on".
A

During the night 18/19 October there vrere six alerts for a total of

12f enemy bombers yhidi dropped bombs and incendiaries but without

causing any material damage.

On 18 October a high level of enemy air activity was maintained,

beginning soon after dawn, vAienTO eneny fighters escorting nine

bombers approached the island at a great height,

cepted by 23 Spitfires (eight of No. 126, eight of No. 185 and seven

of No. 249 Squadrons) which forced the eneny bombers to jettison

their bombs and the whole force of some 80 aircraft to turn back

when still 15 miles to the north of the island,

of the day, the raids consisted entirely of fighter-bombers escorted

by fighters which approached the island at a great height and, on

occasion, split into small formations of about ten aircraft,

last raid of the day, at 12^47 hours, con5>rised the suiprisingly high

total of 90 1&.109S which approached in seven formations, some at a

/great

One interesting point

They were inter-

During the rest

The
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great height,

by 26 Spitfires.

They were ttimed back as a result of interceptions

Altogether, the Spitfires flew 102 sorties. They

claimed two enemy aircraft destroyed for the loss of two Spitfires.

Eneny records show one Ju.88 destroyed and a lite.lOSG- described as

"Not enemy action".

Glie 19th October 7/as the last day of the^laa^. Duridg the

night 20 bombers attacked the island from a great hei^t. Anti-

u-i.h personnel and incendiary bombs were dropped causing minor damage.

r

In all there were six alerts Tdiich lasted with only diort intervals

from dusk 18 October until dawn the next day.//Soon after dayliz'eak.
15 Me. 109s carrying bombs and heavily escorted by other fighters

which acted as high cover crossed the coast and dropped bombs at

Hal Par, slightly damaging two Hurricanes,

particular wave of aircraft was intercepted by ̂ itfires of No. 1435

Squadron tdiich dived on the eneiry from 10,000 feet and damaged a

Only part of this

ihe next wave of aircraft consisting of 25 enemy filters^

without bombers, crossed the coast on a high sweep,

by 12 Sjpitfires (four of No. 126 and eight of No. 185 Squadrons)

The next raid at

Me.109.

Yhen challenged

the enemy refused combat and returned to base.

09.57 hours consisted for the first time yholly of Italian fighters

and fighter-bombers, some 40 in all. They crossed the coast and

dropped bombs in the Ghargur area without causing either damage or

casualties. During this time a nximber of other raiders created

f
diversions by crossihg the coast bu/avoidaug any contact with the

A  k

R.A.P. defenders.

During idle rest of idle day until dusk, excluding reconnaissance

aircraft, 130 fighters and fighter-bombers attacked the island in four

Bombs were dropped but again neither damage normain waves.

Interceptions were difficult as the enemycasualties were caused.

avoided combat and no claims were made.

/During
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During the last raid of the day, however, three Spitfires and

two Beaufighters made a higlily successful inter**e«bao» of a dusk

raid by 40 enemy bonibers. They approached in two formations. The

one from the west was intercepted 20 miles from the coast by three

Spitfires of Ife. 249 Squadron which forced the enerny to jettison

their bombs. Ihe same Spitfires then intercepted another formation

15 miles to the east of the island, and con^jelled nearlj'" all the

bombers to jettison their bombs in the sea. finally, only three

bombers managed to cross the coast and reach their objective.

Bombs were dropped near Luqa and Hal Par but causing no material

In this interception a Ju.88 was shot down by Plight

of No. 89 Squadron,

chased and destroyed a Ju.88 to the north-east of the island,

of these losses were confirmed by enemy records,

raid at dusk on the 19th October was virtually the end of

the third Axis attack to subdue the id.and by concentrated air

assault.

damage.

(1)
Sergeant Pring Meanwhile a Beaufighter

Bot

70

Although some enemy aircraft attacked the id.and on

and

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. and

A.H.B.6.
h

20 October, the raids v/ere noticeably lacking in drive, and the
'Uii-x'

19th October is officially accepted as the date on which the Bli^z
Cl)

of October 1942 ended. It was on the following day, 20 October,

that the G.O.C. Malta sent tliis message to the A.O.C. Malta:

On vdiat appears to be the conclusion of the first jhase
of the renewed enemy air activity on Malta, all ranks of the

Army send their heartiest congratulations to their comrades
of the Ibyal Air Ibrce on their magnificent achievement.

Vice “A3miral Weichold who v/as German Admiral in Ibme at the

time of the enemy air offensive against Malta has written in his

study of Axis Naval policy and operations in the l&diterranean at

that time:

/It

(1) interrogation of the crew of this Ju.88 gave siibstantially
the same story and it shows to what extent the R.A.P.
^itfires had dominated the enemy,
started out to make an attack on Hal Par and Luqa on 19

October in two formations, one attacking from the west, the
other from the east,

xqj first the western and then the eastern formation so that

only three aircraft crossed the coast doing negligible
damage."

SECRET

About 40 Ju*88s

Three ^itf ires intercepted and brok

A.H.3.6
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It somi beoame obvious that tho British air defonoes could

no longer be taken by surprise. Each German attack was

interoepted by radar before it began. Very str<Hig fighter
escort for the bombers became necessary. British fighter op
position nas, however, so intense that the number of fighters
required to escort the Genoan bcxabers grew out of all proportion.
% 15 October a foroe of 14 bonbers was being escorted by 98
fighters. After about ei^t days, the raids were abandcmed
because they were proving too costly, and fighter bomber
operations were reverted to. These had little effect.

&e failure of the third Axis air offensive against Ualta was

a bitter blow to the eneigy and it is obvious fran the apologetic

way in which Bield Marshal Eesselring discusses it that he was most

sensitive on that score:

Axis Naval Policy
and Ops. in the
Mediterranean

1939 and May 1943
R.242.

On the German side all that was possible at the time was
done; not every requirement could be fulfilled. JL high
quali'ty of air foroe units was to some extent a compensaticn.
Bie fighter units already had operational e:q>erienoe against
the R.A.F.; the bonber formaticms also bo/t haS years of
e^qperience in flying over the sea. For day^48^^ operaticaas
Ju.88s were to be used for the main tasks, the slower high
altitude bombers being used mainly for night bombing.
Italian bombers and filters were hardly worth ccuusidering
because of their obsolete aircraft and the inadequate training
of their bomber crews in night flying. The attack was again
under the experienced oocsnand of II Fliegerkorps. ]n spite
of the fact that the srig^t tactical moment had been chosen
and all operational conditions fulfilled, the attack did not
have the success desired; I had to call it off on 18 October
1942 because of the high rate of casualties, particularly in
view c£ the imminent Anglo-American invasi(»i.Cl)

Eesselring then went cm to outline the reasons for the enemy

The

A.H.B.6 Transl.
No. VI3/l0ii, failure:

1. Since the opportunity for surprise did not occur, the
bombing raids on the air bases were ineffective. The
real battle against the enemy fighters had to be carried
on in the air and against bcmb-proof dispersal areas, and
was correspondingly more difficult and less effective.

2. Protection of the German bombers was rendered difficult

to a great extent by the neutralisation for the first time
of the German radar (deflection by dropping tinfoil strips
"Window").

3. The British defence methods had been still further refined

and extended in scope and range. This was possible because
of the greater number of operational aircraft available,

(a) The effective attacks by single fighters from very
great altitudes (10,000 metres and more) in a dive
through German formations continued to be as
successful as before and it was not possible to prevent
these attacks by single enemy filters with a corxesponding
layering of German fighters. /(b)

(1) Kesselring here is just es»using himself. He had no prior
knowledge of the "Torch* operation. It would have been more logical
to have given as a reason the possibili-^ of an Eight%rqy offensive
at El Alamein which anti-dated the "Torch* landings by more than a
fortnight.
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(li) SneB^ ri^ters^ staggered at a high aXtitiide^ paid
special attention to the vulnerable periods of
attack by the German dive-bombers; they attacked
the dive-bombers just before they started to dive
and as they pulled out of the dive until they
re-formed,

in character wd not so in^rtant as the attack.
Counter measures are naturally defensive

(c) Control from the ground was difficult since our
radar locating apparatus was neutralised by the
method mentioned in paragraph 2.

Aircraft badly diot up needed special protection,
which had to be provided by the fighter escorts
and considerably decreased the battle strength of
the fighters remaining on escort duties.

During the nine days from 11 - 19 October, the Axis JJorces

based on Malta had flown about 2,A00 sorties against the iid.and, all

In the course of these operations

the Luftwaffe lost 54 aircraft, of these ei^t were described as

(d)

but 125 of them being by day.

D.I.S.

Am ̂yiU5/l 13/5/15

being ”Not due to enemy action" and two by A.A. gun fire. The

A.H.B.6 Italian losses are not known. They were probably severe, as the

Italians - particularly their fighters - were heavily engaged in the

attacks and, on occasion, put up a more ^^irited show tiian their

Ihe coDplete R.A.i*. claims amounted to 109 enemy

aircraft destroyed (95 LvuFtwaffe and 14 Air Force),

losses during the battle were 30 Spitfires, 17 pilots safe.

A.H.Q. Malta end of the offensive, the serviceability of the Spitfires had fallen
• 'jB. and

Weekly Aircraft
Serviceability
State VB/9/1

'a a-a./

German allies.

R.A.P.

By the

from Ste to 60, while at one time, as has already been noted, only

40 Spitfires were available for the defence of the id-and.

In spite of operating 2,400 aircraft against Malta, no airfield

was put out of action for more than half an hour and only two aircraft,

More-A Beaufi^ter and a Spitfire, were destroyed on iiie ground.
' blttj.’

over, even at the height of the Blat-z only on one night did Malta-

based aircraft fail to carry out a strike against enemy shipping

From theand on that night no enemy shipping passed within range.

strategic pjoint of view, the time chosen for the offensive was a

About one half of the Luftwaffe first line strengthmajor blunder.

in the Mediterranean was deployed in the Central Basin -vdien every

available aircraft was needed in tiie Western Desert to meet the

/imminent
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In fsust, the offensive wasby the IBS^Aarmy.liniaintsrit oi*fensive

only foxjr days before the Britidi attack at SI Alamein.called

An outstanding feattxre of this particular phase of the enemy

air war against Malta was the dominance won by the British pilots

The proportion of fighters to bombers was

increased to a point vhen ten or more fighters were acting as

escort’ to one bomber, and the whole of the Lviftwaffe* s Sicily-based

over the enemy.

fighter strength was in the air at once. Although in the subsequent

combats, the R.A.E. fighters v/ere frequently heavily outnumbered,

the mere appearance of the Sipitfires was often sijfficient for the

enemy bombers to jettison their bombs Itt the sea and, together with
A

their escort, return to base. Clearly the value of the A.O.C Malta's

Usually the firsttactics of foward interception had been proved.

interception by Spitfires took place some 25“30 miles to the north

Thereafter the eneriy aircraft had to run theof the island.

gauntlet of two or three more defensive Spitfire patrols before

By that time, the bomber crews had becomereaching their target.

so vmnerved that they usually jettisoned their bombs somewhere in the

target area and fled back to base.

Quite early on in the offensive, it was apparent that the

bonibers could never reach Malta in sufficient numbers to make any

lasting impression on the island's defences. By 16 October, the

j i V

enemy had eesB®^up using the Ju.88 tvdn-engined bomber in favour of

the Me. 109 figliter-bonber.

ajid therefore quite unsuitable for the purpose of subduing a

By 19 October

The latter v/as a ̂ vholly tactical weapo

strongly defended sea and air base by air assault.

n

it was quite evident that only fighters could operate over Malta in

face of the Spitfires and the lethal concentration of A.A. gun-fire.

The third Axis air offensive against Malta had failed.

/Attacks •

I
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Attacks ~by Malta-Based Aircraft on Enemy Shipping October 19^

The Axis fears for the seciarity of their supply lines to North

Africa which had pronpted the air offensive against Malta were fully

Out of 83,695 tons of sv5)pliesconfirmed hy the end of October,

despatched to Libya during the month only 46,698 tons arrived. Die

losses were the most severe for the vdiole of 1942, The Getman forces

Only 11,629 tons arrived

Die losses of fuel were particularly severe

for only 2,844 tons arrived out of 7,889 tons despatched, con^iared

for instance v/ith a receipt of 19,088 tons in September,

in North Africa suffered most severely.

out of 21,799 tons.

As a

result Rommel conplained bitterly almost daily about the supply
I ' Marina

Kella Seconda

Guerra Mbndiale

crisis that was threatening the security of the Panzer Army in the

Western Desert.

During theEnemy shipping losses were even more disastrous,

month the Royal Navy and the R.A.P. between them sank 25 enemy

ships totalling 56,537 tons in the Mediterranean,

ships of 20,085 tons were sunk by air action and one ship of 5,397

Of these, 11
A.H.3. List of

Eneny Shipping
Losses in the

Mediterranean. tons was shared between the Navy and the Air Sbrce. The balance of

31,055 tons comprising 13 ships was sunk by the Royal Navy. Among

the diips sunk by air action were a number of vital tankers and

supply ships sunk just before and during the Battle of El Alamein,

the loss of Tflhich had a direct effect on the success of the

Army’s land operations then in progress. These.losses also reveal
I

Malta’8 resilience under air attack.

Particulars of the enemy shipping losses from air attack during

October are as follows:-

RemarksName Position Tonnage

4,96433.36 N.

Date

October 7/8 Dandolo
(Ital."'s.S.)

•’ 19/20 Titania
(ital. S.S.)

IL

Tergesta

Titai7ir.v.)

^^serpina
(ex Beauce)
(ital. tanlcer^
Luisiano

(ital. tanker)

26

26

28

23.35 E.

34.45 N.
12.31 E.

No. 38 Squadron
(Egypt-based)
Siib. and F.A.A.

attack (Malta)
No. 38 Squadron
(Egypt-baaed)
No. 47 Squadron
(

No. 69 Squadron
(Malta)

5,397

5,890off

Tobruk

30 miles 4,870
320° from
Tobrxik.

20 miles 2,552
260° from
Navarino•

Total 23,673 tons

/TheSECRET
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The balftnoe of six ships totalling 1,809 tons were all under 1,000

tens sunk mainly in the course of air raids on Genoa by iianoasters

from U.K. Other ships which suffered serious damage from air attach

are excluded from this list hut are included in the text of the

narrative.

The first success against enemy North Africa-bound shipping went

to an Egypt-based Wellington of No, Squadron, based at (Mnsiwi'fcAs,

On 6 October the Dandolo of A-,964^ tons, carrying a cargo of bombs, 829

tons of ammunition, 391 tons of food, 331 tons of miscellaneous material,

62 vehicles, A guns, together with 23 men left Crete for Tobruk, The

Dandole was of such importance that orders were given to gliegarkorps X

for her protection from dawn to dusk with at least six bombers and

She was hit and sunk by Wellington "C piloted by Sergeant

Wuohai^n of No, 38 Squadron in the early hours of  7 October when no

more than 60 miles from Baa el Tim,

;Oie hazards of these anti-shipping strikes are exemplified by an

fighters.

A,H.B,6

incident which took place on 14 October when three Beaufighters of

No, 227 Squadron were despatched to attack a 1/2,000 ton ship off the

Two Boaufightors were shot down by A,A, gun-Tripolitanian coast,

fire from the destroyer escort before they had managed to reach the

target. An attack by a Beaufighter was unavailing. An especially

gallant act enabled two of the crew to be rescued. Squadron Leader

Waiburton, who was piloting a P.R,0. ̂ itfire of No, 69 Squadron, saw

a dinghy from one of the Beaufighters, Although fired on at first by

the destxeyer and chased by six M,C,202s, he guided the destroyer to

the dinghy and waited in the vicinity for long enough to see theNos, 69 and
227 Sqdn,
O.R.Bs, oooupants picked up.

Although not listed as a sinking, an especially significant strike

was carried out on the night of 13 October when two Pleat Air Am

Albacoros of No. 828 Squadron attacked the Amsterdam of 8,676 tons,

80 miles to the north-east of Homs on the Tripolitanian coast,

of the Albaoores scored a hit amidships on the Amsterdam and she was

One

later found

/beached
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beached near Homs and according to an enesQT dooument some off her

cargo, including fuel oU^ was salvaged*^
listed by Idoyds as lost during October but is osdtted from the

Italian records*

!Ehe Amsterdam was
A.H.Q. Malta

Another strike nhioh eas to have most serious reoperoussions

in North Africa, although in this case again not listed as a sinking,

occvored on the ni^t 18/19 October, nhen the tanker Panuco (8,000 ■

tons) was severely damaged and had to be beached* The PanuoQ was

in ooxxiroy with two deatroysrs ̂ en ̂ e was attacked by two Wellingtons

of No* 69 Squadron off Funta Stilo* In spite of the intense light

and heavy A.A, gtmfire, Wellington "W" piloted by Pilot Officer

Dqarpkersley scored a hit on the tanker wliidi was damaged and had to

be towed to Crotone, where £the was beached*

to arrive at Tobruk on 20 October with 2,600 tons of fuel*

20 October - only three days before the beginning of the Battle of

El Alamein - the Panzer Army sent ̂ sjoAt was described as a **very urgent

message" to Rome enshasising "the very serious petrol sitiiation

this will jeopardise the

majority of the German troops if the enesy ̂ uld attack"*

As a result of the torpedoing of the Pan wo, tiie Panzer Any

reqjiested Kesselring to fly over 1,000 tons of fuel from Greece to
itm.

Tobruk, t^^rarily holding up the tranaportation of personnel*

Thus Malta not only diverted something like one half of the total

Luftwaffe strength in the Mediterranean from the battle area, just

before the British offensive, and Aauast losses in aircraft and a drop
h

in serviceability which the enesy could ill afford, it caused an

additional strain to be ijiposed on an air force which was already
s^'KthJiul

iie^SC^to the limit by the maltj,^^lioity of duties attendiig a
major air lift*

made at the end of an eneoy air assaxilt on Malta which lasted for

ten days, azid had involved 2,400 enemy aircraft sorties*

Ihe Panuco was scheduled

On

caused by the loss of the Pannoo

It is noteworthy that this successful strike was

Panzer Aroy
War Oj^stions
A.L.9B1*

1

/At

(1) ihe salvage of the oargo of the ship was doaely watched by
Malta's reconnaissance aircraft of No* 69 Squadron* Squadron
Leader Warburton photographed it on a mmiber of oooasions*

SECRET
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At 10,45 hours on the morning of 19 October a P.R*0.

Spitfire of No. 69 Squadron, piloted by Eli^t Lieutenant Coldbeok,

sighted and photographed an eneoy ooonroy in a position some 33

IQiis particularmiles to the north-vest of Lampedusa Island,

convoy had been attained on the previous night, in very bad

weather conditions, by Fleet Air Jana. Svcrdfisdi and Albao(n:«s troa,

!£he Spitfire gave a sij^ting report

the It/’S and that night (19/20 October) ten more

sorties were made by Wellii^tons, Albaoozes and Bsordfi^ against

Malta, but without success.

over

No. 69 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

Direct hits with a torpedo and a bomb werethe convoy.A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

claimed on the merchant vessel and a hit with a torpedo on a

As a result, probably of the torpedo attack, the TitfiPia

Sie was subsequently sunk

tanker,

of 5,397 tons was seven^ damaged,

by a torpedo from a Britidi submarine early the following morning,
i - i e

Both the tanker Proaerp^Tiw and the tu Tyreestea were sunk by

Egypt-based aircraft and a full acooixnt of these sinkings is given

in Volume IV, "Middle East Ce^aigns", pages 292 and 293*
^  ̂ ̂ —r" f/ /

Proaarp'iT^g was sunk by a Beaufort of No. 47 Squadron and the

Tergestea by a Wellington of No. 38 Squadron.^
After the death of General Stumme on 24 October (Stumne had

Ohe

6

taken over control of the Panzer Army after Field Mar^al Bommel

went back to Germany on 23 September}^

North Africa and resumed command of the Panzer Army on 25 October.

Prtrmnfti ^as then faced with the loss of these two important drLps

In a report to the German Wat Ministry

Hommel returned to

on the day after his return,

and the Italian Supreme Command on the evening of 26 October,

Bommel wrote:

How that the Proserpina has been burned off Tobruk the

Panzer Amy to has petrol for only tvo or three days*
current oonsimptioxu therefore it is Inpossible at present
to initiate mobile operations by the Panzer and motorised

If everytroops, althou^ this is moat urgently necessary,

Panzer Army
Supidy Messages
A.L.866.

possible method is not used forthwith to send us petrol, there
is no proepeot of suocess.

Further. Rommel himself wrote:

JOrii' ̂  tf
1k*0)

Qi{ X(  •

Hi
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At €kbout half past eleven (29 Ootoher) I received the
news that the tanker Ltaisiano sent as a replacement

for the Rroserpina had been sunk hy an aerial torpedo*
we were really up agalnht it.

Bow

Rommel's

Papers

0

The 2,550-ton tanker Ltaisianji. carrying 1,500 tons of petrol

for the Panzer Amy, was sunk hy a Malta-based Wellington of Bo. 69

Sqjaedcoxu
fO'

It was one of the Malta free's most brilliant
victories and wholly the work of that veteran reconnaissance squadron.

No. 69. On the morning of 27 October, Baltiii»re "J" of No* 69

Squadron piloted by Lieutenant Douglas took off on a shipping search

of the Greek coast* Soon after making lan^all at Seq>ienza and
turning north to the Island of Protia the search had to be abandoned

owing to a deterioration in the weather,

search, as it so happened, turned out for the best as durii^ the

Hia abandonment of the

o

return journey to base a convoy ‘«hioh indLoded the tanker Lui-atan|u
No. 69 Sqdxu

A.H.Q.
Malta O.R.Bs.

a merchant vessel escorted by three destroyers, together with a

auxiliary ship, was located crawling alox]g the coast at a speed of

no more than about three knots.

Sie Baltlxoore arrived back at base at 16*15 hours*

fruitless search by three Wellingtons of No* 69 Squadron (which,

izioidentally, were attacked by enemy night fighters - a most nniimifil

occurrence), three more Wellingtons of the same Squadron set out

from Luqa that same evening, 28 October*

was forced to return to base owing to engine trouble*

aircraft to arrive on -Uie scene, Wellington *'X*' piloted by Pilot

After a

One of the Wellingtons

3!he first

Officer Matthews found the tanker travelling at 10 knots some 20 miles

off Sepienza.
0

Qie Luisiax^ was easily identified as she was flying

Matthews attacked from a height of 75 feet and at a

An esplosion was seen and a column of

ihe Wellington broke away to port and dropped flares

for the guidance of the second Wellington "W” piloted by Pilot

Officer Donkersley.

was dropped from an estimated distance of 6/800 yards.

a balloon.

distance of 1,000 yards*

white smoke*

At 22.52 hours, on a second run-in, the tozpedo

A direct

Ait
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hit eanidEhlps was ohserred and the tanker hxxrst into flames*

Althovigh hy that time some i(X) miles asbem, the crew of Wellihgton

exploaiozu Both aircraft reaidied Malta safely some four

hours after leaviog hase» havix^ aoooiipli^d a round trip of some

800 miles over the sea,aB^ pinpointed their target and sunk her.

Both Pilot Officers Doxiker^ey and Matthews were awarded a D.F.C.

Ihe next d^ the German G.O.C. Borne sent the foUowiqg report

to the Coid>ined H.Q. of the Armed Poixses Operational Staff:
Ht

Since .teEdHti/been unable to daminate Malta pezmanently,
sinkings have ^priaea ^aiplyy escort has become small and
shipping ^pace still smaller^ and therefore a oonplete
alleviation of the supply position and an end of the petrol
crisis are not to be expected
in reotifyii^ this position, making oonnroys perfectly safe
from air attack and permanently dominating Malta, no meeisures
will suffioe in the long run to keep up the Penser Acmy* a
supply position, let alone to transport material to reinforce
the Army* During the last three months the transport losses
have amounted to tons monthly, eyen higher in October*
If losses continue at this rate, there will soon not be enoqg}i
cargo space available. Ihe use of werdiips to protect
oonvoys is limited by Ihe shortage of fuel oil; their use as
stq>idy transport is limited for the same reason, and alone

canno^ensure the supiOying of so large an Ansy. Beal help
can b^^tained by continually reinforcing the sea transport
with air transport*

1
saw

If we do not succeed

h/

Gexman**Italiah

Foroes in

Africa

A.L.743.

tr»'-

Although Malta**ba8ed aircraft were to continue sinking enemy
0

supply ships, with the torpedoing of the Luiaian^ came the end of

period of the Malta story in World^at might be tenas«

October was a month which saw the decisive defeat of the

Ltiftwaffe*a IsLst attespt to island by air assault*

the enemy forces so fully preoccupied wildi events in North Africa

any possibility of an invasion of Malta was now out of the question*

For the r'”TTlTtrhr~ of the Battle of El Alamein the enemy* s
A

attempts to ru^ more sipplies to the Panzer Army were to be frus

trated by No* 201 Group*

enemy dipping was forced to take the easterly ootarse^ that.in turn,

brou^t Idiem within range of Egypt*^aaed aircraft*

the Naval Auxiliaries, Zara (l,976 tons), the Os^ (34S tons),

Tripolino (1,4^4 tons) and Brioni (l,987 tons), all sunk between

1 and 2 November (with the exception of the Brioni which was sunk

in part by Liberators), fell victim to either Wellingtons or Beanforts

/from

War II*

With

The failure to subdue Malta meant that

In this way
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froa Egypt.

Roaunel himself wrote:Roomel

Papers

oampaign. It was deceive heoause the defea^^esulted
in the loss of tl&uaaS^ part of our infantry and of
our motorised f oiroes

We had lost the deoisive battle of the A n

^s a result of the British oommand of the air and

henoe of the sea in the Central Mediterranean, and of

other reasons detailed elsewhere, the i^xmy's supplies
were barely sufficient to enable it to eke out a bare
existenoe even on ̂ uiet days,
question to think of building up stocks for a defensive
battle.

It was out of the

Air Marshal Coningham the A.O.C. BiiHiiiiiii^Desert Air Force always
Whatever themaintained the view that 'the air war is indivisible'.

operations of the British air forces based on Malta, they were

complementary to and even an integral part of air operations in North

On 3 January 1943* Field Marshal Milch addressed a

What he told the conference

Africa.

conference at Ihe German Air Ministry,

is in a sense the final word on the subject of Malta's part in the
I

crucial phase of military operations in the Mediterranean az:d Middle

East:

A.H.B.6
Milch Docs.

Vol. 18

'''We must convince everybody in Germaiy; lire war
can be won only with the Luftwaffe. I will go further -

and this has been acknowledged by the highest authorities -

the war could even be lost unless there is air superiority
at vital points - not air superiority in- all quarters,
but at the most important points. The ground troops
cannot be victorious without air superiority or mastery of
the air over their own area and at points where a concerted 

'

effort is being made. Last year this point was clearly
proved by Rommel's action in Africa. Be was compelled to

fall back only because reasons of supply prevented the
Germans building up air superiority against tire British,
ihis is the only reason for the reverse which occurred
there. If Rommel had had enough aircraft to prevent the

British moving up throu^ their rear areas without
sustaining heavy losses and if we had had air superiority
for the duration of critical situations, ha would never
have fallen back from the Alamein position.*'' ^

let, as will be seen in the next Chapter, the ejiemy in North

Africa were zu)t alone in being faced with an urgent supply crisis.

Malta's defensive battle of October and the fact that the island had

obtained no appreciable reinforcement of supplies since the previous

August, had run down stocks of all commodities to  a dangerously low

The shortage of high octane petrol limited severely the number

Had the

level.

of sorties that the Spitfires could fly against the enemy. i

r
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eneiqy been able to oiaintain the level of air attack against Malta,

they would have reduced the island's petrol stocks to a point where

the defensive force would have been grounded.
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PART VII

THE PART PLAYED BY MALTA IN OPERATIONS "TORflff" AWD "HTTSTTV"

!HJE/ LANDINGS IN PHENCH NORK-IBST APRIGA (CEERATIC3N
"TOfcff*) NOVaaBER, 192|2.

CHAPTER 18:

M^ta’a Supply Criaia

November 19^ was a memorable month in the Mediterranean.

4th, the Battle of El Alamein had been won:

By the

on 8 November began the .

Anglo-American landings in Prench North Africa, Operation "Torch";

on 20 November the east to vest "Stoceage" convoy to Malta anchored in

and

Grand Haibour, and the blockade cff the island was finally raised.

Althou^ October had seen the defeat of the third Ayis air assault,

the supply position on Malta could hardly have been worse. The high level

of air operations during the blitz had run down the fuel stocks alaimin^y.

There is some point in the view that had the enemy been able to maintain

their pressure against the island, they would have reached their objective

by sheer attrition, and the defensive force of Spitfires would have been

eventually grounded for lack of fuel.

The Governor of Malta infonaed the Middle East Defence Coanittee, at

the end of September, that by the third week in Novanber the island* s

current stocks of petrol would have been used up And the grave decision

Papers of ^ would then have to be made to fall back on tire Portress Reserve whipb would
“  Defence '
Gonmittee,
Pt.III.

A.H.B./IET1/
183/122(C).

ai.

last merely for another three weeks* Furthermore, the civil population

had been reduced to a ration with a calory value of approocimately 1700 f<a*

men, between the ages of 16 and 60, and 1500 for the ranainder of the
/crv

This was considered to be a dangerously law diet.population* Some of

the most amportant rationed commodities, such as preserva^ meat and edible

oils, would be wholly exhausted by Deconber, and only by using tdieat

conserved for the next year's seed crop would it be possible to issue

flour for that month's bread ration.

The gravity of the food position was further eophasised by the

so-called Rowntree Report: vrtiich was considered by the Chiefs of Staff at a

meeting on 28 September. Lord Gort had sent Mr* Rowntree, the D^uty

Director of Coanunal Feeding,heme to r^ort on the food position cai the

He pointed out that the civilian population had been existing car

/the
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the basic minjmtm of food calories and had therefore "nearly exhausted

C.A.S. Malta

A/^^/ED3/1706(B) their bodily osd/or tangible reserves (i«e» their own declared hoards)"*

The position was described by the Chiefs of Staff as "disquieting".

The time'table given for.esdiaustion date" of food snqjplies was 10 December,
►

By tile general slaughter of live stocky including d]?au£^t animals,

the "exhaustion date" could be prolonged for another two weeks.

Suggestions made in the Ronntxee R^ort that bombex^cmring gliders
should be used to stqiplement the food stocks were rejected by the

Air Staff as ispracticable, as there was insufficient petxnL for

They were also averse to the misuse ofciizrent operational needs,

operational aircraft, especially in view of the "Lightfoot" offensive

The Rowntree R^ort did notplanned for the third week in October,

add anything to the situatim as already known both in the United

It did, however, serve to restrict the

consuiption of petrol still further to 150 tons a week and so have a

marked effect on plans for the firasuqtactatio^ of Malta* s Air Faroe

Kingdom and the Middle East.

in Operation "Torch",

It is not generally known to what extent Malta's dire n^ds
at El Alamo in(1)govexned the timing of the "Li^tfooti* offensive

and the subsequent advance into Cyrenaica,

sustained in the August convoy (Operation "Pedestal"), it was decided

Owing to the heavy losses

not to attespt a west to east ccnvoy while the eneayr controlled the

Sicilian Narrows, On the other hand, owing to the cco^lete failure

of Operation "Vigoroiis" in June ,the passage of  a convoy frcm Alexandria

was only considered practicable if the Royal Air Force controlled the

Martuba-Dexna of airfields on the Cyzenaican "hutq>". This would

enable a west-bound convoy to be given protection by R,A«F. fighters

throughout its course, particularly in "Bomb Alley" between Crete and

North Africa, The Middle East Ccmmanders were thixs set the problem

affoid^rotecti<Mi to the
/"StoneUbze"

(1) More generally known as "Si^rdiarge", IVhat was virtually the
first battle of El Alamein (Opearation "Lightfdot") failed, and
was followed by a second offensive on 2 November which was given
the code name of "Stq)ercharge",

of the occiqpation of the Martubas in time to
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“Stone^^e" convey for 18 Nov«nber at the latest,

that within foiir weeks of the opening of the offensive in EgTpt, the

Ei^th Axmy should advance some 400 miles, clear Idie airfield of mines

and booby trsps, ftsce^ttss them, and that advanced elements of the
A

W.D.4.F. would occt;^y thm and be ready for full-scale operations.

The "xeoe for the Martubas", as it became kn^nm, was one of the most

is^ortant features of the expulsion of the Panzer Amy from Egypt.

It established beyond doubt the principle that land operations in

North Africa had become increasingly a struggle for air bases,

rw)
The Manxman and Welshman Break ttie Blockade (12 and 18 November

In the meantime, action was taken to rush urgeni^ needed stores

This demanded

A.H.B. Middle

East Narrative

Voi. rr.

to ttalta under cover of the "Tozx^" landings in the fast minelayers

On the night 10 Oteber the Manxman left FortMan-gman and Welshman.

Said with 330 tons of supplies and 200 naval and military pez^nnel.

She reached Malta on the afternoon of 12 November and was quickly

unloaded. She was the first surface blockade-runner to reach Malta

The Italiaz^ placed iiie greatest esphasis

on this eaploit«and saw in it the complete failure of tiie Axis policy

to subdue Malta.

since the August convoy.

"The War at Sea",
Vol.III

Her sister ship, the Welshman, made the west to east run via

Gibraltar and Algiers(Operation "Analysis"). She was carrying 4-,355

of milk powder, 3^0 sacks of beans, 3^ sacks of peas, 4,^93

cases of preserved meat and 10M18-inch torpedos.
h

Plymouth on 1 Noveoiber and Algiers cm 13 November. Having been forced

back by bad weather, she tried again on the ni^t 17 November and

reached Malta at 08.43 hours on 18 November.

cases

The Welshman left

(1)

Two days later, the minelaying cruiser Adventure left Plymouth

with a nunber of Service personnel for Malta and 2,000 aircraft depth

She reached Malta successfully aiad made another trip with

stores andB«A.F. personnel in mid-December.

charges.

ft

(l) Another attmiptXOperation "Crupper")^pass*® throu^ the 2,609-tcm
ArdeoAa and 1,947**ton Tadoma from the west was unsuccessful.
Both ships were captured by the Germans and taken to Bizert4
9 November,

on
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Operation "Storxoftge'* (l6 - 20 Wovaal?er)

Operation "Stoneage", known as Convoy Miw MW, 13, consisted of

four merchant ships, the Denbighshire of 8,983 tons (British), tiie

Bantam of 9,312 tcois (Dutch), Hvs Mpmacmoon of 7,939 tons (Merican)

and the Robin Lockslev of 7,101 tons {A

instructed the C,-in-C, Mediterranean, "The most important thing is to

get 'Stoneage* into Malta, and all your forces should be used as

In the event,the naval force actually

used cooiprised the i^ole of the strength then available in the eastern

Mediterranean,

The four merchant ships left Port Said <xa. 16th November, escorted

by the cruiser Burvalus and ten Hunt class destroyers, vdiile cover ivas

provided by the Cleopatra. Dido. Orion and Arethusa. of the 15th

Cruiser Squadron, and seven Fleet destroyers.

For the contsx)! of "Stoaeage", a Combined Operatiraas Rooa was set

The Admiralty had

necessary to achieve this,"

War Cabinet

Papers Hist.(B)
(Crusader) (5).

up in H.Q, No, 201 Groip, with -tiie A,0,0,-in-0,, the 0,-in-C, Medi-

Provision was made by No, 201terranean and the A,0,C, No, 201 Groip,

Grotp for anti<-sutmaxdne protection for tiae convoy, while reconnaiasance

No, 201 Groip
0,R,B,

^shadowing of enemy surface forces was undertaken by A,H,Q, Malta,

It consisted of

The

Italians had a strong naval force at their disposal,

the 35,000-ton battleships 3mtpero. Littorio. and Roma, three Cavour-

class battleships, two 8-inch and three 6-inch cruisers,

"Stoneage" were on the assimption that the Italians would

Plans for

"undoubtedly attempt a surface interception of our convoy".

The capture of the Martuba airfields became the Ei^th Army's main

prsoccipation after the capture of the Port of Tobruk on 13 November

idiich assured their sipply position for the next phase of the pursuit.

The Army gave prioori.ty to the capture of airfields, aiad their clearance

of mines «r>d booby traps took precedence even over the verges of the

The squadrons of the Western Desert Air Force pursuit

On 13

/November

main coast road.

force pressed hard on the heels of the advancing troops.
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November they vexe operating from Sidl Azelz, on 14. Novemiber from

GamlJttt and on 16 November (the day the ”Stoneage" convoy sailed from
a*xdU

Port Said) from ttabmsc,
A

flown by transport aircraft of No, 216 Group ̂and suiplus stores wezo

held at Gazala ready for the move to the MartiibaS)as soon as the

airfields had been captured by the Army, Unfortunately, the weatiier

broke on I6 November flooding the landing grounds and making them

The advance units of the W,D.A.F,|ai8signed to the

protection of the convoys,were Idiexefoxe forced to operate from their

existing base at Gaisala, vdiidi reduced their effective range quite

considerably.

To help this swift move forward, supplies wer

unserviceable.

A,H«Q, W,D, War

Diary and
Daily Int,
Sums,

e

Arrangements were made by A,H,Q, Egypt to affordji^jsonvoy full

29° 30'fighter protection from D 1 tmtil it had passed

east, vhen responsibility for the convoy would pass to the Western

Desert Air Force, At the change-over line between Egypt and Malta,

laid down as 19° 13* east, idiich should be reached on D ••• 3* ̂ H,Q,

Malta would take over the convoy's proteotioi. During the operation.

Correspondence No, 201 Groip had a force of 75 aircraft at its disposal, including
withP,M, A,H,B,/
nJl/l83/27(E) American Liberators and B,2i»s, On 17 November, nine Beaufighters flew

to Malta to augment the long-range fighter force there,

Malta's strength in serviceable aircraft, at the time of the

"Stoneage" operation, was high and amounted to 199 aircraft:

Fighters

Spitfire 109
Beaufi^ter 3§
Hurricane

A

Operation
"Stoneage"
A,H.B,/nJ5/
101/2k

9

Mediun Bomber

15Wellington

Torpedo Bomber

Beaufort

Baltimore

22

9

Weekly State
Middle East

Aircraft

A,H,B./VB/9/l
199Total

/The
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TH© convoy left Port Said at dusk on 16 November, Hudaooas of

No. 459 Squadron and Swordfish of No. 815 Squadron providieg anti-

At dawn on 17 November, the convoy was off

Fighters of No, 252 Wing were ati patrcO. all day and

Bisleys of No, 15 S.A.A.F. Squadron carried out anti-submarine patrols.

At 15.30 hours (17 November), the escort of four carriers and ten

destroyers sailed from Alexandria to rendesvous with the convoy at dawn

on 18 November, ̂ en the ships case xjnder the protecticai of the varied

assortoient of aircraft based on Gembut especially for Ihe operation.

Bisleys and Hudsons continued their anti-submarine patrols fron their

bases, vhile Beaufinters of No, 252 SquadroQ gave dusk and dawn

protecticm.
n

When the ships were located sane 20 miles to the north of Deij^,

submarine escort.

Alexandria,

operation
"Stoneage"
A.H.B./IU5/
101/4-1.

fighters of No, 211 Group of the Western Desert Air Force took over

At 11,10 hours, six Jiu88s attacked the convoy.their protection,

but on being intercepted by the fij^xters, they dropped their bombs and

fled,

station ask "Have you svmk the louse?"

Soon afterwards, Burvalus heard a Gemab aircraft frosy ground

The reply was not heard, butReport from
H.M.S.
Eurvalus

in
the first station said "BravoZ

At 15,50 hours, six Beaufinters of No. 252 Squadron arrived over

At about 16.30 hours, 25 Ju,52s with two Ju.88s as escort.the convoy,

sighted flying ahead of the convoy on a north easterly course.

The Beaufi^ters attacked and claimed one Ju.52 as  a probable,

of the Beaufighters was attacked and crashed on landing,

when the escorting fighters had left the convoy, an attack was launched

were

One

After dusk.

The Anetbusa of liie 15th Cruiserby SM.79S, Italian torpedo bombers.

Squadron was hit by a torpedo about 80 miles north east of Benghasi

She was forqed to return to Alexandria at reduced speed.

They were attacked by eneoy

and damaged,

escorted by the destroyer Petard.
^ M,'/' ■fel. J •f

. aircraft without result and both ships, entered Alexandria on the evening
A  ̂

During their xetinn journey, anti-submarine escortof 21 November.

"War at Sea", Vol
III.

/was
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provided by Hudsons Bisleys and a Sunderland of No* 230 Sguadxon*

Prcm dawn on 19 November, the convoy came under the protection of

Beaufighters and Spitfires provided continuous

protection, while six Baltimores of No* 203 Squadron (No* 201 Groi^)),

from Gambut, inade a special reconnaissance to cover the approach of the

was

Malta-based filters*

Italian naval force, should they attempt to intercept. Very rou^

wealdier was e^erienced all day and three Spitfires (two from No* 126

Squadron and one from No, 185 Squadron) flew into the sea with the loss

Malta airczuft also made a reconnaissance of the(1)
of their pilots*

vexation
"Stoneage"
A.H.B./IU5/
10lAl.

Italian ports and ccmfiimed that all major Italian naval laadts were

In fact, the Italians made no attempt to intercept

The convoy MSif*13 reached Malta without further incident

in the early hours of 20 November*

Air escort was provided for the naval force on their return

The Burvalua was attacked by a single toxpedo-

bcmber after dark 22 November without sticcess, and all ships reached

Alexandria in safety.

Proa the official report on Operation "Stoneage", it was concluded

that there was **a marked improvement in all phases of filter

protection ̂ ich now appears to be in a hi^ state of efficienpy,”

AT thmigh enemy aircraft shadowed the cravoy for long periods, the

presence of fighter cover kept them at a distance*

from Malta filters was considered to be particularly good*

Purther Malta Oonvovs (December)

still in harbour*

the convoy*

journey to Alexandria*

The co-operation

A.H.Q. Malta
0*B*B*

Operation
"Stoneage”
A.H.B,/IU5/
101A1.

After the successful passage of Operation "Stooeage", convoys for

the relief and build vp of Malta proceeded more or less as a matter of

routine* A convoy of five ships known as MSiT. 14 was despatched fsrom

Port Said and arrived at Malta cn the moxxiing of  5 December without

incident* The unloading of this convoy was completed by 10 December.
A.H.Q. Malta
O.B.B. and "The
War at Sea”,
Vol*III. It was then estimated that Malta had sufficient flour to last until

/mid-May

All three pilots(l) Their loss was attributed to engine trouble,
baled out, but such heavy seas were running that they were
drowned before reso\aing destroyers could reach them.
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mid-May 1943, benzine and kerosene until mid-April, coal about the end

Pebruaiy and food stuffs (other than flour) to the end of March orof

later, except for preserved milk and meat.

Three more convoys, Mff. 15, 16 and 17, sailed for Malta on 6, 9 and

As a losult of these convoys, by 29 December17 December respectively,

the Grovemor was able to report that almost 70 per cent of the island* s

No seriousmost important requirements had been raised to full scale,

atteopt was made by the enemy air force either to stop the convoys from

reaching the island or to interfere with their unloading.

By the third week in November, therefore, the enemy blockade

Malta had been effectively broken and, with the altered strategic

The receipt ofposition in the Mediterranean, was never renewed,

considerable supplies of aviation petrol enabled the R.A,F, on the

i  to resume an aggresive air policy, vdiile the Royal Navy was again

free to Tn**V** use of Malta as an important offensive base,

■Mulla'(a7 NovumbOT)RgtgWi Qg-Puiue K

Aftter Oporation-'^Pedestal**, the Viee-Adpiral Molta^ Vioe»»Adm^l
foitje to'^>>^ked permission for a small surface stnj

the Admiralty was at time u

Sir R. Leai

nable to grant.be based on Malta.

>roved strategic situationHowever, by November, with the

in the Mediterranean, it wa^^

The ^orce consis the cru

Force K to Malta.

Dido arul

sr-^,= i^ded to

isers Cleopatra (

the destroyers Jervis. Javelin. Kelvin and N TheEurvalus

siiC^s-leff
-/h

|ihe^"Toroh” Landings in French North Africa 8 Novanber 19^
Bearing in mind the ccnplexity, magnitude and importance to the

Allied cause of the "Torch" landings in French North*4^st Africa, it is

-fehe-ffft ail g*i Newember and'arrived at Madrta
i^t

surprising to find that the actxial decision to launch 1^ operation was

The first convoy left the Clydenot taken iintil the end of July, 1942.
C.0,S.(W)239

on 22 October, so that theiij^were barely three mouths between the

decision to make the landings and the actual start of the operation.

Planning on the Air side began in early August, when the H.Q, of the

/Allied
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Allied E:q)edit ionary Force waa set up in Norfolk House but the

outline plan, in its final form, was not issued until 8 October, only

a month before the actual landings*

Of the three "Torch" landings on 8 November, the one nearest Malta

Algiers is 630 miles from Malta and well outside the

The two American landings

at Oran and Casablanca were 860 and 1*300 miles distant from Malta re

spectively, or as far distant to the west as Fuka is to the east in the

was at Algiers.

operational range of Malta-based aircraft.

A.H.B./IU3/
25/1/12.

one case and Jerusalem in the other. From the point of view of the

Mediterranean theatre, the American landings at Casablanca might almost

have been in another hemisphere.

In the planning of "Torch", little or no regard was paid to the

vast fund of operational e^^erience accumulated by Middle East Command*

They knew of the plan, but were not consulted when it was being drawn up

and, such v/aa the degree of security, that they ?rere not told of the

moment for its execution. Althovigh Malta existed as an island base

across the enemy's lines of sea communication and had alreeidy exercised

a powerful influence on operations in North Africa, hardly any effort

was made to draw the island into the general strategic plan for "Torch".

Malta Y/as the one control point from which enemy reinforcement of Tunisia

could have been stemmed. But, apart from the directive of a general

nature,there waa no attempt - in the early stages at least - to develop

these potentialities.

The planning of "Torch" was largely dominated by the Americans who

at that time had very little e^preciation of the military and strategic

factors governing operations in the Mediterranean,

through the Iberian Peninsixla and the

possibility of a serious defeat of American armies in this their first

major military operation.

They were obsessed

with the fear of a German

If, General Eisenhower wrote in his draft plan dated 8 August 1942,
the enemy should move into southern Spedn, he might by air action or

otherwise, gain control of the Straits of Gibralt^ or at least inter
fere materially with the passage of our shipping, before preventive
action could be taken by the Casablanca Force.

/The

Cl) No. 333 Group was built up from a small staff which was assembled
at Air Ministry towards the end of July 1942.
Marshal Sir William Welsh, Ydio reported to General Eisenhower on

10 August 1942.

The A.O.C. was Air
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The British, on the other hand, as was expressed

by the Chiefs of Staff Conaalttee, were audh concerned

about the early occupation of Tunisia.

In our view the Grermans will instantly appreciate
that if they can once hold up our advances to Tunis and

Bizerta, their very short sea ccramuxiications from Italy
will soon place them at a great advantage. Indeed, it can

be said the whole conception of "Torch" may stand or fall

on this question^bf early Allied occupation of Txinisia. lour
plan does not specify any particular striking force for
Tunisia, but there seems little doubt that at least a Corps
will be re<3oired.

On the subject of a German invasion of Spain, the Chiefs of

Staff were even more emphatic and quoted the J.I.C. view;

The establishment of air forces in southern Spain and
the Balearics is considered improbable dturing this
period (D 15 to D 30). Operationally there would not
be sufficient advantages to baae aircraft in the Balearics
which would be deficient in fuel, bomb stocks and facilities
generally.

On the other hand, the Chiefs of Staff went on to say, we
do consider that in view of the uncertainty of the Spanish
attitude, any Air Forces which the Germans can spare quickly
are more likely to be sent to Sicily which is close to the
threatened area and where established air bases exist.

C.A.S. "Torch"

Tolley Part 3
A.H.B./ID3/1605(B)

Nevertheless, the iredaninantly Army emphasis in this Comnittee

is made obvious by the fact that although the need of an Army Corps

to <^rate in Tunisia was stressed,^ there was no mention of air
iIm''

action to help neutralise the enemy^ reinforcement ctf both Sicily

and Tunisia, Nor was any attempt made to provide Malta with an

After "Pedestal", the

Vice-Admiral Malta.had, as has already been mentioned, suggested

that the base could again maintain and operate a small svurface

striking force. But the Admiralty, while appreciating the desire

for such a force, decided that it was not possible to spare ships

for it at that moment.

equally important force of surface ships.

(1)

At no time, from the point of view of Malta, did  a more

realistic outlook occupy the planners of the "Torch" operation.

The main emphasis by General Eisenhower was on Casablanca. The

tenor of his views and his cautious approach to the problem

/evident

(l) Force K eventually returned to Malta on 2? November, nearly
three weeks after the initial landings in North Africa.
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evident in the following extract from a memorandum submitted by

him to the Combined Chiefs of Staff on 23 August;

The most favourable situation that we oan reasonably hope
to find in North Africa is continued neutrality on the part
of the Spanish and submission on the part of llie ft'enoh.
Under these conditions the expedition, assuming that initial
and follow-up forces arrive as planzied, should succeed.

In general, the A.C.A.S. (p) minuted

Eisenhower has been taking counsel of his fears, and in
particular of the American obsession with the certainty
of instantaneous and effective German action in Spain.
The J.I.C. on the other hand, are unshakable on this
point.

And again, later, after more objections had been raised by the

Americans to the British plan to land as far as possible to the

east, including and Philippeville;

The truth is that Eisenhower doesn't like this job and
makes no bones about it, saying so in the presence of
his subordiimte Comiaanders,

The relative numbers of troops suggested, on 3 September, by

the President of the United States for the operation give an idea

of the disproportionate emjhasis placed by the Americans on the

landings to the west:

CasablajQoa 58^000 U.S. troops

45,000

10,000 **

Oran

Algiers followed by British
troops

The final agreement on 5 September to "Torch”, as it eventually

became a historical fact, was finished with a touch of humour, when

the President signalled to the Prime Minister "Burrahl" and the

Former Ifaval Person replied, on the following day, in American idiom,

"Okay. Pull blast."

Lack of Suitable Aircraft

The stress to which Malta had been subjected for so long from

incessant enemy air attacky was reflected in the .position of its
n

Air Force which, by the end of October, had become largely defensive

Out of a strength of 128 aircraft, at 31 October,

•  there were no Beauforts or Wellingtons and only seven Beaufighters.

in character.A.H.B. Malta

State of Aircraft

A.H.B./VB/9/4.

/All
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All the rest were S.E. fighters (106 Spitfires) or reconnaissance

A week before ”Torch", therefore, there was no force onaircraft.

Malta suitable for dealing with any attempt by the enemy to rush

reinforcements and sv^plies to Tunisia by sea and air.

Reinforcement of Malta for "Torch" and "Stoneage'
L

The A.O.C. Malta had been reminded by H.Q. Middle East that "the

comroy is of paramount importance" and the Admiral'^ signalled to the
t  I

O.-in-C, Mediterraneanj"The most important thing is to get "Stwieage*

into Malta and all oW forces should be used as necessary to achieve tills.

Thus the first call on aircraft reinforcements reaching Malta in early

November was in st^ort of "Stoneage" althou^,as will be seen, good

was made of then for "Torch".y^The A.O.C. Malta had con^plaineduse

"Stoneage" file
A.H.B./nJ5/l0lAl

Hist.(B)
egOt '' War
Cabinet Papers,
Libya.

for sane time to H.Q, Middle East of the way in \shich the Beaufighter fosse

However, in the autumn of 19W this was

When H.Q. Middle East, in turn, asked Air

hAd been allowed to run down.

a general coo^laint.

Ministry to help, they were told that this was impossible,as more

Beaufightera could only be provided by breaking down Coastal Oonmand
A.H.B./IU5/
IOIAI.

At that time.sguadixins ̂ diich were already extended on operations.

Coastal Comnand had only four Beaufighter squadrons and another two

Fighter Caimand had I6 Beaufighter squadrons but these werere-arming,

all equipped for night fitting and, in any case, were an essential

part of the Metropolitan fighter force.

Malta had to be obtained fran within the resources of Middle East

Thus Beaufi^ters for

A.H.B. Narra

tives.
Ccmmand,

Two Beaxifighter squadrons. No. 227 and a detachnent of No, 2?2

lij. aircjraft and 29 aircrewwere moved to Malta from No, 201 Group,

of No, 227 Squadron arrived at Luq4 on 6 November, while No. 272
A

6.

Squadron O.B. records,on the same date:

All available aircraft, I6 Beaufighters inXA monentoiis day,
tip-top condition, heavily laden with 17 ground crew, kit, and
most inqportant of all food and drink, left for Malta.
take-off was a magnificent exenqple of discipline, all 16
aircraft being airborne in seven minutes, and as  a spectacle
it was deeply moving to those who were left behind. C1)

/Detachments

Squadron O.R«Bs.

(1) Within a month, the number of operational casualties to the
Beaufighters amounted to 27 and of these 13 were  a total loss.
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Detachments of Nos, 40 and 104 Wellington Squadrons, belonging to

No. 238 Wing of No. 203 G-xoup, were also transferred to the island.
6‘ R. S,

No, 39 Beaufort Squadrons nporte^at the beginning of the month

"Nothing to report; no aircraft; no aircrew; ground staff dispersed

among other squadixnas." On 3 November ground crew Middle East

On the following day, tiiree Beauforts with crews, vAiich wereanrived.

not, however, trained for toxpedo work, were taken over from the

Transit Flight,

on 7 November, together wildi one spare, mair-ing  a total of nine.

Squadron resumed operations fixm Malta on 12 November with an attempt at

This was made abortive owing to an

Five more aircraft with crews arrived from Middle East

No, 39

mine-laying in Tunis haxbour.No, 39 Sqdn,
0,E.B.

electric stozm.

By the end of Novmnber, the strength of aircraft (m Malta had

risen to 236, made vp as foUcws:-
A.H.Q. Malta State of Aircraft. 80 Novanber

46 Squadron

30

ServiceaTotal Streng12xType of A-l-mrwPt

Beaufi£^ter 5 3

ble

989
n

9
4n227 13
7n

272 13

Luqa 1

49 23

8229 Squadron 10Hurricane
669 7

16126 15N

18185
n 21

17n 20229
18n

249 22

16 151435 N.F, Flight
Command Reserve 21 22

139 119

142188Total Fighters

Baltimore 69 Squadrma
Wellington 40

n

811
J

1014
6104 9

69 7n 11

Iiuqa 2
H 18 12Beaufort 39

1Luqa

68 4.3

68 43Total Bombers

Crand Total of Aircraft 256 185

/Althoughj
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Althou^ th© majority of these aircraft had been founi from within
WAS

the resources of Middle East Occroandy this rate of expansion Ite the

more remaitohle it is remembered that, in addition to all other

comnitments. Air Ministry had to find 35 fully-equipped squadrons for

•Torch?.
in

The Concentration of G.A.P. Tfaits AMto^Tunieia. Noyember 19it2

Fran the British side alone, Operaticm "Torch" involved, in the

Oanbined Advance and Assault Convoys, the movement of 22|0 merchant ships
with a further 9^- escorts. The first of the Advance Convoys, KX.1,

left the Clyde as early as 2 October and arrived at Gibraltar on 14
October, The main movement of the Assault Convoys did not start until

22 October, irtxen Convoy KMS(0)l left the Clyde, It could not be hoped

that pr^aration and movements on this mammoth scale should pass irtidly
unronailced by enemy intelligence. Cover plans were accordingly drawn

up which initially misled the eneojy into thinking that the preparations"War in the
Mediterranean"

Part I,
A.H.B.6 Trans.
No. VH/102k

a prelude to the invasion of Norway,were
The tremendous concentratim

of both shipping and aircraft at Gibraltar was attributed by the enemy -
as was intended - to a large scale operation for the relief of Ugltaj,

Other destinations considered as possibilities by the enemy were Oran,

an invasion of the soulii coast of Prance, Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily,
a landing in Libya and, finally. an invasion of French l^orth■4^st Africa.

Kesselring tells how effectively German Intelligence was misled.
by a ^ate of propaganda vimch can only be described as a very war

of nerves. For weeks on end, the most contradictory rumourst?The War in , views
observations were reported to my Headquarters, Artistic varlatians of
locations of landings, strength of the invading force and its equipment
kept turning i5>,"

Medite

Part^ir^/il
Ee^^lrln^

fan

The C,-in*</, South took immediate precautions,

Sicily and Sardinia were overha\jled and provisiorod.

The air bases in

The same wasi done

for the torpedo units at Grosseto in Southern’Italy,
service was extended. Arrangements were made for th

The reeorma i ssanoe

e urgent
inforoement of the Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean witii units t

re-

rained in

/mval
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nckval wcurfoarc and in operating over the sea.

At the begixming of November 1942, there were 800 qperatioQal

Cezman aizoraft in Ihe Mediterraziean and 300 transports*

divided tp into Fliegerfuehrer Afrika 236, Eliegezicorps II 318 (mainly

based on Sicily) and Eliegerkoroa X (Greece and Crete) 210,

34 aircraft, largely reconnaissance and based on Trapani, were at the

disposal of Oberbefehlshaber Sii«3L

aircraft, 2f00 beuaed on Sicily and I6O on Sardinia,
A/ J(M>v At

Oi^be^the German authorities were aware that a vast convoy

operation was projected by the Allies, four Gruppen of long-range bombers

(mainly torpedo aircraft) were ordered to move from north Norway to

Catania and Ccmiso, in Sicily, and to Grosseto in Italy,

These were

Another

The Italians had a further 1,200

These aircraft

6 and

"Bise aid Pall

of the Geman

Air Force,"
A,P,

were consijbred to have more scope in attacking convoys in the

Mediterraziean than on the convoy route to Russia,
(1)

The transfer, a

trip of around 3*000 miles was accomplished in from five to nine days,

and one Staffed claimed to have done the transfer in 48 hours jiihile

other aircraft managed the journey in three days, .^arts of- twu GrupPen.

aiiuLhur uf twin-engined flghtez& fw(Vie of long-range banberw

In spite of these when it came to the actual landings,Weichold Axis

Naval Pcdicy
the German Naval Staff confessed themselves "completely outwitted in

the intelligence flfiflpMgwrJ* Thus, vhat the First Sea Lord describe
the Mediter^

ranean 1939-
1943.

d

as "the most valuable convoys ever to leave these shores", 14<h3i all,
1

reached Malta imscathed. It is one of the most remarkable occurrences

=feg=#acii uf 117

bearing in mind the fact that various ccc^onents of

the vast invasion armada were seen by enemy aircraft and U-boats, but

Two U-boats which might have intercepted

The only U-boat groi;^ in the
/approaches

in all maritime history

never seriously challenged.

the convoy were sunk by Liberators,

(1) The Admiralty had decided to send no mors Arctic Convoys throu^
to Russia except during the winter mcmliis.
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opproachoB to G-ibraltar was drawn off toy a IxujKLess ^
convoy i^ich stiffered severe losses^ but in this way provided a diversim.

As Admiral Weichold himself remarked, "It therefore seems that all the

Allied convoys sailed under a Itjcky star,

to announce to the enemy, early on the morning of  8 November, that the

landings had actually been made in French North^Afrioa,

reacticnj^to the news of the Allied landizigs were prompt.
Elements of a Sruppe of long«>range bombers were moved from Greece to

It was left to the B.B.G,

Sicily^ and parts of a tvrinp-engined fighter Grunne and a Staffel of long

distance aircraft from Crete to Sicily, On 9 November, a dive-bomber

GriffiEe and two Gruppen of S.E. fighters,Tidxich had been ferried to
«a*

Sicily from Sardinia, arrived in Tuning

was transferred frcaa the Russian front, and part of a Tao/R Staffel

which had been refitting in Germany had reached Bizerta by 13 November,

By 15 November, a Gruppe and another Staffe£ single-engined fighters and

a Staffs of long-range reconnaissance aircraft had been transferred

from Sicily to Bizerta,

Another S.B, fighter Gruppe

■H,

A considerable^deployment of Luftwaffe aircraft strength was also
AM

made fron Holland, Belgium and North^*Franoe,to airfields in the south

of France,vdien that area was occtpied. This was partly due to enemy

fears that the Allies mi^t attempt landings in the soutii of Franco.

As soon as events had shown that this was uidikely, a- imaaber of these

tinits retuzned to their r»«rmAi bases.

Awi-. "The
Rise and Fall
of the Gezman
Air Force,"

The ^eed with vhich the Luftwaffe built vp their forces in Tunisia

is indicated by the following figures taken from the Gennan Q.M.G,

Strength Returns, On 10 November, out of the 433 operatixmal aircraft

of Fliegerkorps II. 68 were in Tunisia. The strength of transport aircraft,
all areas, totalled 673 (105 still uztder transfer). By 20 November

newly cwastituted gLjegerfuehrer Tunis had 213 aircraft (I39 serviceable)
compared with 162 ( 70 serviceable) under Flieger/a^/iue^ Afr^k», Within

twelve days of the landings, therefore, there were more aircraft in

Tunisia than opposing the Desert Air Force, They included two Gruifeen

tut

A.H.B.6
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or F.W, 190 comprising 4-5 aircraft (39 serviceable),

Jtu87s, all bombers vrere retained at bases on Sicily and Sardinia,

There, Eliegerfuehrer Tunis could count on a further 270 aircraft.

This was a hi^ proportion of the 852 operational airoreift in the

These irere supplemented by a furi^r

transport aircraft, I06 of thma still under transfer.

Initially, the operati<»al effioienpy of the Tunisiai>»baaed flying

units of the Luftwaffe was limited by inadequate supply and servicing

Them was a particular lack of M. T, and personnel for

.^art from 33

Uediterranean at tiiat time.

facilities.

handling the siqiplies of bombs, ammunition and fuel brought over by sea.

There was also a lack of good airfields. However, the bad weather whidi
1.

caused the Allied Air Forces considerable difficulties did sot have such

an adverse effect on the Gexmans^viiose airfields at Biserta (El Ahmed)

and Tunis (B1 Aouina) remained in better cos^ticm,

all-weather runway was provided at El Aouina by the raised roadway

viiich runs from La Marsa to Tunis and was often used b9tb:'ii(y dive-

bonbexs and fighters.

A ocmvenient

£

The Enanv*s ̂ tensive Use of Transport Aircraft

This quick concentration of flying units in the Mediterranean in

November tvau bases as far distant as the Arctic, is a demonstration

of strategic mobility and the flexibility Wm air power which could

hardly be matched even to-day. It derived from the German insistence

on the fact tiiat mobili*^ is the very essence of concentrating striking

forces at the right time and place^and their extensive \ase of transport

Even at the outbreak of war, every squadron had one or two

transport aircraft on its strength,

movmnent of equipment and personnel.

aircraft.

These were used for the routine

At a time of crisis, such as the

’’Torch” landings presented, hundreds of transport aircraft, in this case

including not only the Ju,52 but the giant six-engined Me, 323* together

with the D,F.S.230 glider, were made available for the transportatioa

of bombs, fuel, aimmxnition, ground staffs, aircraft spares and airfield

equipment to the new air bases. Moreover, the JtJ,52 could be \ised

/as
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as a mobile wireless station which helped in the rapid estahLisbmsnt

of advanced base caanunioations*

On 12 November 1942, Gexman air transport in the Mediterranean was

ite forces, administered by a Lufttransnortfuehrer.divided into two si

The Headquarters iM^the Lufttransportfuehrer I was at Athens and

LufttransportfUehrer II at Rome. The staffs oorre^mded to the two

The Central H,Q. at Rome had Wing Staffs at

Naples and Trapani and Control Officers at the airfields of Sidi 4hmed,

y (Biaerta^ Blaontoa, (§}unisjand sane of th^ fields in the Sicily, Calabria

areas of opezations.

and Naples areas. Towards the end of November, additional transport

aircraft amounting to 280 were transferred to the Mediterranean from

training schools, the Russian front and fran Gezmany.

strength of air tran^ort \inits in tiie Mediterranean to nearly $00

aircraft, of ahioh 370 were serviceable.

The bulk of the airborne sillies delivered to Tunisia was conveyed

This raised the

a.h.b.6

from Naples and Reggio di Calabria in large escorted formations or nulka

of as many as 120 aircraft. Fighters based at Milo, Borizzo and

Oastelvetrano met the transport formaticms near Trapani and escorrted thanizis Trans

portation to
Timisia (bnds.
Docks Cabinet

Office Areh-

iv*^ AL.1025.

across lire Sicilian Narrows. Otiier filter escorts were met off the

African coast for the period of landing, unloading, reloading and return.

After their arrival off the Gulf of Tunis, the Flints divided off into

sections for Bizerta and T\mis. The service to Tunisia employed, at

its peak, a daily average of 200 Ju.32 aircraft which carried a load of

1.8 metric tois and 13 of the huge siz-engined Me.323s, with a load

Fart of the Ju.32 fleet made two trips a day from
'to

Sicily aati Tunisia and back and achieved a daily average airlift of

383 metric tons.

capacity of 10 t«3s.

Beaufipftiter Opeiations fran Malta in fiupport of "Torch” (November 19it2^

The varied assortment of aircraft, including transports, assembled

on Tunis airport provided an attractive target for tire Malta-based

Beaufifi^ters. On 10 November, nine Beaufii^iters of No. 272 Squadxcn

carried out a surprise attack on a long line of enany aircraft using the

They destroyed one Me.323, one Sm. 82 and one F.W.38.airfield.
Sqdn. 0.B.BL

/The
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The Me.323 was the first destroyed by British aircraft in the Medi-

terra33aan and, up to that time, was so unfamiliar that it was described

One of the Beaufightars had toas **a six-engined Merseburg Glider".

force land on the beach ixear El Aouina airfield.

After the next low-level attack was made on El Aouixia airport, on

16 November, by seven Beaufighters of the same squadron, the enemy were
i

On their arrival, a rocket was fired and "a terrific

One aircraft went in so low that it was

damaged when it went under H. T. electric cables near the airfield,

the course of this highly-suocessful raid, two Ju.32s and two Ju.87s

were destroyed - the exaot score claimed - for the loss of two

A Heinkel was also shot down.

well prepared.

barrage was put up overhead.

In

Beaufighters.

Sqdn. O.R.Bs.
D.I.S

Eneiqy . jotucds.

While No. 272 Squadron concentrated largely on shooting up

airfields. No. 227 Beaufighter Squadron was mainly used in attacks

against shipping when 230-lb and 300-lb bombs were used,

when enemy air transports^ere intercepted by the Beaufighters, they

For instance, on 12 November, all six

it^t
On occasi
/

afforded easy targets.

ons

Sm«82s were shot down by seven aircraft of No. 272 Squadron,

month of November, the Luftwaffe lost 1*0 transport aircraft from air

In the

action.

A.H.Q. Malta Altogether, during November, Beaufighters of Nos. 227 and 272

Squadron flew 186 sorties,

those mentioned above, low-level attacks on Gabes ZLiton airfields, on
K

the seaplane-base at Mersa Ksiba (north of Sfax) and (Bou Chemm^) near
the Tunisian-Libyan border).

Their activities included, in addition to

!Qxey also acted as escorts to the

Beauforts. In November, the Beaufi^ter casualties, however, were heavy.

Thirteen were lost on operations and practically eveiy aircraft sustained

damage.

Operations by Wellingtons of Nos. 4-0 and 10^ Squadrons

The Wellingtons of No. 238 Wing (Nos. 1*0 and 104- Squadrons) began

their offensive against the enemy, in this new phase of operations, with

an attack on the Sardinian airfield at Cagliari(ELmas) on the night

7/8 November. Maid was done with the intention of covering the "Torch"

landings. After that, the Wellingtons operated every night when

/weatherSECRET
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Altogether 219 sorties irare made againstweather conditions pezmitted«

taz^gets in Tunisia, Sardinia and Sicily and 33^ ttsis of bombs were
A- aJ

n&a&e^ it was fixmly e stablished that the enemy voiiLd occupy

and defend as much eis possible of Tunisia, the main weight of the booibizig

droxqped*

attack was concentrated mi the airfields at Tunis and Biserta* The neax><

ness of these targets enabled the Wellingtons to cany out double sorties.

aJlr

The German bomber bases^Catanla, Gexbini and Comiso were also attacked.

Introductimi of Spitfire Bomber

The Spitfire bomber carrying 250-lb bomba was introduced during

this phase of operations from Malta. They were esgployed mainly against

A.F % Malta the enemy airfields of Comiso and Gela. They were most active on the

^5th and 30th November idien tixey flew 13 and 19 sorties reapectively,

A feature of these attacks was that alliiou^ many German and Italian

filters were still based on the southeast part of Sicily, they shored

a noticeable reluctance to engage the Spitfires. Altogether the

Spitfire bombers dropped 13 tons of bombs during the month.

Shipping Strikes during November

The Nmvy sinkings by air in the Mediterranean were the highest

recorded since the outbreak of hostilities. They totalled 2149806 tmis

out of the montlus total of 36,371 tmis, the balance being divided between
4

Navy 5,781 tons and mine 5,781^tons. Depredations by Malta-based

aircraft in October had forced the enemy to route their arpply ships

much further to 'ttie west and this prevented Malta from making any

successflil shipping strikes in the early part of November. Thus the

early sinkings in the month were entirely due to aircraft of No. 201

Groip. Gradually, however, as the Panger Army was driven westwards and

the reinforcmnentlf of Txaiisia developed, the Axis si^ly routes were

brought increasingly within tiie range of the Malta-based aircraft.

The most successful of the month's sinkings occurred on the ni^t

17/18 November, when two Fleet Air Arm Albacores carrying torpedoes

attacked i^at was then reported as an 8.000-ton tanker 46 miles to the

She was the 10,53A-t<ai tanker Giulio Giordant

Three flares wera dropped by a Special

/Wellington

A.H.B. Malta

O.R.B. and

D.I.S.

A

A.H.Q. Malta

Sqdn. 0.B.BS
and List of

Enemy Shipping
Losses in the

Mediterranean.

>  (
north east of

carrying 4,225 tons of fuel.

•
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Wellaag-ton, and the Albaoores then attacked fzxm port and staxboaid,

with two toipedoes,

heeled over, ktdssi&g

Both torpedoes struck the tanker doaaidships.

furiously, the fire being visible 80 miles away.

Later on it was reported that the biasing hulk had been sunk by H.M.

She

Subnarine Foj >iae. but the sinking was nevertheless credited ̂ oUy

to the Fleet Air Azra,

The next sinking was the 783-ton Italian ship the Lago Tana. She

was first located and attacked 32 miles east of Kuriat by four Beau-

fighters of No, 227 Squadron, one of which scored  a direct hit amidships
with a bcmb. The Lago Tana was left disabled, with a craw preparing

Later she was torpedoed by a Beaufort of No, 39to abandon her.

Squadron.

On the night 2^23 November, the Pavorita of 3,576 tons, was attacked

by a torpedc^carrying Wellongtcn ifdiich was on a special reconnaissance

for shipping in the waters between western Sicily and southern Sardinia,

The ship was located, in convoy, 80 miles east of Cape Carbonara and a

hit was scored amidships with a torpedo fired from 50 feet, at
of 800 yards. A red flash, followed by a colrum of black smok

a range

e

seen and the ship, vdiich was disabled,

H.M. submarine Splend^

Two nights later the 4,283-ton Italian S.S. Luigi was sunk in a

position 75 miles to the north-west of Ustica, an island off Sicily,

During the night 24/25 November, five torpedo Wellingtons of No, 69

Squadron were carrying out a search in the Tyrrhenian Sea.

was

later sunk by gui^ire frwas

At 22.25

om

hours the Luigi was located in convoy with a destroyer by Wdlingtcn "S"

(Flight Sergeant B, MeFadden). The aircraft stayed in the vicinity

for about 25 minutes and then attacked from the starboard beam, dropping

its torpedo from 80 feet at 1,200 yards range. The torpedo ran well

and an eacplosion with a reddish-yellow flash was seen 10 feet frcan the

vessel's stem. The escorting destroyer inmiediately mode off at  a high

/ speed
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Weather was ̂SEexx>^ai08^at the
time of the strike, with violent rainstorms and conditions of

very poor visibility^ and all the other Wellingtons returned to

base with their torpedoes,

revealed an oil slick extending for ten miles and men in boats.

However, the evidence for the sinking of the Luiei was not

sufficient at the time of the strike to justify a claim byA»H.Q.

Malta.

speed in a northerly direction.

Later reconnaissance from Malta

On 25 Novonber, seven Beaufi^ters (four of than carrying

bombs) TJrtiich were on an offensive Jisbzae^for enemy shipping to the

They were
*

9y/ east of Homs located two H^Vs 15 miles from Misiujta.
escorted by two destroyers. Four 500-lb bomba.were dropped from

a low altitude and one of the I^Vs was hit on tire port side, but

no further results were observed. The vessel was then raked with

cannon and machine-gun fire which started a fire on tke bridge.

She was the 1,371-ton Algerine which,according to esaemy records,

eventually foundered. Again no claim for the sinking of the ship

was made by A.H.Q,

For the rest of the month, adverse weather conditions at sea

prevented any more successful shipping strikes,

were out and there were a number of sightings made, on each

Althou^ aircraft

occasion bad visibility baulked the pilots.

Analysis of Supplies reaching T\misia in Novmaber 1942

In spite of the efforts of Malta-based aircraft, analysis of

enoay figures of shipping losses shows that during November no

Out of 34,339 tonscargoes ware lost between Italy and Tunisia.
A«-

despatched, that same tonnage arrived safely at its

destination. Complete figures for the German forces in Tunisia

were:-

/Tunis
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Guns HenStores Vehioles Armour

36Tunis 7,112 tons 413 34 tanks

1 Tiger
594

Bizerta 5,4.36 tons 655 62 tanks 78
3 Tigers

1,273

12,548 tons 1,068 96 tanks 114
4 Tigers

1,867

These were oarried by 25 H*Vs, and three naval ferry barges.

These statistics are interesting when compared with the

supplies and reinforcements which arrived for Rommel's Panzer Arn^y,

MenStores ArmourVehioles Guns

19,825 tons

It is apparent from these figures to vdiat extent the landings in

French North Africa diverted guns, tanks and vehioles from the

Panzer Amy, in order to build up the new Command in Tunisia.

The movement of men and material to North Africa by air was

also considerable, Tunisia received a further 18,497 men by air

and 3,687 tons of material, compared with 3,224 men and 3,106 tons

of material transported to Libya. As is to be expected, the main

build-up of men in Tunisia was made by air v^ereas the great bulk

of supplies came hv sea.

Admiral Weiohold expressed the view that:

The uninterrupted discharge of ships in the Tunisian
porta in these vital days enabled the Axis to pour in
so many reinforcements that liie Allied advance was
checked and the final objective denied.

The Axis success was largely a triumph of air and sea
transportation. Most of the troops were conveyed by
air and most of the material sent by sea
the same month some 90,000 tons gross of shipping
sailed to Tunisia without a single ship being lost.

383 37 tanks 90 512

In

Axis Naval Policy
and Operations in
the Mediterranean

R.242.

The Failure of Malta to Prevent Enemy Build-up in Tunisia.
November 1942

It has been seen how, in spite of Malta's efforts, the

enemy were able to build up their forces in Tunisia during the

initial three weeks of the "Torch” landings. This

/ failure
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■pft-i ^r^-Tftjwan i^uft to 8. coipldx situBLtion lii 'Sliiicli the foUcR73iig ‘wei© the
X

main factors:

(a) Ualta's acute petrel shortage before the arrival of the

"Stoneage" ccawoy,

(b) Lack of suitable aircraft.

( c) Faulty planning,

(d) Concentration on the "Stoneage" convoy,

(e) Lack of a surface force at Malta,

Once, however, the enemy had decided to act in the Central

Meditenranean concentrate considerable air forces there, and witii

their known ability for executing swift strategic moves, it is doubtful

)«iietiier Malta could have done very much more.

Even if the aircraft had been available, Malta was tooair pqgar<

limited in area to operate an air fleet |f[ufficiently strcsig to

dominate the enemy anyi^re but over its own skies,

apparent in the f^lowing important exchange of signals, mostly cm the

C.A.S. and Chief of Staff levelj^ the subject of enemy sipplies to
Tunisia,

S

This is made

Even as late as 17 November, the Admiralty had not fully grasped
the amplications that had arisen in the Mediterranean over the "Toixdi"

When discussing the utilisation of his force, the C,-ii>C,
Mediterranean was assured by the Admiralty that "the most iitpertant

•  I

thing is to get "Stoneage"^ into Malta,"

should be used "in svich a manner as best to assist the battle in

Cyrenaica,

landings.

After that his mval fences

tr

The urgent need to station a fence at Malta to st

flow of reinforcements to Tunisia was cocpletely ignored,^

the message continue^ "after consultation with C,-in-C, Middle

East, to decide whether this would be best achieved by stopping supplies

going to Tripoli, which would mean sending^detachment]^ to Malta,
The Naval Commander of the

Expeditionary Force, Admiral Ramsay, then intexpolated a request that

soon as "Stoneage" was safely in, the most urgent attention should bo

step the

view".

O-/'

as

Action Against
Enemy Supply
fioutes to
Tunisia and
Cyrenaica,A,H.B./ by assisting them in their advance.
ID3/927.

/given
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"The air this end," he said.given to stopping siqplies toS-izerta,

"has not built to a level ishich enables xis to eniploy surface forces."

It was on the 20th November that the Chiefs of Staff issued their

"Now that ‘Stoneage* is safely in, main task of Malta Air

Force is to stop reinforcements to Tunis and assist operations there."

This was an^jlified on 22 November, by a further directive fitan the Chiefs

"It is evident thatof Staff to the Conmanders-inr-Chief Middle East.

A,0.C.-in-C. directive.

Malta. A.H.B./
IU1/183/
160(b)

if the First and Eighth Aimies are to achieve a speedy and decisive

victozy, the object of prime importance at the present time must be the

steppage o£ seaborne supplies to Tunisia and Tripolitania.

power could only make its full contribution to that object "by exploiting

Malta, with its limited airfield capacity to the ulmost extent as an

offensive base froa vdiich shipping at sea and ports of disembarkation can

They suggested that first priority ̂  Malta should be

given to tozpedo*>bombers, particularly those able to operate at ni^t,

and asked that the move of two Albacoze sqjuadrtms and a Beaiifort squadron

shoidd. be considered by the CcDsoanders-in-Chief.

Air

be attacked.

The Prime Minister intervened, on 23 November, with a pertinent

note in i^iich he asked "vdiat the Admiralty proposed to do to intemqpt

with surface ships based on Malta the Axis communications to Tunis

Bizerta^ Sir Dudley Pound's view was that these coonaunications could

best be cut fron the western Mediterranean rather than.east, whereas

the ccrranunlcations to Tripoli could best be cut by forces operating from

He was still pr^pccupied with the running of the next convoyMalta.Ibid.

to Malta, and showed but little epprsciation of the new situation that

A# fil-tny
had arisen in the Mediterranean with the occupation^of the stmtegioally-

important airfields on the Cyrenaician "hunop", and the Allied landings

in French North Africa.
fkt

The Chiefs of Staff were assured by Commanders~in*^hief on

23 November that Malta was already operating to capacity with the object

of stopping auopplies to Tunisia and Tripoli. The types of aircraft
S a/'*A

were under constant review to ensure the pemposition of the forces

/for
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for the imiaediate task. They pointed out that enemy shipping to

Tunisia made the passage in dayli^t with strong S.E. fighter escort.

Attacks on this shipping by the 22 Beauforts held at Malta, with twin-

engined fighter escort, was likely to be expansive and ineffective.

The need for more Albaoores for night attacks was agreed and six

would be sent to Malta from the Desert, They considered that the

ni^t Wellington torpedo strike force was adequate.

The Naval Commander Eb^editionary Force, in this case Admiral

Sir A.B, Cunningham, put the situation very succinctly in a signal

to the Admiralty on 24 November:

The enemy is getting supplies into Bizerta and
Tunis by sea. All information at our disposal as
well as the actual situation make clear that this

bridge-head is the vital factor determining ?rtiether
or not the Axis are to be evicted completely from
Africa and that the liquidation of the bridge-head
through which the supply of Tripoli is intended has
become the immediate oonoem of all forces in the
Mediterranean.

Bie Admiralty expressed the view, rather belatedly on 24 Noveniber,

that arrangements for cutting supply communications to Tunisia aiai

Tripoli would not be complete without a surface force at Malta,

They also thought that submarines could be "most usefully employed

in cutting communications to Tunisia."

Return to Malta of Force K November 27

As a result of this interchange of signals. Force K

consisting of the cruisers Cleopatra (a/A ship), Dido and Euryalus

and the destroyers Jarvis. Javelin. Kelvin and Nubian left

Alexandria on 25 November and arrived at Malta on the 27th.

were followed by a motor-toipedo boat flotilla. At much the same

time another Naval striking force (Force Q) was constituted at

Bone for action against enemy convoys for Tunisia. It consisted

They

Ibid

"The War at

Sea" Vol.III.

of the cruisers Aurora, Argonaut and Sirius and the destroyers

Hiese two Naval forces, (Force K and Force Q)

operating frcm Malta and Bdne respectively, had an immediate

and dramatic effect on the enemy supply lines,

the submarines, they sank in December 23 ships totalling 49,237

tons, compared with 21 ships totalling 29,846 tons, sunk by

aircraft, and three ships of 10,76l tons shared.

Quiberon and Quentin,

Together with

In November,

List of Enemy
Shipping sunk
in the

Mediterranean

/ aircraft
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aircraft sank 22i. ships totalling i<4y806 tons compared with only six of

3«781 tons sunk by the Navy.

The most successful intirrnxtlnn> ̂ nil nn1i nlirinlilj mlmrnnli tn thin

mil ml I yi) urm made on 2 December by Force Q vdiich attacked an enemy
about

convoj/AO miles off Cape Bon.

Fleet Air Azm)

hours later the Quentin was sunk by an aircraft torpedo and the Quiberon

damaged by a near miss.

Shipping Strikes from Malta. December 19it2

Malta's first success of the month fell to Beau fighter ”A” of

No, 227 Squaditm (Pilot Officers W. J, MoCregor and E, Gittens), They

were out a shipping strike, on 1 Deco&ber, in search of an Italian

Vv previously sifted by a Beaufighter of No, 272 Squadron,

the Audace of 1,459 tons.

Four enany ships (two shared with the

Unfort\s3ately, a few
(1)

and a destroyer were sunk.

The ship,

carrying 784 tons of petrol, 18 men and

(me vehicle, was located by a reconnaissance Baltimore of No, 69 SquadronA.H.Q. Malta

No, 227 Sqdn,
O.R«Bs. and
Malta D.I.S,

I

travelling on a souiherly course ̂three miles to the soutii of Hammamet,

The Beaufighter attacked with cannon and machine-gun fire from 400 feet.

The deck cargo of petrol was set aligiit and Idle crew took to their boats,

S(xm the ship was blazing from stem to

stem and on the return journey the fire could be seen from 30 miles away.

On 2 December, three Special Albacores tand ei^t strike Albacores

of the R.N.A.S. and No. 821 S()iadron|attacked a convoy which had been

As a result two ships,

the Puccini of 2,422 tons (carrying 100 tons of miscellaneous material,

six men and two guns) and the Yeloce of 5,464 tons carrying 1,227 tons of

fuel, 61 taaa of food, 52 tons of miscellaneous material, 54 men, 60
^  X (2)

vehicles, 16 guns and 10 tanks) were badly damaged and set on fire.

These two ships were subsequently simk by the surface force (Force Q) from

B^e.

two of Tsdiich were seen to sink.

sighted at 14.00 hours by a transit Hurricane.

fi.HC.

fd.m y

A. ff- 6. b

The Fleet Air Ana were again successful on 3 December when they sunk

the Palmaida (1,880 tons) carrying 495 tons of fuel, 180 tons of food,
/119

1 This action is related in the following Section,
A third ship, the San Giorgio of 4,887 tons was also r^orted in
enemy documents to have been set on fire and gutted at the same
time,

the bumt-out hulk - was finally sunk by a suhaarine vdiile in tow
on 21 March 1943.

She was carrying 2,306 tons of fuel. This ship - probabl

2

y
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119 tons of misodllaneous material, 20 vehioles and 10 g^ns, and the

Minerva (1,905 tons) carrying 2,008 tons of fuel and seven tons of

miscellaneous material. 13ie ships were attacked by four ̂ Ibacores

of No, 821 Fleet Air Arm Squadron in a position 44 miles north of

When a torpedo hit the first ship she was literally blown

to bits, smoke and wreckage rising to a great hei^t,

M/V was hit on the port side by a torpedo which was followed by

bright flash and explosion and the stern of the vessel was immediate]y

enveloped in flames, the fire being visible when the returning

aircraft were about 60 miles away.

The next sinking by Malta-based aircraft was on 13 December when

the 4>500-tons S.S. Foscolo was sunk by Fleet Air Arm Albacores.

She was en route from Naples to Sousse carrying 1,413 tons of fuel

Zuara.

The second

a

and 11 guns, when she was located off Trapani by  a Baltimore of

No. 69 Squadron.

No. 821 Squadron was despatched.

A strike of seven Albaoores of the R.N.A.S. and

At 21*50 hours, a convoy consisting

of the Foscolo escorted by three destroyers and three M.T.Bs was

Ibid discovered off Marettimo, At 22*10 hours, a torpedo of one of the

R.N.A.S. Squadron aircraft scored a direct hit on the afterpart of

The stem blew up and within two minutes the wholethe ship,

vessel was enveloped in flames, visible from 80 miles away,

ship, the German S.S. Macedonia of 2,875 tons, was carrying 1,090 tons

of fuel, 35 tons of miscellaneous material, 64 vehioles and four

when she was sunk off Sousae on the same day,

shared between the Fleet Air Arm and the submarine I^ra.

On the night 13/14 December, in the course of a very destructive

raid on Tunis harbour and La Goulette by Wellingtons of Nos,104 and 40

Squadrons, the German (ex-French tanker) Ste. Bernadette of 1.596 tons
(2)

Another

She was listed as

Squadron and
A.H.Q. Malta
0.R.B.S

was sunk. Another ship, the German ex-French 4,312-ton Stj^Gernan^
/hOJL

(1) The enemy shipping casualty for which there appears to be no
British trace is the S.S. Qualdi.
she sailed from Taranto for Tunis on 27 Nov,

According to enemy records
She was carrying

1»549 tons of fuel, 83 tons of food, 102 tons of miscellaneous
material, 25 men, 18 vehioles and four tanks.
up in Palermo harbour on 1 Dec., but there appears to have been
no Allied aircraft operating against the port at the time.

The Gualdi blew

(2) The 2,005-ton tanker Caucaso was also sunk at La Goulette by
bombers. Originally this sinking was attributed to the
'^Qlll-^g'tons but later the credit for the sinking was given to
the U.S.A.A.F.
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Yfas sunk on the foUowdng night Deoonbor) in the coux^e of

by Nos* 40 and 104 SquadrozB*

.exmo on 21 Deoeaber,

She was

Wellingtons

9&W//
another series of raids by

The Italian Etruria..which sailed fiom

sunk by Bleet Air Aim Albacores while en route to Biserta*was

t

carrying 584 tons of fuel, 170 tons of food, 24 tons of misc/illaneous

She was first located by a Specialmaterial, 69 nien and 136 vehicles.

Wellington on the Marettimo-Paleimo patrol in the vicinity of Marettimo

Island (off the most westerly tip of Sicily). She was in ccnpany with

three escort vessels and a number of Siebel ferries and E-boats. !Bie
A

strike was then carried out by three toipedo-canyiig Albacores of the

B.N.A.S. After two attacks, the tiiird aircraft scored a hit

on the Vjl causing a large mushioom of smoke ̂ ich rapidly enveloped

the ship. Vexy intense and accurate flak was encountered frcm the

escort vessels and one of the Albacores was badly shot The

ship UAa, stank in December,by a Malta-based aircxaft,was the 2,366-ton

Iseo which sailed frcm Bxdndisi on 11 December. She was en xoute to

Sousse with 369 tons of ammunition, 105 tons of food, 110 terns of

miscellaneous material, eight vehicles and five guias. She was located

on the night of 2£/29 Decmnber by one Special and one toxpedo-cairying

Albacorel of No. 821 Squadron,and two toxpedo-oarrying Albacores of

No. 828 S<}aadxony28 miles off Fantelleria. The convoy was attacked

down moop at 500 yaids, a direct hit being scoxed on the with an

18-inch toxpedo. The Iseo immediately disintegxated in a mass of

flames 1,000 feet high,with smoke elemds rising to 5»000 feet and

innumerable coloxuwd explosions froa her caxgo of ammunition.

The U.S.A.A.F. also contributed their share by sinking seven ships

totalling 7,256 tcaas. ebo^were mainly the victim o:^concentrate
d

bombing of ports by B.25s (Mitchells).

According to enmny sources,in December 1942 they lost 24,185 tons

of sipplies out of 84*804 tons despatched by sea to Tunisia. Out of

52,679 tons destined for the Geiman forces, 17,305 tons were lost,

5,402 tons of it fuel. During Ihe same period I7>6l6 officers and

lest

ikt

Nave perduti

/men
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A.H.B.6 men and 2,8i2 tona of material were transported liy air to Tunisia,

The Formation of Ro, 248 (G.R.) Vfing. 18 Deoember 19U2

No* 248 Wing was re-formed in Malta on I8 December as a Naval

Co-operation Wing for liaison with the Navy and to exercise

operational control of Naval Co-operation,

to the Wing were;

No, 69 Squadron:

The squadronsal

Baltimore (G.R.) Plight

lotted

Special Wellington T.B./A.S. V,
Pli^t

39 Squadron Detachment: Beauforts
P.i^.4. Squadron: AlbacoresNo. 248 Wing

Nos. 69 & 683
Sqdn. O.R.Bs

i^lbacores

Plying Boat Detachment: one Sunderland
821

Later in January, two more Special Wellington T.B./A.S, V, squadrons

(Nos. 221 and 458) arrived in Malta.

No. 248 Wing and No, 458 Squadron absorbed the Wellington ̂ 'li^t of

No, 69 G.R, Squadron, which was still further reduced, on 8 Pebruaiy,

whan the P.R.U, Plight was disbanded and No, 683 Squadron was formed

under the command of Wing Comiiiander Adrian Warburton, D.S.O., D.P.C.

The Beaufort Detachment of No, 39 Squadron was brought up to

squadron strength under the command of Wing Commander M.L, Gains,

Activity of No. 69 Squadron

Throughout Deoember, No. 69 Squadron was active on a multi-

The Squadron's Wellingtons carried out a number

The Baltimores and S, I. Wellingtons wore busy,

both on protective patrols for convoys and on searches for enemy

shipping.

There were allotted to

plioity of duties.

of shipping strikes.

Reconnaissance established at the beginning of December that all

the major units of the Italian fleet were in the southern Italian

ports, from which they could liot only help protect their own convoys,

but they also constituted a menace to Allied sea communications.

These were the three Littorio battleships and two 6-inoh cruisers at

Naples (a third, the Attendolo. was aLuost ready for service, after

recent repairs), and the Trieste and Qorizia (8-inch cruisers), the

Abruzzi, Garibaldi and another (6-inoh cruisers) at Messina,

battleships of the Cavour class were at Taranto and the Cavotar

itself was under repair at Trieste,

Three

A.H.Q. Malta
and No. 69
Sqdn. O.R.Bs

/ On
SECRET
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On 3 December, the Attendolo was photographed on trials in the Bay

On the following day she was sunk at her moorings during a

A battle-

of Naples,

high-level attack by American Liberators from the Uiddle East,

ship had lost her funnel ̂ ile another had had a near miss,

hnmediately vacated for safer anchorages at Leghozn and La Spezia.

Naples was

An.

outstanding reconnaissance was made by a Mosquito of No. 1 F.B.U. which

landed at Malta cm 23 December having photographed all the principal

The most valuable aspect of this sortie was the li^t

it threw on Italy's principal ship-building yards at Trieste, Fiume and

Ancona.

Attacks on Enemy Harbours. December

Adriatic ports.

Beconnaiesance aircraft frcm Malta also made nvmerous sorties over

Tunisian ports in order to locate targets for bombing attacks,

the Wellingtons of No. 238 Wing (Nos. 40 and 104

Squadrons) operated cm all but seven ni^ts and made 3^ sorties and

In spit

(1)
of adverse weather.

e

A.H.Q. Malta dropped 514 tons of bcmbs. The main target was Tunis and La Gkmlette,
O.B.B. and

D.I.S. Bizerta being left to Algerian-based squadrons. Sousse was a secondary

target and cm the last two nights of the month heavy and successful raids

were made on Sfax. When the weather was unsuitable for raids on

Tunisian targets, the bombers were switched to Palermo, a port of assembly

Beconmissance showed that the enemy-occipied

ports in Tunisia had siistained severe damage from these intensive raids.

Large fires were started among the petrol stocks at La Goulette; and

warehouses, port and railway installations at all the harbours were hit

Particularly severe damage was done to railway installations

The enemy strengthened the A. A. defence at

for Africa-based convoys.

repeatedly.

and rolling stock at Sfax.

Tunis and La Goulette, as a result of these raids, and aircraft had to

contend with flak from 6-8 batteries. Seven Wellingtons were lost in

the course of these cperaticms.

Fighter Activity from Malta. December

No serious daylight bombing raids were attempted by the enemy on

Malta in December, and there was only one heavy night attack. This

/freed

(1) December 19i^ ms ab^mally wet. Rai^all wm 7P per cent above
average with frequent thunderstorms inmxe latter hair of the month.

SECRET
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Apart fron the coverfreed Malta* s filter forcoa for other duties,

which the Spitfires and Beaufighters gave to the incoming and outgoing

convoys, the fighter effort was concentrated largely against the enany

transport airoxaft and their fighter escort eoiployed on ferrying duties

Maita O.B.B. between Sicily and North Africa.

The main air tranjq»ort route was Naples, Trapani and El Aouina (Tunis)

On the way back, the transport aircraft usually

refuelled at Palemo in order to avoid depleting the stocks of aviation

The Gezmans also continued to sezid airborne supplies

These travelled via Reggio or Catania

Sidi Ahmed (Bizerta).or

petrol in Africa,

to Romnel* s foznes in TripditaniaA.H.B.6

and passed to the east of Malta.

The Malta-based Spitfires and Beaufighters made repeated sweeps to

the west and east of Malta to intercept this air reinforcement traffic,

^diile intruder aircraft patrolled the airfields in the west of Sicily to

intercept the transport aircraft as they were landing and taking off.

Altogether, 27 Jxi.52s were destroyed during December, nearly all of them

Malta's operational losseswithin the orbit of Malta-based fighters,

for the month amounted to 17 aircraft (four Spitfires, six Beaufighters,

five Wellingtons, 1 Albacore, 1 P.R. Spitfire),). Altogether 13 oTxma

were lost.

A-rin ig the Mediterranean. December.

At that tdme,(lO December 19k2) the Germans had a strength of 820

cperational aircraft in the Mediterranean (440 serviceable) with a fleet

transport aircraft (300 serviceable),

had 185 aircraft (127 serviceable),7 >jlll,with the

^0^of over

\'Pliegerfuehrer Txmis

<(iVe '

exception of 18^baabers were S.E, fighters and 46 of these were P.W.190s.

BHO Pliegerkorps II had 324 aircraft (I69 serviceable) based on Sicily,

A further 174 aircraft (75 serviceable)Sardinia and soulhem Italy,
X

under the control of the ̂  KLiegerkorps^ baaed on Crete and Greece.

The Italians had 1,230 aircraft (660 serviceable) operational in the

Of these 415 were based on Sicily (200 serviceable)

159 on Sardinia (II8 serviceable) and 245 in the Aegean and Greece (126

serviceable).

were

Mediterranean theatre.

a.h.b.6

/Malta* s
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Malta* s Strength and Serviceability (11 December 19ii2)

The Weekly State of Aircraft for A,H,Q* Malta on 11 Decanber was

as follows

Gat. BOat. A

104- K 25Pijditer: Spitfire
Hvtzricane

Beaufi^ter

66

1322

17 13Medium Bomber: Wellington

5Torpedo Bomber: Beaxifort

Wellington VIII 7 2

G.B./L.P. 7 3BaltimoreMiddle East

Weekly State
of Aircraft

168 62

/‘f ! I
X  Excludes P.R. Spitfires Cat. A: 6

Cat, B: 2

Return of Wellingtons of No. 238 Wing (Nos. 40 and 104- Scaiadrons) to
Egypt^ January 194-3

In January, shortly before the fall of Tripoli, on the 23rd of the

month, the Wellingtons of No. 238 Wing (Nos. 40 and 104- Sguadrcuis)

In ̂ ite of bad weather, prior to their leaving the

island on 21 January, they mads 179 sorties and dropped a total of 270 t(»is

They started the month with attacks on Palemo, which was the

main Sicilian port of assombly for Tunis-bound Axis shipping, but as in

returned to Egypt.

of bombs.

A.H.Q. Malta

& Wing 0.R.BS. December their principal targets were the North African ports. During

However,the first week, both Tunis and Sousse were heavily attacked,

with the renewed advance by the Eighth Army, the Wellington bombers of

No, 238 Wing concentrated their attacks on shipping in Tripoli harbour,

on its port installations and, in order to inipede Ronmel's retirmnent

and dislocate his sr^ly lines, on the road junctions to the east of the

town. The port of Sousse was also attacked. As bombers from the Middle

East and North Africa were repeatedly attacking these same targets almost
■  [

k*?**^* y/ daily, it was difficult to assess the results^ but photographic reconnais-
'  A*

sance ahow^that it was considerable.
ft

/Enemy
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Wrmmjv Supply Situation in Tunisia. Januaiy - May 12. 19A3

By January 1943, it was obvious that ai^ chance Malta mi^t have had,

in the early stages of the ’Torch’ landings, of preventing a rapid build-up

of enany forces in Tvinisia, had passed*

liad had fwi’ jimMKtas=

Nwtli AftftLuau pwpfes* Out of 88,933 tons de^atched ty sea.

rose

La Marina

Italiana
by imi*-

70,193 tons arrived, the figures for the German forces in Tunisia being

A further 4,047 tons of stores33,680 tons despatched and 41,397 arrived,

and 14,237 personnel were carried, at the same time, by air to Tunisia.

Every kind of craft was into service for the urgent task of

In thistransporting military stores and equipment across to Tunisia,

traffic, January, 33 10Ts wore used together with kZ destroyers,

20 Siebel Perries, five I-boats, 32 ferries and five auxiliary sailing

vessels.

a.h.b.6
Returns by
Q.M.G.

The total of eneny shipping sunk \fy Allied air action during January

amounted to 41,603 tons^^^ witii a further 6,107 tons shared with the
A.H.B, List

of Enaaoy
Shipping
sunk in the

Mediterranb Royal Navy out of a combined tonnage of 101,498 tons sunk from all causes.
ean.

The first of the monlii’s successes was on the night of 13/l6 January

irtien Tripoli was bombed by 14 Wellingtons of Nos. AO and 104 Squadrons.

In the course of this raid, the 8,329-ton Italian JV'V, the Agostino

On 19 January liie 6,107-ton Bdda was hit by

She was

(2)
Bertani was sot on fire.

an ALbacore of No, 821 Squadron and was seen to heel over.

This success was scored as a resultA.H.Q. Malta later sunk by the submarine Unbroken.
0. R. B.,
Sqdn.0.R.Bs. of a series of attacks by Malta-based aircraft,
and D.I.Ss.

She was carrying 367 t(»)s

of ammunition, 283 tons of food, 90 tons of general cargo, 102 vehicles.

10 tanks and 13 guns.

Anottier important enmny ship sunk by Malta-based aircraft in

January was the 3,39A-t<ax Ruhr carrying 1,332 tons of fuel, 30 tons of

food, 166 tons of miscellaneous material, seven armoured cars and 179

The was first sifted on the night 21/22 January and

shadowed by a fecial Wellington of No. 69 Squadron vrtiich was searching

for enemy shipp4ng in the vicinity of Zembra Island.

vehicles.

A strike cf one
/Beaufort

(1) Of this, the considerable total of 34,617 tons was sunk By the
U.S.A.A.P.

(2) There is some confusion over this ship as she was also claimed by
the U.S.A.A.P.

SECRET
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Beaufort of No, 39 Squadron, one Special and three toipedo-canying

They located theAlbacoxes of No
A.H.B./I1V
67/20 &
D* X»SSa

(likQ.IJiJ’r/'iQ/c/fC

, 821 Squadrcm iraa dei^atehed from Malta,

Vn\^■n escorted by two destroyers 36 miles from O^e Bon,

The Beaufort dropped one torpedo which ran true, but no hit was seen.

After one of ‘tiie Albacores hadThis aircraft was badly damaged hy flak,

unsuccessfully attacked the Ruhr with bombs, two others dropped their
The results of this attack could not bo seen as the aircraft

torpedoes.

■fcnirfrig violent evasive action in order to avoid the heavy flak.
No claims were made but it is now known

other of these attacks

were

One of the Albacores was lost,

froa enemy doCTiments that as a result of one or

the Rnhr sank with the ocoqalete loss at her valuable cargo.

On the ni^t of 23/2i|. January,a south-bound convoy was attacked by

Special Wellingtons of No. 221 Squadron and four Beauforts of No, 39
The Vercaaa of

six

Squadron, in a position north-north-west of Ustica,

Z|.,ii59 tons carrying 623 tons of anraunition, 305 tons of food, 232 tcaas of
/general
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genereuL eax^o, 27 veh-ioles and five guns, was Ssi'k by a 'boxpedo from a

Wellington, She inBuediately broke in two and s^ank. A second ship, the

Pistoia of 2,i»48 tons, carrying 453 tons of fuel, 110 tons of food, 28

vehicles and five guns, was hit amidships^ first of all by a torpedo frxsa a

Wellington and later by another torpedo fron a Beaufort, and sank.

An unusual s\iccess occurred on 14 January when a Beaufort (aircreift *Q')

of No. 39 Squadron, liAiile on anti-submarine patrol ahead of an outgoing

friendly convoy|in a position I36 miles south-east of Malta, sighted the

conning-tower of the 810-ton Italian subnarine Naryalo vdiich was six miles

ahead of the convoy and heading towards it. The aircraft attacked,

diving from 1,500 to 250 feet and released four 250-lb depth chai^jes.

These blew the bows of the submarine clean out of the sea and caused it to

stop and settle^with a list to starboard. The crew assembled cm the

conning-tower and decks with a ̂ ite flag. Thermpon the aircraft

contacted the destroyers Hurslev and Packehham ̂ ich came vp and insnediately

sank the submarine with shell-fire. It was afterwards discovered that

there were 12 Allied prisoners aboard the submarine, all officers, six

Accordingof whom were rescued) together with some of the Italian crew.

to the Naval accotint - but not reported in the Squadron O.R,B. - at the

same time as the submarine displayed the white flag, she opened fire on the

aircraft.

In Ihe following month of February, out of 77,781 tons of stores
I

despatched to Tunisian ports, 17,743 trnis were lost en routed

forces received 3^,303 tons out of 47,634 toxis despatched.

4,953 tons of material and 12,803 persoinel were sent by air.

(1)
The Ge

A further

The to

a.h.b.6 d
Navii> perduti.

rman

tal

of enemy shipping sunk in February in the Mediterranean amounted to

l^^^^tons, the total of 44,433 tons being sunk by aircraft (31,394 tons
by the R.A,F. and 13*039 ̂ y the U.S,A.A,F,

sinkings.).

There were no Fleet Air Arm

/During

(1) To transport these stores the enemy enployed 25 ̂ /Vs., 22 destroyers,
28 Siebel Ferries, 29 I-boats, three K,Ts. and six auxiliary sailing
vessels. (K.T. was a small auxiliary tran^ort vessel of jxjst
under 800 toncO

SECRET
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Duzdng Febzxiaxy the squadrona operating frcm Malta \artder No* 248 Wing

achieved a marked svtccess; they sank 311327 tcms of shipping* The first

sinking vraa on the morning of 1 Februazy, the Pozzuoli (3»345 tons)

was attacked by a Wellington of No* 221 Squadron 13 miles south-west of

Marittimo* The Pozzuoli. esOorted by two destroyers and three M*T*Bs.

had been shadowed for several hours, while a strike-force was prepared*

By the time it had arrived on the scene, the enemy destroyers had managed

to envelop the >ndiole of the convoy in a thick smoke screen* However, at

eppzQximately 01*43 hours, a Wellington of No* 221 Squadron (P/O. B*£enyon)

entered the smoke screen and aimed a toxpedo at the convoy* Two of the

shadowing Wellingtons saw an orange flash in the midst of liie smoke screen

and a large mushroom of smoke but no definite results were claimed*

It is now known from enemy records that the Bozzudli was sunk* Nothing

is known of her cargo but it is obvious that she was a valuable ship from

the unusual strength of her escort*

The next sinking occurred on the ni£^t 13/l6 February, ̂ en the

3,149-ton Capo Orso was sunk by another Wellingtm of No* 221 Squadron*

She was carrying 1,021 tons of fuel, 312 tons of food and 19 vehicles*

Another eneoy source states she was also carrying 300 Italian soldiera.

The Capo Orso was first sifted by a P,E.U, Spitfire at 11*30 hours on

13 February in convoy with two other l^/Vs*, escorted by five destroyers

and five aircraft* Other reports were later received from Special

Wellingtons of No* 221 Squadron and a Mosquito of No* 23 Squadron* A

strike force of seven torpedo Wellingtons,and two Wellingtons carrying

bombs, of No* 221 Squadron, seven torpedo Beauforbs of No* 39 Squadron

and one Special and three strike Albacores of No* 821 Squadron (F.A*A*)

were theretipon despatched to locate and attack tire eneny shipping*

A Wellington of No. 221 Squadron (Sergeant Frazer) dropped a torpedo

at 600 yards frcm 60 feet, scoring a hit amidships* The Oapo Orso

was immediately enveloped in flames from stem to stem* The Wellington

was later hit in the rear turret and fuselage by flak and the rear

gunner (Sergeant Wilcox) was badly wounded*

No. 221 Sqdn*
0*B*B*

No. 221 Sqd*
O.E.B.

/The
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The next sinking was the Col Pi Lana of 5,891 tons ̂ ich was sunk

the night 17/18 Pehruaiy on her retxmx voyage to Italy.

Special Wellingtons and tvso toipedo-carrying Wellingtons of No, 221

Sq]iiadron were engaged on an aimed search for enemy shipping, between

Cape Maiettimo and Cape Gallo,when the Wellingtons sifi^ited the

Col Pi escorted by destroyers, 25 miles to the north-west of

Trapani, At 00,50 hours a Wellington piloted by Wing Oonmai^r
attacked the H/V which was clearly silhouetted against the water,

A

He released an 8-foot contact torpedo at 60 feet from 600 yards,

torpedo ran true hit the 1^/v in the stem.

Two
on

Hutton

The

A vivid, red flash was

A.H.Q, Malta &

Sqdn, 0,S,Bs.
A.H.B. List of

tsmy Shipping
Losses.

and the th T.arm began to sink by the stem, leaving a large

i^coopletely
cau^t

It would appear that the enemy ships were

seen

patch of oil,

off their guard., as there was no opposition until the attack was

actually being made.

The most important shipping strike of the whole month was

undoubtedly the sinking of the 9,955-ton German (e»-Noiwegian) tanker

She was carrying 5,410 tonsThoraheinter, on the ni^t of 21 February,

She was first sighted by a reconnaissance Baltimore at

(\m4 gY a. t^*t«**^
08,12 hours on 20 February south of Naples,y( That night a mixed strike

of fuel.

The tankerof Wellingtons, Beauforts and Albacores was despatched,

was located some 40 miles to the north of Trapani,

very bad, the sea was rough and visibility was restricted,
and

However, several torpedoes were fire^possibly because of damage the

tanker delayed its attempt to cross until the following night,

Thorsheimer was found almost stationary and without escort at 20,10 hourq,

Weather conditions

were

The

about half-way between Trapani and Cape Bon,by a st3?ike of six Beauforts

Three of the Beauforts attacked simultaneously.

All torpedoes

of No, 39 Squadron,

each dropping a torpedo fron 6o/80 feet at 60C/800 yards,

A tremendous e:g>losion

As the tanker was still

ran strai^t and true and hit amidships,

followed and flames envel<ped the whole ship,

afloat at 21,12 hours, another Beaufort dropped a torpedo ̂ ioh hit

A reconnaissancethe blaizing hulk amidships and finally sank her.

/aircraft
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aircraft from Malta later r^orted that cmly a fevr pieces of the

tahkex)(framsiV7ork were visible in a huge patch of burning oil.

Three days later, the 6,987-t<m Italian I4/V Aloamo St,Eran^ois)
was located in convoy with one other and two destroyers by a Special

Wellington of No* 4-38 Squadzcn which was on a shipping search to the

The convoy was shadowed and flares were dropped

to illuminate for three Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron Midiich attacked

The Aloamo was hit by a tozpedo

Another toxpedo hit and damaged one

north of Marettdmo.

throu^ intense flak at 00.33 hours.

on the port side and inmobilised.

of the escorting destroyers.

A strike of Wellingtons of No. 438 and 221 Squadroxis was despatched

from Malta and at 03.10 hours a hit was scored on the stationery

A torpedo-Wellington of No. 438

Shortly afterwards a Beaufort of No. 39

A Beaufort was shot dovm.

with a bcanb which started a fire.

Squadron failed to return.

Ibid.

Squadron \ihich had been sent,together with two other Beaufo3rbs>to locate

Aircraft »T»the cOTvoy, discovered the Alcamo low in the water.

(flying Officer MuUer>^Sowland), after two dimmy runs, scored a hit

A flash of orange flame was observed and the ship sank by

Another Beaufort failed to return fron

amidships.

the stem within five minutes.

Thus two Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and a

Special toxpedo-Wellington of No. 438 Squadron were lost.

toxpedo-WeHington (No. 221 Squadron) crashed on landing at Luqa and

was written off.

the second strike.

Another

As a result of these and other successful attacks on enemy shipping,
b

an increasing use was made by the eneiiy of Siegel ferries and 'F'-boats.

Uar^ala was the principal base for the Siegel Ferries,where no less thanSqdn. 0.B.BS.
and B.I.S.

^ (8 were located on 17 February, together with 12 motor-boats.

By March, enemy shipping losses on the Tunisian route had ̂ ^trisen

Out ofalarmingly and were approximately double, the February figure,

84*193 tons of cargo despatched to Tunisia ports 34*832 tons were lost.

The enemy eoployed on this transport of si;pplies and equipment to the

/ports
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ports of Tunis, Bizerta and Sousse 13 l^Vs 2lt- dastrpyers, 47 Siegel

Ferries and 88 other ferries and small auxiliaxy naval craft.

•»

There

were also 11,756 personnel and 7,650 tons of material sent by air.

The German forces in Tunisia suffered particularly severely and lost

approximately 20,000 tons of stores and equipment out of 49,000 tons

despatched. The total tonnage of shipping sunk during March amounted

to 107,832 tons^of idiich 46 ships of 68,776 tons were sunk by aircraft.

The really significant fact about the March total is the way in vdiich

the air attacks by the U.S.A.A.P, - mainly dayli^t bcmbing - dominated

the picture. They sank 39 ships totalling 47,405 G.R.T. out of

68,776 tons sunk by air, the balance being by the Royal Air Force and

Fleet Air Atm from Malta.

Navi, I*erduti,
A.H.6.6 and
A.H.B. List of

Enemy Shipping
Losses.

During March, bad weather haiqpered both reconnaissance and shipping

strikes from Malta. Ilhile Naples still remained the principal sv^ly

port for Tunisia, the majority of the large U/Vs destined for Tunisia

were routed in the direction of Sardinia and thence south to avoid

^H.Q. Malta
O.R.B. coming within range of Malta-based aircraft. It was also noted that the

enemy followed a principle of dispersal, li^ich had already been begun

in February.
Af

The ships loaded iA Naples were immediately moved to the

small adjoining ports of Torre Azmunciata, Torre del Greco and Fozssuoli

before moving south in convoy.

The first iiqportant strike of the mcoith of March 1943 against

the 10,495-ton Italian tanker Sterope on the ni^t 12/13 March,

was first sighted by two Special Wellingtons of No. 221 Squadron to the

south of Spartivento, having apparently cone frcm the Adriatic,

was in convoy with three other l/Vs and escorted by four destroyers and

She

She

A strike force of six Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron

and three torpedo-carrying Albacores of No. jK^Squadron »sxi^de^atched|
When the

a number of M.T,Bs.

indiile the Special Wellington continued to shadow the convoy.

aircraft arrivedjthe cmxvoy was located in the Gulf of Castellamare,
A
the ships being well in shore heading Kw/wWi*,

the destroyers formed tp in a protective arc to seawards.

in line astern, with

At 21.25 hours

/the
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the Beauforta attacked and two scored hits on two of the ships, one

being a tanker. During the attack, two of the Beauforts were shot

down and one of those which had scored a hit on the Sterope

(P/Sgt. L.T. Garland) was badly damaged by flak,

later one of the Special Wellingtons sighted a tanker down by the

bov/s and listing to port.

Twenty minutes

It was then that the strike Albacores came into the picture.

One located the convoy and attacked from the south, aiming its

torpedo at the tanker from a height of 40 feet at  a range of 500

yards. Hie torpedo ran true and struck the tanker amidships,

causing it to turn to starboard. Another strike force of Albacores

and Wellingtons was despatched from Malta but owing to the bad weather

failed to locate the convoy.

Altogether two Beauforts and an Albacore were lost in the course

of these operations and a Beaufort and an Albaoore damaged,

seriously damaged tanker crawled into Palermo and was still there a

fortnight later.

The

In 194-5 she was found sunk in Genoa harbour and

A,H, B, List of assessed as a structural loss.
Enemy Shipping

The following night, 13/l4 March, another successful attack was

made on a convoy to the west of Marettimo when the 4-,048-ton (German

ex-Prenoh) Caraibe carrying 778 tons of ammunition, 443 tons of food,

167 tons of general cargo, 30 vehicles and five guns, was sunk,

was located in convoy two Special Wellingtons of No. 221 Group

a search off the west coast of Sicily.

Wellingtons and Albacores, which were already airborne, was ordered

to attack the convoy,

convoy of four ii/Va and five destroyers seven miles west of Marettimo.

At 2*40 hours one of the Albacores scored a hit on the Caraibe

causing a violent e3q)losion followed by a shower of exploding red.

The m/V burst into flames from stem to

One Albaoore of

A Wellington of

She

on

A mixed force of 12

At 02*15 hours the Albaoores discovered a

white and green tracer,

stern, the fire being visible 40 miles away.

No. 828 Squadron was shot down and another damaged.

A.H.B.6

No, 458 Squadron was also damaged by flak.

/ The
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The last successful atxdke of March 1943/by a Malta-based aiixsraft,

the night 21/22 March,when the 4,550-ton Italian M/Y Manzoni was

She was on her return journey

to Naples when she was located and shadowed by a Special Wellington of

No, 221 Squadron,

was on

sunk by a Wellington of No, 221 Squadron.

A small force of torpedo-carrying Wellingtons of the

same squadrcn happened to be on a shipping search and strike in

On receiving the report of the sighting] they were able to locate

the convoy in a positicm five miles to the south of Carena Point in the

There she was attacked by a Wellingtoa (Sgt. H, Cobb)

The Manaoni stopped and the destroyers

She was later located immobilised in the lee of

the cliffs of Capri,with two destroyers to seawardj^y a second Wellington,

This aircraft made three attoiipts to attack from between^^ the coast and

the ships,but was prevented by intense A.A. gun-fire from the destroyers.

It is now known that the Manzoni sank as a result of the attack,but

she was not claimed as a sinking at the time.

area.

Bay of Naples,

and was hit on the stem.

circled around her.

A claim for which no confirmation can be found in eneoQr records.

yet was made much of at the time, occurred on 17 March,

of No, 39 Squadron, escorted by nine Beaufighters of No, 272 Squadron,

attacked a convoy off Cape San Vito, Sicily, in daylight,

Beaufighters engaged the air escoirt of Me, 11 Os and Jru88s, the Beauforts

attacked in waves of three.

Nine Beauforts

While the

At least three hits were scored on a ship

followed by a column of water and large clouds of aaoke frm the stem

and the deck of the vessel. A series of ccmbats developed in vdiich a

Beaufort and a Beaufig^ter were shot down and a Beaufort and Beaufighter

A Baltimore of No, 69 Squadrcn later discovered a large patchdamaged,

of oil a quarter of a mile in diameter in the precise area of the attack.

It so happened that the British submarine Splendid had s\mk tl:»

3,300-tm Italian (ez-Iugo-Slav) tanker Devoli from the same convoy
Admiralty
and A. H. B. 6 a short time before the arrival of the E.A.P, aircraft. This is borne

out not only by the log of the submarine Snlern^ia but also enemy records.

/The
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The Devoli was in convoy with the Yelino and it is probable that it was

the latter ship that was severely damaged by the Beauforts but not

The Velino was sunk on 20 June 1943 Messina harbour

Only rarely are details of

actually sunk,

to friiich she probably had been towed,

damaged ships available in enemy xecords.

In April 1943, lixe last complete month of enemy operations in

North Africa, the tonnage of cargo reaching the enemy forces in Txmisia

Only 28,623 tons arrived out of ̂ t8,703 tons
if /fci'f

despatched, some 13,000 tons, loss being stores and equipment destined
^  41 X4.7

A further tons of material (l ,405 tons

of aramanition, <1,945 tons of fuel and 897 tons of equipment) arrived by
X

air,together with 64 vehicles, 107 guns, aamoured cars and 18,128 men.

The total tonnage sunk in the Mediterranean amounted to 116,535 tons.

was the lowest recorded.

for the Geiman forces.

ve Pexduti

and A.H.B. 6

divided as follows:-

Air/Navy Shared

11,904

MineNavy

40,947

Air

66463,020

The Air total sub-divides again and gives the followijig remarkable

U.S,A.A,P. figure of sinkings:-

R.A.F./U.S,A.A.P. P.A.A. U.S.A.A.P.

52,5274245,119

R.A.P.

4,950
A.H.B. List of

Enemy Shipping
Losses

Bad weather conditions again affected air shipping strikes frcm

It was not until the night of 1l/l2 April that the

She was the 2,943-ton Italian

Malta in April,

first of the month's sinkings occurred.

H/V Pabiano (ex-Prench ttayenne) carrying 1,094 tons of fuel, IO8 tons of

A strike of fourgeneral cargo, 60 tons of food and 30 vehicles.

Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and three Special Wellingtons of No, 458

Squadron, all carrying torpedoes, were engaged in an armed reconnaissance

for enony shipping between Marsala, Marettimo and Cape Gallo, during the

night 11/12 April, when the Pabiano was located escorted by a destroyer

She was attacked by a Wellingtonto the north-east of Cape San Vito,

of No, 458 Squadron (Plying Officer Hailstone) , the torpedo being

released from a height of 50

The Pabiano was hit jvist aft of the bridge.

and at a range of 700 yards, heading

The ship blew
a.h.b.6,
Sq.dn. 0.R.BS. up moon.

/tp
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up and sank within ten minutes. The aircraft noticed that although

survivors were still struggling in the water, the escort vessel made for

Palermo harbour at hi^ speed.

The Monginevro of 5,324 tons was sunk during the night of I6/17 April

as a result of a combined strike, first by an Albaoore of No, 821 Squadron

and finally by anM.T.B, between the islands of Zambretta and Zambra,

The Albaoore was piloted by S/Lt. Marohant, The Monginevro was homeward

bound and is in the "shared” category.

Another "shared" sinking was the German ex-French Itostaganem of 1,942

She was located on the night I8/19 April to the north of Marettimo

by a Special torpedo Wellington of No, 221 Squadron,

reported to base, but the aircraft failed to return.

tons.

The sighting was

Another Wellington

of No, 221 Squadron, carrying bcmbs, intercepted and followed up the

sitting report.

250-lb G.P. bombs.

She attacked the Mostaganem at 01*05 hours with se

A direct hit was scored on the ship’s stern caus

ven

ing

Two boats left the M/V which washer to turn sharply to port and stop,

seen to be down by the stern at an angle of 45°,

was awash and she was listing to j>ort. She was

The base of the ftuinel

 later sunk by a submarine.

The Aquino (ex-French Elkantara) of 5,079 tons had already been

damaged and set on fire by the U.S.A.A.F. when she was toi^edoed during the

night 23/24 April off Marettimo by a Beaufort of No. 39 Squadron. Another

strike was arranged with two Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and three Special'

Wellingtons of No. 458 Squadron, all carrying torpedoes, and the blazing

hulk was finally sunk by one of the Beauforts.

The surrender of the Axis forces in Tunisia on 13 May deprived Malta

of the many shipping targets formerly found in the Sicilian Narrows,

Although A.H.Q. Malta claimed 17,000 tons of enemy shipping sunk or

damaged durdng May and it is certain that a number of ships were badly

damaged, there is no evidence from, enemy records that any ships of an

appreciable tonnage were sunk by Malta-based aircraft,

first eight days of May wore cargoes being carried to the enemy forces

Only during the

Ilh

(l) Ihe main enemy forces capitulated on 12 ilay, when Von Arnim was
captured. General Messe and his Italians in the more inaccessible
hill country, north of Saouaf did not surrender until the following
day.

/ in
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Nave Perduti,
A.H.B.6 aM

List of Enemy
Shipping
Losses.

Out of 14,416 toxis despatched only 3,359 tons arrived.

An additiaial 570 tons of material and 292 men were sent by air.

in TunisisL,

The losses inflicted on enen\y shipping in May 1943, which

totalled 119,001 tons, were the highest of any month thro\:ighout the

whole of the Mediterranean can^aigns. Of this total 101,086 tons

were sunk by air and over thiee-quarters (79,782 tons) by the

The American toidL was the single total, eitiierU.S.A.A.P,

Navy or Air, and was due almost entirely to the effectiveness Idy 0^
their daylight bcmbing of ports with heavy bombers.

Engpy Air Activity against Malta. January to 12 Mav 1943

By January 1943, the eneny air forces were far too pfeoccipied

with events in North Africa to be able to siistain even a limited

Throughout January, although a number

of hostile aircraft crossed the coast, no bombs were drxipped on the

There were not more than seven alerts throughout the first

air offensive against Malta.

■island

four months of the year and these were either for high fl3ring
reconnaissance aircraft or else other aircraft which did not venture

to cross the coast. With the surrender of the .Ascis forces in

A.H.Q. Malta
0.B.B,

Tunisia on I3 May, there was an increase in the number of fighters
based on Sicily.

Malta.

This led to greater offensive activity against

Enemy fighters crossed the coast eleven times but only on

two occasions, 21 and 31 May, were bombs actually dropped,
on 21 May was the first effective one since the previous December.

A force of 36 P.W, I90 fighte3>*bcmbers escorted by Me. 109s approached
Malta fron the north at 19,000 feet early on the morning 21 May.
Twenty Spitfires were scrambled (eight of No. 229, four of No. 249
and eight of No. 1435 Squadron),

The raid

One section of Spitfires inters

cepted the raiders at 06.20 hours 50 miles to the north of the island

/catising
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Another interception took place

ten miles north of the island, but sane of the raiders managed to

causing them to break formation.

cross the coast and dive-bombed the airfields of Hal Far and Ta Kali.

Six bombs burst on Hal Par, destroying a Spitfire in its pen,

and due to was subsequently described in the report as

"negligent dispersal", three Fleet Air Arm Albacores were burnt out.

Two naval ratings were ba;dly injured.

Ta Kali daTnft£ing a Beaufi^^hter, A SMiid on 31 May was again carried

out by a force of 3^ P.W, 190s, but this time the raiders approached

the island at dusk. Only one of the f ighter-bombeia managed to

penetrate the defensive screen of Spitfires, A single bomb was

dropped on Val^tta causing slight civilian damage.

Malta-based Fighters fio Over to the Offensive

With the slackened tempo of the enmny air offensive against

Malta, it was possible to switdi the island’s filter force to

offensive action. Beginning in January, Spitfire bombers escorted

by Spitfires carried out daily attacks against suitable ground

targets on Sicily and in soul^bem Italy. From photographic

Fovir bombs also fell on

reconnaissance it was confirmed that in January the chemical

factory at Marsemi had been put out of action and  a direct hit
i

scored on Cassible power -station, both in Sicily,
A

scored on a factory at Porto Eoapedocle, the airfields at Gela and

Lampedusa airfield,where many

Other hits wer

Comiso and warehouses at Ispica.

e

Italian transports were seen, was bombed. Many attacks were also

«mde^Ct railway stations and

/engine
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A.H.Q. Malta

nnri Sijdll*
0*B«B8. and

D.I.S.

ftTV? 14 loooBotives 176X6 either destroyed or sexlousljr

Mosquitoes of EOi 23 Sqiadron and 6eaufl£^ters of No* 89

Squadz^ were edeio active at nlf^t over North .Africa, their principal

target belz« tiie coast road and railway from Tunis via Sousse, Sfax

Intruder (^rations were also carried cut by

Mosquitoes of No* 23 Squadron and Beauflghters of Nos* 227 and 272

These attacks helped

and Gabes to Tripoli.

(1)
Squadrons against eneoy airfields in Sicily,

to provide protection for the aircraft engaged on shipping strikes.

Throughout February, Spltflze-bcabers and fighters continued their

offensive against ground targets in Sicily. ilie offensive against the

enemy's rail/S^ traffic was maintained hy Mosquitoes, BeaixElghters and

Spltflc^tezs.

Palermo was second only in in^ortanee to Naples as a epeelel base

Prcm both Taranto and Neples the railway folloBTS the

The two tracks meet opposite the Messina

for North Africa,

coast line southwards.
t*i.**<. At -Kf-a-if

itfalah leads westwards along tiie north Sicilian coast to Palermo. There,

Thein one mmith, 30 locomotives were either destroyed or demaged*

Beaufighters also scored hits with 230-lb bombs or the railway bridge,

track and sidings at Termini and Cefalu and the railway juncticms at

Nioastro and Marina di Gioiosa.

During the month of Mardi, operations by fighter aircraft were

greatly haiopered by adverse weather conditicms. Nevertheless, tiie

offensive against Italian and Sicilian railways was continued with

considerable success by Mosquitoes by night and Spitfires by day.

Altogether 74 loconotivea were either destroyed or damaged*

occasion, a Mos(|iito patrolling the electrified west coast ndlway aloiost

Nimerous

On (me

reached the enviztms of Rome and attacked four trains there,

Ibid.

attacks were also made (m goods yairds, warehouses and station buildings

at Metaponto, Amantea and Loaesia in southern Italy and Castelleanare,

/bentini

(1) No* 23 Squadron equipped with Mosqiitoes began intruder
operations from Malta on the night 29/30 December.
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Many fires were started, one of which

Excluding attacks on railway

!Chese

Lentini and Cefalu in Sicily*

at Metaponto could be seen for liD miles*

targets, the ̂ itfire branbers carried out 60 offensive sorties*

directed largely against the airfields at Lampedusa and Oomiso

Sheds south of Avola were demolished

were

and other objectives in Sicily*

and hits scored on factories at Sampieri and Poazallo*

In i^ril, due to the improved weather conditions, there

increase in the number of operations carried out by fighter aircraft

was an

Altogether a total of 191 sorties was flown by Spitfire

bombers, the main targets being Lampedusa and Pantelleria together with

Damage was caused to

from Malta*

airfields and industrial objectives in Sicily.Ibid

the seaplane base at Syracuse, the power stations at Porto Btapedoole

Attacks wereand Gassibile and factories at Marzemimi and Calbemado.

continued on the railway system, and sidings and rolling stock in Sicily

The airfields attacked included Mscari,

Mist and sea fog hampered the

and southern Italy were boobed*

Gtomiso, i^ntelleria and Lampedusa*

operations of the Mosquitoes which, however, made  a total of 12k sorties,

106 on intruder patrols, 12 in co-operation with shipping strikes and

Due to the fact that events insix on attacks against ground targets*

North Africa were reaching a climax, it was noticed that enemy bombers

and transport were less active than in previous months*

The Axis forces in North Africa surrendered on 15 May* This led

to an intensification of the day and night offensive by fighters,

fighter-bombers and intruder aircraft against important targets in Sicily

The concentration of enemy fighters in Sicily,and southern Italy*

evacuation of airfields in Tunisia, also hei^tened enemy air

Enemy fighters crossed the coast eleven times

after the

operations against Malta*

and on two occasions, 21 and 31 May, bombs were dropped, fortunately

During a fighter sweep on 5 May, a Me*109G

was hit in the engine by A.A, fire and force-landed at

with but little effect.

/Luqa.
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The pilot waa talcen prisoner, and as the aircruft nas only

slightly damaged, its examinatim provided much useful infoxmation.

Many stress were flown over south-eastem Italy in some cases as

a diversion ia^ombing raids by

African Air Force. It was noted that when encountered, the eneoy

fightexs avoided canbat. Spitfires flew 188 sorties, 112 of them by

Spitfire boabers, in ten siicoessful raids, two of then against Lampedusa

and the balance against Sicilian targets. As a result of these attacks, c

direct hits were obtained on railwcy bridges, a faotozy was dGOOtaged

and a nuaber of fires were started on Comiso airfield. Long-range

Spitfires made numerous sweeps off the west and east coasts of Sicily.

Gk)ods trains, signals boxes and motor txenspoxt were attacked and left

in flames.

Lu<}a.

aircraft of the North West

In May, Beaufighters of No. 272 Squadron flew 90 sorties in escort

patrols over shipping and on an&ed reconnaissance. A number of small

coastal craft were set on fire. When no shipping could be found,

trains in the toe of Italy were attacked, ihe airfield at Lieata was

bcmbed and three transport aircraft were destroyed. Night Beaufig^ters

were also active on interception patrols over Malta and to the east

and south-west of Sicily. Although hampered on several ni^ts by bad

weather, the Mosquitoes of No. 23 Squadron made 78 sorties on intruder

patrols. No enemy aircraft were encountered but 19 trains were attacked

and a number of locomotives damaged. A large petrol store at San

Cataldo e:^loded when attacked and burst into flames and a fixe was

started at a W/T Station near Metilli in Sicily idiioh was visible for

The Mosquitoes also attacked and damaged 11 coastal vessels.

Malta* a Air Strength. Spring 1943

During the last phase of the *Torch” invasira, from the Now Year

imt-tl the final surrender in North Africa on 13 May 194>3» "t^ae total

strength of edroraf t on Malta was always fewer than 200. In Janoaxy
^rf m

there were 199 serviceable), in February (l62 serviceable).

30 miles.

Ibid.

/in
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In March 179 (l96 sexyloeahle), and in April 183 (131 aorTioeable).

Including rsconnaissanoa aircraft, the strength in fi^tors cas in the

region of 130 and the banbers 30. With the airfield aocoostodation

available, this force (12 squadrons) was the largest l^t could be

operated at the time, althou^ for the invasion of Sicily, cith the

fulfilment of isqioxtant plans of airfield constzuction, it was possible
tVJii

to extend the force to the surprising total of 0f squadrons. In this
A

case, -tile establishaent of A.H.Q. Malta was not affected* The additional

squadrons were "lodger" units during the initial period of the "Husl^

ooperation.

(0

A*H*Q. Malta

Weekly Strength
Returns

ahe/vV9/i
Throu^out the first five months of 1943* tito force under the

caonand of the A*0*C. Malta varied very little in basic structure as a

coiparison between strength in January and May shows:

January 1943

Strength Serviceable

Mcy W

StJ»»fith ServiceableTvpe(^)

Fighter

Beaufighter
Hurricane

Mosquito
Spitfire

Bcnher/Torpedo Bcmber
Baltimore

Wellington
Beaufort

27 24. 25 23
9 7 2 2

14. 611 11

6992 89 99

16 813 3
26 23 22 12

13 12 12 12

199 179 179 127

(it) Includes reconnaissance aircraft, but excludes the
following Cazmunioatlons Flight and Air/Sea Rescue
aircraft:

Serviceable

Eitlyhawk
Swordfish

Walrus

Blenheim

Harvard

1 1

1 1

2 1

1

1 1

Totals 6 4.
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The operational strength in May was approDcmately twice the

figure for May 1942, when there were 85 aircraft, 74 of them fighters,

A.H.Q. Malta's peak strength in 1942 was reached at the end of November

when there were 256 operational aircraft on the island, 188 of them

fighters (including reconnaissance aircraft),

Malta a Separate Air Oamoand under Mediterranean Air fw. A. n,)
18 February

The Casablanca Confezence, known as Operation ’’Symbol" opened at

Anfa, near Casablaiaca in Pronch Morocco, on 15 Januaiy1943,

Minister, President Roosevelt, and the Combined Chiefs of Staff were

The Prime

present at the Conference idiioh was also visited by Generals Eisenhower,

Alexander and Air Chief Marshal Tedder, At the Ccmference, among other

things, a decision was made to reorganise the chain of cccmand in North

Africa with a view to setting up a unified command of the Allied naval.

This was to be set up when vcm Aznim's forces, in

Tunisia, and those under Roomiel, effected a juncture.

The agreed proposals authorised the formation of  a Mediteri^anean

land and air forces.

Middle East

Campaigns
7ol,I7.

Air Command under an Air Ccnanandei>in-Chief, Mediterranean, comprising

three subordinate cannands:

North-West African Air Force
Middle East Ccnmand
Malta

It was agreed that Air Chief Marshal Tedder should be the new Air

Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, with his Headquarters at Algiers,

Middle East Command was to be placed under the control of Air Chief

Marshal Sholto Douglas as A, 0. C,->in-C, Malta was to become a s^arate

with Air Vice*4Iarshal Park rmoaining as A,0,C.command under M. A. C• >

Finally, the third command under H,A,C,, the North-West African Air Force,

was to be commanded by Major^Jeneral Spaatz,

These proposals were put into fozce cai 17 Februaiy 1943 under

General Eisenhower's General Order No, 20, For the purpose of E,A,F.

administration, the effective date was 18 February, Malta tmder

/the
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thcs oporatianal control of M.A.C. but it continued, together with

the Desert Air Force, to be administered by H,Q, R.A.P. Middle East/^^

The role assigned to the air forces under the canmand of

A.V.M. Park was:

(a) Maintain local air sx^jeriority and thereby contain

the enemy air forces in Sicily,

(b) Provide general and photographic air xeconnaissance

for Allied Air Forces and the Royal Navy,

(c) Continue the torpedo strikes eigainst enemy shipping,

(d) Provide protection for frieiidly shipping against aircraft
and submarine attacks.

The Ccmmand position at Malta was complicated on 16 by a

Directive to the Governor in which his status as Governor and 0aanande3P-

in-Chief Malta was reaffirmed. Malta was to be included in the inhere

of the Minister of State and Lord Gort in his capacity as Governor was

to deal direct with the Secretary of State for the Oolcmies.

Coamander^in-Chief he was still Stpreme Ocmmander in the island, and

vrtiere, in his jisignent, the safety of the island was endangered, he '

would exercise this authority.

As

In general, however, ho was to be guided

by the policy laid down by the Middle East Defence Ccmmittee, He

retained the right to ccmaunicate direct with the Chiefs of Staff and

the Conmander^in-Ghief Allied Forces in North Africa, Prom the point

of view of the Air Officer Conmanding Mata the most inportant part of

this Directive was that, subject to the above-mentioned abnorma

conditions - ̂ ich, incidentaiy, were never to arise again - the Service

Oorananders on Mata still ranained xaider the conmand of their respective
Ocmmanders-in-Chief, They were, however, to ke^ the Governor faiy

informed of any inportant signas \rtiich might be exchanged with theirDefence of

Mata A.H.B./
lU 1/165/129(E) rejective Caimanders-in-Chief.

On receipt of this Directive, the Midae Eas^ Defence Ccranittee

pointed out that as the centre of gravity of operations in the Medi-

terranean shifted to the centre, they might not be in a position

0)

A t j n/
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Mediterranean Air Ocntnandto exercise guidance on aperaticnal matters,

also e:q>res3ed the view that this revised Directive was not consistent

with the existing Ccnmand organisaticn in which the Air Officer Ocrananding

Malta came under the Air Officer Oanmanding-in-Chief Mediterranean for

Moreover, offensive operatic»is from Malta came under tiie

Sv5>ieme Ccnmander Allied Forces North Africa and not under Middle East.

qperaticms.

A revised Directive was Issued on 26 May 1943 in vdiich it was stated

that in the case of a conflict of priorities between Service Ocmmanders

Oivil and Military requirements irtiich could not be resolved locally.or

the matter was to be referred to the British Chiefs of Staff.

^aagJLaadi submitted for arbitration tothese relatively domestic matters
Wdf

The Governorat that time^an American,

of Malta was to consult with the Connander-in-Chief Allied Forces in North

the Svq>reme Camaander|Ydxo

Africa, or other authoz*ities in the Mediterranean, as mi^t be necessary.

Subject to this, the Naval and Air Force Cocananders were to remain under

their respective Ccnaaanders-in-Chief ̂ diich, in the case of the Air Officer
fU

Commanding Malta, was^Air Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean.
On 10 January 1944, with the altered situation in the Mediterranean,

A.H.Q. Malta was placed vinder the operational and administrative control

of M.A.C.A.P. (Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Force),

remained respcoisible to the Governor of Malta for the defence of the

island.

The A.O.C. Malta

f ft e-At cl /
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Aoylea. Booonnaiaoanoo tixxu MoJLta,. Jornaory to May 

1^. 1943
Throughout the last four and a half monthg of the "Toxoh**

3

(^zatiou, fraa January until 12 May ^irtien the eneo^
tf.«. inva.L^»-lU

North Africa capitulated, Malta continued to be

forc

jL waMidae bas

es in

e for
reconnaissance both for the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy,

During Januaiy, No» 69 Squadron fulfilled Malta*  s reconnaissance

reqairements with the available resources of P.R^U, Spitfire, A.S,Tf

Wellington and Baltimore aircraft.

•

On 1 February, however, as has

 »

already been noted, the Wellington Flight ceased to be part of No. 69

Squadron on being attached to No. 458 Squadron. On 8 February,

No. 683 Squadron P.R.U, was formed at R.A.F, Station Luqa from No. 69
No' 48 Wing,
69 and 683
Sqdn. O.R.BS.

Squadron P.B.U. Flight of Spitfires Mk.V,

During January, No, 69 Squadrrai suffered heavy casualties with

the loss on the 8th of a Wellington, on the 11th  a Spitfire, the 19th

a Baltimore and another Baltimore on the 29th.

14 of the Squadron personnel, but the crew of a Baltimore were later

Two more Baltimores were lost in February,

By the end of May, ihe total

serviceable strength of No. 69 Squadron amounted to only three

Baltimores.

These losses involved

been
known to have'takm P.O.W,

one in March and another in ̂ ril.

No. 69 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

The main duly carried out by Malta-based reconnaissance aircraft,

in the Spring of 1943, vas the location of the enemy convoys and units

of the Italian fleet. As the main naval bases in sou'Oiem Italy were

also the principal ports of supply for the Axis forces in North Africa,

it was possible, weather and serviceabilily permitting, to maintain
H.Q. Me3.ta

O.R.B. and

D. I. S. t
a close watch on all Axis shipping in Ihe Central Mediterranean.

In January the three Littorio battleships were located at La Spesia

after having been drivem out of Neples by & severe attack by heavy

With them were thebombers of the U.S.A.A.F. in the previous month,
a

damaged Bolzano and^Regolo class cruiser -idiich, minus iilk»yrbowB, had
left Palermo in November.

hSLf

Regular reconnaissance was made of Taran

j
to

/and
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and Uesslna., tbo bases of the battleships Doria and PPiuSto^and the

three 6>inch exiiisers Abnizzi. Qaribaiai. and another, thoui^t to he

either the SavoiA or Duoa d*Aoata.

Naples and Palexmo continued to he the principal loading ports

for oomroys hound for Tunis and Bizerta, with Txapani used as a

suhsidiazy base for the escort of naval vessels, F-boats and Siebel

ferries.(1) To a far less iiqportant extent, the Egadi Islands to the

vest of Sicily were used for the same puzpose, as protective anchorages.

Riotogrephio rec(»3naissance aircraft of No. 69 Squadron vere the
HS

first to remark the demolitim pits on the principal > and jetties

Tripoli, on 6 prior to the evacuation by Bcmmelj[*sof the port of

Ey 12 January, only me ship, the S.S. Sabbia of 5,700 tonsforces.

(2)
A succession of tugs, schooneins, Siebel ferries, coasters

and other small craft vape later photographed along the Tunisian coast.

Those vessels still rmnaining in the harbour vere paSiotatge^
as block ships. The last photo reconnaissance of Tripoli from Malta

and used

shoved a tall ccduon of anoke rising from the end of Idle shattered and

deserted Spanish mole.

In January, extensive photographic reconnaissances vere also made

i
Sicilian airfields, and'the Italian ones south of Boms. A close

X

vatch on the strength of enemy aircraft throughout that area vas

maintained. In Sicily it vas noted that vhilst three>'quartex8 of the

German bombers vere based on airfields in tiie south-eastern part of Idle

island, their filter strength in the same area vas only 55 vhich vas

inadequate to provide the necessary cover for large-scale raids on Malta.

In Italy, 33 airfields vere covered in January, many of them for

The total number of aircraft photographed vas 1100 of

The most interesting of 1iis aerial photogrephs taken by

the first time.

all typos.
/P

Ibid,

.B.U

(1) Messina Beads vote used as a protective anchoirage for these ships, the
permanent defences there vith their batteries cfe.naval guns being tre
mendously effective, as vas to be ea^rienced si:; monidis later during the
German evacuation or Sicily.

(2) The Sabbia vas attacked and claimed as a sinking jby an aircraft of No, 458
Squadron vfaen she left Tripoli on 18 January, probably she vas then
dmnaged. She vas finally sunk in Olvlta Vecohm harbour on 4 July 1943
after having been torpedoed and set on fire by a Ihitch submarine 8 miles
south of Cepe liinaro. After having been raised,the Sabbia vas bombed cm

She vas finally dismantled in January 19471u  3 iujgust.

7 ,
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P. E*U, aircraft of No, 69 Squadron was of the airfield at Foggia,

was evidently the main base for Ju«87s no less than $6 of these

Another interesting reconnaissance of the

airfield of San Pancrasio in the heel of Italy revealed the largest

ccmcentration of gliders ever photographed from Malta,

was ailmost ■adioUy devoted to gliders and 34 of them were counted there.

No information has been discovered from enemy records for the presence
of so many gliders on this remote Italian base,

A.

After further heavy bombing by the U.S.AjjP,
cruisers lying at Messina dispersed during the night 31 January/1 February,
One of these cruisers was promptly located by Malta-based P.E.U. aiioraft

at Naples and the others in Taranto, isrtiere they had joined the Cavour-class

It

aircraft were counted there.

This airfield

the three 6-inch•»

battleships Duilio and Doria vfcdch had been in port there since September
19i*2. A further 6-inch cruiser which had been under r^air at Castella-

mare di Stabia arrived in Naples between 17 and I9 February,

bombing by the Americans had therefore con^jelled the Italians to give up

Heavy

using Messina as a cruiser base and also Palermo vfcich had been the most

in5)ortant supply port for North Africa after Naples.

Trapani still remained a base for destroyers used for convoy escort
work across the Sicilian Narrows, Its inferior facilities for hAndling

merchant shipping had to some extent been overccme by liie use of F-boats

and Siebel Ferries which could take on deck cargo of guns and vehicles

without the help of cranes,

these small craft at the smaller harbours of Marsala and Termini Jiaerese,

Their ease of handling and comparative jbnmunity from air attack

than invaluable for the task of traru^orting supplies across to North

Africa.

Reconnaissance had also located numbers of

A.H.Q.Malta
O.R.B. and
D.I.S.

IS- The most interesting photographs of the month which led ultimately

to the sinking of the 9,955-ton tanker Thorsheimer were taken by a

Wellington of No, 69 Squadron on 20 February,

been observed taking on its cargo of 5,410 tons of fuel at Naples,

The tanker had already

/The
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The Wellington* s photographs later showed her with a dunBoy funnel
- c<uf/#

amidships, in an atteiopt to disguise her as an oxdinaxy type merchant
X

ship. This camouflage, however, did not save the ship frcm attack

and two nights later on 21 Pebruaiy, as has already been related,

the Thoraheimer was sunk by a strike of Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron.

Ea^riments VTere also carried out during February to improve the

quality of night photographs of shipping strikes and extend them in the

way that had already been applied to bombing land targets. The close

watch on enemy shipping and the dwindling numbers of tankers and merchant

vessels of appreciable tonnage in the Mediterranean enabled the movement

of individual ships to be even when they passed from the area

of one P,E,U, to another. However, the enemy shippiaig position in the

Mediterranean had been tenporarily eased (and for the P.E. Units further

coaplicated) by the Axis gain in merchant shipping as a result of the

occxpation of ports in Vichy^ Prance,

During February, a marked increase in enen\y air transport activity

A concentration of 159 single-engined German filters

photographed on the airfields of nortii>^est Sicily,

being used almost exclusively as escort to the transport aircraft.

In March, sane 650 German and Italian fighters based on Sicily were

being miployed on the saxne duties.

300 transport aircraft were located, bringing the ccmbined total of Axis

aircraft on Sicily rp to nearly 1,000.

For the remainder of this period, reconnaissance from Malta followed

the familiar pattern of shipping searches by the Baltimores of No. 69

was noted. was

This force was

Elsevdiere on the island a further

Nos, 69 and
683 Sqdn,
0. B. Bs.

Squadron and reconnaissance of enemy ports and airfields by the Spitfires

of No. 683 (P.E.U.) Squadron. Among the most inportant photographs

brought back were those obtained by Wing Ocramander Warbtnrton ,and other

P,R.U. pilotsjOf Sicilian airfields, harbours and general coast-line.

On these ̂ eoial tasks, Warburton frequently flew over well-defended

/areas
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<p«aaiB^ta]£ing photographs fron as low as 200 feet. A nunber of Mosquito

crews were also attached to No, 683 Squadron for this purpose. A

detachment of Advanced Unit 3 Photo Group U,S,A.A,P, arrived at Luqa

in March,
ft

They were eqviipped with Lockheed Lightnings (j|*,38s).
Unfortunately, the Officer Commanding, Captain Richardson, was reported

missing over Sicily, after the Unit's first sortie frcm Malta on

28 March.

Malta's Oontributicai to Operation "Strangle”/"Retidbution"

Throiaghout the last phase of the fighting in North Africa one of the

main preoccupations in the minds of the Allied Commanders wae how to

prevent an Axis "Dunkirk". The Royal Navy and the Allied Air Forces

were determined to step any large-scale evacuation of North Africa, which

still held, hemmed in in the north-easterly part of Tunisia, a quarter of

a million men with all their vast accumulation of equipment and stores.

The Gulf of Trmis and the Gulf of Hammamet, which lies directly

across the Cape Bon peninsula from Tunis, afforded many miles of beachM

suitable for shallow vessels. Prom aerial observation it was
A

noted that the jetty at Hammamet had been lengthened since 13 March

and photographs showed a ccaisiderable increase of stores at the shore-end

of the jetty.

It was obvious that in emy atteipt at mass evacuation, the Germans

would try to use not only airland sea transport by merchant ships,but

also the smaller Siebel ferry and P-boat type of craft,

of F.R,U. and Intelligence r^orts showed that the Axis, at the beginning

of May, had some 72 Siebel ferries and 63 P-boats available,

would be capable of evacuathqg between twenty to twenty-five thousand

troops at a time.

P.R.U, aircraft from Malta were busily anployed, during this period,

noting any significant development in both beach-head facilities for

Wing Commander

Warburton, Commanding Officer of No, 683 P.E.U, Squadron, brought back

from one of these trips an interesting record of the last stages of

Consolidation

This Hett

evacuation and the concentration of suitable craft.

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

D. I.S. and

Sqdn, O.R«Bs.

fighting in Tunisia.

/As
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//As it so happened, (^ration "Strangle*' or ” Retrihution", as it was
variously termed, the canbined naval and air plan to prevent any mass

evacmation fran North Africa, was so effective that out of close on a
fiia'S

quarter of a milliony^troops in North Africa, only 683 made good their

This was due almost entirely to the conditions of

air supremacy vAiich the Allied Air Forces had gained over the North

escape to Sicily.

African beach-heads and the Sicilian Narrows. IXiring this phase.

in additim to reconnaissance, aircraft fron Malta intervened by attacking

and shooting down a number of enemy transport and comaunications  aircraft.

They also helped by attacking any small craft they could locate, the

movfflsent of merchant vessels of any appreciable t<»inage having entirely

ceased.

Protection of Convoys

After the successful passing of the“Stoneage" convoy throu^ to

Malta, similar si^iply operations became almost a matter of routine.

By that time the Axis air forces had beccme far too preocct^ied with
h(. tj! t

4.4:4. nM M
events in North Africa and the increasing weight of the offensive by

the Allied Air Forces on their bases in Sicily and Sardinia to do more

Nevertheless, thethan make sporadic attacks on the Malta convoys,

threat was always there that the enemy might divert sane of their still

considerable strength to ‘lixe kind of anti-shipping operations in which

they had been so successful, as late as August, 1942.

Risks could not be taken with the valuable convoys mi^loyed in

bringing war material to the island. Enemy sulaaarines were still active

and Malta-based aircraft were kept busy on area searches and in

Although a fewproviding convoys with close cover against subnarines.

sightings and attacks on subnarines were made, no definite results were

From October 1942 lantil the end of the fitting in Northobtained.

/3

Africa on .^May, Malta-based aircraft flew 770 sorties on the protection

Beaufighters provided long-range cover and

Spitfires took over when the ccawoys arrived within effective range.

As a result of these precautions, the damage sustained by Malta convoys

during this period, throu^ enany attack, was negligible.

of friendly shipping.

/Collaboration
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OoHa.bor-g'tion rfi-bh .AmerxGaxiL Heavy Bombera frcta North Afjrica

On three occasions during May, Malta-based Spitfires collaborated

with heavy bombers operating from Africa against targets in Sicily,

On the 6th May, 16 Spitfire Vs (eight of No, 229 and eight of No, 1435

Squadrons) carried out a sweep over the Caniso area of Sicily, as a

diversion for a bombing raid on the docks at Reggio di Calabria,

saw no eneny aircraft, but fotrr other Spitfires Ydiich were providing

withdrawal cover, engaged four Me, 109s, damaged one of them and drove

them off.

They

The Liberator raid was most successful, n to th

extensive damage to the port and installations, three ships, the

In additio e

D, A.^/3. St, Sauveur of 1,39^ tons, the G-ixiseppina of 735 tons, the ferry Villa of
Malta

and Sqdn,
0,R.6s.

932 tons, together with a motor landing crafty were siaik.

On 11 May, 47 Spitfires of Nos, 126, 185, 229 and 249 Squadrons

escorted two waves of IX^Bomber Command Liberators in a bombing attack on
Catania, The four squadrons of Spitfires made rendezvous with the first

wave of Liberators over Cape Fassaxo and, with the seccxid wave 20"^miles

to the west of Syraciise, provided escort at between 20 and 24,000 feet to

and over the target mtil the bombers were some 50 miles away on their

Considerable damage was caused in the dock area and on

The 4,425-ton li^^V Partenico. together with two motor

One Spitfire was lost and a Liberator which

return journey.

the railway.

landing craft, were sxuik.

had been badly damaged by A, A, gui^_/ire was escorted back to Luqa, vhere

it crash landed.

Referring to this operation, the Officer CcramandingP^Bcmber Command

"Sincere thanks for the fighter escort on 11 May vdiich is

the first time in the history of this Command that we have received siich

All crews were enthusiastic and said that the presence of 3rour

signalled:

sv5>port.

fighters gave them confidence and contributed to the success of the

missio)!.

Two days later, on 1J May, similar protection was given by 50
<■

Spitfires of Nos. 126, 229 , 249 and 1435 Squadrons to more of IX^Bcmber
Command’s Liberators when attacking the Sicilian port of

u.

Aug^ta,
/Several
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Several eneaay aircraft were sighted but only two of them - Me, 110s - attempted

These enemy fighters were interested and damaged.

The Spitfires saw the bombs bursting in the target area, along the jetties and
I

A large oil fire was also started with smoke bj^Uowing to many

All the attacking aircraft, together with their escort

to attack the bombers.

moles.

hundreds of feet.

of Spitfires, returned safely,

Refooiisibilities for the Air Defence of Malta

The change of Air Officer Commanding at Malta in July 1942 led

ultimately to a redefinition of ItW reso“sibilities for the Air Defence

On 1 October, A,V.M, Park addressed a letter to the G-ovemor,

General Gort, stating that #ien he took over from A.V.M, Lloyd he was told

that the Air Officer Commanding Malta was also the Air Defence Commander and

that the C.R,A. (Commander^ Royal Artillery) was the local iSntii4.ircraft

He asked if this system, which was in force in the

United Kingdom and had been adopted in Egypt, met with the wishes of Lord

Gort as Commander-in^hief Malta,

of Malta.

Defence Commander.

Combined

Defence

Policy in
War

/l/iwAlJ5/lOl/
3A and B This request by the A.O.C. Malta stimulated the C,R,A,, Major-General

C, T, Beckett, into writing a lengthy memorandum which concluded:

**I consider that the function of Air Defence Command nwst remain in the

The C.R.A. was sv^portedhands of His Excellency as Poztveas Commander."

in this view by Major-General R, M, Scobie, his Amy Commander at Malta,

also stated that A.V.M, Lloyd had never, in fact, been appointed Air

A,V,M, Park was evidently surprised by theDefence Conwiander of Malta.

strength of the reaction his letter had evoked from the Aimy Commanders at

Malta and stated ̂in his reply, that he had merely requested infomation on

He asked the Governor to give his decision as to vdio was

Lord Gort replied throu^ the Naval

Captain who held the somewhat grandiloquent appointment of Chief of Staff

to the Governor and Coomander-in-Chief Malta.

the subject.

the Air Defence Conanander Malta.

In a

letter dated 28 October|he said that the Governor saw no reason

"to alter the existing arrangement whereby the A,O.C. and the C.R.A.usOd:

/the
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the forces at their disposal to the best ad.vantage of ttie Fortress

by maintaining a close and happy liaison batween the two Services,

In the unlikely event of the three Services ccrapeting for the support

of the anti-aircraft artilleiy, the viltimate JIAfidAwaH must iremain in

his hands as Supreme Coaima2idei>>in-Ghief. ”

On 24 November, the Governor signalled the Chiefs of Staff saying

that with the altered situation in the Meditezranean, due to "tiie

victory in North Africa,and the safe arrival of and other

Malta convoys, the system of consnand in the island should be the one

laid down by the Prime Minister on 7 May:

In your capacity as CoBcmandei^in^hief you will be Supreme
Where in your judgpient the safety ofCcmmander in the island,

the island is endangered you will exercise this authority in any
manner which appears to you to be necessary. In general,
however, you will:

(a) be guided by the policy laid down by the Middle East
Defence Committee;

(b) refer to Middle East Defence Ccmmittee any specific
question of inportance if time permits*

In the event of an invasion you will ccmmand all Sea,
Land and Air Forces located in or operating fron Malta,

Subject to above. Service Oommandera in Malta will ronain
under the ccmmand of their respective Ccmmanders-in-Ohief in

Middle East, They will, however, keep you fully informed of
all important si^kls exchanged with their respective Oanmanders-
ih<^hief.

The Chiefs of Staff agreed this on 1 December 1942 and circulated

instruction that the Service Commanders in Malta were to be, frcman

2 December, "under the Command of the respective Gcmmanders-in-Chief

This led, onMiddle East, except for the defence of the island.

31 January 1943, to the circulation to all Conmanders-in-Chief and
Ibid,

Flag Officers Abroad, by the Chiefs of Staff, of important principles

for the operational control of air defence overseas,

Malta came within the scope of the second paragraph, "bases within the

The case of

limit of a developed air defence system,"

It was laid down in this paper from the Chiefs of Staff that in

of bases situated within the limit of the day and night

/fighter

the case
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Filter defence lay-out, the Royal Air Force Gcmmander would exejxise

operational control over the following elements of the air defence

system:-

(i) A. A* guns and searchlights allotted for the
bays or rear areas.

defence of

(ii) Balloons

(iii) Smoke

(iv) Decojrs

(v) Issuing of air raid warnings,

tte^onmediate result of the Chiefs of Staff Instruction was that

Malta* s Defence Ccmmittee agreed to the appointment of the A. 0. C.

There weu3 also an dji^provement in the lay-out

of li^t A. A. guns to give better protection to airfields, concerning

which there had been sane dispute between the A.0.a and the C,R,A,^^^
A.V.M. Park signalled his personal thanks to Air Marshal Slessor

^o had apparently been largely xei^onsible for this improvement in the

status of the A.O.C. Malta.

screens

as an

Air Defence Commander.

Operational control of Air Defence at Malta was transferred to the

A.O.C. on 8 February 1943. The move was timely. Ten days later in

the reorganisation of comnand in the Mediterranean, Malta became a

separate Air Command. This recognition of the A.O.C. Malta as the

island's Air Defence Gcmmander was also in keying with the important

role Malta-based aircraft were to play five months later in Operation

"Husky" for ̂ ich plans were already being pr^ared.

(1) The Deputty Governor, Vice-Admiral Leatha^, decided to refer the
matter to Lord Gort who^the Admiral pointed out, had previously
appointed himself Air Defence Coranander and might wish to
discuss the matter with the Chiefs of Staff whilst he happened
to be in London for an operation. As it so happened Lord Gort
agreed with ttie Chiefs of Staff.
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OHAgTER 19

THE PAEO? ELAIBD BY MAI/PA IN QFERATIQN "HUSKY**

Planning

The decision to launch the invasion of Sicily was taken at the

"Symbor Conference

January I943.

(1)
vdiich was held at ihifa near Casablanca in

The Prime Minister, President Roosevelt, and the

Combined Chiefs of Staff were present at the Conference which was
s

also attended by General. Eisenhower aaad Alexander Air Chief

Marshal Tedder.

Agreement was reached on I9 January for the conquest of Sicily
with the object of:

(a) making the line of Allied cooHnunications in the Mediterranean

more secure;

(b) diverting as much German strength as possible from the

Russian front;

{cj intensifying ttie pressure Italy.

On the assxm^tion that the Ttmisian Can5>aign would be finished by the

Combined

Chiefs of

Staff papers

end of April, the invasion was tentatively planned for the favourable

period of the moon. Not until the third week in May were the

final plans for Operation "Husky" set out in A.H.Q, Malta's own

Operation Instructions Nos. 1 and 2, #That the Operation, took place

as originally conceived, at the "Symbol" Conference six months earlier,

is all the more surprising when it is realised that plans for "Husky"

were laid in Headquarters as far apart as Cairo, Algiers, and Oren, and

the Allied assaiilt was launched frm bases in Middle East, Algeria,

/Tunisia

(1) Also known as the Casablanca Conference.
1943 and continued xmtil the 24th.
that the decision for reorganisation of Ccnmand in the Mediterranean
was also taken.

It began on 14 January
It was at this Conference
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(1)
Tunisia, Morocco, Unltod Kingdon, and the United States.

“  - *fnr*Tjrf
The Governor of Malta was instructed by the GcDsnanderwinrOhief

Middle East, on February, that in order to meet the requirem^ts

of "Huslpy", certain preparations in Malta were to be given priority

"subject only to the requirements of the security of tiie island ai^

the successful conduct of current operations*" First priority was to

be given to the eoqpansion of airfields (e.g, extension of runways,

hard standings and approach roads, ccmstruction of pens a«d underground

Control Boons) in order to "receive, operate and maintain" a total of

24 squadrons by 1 May.

Also, by 1 June, Valettel|iarbour had to be cleared "to allow of
freedom of manoeuvre and working of the maxiitnan nunber of warships and

merchant ships that can be accounodated*" A force of two Army brigades

embarked in 15 ships, together with their escort vessels, would have to

be received and maintained. Subsequently this force would have to be

embarked in 115 landing craft. Malta would also have to refuel, water

and amnunition a large proporti<m of the Naval forces operating with

the Eastern Task Force* This heavy cocanitment was later extended

still further idien it was decided tiiat Malta should aocoomodate the

Eastern Task Force Headquarters and so beccme the main base for

the invasion*

By 6 March, the administration plan for idiat was known in Malta as

Malta's primary operational

role was to obtain and maintain air si;periari1y over Sicily, as well as

over Malta. A secondary role would be reconnaissance, shipping strikes

and day bombing. To fulfil these tasks, Malta's air strength was to

(2)
" the SiaBoer Offensive" was circulated.

/

A

"Husljy" Malta
A.H.B./VD/
119/10?

be

(1) Altogether over 2,700 vessels of aU kinds were enployed on tiie
operation on the first day* Some 218 landing craft were com

missioned in the United States by 70,000 British officers and men
and had crossed tixe Atlantic under their onn power. During the
first 48 hours they put ashore 7,000 vehicles, 300 tanks and
700 guns.
This Administraticax Instruction was issued under the heading
"Malta Air Command" which obviously from its initials was likely
to lead to confusi<»i witir Mediterranean Air Comoand. There appears
to have been no official sanction for the use of this title. Later
it was dropped and the term A.H.Q, Malta revived.
Malta's main nouF-operatlonal role, epart from providing a convenient
base for the Headquarter directi^ the invasipn of Sicily i
early stages, was to act as an advanced radar base for ralpp
and landing craft.

its

(2)

(3)
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(1)l>d reinforced up to 2lt^ squadrons.

12 ̂ itfire, 4. Eittyhawk, 2 Baltimore, 3 Lightnin^^, 1.Mosquito,

1 G.R. (Composite), 1 Communications (Conposite) and ̂  Beaufighter

Squadron.

!Q)is force was to consist of

Ibid.

!Qie scale of effort by this force of approximately 4OO airozaft

was assumed to be equivalent to ten weeks* sustained air effort.

Arrangements were made for a Command Reserve to be laid down at Malta

equivalent to the estimated requirements for two months.

The disposition of the force wass

Headquarters and Operations Baom.Yaletta

1 Eittyhawk Squadron
3 ̂itfire Squadrons
1 Composite Squadron

(A.S.R. and Comm* Hight).

Hal Ear

2 Baltimore Squadrons
1 Mosquito Squadron
3 Lightning Squadrons
1 G.R. ([Composite) Squadron
3 Eittyhawk Squadrons.

Luqa

Ta Eali 4 Spitfire Squadrons
^ Beaufighter Squadron

3 Spitfire Squadrons.Erendi

Safi 2 Spitfire Squadrons.

The airfields would have their own Maintenanoe Mng Betachment with an

!Qiere were also 10 A.M.E.S.additional one at R.A.F. Station Ealafrana.

Stations*.

Wastage, it was thought, would be very high, as all operations would

take place either over the sea or over enemy territory,

to be 10 aircraft and engines a month (or 66.6 per cent) for every

For the ̂ ole fighter force this was estimated at

It was assumed

squadron of I6 I.E.

170 a month with an aircrew wastage of 127 & month.

Ibid.

IBhe expansion of Malta's airfield capacity, in preparation for

i^L^the beginning of May the A.O.C. Malta'^usky* was most remarkable,

was able to inform the C.A.S. that the original plan for the expansion

of airfield accommodation for 24 squadrons had been ocxapleted. Moreover,

/by

(1) !Shis planned figure of 24i: subsequently raised until, with the
U.S.A.A.F. and Fleet Air Arm squadron, Malta finally operated 38§
squadrons.
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by the middle of Hay, Malta would be able to take 2? squadrons which

was the maximum they would be able to operate with reasonable efficiency"Bigot" A.O.C.-
in-C.
Personal

Pile .

from their five airfields*

A*H.B/nJl/l8y
160(P)

The naval prograsme was held up, due to the heavy salvage work

necessary on the quayside and approaches and the lack of suitable

salvage plant* Later on, however, the situation was eased when the

OGQQsiderable labour force and plant which had been employed on the

airfield were transferred to the docks.

In June at Qozo a sixth landing ground was constinioted by the

Americans in under three weeks from which later on five filter

squadrons operated*

Re-siting of the Operations Room

In preparation for "Husky", A.V.M. Park called a meeting on 11iH

February to discuss the re-siting of the R.L.P. Filter Room,

existing Filter Room had become too small far the demands made on it,

and by Januaxy 1943 was only operating at approximately two-thirds of

The

It was also too far away from the Fighterits required capacity.

"Husky"
Malta

A.H.B./VD/
119/102

Operations Room,

A.V.M. Park explained at the meeting that with the expansion of the

island's Fighter strength the volume of work for the Filter Rorai was

going to be more than doubled. There was, however, a large excavation

in what was known as the Lasoaris Tunnel which had been constructed in

order to provide all three Services with office accommodation under-

gxound, in the event of a resumption of heavy air attacks,

thereupon suggested that the Lasoaris Tunnel should be used to house all

the Operations Room facilities, including the Filter Room, Fighter

Operations Room and the combined No*248 Wing and Naval Operations Rooms,

After inspection of the proposed new site, it was agreed to go forward

with the construction of the Operations Room and this was quickly put

The A.O.C.

in hand.

/headquarters
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Filter Oqimiand irovo of great aasiataxice in ifae pxepoiution

of this improved Fighter Ops. Rocm.

fra& Malta, they imnediately flew out diagrams of "TOTE" Air Raid Display

Boaids, together with certain items of equipment idiich could not be
U

obtained locally ftej^Malta.
The new Filter Control Room was finished by the Royal Engineezs

A mcoxth later during the assault phase of Operatim "Husky” ,

A.H.Q. Malta controlled froa it 30 squadrozis of day and 30i^t fighters.

Fran this Control Roan it was possible to obtain  a picture of Allied and

hostile aircraft movements to a distaxice of 100 miles and of shipping

convoys to within 30 miles of Malta,

it cfuitroUed all air/sea rescue, balloon barrages, smoke screens and

air-raid warnings.

The provision of this new imderground Operations Roan was cmly

On receipt of an \ncgent request

in June.

In addition to figjiter operations

fl-A.8.

part of the extensive progransne of tunnelling undertaken at Malta.
/iio-u-f-

Until November 1942, almost the whole of the specialised lUMe^force/
employed in the tunnelling had been engaged in providing Malta's

civilian population with adequate baab-pzoof shelters. When this work

had been finished the Governor proposed to the Chiefs of Staf^ that the

following additional work should be undertaken:-

(a) Underground workshops in the docliyard area.

An underground Svq^ly Depot for the Army.

Underground generating plant for electricity.

Undergroimd flour mill.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) Storage for isfliite oils.

(f)•Husky"
Operations from
Malta. A.H.B./
ID3/2157.

Underground hangars for aircraft.

(g) A new Anqy magazine.

(h) Bomb-proof shelters for submarines.

The Middle East Defence Committee later extended this programme to

include

/(a)
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(a) Undergrouad stores for fuel and supplies, both nllitary

and civilian, on a basis of a fouTHBonth safe storage

of all essential acamodities*

(b) The e:q;)ansion of underground aoccsnodation for military

and civil hospitals*

(o) Additional undergrottnd ucrkshops in the doolsyard*

(d) Uaiergrousd Control Rooms and workshops for the Royal

Air Force*

The total priority requirements at the end of January 19A3 amounted to

over half a million cubic yards of excavation work*

Initially, tlmre was something in the nature of a sharp

oompetition between the three Services for this very specialised

labour force* Once, however, the policy had been laid down by the

Chiefs of Staff along the line of certain fixed priorities, the woxk

proceeded without undue friction* The Coamandera-in-Chief Middle East

were particularly generous in the help they gave to Malta at this time

in providing additional personnel and equipment for mining and

■feiinw#*! 1 < Ti£ ,

Operation »Huaky*:Ihe Operational Air Plan

During the opening phase of the invasion ot Sicily the Air Officer

CoBBazding Malta, A*7*U* Park, was to be subordinate to the A.O.C.

Tactical Air Force, A.V.M. Coninj^iam, who was to control from his

Operational Headquarters at Valetta all air forces operating from

Before the actual assault, these(1)Malta, Oozo, and Fantelleria.

forces would co-operate with the air forces based on North Africa inMalta Air
Plan. A.H.B./
iuy8yi»2* operations designed to reduce the effectiveness of the enemy air forces

During the assault the task ofbased on Sicily and Southern Italy*

Malta*s Air Force would be;-

(a) To afford proteetion against air attack to our
naval and military forces*

(b) To locate, shadow and report any hostile surface forces

which might threaten the Allied expedition*

/Once

(1) The Italian fortified island base of Pantelleria was captiured
on the morning of 11 June*
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Once air force control had been established oveep Sioilyy selected

pilts 'would be despatched froa Malta to operate under the Air Officer

Ccomianding Desert Air Force. Aircraft would be controlled liixoug^ the

nftrmni Pieter Control Channels and Filter Controllers would be located

in Headquarters' ships which would accoopany the assault forces.
Vv* 'f'c

The Filter Caitrol ships would-be e<^ipped with B.D.P. and V,H,F. for

comttunication with the fighter patrols. The Fighter Controllers in

these ships would take over the local control of fighters detailed to

their area and then direct the filters for the interception of enemj^, -

aircxuft.

a

(1)

u.i.

A.H.Q. Malta

peration
Order No. 52

A.H.B./IU5/
83/65.

Fighters flying between Malta and Sicily were to be routed in such

a ~way as to cover the Allied shipping lanes.
s

be provided for shipping proceeding to and frcm the assault are^, the

exception being certain selected convoys, daring D-1, vhile within 50

miles of Malta,

locate the major units of the enemy fleet, detexmine the

Fighter escort would not

Daily reconnaissance sorties were to be made to

A

of his air forces, undertake such strategical reconnaissance as might

be required by the Military Oonmander and also record bcmb damage,

Baltimores would stand by to locate and shadow any units of the Italian

Fleet which might venture out to sea. Wellingtons would carry out
fl

"block" patrols of Messina and Taranto. ̂  Tat/R Squadroiy would be

inolxjded in No, 2i»8 Wing to operate tmder the instructions of the Army

Commander.
7.

The force assembled on the airfields at Malta, and

Pantelleria from D-5 to D + 1 was to consist of 35 squadrons comprising

As will be seen the figure eventually reached

(including Heet Air Arm and U,S.A,A,F,) was

aircraft.

602 aircraft.

38j squadrons or 670

/i

I

nstructicms

U.S.S. ANCCM and MONROVIA(1) H.M.S. BULOLO and .
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Inatructlons were given that by day ships were not to fire rai

(a) single-engined aircraft unless identified as hostile, or

apparently of hostile intent;

(b) any adrcraft in caabat.

Ships were to engage all mtilti-engined aircraft not recognised

as friendly* Merchant vessels were not to fire by day or night, .

unless the target had first been engaged by Naval ships* The Itostd^ie

danger area aftxttoe ships extended to 12,000 yards, in the case of

cruisers, and to 1,300 yards in the case of merchant vessels.

Preparatory Phase

By the beginning of June, preparations were sufficiently far

advanced to pexmit the asrrival of the squadrons scheduled for Operation

Ibid

"Husky"* The Spitfire strength was increased by the arrival of

Nos. 259, 2i»4, 322 and 32if Wings, lAiile the strength in ni^t fighter

and intruder aircraft was augpiented by No* 600 Squadron (Beaufighters)

and No* 236 Squadron (Mosquitos)* This increased Malta's single-

engined fighter forces from five to 23 Spitfire squadroas*

Duzlng the month, iiio reinforcement squadrons were busy training
c

awi ■lEnatiai.ng themselves to operating over the sea and the terrain

^ere the battle was to be fought* This was a gzadual process, eveiy

Throughout June

increasing fighter sweeps were made and protection given to the

convoys carrying invasion material and personnel to Malta* jj
Tpade Ideated attempts to obtain photogrcphs of shipping in the

harbour at Valetta, Usually they were in fomati<aia of sis aircraft

which when over Malta ̂ lit into a secticai of two reconnaissance

aircraft, ^le the remaining section of four acted as high cover*

These tactics met with but little success and losses were heavy*

According to R.A.P. cladms, the enemy had nine aircraft destroyed or

damaged between the 1st and 10th June by which time their losses

temporarily discouraged them from further atteopts at reconnaissance.

/Escort

squadron being given on an average one sortie a day*

The enemy

A ^.Q* Malta
a . Sqdn*
0.R.BS. and
D,I,Ss,
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EocoiHj and dlvorslonazy sweeps by Malta*s fighters were again

provided for the heavy bonbers of the U.S.A,A,P. IXth Banber Oomnand,

On 9 June 40 Spitfires of Nos. 229, 249, 185 and 126 Squadrons acted

as escort to Liberators bonbing Gerbini aiad Catania and drove off

20 eneoiy aircraft ̂ ich attempted to attack the bonbers.

safely escorted the Liberators back to Malta^

with engine trouble and two which had been badly damaged by flak.

One of the latter crash-landed at Malta, the crew being injured. On
(0i u

and 12 J\me, Spitfire bombers successfully attacked factories

and marshalling yards at Pozzallo and Marzamdmi.

They lixen

These included three

A period of heavy bombing by aircraft fron North Africa, with

Malta fighters providing ttie escort, followed.

Spitfires made a series of swe^s over the airfields of south-east

Sicily.

On 21 May, 120

This challenge, however, failed to bring the enemy fighters

Towards the end of the month, these airfields which were

inq)ortant a part of the invasion plans,were repeatedly attacked by

Spitfire bcmbers, in order to assist still further in tiie reduction

to combat. so

(1)
of the enemy air forces.

Beaufighters made numerous sorties on free-lance and interception

patrols over southezn Sicily and also intruder patrols against road

and rail communications. The meiin task of the Mosquitos was intruder

work against Sicilian airfields, but sorties were extended as far north

as Poggia. There was very little activity on the Sicilian airfields,

mainly due to the intensive day bombing. Wing bomb-racks had been

introduced on the Mark VI Mosquito, thus increasing the offensive

armament. During the moon period,attacks were concentrated on the

railways and installations in southern Italy, fta tfajc worth as igoggiaj
V

and also in Sicily where 40 bombing attacks and 54 machine-gun attacks

/were

Ibid.

(1) Throughout the period March to Jvme the enemy had been active
extending the airfield facilities in Sicily and Sardinia,
In March these were estimated to total 19, but by the end of
June the nmber had risen to at least 30.
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Bombing attacks were alsoSeven locoaotives were hit.were made.

carried out on the docks and harbour installations at Milazzo and

Teimini Imereze, a factory at Trebiaacce, a power station at Marine

di Oatanzaro and a W/T station.

Attacks on shipping at sea by Malta-based aircraft, during June,

Supplies to Sicily werewere few due to the paucity of targets,

carried out either by the Messina train ferry, or coastal vessels ̂ riiich

Out of Ihe 37 ships totalling 80,734 tons sunk

during June, 19 ships of 31*418 tons were sunk by Allied aircraft.

Of this total, 13 ships of 27,346 tons were sunk in haihour by U.S.A,A,P,

kept well inshore.A.H.B. List of

Enemy Shipping
Losses in the

Mediterranean.

The most successful attack by Malta-based aircraft

^aval tanker Velino^was sunk, on -ttie night 19/20, by
Albacore of No. 828 Squadron which managed to penetrate the very

heavy bombers.
•n

was fdien the an

considerable harbour defences of Syracuse.

Beoonnaissance established that there had been a sharp drop in

the number of aircraft in Sicily, due to the withdrawal to southern

iSltirou^, on the other hand.Italy of transport aircraft and bcmbers,

there had been a slight rise - in ■tiie region of 10 per cent - in the

number of fighters based on Sicily.

The work of No. 683 Beconnaissance Scpiadron baaed on Malta was

supplemented by No. 682 Squadron which operated fran La Maisa in

Tunisia. It was noted that the Italian Fleet was being pr^ared against
c

The three Littorlo-^lass battleships
were at La Spezia, with a supporting squadron of three six-inch

Two heavy eight-inch cruisers and one six-inch

were undergoing repairs and the conversion of the liner Boma, into an

aircraft carrier was seen to be continuing, under  a heavy camouflage

of netting.

During the first nine days of July, Malta-based aircraft again

co-operated very closely with aircraft of the North-West African Air
S.

Force^ For weeks past, the chief objectives of the Spitfire bombers
had been the Sicilian airfields. During the period immediately

/preceding

the possibility of invasion.

cruisers at Genoa.

&■

/LM.
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preceding the invasion, the borabing attaolcs were intensified and

combined with sweeps and escort to the bombers from North Africa.

During the first three days of July, Spitfire bombers concentrated

their main attacks on the important enemy airfield at Biscari.

the 4th to the 9th they also provided escort for North African

Mitchells, Marauders and Portresses, helping them in their task of

Prom
A.H.Q. Malta

O.R.B. &

D.I.S.s.

preventing the build-up of enei^y militaiy resources in Sicily and

reducing their fighter force. The effectiveness of this escort work

was apparent in the way which the enemy fighters were prevented from

interfering with the bombers.

Prom the 1st to the 9th July, Malta Spitfires claimed 47

fighters destroyed or damaged.

enemy

In these ani subsequent operations,

however, it is impossible to separate the effects of Malta’s air effort

from that made by aircraft of the rest of die Mediterranean Air Gomiaand.

The result of this preparatory Allied air action was evident in the low

level of enaiqy aircraft serviceability.A.H.B.6 & H.Q.
Middle East

Weekly Service- 50 per cent compared with Malta's average Spitfire serviceability of
ability State

AW^/VB/9/1.

This dropped to well under

88 per cent.

Another import^effeot was the decline in enemy morale. Not only

did the Axis fighters refuse consistently to press home their attacks,
but aircrew taken prisoner complained of their life in slit trenches,

their food and nomadic existence .which compelled them to operate in turn

from the south of Prance, from Sardinia and then southern Italy, Thus

it is seen that the ordeal of very concentrated air attack to which

Malta had been subjected for so long was now being avenged in good
measure.

A.H.2). Malta
O.R.B.

Pinal Preparations for the Invasion

By July, the 33rd DuxmuM,^Group U.S.A.A.P. (iCittyhawks)had been
AVA'/’e-i''

moved to Pantelleria and the 31st Saaijau

the recently completed airfield on the island of Gozo.

the Spitfire Units had been transferred to Malta,

^Group U.S.A.A.P, (Spitfires) to
By 3 July all

On D-4, the Air

Officer Commanding N.A.T.A.P., Air Vice-Marshal Coningham, accompanied

the 15th Army Group Headquarters to Malta from where he directed the

/ air
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through the Air Officer Commandizig Malta,

Conin^am remained on Malta until D + 6, when he r©tinned to the Allied

A.V.M.

H.Q.
N.A.T.A.P.

0,B«6,
(1)

Coomand post at La Marsa.
f-

Control of all air forces based on Malta, Gozo and Pa]j|elleria

exercised by A.H.Q, Malta through the one Fighter Operations Roan.

An Army. Support Control was established in the R«A,F« War Rocm adjoining

Naval Co-operation and Naval Operations

was

the Fighter Operations Roan,

conducted in the Naval Co-operation OperatiOTs Rocm which was alsowere

located underground alongside the Fighter Operations Rocnu

following types of units were controlled fixm the Pieter Operations

Rocm:-

The

Day Fighters
Night Fighters
Ni^t Intruders
Tactical Reconnaissance

Fighter Bombers
Pieter Escort to Shipping
Air/Sea Rescue
Ballocai Barrages
Smnfea Screens and Aii>xaid Warnings

A.H,Q.
Malta

O.E.B,

By D-Day, the force assanbled on the islands of Malta, Gozo and

Air Arm and the U.S.A.A.P., comprised 38^Pantelleria, including Fleet

squadrons or 670 aircraft, located as follows:-
AircraftSquadrons

I 95Hal Far (No. 324 Wing
Luqa
Ta Kali (No. 322 Wing
Safi

Krondi

Kalafrana

Gozo (31st Grov®) D.S,A,A.F, )
Pantelleria (33x4 ” " )

By types, this foroe was made ofs-

No. 244 Wing
18511
1107i
644
483
3
753
903

/R.A.P. Squadrons

(1) Five days before the invasion Ihe Conntiander^in-Ohief
Mediterranean, Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham, tranferred
his H.Q, from Algiers to Malta.
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R.A.P. Squadrooa

Spitfixo
P*E*U. Spitfire
Tac/R i^itfire
Hurricam

Kittyhawk

Ni^t/Beittiri^ter
Baltimore G.R,
Night Reconnaissance

Toxpedic/Banber
Ais^Sea Rescue/
Coonunications

GatalinA

K Albacore

Squadrons

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

^pendiees.

20

1

1

3
1

1

1

1

32^
U._S. A, A, F, S ouadrons

Spitfire
Kittjdiasrfc (P40)

3
63

38^

H  No. 826 Squadron and No. 815 Squadron Fleet Air Am.
The half squadron of No. 815 was ncax-operational.

/’fM. f! By early July the air offensive with N.A.A.P. baabere, escorted mainly
by Malta-based Spitfires and directed against the Sicilian airfields,
quickly increased its mooentum.

Biscaxd, on 2 July, 63 Spitfires carried out iiria

On 1 July, 20 Spitfire bombers attack

on 3 Jul

ed

y
s

sir Spitfire baabers attacked Biscari and 35 Spitfires acted

to N,A,A,F. bombers.

as ej^oojrt

On 4 July the number of Malta-based Spitfires

A.H.Q.Malta
O.R.B. and

' T.S.

A tK fS"

"  providing escort to Portresses and Mitchells bombing Gerbini and Catania

had risen to 177.

A similar programme was carried out on 5 July by 176 Spitfires

acting as escort to Mitchells and Portresses of N.A.A.P., bombing the
airfields at Ccmiso, Biscari and Gerbini. On 6, 7 and 8 July, a daily

average of 250 Spitfires escorted N.A.A.P, banbers, which on 6 July

totalled 611 aircraft, against the same taigets. On 9 July, according

to the planned programme, the emphasis had shifted to the protection

the invasion fleet which absorbed 324 out of a total of 503 offensive

of

fighter sorties.

/During
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During these first nine days of July preceding the invasion

Mosquitos were also €U3tive on intruder patzx>ls over Sicily,

frequently found that their efforts were baulked by the raids by the

The P.E.U. Spitfires of No. 683 Squadron

were also busy on reconnaissance not only over Sicily and Sardinia

but over the vAiole of the southern part of Italy,

ccooplete mosaic of the invasion beacl0ieads was built up .end; A dally

check was^kept on the disposition of the enemy air and naval forces.

Axis Air Strength at the “time of the Launching of Operation'Buakv**

They

bombers fron North Africa,

In this way a

The concentrated air offensive on the Axis air bases on Sicily

and Sardinia had a marked effect on the strength and efficiency of the

After the collapse of Axis lesastiaxe in North Africa,

and faced with the prospect of invasion in either the Central or

Geiman Air Force,

Eastern Meditj^rranean, a general strengthening and reorganisation of

the G.A.F. operational coomands had been carried out>|^Mia$ Luftflotte 2

)irtiich been centralised under Kesselring was divided into two

s^arate coomands, both of Luftflotte status. With the new re

organisation Luftflotte 2 now covered only Italy and the Central

The other command, Luftwaffe Command South East,
e

Mediterranean,

/LVt A-J foA 0^
ii^ duv-K ^

ftj^t

covered south-east Exirope, including Greece, Crete and the Balkans,

The Luftwaffe H.Q. staff was strengthened by the transfer of

Von Richthofen, promoted Fieldexperienced comnandera from Russia,

Marshal in February 19i»3, took over the command of Lxaftflotte 2.

. AUnder him, and in command of FIiegerkorps II, was General Buelow^

Tactical Command in sjcily was given to General Mahncke.
time. General Galland, Inspector of Fighters and Ground Attack

Aircraft, was detached to the Mediterranean in order to accelerate

the si;pply of fighter pilots and aircraft and so help restore efficiency

No effort was spared to strengthen the Geiman Air Force

in the Mediterranean and, between the end of the fitting in North

Africa and 3 July the strength of units in the Mediterranean rose fran

/820

At the same

and morale.
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820 alixjraft to 1,280 or by more than 50 per cent.

of single—engi.ned fighters to the Mediterranean amounted to more than

i»0 per cent of the total Geman pzeduoticm.

In ̂ ite of the overall strengthening of tfa<&,A,E. in the Medi-

The allocation

terranean,the decline in the strength of the Lvrftwaffe xjnits based

Sicily and Sardinia, due to the all«*out air offensive against their

bases, was moat dramatic.

o

On 20 May, there was a force of 460

n

Geman aircraft on Sicily, 260 of them serviceable. However, by

10 July, the fimt day of the "Hushy" invasion, tiiere were cmly 221,

of which 92 were serviceable. All the bcmbers, of vrtiich there had

been 82 (47 serviceable) on 20 May, had been forced to evacuate Sicily

in favour of bases in central and southern Italy vtoere the force had

msen from 56 aircraft (27 serviceable) on 20 May to 514 (326 serviceable)!

on 10 July, The bomber force in central and southern Italy rose fromA.H.B.6

19 aircraft (12 serviceable) to 304 (185 serviceable).

The decline was not so marked for the Luftwaffe units on Sardinia,

where there was a force of 166 aircraft on 20 May (106 serviceable)

which had dropped gradually to 148 (IOI serviceable) by 10 July,

Geman bcmbers had been driven from Sardinia by the second week in June,

but on Sicily their numbers had been largely made up by an increase in thej

manber of fighters and fighter^bcmbers.

The

Part of the bomber force, 63

in all (56 serviceable), was also located in southern France.
^  S

The overall picture of the G. A. F. in the j^entrsl arid ^outhem
Mediterranean (Sicily, Sardinia, north-west, central and southern Italy,

and soutiiem France) showed a marked increase from a total force of

683 aircraft of all types (394 serviceable) on 20 May to 986 (596

serviceable) on 10 July, It is thus apparent that althou^ by D-Day

there was a very considerable Luftwaffe force available, ftagrrcperaticas

wpnwTirif thw ^ due to the constant pressure maintained by the

Allied Air Forces, the enemy were never able im adequately to d^loy

these forces against the invaders. In spite of the severe losses

/ svtstained
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suatained duriiig the last phase of the fighting In North Afrlca^at the

beginning of Operation "Hiaaky", there was still an air transportation
/n«uV. ff JU. tfV /

fleet of 149 aircraft^ to assist in the sudden switch of air strength

throughout the theatre.

On 9 July the Italians had only four bonbers on Sicily, none of

them serviceable, and 159 fighters, of -wfliich only 39 were serviceable.

On Sardinia they had 17 bonbers (10 serviceable) and 130 fighters

(84 serviceable). The Italian Air Force strength in Sicily, Sardinia,

central and southern Italy on 9 July amounted to  a total of 159

baabers (56 serviceable) and 380 filters (217 serviceable).
Ad

there is ISwy.'li't^^^evidence that the Italians took any vezy active

part in the fighting.

Between the close of the Tunisian Campaign and the invasion of

Sicily (14 May to 9 July 1943) Luftflotte 2 lost 435 aircraft, 103

not by enemy action, in the Western and Central Mediterranean.

However,

In

those three months, therefore, Luftflotte 2 had lost frcm operational

causes approximately one half of the force of 683 aircraft with v^ich
I

on 20 May they had started this phase of the War in the Mediterranean.

Phase lit Hi* Protection of "Husky** Convoys

It was planned to launch the attack aa the south-eastern and

but adjoining
southern coasts of Sicily in three separate sectors stretching for

about 100 miles from Syracuse to Licata.

corner of the island was made by the Eastern Task Pox«e (British) and

that on the south coast by the Western Task Force (Mexican).

Altogether, well over 2,700 vessels of all kinds were employed in the

operation on the first day.

of the available fighter effort ̂

came within 50 miles of Malta,

giving escort to bonber formations in their attacks enemy airfields

in Sicily,

(1)

The assault on the south-eas

The general plan was to use two-thirds
m

driiMMawt^escort of convoys vdien they

The remaining third was enployed on

/

t

"War at Sea*

Vol. IV

Each

(l) After the occupation of the Sicilian airfields, nearly 1,000
enemy aircraft (were counte<^ viiich had been abandoned for
various reasons^P They co^rised mainly German fighters
a large nunber of Italian Macchi 200s and 202s.

and

N. A.T.A.F.Int.

0|p» Stmis.
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Each sqxaadron was required to fly two squadron sorties during the

To help protect the convoys after daiic, fighter intrudersday.

operated over enemy airfields in Sicily and southezn Italy,

fighters aaad Mosquitos, equipped with A, I were also eo^lo

Beau-

yed

throughout the night as a screen between the enany airfields and the

•»

advancing convoys. These aircraft were controlled by the G,C,I,

A,H.Q, Malta stations Malta and those ci
0,E,B,

wage carried in Tank Landing Craft,

The seaborne invasion, timed to begin at first light m 10 July,

was preceded by an airborne MSCTt, Operations'Xadbrooke*'and "Husky !"•

Luring the night 9/10 July, Malta provided visxial and radio aids to

navigation for the 450 transport aircraft and gliders involved in the

two airborne assaults, the one on 'ttxe south-east and the other cm the

ag^. figliters- a«d=agi^south-west coast of Sicily, A

Hxarricane cannon fighters led theided protoe-tiintrude

airborne formations across the coast of Sicily and attacked enany

searchlights whenever they exposed their-be^^sr

Hurricanes failed to return, no enemy reaction was reported.

Although two

Phase III; The Assault

General Galland, Inspector of Fighter and GroundHftttack Aircraft,

was reported to have joined Field Marshal Eesselring, Ccmmander^in-Chief

South, and Field Marshal Richthofen, Connander of Luftflotte 2 in the,

IY
Central Mediterranean at German Air Force Headquarters in southern

On the following day. Axis reports stated that Allied !

preparations were complete and that a landing was probable within

But they were not certain where the blow would fall.

One of the most surprising lapses on the part of the enemy was

their failure to reconnoitre Malta during the ei^t days preceding the

An enemy report provides amiunhat interesting information

,on 30 June,
In the Central Mediterranean area/the Luftwaffe* a

reconnaissance force consisted of six Ju. 88s (three serviceable) at

Frosinone, southern Italy, and eight Ju,88s (six serviceable) and

/fo\rr

on 7 July.

48 hours.

invasion.

on this subject.

A,H.Q. Malta

0. R. B. and

Monthly Int.
July 1943

.H.B./IIJ5/
113/5/16
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four Me.41 Os (three serviceable) at Trapani. By 10 July, the date
t

of the invaision, there were five Ju«88s at Frosincm^, three of them

serviceable, and at Trapani 11 Ju.88a (five serviceable) and four

Me.41 Os (three serviceable),

fighter strength prevented the use of the Ju.88 A-4,

According to this r^ort the Allied

The Me. 410 was

alone used and these machines, even vdien operating from Sicily, could co«r.

no more distant target than Algiers or Tripoli,

also subject to engine failure.

These machines were

In mid-June the reconnaissance unit l(P)i23 with eight Ju.88 Ts
t

was transferzed from Buc near Versailles to Frosinonj^.

(dark of Ju.88 had a ceiling of 9,500 metres and was cozsiderably

faster than the Ju.88 A-4 and/as it was fitted with the G,M,I. boost/

the aircrafiis speed could be increased from between 50 to 70 kilometres

at a height of over 21,000 feet,

to bring back useful photographic cover of all the North African

harbours and of Malta.

This particvil

At first these aircraft were able

However, the heavy losses these aircraft

ar
a-

sustained caused the enemy to revise their ideas. The Git^e then

reqiested the delivery of Ju.88s with apparatus for night photography.

together with trained crews. These were in turn a failttre as the crews

had had no experience of operational flying and "xisually failed to find

their target through faxalty navigation. There was also a large number

of technical failures in the photographic apparatus. However, the

basic reason for the enemy failure to reconnoitre Malta during this

unportant period was undoubtedly the island* s formidable strength in

single-engined fighters.

Also in spite of the heavy concentrations of shipping there was no

serious attempt to attack the island. On 2 July an alert was sounded

from 15.40 to 15,55 hours for 7^ enemy aircraft which cressed the coast

and made a fast high-flying sweep over the island. At 15.40 hours

six Spitfires of No. 23 Squadron were airborne to intercept, but they

failed to locate the enany aircmft. There was, however, ̂  considerable
/uncertainty
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uncei-tainty about Allied concentrations of shipping at this time as

reconnaissance Ju«88s patrolled the whole of the Mediterraneein between

the ̂ irth Algerian coast and the thj approaches to Greece and Crete,

It was reported by prisoners of war that at 16.OO hours on 7 July

sou

e

a reconnaissance Jvi*88 based at Prosinon^ took off from an advanced

landing ground at Crotone to search for invasion units to the north

and east of Malta, but it crashed into the sea to the east of Malta due

to engine trouble,

by enany records.

The primary task of the fighter forces under the camnand of the

A, 0, C, Malta was to afford the maximum fighter cover to shipping lying

off the beaches and to assist the airmen to get ashore,

distribution of the fighter forces fron Malta, Gozo and Pantelleria

to the five landing areas was;-

Landing Area

OEINT

The loss of this particiilar aircraft is confirmed

The

Fighters

5; R.A.P. Spitfire

Base

Malta

a.H.B.6

o.A.e. .

Sqdns.
BASK

ACID

JOSS

do.

do.

33rd U.S.A. Fighter
Groxq?.

Pantelleria

DIME 31st do. Gozo

As there were insufficient fighters to provide patrols to all

five beaches throughout the I6 hours of daylight, an elaborate programme

of fighter patrols was drawn t:^.

At least one or two of the landing areas was to be given

cover throughout the I6 hours.

Fighter patrols were made at squadron strength.

All five beaches were given continuous fighter patrols
during the first one and a half hours of daylight and
the last hour of the dayli^t,

AdditiOTial fighter patrols were also given at fixed
intervals (i,e, between 07,30 and 08,30, 11,30 and 12,30
and 16,00 and 17,00 hotirs) which were times lAien it was
anticipated that the enemy might attack in strength.

The Reserve ̂ itfire Wing was k^t at a high standard of
reeidiness to reinforce any of the landing areas that
required help.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(▼)

/The
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Eie oonten5)orai7 estimate was that, on Sicily, the enemy had

200 fighters evenly divided between the south-eastern and north-western

Prom enemy records there were on Sioily, excluding

reconnaissance, 194 German fighters (79 serviceable and 159 Italian

fighters (39 serviceable). On Sardinia, there were a further I3O

Genuan fighters (89 serviceable) and I3O Italian fighters (84 serviceable).

The majority of the enemy attacks were made against shipping off Lioata

and Gela, where the American ships were lying some six miles off the

The British ships lay close in to the beaches in the south-east

of Sicily and the fighter patrols were thus able to give more adequate

protection to the beaches and the small craft plying between the ships

At the beginning of the day the fighter squadrons

patrolled at heights between 5»000 to 8,000 feet,

aircraft were engaged so often by the A,A. guns of the ships that

squadrons were didven up to between 10,000 feet and 14,000 feet,

even at that height,they were still frequently engaged by the ships’*

A.A. guns.

airfields.

beach.

and the beaches.

However, our

lut,

A.H.B.6

On D-Day, fighters under the control of A.H.Q. Malta flew

A further 37 were flown by the reserve1082 sorties on beach patrols.

Spitfire Wing in providing fighter cover to N.A.A.P. medium bombers

P.R. Spitfires flew

Mosquitos and

There was also one sortie by an Adr/Sea

ii*5hus the sorties on D-Day totalled II65.

attacking the airfields in the south of Sicily.

14 sorties and Baltimores and Wellingtons two each.

A.H.Q.Malta Beaufighters flew 27 sorties.
O.R.B. and

D. I.Ss, Rescue aircraft.

Malta Spitfires saw only 57 enemy fighters during the day.

the fighters avoided combat, but claims were made of 10 enemy aircraft

destroyed (six German and four Italian)^

10 July totalled 19, the cause of the loss of 13 of these being either

Usual

German aircraft destroyed on

ly

The Italians, whose exact losses are"hot reported" or '*Yinknown*,

unknown, concentrated on the standing patrols in the Catania area,

only time they ventured further south three Macchi 200s were shot down.

The

A very high
/level
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level of protection was afforded convoys by the Malta-based filters.

and it is extraordinaiy that on D-Day, out of this vast invasion fleet.

She was fullyonly one ship, the hospital ship Talamba. was sunk,

lit, three miles clear of the main andiorage of Acid beach, with no

other shipping within three miles, when at 22.00 hours she was bombed

and sunk by a solitary Ju.88.

Throu^out D-Day the P, 40 f ighter^bonbers of No. 239 Wing (No, 3

R.A.A.F. 112, 230, 260 and 430 R.A.A.F. Squadrons) ware kept at

readiness to answer calls for close st^port from the Eighth Army but

Casualties were considerable.

■fU

V* i. Ti ■

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

no requests were made.

The Enemy Air Force Doninated

During the assault on D-Day and Dj^l, the Malta-based fighter

By the fifth day of the

as had been ccmpletely broken.

flULS

squadrons averaged three sorties a day.

invasion, however, the enemy air erMrarfa

Squadrons were movi33g forward from Msiltaiand Malta's effort had been

The strengtii of patrolsreduced to one task for each squadron a day.

reduced from 12 to eight filters and standing patrols in the south

As the enemy attacks on the beaches and

Fortunately,

was

of Sicily were discontinued,

shipping decreased by day, they rapidly increased by night,

enemy attacks were confined to the ports of Augusta and Syracuse and

shipping along that part of the coast.

Ni^t filters from Malta were, therefore, well-positioned to

counter these attacks and were sent out throu^out the ni^t to operate

uiuier the control of G.C, I. stations located in south-east Sicily.

When the density of enemy raiders was hi^,these forward G.C.I. stations

able to place the night-filter Beaufighters and Mosquitos directly

They were helped by the

conditions of bright mocaalight and good visibility, and thus succeeded

It is hiipossible to

The E.A.P. claimed 13 destroyed

were

in the flow of the attacking enemy aircraft.

in inflicting heavy losses on the enemy bombers,

separate enemy losses of day bombers^
on one night and 53 destroyed in the first week of the invasion.

/The
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The Goiman night banbera were particularly active throughout the

night 1^13 Jvily Trtien they first adc^ted the policy of switching to

There were approximately 110 Ju«88s, He,Ills and

operating from bases in southezn Italy,

later strengthened with a foioe of 30 toipedo-carzying Ju,88s and

He, 11 Is Tiriiich arrived at Grosse*^ from the south of France to take part

in the attacks against Allied shipping.

Enemy air losses mounted rapidly. Within the oeoit week of the
A

"Husky" invasion,

Central Mediterranean totalled 268 aircraft,

bombing raid, 30 destroyed on the ground by their own forces and three

Initially in their bombing raids the used Ju,88s

but after they had suffered heavily these aircraft weane replaced

mainly by P,W, I90 fighter-bombers.

night attacks.

fOO^s
Gant These bombers were

G.A,F. operational losses in the Western and

These included 59 by

by sabotage.

On the 12th and 13 th July a nvsnber

6

 |
<j6si-fy

of Ju,87s were introduced but these proved a failure.
(1)

/K.f

Later in the month, the enemy turned their attention to^shippiaag

Dua^iaag the night 19/20 July a foanae of
b

approadmately 25 Ju,88s aacd He, 11 Is faxm the Viteij^Pza.otica  di M€C?e

area opearated over the Giaaid Harbour. A, A. and aaaval guais eaagaged

the raiders aa:ad four Beaiafightera aaid a Mosquito were pr>omptly aia^bome

but no succes^ were claimed. Bombs were dropped in the Grand

Harbour aaad on Valetta, Plorlana, Sliema, St, Juliaaas aaid St, Paul^ Bay,!
No damage was doaie to military iaistallations or Service persoainel, but

coauaentratioaas at Malta,

A,H,Q. Malta

aacd Sqdn.
O.R,Bs, aaad

I), I,Ss,

0'Tcj(d/r//r
Thecivilian paxperby was hit aaad there were a number of casualties,

second big aii^t raid on Malta was on the night 25/26 July n^en another

25 Ju, 88s and He, 111s tried to bomb shipping off the Grand Harbour.

I

Again, no damage was done to Service property and there were no Service

6ea\ifighters of No. 108 Squadron and Mosquitos of No, 256
/Squadron

casualties.

(1) On 13 July the Spitfires claimed to have destroyed five out of a
formation of 12 Ju«87s, the ranaining seven having suffered
damage. These were principally Italian-manned and there is no

trace of the vise of these obsolete dive-bcmbers by tiie Germans
during this particular period.

I
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Squadrcai which were out on interception patrols over Sicily were

were vectored on to the raiders to the north of Malta,

made of

Claims w
Jik

aircraft shot down either by ni^t fightera or A

ere

. A, gunfire.

The Switch of Souadrons frcm Malta to Sicily

The force assembled on Malta for the invasion was, as has already

been noted, conposed aOmost entirely of single-engined fighters, but

as airfields were captured in Sicily the filter squadrons were sent

forward from Malta, Kie first to go on 13 July were Nos, 1, 92 and

^^5 S, A,A,P, and 601 Spitfire Squadrons which were transferred •fVmi

Luqa to Pachino, and Nos. 43, 93 and 243 Spitfire Squadicns from Hal Par

to Cemiso on 14 Jxily,

Hal Par and Safi respectively to Cemiso

Nos, 72 and 111 Spitfire Squadrons went frcm

on 15 July. No^. 417 E.C.A.P.

Squadron left Luqa for Pachino on 16 July and the yihole of No. 322 Wing

(SJos. 81, 152, 154, 232 and 242 Spitfire Squadrons) left Ta Kali for

33"BMaw>hti»feroig) U.S.A.A.F.
1U

Lentini between the 20t4i and 22nd July,
A.H.Q. Malta

Int, Sums.

left Pantelleria for Licata on 14 July and'Sofc 31'feSiSIib^^Group
U.S. A*A,P. moved from the island of Gozo to Lioata Ponte Olivo on

15 July,

To replace the single-engined fighter squadrons, Malta called

forward fi^tex^bomber squadrons from Africa,

whole of No, 239 Wing (No. 3 R.A.A.P

Squadrons).

These comprised the

112, 250, 260 and 450 R.A.A.P.

Then, as additional airfields became available in Sicily,

these fighter-bomber squadrons were sent forward to operate under the

•»

Desert Air Force in Sicily. Malta then called in the two light bomber

Wings and a U.S.A.A.P, Group of T.B.P., Nos. 3 S.A.A.P. and 232 Wings

and the 47th Groig) tttms U.S.A.A.P. coiqorising Nos, 12, 21 and 24 S.A.A.P,
^ Sicl(y

, 23 , 84, 85, 86 and 97 Squadro33|j which were transferre^ between 20
and 23 July, Only five Spitfire Squadrons were retained in Malta for

the protection of shipping and local air defence.

•

55

'7 »

Sane delay was eaperienced in bringing the airfields in the Gela-

Licata area into use due to the fact that st^yplies for the Air Force

were not being moved forward quickly enough from liie beaches. In turn.

/this
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-bhxs delayed the move of certain of the fighter squadrons frcm Malta.

Delay was also caused by the Eighth Anny* s failxire to C£s>ture the

Gerbini airfields as quickly as had beef^oxecast,

however, the move of squadrcaas from Malta to Sicily and North Africa

to Malta proceeded according to plan.

By the end of July, Malta-based aircraft had flown 9,950 sorties,

the two periods of peak activity being the fiist two days of the invasicn

(10 and 11 July) iriien 1,165 and 1,032 sorties were flown, respectively.
Close Support for the Eighth Amv from Malta

Generally speaking.

'.H.Q. Malta

O.R.B. App,£

After the occpation of the airfields to the south of Gerbini by

the Eighth Army it was foxmd that the surfaces were in such poor

condition from the concentrated bombing that it was necessary to

provide close spport fron Malta for rather longer than had been

originally planned. Althoiigh there were five fighte]>banber squadrons

in Malta, few direct calls on their services were received from the

Eighth Army. On 12 Jxily, the advance from Syracuse to Augusta was held

p near Priolo and the Malta Kitt^^ombers were called on to attack

enemy gun positions there. Other targets attacked, in defaxjlt of

close sx^iport targets, were railways, and enoaar gitn poaitions.

moving into

sorties.

J/c * I

’, these fightea>-bomber squadrons made a tot

Before

al of 270

H.Q. N.A.T.A.F. made a number of calls on heavy bombers but

only a few targets were found to be suitable and for this reason these

On occasion the heavy bombers wererequests were usxi^ly disallowed,

sent into the battle area.without Malta having been informed. It was

H A.H.Q.
Malta also complained that the medium bombers were being detailed to

thus ijpossible to provide either fighter escort or cover.

attack targets by night without Malta being advised,

area of the enemy bombers' maximum activity, where Malta's night-

fighters were being continuoxosly employed,

the night-fighters were frequently vectored to intercept friendly

This was in

This had the result t

 the

hat

aircraft, when they might have been engaging the enmny. There was

/also
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eilso, of coxirse, the attendant risk that hcmbe37s mi^t be shot down

by our own night-fighters. Prior to the "Husky** Opexution, H.Q,

N,A,T,A.P, had always kept Malta fully informed of their ndLght-baabing

progranns.

Operations by Malta-based Light Bcmbers

As has been noted, No. 3 S.A.A.P. Wing, 232 Wing and the 47th Grov5>

U.S.A.A.P. were transferred to Malta between 20 and 23 July,

boaber offeissive by these Desert Air Force formations developed rapidly

and in a way that had a considerable effect on the current Tanfi

They began on 22 July with attacks by 95 Bostons and
<yn.

Balthnores iA targets at TroinayAdrano, Patemo and Misteibianco,

A very concentrated series of raids was carried out <m 26 July when

the hi^ressive total of 210 Bostons and Baltimores attacked ccnmuni-

cations at Regalbuto,

The light

operations.

Beginning at 08,00 hours they continued

throughout the day at fixed intervals with formations of 12 aircraft.

Within ei£^t days the number of sorties carried out by the night

bcmbers amounted to 930, their main target being enemy ccraaunications

and defended positions.

Anti-Shipping Operations July 1943; Sinking of the Italian Submarine
17/18 July

Malta O.R.B.
and B.I.S.

While the Spitfires and Beavifi^ters frcm Malta were continuing to

provide escort to the large convoys sailing to and frcm southern Italy,

others were busy keeping a close watch on enemy shipping and naval

units off southern Italy,

frcm Malta were, however, scarce.

Suitable targiets for anti-shipping strikes
•uf

During the month^a total of 83,661 tow

of ensny merchant shipping sunk, aircraft accounted for 36,288 tons, the

Navy 44,937 tons, and mines 2,43^ tons. In spite of numerous attacks

there were no sinkings^by Malta-based aircraft,e»eepd>cof vessels of

small tonnage.

List of Enemy
Shipping
sunk in the

Mediterra

nean.

Malta's main success during July was the sinking of the Italian

submarine Ronolo of 2,200 tons. The Rcmolo and the Remo wepa it

canmissioned ,in the previous year, but were actually in service for only

/a
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Brtxgtua±xi

"Che ha fatto
la Marina?"

a fow Oajrs vAien they were both sttnic. They were ocean-going craft

and designed especially for journeys to Japan in order to obtain

much-needed raw materials. Both the Remo and Rcmolo were endeavouring

to make the passage of the Straits of Messina from east to west.

passing from the Ionian to the Tynhenian Seas. On 15 July the

subnarine United sank the Remo in tiie Gulf of Taranto with two torpedo
'War at Sea"

Vol. IV. hits.

On the night 1?/l8 July, two Wellingtons of No. 221 Squadron

Detachment were out on anti-shipping patrols ̂ en what was described

as a "large Italian submarine" was sighted about miles to the east

of Augusta (37° 19' N, l6° 41' E.).
i

suhmarinef, one by Wellington l£P.6l7 (P.O. W. Lewis) with five jpepth-
charges, which straddled the subnarine, one of them exploding under

She was also attacked with gunfire,

the Romolo stayed on the surface, circling as if out of control with

The second Wellington,

HZ. 116 (P. 0, E, Austin), lUritefoked a subnarine estimated to bo about

1,000 tons in much the same position,

d^th charges one of v^ich again exploded under the hull,

subnarine remained stationary for half an hour and then steered an

erratic course, leaving a great quantity of oil in her wake,

claim of a sinking was made and at the time it was thought that two

Enemy docunents have established

The loss of both these large ocean

going subnarines within three days was undoubtedly a seriovis blow to

the Italian Navy,

Two attacks were made on the

the hull. After the attack

fxanes and smoke coming from the ocaaiing-tower.

She was attacked with five

The

No

separate submarines were involved.

that she was in fact the Romolo.

No. 221 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

The Fall of Mussolini. 25 July

The resignation of Mussolini which was announced on 25 July

followed a meeting of the Fascist Grand Council at which a resolution

to ask the King to assume command of the armed forces was carried by

Marshal Badaglio then issued a proclamation

/that

nineteen votes to seven.
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that by the King’s order he had assumed the Military government.

Two days later, after forming a new Cabinet, the Pasi^st Party was
dissolved.

Operations by Malta-based Aircraft up to the Pali of Sicily

(i) Fifliitera

the beginning of August, the Axis forces in Sicily

had been driven into the north-east comer of the island,

bounded by Ham Catania in the south and San Stefano in the west.
■Atje

During seventeen days of August before the final occi5)ation
of Sicily on the 17th, Malta—based aircraft followed much theA.H.Q, Malta

same pattern o<f air operations as during the preceding month.

The fighters were still employed on the protection of the

Allied convoys bound for Sicilian ports, light banbeis

attacking gun positions and cocmunications and twin-engined
fighters were operating as intruders against the southern

Italian airfields, and systematically attacking the railways.

Although driven from their bases in Sicily and subjected

to heavy losses, the Axis air forces had managed to withdraw

a considerable air fleet to more secure bases in Italy,

the begimaing of Augvjst, the Luftwaffe units in central and

were

At

southern Itdly ccnprised 566 aircraft with 31^0 serviceable.

Of these, 3A-6 were bombers (199 serviceable) and 141 single-
engined fighters (95 serviceable),

aircraft on Sardinia (45 serviceable),
tot

Italy they had transport aircraft (57 serviceable),
the same time, the Italians had in the Italian

(including Corsica) J,078 operational aircraft with

ability of approximately 50 per cent.

They had a further 73

In central and south

At

a service

However, in spite of

A.H.B.6

ern

-

these suiprisingly high figures, the conditions of air

supremacy obtained by the Allied air forces at the beginning

of the Sicilian campaign were never seriously challenged, and

/the
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the policy of concentrated bombing forced a of ivide

dispersal*

Ualta was no longer the same important advanced base it had been

#K

during the early days of Opeiration "Husky",

the closing phase of militaiy operations with the fighting moving

The Spitfire strength, had dropped to

It was still more than adequate to deter the enemy

from any attacks on the considerable concentrations of shipping

in the harbour.

Already it had entered

inexorably northwards.

fewer than 100,

Out of six attempts at reconnaissance cmly three

U.S. State of

Aircraft

A.H.B./VV9A.

eneoiy aircraft managed to cross the coast. Of these, two were shot

After 7 August, the high

level of interception prevented any furhter enemy reconnaissance  of

down and the thiird damaged by Spitfires,

the island.

(ii) Bombers

Bostons and Baltimore of Nos, 3 S.A.A.F. and 232 Wings

escorted by Malta fighters continued to operate from Par

Luqa respectively in giving support to the Eighth Army, as they

had done in the fighting in North Africa, With the development of

the offensive along the whole line fran Catania to San Stefano, the

light bombers were given an increasing number of targets in front

of the advancing troops. After heavy air attacks on the road

junction at Adrano on 3» 4 and 5 August, the position was finally

captured on the 6th, The strongpoint of Bronte, from which Lord

Nelson bad derived one of his titles, was captured on 8 August after

concentrated air attack by the light bombers. Further bombing in

which 130 t(ms of bombs were dropped assisted the Eighth Army in

their capture of Eandazso on 13 August, In additicm to gun positions,

the light bombers also attacked communications and port installations

A.H.B. Malta

0.R.B, and

D.I.S,

in the rear of the enemy.

Between 10 and 12 August, No, 232 Wing and the 47th Group

U.S.A.A.F. moved forward to Sicily, but No, 3 Ving (S,A,A«F,),

consisting of two squadxtms of Bostons and one of Baltimore,

continued to operate from Malta
/for
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for another ten days, carrying out anned reconnaissance by night over

roads in the toe of Italy. By the end of the ceaapaign in Sicily

the light bonbers operating fron Malta had made 1,956 sorties, in the

course of which they dropped l^d^tons of bcmbs.

(iii) Intruder Operations

By the end of August, Mosquitos of No. 23 Squadron had completed

1,000 sorties since their arrival in Malta in December 1942, Their

most inportant successes were scored against locomotives and it was

estimated that they had destroyed or damaged 172,

During the first week in August, the Mosquitos made their

intruder patrols over the toe of Italy and arovmd Taranto and the

Lipari Islands, There was little air activity, as the enemy bombers

were operating from airfields further to the north. The leist ten days

of the Sicilian canpaign coincided with the moon period. The Mosquitos

carried out an intensive caapaign against railways in southern Italy.

Large fires were started at Siberi marshalling yards, where an ammunition

train blew tp. A large petrol fire was started at Pisticci and

explosions were caused in the marshalling yards at Margherita Savoia,

Piles v/ere started at a number of railway stations and at a factory at

A number of attacks were also made on coastal shipping.Mandurya,Ibid

(iv) Protection of Shipping

P.R.U. Spitfires and Special Equipment Wellingtons kept a close

It was noted that all the majorwatch on enemy naval and air bases.

Seme 50Italian naval units in southern Italy remained in port,
Ac*-/

Italian tozpedo-bcmbers were still based in the ewflOtk of Italy.
pih’fica/

spite of the AtaLian/situation these aircraft still constituted aX

In

menace to Allied shipping, but no attacks developed.

Beaufi^ters continued to provide anti-submarine patrols and no attacks

were reported while convoys were under the protecticai of these aircraft.

There were, however, a number of attacks by German bembers, both by

Spitfires and

/night
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night and day, on Sicilian harbours, P.W.19O banbers being used in the
e

dsytiing, and Ju,88s and Do. 217s by night.
Hii

Augusta and Syracuse ibAs/e raided
A

bcmbers, and Malta-based Beaufighters destroyed a Ju.88 and Do. 217.

The next night, 35 Gennan bombers attacked Lentini and

The mere presence of the Beaufighters caused a number of the enemy

Shipping in the harbours of

the ni^t of 9/10 August by 30 Geimon

I

Agnonj^. airfields

an

.

There was also a slight recrudescenceaircjraft to jettison their bombs,

of Italian air activity after Marshal Badogld^ assumed command, on
the night of 29/3O August they took part in an attack against Augusta.
No damage to shipping was caused. Throughout this period the Malta-

based Mosquitos and Beaufighters used the Sicilian airfields as advanced

landing grounds.

The Beaufighters also attacked coastal shipping and seaplane bases

Eight Beaufighters with bombs, on an aimed

reconnaissance in the Corfu area on 2 August, damaged four schooners

and destroyed a transport plane.

in the eastern Adriatic.

On 12 August, they attacked the

seaplane base at Corfu where they set aoJie^^lane on fire, destroyed
a Do. 18 and started a fire on a trawler. Five days later they attacked

the seaplane base at Argostoli, where they damaged a number of aircraft

and left a schooner listing,

(▼) Reconnaissance

During the last phase of the fighting in Sicily, Malta continued

to provide invaluable reconnaissance facilities. A close watch on

enecor naval and air bases was maintained by P.R.U. Spitfires and Special
Equipment Wellingtons. It was noted that, apart frcan two sorties of a

5.3-inch cruiser frcm Taranto on 24 and 27 August on firing practice,
major naval units in southern Italy rmnained in port.

No. 69 G.H. Squadron* s Baltimores were busily eo5>loyed in providing
anti-submarine patrols in conjunction with destroyers of the Royal Navy

.  . .

which were escorting the numerous Allied convoys and shipping
A

/Altogether
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Altogether they flew 528 hours in August, One Baltimore of this

Squadroi^ on a reconnaissance block patrol of the Messina Strait on

was intercepted by two Ue,109s to the south of the *foe ofAugujjt,1

One of the 109s dived to attack and opened fire frcm 800 yards.Italy,

In the rear gunner of the Baltimore, Plight Lieutenant

L. J, Longhurst, D,F,C,, opened fire and shot ooe of the Me, 109s dcKim,

The second Me,109 then turned away.

No, 683 S quadron, which was still based on Luqa, kept a detachment

in Sicily at Francesca from where all reconnaissances to fulfil Aimy

This was mainly photographic cover of

the heel.and toe of Italy which, as the Squadron noted in their 0,R.B

was "a notable sign of things to cane,

Sqjctsdron was carried, as far north as Naples and Foggia and during the

month 200 operational sorties were flown, involving a total of 587

hours' flying time.

It is surprising that during the time the Axis forces were

evacuating Sicily, no particular emphasis wets placed on reconnaissance

The Army had at their dispos

mentioned detachment which operated froa Francesca and on occasion

requiranents were being flown.

•»

Reconnaissance by the

U
the above-of the Messina Strait.

No, 69 Sqdn,
^B.

No, 685 Sqdn.
0.R,B.

r

Reconnaissance of the ^oe of Italy was certainly

carried out, but it is obvious that nothing like the intensive coverage

to obtain vital information on enany movements across the Strait

It was an oversight that was to enable the German forces

fran Lent ini.

vras demanded,

to carry out their evacuation xmobserved for three days.

The Axis Evacuation of Sicily (3-17 August 194^)

The occvpation of Sicily was ccnpleted on 17 August, when first

The capture of

As has been

American and then British troops entered Messina,

Sicily had thus taken 38 days from the initial invasicai,

noted, intensive reconnaissance of the Messina Strait, under Army

direction, in order to forestall Axis attaipts at evacuation, was

Reconnaissance was, however, limited to some extent by

problems of visibility and the prohibitive enemy anti-aircraft defences.

/It

lackii^.
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It vms also jjqposslble to distinguish visually between noxmal

traffic from Italy into Sicily and the same machinexy set in reverse.

On 3 August, the day the Italian evacuation actually began,

General Alexander notified Mediterranean Air Ccmmand asad the Naval

A.B.B. Narr.

"The E.A,P, in

Maritime Wai^,
V01.YII

Camnander-in-Chief from Headquarters 15th Anuy Group that there were

indications that the Geimans were making pr^arations for withdrawal.

They were, therefore, to be prepared to take iimiediate advantage of

such a situation by using the full wei^t of naval and air pcwer,

"I, for ny part, will watch the situatiai most carefully," the message

A.H.B.IU1/
90/15

to let you know the right mcment to strike and this may

The next day, the Joint

so as

come vqson us somaer than we thou^^t.

Intelligence Ccnmittee produced a paper in viiioh it was stated, "At the

time there is no sign that the enemy intends an evacuation of Sicily
h

and there is evidence that reinforcements still continue to reach thisJIC(A)1143/
APHQ.

island,"

On 8 August the evacuation plan of the Hermann Goering Divisicai,

dated 2 August, was captured by the Army.

13 August, the Air Officer Coamanding Tactical Air Force directed that.

On the afternoon of

t UU

"Jhe evacuation is #4stt to have begun" and that "all fighter and

fi^ter/bcmber missions are to be stepped rq? and directed against

T,B.P, are to be taken off land targets

Effort is to be

ships, barges and beaches,

put on to evacuation vessels and targets.

Yet, in ̂ ite of the premised direction frem 15th Army,Group,

it was not until 22,10 hours on 14 August (when the Italian evacuation

had been going on for eleven days and the German for three) that 15th

Army Groi^) considered themselves to be in a position to signal.

A,H,Q, NATAP
O.B,B.

"Prem general j^ormation received, it now appears that German

A mere three days remained beforeevacuation has really started,"
A,P.H.Q,6895
OperatioQS
in Sicily,

the end of the Sicilian campaign.

As has already been noted, the Italian evacuation began on

3 August and continued vmtil 12,00 hours on 16 August, by which time

At the insistence of their German

/Allies

they had evacuated 62,000 troops.
A.H.B./I3J5/
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Allies the Italians had, however, abandoned almost the iirtiole of their

The major Gennan evacuation began on 11 August andheavy equipment.

continued until the 1?th, during which time their feny service

transported scois 52,000 troops (and 13,500 wounded). Thus, alt
von

Liebenstein*s
ogether,

114,000 troops, 13,500 wounded, 10,000 vehicles and 15,000 tons ofDiary

supplies were safely transported across the Strait of Messina,

attacks had the \uxe:q>ected effect of forcing the Geimans to resort largely

to crossing the Strait in dayli^t in which, as far as can be traced,

they did not suffer the loss of a single passenger.

The reasons for the failure of the Allied Canmanders to step the

evacuation of the Axis forces from Sicily are outside the scope of this

Air

A.H.B. Nair.
"The B,A.F.
in Maritime

War", Vdl,m

narrative and, in any case, are dealt with fully in A,H,B. Harrative

" The B.A,P, in Maritime Wax", Vol. VII, It is apparent, however, that

apaxi; from ttie in^ression that there was no sense of overriding urgeimsy

such as might have been expected at A,P,H,Q, and 15th Any Groip, vAio

were absoxhed in the tactical battle, from the point of view of Malta,

inadequate use was made of their reconnaissance facilities from uriiich a

much more accurate intelligence appreciati<ai of the situation might

In this respect, A.H.Q, Malta could only fulfilhave been obtained.

the policy, not initiate it.

Although for political and other reasons the Italians no longer

counted militaz*ily, the escape of three first»class Genian Divisions,

together with the greater part of their equipment, constituted in reality

a major defeat to the Allies and made the subsequent task in Italy

iijfjQsdrtely more difficult. The delayj^ between General Alexander's

assurance on 3 August that he was "watching the situation most carefully"

and would infoim the Navy and the Air Force "vdien to strike", the

ei^^KUPccapture of sane of the Gexman plans for evacuation, on Sth August,

and the signal on 14 August that the evacuation "had really started",
A

ineacplicable, points to most inadequate handliag-of-valuable

mfoniatiou by Amy Intelligence and foulty-staff work vhich cempane#

mnn-h y iiri+V» +V»o r.g pr^pHrOtinnil fftr

/idieir
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-ttw^.nrifnmnJiinn/ Fi1,clly whieta waa being eiivlaafjed ais part of Operatioa
f  Arkrt '

I  as tjailjf aa Lliu laUer pai'l uf Julj>^./
E:qperience of withclrawals in North Africa had taught the Gemans

the lesson of never providing the^Air Force with £deatiit^ targe
neutralising air and naval superiority in those areas selected for

protection by concentrated and highly lethal flak.

ts and

The Strait of

Messina constituted a barrier little more difficult to cress a wide

river and in this case is not coD^>arable with an evacuation of North
t  -f

whichy^hey did not even attempt.Africa It would appear that the moat

serious deficiency was not that the Allies did not stop the evaxmation,

but that they did not make it infinitely more costly and demoralising,
0,

This was largely due to the above mentioned lack oj^ sense of urgency at
Army Headquarters, the failure to provide adequate intelligence, and

-fo

above all^the absence of inter^ervice forward planning.
The Surrender of the Italian Fleet .Sentember 19A5

0

The first overtures for peace were made by Ma-rghai Badj^io
15 August, three weeks after the fall of Mussolini, and an Armistice

was signed at Cassibi^e, near Syracuse, Sicily, on 3 September,

terms were in accordance with the Casablanca declaration of unconditional

on

The

surrender, and required that the territory and resources of Italy

to be put at the disposal of the Allies for the prosecution of the

against Germai^,

w

After considerable vac illation, and only after Ge

ere

war

neral

Eisenhower had broadcast the announcement of the unconditional surrender
0

and the granting of an Armistice»did Marshal Badjjglio make his

ment on Rome radio at 1^*45 hours on 8 September to the effect that his
Goverment had reqviested such an Armistice "with the object of avoiding

fujrther and more grievous harm to the naticn,"

' By the terms of the Short Instnanent of Surrender, and in accordance

with Operation "Gibbon", Italian warships were to sail after dark for
u.

Bdne, ̂ gusta or Malta and approach these ports in full daylight,mud at

a speed of not more than twelve knots and, as far aa possible, in formed

Submarines were to proceed on the surface.

announce-

Merchant ships,

Operation
"Gibbon" &
"Accoladd"

^  <W«Ahi/359/3/1 I

according to their location,were to proceed to Alexaxrl:^, Gibraltar,

groups.

Aalta
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Malta, Bone or Algiers*

The news of the Armistioe was oonveyed to the^Navy by the

Admiralty at 20.10 hours on September 8. Within the Mediterranean,

action towards the Italian forces was to be governed, by the order

of the Commander>in*<aiief Mediterranean, Admiral Cunningham,

the Mediterranean, attacks were to be continued against sulmiarines or

other Italian units unless they showed unmistakable signs of surrender.

Outside

Qie Commander-in-chief Mediterranean annovinoed the news to all units

under his ocamnand and ordered that all operations then in progress

were to proceed, but that Italian armed forces, inoluding aircraft,

were to be treated as friendly unless they took or threatened hostile

action.

The position was complicated by the fact that at the time of

the announcement of the Armistice and the terms of the Italian surrender,

the landings at Salerao (Operation "Avalanche'*) idiich took place at

dawn on 9 September and the occupation of Taranto (Operation "Slapstick"')

irtiich was made on the afternoon of the same day, were proceeding

simultaneously.
koJi

liamediately after the fall of Mussolini, Hitler^summoned his

Plans to
S  o

^rvice jphiefs to discuss the changed situation in Italy.

meet the possibility of an Italian defection were prepared and were in

the hands of the Commanding General Armed POroes South as early as

1 August, under the coda name "Aohse"’. iSiese plans involved among

other things the evacuation of Sicily and Sardinia and the transfer of

forces from Sardinia to Corsica, and seising control of all land and

A.H.B. Ibur.

"The R.A.F.

in Maritime

War"*, Pol.VII.

naval operations.

managed to convey the iii5>reaaion that it was endeavouring to maintain

control and crush all talk of peace, while the Italian Navy stressed

n£.jaeans

its will to continue the fight and give evidence of increasing

Joint Italo-German plans for air/sea co-operation

However, on the instructions

efficiency,

in case of an JULlied landing ̂ nrooeeded.

from O.K.W. the Commanders-in-CSiief of the German Armed forces in

Italy t&^odeeded with their plans for Operation "Aohse"'. They cou

/
nted

/on
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on at least 48 hours' warning,

on 8 September thus oame as a complete surprise.

19*50 hours on 8 September, when General Eisenhower's aimounoement was

already two hours old, did O.K.V/. issue the code word 'Aohse'.

The announcement of the 4imistioe

It was not until

The Italian break-out is described §iS^ in OM A.H.B. Narrative,

'The R.4.P. in Maritime ffar", Vol. VII. Malta's part in it was

pruoarily to provide reoonnaissaxice and to act as a reception base

for the Italian Fleet. The Italian mistake was to try to group their

major units at La Maddalena, an island off the north-east coast of

Corsica, instead of following the instructions in Operation "Gibbon"

and making their way independently to the various Allied-held ports.

Some of the orders transmitted to the Italian ships

incomprehensible, particularly for the ships based at Genoa and

La Spezia, which, having entered the Gulf of Asinara on an easterly

, were ordered to turn west, that the Royal Navy justified

in their suspicion that these instructions derived' originally from

In this way, on 9 September, the Sleet sailed

directly into the path of the attacking Do.2l?s of Gesohwader KG.100

from Istres in southern Prance.

were so

course

German sources.

The Roma was sunk with a loss of 66

The War at

Sea

Vol. IV.

out of her 71 officers (including Admiral Bergamini and his staff and

one other Admiral) and over 1,300 men.

not seriously damaged.

The German attacks were made with the new

radio-controlled bombs.

The Italia was also hit, but

/MOO

^^3

The Italians at first ware under the

impression that they were being attacked by Allied aircraft, and

Supeimarina sent a message to Malta for the action to be called off.

It was then that the Italians were informed by Malta that the aircraft

concerned were, in fact, German,

cover which, under the circumstances - the long distances and iiie fact

that the Allied Air Forces were preoccupied with other problems — it

was impossible to provide.

The Italians then asked for air

tit MtK •f'X’ffO (d

‘td

The destroyers Ugolino Vivaldi and Da Noli v/hioh had left Genoa

9 September were also directed to sail through the Strait of Bonifacio.

on

/ There
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There they were attacked by German shore batteries and also motor

launches. The Vivaldi was so badly damaged that she sank while being

towed to the Balearics. Survivors were rescued by H.M. submarine
1t^H

Snortsman. The Da Noli struck a mine and blew destroyers

which reached the Balearics were refused permission to enter harbour,

and Pegaso and linpetuoso t^ch had been damaged by German aircraft

scuttled themselves. The third, the Orsa was interned at Pollensa by

the Spanish Govemaent,

Malta's air strength at this date comprised five Spitfire squadrons

(Eos. 126, 183, 229, 2if9 and 1433) > the two reconnaissance squadrons of

No. 248 Wing ( Nos. 69 Baltimores and 221 A.S.V. Wellingtons),

Nos. 23 and 236 Squadrons (Mosquitos), No. 108 N.P. Squadron (one Flight)

Beaufighters, No. 683 (P.E.) Squadron (Spitfires), a Detachment of

No. 728 (F.A.A.) Squadron (Defiants and ̂ bacores), one Flight of

No. 826 (F.A.^) Squadron (4Lbacores), No. 813 (F.A.A.) Squadron
an

(Albacores), and^Air/Sea Rescue Squadroi comprising miscellaneous

Photographic reccomaissance by the three Squadrons, Nos. 69, 221 and 683,

which had maintained a close watch on the Italian ELeet for so long, was

The position of all the major units

known and their mov^nents traced both by night and day by the

As early as 2 S^tember, sir

aircraf

intensified after the Armistice.

was

Spitfires, Baltimores and Wellingtons,

t.

II
A.H.Q. Malta
O.B.B.

days before the surrender, the daily Taranto "block" patrol noted that

two repatriation ships were seen at the entrance to Taranto harbour.

No further sittings were made by this squadron \intil 10 Septaaber vrtxen
/Y<j. 221 Squadron

O.E.B.

aircraft HZ. 397 located an Italian Naval Force of two battleships and

Their position was reported and the
(1)

three cruisers bound for Malta,

shadowed until Allied destroyers arrived on the scene to

/escort

force was

(1) This was the Taranto squadron vdiich included the battleships An^ea-
Doria and Gaio Duilio. They left Taranto on 9 September and
arrived at Malta atT7.30 hours on 10 September having passed the
British Force on its way to occupy Taranto,

SECRET
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oscoirt them to Malta, On 29 S^tember, the Italian cmiser Sclpimie

Africano which, incidentally, had been detailed to evacuate the K^ng and

Goveznaent frcm Pescara but had fedled to report, was escorted from

06,15 to 08,25 and bzou^t to Grand Harbour, Valetta, by liie same aircraft,

m HZ. 397.
/tfrct

On 10 S^tember, the whole of No, 69 Sqaadronjot Baltimores
employed in providing an anti-subnarine escort to units of the Italian

was

No, 69 Sqdn,
O.B.B.

Fleet from Taranto proceeding south-east of Malta. On the next day, six

Baltimores searched for escaping Italian merchant vessels in the Ionian

Sea, but wi'&out any success.

On the day of the Armistice a asessage had been sentito lal^'

Italian merchant vessels instructing them to proceed to ports under the

As a resiilt of this, scmte 80 ships of

Their efforts were rewarded on 12

September.

ccmtrdL of the United Nations,
A,H,QMalta
0,E.B. approximately 210,000 tons came into Allied hands.

One of the most curious incidents in this surrender was the coie in

vdiich Baltimores of No, 69 Squadron were involved. The submarine

entered Bari 10 September to find that four of the merchant

vessels had been wrecked by the Germans, However, there still remained

ei£^t ships ̂ ich the Unrivalled organised into a ccoivoy, with i^ich she

"War at Sea",
Vo(. 17.

sailed that evening, not kncwring "isrtiere to go, no-one had a signalling

lanp, even the names of some of the ships were unknown to the sulmarine.

On 12 September, the strange convoy was located by an aircraft of No, 69

The submarine Unruly joined as additional escort and the

Contact was maintained with the convoy

Squadron,

Bergamot was sent from Malta,

tintil tiiey had safely berthed at Malta. On 14 Septenber, the same

squadron provided escort to an Allied convoy ̂ ich included five Italian

On the last day of Septmaber a Baltimore of No, 69 Squadrondestroyers.

searched for an Italian hospital ship to vihich, after it had been found,

a message was passed by Aldis lamp.

On 7 September a Spitfire of No, 685 F«I4 Squadron noted that there

was considerable activity at Taranto in the outer harbovir with about

40 small craft |llying between the warships and doubtless preparing them

for their braak-out. Prom this time an even closer watch was kept on

/the
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On tne It was open and latsr

Subseqtiently the progress of the

tne poiii.

a cruiser was seen passing through*

Fleet frcan Taranto was followed right through until their arrival at

&rand Harbour.

The Italian Fleet fron Spezia and Genoa| under Admiral Romeo 01ive^\

in the cruiser Eugenio di Savoia, was met by the Warsnite. Valiant and

three destroyers off B&ae,

07.00 hou» on 11 Septmaber^and at 10,38 hours the Conimandei>*in-Ohief

Mediterranean signalled to the Admiralty:

Be pleased to inform their Lordships that the Italian
Battle Fleet now lies at anchor under the guns of the
Fortress of Malta.

The ccmbiised Fleets arrived at Malta at

0)

Later that day. Admiral Cunningham signalled his thanks to the Fleet

and concluded with this generous tribute to the Royal Air Force:

In so doing, I address my words to those whcm it is n\y
honour to command, but let oes not forget what we owe to

the sister Services, in particular to the devotion of
those in the R.A.F. to whose loyal help we owe so much
for Tfriiat has been achieved.

According to A.H.Q, Malta's records, five battleships, six 6-inch

cruisers, one 5,3-inch cruiser, seven destroyers, 13 torps2fi»-boats,

six Mas, boats, 23 submarines, six escort vessels, one seaplane carrier,

one Fleet oiler and 22 naval-craft, arrived at Malta,

After the Armistice,^l83,000 tons came0.R.B,

into Allied hands with the capture of Taranto, Bari and Brindisi, although
•fo 6y At4Lips 76t^0

3|[QS^^tons had been -mid- a-fnrttmr

On 13 October, Italy declared war on Geimany and the Allies annoxmced

that the Italians were accepted as co-belligerents in the war against

Arrangements had already been made (on September 23) between

Sir Andrew Cunningham and the Italian Minister of Marine that certain

Gexmany.

warships should be kept in service and work in tiie Allied interest.

(!)
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Summary of En^v Air Action Against Malta 10 June 19AQ to

30 Septemljer 1943

Between Italy's entry into the War on 10 June ^^h0 and

30 Septaaber 1943, it is estamated that the enany flew 26,000 sorties

There wereagainst the island and dropped seme 14,000 tons of bembs,

Malta O.R.B.

1,192 civilians killed, 1,817 seriously and 1,896 slightly inoured by

enemy action, a total of 4,905 casualties. The number of offensive

soarties flown by aircraft from Malta amounted to 24,211 with the loss

of 707 aircraft (547 in the air and 160 on the ground).

Peirt ELaved by Malta until the End of Hostilities

The surrender of the Italian fleet and its raoeption at Naples

matrked the beginning of the end of Metlta ais an offensive operational

It is significant that on the night of 7/8 S^tember, the eve

of the surrender, one of the last enemy aircraft was shot down over

It was a Ju.88 ̂ ich approached the island on reconnaissance,

interested by a Mosquito and shot down into the sea.

Septaaber a Do, 217 was also shot down by Beaufi^ters ¥rtiich were

sorting from an advanced landing groiind in Sicily.

With the consolidation of the beach-head at Salerno and the

base.

Malta.

In
was

A.H.Q.Malta
O.R.B. and

Daily Int.
Sums.

capture of Naples on October 1 tiie fighting rapidly 6®gan to move out

The heavy bembing, mainly byof range of Malta-baised aircraft.

Liberators and Portresses, forced the enemy to witiidraw their air

forces first to Naples and Poggia, and then to bases in northern Italy

and southern Prance.

Because of her geographical position, Malta still had an inportantj
part to play for sane time to cone in the protection of Allied convoys.

The Mediterranean was now open to shipping bound to and from the Par

East, and although the G.A.P. in Italy had been dtiven to the north

almost to the limits of its range, there was still a threat fran -tile

east which, combined with German U-boat activity (there were in

September 1943 sane 13 German U-boats^still active in the Mediterranean

kept Malta's Spitfires, Wellingtons and Baltimores busy. ,
Admiralty
Historical

Section.

(1) Between June and September 1943 six U-boats were
i e Mediterranean, including U 6l7 on 11 September,

onlv 12^inside..- ,0nel7 SentombfiE DoenitznrderedF*Med

n

evenToat 4
was forced baok^got throu^, ,0r

three oan^^^^
ro were

!OJ
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On 15 October 1943, the Allied Air Forces in Sicily, previously

controlled by M.A.C.A.F. were brought under the operational control of

Two fighter sectors were established in Sicily under No. 335

Wing at Catania and Balemo, and together with the Malta sector

G.R. responsibilities

were co-ordinated between No. 325 Wing at Borizzo and No. 248 Wing at

In this way, all nortii-bound convoys to Naples and those

Malta.

Malta.

A.H.B. Malta provided fighter cover for the whole area,
O.R.B.

south-bound to Malta, Sicily and the southern Italian ports were given

Bae Air/Seaanti-submarine protection throughout the whole area.

Rescue organisation was enlarged and laarine craft and search aircraft

The numberwere based at stra-oegic airfields and ports in the area,

of sorties by G.R, aircraft averaged 18 a day.

safely shepherded throu^ the ilalta area without either loss or

Some 120 convoys were

damage.

In November 1943 operations on anti-submarine and convoy escort

and protection continued and 625 sorties were flown on these duties

out of a total of 1,121^for the vdiole month,
situation in the Mediterranean a reorganisation of the island's

R.A.F, Station Krendi was closed down and

R.A.P.

Station Safi was also closed down and was maintained as a satellite

To meet the changed

airfields took place.

handed over to No. 5051 Airfield Construction Squadron.

Hie Prime Minister visited Malta during November, escortof Luqa,

being given to the battle cruiser in v^nioh he arrived by Spitfires of

The Chief of the Air Staff and the Air Commander-in-the Malta V^ing.

On 8 December, the President of the UnitedChief also arrived.

0)
States paid a visit to the island.

The enemy's ability to strike une3q>eotedly fran the air was

demonstrated on 21 December 1943 when four Ju.88s, taking advantage of

showery weather with poor visibility, attacked the north-bound convoy

"iilollia" (C.U.S.25) 140 miles to the south-east of Malta. One

Ibid

merchant vessel, the S.S. Aloherat. of 5,700 tons, sustained damage

(1) The First Cairo Conference between President Roosevelt, Geneial
Chiang Kai-shek and Mr. Churchill opened on 25 November. / from
The Teheran Conference began on 28 November between President
Roesevelt, Marshal Stalin and Mr. Churchill. On 4 December the

Second Conference, s E C R E T ̂ as held between President
TOosevelt, Mr. Churchill and President Inonu of Hirfcey.
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from a neaiMniss from which she sank* All survivors were picked up.

Mosquitos damaged two of the attacking <Ju.88a, while one of the Mosquitos

in turn damaged by anti-aircraft gunfire frcan the ships.

December 1943, Malta aircraft provided escort both by night and by day

for 73 “first priority* convoys, in the course of vAxioh the Baltimores

flew 236^ and the Wellingtons I69 sorties.

In the New Year 1944, Malta was still providing convoy proteotion

from Cape Bon to Benghazi and Taranto to Tripoli, Altogether during

January, 91 “first priority* convoys were given proteotion by 666 aircraft

from Malta idiile a further 1?2 sorties were flown in hunting down enemy

Duringwas

During January, three "Swamp* and one “Broom* operation

One enemy submarine, D»84, was sunk by the

submarines.

were put into effect.

U,S,A,A,F.Ibid

fiiemy reconnaissance aircraft were active along the convoy routes.

In orderand iriien weather permitted there was at least one daily flight,

to counter this, pairs of Beaufighters and then Mosquitos were sent out

to cover the route followed by the reconnaissance axroraft. On

9 January a Mosquito of No, 256 Squadron destroyed a Ju.88 only 15 miles

The next day a reconnaissance Ju.88

■pbft aiwraft was chased for 60
to the south-east of Syracuse.

appeared over Malta at 28,000 feet,
of the pursuing ^itfires managed to give it a biurst before

miles and one

On 23 January, two reconnaissanoeit evaded by disappearing into olo\id,

airor,ft appeared over Malta. Both wore chased and the second one which

appeared from the south at 32,000 feet was interoapted 25 miles east of
Malta and destroyed.

On 6 January, Air Marshal Sir Keith Park resigned his command to
On 10 January, under theAir Commodore J.R, Scarlett—Streatfield.

the Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, A.H.Q. Malta wasreorganisation of

placed vinder the

(Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Force).

operational and administrative control of H.Q. M.A.C.A.P.
A.H.Q. Malta retained its

/title
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title and remained responsible for the administration of all R.A.E,

units in Malta and Sioilyj but it vrais left with no more status thaaA*H*Q» Malta
Org* Memo.
No. 5* a Qroup*

!19}e Biyal Mr Eoroe Station at Ta Kali closed on the 1st Eebruaxy

inhere was another change of oommand at Malta on  6 February

^en A.V.M. A.H. Wann. became Air Officer finmmflnfi-injf,

February the A»0«G« was taken ill with a heart attack and. (&oup Captain

M^s-Jones fldxo was then acting as S.A.S.O. took over temporary command.

19^

However, on 29

In Bebruary L!)4 sorties were flown on escort to shipping, and a

further 7^ sorties in hunts for siibmarines. Detachments of Spitfires

froa Noa^ 87, 185 and 229 Squadrons were forward, based from Malta at

Grottaglie from where they operated along the Albanian and Greek coasts

attacking coastal shipping, motor transport, radar stations and trains.

E6. 256 squadron* s Mosquitos wer« also on detachment for a short vdiile

to Sardinia frcaa where they operated as intruders against southern

However, this activity was brought to a halt, isdien a ban was
0)

placed on aircraft fitted with Mark VIII flying over hostile

territory.

Branoe.

On the 28th March Air Tice Marshal R.M. Foster, D.B.C. assumed

lairing March, Malta-based aircraft flew 300ocamouid of A.H.Q, Malta*

A.H.B. List of sorties on convoy if escort and submarine hunts. !She month was notable i

Enemy Warships
Sv^ '9 in the

Mediterranean.
for the destruction of five German U-boats, none of them, unfortunately^

Anti-reconnaissanoe patrols on idiioh 80 sortiesby Malta aircraft,

were flown were extended to cover not merely Malta and Sicily but

Italy as far north as tuples, the area to the east of the toe of Italy

Mosquitos of No. 256 Squadron destroyed aand the Gulf of Taranto.

Jju»88 off Naples during the night I5 March. Operations with forward-

based l^itfires continued against a variety of target in Albania and

along the Eastern Adriatic and No. 221. Squadron's Wellingtons carried

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

out anti-shipping patrols over the Adriatio and along the (£reek coast.

(1) Air Interception - a radar set carried ly filters.
/From
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5rom April 1944 there was a sharp decline in Malta’s; operational

Only five sorties were flown on a subnarine hunt and 3i on

The enemy lost two U**boats in i^ril

During

activity,

anti-suinnarine escort and sweeps,

but neither of them was due to attack by Malta-based aircraft.

the same month the fighters flew 113 sorties on escort to shipping,

reconnaissance patrols to the north and east of Sicily were fi*eguent

Thei« wer« also 72 scrambles, manyand took up 152 aircraft sorties,

of them being flown against friendly aircraft.

Attacks against targets of opportunity along the eastern coast of

the Adriatic were continued by Spitfires of Nos, 8? and 185 Squadrons.

Nb. 221 Squadron”s Wellingtons were moved away from Luqa and were

No, 283 Squadron alsoreplaced by a Detachment of Nb. 458 Squadron,

arrived at Hal Ear equipped with five Warwick aircraft for Air/SeaIbid

These aircraft helped in the **Swamp* hunt for a

C-boat ̂ ch attacked a convoy on the night 19/20 May and sank the

Rescue duties.

Bbrt Missanabie of 7,147 tons 30 miles north-east of Spartivento,

She was the Q,455' based on PolaItaly, with the loss of 11 lives,

which was brought to the surfaoe with depth charges and sunk by gun-

Eifty-two survivors, including the C.O.

Altogether, in May, "Swamp
t

fira from R.N. destroyers.

H

were rescued by the attacking destroyers,

hunts accounted for four German G-boats.

Attacks against M.T. bridges, coastal shipping and gun positions

continued during May 1944 by Nos:, 87, end 185 Squadrons and 228

Convoy escort was

In June, the

Targets were hard

were

sorties were flown against enemy recce aircraft,

continued as part of the normal operational routine,

sorties rate dropped to l60 for the whole month.

Spitfires of No, 87^Detaohment operating frcm Grottaglio 
on

4 June, attacked a road convoy north of Lake Joannina in north toeeoe

to find.

On the night 24/25 June,and destroyed or damaged 13 vehioles,

Beaufighters of No, 108 Squadron Detachment, on intruder patrol in the

There were noffiione Valley, destroyed one He,177 south of Valence,

submarine sinkings in June,

/July
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July saw a slight rise in the activity of Malta-based aircraft,

Aircraft of No, 87but the average was still under six sorties a day.

Squadron scored two successes by shooting donn a Ju,88 on the 22nd,

about 100 miles to the east of Malta, and another Jti,88 fovir days later,

160 miles to the south-east of the island. Accurate fire fran the

first Ju,88 destroyed one of the pursuing Spitfires,

a number of operational sorties dropped to 114 and of these 53 were

A sviiprisingly large

number of enemy aircraft - 16 in all - atten5)ted to reconnoitre Malta

and eastern Sicily, 10 in daylight aiid six at night,

fightera and Spitfires were scrambled, no interceptions were made.

By September, Malta was flying an average of less than three

operational sorties a day due to the fact that U-boats were being

rapidly eliminated throughout the whole of the Mediterranean,

phase of anti U-boat operations is covered fully in ’’The E,A.P, in

On 23 May, the German Naval High Command

During August t

flown on anti-submarine patrols and sweeps.

Although Beau-

This

Maritime War", Vol, VII.

he

had ordered the 29th Flotilla to build Schnorchel apparatus into all

The woric of the conversion which was taking placeoperatioinal U-boats,

at Toulon was accelerated and within a month one U-boat, the U, 642, had

It was planned to conplete the programme byalready been fitted,

15 Aiigvist, and but for the landings in southern Prance and the|b::emendous

effort devoted to the destruction of U-boats by Allied aircraft, there

would undoubtedly have been a dangerous recrudescence of German U-boat

activity in the Mediterranean,

At the beginning of June 1944, there wer« eight U-boats located

in the Western Basin of the Mediterranean^ three at sea, four in Toulon,

In three concentrated attacks on 5 and 11 JiiLy

and 6 August on the submarine base at Toulon by a total of 666 Liberators,

and for a loss of 11 of the aircraft, six of the ei^t U-boats were

either destroyed or so gravely damaged as to be unfit for further

At the same thne^ very extensive damage was done to the

docks, cranes, workshops and other installations.

and one at La Spezia,

operations.

Two other U-boats,

/the
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tho U*i|£6 and. U«230 wero scuttled off the south of France on 19 and

21 August respectively, by idiich latter date the 29th KLotilla Toulon

Foxoe ceased to exist.

^ osily t^boats then left eere the TI.407, and U»596> tiro

of them being Schnorohel-^gvtipped. On 18 September the U«A07 iras
r

detected by a Polish destroyer idwn *^chnorchellln^
of Milos Island in the Cyclades and was eventually sxmk at 09*21 hours

^19 September by destroyers* Six days later, on 2k September, a

force of 32 Liberators bombed Skaramanga Harbour, Salamis, and both^

U-boats sere destroyed. Thus ended the anti-U-boat campaign in the

Mediterranean in idiich Malta had be^ so deeply involved and for so

long a time.

In October, Warwicks carried out an intensive U-boat hunt in

an area 60-120 miles around Malta due to a false reposrt, although tiie

last U^oat in the Mediterranean had already been destroyed. Sorties

for the month totalled no more than 5k» On the 20th October Ho. 210

Group was incorporated in Malta Ooomand. Only 2i|. operatiooal sorties

were floon in Noveoaber, over half being on Air/Sea rescue missiom.

Reports of U-boat sightings were still being investigated. Cecember

saw an increase in the xsmiber of operational sorties to 58, again

mainly on Air/Sea rescue sorties. The Warwicks of No. 283 Squadron

in the area south

"Thf ,‘fflW?. in

Marxtime War,”
Vd. 7H

played an active part in the rescue of some 200 leave personnel from

The ship was wrecked in a storm on the

The aircraft

the Yugoslav ship Smanpyo.

eveniog of 27 Decaaber off the south-east tip of Sicily,

released dinghies, directed ships to the scene of the rescue and

dropped flares to illuainate the survivors while they were being

Only two of the personnel on board the Rumanovo were lost.

In January 1945, ospexatiisial sorties froa Malta dropped to 14

They were flown entirely on Air/Sea rescue

February saw ccmsiderable activity at A.H.Q. Malta due to the

visit of the Prime Minister, the Presidmit of the Ihiited States, and

the Allied Chiefs of Staff for Staff talks on their way to the Yalta

Conference (Operatiwx "Argonaut") -rtiich took place between VlO February.

/During

rescued.

for the idiole month.

duties.

Ibid
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During March, only three operational sorties were flown, the

lowest ever recorded, all on Air/Sea Rescue, In April, a further 22

operational sorties were made by Warwicks of No, 283 Squadron on searches

for missing aircraft.

On 2i|. April, the instrument of surrender was signed at Field Marshal

Alexander* s Headquarters in the Royal Palace of Caserta, The cease-fire

in Italy took place on 2 May 1943*

however, Malta still continued to provide Aix/Sea Rescue facilities with

the Warwicks of No, 283 Squadron and Wellingtozis of No, 38 Squadron,

assistance being given not merely to the crews of aircraft forced down in

the Mediterranean, but in the search for ships in distress. It was

fitting that an island that had played such a vital part in the victory

For some considerable time to follow.

of Allied forces in the Mediterranean theatre should dedicate the last

operations of its Air Force, not to destruction, but to humanitarian ends*

n
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AEPEKDIX I

oopr

23rd April 1938S.43159/S.6

Sir,

1 am ooBmanded the Air Counoil to refer to Air Miiiistxy telegram

No. X.603 of tbe 19th Naroh on the auhjeot of the oo>ordisation of operations

in the Middle East and Meditexranean areas in the event of a major orisia.

2. It will he recalled that idien there was a risk of war in the Mediterranean

in 1935 the need for a re^onsible authority to effect this co-ordination

became immediately apparent, and a senior officer had to be sent from England

at short notice. More recently, arising out of a study of the probloa by the

Qiiefa of Staff, the Counoil have reached the conclusion that the Air Officer

Commasdisg, Middle East, would, in war, automatically become Air Officer

rvimmart/i^ng,j fl-p for tho puTposc of oxeroising higher control and direction

over all the air forces available in the Middle East, Palestine, Iraq, Aden

and Malta Commands. It has also been accepted that the officer who would be

called upon to assuioe the duties of Commandex^in-Chief in war should have

knowledge and experience of his command in peace.

3. It has accordingly been decided that the appointment of Air Officer

Coaxoanding, Middle East, shall be up-graded to the rank of Air Marshal, and

that Ihis officer shall be empowered in peace to co-ordinate all preparations, i

^n^instiiifl intex^Command training, for the reinforcement and defence of Egypt,

Effect will be given to this decision in duethe Sudan, Kenya and Aden,

course, but it is desirable that in the meantime all concerned should be made

of the general principle, and that as much of the new procedure as may

be possible be put into operation without delay,

the receipt of this letter, therefore, the Air Officer Commanding, Middle

East is authorised to correspond direct with the Air Officers Commanding,

Ixaq, Aden, Palestine and Malta, and to exercise general co-ordination on

matters arising out of tide M^dle East Reinforcement Plan (S.D. 120) which is

based upon C.O.S. 691 - "Mediterranean, Middle East and North East Africa |
Appreciation", notably the measures conneoted with tho reinforcement of Egypt I

aware

As from tide date of

/ from!Qie Air Officer Commanding,
Mediterranean Command,

Bcyal 4ir Force, Valletta,
Malta.
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fron those oocooands and with the maintenanoe and operation in war of the

reixiforoiQg squadrons,

ezoluded from this arrangement.

For the time being inter^Command training will be

4. ^though Air Officers Commanding will aooordingly deal with the Air

Officer Commanding, Middle East, on aU important matters arising ottt of the
Middle East Plan, they may correspond with the Air Ministry direct

points of detail at their discretion, but in this event they will

koqp the Air Officer Commanding, Ittddle East, informed,

the approved distribution of C.O.S. 691 is to the Air Officers Coananding,
Middle East, Iraq and Aden, to the General Officer Commanding, Palestine,
and to the Governor of Malta, and that copies of the documents will bo

dispatched very shortly.

on aiQr

of course

1 am to add that

A revised and final edition of S.D. 120 will also

be issued to the Comniand oonoemed in the near future.

I am. Sir,

Tour obedient Servant,

(Sgd) Charles Evans
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MDMTHLT OBDESS OP BAmS. MAUA JTOE - DBOWMBKR 1%.0

UNIT LOCATION AJECBAFT I.B. I.E. PTiMaPlTR

lOth June 1%0

A.E.Q. Malta
Fighter Fit.
No« 3 A.A.C.U.

Valetta

Hal Far

Hal Far
4 (strength)Sea Gladiator Fozmed 4«6«40

30th July 1940

A.H.Q. Malta
Fighter Fit.
No. 830 Sqn. F.AJI.
No. 3 A.A.C.IT.

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far

Hal Far

4)
Strength

12 (strength)

Sea Gladiator

Hurricane

Swordfish Formed 1.7.40 from No. 7^7
Training Sgn. F.A.A.

30th August 1S40

A.H.Q. Malta
No. 26l Sqn.
NO. 830 3(Ni. F.A.A.
No. 3 A. A. C. n.

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Par
Hal Far

8Hurricane

Swordfish
4 Gladiators not established

as part of squadrm.
Disbanded 19.9J^0

12 (strength)

30th Septeid>er 1940

A.H.Q. Malta
No. 261 Sqn.
No. 830 Sqpm F.A.A.
No. 431 Fit. G.B.

No. 228 Sqn. Det.

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far

Luqa
Ealafrana

8Hurricane

Swordfish

Glen Martin

Sunderland

4

12 (Strength
3 (Strength

3 (Strength)

Arrived 19.9AO absorbed No.3

A.A.C.U. personnel
22.9.40. 3 a/c temporarily
established at Malta

44

V
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MOKTHlg QRBBaS OP BA!m.B. MAUA. JUWE-D3BX?aflBER I9i»0 (oontd.)

Airoraift irgMa'BirRPnlt Looatlon I.E. I.R.

30th October 19¥)

A.H.Q. Malta
No* 261 Sqn*
No. 830 Sqn. P.A.A.
No. 431 Fit. G.R.
No. 228 Sqp.

8 4Valet ta

Luqa
Hal par

Luqa
galafrana

Borrioane

Swoidfieh
G-len Martin
Bl«dieim

Sunderlaoid

12 (strength)

2 (Strength
3 (strength)

30th NovBttber 1540

A.H.Q. llalth
No. ̂ 1 Sqn.
No. 830 Sqn. F.A.A.
No, 431 Fit. G.S.
No. 228 Sqn. ̂

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Par

Luqa
Eal^rena

16 ̂ 1. Through partial failure of
Operation QUICK

Aircraft not brought up to
established strength until
January 1941.

2. 6.11.40 S<pi. permanently
established at Malta.

Burrioane

Svordfish

Glen Martin

Sunderland

12 (Strength)
3 1

4 2

31st December 1940

A.H.Q. Malta
No. 261 Sqxu
No. 830 Sqn. F»A.A.
No. 431 Fit. G.E.
No. 228 Sq^
No. 148 Sqn.

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far

Luqa
Kalafrana

16 4Hurricane

Swordfish

Glen Martin

Sunderland

Wellington

12 (Strength)
4 1

24
16 Formed at Luqa during Deo.4Luqa
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jgPBNDIX No> II (oontd.)

MONTHLY QBmaa OP BATTLE. JANUARY-^lfll I9ti-1

PTWAPRaI.R.I.E.AIRCRAFTLOCATIONUNIT

31 at Janaajy 1941

A.E.Q. Malta
No. 261 Sqn.
No. 830 Sqtu F.A.A.
No. 228 Sqn.
No. 148 Sqn.
No. 69 Sqn.

I

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far
Ealafrana

Luqa
Luqa

16 4Rurrioane
Svoxdflah

Sunclerland

Wellington
Cion Martin

12 (strength)
24

16 4

Foxned in January from
No. 431 Fit.

4 2

^th February 1941

Valetta

Luqa
Hal par

Ealafrana

Luqa

A.H.Q. Malta
No. 261 Sqn.
NO* 830 Sqn. F.A.A.
No. 228 S<^*
No. 12(8 Sqn.
No. 69 Sqn.

16 4Hurricane

S«<»^ish
sibnderland

12 (strength)
Departed tor Middle East 19*3*41
Departed for Middle East 9«3*41

4 2

16 4;tonwe;

4 2Clen MartinLuqa

31St March 1941

A.H.Q. Malta
No. 261 Sqn.
No* 830 Sqn. F.AJL.
No. 69 S^*

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far

!

1 16 4Hurricane

Swordfish
Clen Martin

12 (Strength)
24Luqa

I

(
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jgPBNDIX No. II

KDMTHLT ORDERS OP BATTLE. MAIiTA. JAMUART-MAI 1%1

UNIT L0CiO7IGN AIRCRAFT I.B. I.R. ma/TAPUR

30th April 1%1

A.H.Q. Malta
No, 261 S<^«
No. 830 Sqn. F.A.A.
No, 69 Sqn.
No. 21 Sqn. Det,'^

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far

Luqa
Luqa

1, (Squadron over established due
to reinforcing operations.
Departed for Middle East
21.5J»-1).

2. Arrived 27«4*41 Departed
11.3*41 • replaced by No, 139
Sqn. Dot. 16.3.41.

16Hurrioans

Swordfish

Glen Martin

Blenheim IV

4 +

12 (strength)

6 (strength)
4 2

31st May 1941

A.H.Q. Malta
No* 2^9 Sqn.
No* 183 Sqn.
No. 830 S<pi. F*AJl.
No* 69 Sqn.
No* 139 Sqp. Det.
No* 82 S^i* Det.
No. 252 Sqn. Det.

Valetta

Luqa
Hal Far

Hal Far

Luqp.
Luqa
Luqa
Luqa

16 Fcumed 21 *3*41 • Replaced No,26l Sqn.
Formed 12,3*41 from sursdus personnel

and a/o of No. 261 Sqn.

Arrived 16.3*41.
Arrived 21*5*41*
Arrived 1.3*41* Depetrted end of
May 1941*

Hurrioane

Hurricane

Swordfish

Glen Martin

Blenheim IV

Blenheim IV

Beaufi^ter

4
16 4

12 (strength)
4

6 (stmigth
6 (Strength'
13 (Strength'

■V/

2

!

i
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AEPBNDIX III

SICILY AIR STRER&TB3

(taken from the official Strength Returns of the
I.A.P. "Superaere_A)

10 Jhne 1%0

Stonno

of Seryioeable
Types of A/OLooationGroup

33S.79Comiso11

18GelaM

27Catania

27tt
Soiaooa30

32Castelvetrano

Fantell|iria

36

S.85$6 Autonoaious dive
boidser Group

25C.R.32
0.R.42

Balemo1st fighter Stomo
17

26M.C.2006th Autonomous

fighter (broup

Catania

ZOS

9 Deoember 1%0

S.79 (Bombers) 14 1087 Soiaooa30

813n

90

1114S.79Catania5234

1114N
Gerbini53

4o55

Trapani1st

Mo.200 (fighters) 34

C.R.32 1

246 Catania

1

2127Mo.200

0.R.I|2
C.R.32

17 miezmo
78

44

C.R.42 (fighters)_26_Comiso23rd Autonomous &roup
80100

COASTAL OOMMAKD

C Z 501 (Seaplanes)
C Z 506
C Z 501
C Z 501

91483 (braup
27
37

7
1ii4 Sqdn
189 Sqdn 3

7

J
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AERBMDIX 17

SIOILT AIR FORGE LOSSES

From the beginning of hostilities until Deoember 1^1
(Sxtraoted from Italian Air Ministry official returns)

DATE DPS OP msm action MISSIHG CAUSE UMKOWK

8 bombers

1 fi£^ter
10 June - 13 July 1940 m

14 July - 31 Aug. 1940 s 2 bombers

4 fi£^ters

1 Sept. - 30 Sept 1940 x 3 bombers

1 fighter

5 bombers

2 fighters

1 bomber

1 fifi^iter

2 fightersOct. - Deo. ,1940

Jan. - Mar. 1941 3 bombers

3 fighters
3 bombers
4 filters

8 bombers

3 filters

AprU - June 1941 2 bombers

3 fighters

6 bombers

10 fighters

July - Sept. 1941 9 bombers

12 fighters

Oct. - Dec, 1941 1 bomber

2 fighters
3 bombers

3 fighters

6o S3

X 2nd Air Squadron was operating from Sicily during these periods

From Oct. • Deo. 1940 the 2nd Air Sqjoadron and the Sicilian Air Force
were both operating from Sicily

Qie 2nd Air Squadiron moved out of Sicily at the end of Deo. 1940.

i
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APPSmU. Y

-ft f, J
if SQUADROr^ operatioms (Bon

10 June - 13 July 1%0

(from Italian A±r Ministxy Statistioe)

MALTA

20A/C Bombs Droj^ed
KG. 100 KG. 30

No. of

MissionsTarget inoend.KG.15KG. 250Engaged

6
36 11737753913320 13/iNaTal bases

and ports

108 2718250818 1992Airfields and

Seaplane bases

Naval Units

Cruisers off Malta 66 151

144144.  167 1,053 55923439

16 191Fighter Escort

6A/C lost over
Malta

S.79
Mo.200 1

Destroyed
oosibat

Ln 7

U SOHAESON 0HBRATI0K3

14 July - 31 August 1540

I
20A/0 Bombs Dropped

Kg.100 KG. 50
No. of

MissionsTarget inoehd.KG.250

245621152Naval bases

and ports

80601986 32Air and Sea-

plane bases

3210012122Sundry

Fighter Esoort 16211

14612Armed Reooe
/J 6JlUXI

A/C losses
0.R.42

Destroyed in Combat
2

23.79

4



APPENDIX Ko. VI

l.A,P. OPERATIOKS AGAINST MALjEft

(£<roiii Offioial Italian Souroas)

Beginning of hostilities - 13th JUly 1940

Qbjeotivea Operations No. of A/O N
(Kgs)

Boflibs Ite^nnedo. of Bocabs

1.19613920 114,888
18,316
27,052
7,0MD
14,3W

■ Ja52L
183,228

Malta naval base

Calafrana Seaplane base
Hal Ear airfield
la Venesia

Mioabba

Magtab

164244
36 3497

108103
175203
482

38 2,040231

14th July - 31st Aug. 1940

12,062

12,135
12,425
3,740
3.fe68

43,830

101152Forts & Naval bases Malta
Airfields & Seaplane bases

Hal Far
Mioabba

Calafrana Sozpedo Depot
Marsa Siroooo foal "

16 1743
164163

6 721
6 2^1

5835910

1st - 30th Sept. 19M)

5,148
5,148
3,032

f'532
16.998

36,858

186La Valetta

BuxBtola

Marsa Siroooo
Hal Far

Mioabba

1

1871

551
61131

1
58 3327

Oot. - Deo. 1940

1,815
5,311
3,664
%j6

17.120.

28,856

1832La Valetta

Bunaola

Galafrana

Ta Venesia

MLoabba

46122
6862

2431

8 JiO

4966415

Jan. - Mar. 1941

2,782
5.t52i

8,335

6 586Mioabba

Valetta 10JO
1631616

Apt. - June 1941

15,536
18,344
47.945

81,825

8363113Bstl Far

Mioabba
Valetta

66328 39
3^22-22.

1,86273 142
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JgPENDIX Ho. VII
BBOONNAISSAHCB BSPOBT

BOXAL MR FORCE 201 GROUP R.A.F. Form No. 451

Date 28«6*40. Ref. No. Order or nature of duty:-

Hap or Chart Reference

Sea Reconnaissance only

Wild

500paot F/Lt. W.W. Campbell
Crew f/o. D. King

F/0 P.J. Dundee

Unit 250 Squadron Aircraft S

Type S'Land
No. L.3804

Tims up 1030
Time down 20l5
Total time 9*45

Visibaity Weather DirectionSea

Rough

Trt

Speed at 1000ft. l6kt
Cross out term not

applicable

5-20* Fine

Time

HTs.
Height
(Feet)

Place Serial No. Track (True)Report

Sif^ted submarine periscope at 1405 hours in position
370 29* N 19® 51 *B. Delivered dive boiBbing attack releasing
2 X 230 lb A.S. siBultansously. Both bombs burst abaft conning
tower, the nose of tiie submarine rose sharply toward the surface
but before another attack conli be delivered the nose appeared
to slide vertically downwards. About 5 minutes later a huge
air bubble came to the siirface, and smaller bubbles continued to
rise for another 10 to 18 minutes. Shortly after the first air
babble arose, oil began to ai^ear on the surface and continued
in inoreasing quantities until I left the vicinity 20 minutes
after the attack. I returned to the vicinity 2 hours later and
observed a large patch 300 x 300 yards. The tail gunner
reported debris floating in the area for several seconds after
the e3q£>losion but I pers<mally did not see it.

I am certain the submarine was destroyed, as the resulting
effects of the bombing were identical as in the case when I
bOBbed a submarine and took prisoiers. (Sgd) W.W. Campbell



)

jg=PENDIX Ho> 7II

RBCOWNAISSANOE HEPOBI R.A.F. Form No. 451

HOXAL AIR FORCE 201 GOOUP Shoot No. 1 •

Date 29.6.40 Ref. No. Orders or nature of duty:-

Uap or Chart Referenoes:-

SEARCH FOR SNBMI NAVAL FORCES Sea Reoonnalssanoe only

1800

SeaPilot F/Lt. W.W. Canpbell
Crew f/O. O. King

F/O. F.J. Dundee

Unit Aircraft S

Sype S Land
No. L.3804

0830 Visibility
6-12*

Time up
Time down 1913
Total tifl» 1043

Weather

Fair Swell Wild

Direotion 290
Speed at lOOO ft. 6«20 knots.
Gross out term not applicable.

True
230 Squadron

Serial

No.Place Height
(Feet)

Track (True)Time Report
(hrs.)

0840HARSA SCIROCCO

39® 05* N

Left MALTA.

1323 1000 Sighted Italian submarine with conning tower and upper works
awash. Dive boobed • released 2 z 230 A.S. bcmbs. Both
bombs burst cn submarine *RUB1N0* abaft conning tower. Again
attacked and released 2 x 230 A^. bombs again, which burst
beside conning. Submarine destroyed. Landed and picked up 4
prisoners, several bodies assumed in vicinity but further
search was abandoned due to approaching local storm and rising
sea. Survivors unin^red but suffering badly from shock.

On patrol.

Sic^ted "Rubino* class submarine on surface. Having no bombs,
machine gunned conning tower and bridge with all guns. Two
attacks were made before the submarine atteiqpted to dive, then
a very olnmsy crash dive took fdmce. The submarine remained
at periscope depth for several ndnutes, either she was disabled
or the Captain was mad.

Landed and handed 2 Lieutenants, 1 Sub^Lieutenant and 1 Petty
Officer Italian prisoners over to guard.

10001347

37® 06*n
16® 23*B

1000

UARSA SCIBOCICO 1915

(Sgd) W.W. 0an5>bell, F/Lt.
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AEFEMDIXMo. VIII

RAIDS ON ITALIAN O'EBRTTORT AMD SHIPEEHG EBQM MALTA

1st November 1%0 - April 1%.1

Souroas: M.E.W.I.S. Halfar Station O.R.B. No. 1A8 Sqdn. O.R.B. Piles S.2i»7/57/Air
S.247/37/5/&ir

ICargeta EneoQr Foirts and Bases
^erodrooies and Landing Grounds
Shipping

Airoraft Employed Heavy Botnibera: Wellingtons No, 1i|B Sqdn.
Torpedo/Bomhers: Svordfish No. 830 Sqdn. F.A.A.

November 19i|0 Mid January 1S41

Number of Effeotive Sorties

Torpedo/Bomber TotalsHeavy

10101st Nov. ̂ ^l^ONaples
Naples
Brindisi

Brindisi

Naples
Taranto

33/4 3tl

55/6 It 5tf

27/8
ftft 2

9/10 55tt tl

13/14
16/17
19th
22/23 "
22/23 ”
28/29 "

tt

tt

It

1010It

1010ItBari
1nBari

Bari )
Taranto )
Brindisi

Naples )
Catania )
Augusta )
Castel Benito

Mellaha

1
88It

1It 1

66It

42/3 4December

2/3 1tt 1

2/3 1It 1

11tt 117th
337th
113/14

13/14
14/15
20Ai
20/21
22/23
22/23
29/30

It 1Crotons

Tripoli
Naples
Tripoli
CastAl Benito

Tripoli
Castel Benito

Maples
Taranto

Naples
Falexmo

Crotons

Tripoli
Tripoli
Tripoli
Naples
Palermo

Messina

Palermo

88tl

88tl

1010It

9It
9

99tt

1It 1
7tl 7
530/31

II
5

130/31
tt 1

130/31

T
II 1

1It 1
1010January
665/6

6/

tt

667
tl

98/9 9It

18/9 1It

79/iO 7tl

6 69/10 II

187163 24TOTALS



X

Mid January A February lOLI

Kufflber of Effeotive Sorties

Targgt Date Tbzpedo/BooibarHeavy Stotals

Ia/13 January 192».1
15/16
20/21
22/23
23^3
22/23

27/28 "
27/28
27/28
31/1 February

N

27th

Catania

Catania

Catania

Catania

Cooiso

Syracuse
Shisping
Baples
Catania

Coiaiso

Iripoli
Castel Benito

Tripoli
Catania

CoiBiso

i

12 12
9
8

9
8

3 3
3 3
1 1

6 6
5 5
3 3
1 1
6 6

2/3 7 7
8/9 10 10
11/12
11/12
11/12
13/14
15/16
15/i6
20/21
20/21
24/25

)

:  i 4 4
Gela

Shipping
Catania

Comiao

Catania

Cooiiso

Tripoli

3 3
It

3 3
2 2

4 4
It 2 2

9 9

TOTALS 82 19 101

Maroh & April 1941

Aircraft Employed - Heavy Bombers - Wellingtons of No. 148 Sqdn. Det.

- Torpedo/feombars Swordfish of No. 830 P.A.A. Sqdn.

Number of Effective Sorties

^rggt Date Toxpedo/^omberHeavy Tbtals

18/19 Maroh
12 April
12/13
14/15
16/17

18/19
20/21
23/24

TOTALS

Tripoli
Shipping
Tripoli
Tripoli
Tripoli &
Shipping
Tri|K)li
Tripoli
Tripoli

9 9
6 6

3 3
4 4
7 81

8 8
8 8
4 4

1634 50
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SECRET 3

RAIDS AGAIUST EKRMT TSBRITOHI AMD SHUEtKC EB(M MALTA. MAY ISM

Anti-Shipping Operations

Aircraft employed: Wellingtons, Blenheims, P.A.A. Swordfish of No. 830 Squdron

No. of Effective Sorties

TotalsHi so.UediumDate HeavyTarget

66May
n

11 Merchant vessel & 1 destroyer
Convoy
Eig^t small merchant vessels
Convoy
Tripoli harbour
Convoy
One merchant vessel
One merohant vessel
One small merchant vessel

Convoy
Shipping in Sfax
Shipping near Sfax
Shipping near Sfax

442
557
447
410/11

12/13
4It

44
4422
4425
2227
6626
2228
3330
33II

31

8 51394

^ipfl.iavixm Operations

Aircraft employed: P.A.A. Swordfish of No. 83O Squadron

No. of Effective Sorties

TotalsMiso.MediumDate HeavyTarget

22MayTripoli harbour approaches
II It It 3

2
3It

4/5 2a

45/6 4ItN

36/7 3ItII

510/11 "
25/^6 •*

5ItIt ti

33Lampedusa harbour
2222

BA-ms against EHEtg TBBHITOBY AND SHIEPIN6 PROM MALTA. JIBE 1941

Anti-shipping Operations

Airozraft en^loyed: Wellingtons, Blenheims, Mazylands of No. 69 Sqdn. P.A.A.
Swordfish of No. 830 Sqn. No. of Effective Sorties

Target (Porta & Shipping) TotalsMedium Miso.HeavyDate

553  JuneConvoy
Shipping - Tripoli harbour
Convoy
Tripoli
One merchant vessel
One merchant vessel

Convoy
Tripoli
Convoy
Convoy
axipping - Tripoli
Shipping - Tripoli
Tripoli
Convoy
Convoy entering Tripoli
Tripoli
Shipping Tripoli
Slipping - Tripoli

78/9 7
2211
412/13

13/14
4

22

2219
6622

23/24

25/S6
26

26/27

25

55
4 .4
77
44
954
6627
3329
2229
929 9

29/30 4 4
30 6 6

14 43 30 87
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SECRET

>
RAIDS ON EMEMT TERRITORI AMD SHIPPING ERQM MALTA. JDNE ̂ 9L^ (Oont.)

Anti-shipping Qperationa

No, of Effective Sorties

TARGET (Land targets) Date Heavy Medium Uiso: Totals

Tamet l.g.
Soxaiann l.g.

17 June
29 June

3 3
6 6

9 9

Mina-layiitg Operations

Aircraft employed; F.A.A. Swordfish of No, 83O Sqdn.

No. of Effective Sorties

TARGET Date Heavy Medium Misc: Totals

Sea route, Tripoli - Benghaai
Tripoli Harbour Approaches

1/2 JUne
7/3 JUne

4 4
4 4

8 8

Fighter Operations

Aircraft employed; Hurricanes

TARGET

No, of Effective Sorties

Date Light bombing Maohine gun Totals

Synouse seaplane base 23 JUna 4 4

RAIDS ON ENEMT TERRITORY AMD SHTPEENQ pRCM MALTA.

Anti-,hippiog Qparationa

Aircraft employed; Wellingtons, KLenheims, Maiylands of 69 Sqdn. Swordfish of
No. 830 Sqdn. F.A.A.

No. of Effective Sorties

TARGET (ports and shipping) Date Heavy Medium Misc; Totals

Tripoli
Shipping outside Tripoli
Shipping outside Tripoli
Shipping - Palermo Harbour
Tripoli
Shipping - Tripoli Harbour
Tripoli
Naples
Naples
Convoy outside Tripoli
Messina

Convoy
Shipping - Tripoli Ibrbour
Shipping - Tripoli Barbour
Cruisers & destroyers - Palermo
Shipping - Tripoli Harbour
Shipping - Tripoli Barbour
Naples
Convoy
Shipping - Trapani Barbour
Schooner

1/2 July 5 5
2/3 7 2 9
3 14 14
6 ti 6 6

6/7 It
7 81

7/3 $ 2 8
9/10 7 7
9/10 n 6 6

10/11
13

14/15

15/16
16/17
17/18

18/19
20/21

15

18

7 7
n

4 4
8n

8

3 3
4 4

n

3 3
n

5 5
H

2 2
n

3 3
9 9

22 n

4 5 9
23 It

3 3
28 1 1

64 1£_J 126
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S E 0 R E T

BAIDS ON ENEMT MBITORr ARP SBIPPSIKS IRQM MALTA.

Operatioaa againat Land targets

JULY 1%.1 (Ctontd.)

No, of Effeotive Sortias

Target Date Heavy Hedium Miso: Totals

M.I. on Coastal Road nr. Homs
2uara L.G.
Hisurata L.G,

M.T. on Coastal Road nr. Sirte
^ra L.G.
Ragnsa
Zuara L*G.

2 July 2 2

3 It
1 1

4 n
1 1

4 It
6 6
1 1

10/11 n
1 1

13 n
2 2

Misurata (U.T. Troops)
Baglio Risso (liarsala)

14 tt

3 3
23 n

1 1

1 17 18

Mine-laving Operationa

Aircraft employed; Swordfish of No. 830 Sqdn. P.A.A.
No. of Effeotive Sorties

Target Date Heavy Medium Miso: Totals

Tripoli harbovu* approaches
H  II " „ July 6 6

6 6tl tt

7/8 •• 5 5

17 17

Fighter Onaratinna

Aircraft employed: Hurricanes, Beaufighters, P.A.A. PtOmars

No. of Effeotive Sorties

Target Date Lig^t bombing Machine-gun Totals

Syracuse Seaplane base
Augusta
Gex^ini

Gerbini

Augusta
Cataiaia L.G.

^jfrraouse Seaplane base
Marsala Seaplane base
Catania L.C.

Baglio Rizao (Marsala) L.O.

9 July 5 5
12 tl

1 1
16 II

2 2

17/18
17/18 "
18/19 “

II
1 1
1 1

2 2
28 It

2 2
28 n

2 2
28 tl

2 2
28 II

2 2

5 2 13 20
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Appendijc No, IX

QARPTER - BOBNE REINFQRCEMEMTS

The policy of dispatching filter reinforcements to Malta

by aircraft-carrier, was initiated at a meeting at Admiralty

on 13th JiiLy, 1940* The Air Ministry* s d.eoision to establish

a fighter flight for the defence of the island had not been

acted upon when the War with Italy began* For the first weeks

of the War the only filters on the island were four Fleet Air

Arm Sea Gladiators, and although these put up a valiant

resistance to enemy raids they were no match for the modem

Italian filter and bomber aircraft* Thus from the very

beginning the need for modem fighters was acute and as soon

as the achievements of liie Gladiators had demonstrated the

D.O. Ops* Folder,
HJ5/14/4

practicability of fighter defence it was decided to establish

Hurricanes at Malta*

A scheme was immediately put forward to dispatch  a flight

of twelve Hurricanes to the Mediterranean by fast convoy, and

the S.S. GLenlochry was chosen to carry the aixx»raft* Owing

to operational difficulties however, the Naval authorities

considered it unwise to try to pass a convoy through the

Mediterranean in the immediate futuzw and proposed GlenTocb-ry

should sail in the Cape to the Middle East whence the

ffiirricanes might easily be transferred to Malta* This scheme,

however, was not ccsDpatible with the urgency of the situation

at Malta and it was suggested that the Hurricanes should be

shipped to Gibraltar, fully erected, tai board the aircraft-

carrier Argus, The Argus could then proceed into the

Mediterranean until the Hurricanes were within range of Malta,

when they could be flown off, about five hundred miles from

the Island, The chief objection to this plan was that it

made no allowance for the shipnent of ncai-fljring pers<miel and

essential supplies through the Mediterranean, but this

difficuliy was overccme by the proposal to xise two

autanarines, footeus and Pandora for the purpose. Further

/decisions

SECRET
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Ajapendix No. IX (contd)

decisioiis were made to the effect that the Argus should be

escorted from the Tfaited Kingdom by two destroyers, and that

she should take on board two Heet Air Aim Skuas to

escort to the Hurricanes on their flight from the carrier to

Malta,

act as

There was, at first, some opposition to this pT»n,

Air Marshal Longmore, A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East considered it

most unsound and liable to meet with disaster, and favoured

accepting the risk of loss entailed by delivering the aircraft

all the way through the Mediteiranean by sea. While the
A.O.C Malta was doubtful whether it would be practicable for

axrricanes to take off from the -Argus and also objected to the

delay of the bulk of other supplies for Malta which

inevitable if they were shipped round the Cape
Glenlocfai^ Air Ministry however bgri carried

• j

would be

in the

out a careful

examinaticax of the possible risks of the operation in the

of the naval situation and of previous experience of

take-offs by liirricane pilots who had had no training for them,
and it was decided to go forward with the operation which
named HUERI.

light

carrier

was

In point of fact when the selection of the

pilots had taken place it was found that all the men chosen

had already had ELeet Air Am training,

was to detail Wo, 200 Group (Gibraltar) to order two

Sunderlands to rendezvous with the carrier at dawn on the day of
the take-off, to act as stand-by leaders for the Hurricanes in

A further precaution

case either Skua should fail, and to accompany the aircraft as

extra escorts. These Sunderlands also had to make

sortie to carry equipment which could not be transported hy
submarine or by the aircraft in the first sortie.

The operation took place as planned, and all the aircraft

arrived at Malta on 2nd of August and but for one Hurricane

which crashed on landing fh n^iiuig,

/Skua

a second

and one

SECRET
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Appendix No« IX (oontd)

Skua which was brought in carelessly and crashed, the

operation was a complete success*

The second of these operaticaas - WHITE -sMch took place

on the 17th November, 192t£), resulted very differently* Of the

twelve Birricanes and two Skuas which took off from the cairier

only four Hurricanes an^ one Skua arrived at lialta*

loiown that twc Hurricanes of i±ie first flight bafi come down in

the sea near Malta, and it was believed that the second Skua

with it*s flight of six Hurricanes also landed in the sea ovdng

to lack of fuel.

Two Sunderlands were detailed to meet the two flights of

Sirricanes as extra escorts, but at the last minute

Sunderland was disabled at Gibraltar and a Maiyland was sent

from Malta to replace it*

and six Hurricanes at the selected rendezvous and escorted them

on, but two of these Birricanes ran out of fuel twenly-five miles

and thiiiy-four miles from Malta* The first was observed to

crash by the Sxaiderland but it took half an hour to locate and

rescue the pilots* The seccoid Skua with six Hiurricanes flew

to rendezvous with the Maryland, but contact was not made

veiy little was known of the second flight after this*

Bearings requested by the Skua, however, showed the flight to

be southward of the correct course to Malta at hours, by

which time the aircraft should have been within ten to twenty

The flight was not located by R,D,P. although

Malta was in communication with two of the Hurricanes by

In a broadcast on 18th November, fiaae Radio claimed that a

Ba.ackbum Shark had been shot down off Sicily, and the

taken prisoner, and as no other losses were reported it

assumed that this was the leading Skua*

At a Board of Enquiry set up to investigate the disaster,

the findings were as follows

It was

The facts disclosed were as follows.

one

The Sunderland met the first Skua

miles of Malta*

crew

was

/(a)
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(a) ^Sle Flag Officer Ocsiimanding Eoroe H, ^ in being
ordered to emplciijr Arcnis in preference to H.U.S, Ark Roval

as ca3:rier, was forced, for strategic reasons to employ a

flying-off positicHx as far to the west-ward as the safe

operational range of the Hurricanes would allow*

(b) With this in view E.O.C, Force "H“ asked the 0,0,,

H.M.S, Argus whether a position further west than that already

selected was considered practicable,

(c) The C,0,, H.M.S, Argus, with no experience of

Hirricane aircraft, and acting on data given hjm in an

Admiralty message, proposed a position in 6° i|0* East as the

limit, always providing an easterly wind was to be expected.

A.11, me

S8080

9b

This, in effect, added ten per cent to the distance to be flown,

(d) From evidence given by the F,0,C Force ”H", he

considered the Air Ministry signal replying to his proposal of

6°40* East was an acceptance of that proposal,

(e) During the conduct of the operations, enemy

intelligence indicated the necessity for caution in proceeding

•»

to the Eastward and F.O.C, Force “H” utilised to the full the

latitude given him in his interpretation of the Air Ministry* s

reply, and decided to fly off from the extreme Western position

of 6° iijQ* East,

(f) From the evidence of the senior surviving pilot, the

bbxrioane pilots had been provided with no data as to the most

economical revolutionary air speed ratio for 150 knots, using

the de Bavilland constant speed airscrew,

they set off with ten per cent added to their flying distance,

and, except, as far as was known in one instance, used 2200

engine revolutions, whereas one pilot, who used 1800

In consequence

(l) Force H,
which was detailed to carry out the naval part of the
operation.

The Naval Force in the Western Mediterranean,

/revolutions,
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revolutions, landed with a fair margin of fuel*

This ignorance of the best revolutionaiy air speed

probably added fifteen per cent to their fuel consumption,

(g) The cumulative error of twenty-five per cent marked

up the discrepancy in endurance.

Eie Board were of the opinion that:

(a) Although the chances of Operation HDREOT being

successful had called forth grave doubts its actual success

obscured the lisks to be jTun*

The carrying out of Operation I’/HITE was infliwnced by the

success of Operaticn HDHRI but lacked its careful planning of

flying details,

(b) 33ie Air planning failed by providing pilots with

little or no experience of long-distance flying, at the most

econcHnical speed and failed to furnish the pilots with any

data on the subject. During Operation HOERT experiexiced

R.A.E. and F.A.A* pilots and observers had taken part,

(c) The observer appointed by Admiralty to act as leader

in the second Skua had just qualified, and had never taken part

in axQT operation before. It was probably his bad navigation

in failing to ctaitact with the Maryland at iiie rendezvous

which caused the total loss of the second flight.

Finally the Board considered no blame could be placed on

H.M.S. Argus for the error in judgement and execution

of the Operatioiu Ha had no techirical advisors with any

e^erience of Hurricane aircraft and could only rely on the

the C.O,,

figures for endurance provided by Air Ministry,
c

The practice of reiirforcing Malta with oanler-bome

Birricanes was not resumed imtil March, 19^1 wixen the urgency

of the situation in Malta necessitated the rapid dispatch of

A,M. File

0,3,8550

additional fighters. In Operation WIHOH which took place cm

3rd April, the aircraft were taken off H.M.S, Argus at

/cabraltar
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CDGibraltar and reloaded, on to H.M.S. Ark Royal and measures

)irere taken to e3osure the pilots viere acquainted 'ni'& the most

economical method of flying Hurricanes -nith long-distance tanks,

and that the aircraft were flown off from a position not West of

6*^ 30* east, at about four hundred and twenly statute miles

from Malta* This operation proved entirely satisfactory and

all aircraft arrived safely although one flight failed to

contact the escorting aircraft At the rendezvous* The

operation was repeated on 24th April (Operation DUNKS’) -idien

twenty-three Horrioanes were flown to Malta* All arrived

safely and this time contacts with the escorts were made without

difficxilty* All the Hurricanes had eighty gallons or more

left in their tanks except one which used rich mixture for the

Tdiole flight and had fifty gallons left*

In view of the success of these recent operations and the

valuable experience gained from them as well as from

Operation '^HITE, it was decided to odntiime this method of

reinforcement on. a much larger scale, and by this means to

deliver a large nusiber of Hurricane aircraft awaiting dispatch

to Middle East* It was hoped to send up to a hundred and

forty-eight Hurricanes azid eighteen Ehlmar to the Middle East

By the beginning of July the total number of

aircraft, which had reached Malta in transit far exceeded the

by this means*

original target* Five operations were mounted} forty-six

airrioanes arrived at Malta in Operation SPLICE in May, and by

early July three batches of forty-three, forty-eight and fifty-

six respectively had arrived (Operations ROGEET, TEIACER and

RAILWAl). Out of a total of two hundred and five aircraft

(1) Ark Royal was employed for the Operation in preference to
Argus because the former was provided with greater deck
space for the take off and for the acccmmodation of the

aircraft* This meant (a) the operation would be less
dependent on wind conditions* (b) the Carrier had room to
take some of her own filters on board, and with their
protection could advance further Eastward than the Argus.
without undue risk*

/embarked
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embarked on carriers during this period, one hundred and ninely-

sisc 'nere flown off in the Mediterranean, and of these ocily six

were lost en route to the Island, althnngh four crashed

landing. Of the aircraft which reached Malta in these four

operations 115 had been sent on to the Middle East by the end

of July.

on

This type of operaticnx consequently became accepted

rapid and efficient means of reinforcing Malta and the Middle

East, and was, in due course extended to include Spitfires,

when these aircraft became available later.

as a
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R.D.F. in tha Defenoe ^ /y«<M<

It had already been pointed out that R.D.P. oover was partioularay

Not only did visual observationxieoessaxy on so small an Island as Malta.

take plaoe only a short time before the enemy aircraft arrived at their

It also provided insufficient warning for tixe fighters to scramble

to meet the raid, since the defence aerodromes were themselves within the

R.D.P. could therefore play a decisive part in the

targets.

main target area.

defenoe of Malta.

Until December 1940 the Island was protected solely by Nos. 241 and 242

working alternately throu^ut each twenty-four hour period.

Although sited within 3,000 srards of one another, these T.R.U's had slight

but ia^wrtant differences in performance, resulting in varying gaps in the

Enffiny formations flying at approximately 20,000 feet were

On No, 241 T.R.U, these raids faded

R.D.F. screen,

normally detected at 65-73 miles,

S.47124

131A

between thirty-five to twenty-eight miles but this caused no serious

On No, 242, however, the fading area was betweenoperational drawback,

fifty to thirty-nine miles, a most inconvenient distance since it covered

the period during which filters had to bo flown off if intercepting were to

The addition of another receiving aerial however did uaich to fillbe made.

up this gap.

Hie first C.O.L. station became operational to provide low cover at Port

Ta Siloh on 28th December 1940, followed by a second on 29th January 1941, at

Port Maddalena, idiile the third station ccmmenoed testing and calibration at

Althou^ these stations were able to plot aircraftFort Dingli in February,

at their extreme range (approximately seventy miles) the operational height

of eneny aircraft had been such that they had so far provided only a little

extra coverage over Nos, 241 and 242 Transportable Radio Units.

Until the arrival of the German Air Force in the Mediterranean, enemy

raids usually consisted of formations of bombers escorted by fighters.

Similarly reooimaissanoes wereflying at an average height of 20,000 feet,

carried out by fighters and no difficulty was experienced in detecting any

Single aircraft rarely approached the Island by day, and

ni^t raids usually consisted of single aircraft or a succession of single

3^se were normally detected

/ at

of these raids.

aircraft flying at approximately 10,000 feet.
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at about 40-50 miles, and ware followed in. by R«D.F. observation

with pome, but not serious, fading.

With the arrival of the Luftwaffe.Taotios underwent a

it

Frequejit reoonnaissanoes were made by single

hi^-flying aircraft (usually Ju.88) and these were seldom picked

up beyond 23 miles and on two or three occasions were only

detected when within visual range of the Island,

was sufficient for gun crews and for warning the population,

EneuQT reconnaissance

considerable change.

i^lthou^ this

fighter interception was impossible,

aircraft were therefore able to return to base unmolested, with

In addition thevaluable visual and photographic information,

effect of such episodes on morale threatened to be cumulative if

they continued.

In view of the increasing enemy activity over the Island,

Air Commodore Uaynard was very anxious to iii5)rove the R.D.P. cover

and to remedy its somewhat dangerous faults,

applied to Middle East for advice, and when suggestions for

technical alterations failed to satisfy, he asked the Command

H.Q. to send Wing Commander Tester the (2iief Radio Officer to

He therefore

S.50536/toP
1A & 6a

inspeot the system at the Island.

Wing Commander Tester arrived on 30th January and carried

out a ten-day tour of inspection at the end of which time he

coiqpiled a detailed report.

He discovered that generally speaking the shole air defence

system operated with ramarlcable efficiency,

the lack of height information and of I.P.P. although this

The main drawbacks

were

ibid 13A

mitigated to some extent by the smallness of the target area

The former caused lost

was

and the low number o f friendly aircraft.

opportunities for intercepting single enemy aircraft which

frequently circled the Island at a distance of almost thirty

39ie lattermiles, and which ou^t to have been easy targets,

led to frequest false alarms when friendly aircraft were

Wing Conmander Tester found that it wasapproaching the Island,

undoubtedly true that several oases had occurred of single

aircraft being detected at ranges only sli^tly more than

/ twenty

Junkers
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twenty miles. Several teohnioal faults in the newIy«>ereoted

stations had been discovered however, and work was immediatety
begun to remedy them. 33ie chief fault in title operation of the

stations was the method of sweeping of the O.O.L's (the units

giving low cover) so that if the T.R.U, did not pick up

there was great danger of its getting close to the Island

a raid.

undetected. It was considered that this might be the cause of

single aircraft slipping through, although
.evidence of this.

there was no direct

In spite of the three instances whan no

effective warning had been given, previous tracks did not

indicate serious gaps in the vertical and horisontal coverage.

Some of the R.D.P. diffiouLties were due to shortage of

personnel. For example no Filter Officers were available for

the Filter Room, and the duty was carried out by two A.M.E.

Station Commanders who were thus prevented from supervising
their own R.D.F. Stations. Activity was considerable. In

thirty-four normal days about 20,000 plots were received, the

majority being hostile tracks.

Owing to shortage of crews action had to be delayed in

following up an important recommendation for an increase in

R.D.F. cover. It was proposed to split Nos. 2t|.1 aM 242 T.R.Us

into separate units operating simultaneously, and the personnel

of No, 241 were posted to No, 242 in March. A new site was

No, 241
A.M.E.S.

0.R.B,

then found for the equipment of No. 241 T.R.U, at Ghar Lapsi

This station was intended to give cover to the

south and west against possible raids from Tripoli, but it did

not come into operation until May 1942.

on

the south coast.

(l) It was later considered more likely that failure to pick
up single aircraft on R.D.F, was due simply to their
great height as similar difficulties had been encountered
on the Home Chain.

A.M. File

S. 50541ADF
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AerodroneB and Laiiding Grounds

UJ5/16 By the end of 1940 extensive plans had been put fonward for

the iBqproveaient of the aerodromes at Malta. In September a

deoision had been taken to extend the flight paths at Takali and

Qal Far and to develop Krendi and Safi as ttro runsroy sites,

arrival of the Wellington unit in November made neoessaxy the

extension of the main runway at Luqa which was then too short for

use by the bombers in no-wind conditions, and this extension was

completed by the end of December.

In January 1941 a rough estimate of Malta's capaci'^ was made

in view of the need for more air units.

!Qie

!Ehe forecast of work

was then as follows

Safi Should be coopleted ly July

Should be completed by October

Extension should be completed by late October

Extension should be usable by March

Krendi

Hal Far

Takali

!Qie capacity of the aerodroues was estimated as:-

Eal Far: Six (SLen Martins and twelve Hurricanes

Taltali: ^]^vo Hurricane Squadrons or

One Hurricane and one Beaufig^ter

(Not usable for Blenheims or Beauforts)

Luqa: Twenty-four Wellingtons, or

Sixteen Wellingtons and sixteen Hurricanes or

Sixteen Wellingtons and sixteen Blenheims or
Beauforts

IIJ1A6/5 At a meeting on 13 May 1941 it was agreed that there was

aoconmodation for five squadrons at Malta and the V.C.N.S.

suggested that it was most desirable that this nuodser should be

increased to six.

Protection of Aircraft

The limited dispersal area on the Malta aerodromes made some

form of protection for aircraft particularly necessaxy.

first it was proposed to tunnel out hangars in the rook force

At

A.M. File

S.I718OO

round the aerodromes but this project was abandoned as it would

The method adopted was the

/ construction

involve too much time and exqpense.
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oonatruotion of atone pens on the perimeter of the airfields,

and ffoxic was oommenoed on these in September

the A»0,G, reported that stone pens, though not ideal and not

In May 1341

affording complete proteotion, had proved their utility and

saved many aircraft from complete destxtiotion* They could be

built with local material and labour and eogperiments were being <

made with roofing over pens with steel trusses from destroyed

Bellman hangars. It was hoped this would prevent damage to

aircraft by falling rook or inoendiaiy bombs,

dispersion was being developed outside the aerodrome perimeters,

Meanwhile

s

/

f

5

!
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DISTRIBUTION OP GERMAN AIRCRAFT IW SICILY 12 J.6MU.ARY 1941

GAXAm

1 Ju.88
4 Ju.88
6 Ju.88
28 He.m

KG z.b.V. 9

toapamt

1 Do.17
iA Ju.87

St.G. 3
St. G.3

KG 26 1 Be.111

nfftfTsn

IIIAG 26 3 He.111

PALERMO

III/ZG 25 Me.110

5 Ju.87St.G. 3

STOtsugtH of (asBMATJ w.tcgeRKOBPS X

IN SICILY AT 22.2.1941

Strength ServioeableCATANIA

)Stab/li.G.1
UA.G.1
IHA.G.1
1A/121

I
1324Bombers
1029
717L.R. Reooe

PAT.TTOMn

UI/2G. 26 3140T,E. Pi^tera

TRAPANI

2Stab/2. G.3
I/St. G.1
n/St. G.2

7/J.G.26
1A.J.&.3

5
22Dive-bombers 30

38 31
e

12i4T.E. Fighters
Ni^t Fighters 47

OQMISO

911/fc.G.J
2A.G.4

30Bomber

11
148243total



APEENDIX No. XII oontdl

STiiEN&IH OF IHE (gmM HJEOSRKORPS X
IM aiOIU. A3 Ag 22.?.A.i

Looation Unit

Catania Stab/l.G.I
II/li.C.1
IH/l.G.1 .
mA.G.3o

Airoraft Strength Servioeable

Ju. 88 1 1 1

26Ju. 88 38Bcmbers 20

Ju. 88
Ju. 88

38 ¥) 11

38 27 24

I
121 Ju. 88

Ju. 88
12 915

L.R. Reooe2 123 79 14

StabAn/Z.G.26
7/2.G.26

fulezmo I.S. Filters Me.110
Me.110

33 3
15 15 11

II/St.G.1
IH/St.G.1
Stab/St. G, 3

7/J.G.26
lA.J.G.3

2/K.G.4
IIA.G.26
lll/St.G.1 Baaed

i

Irapani Ju. 87
Ju. 87
Ju. 87

2739 h2
Dive bombers 183739

9 5 2

e

S.S. Filters
Ni^t Fighters

Me. 109
Me.110

15 14 11

712 4

Comiso He.111
He.111

12 12 2
Bombers

here ani at Trapani
36 36 19

316 169TOTAL 294

a
STEOSHGOH OF THE GERMAN X

IN SldLI AS AT 19.4.A.1

Catania 1 121 Ju. 88
Ju. 88

12 15 4L. S, Reooe
123 12 15 5

II/L.G.1
Stab/ll* G-.1

Bslaxmo Stab/LH/2. G. 26

Trapani Il/St.G.1

7/J.G.26
1A.J.G.23

Comiso 2A«G. 4
IIA.G.26

Gerbini IIIA.&.30

1

e

G^la

Ju. 88
Ju. 88

38 30 17Bonders
1 1 1

T.E. Filters Me.110 3 3 3

Dive bombers Ju. 87 29 2039

S.£. Fi^tera
Ni^t Fighters

Me.109 15 15 10
Me.110 12 12 5

Bombers He.111

He.111
12 12 0

36 36 7

fBombers Ju. 88 38

TOTAL 218
d

87

STBENQTH OP OHE (SHMAN FLIEGBRKCRPS X
IN siom AS AT 3.q.L.1

Stab/L* 0.1
h/l»o.i
IIIA.G.30

1(P)121
2/(P)123

StabAlI/Z«&.26

IH/St.G.1

7/J.G.26

IA.J.O.3

)

Catania Ju. 88 1
Ju. 88 38
Ju. 88 38

Ju.88 12
Ju.88 12

Me.110 3

Ju. 87 39

Me.109 15

re-equipping
Ma.110 12

1 1
Bombers 30 11

22 13

L.R. Heooe 14 5
13 2

Balemo T.E. Fighters 3 3

Trapani Dive bombers 35 20
’I

Gjjla S.E. Fighters

N^^t.Filter

15 9

,1ii JL
TOTAL 170 148 67 I

6.
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NOffi: Departure of Fliegerkorps X from Sicily

!Qie German Units began to move from Sioily to North Africa and

Greece in the first weeks of May 1941* The majority of the moves took

place between^l8th and 27th although the Long Range Reconnaissance Units

remained until 4th June,

of the enemy air offensive against Malta, the German Air Force in

Sicily was virtually non-existent.

After this date during this particular phase
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AFEBMDIX No. mi

Attaokfl on ■tiie Illuatriovis and Malta

(from a study prepared liy llie Gexman Air Hiatorioal
branch and dated 30th October

^ ^ Course of Events
A supply oonvqy sailing from Gibraltar to Malta and consisting of

23 ships, among them the aircraft carrier ^Ulustrioua**' and tiro

battleships, was sighted by our reconnaissance aircraft north of Bougie

on 7th January 194-1# Pieter bombers and torpedo-carrying aircraft

delivered a lo«r-level and dive-bombing attack on the convoy south of

Sardinia. Carrier aircraft presented no danger worth mentioning since

they were of an obsolete type. Naval flak caused slight losses.

Fighters based on Malta found the distance to the target area too great.

Bad weather helped the sea operations so that parts of the convoy,

including the ^Illustrious^ reached Malta,

of day and night attacks by Ju.88s and He.llls and day attacks by Ju.87b

and Me. 11 Os on ships in the harbour of Valetta axul on airfields on

Dive bombing and level flight attacks made from a medium

height, in lihioh escorting aircraft also took part, achieved on the

Several hits on Ihe aircraft carrier by S.C.1000

There followed a series

Malta.

whole good results,

and 300 bombs were reported and confirmed in aerial photographs but

she did not sink aikl on the 24th January, under cover of bad weather.

Cur own losses were tolerable andshe left port for Alexandria,

were caused oiainly by accurate flak and, to a lesser extent, by

Air supremacy over the Island was won in February 1941#

At times Malta had only three fighters ready for immediate action.

Our own air attacks were aimed at Ihe following - Main target,

operationally active airfields; second target, heavily occupied

third target, harbour installations and ships in port.

It became very difficult for the enemy to bring up supplies to Malta

Birrioanss.

(1)
airfields;

 .

since he was unable to provide any filter escort for the long sea

From the middle of 1941routes along the ooast of North Africa,

onwards the task of continuing to pin Malta down fell to the Italians

They did not succeed and Malta rose agiain.

(1) This assertion was^later corrected by German officials with
the remark "unfortj^tely No".



AEREMDUC No. mi (oontd.)

EXTRACT gRCM !EHE OEERATIOMAL OHDEBS AWn nnwRAj BtgRULTS
OP ELIEGEBKQRPS X

BASED OK A REPORT OP A VISIT BT A TECHNICAL OFFICER OP
OBE GaSRMAN AIR HIKISTRY DATED 26lH FEBRUARY 1 %.1

(AHB ref. Trans. No. Vll/Sif)

Attacks on the Aircraft Carrier•>**'llluatriou8*^ -

First attack - One direct hit by St.G. 3 with SD 250 bomb with
28a fuze, and a possible hit by St.C.3 with one
SD 1000 boob with 35 fuze; also a possible hit
by KG 26 with one SD 1000 bomb with 35 fuze.
After this attack the carrier docked in La Valetta
(Malta).

In La Valetta St.G.3 scored hits with one
SD 1000 bomb (35 fuze) and three SC 500 boobs
with 28b fuzes, and LG 1 with 2 SG 1000 boaiba
with 28b fuzes,
fell between the Carrier and the quayside.

In La Valetta, St.G.3 attacked with 5 SC 500
bombs with 28b fuze and 5 SD 500 boabs with 28a
fuze,

were observed,

reconnaissance showed severe damage on the upper
deck (landing deok) of the carrier, and the fact
that shadows cast were short indicated that she
was lying low in the water, and it was therefore
assumed that she was aground.

It was estimated that these

After this attack thick columns of smoke

Subsequent photographic

Second attack -

Third attack

A few days later the Illustrious was sighted once more, this

time in Alexandria, which she was thought to have reached uzider her

IQiis failure caused great disappointment in

These poor results ware generally thought to be due

to some special protection round the Carrier's engines and her main

installations, rendering the blast of the bombs ineffective,

SC 1000 bombs which fell between the Can:*ier and the Quayside

probably damaged the ship's hull, but as she was no doubt equipped

with strong bulkheads, she could keep afloat in spite of being partly

flooded and lying low in the water (as seen from the shorter shadow

oast).

own power.

Pliegerkorps X,

The
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AEPENDIX No. XIV

CBRMAN AIRCRAFT LOSSES IM THE MAT.g^ GAMPAICaj

1 January - 50 June 1941

(from official Enea^ Sourocs)
I

A. Losses through Enemy Action

No. No. No.
Destroyed Damaged DateDate Tsss. Destroyed Damaged

Jan. Apr.

10th Dive-

Bomber

Bomber

3 2 11th Long-
range
Recce

Dive-

Bomber

1

13th 1 bombed on 6

ground 1
15th Dive-

Bomber

Bomber

Dive-

Bomber

1

l6th T.E. 1
l6th 3 Fighter

Bomber
I8th 1 17 th 1

19th Dive-

Bomber

Long-
range
Recce

Bomber

Bomber

2
19th T.E. 1

Fighter
Bomber

Dive-

Bomber

Boiober
Bomber

Long-range
Recce

21st 1
3

/

22nd 1
23rd 3 29th 1
24th 1
26th 1

21 10 9

Feb. May
1st Bomber

Bomber

Bomber
Bomber

Bomber

Dive-

Bomber

1 1st S.E. 1
4th 1 2 Filter

Dive-

Bomber

Dive-

Bcmber
Bomber

Long-r^nge
Recce

8th 2 3rd 1
15th 1
2lst 1 4th 1
23rd 4 1

6th 1
.10 3 8th 1

T.E. 1Mar.
Pieter
Dive-bomber

Long-range
Reooe

5th Dive-

Bomber

Bomber

Bomber

Dive-

Bomber
Bomber

5
1

9th 211th 1
21st 1

T.E. 123rd 4
Pieter
Dive-

Bomber
Transport

26th 1
1

2 (on the 1
ground)

10th10 2

11th

13th

Bomber

Bomber
1

1

12 4



GEBtfAN AIRCRAFT LOSSES IM THE MALOZA GAMPAiaJ

1 January - 30 June 1%.1 (oontinued)

Losaaa on Operations but not due to eneaiy aotionB.

No. DamagedNo, Destroyed?7peDate

Jamary

l6th T.E, Fighter
Bomber

Bomber

Bomber

1

2

l8th 1

2i|.th 2

4 2

February

215th Bomber

Ni^t Fighter

1

17th

3 1

Maroh

2b& Bomber

T.E. Fighter
T.E. Filter
T.E. Fighter
Night Fighter
T.E, Fighter
Bomber

Bomber

Bomber

1

3rd 1

8th 1

10th 1

11th 1

1

1

113th
15th

45

A£ril

1T.E. Fighter
Bomber

Night Fighter
Bomber

5th
112 th

17th 1

122nd

3 1

May

6th Bomber

Dive-bomber

1

14th
2



>

AEESKDIX OT

MALTA AIRCaAPT LOSSBS

BY ENEMY ACTION

JPKB 1940 - MAY 19L1

In Aotion

On tha Ground

Fighters Others

Bate So. 0^ Date Ho. 35rpe Date Ho. a^e

June - Deoember 19iiO

3  Swordfish
1  Sunderland

1  Vellington
1  Wellington
1  Swordfish

l6 July
1 Aug,
17 Sept
26 Hov.

Hurrioana
Gladiator
fiirrioane

Burrioane

1 14 Aug.
1 Hov.
16 Hov.
20 Hor.
14 Deo.

15 Aug,
20 Aug.
17 Sept
24 Hov.

1 Swordfish
Blenheim

Wellington
Wellington

1 1
1 1
1 1

Total 4 7 4

Janue^ - toy 19A.1

1  Maryland
2  Wellington
1  Swordfish

1  Wellington
1  Swordfish

1  Swordfish

2  Swordfish

1  Beaufighter
2  Blenheims

9 Jan.
12 Feb.
16 Feb.
26 Fab.
5 Mar.
7 Mar,
22 Mar.

23 Mar.
28 Mar.
11 Apr.
13 Apr.
23 Apr.
30 Apr.
6 May
7 May
13 May
14 May
15 May
20 May

fiorrioane
Hurrioane
Burrioana
Burrioane
Burrioane

Burrioane
Burrioane

Burrioane
Burrioane

Burrioane

Burrioane

Burrioane

Hurrioane

Burrioane
Bnrrioans

Hurrioane

Hurrioane

Burrioane

Hurrioane

1 11 Jan,

12 Jan.
9 R»b.
24 Feb.
12 Mar.

18 Mar.
13 Apr,
10 May
27 May

18 Jan. 1 Wellington
Barrioane
Swordfish

Gladiator

Swordfish

Burrioane

Wellington
Maryland
Swordfish

Gladiator

Maryland
Barrioane

Sunderland

Maryland
Beaufi^^ter
Sunderland

Maryland
Wellington
Beaufi^ter
Wellington
Wellington
Burrioane

2 1
1 4
3 5 Feb. 1
1 1
1 1
5 26 Feb. 6
1 1
1 5 Mar. 3
3 1
1 7 Mar.

9 Mar.
10 Mar.

24 Apr.
6 May
10 May
11 May
15 May
20 May

1
1 1
1 1
3 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
1 1
1 1

1

1

25 May 2

Total 33 Total 12 Total 33

A.H.B. IIJ1/111Souroe:

Summary of Aircraft
Losses, Middle East.
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AEFEMDIX j<\/l

ITALIAM AIR FORCE QM SICILY fURRn AGADiST MALTA)

FIGHTERS BOMBERS COASTAL

Strength Serv* Strength Seiv, Strength Serv.

Deoetober I9i|0 80100 55 39 35 17

May 194.1 112 78 60 36 1643

Hovetaher 1941 180 126 122 83 2652

January 19^2 122 74 57 34 51 32

May 1942 164 86 133 78 64 47

Ootober 1942 208 96 67129 68 36

ITALIAM AIR FORCE OH SARDIMIA (used as anti-shipping
foroe against oonvqys in Western Mediterranean &

in attacks against Gibraltar)

fighters BOMBERS COASTAL

Strength Serv. Strength Sorv. Strength Serv.

Deoenber 1940 25 6215 47 39 25

May 1941 3839 64 51 35 21

November 1941 99 6279 11 31 22

May 601942 6850 38 41 30

Ootober 1942 2834 59 45 49 33

A.H.B.6Source:
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AEPEMDIX X^n

LDFTSAFPE ON SICILY - 17 JAMJARY 1942

A/O TOE LOCATION STBEKGIH SERVICEABLEUNIT

Long range reoce

1  (P) 122 Ju 88 710

S.E, Piriitera

Stab JG 53
I/JG 53 (less 1st 3t)
II/JG 53

6 6Me 109 P
Me 109 P
Me 109 P

5k 21

2L

77 52

Hjgfat fighters

I/NJG 2
it^G 2

Ju 88
Ju 88

812

5 5

17 11

T.E, fighters

m/ZG 26 (less 7th St) Me 110 XL 10

Bombers

Stab KG 54
1/3 of IAg 54
K Gr 606

1/3 of K Gr 806
2/3 of IIAg 77
1/3 of III/i£G 77

Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4

1 1

12 7
20 10

617
20 12

16 13

86 49

Souroe; A.K.B.6.



APPENDIX y\tm

IgALIAM AIR KRCE ORDER OF BATTLE IN SICILY

22 JANUARY 192.2

UNIT A/C TYPE LOCATION STRENGTH SERVICEAELE

173 Sq R S
278 Sq Aero-
ailurante (toi^do
bombers)

Or 25 Palermo 17 11

S 79 Pantell^ri iit 1a

1831

Bomber Coauaand

10 St B T

30 Gr
32 Gr

221 Sq

S 79 Palermo

Castelvetrano
Palermo

Palermo

S 79 814
S 79 6 4
s 79 6 Jl

26 20

Fighter Command

54 St C T

16 Gr
Castelvetrano

Or i|2
Uo 200

Mo 202 Castelvetrano

Palermo 12 7
7 Gr Cr la

Mo 200 Catania

Comiso

Trapani
58100

377 Sq C T Re 2000 10 1
122 74

a.

Army Co-Op. (6tli Armata)

76 Gr Palermo

Palermo30 Sq
AO Sq

Ro 37
Ho 37
Ca 311

9 7

Palermo (seat, at
Reggio)

Palermo (sect, at
Gerbini

8 4
115 Sq Ro 37

Ca 31-1

JO Jl
27 15

Navy

83 Gr Cz 501
Cz 506 Augusta 35 21

85 Gr Cz 501
Cz 506 Stagnone 16 11

51 32

A.H.B.6Souroe;
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AEEEKDIX y/X'

LUFmggE ON SIClLr - 21 EEBRUART 1942

a/c tyhe location strengoh serviceableUNIT

Long range

reooe Stab (P) 122
2 (P) 122
1  (P) 122

Trapani
Ju 88
Ju 88

5 3
Jl
714

S.E. fighters

4 4He 109 P
Me 109 P

Comiso

Gela

Stab JG 53
I/JG 53
(less 1st St)
H/JG 53
UI/JG 53
10/JG 53
II/JG 3

36 24

36Cocaiso

Cnmiap
Gela

Soiaooa

30He 109 P
Me 109 P
Me 109 P
Me 109 P

3235
77
2821
125153

Niribt fighters

I/^t JG 2
4AJG 2

Ju 88

Ju 88
4Catania 13

3 1

16 5

T.E. fifditera

lU/ZG 26
(leas 7th St)

17Trapani 11Me 110

Boabera

Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4

1Stab KG 54
1/S& 54
K Gr 606
K Gr 806

Stab KG 77
IIA0 77
niAs 77

Catania

Gezbini

Catania

Catania

Comiso

Catania

Castel Vetrano 24

1

29
19
24
1

21

16
Ju 88 A4 8

Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4

10

1

11

5A4Ju

52119

Dive bonbers

Ju 87 BA Comiso 2Einsatz St G 1 10

Source; AHB.6
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AEEEMDIX^Of

OP BA!C>T.Tg

A.H.Q. MALTA

1 MARCH 1%2

Type Squadron Esta'bliahaent Total Servioeable

Boaufifi^tor No. 272 Detaohment Ex 4
M.E.

126 16 1- 8
16 + 8

to refoxta India

16 8
16 4 8
9 + 0

6Hurrloana 4
6185 9
6242 7

249
605 68

1435 59

(N.P.) Pit.
Luqa 1

Total - Piriitara 73 + 32 27Vf

16 + 0No. 18Blenheim 2

21 1 1

107 5
Luqa 3

69 6Maryland 3

Mosquito do. 1

38Wellingtoai 2 1

40 3
104 1

2221 3
l6 + 037 14 12

Luqa 4

Total - Bombers 1932+0 45

4689Tbtal Airoraft 105 + 32

Souroe; AHB/gB/9/4
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AfPEMDIX XJ(i

LDPmgPE QM SICILY - lA. MARCH 19^

UNIT THE OF A/C location STRENGTH RTOffTfflgAHTJg

Long range reooe

Stab (P) 122
2 (P) 122
1  (P) 122

Trapani
Trapatd
Gerbini

Ju 88
Ju 88

6 4

111

17 11

S.E. fighters

Stab JG 53 Me 109 P
I/JG 53 (less 1st S^ Me 109 P
II/JG 53
III/JG 53
Il/JG 3
10/JG 53

Me 109 P
Me 109 P
Me 109 P
Me 109 P

Comiso 4 4
Gela 24 22

Comiso

Comiso

San Pietro

39 27
32 29
39 25

Gela 8 8

146 115

Night fighters

I/NJG 2
iv^JG 2

Ju 88
Ju 88

Catania 511

3 1

614

T.E. fighters

IH/ZG26(l8ss7th3fc) Me 110 Trapani 19 12

Bombers

Stab KG 5if
I AG 54
K Gr 806

K Gr 606
Stab KG 77

IIAg 77
iiiAg 77

Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4

Catania

Gerbini

Catania

Catania

Comiso

Gomiso

Comiso

01

1431
24 13

1824
01

827

23 12

65131

Dive bombers

Ill/St G 3 (less 9tiiS^ Ju 87D
9/St G 3 Ju 87D

18San Panorazio

San Pietro
15

1
25 20

Souroet A.H.B.6.
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AFEENDIX XX ft

ORDER OP BACTIiE

Q
MAL!EA

1 APRIL 1%2

Tjpe Squadron Establishment Total Sezvioeable

No. 1435 (N.P.)
FLifi^t

No. 183 Squadron
229 “

Beaufighter 9+0 5 2

Burrioane 16+8
16+ 8

28 10

67
Luqa 1

No. 126Spitfire It

12+8
12+ 8249

tt

18 14

Total Pififaters 65 + 32 59 32

Blenheim No. 107 Squadron
M.E. Detach.

1

1

Luqa 2

No. 69 Squadronliaiyland 7+ 5 3 1

Wellington 40) Detaoh-
104) aents Ex

1

1

221 M.E. 3
Luqa 7

Beaufort Takali 1

Total Boabera 7+ 5 20 1

Toj^l Aircraft 72 + 57 79 33

Source: AHB/gB/9/4
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afeekdix K)(ni

LUFTffAPEE ON SICILY - 18 AHOL ̂ 9L2

UHIT A/C TOE LOCATION SaHENGIH SERVICEABLE

Long range

reooe Stab (P) 122
2 (P) 122
1  (P) 122

Trapani
Trapani
Gerbini

Ju 88
Ju 88

11 10

16 12

27 22

S.E. fighters

Stab JG 53
I/JG 53
n/JG 53
UI/JG 53
10/JG 53
II/JG 3 (laaa 6 St)

Me 109 P Comiso
Me 109 P Gala
Me 109 P Coiaiso
Me 109 F Comiso
Me 109 P Gala

Me 109 P San Fietro

(4 a/o on
Fantelleria)

5 4
40 33

2631
30 24
7 4

24 20

137 111

Hiriit fighters

IAJG2 Ju 88 Catania 21 7

T.E. fighters Ul/ZG 26 (lass 7th St) Ma 110 Trapani 21 9

Bocabers

Stab KG 54
1/KQ 54
K &• 6o6
K Gr 806

Stab KG 77
UAG77

Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4

Catania

Gaibini
Catania

Catania

Comiso
Cotaiso

Comiso

Catania

3 2

27 18
Ju 88 A4 22 19
Ju 88 A4 30 21
Ju 88 A4 3 3
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4
Ju 88 A4

22 15
77 28 20

37 22

172 120

Diva bombara

ni/st G 3 Ju 87 D San Piatro 32 28

Souroe; A.H.B.6.



APEEaoix y

LUFTffAgRS OK SICILY

30 APIOL 1<Ml2 31 MAY 1942

STR. SERV. STR. SERY.

LONG RANO; RECCE LONG RANGE REOGE

Stab (P) 122
1  (P) 122
2 (P) 122

Stab (P) 122Trapani
Comiso

Trapani

Trapani
Catania

Trapani

3 1

14 9

_12 6
26 15

1 122 15 5
13 7
31 13

2 (P) 122

S.E. PIfaiTERS S.E. PlGfiTERS

Stab JG 53
II/JG 53
III/JG 53
10/JG 53

Comiso

CoQiiso

Comiao

Comiso

5  5
30 22

31 25

Stab JG 53
II/JG 53
III/JG 53
10/JG 53

Comiso

Comiso

N, Africa
N. Africa

5  5
41 25

6 4

72 56 46 30

HI(ai PlfiHTKRS NIGHT PI(a«ngRS

I/lJJG 2
(less 1 Kette) Catania

IAJO 2 Crete

26 11

T.E. PIGETERS T.E. PIGKTERS

Stab in/ZG 26
8/ZG 26
10/ZG 26

Stab III/ZG 26
8/ZG 26
10/ZG 26

Trapani
Trapaxii
Trapani

4  4
10 4
8  6

N. Africa

N. Africa

Trapani 9  6

22 14

BOMBERS BOtfBRRS

Stab £G 54
IM 54
K Gr 606
K  806

Catania

Catania

Catania

Catania

3  3
30 19
17 13
30 14

80 49

Stab KG 54
lAO 54
K Gr 606
K Gr 806

Eleusis, Greece
KLeusis, Greece
Catania

Catania
31 19
27 15

58 34

DIVE BOMBERS DIVE BOMBERS

Ill/St G 3 Ill/St G 3San Pietro 31 l6 N, Africa

8.TOTAL LEFT ON SICILY;

Source: A.H.B.6.
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AEPENDIX No.

CRiims ffOR THE OGOyATIOM OF MALTA
(' OEBRATlON*^

Study prepared by the Italian Air Ministry
(Translated by Air Ministry A.H.B. 6)

Dviring the first months of 1942, the Si^reme Command began to pl«r>
a ’ co\q> de main* for the surprise occupation of Malta vdiioh was already
besieged fran the sky and blockaded from the sea. The sinrprise attack of
tile Island's defences tdiile in this critical position, was to be known as
"Operation C3”.

The plan was sulmitted to Hitler, vAio indicated that he fully agreed
with a direct operation against the Island, If British lamping attenpts were
not carried out in the West, which would have called for a concentration of
forces, he pixmised the full co-operation of the Geiman forces to ensure the
success of the operation. Not only would Germany have put two battalions of
parachutists at our disposal, but she would have supplied a certain number of
cargo-gliders and a quantity of modem light tanks, which would have been
especially suitable for this type of operation.

The duly of pr^aring the special aerial requirements for the
operation devolved upon the Italian Air Force General Staff.

The following were essential for the success of the operation:-

Accmrate preparations carried out with the mayiimm of secrecy.

2, Air and sea stpremacy in the Central Mediterranean Sector.

Preliminary and continuous blockade of the Maltese Archipelago,

4. Continuous and heavy bombing attacks aimed at the enemy defences
much as possible, to be carried out without indicating in irtiich
area the landings were to be attmipted.

The Italian Air Force and the Sicilian Air Force began their attacks
on Malta from the first days of the War, with bombing operations and the inter
vention of fighter formations to meet the eneny. These operations were
carried out with the aim of reducing the aerial strength of the Island,
smashing its defences, airfield installatims euid administrative  centres.

These methodically carried out operations k^t the Island under
continuous control and greatly checked the naval traffic which was attenpting
to bring supplies of men and munitions to Malta from Gibraltar and Alexandria, j

With the transfer of the 2nd C.A.T. (Geiman Air Corps) to Sicily,
air operations were intensified and in addition dive bombers were used.

The increased strength of the Sicilian Air Force Conmand and the co
operation of the 2nd C,A,T., soon achieved the following resvilts: the gradual
but steady weakening of the air strength of the Island, with the destruction
of airfields and unit H.Q»a, the destruction of British aircraft in the air
and on the ground and the annihilation of the Island's A.A. defences.

The intensified operations against the enemy conveys vrfiich were
attempting to supply the Island led to the creation of an air and sea blockade,
an indi^eiasable ccHidition for any future operations against the Malta defence*
system.

1.

3.

as

In April 1942, by "wiiich date it was considered that the defences
would be disorganised and sufficiently weakened, the General Staff foresaw that
the operation would assume certain characteristics and issued the following
operational directives

1. Aim of the operation: the surprise occupation of Malta,

/2.



APPENDIX No. Xk y-2-

The qperation, which would have the characteristics of a ’coup de main’,
was to be oanried out with adequate forces in the estimated maximum

period of ten days.

2.

3. The occv5>ation of the Island was to be carried out as follows;

(a) Night landings from the sea on the S.E. coasts of Malta with
adequate forces for such a socialised operation,

(b) Ni^t landings of paratrocps in co-ordination with the sea landings,
for the purpose of aiding their success and proceeding with the

occupation of liie principal airfields of the Island, All available

paratroops to be enployed.

Air transoi^ of units, as soon as the airfields were available
for landings.

Transort of units by sea, to land at a favourable moment at the

same places used by the troops mentioned at (a), in order to
counterbalance the effect of any possible delay in using air
transport, due to unfavotarable conditions bn the airfields.

Feint landings by means of M.T.6’s at as many coastal points as possible.

4, Direct naval support to be used for the following purposes

(a) mineswe^ing;

(b) protection of convoys;

(c) assistance in landings;

(d) clearing obstructions,

5. Indirect naval svpport to be used for the purpose of hanpering the
participation of enemy naval forces, and to engage them if necessary,

6, Air sipport, by both coDobat and tran^ort aircraft to be given as laid
down in directives to be issued later.

In order to ioplement the above directives, the General Staffs of

the three Services were to establish a close liaison, to ensure that the

operation would be carried out with all speed and efficiency.

These points, in particular, had to be borne in mind;-

(a) The cooposition of the Expeditionary Corps in troops and material
and their employment,

(b) Maximum speed in the training and preparation of the paratroops and
airborne luiits and daily supervision of the aircraft needed for

their transport,

(c) Speedy transfer of troops and materials of the Expeditionary Corps,
from their bases to the air and naval take-off points.

Maintenance of troops in a constant state of readiness for tran^ort
by sea.

The Italian Air Staff put forward to the Chief of the General Staff

the view that the capture of Malta was primarily an air operation and that the
ground and naval operations were necessarily of a stpporting nature.

(c)

(d)

(e)

(d)

The operation, according to the Italian Air Staff, was to be carried
out as follows;-

/phase 1
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TYPE OP

AIRGRAPT
DEPARTED DESTINATIONLOCATIONS ARRIVEDSQUADRON

Camp No,5
'Camp No. 5
.HAL PAR
'Camp No.5
HAL PAR

.Camp No.3
;G0Z0 15 July

57 Pursuit Gro.
U.S.A.A.P.

64 tP.B.) Sqd.

65 (P.B.)

66 (P.B.)

n

tt

18 July PACHINO

18 " n

P.40

n

18 ttIttt

79 Pursuit Grp.
U.a.A.A.F.

85 Tp7b.7 Sq.d.
Camp No.5

Personnel

only ?  SICILYtt tt

(P.B.) «
(P.B.) "

86 Hn It n

87
Ittt tt n

31 Pursuit Grp.
U.S.A.A.P.

307 CP) Sq,d.
308 (P,
309 (F.

It

n

i

15 July LIGATA
PONTE OLIVO15

tl

GOZOSpitfires
tt

i

tt

tttt
15 •'

nN

33 Pursuit Grp.
U.S.A.A.P.

58 (F) Sqd.
59 (f) "
60 (F) •*

6

14 July LICATAPANTEUi^RIA
It

P.40
ItIt

14
It

tttt It
14

tl

■r

232 (L.B.) Wing
55 Sq.d.

223 "

10 Aug. MONTELUNGO
(Nr. (3SLA)

N  It10 "

Ealtimoras LUQA 20 July

n Itn 20

5 SMP (L.B.) WiM
12 Sq,a.
21 "
24 “

CUTTICHIOHAL FAR 20 Aug.
19 Aug.
20 Aug.

Bostons
Baltifflores
Bostons

21 July
21 ”N It II

ItII H II21 I
ftt.Bj Wing

10 Aug. OOMINELLI
(Nr. ^LA)

It tltt10

Sqd. lA KALI 23 JulyA. 20

85 "
86 «

tt tt 23 tt

12 ft Ittt tl It23
It tttt97 tt tl tf It 1223

MT.qnii!r.T.Ai^0U3

23 (F) Sqd.
73 (N.F.) Sqd. (l Pit)

108 (N.P.) " (1 Pit)
219 (N.P.

230 Sqd. Det.
256 (P) Sqd, (1 Plight)
600 (N.P.) Sqd.
1437 (S.R.) Plight
Air/Sea Rescue

II Det.

Mosquitoes LUQA
Borrioanes

Beaufigbters
Beaufi^ters "
Sunderlands KALAPRANA

Mosquitoes LUQA
Beaufighters LUQA
Mustangs
Miso.

II

n

LUQA
HAL PAR

8 iS: 9 July 13 July

26 July

LA SEBALA

■j

26 July GASSIBILE
FRANCESCOtl11 July 31

/
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Appendix (Order of Battle

A.H.Q. Malta

5Uuly 1948

Establishment ServiceableType

Beaufighter

squadron Total

Baltimore 16+0 131469

5689 M.E.

185 Spitfire 1Hurricane

5M.E. 16+0 12229

269 Baltimore 2+0 3Spitfire

16+0126

3537

1435

N.P.)Plt,
9+0

16+0 21 18185

16 + 0 1720249

1716 + 0 20603

Total Pighters. 112107 + 0 134

122+0Baltimore 69

1138 M.E.Wellington

33M.E.221

78M.E.86Beaufort

9/XIndia

(12 + 4)
217

26 2114+4Total Bombers

133160121 + 4Total Aircraft

Source A.H.B./VB/9/4



Appendix }(/X M

Qenaan and Italian <iir feroes jlvailable for foerationa idgaiiiat
"lEDESiEAL". 10-15 Auguot 19A2

I. German Air gproe

(a) Siolly:

84 Ju 88
6 Me 109

GerMnl:-

3 Ju 88
28 Ju 87
12 Me 110

Trapani

31 Ju 88Catania

(b) Sardinia;

22 Me 109

(o) Fantelleria;

32 Me 109

II. Italian Air goroe (+)

(a) Sioily:

8 Or 25
9 Or i|2
13 Ho 2001

Balexmo:-

Soiaooa 13 S 84
11 Cz 1007 bis

28 Br 20

39 Or 42
60 Me 100
10 Me 202

Castelvetrano

Gerbini:- 19 S 79

16 Ju 87Gela:-

Caltagirone
(S. Pietro) 33 He 2001

(b) Sardinia:

29 S 84
5 S 79

OeoiBtomaniiu

Alf^ero:- 17 Ca 1007 bis

Ce/I|^8ri:- 17 S 79
41 0rA2
19 G 50

(■•■) Based on returns for end of May 1942 “ figures for August
not available.

Souroet A.H.B.6.
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AEPEamix yyjr nu

ORDES OB' BA!gELB

A.H.Q. MAL!PA

51 AUGUST 19ii2

!?ype Squadron Eatabliahment Total Servioeable

16 + 0
16 + 0

89Beaufighter 1011

227 18 14
248 U.K* 4 3

Boirioane 8229 7Spitfire
Takali 5

126 16 + 0
16 + 0
16 + 0
16 + 0

Spitfire 16 16
185 l6 12

16229 13
16249 15

(N.P.) Pit.
13 13

CoDunand

Reserve

P.R.U.

5255

6 6

96 1- 0 l6lTotal Fighters 184

69 16 + 0Baltioore 5 4

69 6Wellington 7

16 + 0Beaufort 39 1519

Luqa 3

Total Bombers 32 => 0 2534

186128 + 0Total.Airoraft 218

Souroe; AHB/VB/9A
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TO SEp™mTgR

Servloealale35n?e Squadron Sstablishment Total

689 6Baaufi^ter M.E. Detaohaant

l6 + 0 18227 13

Biirioana 229 4Spitfire 9

6 669Spitfire Baltiioore

4 + 0
16 + 0
16 + 0
16 + 0
l6 + 0

126 16 16
185 16 14

16229 14
16249 13
16

(N.F!^\lt.
15

Cosunani

Reserve
49 44-

84 + 0 168Total Fighters 145

69Saltioore 4 + 0 5 4

69Wellington 8  0 811

8-1-0

(M.E.)
Seaufort 39 79

Luqa 3

2820 + 0 19

196 164Total Airoraft 104 + 0

Souroe: AHB/to/9/4
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A.H.Q. MALTA

51 OOTOBER 1%2

Sarvioea'bleTotalType Unit Sstalilishiaent

688 -I- 0
8 -i- 0

89BeaufigM:er
8227 1

8229 9Birrioana Spitfire
(see belov)

7+0

(P.R.U.)
16 + 0
16 + 0
16 ♦ 0
l6 + 0

Ex Spitfire
Squadrons

669 6Spitfire

126 16 15
16185 15
16229 12

16 132M9
161435 15

N.P. m.

fVvnmnrM^

Resazve
35 30

14687+0Total Fighters 121

69Baltimore 5+0 5 3

69Wellington 4 + 0 4 4

Luqa 3

Beaufort 39 M.E. 2

Luqa 1

Total Bombers 9 + 0 715

96+0Total Airoraft 161 128

Souroat AHBAB/9A
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ORDER OP BA!PPLB

A.H.Q. MALTA

Vi NQmfBRR ̂ Ql,9

Oifpe Unit Establiahiaent Total Servioeable

Beaufig^tar (ex M.E.)
8 + 0
16 + 0
16 + 0

(ex M.E.)

5 3
89 9 9
227 13 4
272 13 7

Luqa 9

Burrioane 229 Spitfire 10 8

Spitfire 69 Baltinu)re

16 + 0
l6 + 0
16 + 0
l6 + 0

7 6
126 16 15
185 21 18
229 20 17
2i|.9 22 18

1435 16 15
N.p. m.

Goauoaod

Reserve 27 22

fotal Pjghtara
104 + 0 188 142

Baltimore 69 8 + 0 11 8

Wellingtoa 40 16 + 0
8 + 0
8 + 0

14 10
104 9 6
69

11 7
Luqa 1

i

Beaufort 39 16 + 0 18 12
Luqa 3

Total Bombara
56+0 68 43

Vi'

Total Airoraft
160 + 0 256 185

Souroe: AHB/gB/q/!^
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89:er ex M.E.
8-1-0
l6 + 0
8 + 0

7 7

227 610
272 11 9

7Bari$3aBA 229 Spitfire 9 P

23 Detachment

ex P.O.
8 + 1

10 10

^itLre 69 Baltimore

16 + 0
16 + 0
l6 + 0
16 + 0

6 6
126 16 16
185 20 20
229 23 22
2/I-9 20 17
1435

16 16N.P. ELt.

a^teJPlgfatera 104 + 1 148 136

Bsltiore 69 8 + 0 9 6

40 8 + 0
8 + 0

ex Baltimore

8 + 0

;on
12 11

104 12 11
69

12 12

Beauf^
gptal locaibera

5 5

32+0 50 47
1

total iroraft 136 + 1 198 183

Scmpt AHBAb/9/4
i>




